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Page 15.

Generra - unit.

Chapter 1.

Short historical survey/coverage of the surgical treatm'ent of bullet

wounds and damages of spine and spinal cord.

Candidate of medical sciences docent D. G. Gol'dbef.

The survey/coverage of tao development of surgical treatment of

the bullet wounds of spine and spinal cord, based on precise

anatomical data, one should begin from N. I. Pirogov.

Already in its first worc on the military field surgery "Report

about the surgical textbooks, sAowa/rendered by wounded during siege

and exqrcise of the reinforcement of Salta" (1847) is given the

description of removal/distance in the wounded of the bullet, which

lay/rested on the cross extensions of neck vertebrae. In other

wounded, operated by the assistant of f. I. Pirogov, the bullet

entered above right spatula and was stopped about the spinal column.

Woun. was expanded un,.er ether anesthesia. "After operation/process

in wounded was established/installed the numbness of extremities".
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subsequently the wounded "is evacuated into Kumyn with hope". This

shows that N. r. Pirogov tas first of the Soviet surgeons tried to

operate those wounded the spine and the spinal cord under the field

conditions.

The more syst-matic oases of the Drganization of surgical aid by

wounded generally and wounded the spine were in particular developed

by N. I. Pirogov in the Crimean War 1853-1856 and it is in detail

presented by it in the "Beginnings of general/common/total military

field surgery". In the cited work the author gives statistics of the

wounds of spine, calculating their frequency into 3.0-4.0o/o. In

detail describing the severity of clinical picture with the wounds of

spine, N. I. Pirogov indicates that "even in the special

separation/section of hospital for this genus of patients it is

necessary to have an even more special quarters/premises". Reasonably

estimating the danger in operarlon/process as a result of the

series/number of complications, N. I. Pirogov only sometimes, with

deep wounds of spine, sectioned/cut in the different directions,

driving out free fragments. However, "in the fresh cases when and the

placa of break, and the transfer of scrap cannot be recognized

almost, and paralysis is developed rapidly, I do not see rescue in

the primary resection or the trepanation".

Reflecting the foremost views of the surgeons of that time, N.
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I. Pirogov at his "Beginnings of general/common/total military field

surgery" wrote further: "4i trepanation and resection of the bones of

skull give inaccurate results, then it goes without saying these

operations/processes are even less reliable on the vertebrae.

Page 16.

Three or four happy case (Saith, Edwards, Bler) of 24 trapanations,

produced not in the bullet damages (discharge of N. I. Pirogov) of

vertebrae, hardly can impel medical officers to the new attempts".

If N. I. Pirogov was inclined to allow operations/processes on

the spine, then only with the wounds, which were being

escorted/tracked by the incomplete violation of the conductivity of

spinal cord (" when bota extremities not to the identical degree they

were oaresized and not completely"), and besides in the late period

(" when the crushed bone it grew together itself and paralysis no

longer was progressive").

Besides N. I. Pirogov, in the Crimean War operated on the spine

and A. Sokolov. In the annual report about military-temporary/time

hospital No 1 he menticns anout 114 cases of the wounds of the spine:

of th3m in 5 zases was produced tne operation/process, in 2 cases

which ended by death.
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Tha conservative point of view adhered to the foreign surgeons

of that time. Thus, during the Pranco-Prussian war 1870-1871 the

treatment of the bullet wounds of spine and spinal cord consisted in

the granting to the wounded of "possible rest, the wiping of skin by

lead water and the compresses". To this it was added the

catheterization of the bladder and daily enemas ( Lemberg (Lemberg)].

If in wounded were detected the signs of the compression of spinal

cord, surgeons tried in the early period of wound to drive out

foreign bodies and bone fragments from the available divisions of

wound canal. In all remaining cases the doctors usually abstained

from any surgical interventLon, since this could lead "to the

considerable hemorrhage and the autopsy of spinal canal with the

danger of inflammation and sunsequent softening of spinal cord" (Beck

(Beck) ). And this palliative surgical intervention within the time of

war 1870-1871 of 167 that wounded in the spine underwent only 10

peopla.

This tactics of the surgeons of the second half the XIX century

is completely clear. The ansence of asepsis and antiseptic did not

create conditions for the development of the surgery of spine

generally and bullet wcunds of it in particular. Due to the

impossibility to struggle with aifferent infectious complications,
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which were being developed in wounded before and after

operation/process, was unavoidaole large mcrtality.

The rapid development of medicine in the second half the XIX

century, connected with tee discoverys/openings of Pasteur (Pasteur),

of I. I. Mechnikov et al.., introduction to the practical custom of

antisepsis (1867) and asepsis (1892) served as an impetus to the

progressive development of surgery. But these discoverys/openings of

the XIX century did not contriouta to the proper development of the

surgery of spine with the nuliet wounds despite the fact that since

1884 was already developed in tae Dasic details of laminectomy

technique.

In the Russo-Turkish war 1877-1878 (K. K. Reyer et al.),

Greco-Turkish war 1897 (I. S. Gagen-Thorn), the Spanish-American war

1898, the Anglo-Soer war ld 9-1902 [Kuttner (Kuttner) ] and the

so-called "Chinese expedition" (1900-1901), it is more accurate, the

imperialistic suppression of tnae Cainesa liberation movement of known

into the history by the name "Boxer rebellion", the majority of

surgeons in essence adhered to the conservative tactics (M. A.

Galinas).

As noted K. K. Reyer et ai., operational activity during the

Russo-Turkish war with the cullet wounds of spine and spinal cord was
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restricted.

Page 17.

Thus, is information on tae Caucasion army about 7 those wounded the

spine, that were subjected "conservative-operational treatment", by

the Danube army - about 15 "consecutive" operations/processes with

the bullet wounds of the spine (recovered 3) and about one case of

"primary operation/process" with the incomplete recovery.

In 1894 F. I. Berezlin descrined the case of surgical treatment

with the bullet wound of spine at the level of the XI thoracic

vertabra. Wounded was operated twice, since during first laminectomy

bullet could not be found, and only through 2 weeks with the repeated

operation/process was removed bullet and bone fragment. After

operation/process advanced the improvement.

The increasing interest oi the Soviet surgeons of that time in

the operations/processes on the spine is convincingly confirmed by

separate works on the history of the surgery of spine (V. Vladykin,

1896).

In the following, 1897, to year V. 1. Bekhterav expressed

thought about the need for production in the operations/processes on
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the central nervous system by neuropathologist himself, about the

large unit/formation of togetner surgical and neurologic knowledge,

i.e., about the liberation/excretion of new specialty - neurosurgery.

In spite of the failures of te first operations/processes,

interest in the surgery of spine did not weaken, and a question about

breaks and damages of spine was set for discussion of the I

congress/descent of russian surgeons in 1900.

In 1902 V. A. Sventsitskiy published short leadership/manual on

the military field surgery were in chapter about the wounds of

spine, together with the series/nuaber of general considerations, he

expressed thought, that taose wounded the spine and the spinal cor

more frequently perish from the inaction than from the

operations/processes. But this position/situation about the

dependence of issue on surgeon's activity yet did not obtain

general/common/total acknowledgement.

On V. A. Sventsitskiy's report in the Moscow society of the

Russian surgeons 19/IX 1903 L. S. Minor in the debate stated that he

"observed to 60 cerebrcspinal wcunds and for the recovery by their

surgeons until this time she was undertaken very little or directly

nothing".

-4 - %
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This blame to surgeons was completely distinguished, although is

found the known explanatica in the fact that one technical side of

operation/process did not solve completely the problem of the

treatment of the wounds cf spiaa. It was necessary to the

operation/process to accurately establish/install localization of

foreign body and to determine the character/nature of the damage of

spine and spinal cord.

The discovary/opening X-rays into 1895, which lightened the work

of the surgeons in many ragions, initially (taking into account the

technical level of the X-ray analysis of that time) still relatively

little helped with the wounds of spine. Was required much time for

the detailed development of this question. By this is explained the

fact that, according to M. P. Postolov's data, to 1903 are published

only 47 cases of the surgical treatment of the bullet wounds of spine

and spinal cord with 33 fatal results. This high mortality rate could

not but influence the surgical tactics during the treatment of the

bullet wounds of spine.

In the Russo-Japanesa war 1904-1905 which occurred at a distance

of 10000 km from central Russia, surgical aid by that wounded the

spine was transferred into the deep rear. In the reports about this

war there are only separate indications of produced laminectomy (V.

B. Gyubbenet, R. R. Vreden, P. F. Kolchin et al.).
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Page 18.

However, main treni was conservative, although were by this time

already published several works about the advisability of

operation/process with such wounds (F. I. Berezkin, L. M. Pussep, V.

A. Swantsitskiy at al.).

The evacuation of wounded generally, and together with this and

wounded the spine was reduced at that time to the most rapid possible

"scattering" of patients by the method of their transport from the

stage to the stage into the deep rear. This tactics "evacuation into

that that not it stopped" it led to the fact that an

operational-surgical aid by that wounded the spine in the foremost

therapeutic institutions Darely proved to be, but it was transferred

into the institutions of tne deep rear which the wounded with the

damage of spinal cord rarely achieved.

R. R. Vreden as the chief surgeon of Nanchurian army recommended

to detain such wounded in the foremost infirmaries for a long time,

holding their first week on the stretching, and with the failure of

conservative treatment the only producing of laminectomy. According

to his data, published in te "practical leadership/manual on the
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military field surgery" (1911), of 12 that operated in the field

mobile hospital died 8. After operation/process R. R. Vreden held the

wounded of 3-4 weeks on the stretching, after which he evacuated in

the gypsum bedspread.

Without depending on the cAaracter/nature of the applied

treatment R. R. Vreden recommended the detaining of wounded with the

damage of spinal cord in tue spare hospital (army area) not less than

6 weeks.

From that outlined above it is evident that during the

Russo-Japanese war the majority of the surgeons of Russian army

adhered to the conservative tnerapy of the bullet wounds of spine and

spinal cord. The same tactics according to the communications/reports

of V. B. Gyubbenet adhered to Japanese surgeons.

In the subsequent decade was published the series/number of the

works, which testified about the effectiveness of surgical

intervention with the bullet wounds and the closed damages of spine

(P. I. D'yakonov, A. A. Opokin, V. P. Kozlovskiy, A. I. Okinshevich,

Z. I. Ponomarev, L. M. Pussep, V. V. Zerenin, N. N. Burdenko, V. A.

Oppel', I. I. Grekov and many others). However, it should be noted

that these authors' personal experience was based on the single

observations and their comunications/reports more frequently carried

'I

-!-. ~
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casuistic character/nature.

At the IX congress/descent of russian surgeons in 1900 A. V.

Opokin reported 25 laminecoalies, assembled by it based on materials

of the Russian surgeons, aoreover 14 laminectomies wera produced with

the bullet wounds. Both autaor himself and those appeared in the

debate (F. I. Berezkin et al.) entausiastically support laminectomy.

In the period of Balkan wars 1912-1913, according to the data of

A. V. Britnev at al., the aid ay hnat wounded the spine and the

spinal cord was set badly/poorly. on the reports of 28 orders of the

Russian red cross, participating in the armies belligerent countries,

were produced only 5 operaioas/processes on the spine.

In the Balkan war the percentage of lethality with the bullet

wounds of spine and spinal cord, according to A. V. Britnev, achieved

95.0 and even 100.0. The same position/situation was noted also in

the foreign armies. In the year to the first world war (in 1913)

appeared the original works of V. L. Pokotilo and L. M. Pussep about

the damages of spine. Both authors proposed early surgical

interventions.

In the opinion of V. L. Poxotilo, "it is better to be convinced of

the fact that the operation/process is not necessary, than to leave
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spinil cord in the position/situation, which dooms it to the death".

Page 19.

The first world war 1914-1918 with its unprecedented until that

time quantity of wounded again placed before the surgeons the problem

of the treatment of the bullet wounds of spine and spinal cord. The

experiment/experience of the past wars XIX and the beginning XX, the

century, in tha opinion of many surgeons, testified about the

hopelessness of the surgical treatment of those dounded the spine and

the spinal cord. Nevertheless wita each year of war a number of

supporters of the surgical traataent of the bullet wounds of spine

noticeably grew/rose.

Thus, already during January 1915 P. K. Zavadsky reported at the

conference of the doctors of North Western Front about 20

laminectomies. Lecturer arrived at the conclusion that "if the

patient is not operated, above it is pronounced fateful sentence". At

the same time the active tactics of the surgeons supported V. G.

Tsege-Manteyfe et al. The expectant conservative therapy supported M.

B. Kroll et al.

Later for the active tnerapy were voiced in the press/printing

M. I. Napalkov, L. M. Pussep, V. M. Bekhterev, 0. S. Bokastova, A. N.

f~-ar
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Abramov, V. L. Pokotilo9 ajp. Crimea, M. N. Volkovich et al.

In 1916 at the XIV congress/descent of russian surgeons with the

raport ibout the readings to the surgical treatment of the bullet

wounds of spine and spinal cord spoke V. L. Pokotilo, who reported 25

laminectomies with the fatal result in 16 wounded. Lecturer

persistently recommended the active methods of treatment, considering

the best period for the operation/process the first two weeks after

wound. It supported N. N. Petrov, A. A. Oshman et al. After this

congress/descent changed the views on the surgical tactics with the

wounds of spine toward an increase in the activity. However,

deficiencies/lacks in the organization of the medical and sanitary

service in the tsarist army, deficiency of a total number of

experienced surgeons led to the fact that in the first world war the

treatment of the wounds of spine and spinal cord was conducted mainly

in the deep rear where these wounded deposited for a long time. In

this case bulk of heavily wounded perished in the foremost stages of

evacuation from different infectious and tropho-paralytic

complications. Thus, in the first world war Russian surgeons (as

foreign) could not reveal sufficient surgical activity in the

treatment of the bullet wounds of spine and spinal cord, although

they operated comparatively more than in the previous wars (N. N.

Burdanko, L. M. Pussep, A. Pensky, V. L. Pokotilo, D. P. Kuznetskiy

and many others)
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The neuropathologists of that time were more frequently the

supporters of the conservative treatment of the bullet wounds of

spine and spinal cord (V. E. Dzerzninskiy). Even actively adjusted

surgeons in connection witan tuat pointed out above had available a

comparatively insignificant number of observations. 7kos, A. P. z Ik

gave 11 observations, A. V. Martynov and Ye. P. Kononova - 20

observations, A. Pensky - 28, V. L. Pokotilo - 34 and D. P.

Kuznetskiy - 24 observations..Separate observations published A. L.

Polanow, P. A. Herzan, V. 1. Dorotvorskiy, N. N. Lebedev, P. G.

Kornev at al.

The little activity of tae surgeons in the treatment of the

bullet wounds of spine in the first world war led to the fact that

also toward the end of the war was not formed any sharp installations

for Jetarmining of readings and contraindications to surgical

intervention, or periods and volume of the latter with such wounds.

IPage 20.

Only of the afterward great October Socialist Revolution in our

country underwent wide development the neurosurgery, which was

rapidly designed as independent discipline. Since 1921 are organized

JC
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indivilual neuro-surgical clinics, and somewhat later and

nauro-surgical institutes. In 1934 is created neuro-surgical

advice/council with the Moscow neuro-surgical institute of

Narkomzdrav (Peopla's Commissariat of Public Health) of the USSR,

which zoordinated scientific research and practical work in the

region of neurosurgery, waile in 1935 were organized the first

departments for neurosurgery witn the Institutes of the Continuing

Education of the doctors. In tae same year is published the first

leadership/manual on the neurosurgery (edited by A. L. Polenova).

Through two years (in 1937) appeared the first in the world special

periodic journal "Auestions oi neurosurgery" (responsible editor N.

N. Burdenko).

Entire presented contributed to the rapid progress of

neurosurgery, to the training of personnel of the neurosurgeons and,

in particular, to the development of the urgent questions of theory

and practice of the injury of nervous system, including spine and

spinal cord.

In 1934 A. Yu. Sozon-ReowewL in the experimental work on the

dogs showed ths advantage of early radical primary processing to

laminectomy inclusively with tae bullet wounds of spine.

In 1935 A. N. Bakulev recommended within the early periods

• i _ . . .. ... .. ... . ..
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(fir3t 8 hours) the radical primary processing of the wound of spine

and spinal cord with subsequent stitching of wound tightly. Within

the later periods was recomaenaed the same processing, but without

stitching.

In spite of completely convincing data in favor of early radical

surgical intervention vita tne bullet wounds of spine with the damage

of spinal cord, neverthelass and in later military collisions - in

Khasan lake (1938) and on Knaliain-Gol river (1939) - was noted the

restrained attitude of the individual surgeons toward the surgical

treatmeat of tha wounds of spine and spinal cord with the high

surgical activity in the relazion to the wounds of other regions of

body (M. N. Akhutin)

In the war with White Finns (1939-1940), in connection with

sanitary-tactical special fearures/peculiarities of front (nearness

of Laaingrad with its wide net/system of neuro-surgical

institutions), wounded into tae spine were concentrated in

soecialized institutions whare them is exerted early radical

neuro-surgical by aid.

At the special conference in Leningrad 5/tV 1940, dedicated to

questions of the bullet wounds of spine and spinal cord, in the

raports of A. L. Polenov, L. fa. aazdol'skiy, A. V. Bondaruchk and V.
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I. Loyko et al. wers represented the results of th3 surgical

treatment of the wounds of spine and spinal cord. In all reports

unanimously was underscored the advisability of the surgical

treatment of these wounds. It was there established/installed, which

prognosis stands in direct coanection/coumunication with the periods

of surgical intervention and becomes more favorable, the earlier is

produced laminectomy. This point of view was supported both by other

Leningrad neuropathologists and neurosurgeons.

However, individual surgaons continued to adhere to expectant

tactics in questions of taa surgical treatment of those wounded the

spine and the spinal cord, depositing intervention before the

refinement of neurologic daagnosis.

Page 21.

Within the time of war with taD White Finns underwent review

also a question about the priaary processing of the wounds of spine

and spinal cord in the army area. in the beginning of combat

overations such wounds underwent primary surgical processing in the

therapeutic institutions of army area. Frequently wounds cut

excessively widely, witnout taxing into account possible surgical

intervention on the spine subseiuently. Sometimes of wound after the

primary processing of soft tissues they sewed tightly, to what
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energetically retorted A. L. Polenov, P. A. Cyprian et al.

It is later, in accordance with the special instructions of the

sanitary control of Leningrad military district, the surgeons in the

army area were limited only to dress/lavatory of wounds (Ye. F.

Nikullchenko, M. A. Dashkovss.y, M. I. Fidel'mam), evacuating such

wounded into tha hospitals of GBF, where after careful neurologic

investigation and their necassary X-ray analysis they subjected to

radical surgical intervention.

As a result of the small experience, obtained in the war with

the White Finns, was outlined distinct shift/shear in surgeons' views

in favor of larger activity in the treatment of the bullet wounds of

spine and spinal cord and, on S. N. Burdenko's statement, solidly

were formed general/coumcn/total installations in questions of the

organization of neuro-surgical aid by wounded. Neurosurgery engaged

its place in the system of the medical service of the Red Army. At

the same time were formed representations also about the advisability

of approaching the neuro-surgical aid to wounded.

Thus, at the beginning of the Great Patriotic War 1941-1945. The

military medical service of the Red Army arrived with the specific

experiment/experience in the treatment of the neuro-surgical wounded,

including wounded the spine and the spinal cord.

i
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Page 22.

Chapter Il.

CLASSIFICATION AND FREQUENCI UP BSLLET WOUNDS OF THE SPINE AND SPINAL

CORD.

Candidate of medical sciences docent D. G. Gol'dberg and

corresponding member of tae Acauemy of Medical Sciences of the USSR

Honored Scientist professor I. Ya. Razdol'skiy.

The classification of nullet wounds and damages of spine and

spinal cord must aid systematization and reduction into the ordered

system of entire diversity of dasagas, especially bullet wounds,

which are encountered in tne wartime. This classification facilitates

the recognition of the separate means of wounds and damages

(diagnosis) and thereby it haips correct classification and

evacuation of casualties from the designation/purpose, determination

of the rational methods of treatment and finally to correct account

and to study of such wounds and damages.
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All combat wounds and damages of spine and spinal cord in

accordance with up to now the genezal-surgical principles accepted

are divided into three groups: I) bullet wounds, 2) puncture and cut

wounds, 3) the closed damagas.

The first two groups are characterized by the presence of wound,

which always threatens by the dissemination of infection depthward to

spine and contents of spinal canal.

Within the time of the Great Patriotic War were encountered

almost exclusively bullet wounds. As rare exclusions were noted the

puncture and cut wounds, obtaiaea in the hand-to-hand fighting.

This means of wounds was encountered so rarely, which about them

is not mentioned not only in tae separate shapes, but also in the

monographs and special collections, which left during the Great

Patriotic War and after it, as it is not mentioned about them in the

majority of the medical raports of fronts and armies. Neurologic

violations with the puncture and cut wounds more frequently were

expressed in the Brown-Sequard syndrome. Such casualties in the

single cases only underwent surgical treatment.

The closed damages composed only 0. 2o/o of all battle damages of

spine. From classification and statistical data are given in the VII

I II ~ .... -... .. , -=...
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chapter (special unit), dedicated to the analysis of the closed

damages of spine. This relationsnip/ratio of the battle damages of

spine is explained by the saturation of combat operations/processes

weapons, what is the special faature/peculiarity of modern wars, in

particular, the Great Patriotic War.

It suffices for the comparison to cite data on the Caucasion and

Danube army in the Russo-Turxisn war 1877-1878 (fable 1).

From table 1 it is evident that in the Caucasion army of the

wound of spine by silent weapon they achieved 3.0o/o, and the closed

damages - 9.40/0. This is comple.eLy understandable, because in the

previous wars the combat operations/processes more frequently reached

the hand-to-hand ones o interiocks, in which the significant role

played silent weapon.

Page 23.

To the Great Patriotic War and in the beginning its attempts to

create the classification whica would reflect simultaneously the

wounds also of spine, and spinal cord, little satisfied neurosurgeons

and neuropathologist s.

The construction ot tne single classification of the bullet

,i .. .. ._I III I . . .'.. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. .. . .. . ..,.. . . .
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wounds of spine and spinal cord runs into the series/number of

difficultiss as a rssult of tua fact that the damages of spine and

spinal cord can be observed ooth separately and in different

combinations, b-sides differean severity. It is always necessary to

consider that the frequentiy szraight/direct parallelism between the

severity of the damage of spine ana the severity of the damage of

spinal cord there is not.

According to the conventional classification, all wounds of

spine are divided as fcllows:

A. On the level of tac equalization:

1. Wounds of neck division.

2. Wounds of thoracic division.

3. Wound of lumbar division.

4. Wounds of sacral division.

This differentiation is important in connection with the

characteristic clinical neurologic picture detected for each level of

the wound of spine.

~.....
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3. According to forn/species of wounding weapon:

1. bullet.

2. Fragmentation (fragments of shells, min, aviation bomb).

C. Further are distinguisned wounds:

1. Isolatei/insulated.

2. Combined, or ccmaiaed, wita which simultaneously with spine

the same shell ranite and other tissues and organs/controls of neck,

chest, abdominal area, etc.

3. Set of wound of spine, with which spine is wounded

simultaneously by several sneiis at different levels.

D. By mechanism of wound:

1. Through.

2. Blind.
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3. Tangents.

In the given classification aas in mind the charactar/nature of

the wound of th _ spinal column and contained spinal canal.

or
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Table 1. Frequency of difierent wounds and damages of spinal column

during the Russo-Turkish war 1d77-1878 (in the absolute numerals).

.$) I'II 2 11W ACI(q "" ..... *" ....... I ' ( ) ° ' "

26 1 .124 0j

I 11,, I F I II II1 Il i i, I Id1

T 11 . . . . . 12 9-, 6

Key: (1). Therapeutic institutions of armies. (2). Wounds. (3). cold

weapon. (4). bullet. (5). by fragments of large/coarse shells. (6).

Contusions from bullet shells. (7). Injuries and other reasons. (8).

In all. (9). All therapeutic institutions of Caucasion army. (10).

Mobile/motile division field hosp~itals of Danube army.
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It is virtually especially important to explain the character/nature

of the wound of the contained spinal canal, since the severity of

wound, the methods of treatment and prognosis in the absolute

majority of the cases dtpend not so much on the damage of spine, as

from the damage of the contained spinal canal. As is evident it will

be further, the experiment/experience of the Great Patriotic War

shoved that between the character/nature of the wound of spine and

the severity of the damage of the contained spinal canal are known

't~~r~d
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regular relationships/ratios.

E. By character/nature or wound of spine and spinal canal they

distinguish:

1. Penetrating wounds.

2. Nonpenetrating wounds.

3. Bullet damages of contained spinal canal without damage of

spine, or paravertebral wounds.

To the Great Patriotic Waz the wounds of spine did not subdivide

into those penetrating and nonpenetrating ones.

Although V. L. Pokotilo 4s early as 1913 gave the sharp

definition of the penetrating wcund of spine as the wound, which

penetrates into the spinal canal, i. e., the escorted/tracked by the

damage of walls spinal canal, unfortunately, this characteristic of

the penetrating wound was forgotten.

Only in 1941,on the instruction of main sanitary administration

of the Red Army, in ta reports and the account were

connected these designations, although the concrete decoding of the
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content of these concepts it was not given.

Th3 accepted, on N. S. P2rrov's proposition, interpretation of

the penetrating wound cf sxull as the wound, which is

escorted/tracked by the damage of solid cerebral shell, for the

wounds of spine proved to be unacceptable, since the damage of the

solid cerebral shell of spinal cord, with rare exception, can be

established/installed only during the operation/process or even on

the autopsy. To soluticn of tnis question frequently cannot aid X-ray

analysis, since solid cerebral snell evqn in the presence of foreign

body in the spinal canal can prove to be safe and, on the contrary,

can prove to be that damaged Dy tne wounding shell or fine bone

fragments, which yield either clinLcal or to roentgenological

determination.

The experiment/experience of zhe Great Patriotic War showed that

the point of view of V. L. Pokotilo and is at present singularly

correct and is confirmed by tne experiment/experience of latter/last

years.

The given below classification, constructed on the basis of

clinico-rentgenoanatcmical investigations by N. S. Kosinskaya, was

applied in the series/numoer of fronts (Leningrad, Volkhov, Karelian,

northern), and it is later in tae number of the therapeutic

i~
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institutions of the 1st Urainian, 2nd Belorussian and other fronts

and, as showed experinent/experience, it completely itself justified.

According to the investigations by N. S. Kosinskaya, all gun

wounds of spine with respect to the direction of wound canal with

respect to the spine and to spinal canal are divided into five types

(Fig. 1).

With I type of wounds wouna canal crosses/intersects spinal

canal, i.e., the wounding shell passes through the spinal canal (Fig.

1, I).

With the II type of wounds wound canal is finished in the spinal

canal, i.e., the wounding shel. is detained in the spinal canal (Fig.

1, II).

With the III type wcand canal destroys (it reveals) the walls of

spinal canal, but does nct penetrate depthward canal (Fig. 1 III).

More frequent with this type of wounds there are damaged the small

arcs of vertebrae.

With IV type wounds wound candl is passed out of the spinal

canal, moreover are damaged only tnose divisions of spine, which do

not accept participation Ln ta formation of the walls of spinal
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canal (Fig. 1, IV)

Page 25.

With this type of wounds asually are damaged the bodies of vertebrae,

awned or cross extensions wita tne retention/preservation/maintaining

of small arcs or, it is rare, wit their sulcate wound, without the

autopsy of spinal canal.

With the V type wound canal is passed out of the spine (Fig. I,

V), in this case ara wcundea near-spinal tissues, and spinal cord,

its shalls, vessels and rootiets damages by transmission shock, as a

result of the damage of edyps/fins, bones of pelvis, nerve

webes/plexi or as a result of the jolt of spine by the wounding shell

of large force, which passes naear from the spine.

Recognizing together with v. L. Pokotilo the wounds, which are

escorted/tracked by the autopsy of the walls of spinal canal, by the

penetrating wounds of spine, to them should be related the first

three types of the wounds of N. S. Kosinskaya's scheme - perforating,

blind and tangential wounds of spinal canal.

Tha nonpenetrating wounds of spine include IV type wounds, to

the paravertebral ones - V type wounds.

-#. *
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This treatment of the penetrating wound of spine finds its basis

in the following:

1. As noted above, with clinical (including X-ray analysis)

methods of study it is nct possiale to establish/install the presence

of the damage of the internal leaflet of solid cerebral shell.

Exclusion present only relatively rare cases of wounds, which are

escorted/tracked by external "quorhea or during the detection of

the large/coarse foreign body, which fills entire spinal canal.

2. During damage of bone walls of spinal canal, as a rule, are

wounded external leaflet of solid cerebral shell, lining/covering

spinal canal its from witain and considered by some anatomists as

endosteum.

3. During damage or walls (autopsy) of spinal canal are created

favorable conditions fcr infection of shells and spinal cord. The

danger in the infection even more is raised during the violation of

the integrity of the internal leaflet of solid cerebral shell.
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Fig. 1. Diagrammati-c representation of the types of wound canals with

thne bullet wounds of spine and spinal cord.

Page 26.

The given -linical-suzgca. and rogntgenological characteristic

* of wounds made it possinid to put into the ordered system entire

diversity of the wounds or spine, and taking into account the

neurologic violations, whicin are onserved with thema (about which see

below), to construct the classiftication, which reflects the

character/nature of the damage of spine and the degree of the

violation of the conductivity of spinal cord or rootlets of horse

tail, i.e., making it possiola to judge the severity of wounds and

-
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the resultant necessary seasures.

Is given below the single neuro-surgical classification of the

billet wounds of spine and spinal cord, based on the data of a

clinico-surgical x-ray and neurologic examination of casualty.

Classification of the bulet wounds of spine and spinal cord.

A. Penetrating wounds of spine.

1. Perforating penetrating woands of spine (I type according to

N. S. Kosinskaya)

a) with full/total/complete violation of conductivity of spinal

cord or rootlets of horse tail;

b) with partial violation of conductivity of spinal cord or

rootlets of horse tail;

c) without neurologic violations.

2. Blind penetrating wounds of spine (II type according to N. S.

Kosinskaya):
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a) with full/total/complte violation of conductivity of spinal

cord or rootlets of horse tail;

b) with partial violation oi conductivity of spinal cord or

rootlets of horse tail;

a) without neurologic violations.

3. Tangential penetrating wounds of spine (III type according to

1. S. Kosinskaya):

a) with full/total/completr violation of conductivity of spinal

cord or rootlets of horse tail;

b) with partial violation of conductivity of spinal cord or

rootlets of horse tail:

c) without neurological vclcations.

B. Nonpenetrating wounds of spine (IV type according to N. S.

Kosinskaya).

1. Perforating nonpenetrating wounds:
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a) with full/total/complate violation of conductivity of spinal

cord or rootlets of horse tail;

b) with partial violation of conductivity of spinal cord or

rootlets of horse tail;

c) without neurologic violations.

2. Blind nonpenetrat-ig wounds:

a) with full/total./coaplaee violation of conductivity of spinal

cord or rootlets of horse tail;

b) with partial disruption of conductivity of spinal cord or

rootlets of horse tail;

c) without neurologicdl v;.clations.

3. Tangential nonpenetrating wounds:

a) with full/total/compleate violation of conductivity of spinal

cord or rootlets of horse tail;

b) with partial viclation of conductivity of spinal cord or
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rootlets of horse tail;

c) without neurclcgic violations.

Page 27.

C. Paravertebral wounas* (V type according to N. S. Kosinskaya):

a) with full/total/compleze violation of conductivity of spinal

cord or rootlets of horse tail;

b) with partial violation of conductivity of spinal cord or

rootlets of horse tail.

Graphically this -lassirication is shown in Fig. 2.

FOOTNOTE 1. Without dapendiny on presence or absence of bone damages

(in the edges/fins, bones o pelvis, etc.), paravertebral wounds

without the neurologic violations not relate to neuro-surgical wounds

and ia the present section of "worx" are not examined. ENDFOOTMOTE.

Graphically this classirication is shown in Fig. 2.

Differentiation of wounds according to the type of the wounding
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weapon, on the level of tae wound of spine, on presence or absence of

the issociated wounds cf otner crgans/controls is carried out beyond

the frames/scopes of classification and finds direct reflection in

the liagnosis of wound.

At the beginning of the Great Patriotic War of neurologic

classification, which would cover all clinical forms of the bullet

wounds Gf spinal cord and its rootlets, there did not exist. The most

coaplet.. classificaticn belonged to M. S. Skoblo (1936), but it,

apparently was unknown to the wide circles of the neuropathologists,

sinc_ the overwhelming majority of the neuropathologists it did not

put to use. Even in the specialized neuro-surgical hospitals

diagnosis was placed in most common format: "the bullet damage of

spinal cord" with the partial or full/total/complete violation of

conductivity, the "damage of horse tail". In the course of war grew

the urgent necessity for tne refinement of the character/nature of

the damage of spinal ccrd and its rootlets. In connection with this a

number of the authors proposed new classifications. However, in them

the divarsity of the clinical forms of the damages/defeats of brain

did not find its full/tctal/complete representation.

:l--C
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Fig. 2. Bullet wounds ct spine and spinal cord.

Kay: (1). Bullet wounds of spinae and spinal cord. (2). Penetrating.

(3). Nonpenetrating. (4). Paravertebral. (5). Through. (6). Blind.

(7). Tangents. (8). a) wjLth full/total/complete violation of

conductivity of spinal cord. (9). L)) with partial violation of

conductivity of spinal ccra. (10). a) with full/total/complete
violation of conductivity of spiu l cori. (11). b) with partial

violation of conductivity of spian corl. (12). c) witnout neurologic

a s.violations.

Page 28.
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Z. I. Geymanovich's ciassification characterizes in essence not

the clinical forms of the damages/defeats of brain, but the mechanism

of his damage. In accordance wvin this it secretes two basic types of

the damages/defeats of the brain: d) its contact trauma and b)

transmissicn trauma with their further subdivision.

The classification, proposed ny G. P. Kornyanskiy, can satisfy

surgeon, but not neuropatnologist; the neurologic manifestations of

damags/dafeat are determined in it too generally: the "damage/defeat

of spinal cord or its rcctiets", tne "damage/defeat of spinal cord

with the mechanical viclation ot its substance" and the like.

G. D. Aronovich's classification expects the expanded/scanned

characteristic only of spinal-root violations, besides mainly with

the nonpenetrating wounds of spine.

In N. S. Chetvarikov's classification, on one hand, there is no

jolt and contusion of the spinal ccrd, and on the other hand - with

it is connected suppurative maningitis, which is not the basic form

of the bullet damage/defeat of nrain, but its complication.

on the basis of the account of Soviet neuropathologists'

I I I II I I I I I I I I - J. ! ' . . . . . . .. .. , n
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eKperiance in the Great Patriotic 4ar as the neurologic

classification, which most completely reflects the diversity of the

clinical forms of bullet damages of spinal cord, it is possible to

recognize the following':

Jolt of spinal cord.

?OOTNOTE 1. Symptomatology and i2dynosis of the below-indicated forms

of da~mages/defeats are given in tae IV and V chapter of this section.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

Contusion, crushing of spinal cord (or horse tail).

wound of spinal cczd (or norsa tail).

Hematomyelia.

Hematoma is epidural.

Sub-arachnoidal hemcrrhage.

Triumatic radiculitis.

All these clinical forms, witn exception of the first and the

.... a
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latter, can be escorted/tracKed by the compression of spinal cord and

horse tail.

The observed complications of the bullet damages of spinal cord

and its shells can be subdivided into the following basic forms:

general/common/total suppurative spinal meningitis.

Restricted spinal suppurative meningitis.

Suppurative memingomyelitis.

Sharp/acute suppurative zpinal pachymeningitis.

Abscess epidural, suDdurai, intra-medullary.

Chronic spinal pachymeningitis.

Arachnoiditis of spinal cord.

Recognition of the majority of the mentioned clinical forms is

possible only on the basis of zhe careful neurologic and

clinico-surgical investlgatioa, supplemented by data of X-ray

analysis, and in the case ot laminectomy, by data discovered on the

°---
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operation/process. War experience showed that this was possibly only

in the specialized neuro-surgicai agencies. In the general-surgical

hospitals, but more in the ioremost stages of evacuation the correct

recognition af many of these ciinical forms is not always possible.

Therefore primary task of these institutions must be the recognition

of the presence of the aamage/deieat of spinal cord and the

establishment of the severity of the violation of its function.

Page 29.

The recognition of the severity of the violation of the function

of spinal cord is decisive for the clinical estimation of wound, its

prognosis and treatment. It is available not only to neurosurgeons

and neuropathologists, but also to surgeons. Virtually completely it

suffices to establish/install the presence of the partial or

full/total/complete viclation of the conductivity of spinal cord.

Therefore the given above neuro-surgical classification is

constructed taking into account in essence only these two forms of

neurologic characteristic. In the specialized neuro-surgicil agencies

it is necessary to indicate also clinical form.

Thus, for the specialized hospital of army or front line area

basic problem it is: 1) to establish/install the severity of the

damage of spinal cord or horse tail, 2) to recognize the

#~
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character/nature of damage, 3) to come to light/detect/expose

presence or absence of compres4ion, 4) to determine basic the

clinical forms of the dazage/derear of spinal cord even 5) to

recognize the early forms of comnplications. During the radical

perfecting of wound, including in the case of necessity laminectomy,

clinical diagnosis must k refined on the basis of data revealed with

surgical intervention.

Frequency of wounds (general/common/total statistical data).

In the mii XIX century N. I. Pirogov determined the frequency of

the wounds of back canal and spinal column" into 3.0-L4.0o/o to a

total number of wounds. But Di official data of the sanitary service

of German army in the first world war 1914-1918, the wound into the

spins composed 0.53o/o, including with the damage of spinal cord -

0.3o/o (Franz], the subject of American sanitary service, with

respect 0.2 and 0.12o/o, and according to the data of French sanitary

service, 1.7 and 0.17o/c.

Individual Russian surgeons communicated about 1.0-2.0o/o (V. I.

Dobratvorikiy, N. N. Samarin) and 1.95o/o (N. S. Mokin, according to

the data of Army of Southwestern Front). Almost analogous percentage

gave M. N. Akhutin based on materials of combat in Khasan lake

(1938), namely 1.5.
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Within the time of wax with Jaite Finns (1939-1940) P. A.

Cyprian determined the fraquency of the bullet wounds of spine and

spinal cord into 1.5o/o. Based cn materials of the development of the

histories of disease/sickness/illness/malady, which relate to

different fronts and larga-scale combat operations/processes, and

also to the front sectcrs wit tne relative calm between the large

combat operations/processes, tae frequency of the bullet wounds of

spine and spinal cord within tne time of the Great Patriotic War

oscillated in limits of 0.3-1.5o/o, depending on the character/nature

of combat operations/processes (S. S. Girgolav).

One should be specified tnat in entire subsequent presentation

to avoid excessive repetition the statistical evidence, obtained

based on materials of the develoFment of the histories of the

diseasa/sickness/illness/ma~.ady of the medical museum of the Ministry

of the armed forces of the USSR, will be brought, with rare

exception, without the indicaticns of the source of obtaining these

numerals. In all cases of rae use of statistical evidence from other

sources, somehow: the materials of the protocols of autopties,

different reports, materials of the personal observations of the

individual authors, etc., tne source of the obtained information will

be specified particularly.
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According to the type of the wounding weapon. Although in the

first world war the saturation by artillery and mortar fire was

sufficiently great, nevertheless, according to the data of authors'

majority, bullet wounds predominated above the fragmentation ones.

Thus, according to V. I. Dobrotvorskiy's data, the bullet wounds of

spine were encountered almost into 2/3 cases.

In the Great Patriotic Jar noticeably predominated the wounds

fragmentation.

Page 30.

Of all battle damages of spine on the bullet wounds fall 42.5o/o, to

the fragmentation ones - S7.3o/o and to the closed damages - 0.2o/o.

These numerals varied in the considerable limits at different

authors, depending on working conditions for their. Thus, K. G.

Terian (GBA, 1943) could note the fragmentation wounds of spine into

53.0o/o and bullet ones - into 47.0o/o of cases, N. I. Grashchenkov

observed in 1942 (defensive actions) fragmentation wounds into

68.8o/o, bullet - into 22.5o/o, the closed damages of spine - into

8.7o/o, and in 1943 (offensive combat) respectively -

50.0-41.1-8.9o/o. Based on materials of GBF (1945), among the bullet

fi
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wounds of spine on the iragaentation wounds fall 55.0o/o, and to the

bullet ones - 45.00/0.

The relationship/ratio of bullet and fragmentation wounds

depends to a considerable degree on the character/nature of combat

operations/processes. So, under conditions of active defense in plain

predominated fragmentatacn wounds, while with the onset, especially

in its initial phase, noticeaoly was increased a number of bullet

wounds. Under conditions for tne large offensive operations,

connected with the penetration of front and the pursuit of enemy,

again began to predominate fragmentation wounds, although it is

insignificant. According to tna cuaracter/nature of wound among the

fragmentation ones predcainated blind, and among the bullet ones -

perforating wounds, which is explained by the kinetic and ballistic

special features/peculiarities of the wounding shells.

Tha Dower of contemporary gun and machine-gun bullet with its

streamlined shape is sO great, that only the wounds at the distant

distanze, on the takeoff of aullet or rebounding wounds can remain

blind, when bullet, after meeting none or even with the elastic soft

tissues, stops before thei. Inverse relations are characteristic for

the fragmentation wounds. Based on materials of GBF, among the blind

wou ids of spine on the bullet wounds fall 28.3o/o, and to the

fragmentation ones - 71.7o/o. Similar data gives, based on materials
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of other fronts, m. P. Postolov, A. S. Orlovskiy et al.

The wounding shell to a considerable extent determined mechanism

and character/nature of tne wound of spine and spinal cord (fable 2).

From table 2 it is evident tnat among the bullet penetrating

wounds through were encountered almost 2 times more frequently than

among the fragmentaticn cnes, and blind, on the contrary, were

observed 2 1/2 times more freluentiy among the fragmentation ones.

With the bullet wcunds wound canal passed priaarily to the

frontal plane (sboku or cn the side and from behind), while with the

fragmer tation ones - in tae sagittal plane (from behind or from

behind and on the side).

The wounds of spine in tae sagittal plane, with the direction of

wound canal from the front bacx/ago, in the hospital net/system were

encountered relatively rarely, since the majority of such casualties

perished on the field ci oattia as a result of the heavy combined

wound of the organs/conrrols of thoracic or abdominal area.

il/Nl m4I I III
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Table 2. Character/nature of the wounds of spine depending on the

form/species of the wounding snell.

( ) ~ ~ I~o~... ua~ .. PiIV I, l apaoP- Xap ,,',
: undin shel.e (2,) . P.taiHenpo und. 3. trog...

P] II11l:ll1l c~ap3Ra , •qe Kta el "H lIIIL.Le' pae p - He U14,.
.. (JUO,lue C Io 411 hae "hi peHI mu" 'I lellum i iIe|I

q "II. .~ . .. .. . . . I , 6,5 18,5 ( 55,9 1,<0 1,7
.t . . . . .. . 2, 1 #, 1 . 1 ,5 54,9 ,!1 1,2

K~y: (1). Wounding shall. (2). Penetrating wounds. (3). through. (4).

blind. (5). tangents. (b). donpeaetrating wounds. (7). Paravertebral

wounds. (8). Character/nature of wound not explained. (9). Bullet.

(10). Fragment.

Page 31.

The severity of the damage of tne contained spinal canal affects also

the size/dimension of fragmeant, wnich is evident during the

comparison of the severity of the damage of spinal cord with the

wounds by the fragments cf artiiiery shells and by the fragments of

mines (Table 3).

From table 3 it is evident that the heavy damages of spinal cord

relatively more frequently were encountered with the wounds by the

fragments of artillery shells and aircraft bombs, than with

multi-fragment wounds.

L~ A
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Localization of foreign bodies with the blind-end wounds is

given in Table 4.

From fable 4 it is evident zhat:

1) foreign bodies were encountered in 57.6o/o all of those

operated;

2) relative to frequently were encountered foreign bodies in the

bodies of vertebrae, especially in lumbar division (6.2o/o), in

spinal canal (8.3o/o) and even in intervertebral foramen (1.5o/o);

3) most frequently (3.19o/o) foreign bodies drove out from the

)aravertebral divisions waan wounding shell, after consuming wounding

shell, after consuming its living Seeley's its in soft tissue,

usually near the place of the nreak of spine.
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Tabla 3. Severity of the damaaas of spinal cord with the wounds by

different fragments (in tne percentages to the result according to

each form/species of shells)

3; T.1, 2 3

(~ If T U I UU 16 .0 1 li 0 10

Key: (1). Neurologic syndrome. (2) . Fragments. (3) . ain. (4) .

artillery shells. (5). ai~rcraft b~oabs, (6). Without neurologic

violations or transitory violations3. (7) . Full/total/complete

violation of conductivity of spinal cord. (8) . Partial violation of

conductivity of spinal ccrd. (9). Altogether.
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Table 4. Localization foreign Dodies with the bullet wounds of spine

ca ths level of wound in operational casualties (in the percentages

to all those operated).

( . . ... ... ... II . . . . .... 't l'1M Te11 I... I, Ia -1e '

(I ~~~~ ~ ~ . e.j :Tri ,JSIis

I. ;tIJX 2 I1IC i;X2 .0 G..:1.

I)

formes.(9. nTodyof vetba10) In, sp0 lcnl.( .i

is extradural. (12). it is suudural. (13). It is paravertebral. (14).

In other organs/controls. (15). Foreign bodies werg absent. (16).

Altogether.

Page 32.

The frequeucy of t~e wounds ot spine at its different levels in

tn~e Great Patriotic War is represented in Fig. 3.
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The preponderance of tAe wounas of the thoracic division of

spine can be explained Dy its larger extent.

In proportion to the advance of casualties from the front into

the rear changed the relationsnai/ratio of a number of casualties,

who obtained the wounds ci ono or the other divisions of spine. This

was conditioned on the fact tnat with the wounds of different

divisions of spine the lethaliy at the front and in the rear was

different. On the field of battle and in the nearest stages of

evacuation perished the relativeiy larger percentage of casualties

with the damage of the neick division of spine, while in the more

distant stages - with tie wounas of thoracic, and then lumbar-sacral

division. This law distinctly comes forward in the examination of

those relating it comes torward in the examination of the relating to

different stagas of evacuation statistical data individual authors

(rable 5).

According to the character/nature of wound within the time of

the Great Patriotic War nonpenetrating and paravertebral wounds were

observel into 43.8o/c, the penetrating wounds into 56.2o/o.

Among tha wounds cf different divisions of spine the penetrating

and nonpenetrating wounds are distributed as follows (Fig. 4).

... i • i -
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Thus, among the wcunds of necx and lumbar-sacral division of

spine undar hospital ccnditions prodominated nonpenetrating; on the

contrary, among the wounds of thoracic division sharply (2 times)

predominated the penetrating wounds.
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68.0

5444H ,K6JV
<Ax 44 .,, 1 ~
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Fig. 4. D2stri.butian of the penetrating and nonpenetrating wounds in

the dependence on the leva. of the damage of spine.

Key: (1). Neck division. (2). Thoracic division. (3). LUmbar-sacral

division. (4). M1ultiple wounds. (5). Penetrating. (6).

Nonpenetrating.

Page 33.

The preponderance of nonpenetrating wounds among those wounded

the neck division of sFine can De wxplained by the fact that the

obtained heavy penetrating wounds of the neck division of spine more

frequently perished on the field of battle.

For the penetrating and nonpenetrating wounds of spine

neurologic violations are separately distributed as follows (Fig. 5).
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Table 5. Distribution or the wounds of spine according to the levels

in different stages of evacuation (according to the observations of

different authors)

111) II(II ( i B poUeHrak)

A p JT3U 1.;ribu.e- .W

IlI I ILJI i )'l.[~ll 110I -1; ) WCT-

(") II . Ldr;V.ltIl .. . .. j iI'){flIJ OU~II 16, 1,3 ' '-

r9: . ',>:, .z ,r.......(, .j2'paS. 5 4,

(I qu. . T r a * . .C/4 PJti )li

( I 3 ) i; H . 1,3 ,, 0 ,,,,) p . .T[ ] ) T L . 1 1 0 ,6 . ., I ' O 3

Kay: (1). Author. (2). Stage of observation. (3). Level of wound of

spine (in percentages) . ().* neck. (5). thoracic. (6). lumbar-sacral.

(7). A. N. Bakulev. (8). tron line area. (9). D. G. Goldberg. (10).

The saiae. (11). K. G. Terian. (12). Army area. (13) . B. I. Rapoport.

(14). Deep rear.

"t hbilt

•~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ .. .. 0 11 I....."-III l .. "
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I imapom flopaNeHktv xoNcICoro xIaocT

23 Gei cmpoAorH4eCKKtl mapyweiffi mAm cxOponpezoAhxuoc

Fig. 5. Neurologic violations i~n the dependence on the

character/nature of wound.

Kay: (1). nonpenetrating wounds and paravertebral wounds. (2).

Psnetrating wounds. (3). syndzome of full/total/complete violation of

conductivity of spinal cord. (4). Syndrome of partial violation .)f

conductivity of spinal ccrd. (5) . Syndrome of damage/defeat of horse

tail. (6) . Without neurologic violations or transitory violations.

Page 34.

Laws governing the ralations1ips/ratios of neurologic violations

and character/nature of tne wound are completely obvious. For this it

suffices to compare the freqjuency of the cases without neurological

violations and the cases with tae syndrome of the full/total/complete

violation of the conductivity of spinal cord among the penetrating
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and nonpenetrating wounds of spine.

Ona should consider that on the severity of neurological

violations as according to tha character/nature of wound, the

relationship/ratio of frequency of different wounds varied greatly

depending on tha stages of evacuation. lost heavily casualties

frequently perished in the roremost stages of evacuation, most easily

wounded the spine, especially without the neurologic violations, they

ware scattered on general-surgerl hospitals or even were headed in

GLR.

As illustration can serve the analysis of the observations of

the neuro-surgical hosFitai oi Leningrad front.

Acording to the same data, tae frequency of neurologic

violations in the depndence on the character/nature of wound was

distributed as follows jfable 6).

The extremely low percentage of wounds without the neurologic

violations is explained not only by the concentration of the most

heavily casualties in the specialized hospitals of GBF, but also by

an improvement in the diagnosis.
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The distribution of wounds according to the severity of neurologic

violations.

e pe.I&I(I) a po.ori.ci e cuII pot ace x
paneHH5

H 1C IIO .1HllIO 1IpWel'11" iiI~P411101IIMflCTI CiiJ!II1iOrO NI('ara 27.0I')C1.2f)O.M 4acnvinoru imapywJetimi ipo~oum~octn cznim oro

. iipom nonnr o apy uiesw np os o Rot3 tcorn xO ocaO

C R i0otly3i|ffl iRO iHN'-41 0 s111 0r. ......... ... .......... . .3

" e3 )ICIel)t: rII4eCIII' t 1apywt u. ... ... .. . ............. .. 3

Key: (1). Neurological syndromes. (2). Percent among all wounds. (3).

Syndrome of full/total/ccmpiera violation of conductivity of spinal

cord. (4). Syndrome of partial violation of conductivity of spinal

cord. (5). Syndrome of full/total/complete violation of conductivity

of horse tail with contusion of cone of spinal cord. (-t -dr.we--of

cat.ioivoh irol-e spnl . (6) . syndrome of partial violation of

conductivity of horse tail. (7). Traumatic radiculitis. (8). Without

neurologic violations.
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rable 6. Neurologic viclations in the dependence on the

character/nature of wound (in thae ercentages).

(,) tupwiorai'eciiue "UPYUIeHUJI 1eioa (4ioa k-
N apoLm ~ e LQtUO

ciiIpou fPo itL o i iOrO 1apyw!ellll np0IoaIO,1MOCT1I cnimtIoru ,wlla 12.8 33.6
P)CH U JUO.%I qIto 4 pyut' IIpin upuOO0iUCTII ci omIioro

N1O3ra .. .... ......................... 51 33, 1
,,,t,'lL,.apo t ifOlinwem2llin iwHCHOrO xBjOCTa . . . . . . . . . . . 1 :, -8,€ ,pa , Tu' ec'i i Pa.1t, hcV.IT . c....................... 2. 2 10

(lP/iBe3 ueupo ~iorw iec x tx ap ~w e iu . . . . . . . . . .. 4, 0 .2

(10)[ I I 0 .

Keyv: (1). Neurological violations. (2). Vounds. (3). nonpenetrating.

(4). penetrating. (5) Syndrome or full/total/complete violation of

conductivity of spinal cord. (6). Syndrome of partial disruption of

conductivity of spinal cord. t7). syndrome of damage/defeat of horse

tail. (8). Traumatic radiculitis. j9). Without neurologic violations.

(10). Altogether.

Page 35.

From able 6 it is evadent taat with the penetrating wounds the

syndroma of the full/total/complete violation of the conductivity of

spinal cord was encountered in GBF almost 3 times more frequently

than with the nonpenetrating wounds. Radicular syndrome with the

nonpenetrating wounds was noted 6 times more frequently than with

those penetrating.
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The wounds of spinal column without the noticeable neurologic

violations with the penetrating wounds were encountered rarely.

The relationship/ratio of tha character/nature of neurologic

violations and character/nature of wounds can be seen from the

analysis of the isolated/insulated wounds based on materials of the

development of the historits of disease/sickness/illness/malady,

given in Table 7.

Table 7 shows reguiax reduction in the severity of the damage of

spinal cord, whereas beginning zrom through penetrating wounds and

finishing with nonpenetration quantity of wounds of spine without the

expressed neurologic violations and with the transitory violations,

on the contrary, progressively it grows/rises, achieving 70.7o/o with

the nonpenetrating wounds.

Among the wounds of spine were noted by 29.3o/o of those

isolated/insulated, 70.3o/o of combined (combined) and by 0.L4o/o

multiple wounds. The frcquency of the combined wounds is somewhat

overstated due to the combination of the wounds of the soft tissues

of body and extremities.
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In more detail the character/nature of different combinations in

the group of the combined wounds is examined below in the special

unit (ehapter [II). Here one should be specified that as the most

serious combined wounds, waich complicated treatment and which made

prognosis worse, should ba recognized the penetrating wounds of neck

with the damage of vessels, esophagus and other organs/controls,

which achieved by 3.4o/o with tte wounds of the neck division of

spina, and also the penetratiny wounds of the chest, which were

ancountered into 32. 2o/c vitn the wounds of the thoracic division of

spine, and the abdominal irea, noted into 6.9o/o with the wounds of a

ltmbar-sacral division of spine. Such casualties required the complex

onservation of the neurosurgeon and other specialists (surgeon,

otiatrist, etc.)

On the basis of the given data about the character/nature of the

wounds of spine and neurciogic violations with them it is possible to

Judge the severity of the wounds oi spine and spinal cord, that were

being observed during the Great Patriotic war.
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Tabla 7. Relationship/ratio oi neurological violations and

character/nature of wounds (in tne percentages).

(3,J3 lii. ll ' LIe r3 'lr,,(1) ~mn3 rt .......... L ) f (5- .o( ) 1
\.i., , 'i. (,{' HI, H' aella ' bl 31,.1 C? [ 0-. L l~l i Sl , lJu I Ill'% I) - 110ACLIIICI:, I,. Ii- Cl) 0", rllaj (11 I

I 
!-i ! I li 1 '

I v.eciibt1 I I -, We- 1 f-1di 4'J I 2' I,. 2b,) IUO
11 .11 . . Ill II I -l M e1 , ";- At

l. u.,. i a . . . i ', I , T 1 1 , Clt, .. ,0 - /r o

iI IJ... . . ..~ii II0I 1 , 6 3 . " , 2 5 . 6 1 U U , o

(I I I 'l P1 1 'l KA IV . ku l 11 $1. . 11031UU.1 -

H altul-.0"Ju . . . 7 § K '.G 2 1 00.

Key: (1). Character/nature oi wound and neurologic violations. (2).

Jithout neurologic violations or transitory violations. (3).

Syndromes. (4). full/tctal/coapiete violation of conductivity of

spinal cord. (5). partial violation of conductivity of spinal cord.

(6). damage of horse tail. (7). In all. (8). Perforating penetrating

vounds of spine. (9). Blind-end penetrating wounds of spinal column.

(10). Tangential penetrating wounds of spine. (11). nonpenetrating

wounds of spine. (12) . ParaverteDral wounds.

Page 36.

This is evident from the data ot tne frequency of penetrating wounds

(56.2o/:)) and wounds with tne syndrome of the full/total/complete

'- -: i . "l ,,, ,l,/ -
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violation of the conductivity or spinal cord (30.7o/o), and together

with the syndrome of the incomplete violation of the conductivity of

spinal cord the frequency of these heavy wounds is increased to

58. 4o/o.

Th3 wounds of spine and spinai cord in the considerable a

quantity of cases were nurdened by different traumatic,

tropho-paralytic and inrectious complications.

For a nevertheless consideranle number of these casualties it

was possible to preserve lite, and with the moderate/mild damages of

spinal cord - and the health, oecausa of the timely surgical

measures, the physiotherapy ana the treatment by sulfanilamides which

in the past Great Patriotic War extensively were used in all stages

of evacuation both with the preventive ones and for the therapeutic

targets (sulfanilamides obtained 76.2o/o all of those wounded the

spine).

3esides the primary surgical perfecting of the wound of soft

tissues, 21.9o/o all of tnose wounded the spine underwent laminectomy

- this level surgical activity acmLoved not in one of the previous

wars. An increase in the radical operational aid by that wounded the

spine should be ascribed organization in Soviet army of the wide

net/system of the specialized neuro-surgical agencies and their
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approximation/approach to casuaity.

Without discussing fully the issues of the bullet wounds of

spine and spinal cord, presented ia detail in chapter VI of special

unit, is appropriate tc lad±cate uere a reduction in the lethality

with these wounds in the Great Eatriotic war in comparison with the

first world war. So, based on materials of the development of the

histories of disease/sickness/illness/aalady within the time of the

Great Patriotic War general/common/total lethality with the wounds

indicated composed 45.6c/o, wh.Lle in the first world war according to

Russian and foreign authors' data, it achieved 80.0o/o (N. N.

Burdanko, Guyau, Duperier, etc.).

Concerning general/common/total issues, one should also indicate

that, besides the wounds of spine without the neurologic violations

during which the absclute majority of casualties preserved ability to

work, about the half thcse wounded the spine with the damage of

spinal cord or horse tail not only it survived, but majority of them

to a greater or lesser extent preserved ability to work.

For such casualties the obtained issues should be recognized the

satisfactory ones, and view on those wounded the spine with the

damage of spinal cord as on tha uopeless ones, widespread in the

previous wars in Russian and foreign armies, should be recognized not

substantiatpd.
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Page 37.

Chapter III.

PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY OF BULLET WOUNDS AND DAMAGES OF SPINE AND SPINAL

CORD.

Candidate of Medical sciences Lieutenant Colonel medical of service

Ye. A. Uspenskiy.

The first investigations in tne region of the pathological

anatomy of the wounds oi spine belong to N. I. Pirogov and they were

produced by it during tne Crimean ar. Some of its

positions/situations about tha jolt of spinal cord did not lose value

and up to now.

I 1913 V. L. Pokotiio it punlished the description of the first

histological examinaticns of tnae wounds of spinal cord. But its data

were based mainly on the single cbservations of bullet wounds and did

not give the possibility to speak about any pathological-anatomical

laws, noted with the wcunds uf sFine as a whole.
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The foreign authors with Lae pathcanatomical autopsies during

the first world war produced tne histological examinations of the

bullet wounds of spinal cora. These investigations, with small

exception, had as a goal mainly the study of the mechanism of the

activity of the wounding shell and in essence characterized the

pathoanatomical pictures only of fresh wounds.

After war with White Finns (1939-1940) and especially in the

psriod of the great Patriotic war and the postwar time in the Soviet

literatare appeared the worEs, considerably wider lighting different

questions of pathogenesis and pathological anatomy of bullet wounds

and damages of spine and spinal cord, and by the equal mode also of

their complications (A. N. Baxulev, A. M. Wiechert, A. I.

Geymanovich, V. V. Pishchugin, A. ia. Podgorny, A. L. Polenov, I. Ya.

Razdol'skiy, L. I. Smirnov et al.).

In spite of the intensified study of the wounds of spine and

spinal cord, and also their different complications, in the

literature yet it is nct Drought the necessary generalizations, and

is also it is insufficiently given attention to the analysis of

lethal outcomes and pericds of the onset of death of the separate

groups of the wounds of spine.
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Meanwhile only the study oi these problems taking into account

the inatomical changes on different levels of localization of wounds

in log of spinal column can give the most complete idea about entire

diversity of the pathological processes, which appear during the

bullet wounds and the damages to this region.

The frequency of the wounds of spine in the different periods of

great Soviet war, established/installed on the autopsy, was the value

of variable and, according to the data of the army and front line

pathoanatomical laboratories (PAL), oscillated in the sufficiently

large limits. Thus, on some armies the wounds of spine were from the

tenths of percentage to 1.3, and on others these numerals were many

times higher - from 3.8 to *.'o/o.

Page 38.

For the explanation oi such, comparatively large oscillations in

the percent ratio on the independent armies and fronts it is possible

to express two assumptions. First, a number of wounds into the spine

could depend on the character/nature of combat operations/processes,

in the second place, fcr different PAL a number of autopsies of dead

persons from the wounds ot spine it was not always identical and it
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did not accurately reflect the actual relative frequency of these

wounds.

According to the data the developments of the maps/charts/cards

of autopsies, were considered both the isolated/insulated wounds of

spine and wound of spine in combination with the wound of other

areas: spine and breast, spine and stomach, spine and pelvis. In the

army area the relati-ve numDer of dead persons from these wounds among

all dead persons composed 2.7o/c (Yu. G. Gul'kevich), in the army

area - 5.lo/o (R. D. Stern), in the front line area - 7.6o/o (A. P.

Avtsyn). on the basis cf tna 3.ven numerals it is possible to make

the conclusion that the speciric gravity/weight of dead persons from

the wounds of spine amcng all dead persons frcm the bullet wounds

grew/rose in proportion to removal/distance from the foremost stages

of evacuation.

Bullet wounds and damages of spine, according to the developed

protocols of autopsies, were d.Lstributed according to the

character/nature of wounds as fcilovs (Fig. 6).

The high percentage of nonpenetrating wounds, according to

represanted data, is explained by the fact that for the thorough

study of different means of wounds and damages of spine are used all

protocols, in which there were any indications of the wound of spine,

'IJ
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although lethal could be tne wound and any other regions of body;

whereas the bullet wcunds of spine in this group it was possible to

examine only as the associated wound. In connection with this during

the establishment of the siecific gravity/weight of different reasons

for lethal outcomes the group of dead persons from the nonpenetrating

wounds was not considered. Among tae wounds of spine, which were

basic, a quantity of nonpenetrating wounds was insignificant.

Corresponding data are given in the general/ccmmon/total

characteristic of pathcanatoaicai changes.

The penetrating wounds of spine were through, blind or

tangential. Furthermore, tney were divided into those

isolated/insulated, i.e., witaout the wound of adjacent

organs/controls, and combined - during the simultaneous damage/defeat

by the wounding shell ct the adjacent units or areas of body.

The combined wounds of spine were encountered in dead persons in

the hospitals, according to the data of autopsies, are almost two

times 3ore frequently than those isolated/insulated.

The especially high frequency of the combined wounds is

established/installed with the autopsies of those killed on the field

of battle where the isclatdd/insuiated wounds of spine composed

1.6o/o, and those combined - b.8o/o (1:4, V. L. Byalik). The presence

..... . .
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of ttia combined wounds acquired Particularly important value from the

point of view of the genesis oi lethal outcomes.
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Kay: (1). Penetrating wounds. (2). Nonpanstrating wounds. (3).

Paravartebral wounds. (4). Closad trauma.

Page 39.

On the basis of the analisa~s of data of autopsies it is

established/installd, that i.a tne predomuinant majority of the cases

those wounded the spine jeriszied not from the damages of spinal cord,

but fr~iu the simultanacus wound of othzr vital organs/controls and

from the complications, connected with the wound of these

organs/controls.
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Frequency of the combined wounds of spine and other regions of body

(in the relative numbers to entire quantity of studied protocols of

autopsies).
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Kay: (1). Wounds of spine and soit tissues of head. (2). Wounds of

spina and face - skull Ly damage oi bones. (3). Wounds of spine with

damage of skull and brain. (4). mounds of spine and organs/controls

of neck. (5). Wounds of spine and neck - breast with damage of

organs/controls. (6) . Wounds of spine with damage of chest and its

internal organs/controls. (7). mounds of spine and breast - stomach

with damage of internal organs/controls. (8). Wounds of spine and

wound of stomach with damage of internal organs/controls. (9). Wounds

of spine and wound of bones and organs/controls of pelvis. (10).

Wounds of spine and wound of retroperitonealorgans/controls. (11).

wounds of spine and wound of nody and extremities. (12). Altogether.
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Thus, most frequently in uead persons from the wounds of spine

these damages were ccmbined with ths wound of chest, in the second

place stood the combinations with the wound of body and extremities,

on the third - with the wound of stomach.

The nonpenetrating wounds of spine, as it was already shown, in

the clinical X-ray classiiication were characterized by the damage

only af extensions and todies of vertebrae without the autopsy of the

walls of spinal canal. dowever, even with of this type the wounds of

spine in the separate Frctocols was given the description of

considerable he.mhorraging into the shells and the substance of the

spinal cord, and also tne extensive foci of its softening, that were

being escorted/tracked by severe complications.

The paravertebral wounds, which are characterized with the

integrity of spine by presence in the spinal cord of morphological

changes in the contusion character/nature, were encountered very

rarely.

The relationships/ratios oi tne frequency of the wounds of the

anatomical divisions of spine, noted with the autopsies on the field

of battle and in the stages oi evacuation, are different. On the

field of battle the wounds of necx division were observed into

31.0o/o of, those of thoracic division - into 43.2o/o, lumbar - into

, a _ _ II I I I I' . .. ,, : L . . . . . . . . - , I.. . ..- . . .
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20.7o/o, sacral - into 2.1o/o. Tae multiple wounds of spine there

were 3.0o/o (V. L. Byalik). in taa stages of evacuation the

distribution of a number of wounds according to the levels was

somewhat different. Thus, tae wounds of neck division are noted into

11.7o/o of, those of thoracic division - into 53.2o/o, lumbar - into

26.7o/o, sacral - into o.3o/o. Ine multiple wounds of spine were

observed into 2. 1o/o.

From the comparisons oi rnesa data it is evident that the great

relative number of wounds o naecK aivision noted among the dead

persons from the wounds of spine on the field of battle, while the

wounds of other divisions predominated in dead persons in different

stages of evacuation.

Page 40.

Close to these numerals given, given in the reports on the

separate combat operations/processes. Thus, for instance, with the

taking of Berlin, on reports of one of the fronts, among the dead

persons of the wound of the neck division of spine they composed

10.0o/o, thoracic - 55.0o/o, lumar- sacral - 35.0o/o.

L. I. Smirnov, who produced autopsies in the hospitals of front

rgar, gives percentage relationsaips/ratios of the frequency of the
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wounds of spine on the levels which confirm the noted above law.

According to his data, the wounds of neck division composed 6.0o/o,

thoracic - 56.0o/o, lumnar - 29.0o/o and sacral - 9.0o/o.

T~ir, a great number of wounas of the neck division of spine

among the dead persons was encountarad on the field of battle. Doubly

thinner/less frequent this locailzation was observed among the dead

persons in the front line aosgitals. However, the relative frequency

of the wounds of thoracic and lumbar- sacral division,

established/installd in dead persons, grew/rose in proportion to

removal/distance from the zorenost stages of evacuation.

Some questions of the mechanisa of bullet wounds and damages of spine

and its contents.

Intensity, divqrsizy and fce of fracture of spine and spinal

cord depended: 1) on fcra/species, size/dimension and manpower of the

wounding shell (bullet, fragment, etc.), 2) from the angle of

toucning of the wounding sell witn the surface of spine even 3) from

the anatomical special feature/peculiarity of the damaged division of

spine.

Among the dead persons from the bullet wounds of spine

noticeably predominated the ontained fragmentation wounds (Fig. 7).
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Together with the iarye/coarse fragments, the reason for the

heavy destruction of spinal cord fzequently were the smallest

fragments of the HE shells whose manpower two times exceeds the force

of rifle bullet (F. J. Cypriaas)

The severity of the wound of spine and spinal cord depended on

the angle of touching or the wounding shell with the spine. The

greatest dastruction along of spinal cord appeared when bullet or

fragment of shell strucx at sdarp angle to spine and gave the

tangential "slipping" wound. Jurz.ng the analysis of the

character/nature of the wounds of spine and contained spinal canal it

is necessary to consider the anatomical and functional special

features/peculiarities of this region.

1. Severity of consequences oz bullet wound of spine is

datermined not so much oy damage to bone unit, as by violation of

integrity of substance of spinal cord or by its implication in one or

the other complication.

L__ i- -
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Fig. 7. Distribution of tn;- wounds of spine according to the type of

the wounding weapon amnong the aead persons.

Ke3y: (1). Fragmentati.on wounds. 12). Bullet wounds. (3). Dull trauma.
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2. Pathoanatomical changes ap~pear in spinal cord not only as a

result of direct activity of oulilet wound, but also as a result of

transmission of manpcwer wi.th wounds of adjacent regions (edges/fins.

:l~lir bone, soatr~la, pelvic Dones or large/ccarse nerve trunks,

dba/plexi and rootlets of horse tail out of spine). This is partly

-tiied by the fact that the spinal cord is sufficiently tightly
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fixed/recorded on spine spinal rootlets and serrated ligaments.

3. Carebro-spinal fluid in spinal canal with sharp/acute

pressure increase under activity of combat shell can deposit on

spinal cord considerable additional damages.

4. Relatively small diameter of spinal cord, which is located in

narrow closed bone area, contributes to development of different

form/species of its supFlementary trauma (liquor jerk/impulse, jolt,

secondary shells).

In the opinion of a number or the authors (I. Ya. Razdol'skiy et

al.), in the period of the Great Patriotic war into 50.0o/o of wounds

of spine the spinal cord was damaged directly by bullet or metallic

fragments, whereas in the remaanin.g unit of the cases acted the

additional mechanisms cf wound (liquor jerk/impulse, bone fragments,

jolt, etc.).

Basic focus in the spinal cord, as a rule, appears at the level

of the damaged vertebra, Dut sometimes the main focus of destruction

in the substance of brain was arranged/located above or lower than

the wound zone in the spine. moreover, in the protocols of autopsies

and in the literature it was indicated presence of two and even three

foci of the destruction ct spinal cord with one wound of spine (A. A.
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Kulikovskaya, L. I. Smirnov).

This position/situation finds confirmation in I. V.

Davydovskiy's opinion ancut the machanism of the wound of different

tissues. It just as many otaer authors, attaches much importance to

tue secondary shells among waicn tne first place occupy bone

fragments. For the explanation or the onset of the foci of damages in

the distance from the basic wound they proposed hypothesis about the

transmission (translation) of manpower in the side direction of the

liquid composit-/compound component part of the organ/control to the

specific damping point/cst.

Consequently, the greatest transmission of life farce in the

side direction occurs in the spine along extent of spinal cord. First

of all this shock affected vascular net/system, as a result of which

appeared relatively stable circulatory disorders at the more or less

considerable distance from the nasic focus.

In connection with tne vascular disorders indicated in the

substance of spinal cord sunsequently were created the conditions for

the development of ischeaic foci- and hemhorrage of different

intensity.

In the onset of the isolated/insulated distant necrotic foci in

w -%_ *flikj-
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the spinal cord, together wita the described hemo- liquorodynamic

violations, with the penetrating wounds played considerable role the

fine/small bone fragments waicn impeded the success of surgical

intervention.

The x-ray examination of the preparations of spinal cord,

produced in the pathoanatom.cal division of the military medical

museum of the Ministry cr the Araea forces of the USSR, showed that

the smallest bone particles penetrated the substance of spinal cord

at a distance of 10-13 cm from The basic wound.

Thus, in the practical sense everything indicated above gave the

basis to consider that in tae maecanism of the wounds of spinal cord,

besides the wounding shell, nign value had the supplementary

traumatizing factors.

Page 42.

Among these factors the leading place occupied bone fragments, then

liquorodynamic violaticns, and also violations of vascular-reflctor

mechanism as a result o wnica appeared different in the volume

nacrobi~tic foci, which were being frequently spread on entire

diameter of spinal cord ana to tne distance of several centimeters on

alonq length.

._ J
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Reasons for death of those wounded a spine.

In different stages evacuation 25.2o/o of casualties died as a

rasult of the direct activity o Dullet wound (destruction of

organs/controls, shock, biood loss and shock, hemorrhage, acute edema

of brain), and into 74.bc/o aeata it followed from the complications

of infpctious character/nature.

From a number of srudiad protocols of the autopsies of dead

persons from the wounds cr spine it fell to army area 6. o/o, to the

army - 48.1o/o and on the iront line - 43.4o/o. The remaining 2.4o/o

of lethal outcomes fell cn the closed damages of spine, which were

being observed predominanmlj in tue front line area. Consequently, a

great number of observations, wnich entered in this chapter, falls on

the army and front line area where, as is known, within entire period

cf the 5reat Patriotic 4ar was produced a great number of autopsies.

On the evacuation routes in essence died the obtained heavy combined

wounds.

In the ixaminaticn of letn4l outcomes from the complications,

which followed on the evacuation routes into the front rear, it

turned out that the halt dead persons had suppurative complications
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from the side of chest, predominantly fibrinogenous-suppurative

pleurisy, wound pneumonia, including contralateral, to a considerable

extent aggravated the condition wounded in the spine and led them to

death.

As the reasons for death as a result of the direct activity of

bullet wound with the isclated/insulated wounds of spine in the first

place came forward the extensive destruction of spinal cord.

The reasons for deata with tne isolated/insulated wounds at

different levels of spine were rne following: with the wound of neck

division into 69.5o/o was oaserved the destruction of spinal cord,

also, into 30.5o/o - acute edema oi shells and substance of brain;

with the wound of upper tnoracic division into 80.0o/o lethal outcome

it attacked/advanced frcm the aastruction of spinal cord and into

20.0o/o - from ascending edema of shells and substance of brain; with

the wound of average/mean thoricic division death attacked/advanced

from the destruction of spinal cora into 75.0o/o and into 25.0o/o -

from the blood loss; the wound of lower thoracic division in all

cases (100.0o/o) led to the lethal outcome from the destruction of

spinal cord, with the wounds of lumbar division 81.8o/o of lethal

outcomes were caused by tne destruction of brain and 18.2o/o - by

blood loss; the wounds of sacral region in all cases (100.0o/o) ended

by death from the blood loss. The latter is explained by the fact

--l. .
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that with the 9xtensive wounds of this unit of the spine, as the

damages of spine into 6o.7o/o deata it attacked/advanced from the

destruction of brain and into 33.Jo/o - from the blood loss; the

relatively high percentage o daata from the blood loss with the

multiple wounds it was conditioned on a comparatively frequent wound

of spiaal and interfin arteries.

Other completely picture presentel data of the development of

the protocols of autopsies wizn the combined wounds. Here as the

reason for death in the first place stood shock, bloo! loss and their

combination, while death from tne destruction of brain, only with

small exception, was encountered many times less frequent than with

the isolated/insulated wcunds.

Page 43.

With tha combined wounds of tne discrete levels of the spine of the

reason for death following: with the wound of neck division they died

of the destruction of spinal cord 37.0o/o, as a result of the

destruction of other organs/controls - 2.9o/o, from the shock -

20.0o/o, froi the blood loss - d.6o/o, from the shock and the blood

loss - 2. 9o/o, from ascending edema of shells and substance of brain

- 28.6o/o; with the wound of upper thoracic division death depended

on the destruction of spinal coxd into 16.4o/o of cases, from the
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destruction of other organs/controls - into 7.3o/o, from the shock -

into 22.5o/o, from blood loss - into 37. 4o/o, from the shock and the

blood loss - into 7.3o/o,

and from ascending edema of shells and substance of brain -

into 9.1o/o; with the wcunu or average/mean thoracic division death

from the distruction of spinai cord advanced 7.5o/o of cases, from

the destruction of other organs/controls - into 5.0o/o, from the

shock - into 22.5o/o, from the blood loss - into 42.5o/o, from the

shock and the blood loss - into 22.5o/o; the wounds of lower thoracic

division led to the lethal outcome from the destruction of spinal

cord into 8.3o/o, from the destruction of other organs/controls -

into 11.1o/o, from the shocL - into 25.0o/o, from the blood loss into

30.6o/o, from the shock aad tre blood loss - into 25.0o/o; with the

wound of lumbar division deatA followed into 4.5o/o of the

destruction of spinal cord, into 9.1o/o of the destruction of other

organs/controls, into 31.do/o- irom the shock, into 31.9o/o - from

the blood loss, into 22.7o/o - from the combination of shock and

blood 1oss; 55.6o/o wounded tae sacral division of spine with the

combined wounds died of tae shock, 11.1o/o - from the blood loss and

33. 3o/o - from the shock and zaa blood loss.

The very demonstrative caaracteristic of lethal outcomes is

given in the summary taoles, which make it possible to compare the

~i
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value of different comlications and severity of wound itself as the

reasons for death with differ~nt in the character/nature and the

level wounds of spine.

From Table 8 it is evident that with the isolated/insulated

penetrating wounds of tde neck uxvision of spine most frequently

(61.6o/o) death attackea/advanced irom the direct activity of bullet

wounI. Comparatively in tae saall percentage of the cases with this

locali.:ation the reason for death das urosepsis (11.5), are still

less Frequent suppurative processes in the shells and the substance

of spinal cord (3.8).
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Table 8. Reasons for deata wita tne penetrating isolated/insulated

bullet wounds of spine (on the discrete levels of damage) (in the

percentages).

') .. .. I

h l (I'rTZ.U . . 1 , 3,3 . 1 . I'' .0(.0

W-t 0[' f Ii r'ltHoii .lt': 22.5 -I ' , - -- . 1,3 5 100,1
-- A.0Q--10 2O. 100,0

t.+l uttch;i0iiiii 22. t' 1,: 2600 21,9 1 I : 2 , 3 ,' 100. 0

C I ;poeantA OT '-. " 9. , - "5 ' 1 3 .- -- 18.2 - 00.o

0 I M T T C.J. it' .I 1, 10(:lll .. . . . n. - - 2.- i +,0 - ,- --' 1O0.1)
I I

(DI I t .o ro1 I1. 1.3 ', 6 :0,1 0 . G,, 6, 3 0 100,t0

Kay: (1). Level of the damage of spine. (2). Direct activity of

wound. (3). Meningitis. (4). M nigngomyelitis. (5). Urosepsis. (6).

Septicopyemia. (7). Suppuration in chest. (8). Tetanus. (9).

Anaerobic infection. (10). Pneumonia. (11). Altogether. (12). Entire

division. (13). Upper thoracic division. (14). Average/mean thoracic

division. (15). lower thcracic divl.sion. (16). Lumbar division. (17).

Sacral division. (18). Muiziple to wound.
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For the penetrating wounds of the thoracic division of spine is

ip-.w -'-,
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characteristic the decrease of a number of cases of death as a result

of the lirect activity of tne trauma: 22.5o/o - with the wounds of

upper thoracic division, 4.5o/o - average/mean thoracic division and

1.9o/o - with the wounds oi tae lower thoracic division of spine.

These dead death from the wounds oi the lower thoracic division of

spine, almost as a rule, it attacked/advanced from the shock and the

blood loss.

The lowpr on lengtn of spine was localized the wound, the less

frequent in the dead persons of tnis group was encountered pneumonia

as the reason for death (Io.do/o in dead persons in the presence of

wounds of upper thoracic, by 7.9o/o average/mean thoracic and 6.1o/o

lower thoracic division) and rne more frequent the reason for death

were connected with sepsis - '41.9o/o and urosepsis - 47.0o/o.

The frequency of suppurative processes in the shells as the

reason fcr death, on the contrary, was raised in proportion to a

decraase in the level cf wound from the upper to the lower thoracic

division (from 2.6 to 16.3o/o).

Is especially great tae value of suppurative processes in the

shells as the reason for death in dead persons from the wound of the

lumbar division of spine ana at the level of horse tail, which

coincided with the clinical ooservations of the authors in the Great

.i~. i
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Patriotic War.

In the analyzed group (Tai.le J) , just as with the

isolated/insulated penetratingj wcunds, the greatest specific

gravity/weight with the wouiids at all levels of spine had death from

tho direct activity of buia~t wound.
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Table 4. Reasons for deata with the combined wounds of spine (on the

discrete levels of 3amage) (in Lae percentages).

0%h f~i . ,, e1 5 - .,- 1 22 2 -. . .- . - , - I ,*,

I *A)T ,,3 I -- 22.0 10.2 ,,$ j - I- ,;.5?''

yeul~I1 rpv~i 1i or- OT1.0!

r~~ll IlilOT

"l le.I . . . . I¢ , 2.5 , > .: "20,- 
1
7.p ' .1 - 3 3 ".' .

iYi;(crl1,'rhii ,IT;Ie:i . 8",() 2S.@ !  - 2.t0 20,0 - 8.0. - 4.0 -- I00.

i t3)

*e2 l flvilli.i~ I 1:

42,3 5. 1 --. 0.10,2.6_8_1. - 8. , ].

1 t.1 0 . 30.12 ,1,1 - -20 i ,' 7 ..136 1). '3 0 ; ,2 u

* ,. 2 , 5 17

Key: (1) . Level of the damage ot spine. (2). Direct activity of

wound. (3). mningitis. (4) . Nenigomyelitis (5). trosepsis. (6).

Septicopyemia. (7) . Suppuration in chest. (8) . Peritonitis. (9).

Tetanus. (10). Anaerobic infection. (11). Pneumonia. (12).

Altogsther. (13). Neck division. (14). Upper thoracic division. (15).

Average/mean thoracic division. (1o). Lower thoracic division. (17).

Lumbar division. (13). Sacral livision. (19). Multiple wounds.
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in tnis group just as wita the isolateI/insulated wounds, grew/rose a
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number of lethal outcomes from meningitis with the wounds of the

lumbar and sacral division of spine; relatively high numerals fell on

urosepsis with the wound of taoracic, and also lumbar division. The

reason for death was alsc peritonitis, which acquires the

particularly important value witan the combined wounds of the lumbar

division of spine and organs/controls of abdominal area. Finally, was

hare raised also a number or the fatal results from the suppurative

process-s in the chest wita taae bullet wounds of the thoracic

division of spine.

Periods of the onset of deata from the complications in those wounded

the spine.

On the basis of statistical ddta, that characterize the periods

of the onset of death frcm taa coamlications in those wounded into

the s-.ne, it 's .-cssible to establish/install the series/number of

lawis Ie =!3tin tc tae duration life of casualties from the

moment/torque of wound. These laws especially convincingly come

forward in the cases of deata trom suppurative meningitis, urosepsis,

sepsis and pneumonia. Thus, a great number of casualties perished

from suppurative meningitis (J2.0o/o) on the 10-20th day and on

20-30th day (29.3o/o) aftar wound. Death attacked/advanced for a

psriod of th? first 3-5 days iato 4. 3o/o of cases, from 5 to 10 days

- into 21.0o/o, from I tc 3 monras - into 7.6o/o, and later than this
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period - into 0.8o/o.

As can be seen from Fig. 8, tae greatest percentage of the

l-ithal outcomes, caused by sepsis and urcsepsis, fall on the 11-20th

day after wound; this ralative numaer was held on the high numerals

to 3 months.

Th- variations of tha frejuency of lethal outcomes on the

periods from the moment/torque of wound are observed also in the

group of diad persons from pneumonia (by predominantly catarrhal),

which is evident in Fig. 9.

Given data show that a great number of lethal outcomes among the

dead persons from pneumonia advanced during the first 10 days; after

this period the percentage of lethal outcomes from pneumonia

gradually descends and reacnes to 1.3 to 3 months after wound.
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Fig. 8. Periods of lethal outcomes from sepsis and urosepsis with the

wounds of spine and spinal cord.

Key: (1). Number of those wao died, percent. (2). To. (3). it is

more. (4) . Dynes. (5). M onrhs. (6). Urosepsis. (7). Sepsis.
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If the freguency of pnauaonia during the first days after wound,

established/installed on rae auopsy, can be explained by the

disorder of the coordination o& respiration, by violation of

internotor innervation, etc., tiien within late periods of one of the

reasons for the onset of pneuaonia was lowered/reduced resistance of

organism with the grwVing on dejletion of those wounded the spine.

"ere here discovered predomuonanl catarrhal pneumonia, frequently on

wonso pn adsia od
ilL,~ ey (1). Nu be . ... th s IIo died pe ce t (2I To. (3) it I II I I!_L l I I i s IJ.
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the soil of the disorder of blocd circulation (hypo-static type),

i.e., pneumonia which usually were observed in heavy low-mobility

casualties, forced long time to remain in the bed.

Diffuse manigomeyeitius and tetanus in the insignificant

percentage of the cases were only reason deaths of those wounded the

spine. Most of all of thcse wounded the spine died of these

complications during the first 10 days from the moment/torque of

wound.
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Fig. 9. Periods of lethal outcomes from pneumonia in those wounded

the spine and the spinal cord.

Key: (1). Number deaths in the percentages. (2). To. (3). it is more.

(4). Days. (5). Mlonths.

Characteristic of pathoanatomical changes with the bullet wounds of

spine and spinal cord.

On the basis of the experiment/experience of the Great Patriotic

War in the development oft me basic pathoanatcmical and

histopathological changes, whiczi appear with the wound of spine and

spinal cord, it is possa.Lid to tentatively secrete 4 periods,

gradually converting one in another. In each of these periods are

inherent not only pathcmcrpaoiogical, but also clinical special

faatures/peculiarities.
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Periods these following: snarp/acute, early, intermediate, late.

Sharp/acute period covers time from the moment/torque of wound

for a period of the first tarev days. This period is characterized by

different pictures of necrosis, which appeared both as a result of

the direct straight/direct or lateral effect of the wounding shell on

the spinal cord and its roorlats and as a result of the sharply

developing disorders of root, iiguor and lymph circulation, which led

to the development of acute edemd of the substance of brain. On the

high levels of the wounds of spine and spinal cord edema, as it was

already shown, was the casic reason for lethal outcome. The special

position in the sharp/acute period occupies a necrosis of the type of

wallfrian regeneration wbich can be revealed/detected already at the

end of the first day both in that ascending and in the descending

conducting systems of brain.

Page 47.

For the duration of suarp/acute period changes in the necrotic

character/nature can appear also in other organs/controls as, for

example, in the urinary system in connection with the violation of

the trophic function of damaged spinal cord. This type of

complications, as noted in the analysis of lethal outcomes, can be

the reason of death of casual~y already to the third day.
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Early period covers tha subsequent 2-3 weeks. For it are

characteristic the processes of organizing the foci of the damage of

brain and the reverse development of reactive changes (edema of

brain, the disorders of circulation, cerebrospinal shock). For the

duration of this period tnose wounded into the spine are located

under the threat of the development of very severe complications,

which proceed both from wound itself and as a result of the emergent

trophic violations. From the infectious complications for it are

characteristic especially sharply elapsing meningitides, anaerobic

infection, tetanus, external suppurative pachymeningitis. In this

period achieve their maximum frequency septic complications

(urosepsis, sepsis), pneumonia. During the favorable course of wound

process toward the end this period can develop nonpurulent

inflammatory changes in tae soft cerebral shells in the form of the

restricted adhesive or cystic aracanoiditis. Actively occurs the

biological cleansing of wound; fine/small bone fragments undergo

resorption. Around the large/coarse bone fragments, and also not

* I removed from the spinal canal and zhe substances of the brain of

foreign metallic bodies begins zo De developed fibrous tissue. In the

destroyed unit of the substance of spinal cord appears the reactive

growth of fibroblastic and argyrophil tissue. In the first half the

early period achieves full/total/complete development the process of
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the Wallerian regeneraticn of the aamaged conducting systems.

Intermediate period. Its duration about 3 months. In the

relation to infectious coaplications the intermediate period is the

direct continuation cf the preceding period. The frequency of

suppurative complicaticns tor entirg its elongation/extent to 3

months inclusively still is held at the large height. In this period

usually is finished the Erocess of the cleansing of the wound of

spinal cord; it is finished the organization of restricted,

productive arachnoidites and cysts, and also cicatrical growths in

the apidural tissues after pachymeningitis, in the series/number of

cases heal the bedsores. For tae duration of the intermediate period

(it is more frequent than the second half) usually are developed

complications in thq bcne unit of the spine, so-called wound

oste-myelitis. The latter again create threat for life of victim

since they are (true, ccmparativeiy rarely) focus for the

complications as from the side of the soft shells (it is more

frequent than the lymphcgenic driif of infection), so also the septic

disease.

The complications indicated can appear and much later, precisely

for the duration of the late period whose beginning is counted from

the 3ri month after wound. Periou this continues up to 2-3 years and

more. On the spot of the contusions of spinal cord usually come
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forward the already well formed residual areas of the type of cysts.

Scar tissue undergoes coarsening out resorptive process around it can

be continued still sometimes during the decade. In connection with

this in effect residual paenomena remain stable, but they can

suddenly be peaked under the efiect of the accidental infections.

Wounds of soft tissues.

Form/species and size/dimension of the fresh wounds of the soft

tissues of back with the oullet wounds of the region of spinal column

did not present any specil features/peculiarities in comparison with

the wounds of other regions or body.

Page 48.

The diametar of inlets with tne fine/small fragmentation wounds

is small - to 0.2 cm inclusiveiy, out with the bullet wounds usually

-it did not exceed 0.5-1 cm.

The most extensive decomposition of soft tissues was most

frequently caused by the tangential fragmentation wounds wounds with

which, depending on the sizes/dimensions of fragments, frequently

achieved the significant magnitude (10-15 cm and more).
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Wound apertures were arranged/located at different levels

directly above the posterior seniring of spinal column, and also far

from it, in the walls of thoracic and abdominal area. The direction

of wound canals was verj diverse - either at the right angle to the

spine or downward or frcm bottom to top. It was difficult to

determine the direction of wound canals with the blind-end wounds

when inlet was arranged/located far from the spine, for example, in

the region of shoulder cr hip 3oint, and sometimes also the

extramital units of the extreitias. Similar wound canals,

predominantly bullet, frequently went along the broken line.

In one of the observations of A. A. Kulikovskoy the bullet,

after damaging bodies or the YL and VII thoracic vertebra (inlet),

opened diaphragm/midriff, tae liver and, after being hit against the

wing of right iliac bone, by ricochet bounced upwards and it jammed

in the gasket at the levei of caecum. In other given it observation

wound canal passed through the soft tissues of upper third of right

shoulder, through the III edge/fin into the thoracic area to the

right, along the posterior iLvision of the lung, further through the

spinal canal at the level of the XII thoracic and I lumbar vertebra

and to the right along the rootlets of horse tail; bullet was

discovered on the day of taa sac& of solid cerebral shell. In the

protocols of autopsy was given tae description of the wound canals

(inlet of which was arranged/located far from the spine), which
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passed through the thoracic and abdominal area and finished either as

the open outlet near the spine, or blindly in the spinal canal

without the decomposition of skin integuments.

in the fresh wounds and input, and outlet they frequently proved

to be dry and gaping, scaetimes they were filled with blood roll, and

sometimes from the wound escape/ensued blood-containing fluid/liquid.

It is known that the unit of the bullet and small-splintered

wounds of soft tissues, even upon the heavy decomposition of spinal

cord, healed by primary tension. dowever, with the secondary tension

very frequently the process or the cleansing of wounds

(rejection/separation or nczotic masses) was involved/tightened,

since the general/common/totaai resistivity of organism was

lowered/reduced in connection with the presence of the exhausting

complications (bedsores, uroiniection, pneumonia, etc.). This type of

tightening themselves processes of the cleansing of wounds especially

frequently were observed with the combined wounds of thoracic and

lumbar region. Around the external wound in such cases frequently was

developed the phlegmon.

In the genesis of soae early a9veloping severe infectious

complications had a value the character/nature of causative agent and

its virulence. A number of these complications included early

'V
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meningitides, which are tinisned with death to the 3-5th day after

wound, tetanus and anaerooic gangrene.

Tha study of the prctocols of autopsies made it possible to

establish/install differear conditi~ons of external wound and

development of the suppurativa complications, which appeared within

the spinal canal. The g.van ia tne protocols pathoanatomical changes

it made possible to secrete tne following groups of the wound

complications, differing oy mecnanisms and by periods of their onset.

Page 49.

In the first place in the fzequency will cost the so-called

"festering of wound canal". Tais diagnosis usually characterized the

suppuration of wound canal, waich covers external wound, solid and

soft shell and substance of spinal cord. However, this type of

complications were most frequently finished with lethal outcomes

during the first 10-15 days after wound. The second group composed

suppurative complications in the soft cerebral shells when the

phlegmon of external wcund is present,. With this form/species

complications lethal outcomes attacked/advanced 1 1/2 months after

wound. In the third group of wounds external wound was represented by

that healed, by frequently primary tension; within the spinal canal

was discovered external pacaymeningitis and suppurative
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menigomyelistis. These compi.Lcatioas were the reason for death in the

period from 1-2 months to o-d monzas, and sometimes also to the year

inclusively after wound. ?iaaliy, four-group composed the suppurative

complications, whi: were being developed in the substance of spinal

cord and its shells and those caused by osteomyelitic processes in

the bones of spine in the presaace of the closed external wound. This

were the late complications, which were developed in the period from

2 months to 1-2 years and more after wound.

Thus, according given data, tae development of suppurative

complications within the spinal canal hardly ever was connected with

the suppuration in the external wound. Hence it is possible to make

the conclusion that in the mechanism of the development mainly of

late suppurative complications tne vital importanca had not only the

shielding function of macroorjanism as a whole, but also the local

conditions, which affect the development of inflammatory changes,

somehow: the delay of the rejection/separation of necrotic masses or

the presence of foreign bodies in the wound of spinal canal.
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Fig. 10. 3lind-end fragmentation wound of bodies of the V and VII

thoracic vertabra. Preparattoa VIA No 2017.

wounds :)f the bone units ot taa spine.

Th3 character/nature ot ha wound of the bones of spine is not

ilentical. As is known, tae aodes of vertebrae, with exception the

first two neck ones, ccnsist of porous tissue and it is only on the

surface covered with the surficleatly thin layer of compact bone

plate. 3y this structural special teature/peculiarity of the bodies

of vertebrae it is explaiaied, way in those pierced by bullet the

bodies of vertebrae, as a rule, there was not fine fragments, but

most frequently was formed weil exiressed by wound canal. Less

LA-4
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frequent from the bodies oi varteDrae with the bullet wounds were

broken off sufficiently large/coarse plates (Fig. 10).

In contrast to this upon tae decomposition of small arcs and

extensions, which consist in assence of the compact plate and only of

the insignificant unit 0i the porous substance, as a rule, appeared

the crushed multi-fragmented sreaks.

i t
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Page 50.

With the wounds of rump frequently were observed not only the

damages of the standing crests/peaks, especially average/mean, but

also the considerable decomposition of the posterior wall of rump

(Fig. 11), decompositicn oi ooth walls (Fig. 12), or the

full/total/complete breaks and decomposition in the region of

iliac-sacral articulation.

With the passage of the wounding shell on the horizontal plane

in posterior-front or side direction to the spine predominated

various kinds the breaking up of posterior semiring - from the

insignificant splitting of ooae plates to the complete destruction of

small arcs, cross and awned extensions, and also joint surfaces.

Thg breaking up of the oodies of vertebrae was observed

predominantly during the equalizatlons by comparatively large

fragments. However, the extensive oullet damages of the bodies of

vertebrae were noted only under the disruptive effect of bullet,

i.e., with the shots frcm tne close distance.

A*
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In flight of bullet or iragment of shell in the oblique or

vertical to the axis of spine direction were frequently affected

several series/number cf the arranged/located vertabrae.

We give the protoccl of dutopsy.

L-is wounded by bullet 26/Vil 1944, he died during the same day.

Pathoanatomical diagnosis: tae perforating combined wound of chest

and spine with the small-spiintered break of small arc of IX thoracic

vertebra, the decomposition of bodies of their VIII IX thoracic

vertebra and break of the 11 edge/fin to the left. The

full/total/complete interruption or spinal cord (prosector - captain

of medical sevice A. Kcmkov).

.!
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Fig. 11. Bullet perforazeai oreak of the left half of sacrum.

?reparation VNM No 962.

Fig. 12. Bullet tanigenti.al doun1d oi posterior wall of rump to the
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laft. Preparation VMM No 2284.

Page 51.

Preparation No 3868. Sagittal cut of the thoracic unit of the

spine (spinal cord together withL the solid cerebral shell is

ramoved). Wound canal passes tnrough the soft tissues of back, bone

of the posterior samiring of spinal column, the spinal canal and the

bodies of the destroyed VIIl and IX thoracic vertebrae. At the spinal

canal bone fragments and massive o.ood clots, which lie at the

epidural space above ana below from the wounded canal (Fig. 13).

The dead persons as a result of the wound of spine most

frequently had the lamages of posterior semiring (70.80/o), the

damages of the bodies cf vertebrae ware noted only into 15.6o/o;

other combinations of wounds were encountered considerably less

frequent; so, the damages of extensions and bodies were in 6. 1o/o

case, small arcs and bodies - into 3.6o/o, the small arcs of, those

Vthe extensions and bodies - lnto 2.3o/o; finally, the breaks of spine

with the displacement of vertebrae were encountered into 1.6o/o of

cases,

According to the data of L. I. Smirnov, damage of small arcs and

extensions they were observed on the autopsy into 62.0o/o of cases;

---
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the bodies of vertebrae - i.nto 14.00/0; the damages of bodies and

small arcs - 24.00/0. V. V. Pisachugin cite data of the autopsies of

the front line evacuation hospital, according to which the sm,,ll arcs

and axtensions were damaged into 53.0o/o of cases; the bodies of

vertebrae - into 15.0o/o oi Dody and small arc into 32.0o/o; the

breaks of spine with the displacement of vertebrae to the sides

composed 7.00/0.

wounds of spinal cord and itrs snells.

According to data of the protocols of the autopsies of dead

persons from the penetrating bull~et wounds of spine, wound without

the damage of solid ceretra. sal they were encountered into

34. 1o/o, and with the damage of shell - into 65.9o/o.

Is intravital the damage of solid cerebral shell, with exception

of extensive wounds, it was eszablished/installed only with surgical

intervention or in the pzesence of liquorrhea, in the remaining cases

of wound the shells remained unidentified. Based on this, clinicians

in the practical sense ccapiietaiy correctly considered that for

determining the penetrating wounds it suffices to establish/install

the damages only of osteoligamentouas apparatus of spine with the

damage of the integrity cf the wails of spinal canal.
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Foreign bodies and bone fragments with the blind-end penetrating

wounds of spine, according to data of autopsies, ware possessed in

epidural space and under the internal leaflet of solid cerebral

shell, after inflicting damage on to rootlets of spinal cord, or they

werp introduced in the sunstance of spinal cord.
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Fig. 13. Perforating bu.llat wound of spine with decomposition the

VIII and IX thoracic verteara. Prep~aration VMMN o 3868.

Page 52.

The wounded defects oi solid cerebral shell were very diverse in

form and sizes/dimensicns and they took the form of Perforated

defects with the uneven torn edges. Very frequently, predominantly

with the wounds of sacrolunbar region, the sizes/dimensions of wound

apertures in the solid cerebral shell many times exceeded the

sizes/dimensions of the wounding shell (Fig. 14).
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With the extensive spinal-curabrospinal wounds, destroyed proved

to ba intersagmental a~paratus (spinal roots, intervertebral

ganglia/nodes and sympathic frontier shafts or them rami

communicantes). At the level oz horse's tail frequently was noted the

deconposition of a consideraDle number of root filaments or the

completa destruction of this unit of spinal cord.

In the pathology of ouilat wounds and damages of spine and

spinal cord, together with the diract activity of trauma and

infeztion, should be consideraa it leading disorder liquor- and blood

circulations,

Acute raactive edema ot the substance of spinal cord with the

bullet wounds of spine - pnenomenon constant. It was noted also

during the operation/process, and during the experimental

investigations (Z. 1. Geymanovich and N. A. Zolotova). According to

data of pathoanatomical autopsies, primary acute edema in those

wounded the neck division of spine had the ascending character/nature

and it was frequently the reason for death on the field of battle and

during the first days after wound.

The pictures of the fresa wounds of spinal cord, discovered with

, L ... ... . .. .I i lll .. ..... ml - - ' .....
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the 'utopsy of twigs/roas in taa army area, in essence were reduced

to the following.

With the perforating penetzating bullet or fragmentation wounds

of spinal column with the full/total/complete or partial interruption

of spinal cord were not-d difterett degree of hemorrhage into the

spinal canal with the diffuse impregnation of epidural cellulose by

the blood, blood rolls on the external and internal surface of solid

carebral shell, sub-arachnoidal hemorrhages and hemorrhages into

intervertebral ganglia/ncdes.

Heiorrhaggs into the snelis of spinal cord took the form of

different value of the maculae which applied to considerable space

upward and downward frcu the place of wound (Fig. 15 and 16).

Histological investigation stowed that hemorrhage in membranes

of the back of the vessels of very shells of epidural cellulose and

bone veins, but also via diapeaesis against the background of

vascular stasis in shells themseives. Therefore even through several

days after wound on the autopsy were encountered fresh tunicary

hemorrhages (Fig. 17). Together with the hemorrhagic phenomena in

membranes, almost as a rule, was detected edema, which predominantly

was spread on the slits ci aracnnoidal space and partly between the

filaments of soft shell. Suca an edema into some preparations was
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local around the wound, in otaner preparations it was spread along the

log of spinal cord at the coasiderable distance from the place of

wound. Already during the r-irst day's after wound usually was noted

the sharp expansion of the aracnnoidal slits whose trabeculas just as

the passing along them vessels, were infiltrated by the accumulations

of histiocytic elements/calls. Taius, was a picture of reactive serous

arachnoiditis (Fig. 18). IL~ riia solid cerebral shell edema was

observed much more rarely, aes2.des its only internal leaflet.

With the full/total/complete Lnterruption of spinal cord its

ends frequently proved to De sottened, with the uneven fringed edges,

or inflitid, reddish cclor and ware located from each other on 1-2,

and sometimes also more taan centimeters (Fig. 19 and 20).
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Fig. 14. Perforating fragaentatlon pentrating wound at the level of

LI lumbar vertebra with perforated defect of solid cerebral shell,

the damage of cone and roots of horse tail. Preparation V11 No 1051.

(Artist of T. V. Belyayev).

a .. _ 
... . ..
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?ig. 15. Blind-end fragmentation penetrating wound of the neck

division of spine. on tte posterior surface of the seventh and eighth

neck segment the decomFositioa oi the substance of spinal cord. In
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the region of third-fifth taoracic segment the small surface foci of

rad softening. Between tha rootlets to the right the rolls of the

blood, which lie under the aracanoid shell. Injection of the vessels

of solid and soft cerebral shell. Pr-paration VMM No 619. (Artist of

T. V. Blyayev.)

ta I
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Fig. 16. Perforating bullet wound of chest and spine at the level of

7III thoracic virtebra wita tae perforating wound of spinal cord. On

the internal surfac,. of solid cereoral shell on entire length are
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arranged/located the thin 1ideilar impositions of blood clots of

brown color. In the region of tne tenth thoracic segment the

substance of spinal cord destroyed takes the form of amorphous mass.

With respect to this place is a wound defect 4x3 mm (inlet) in the

solii carebral shell (cutlet from the ventral side). Preparation V M

No 1003. (Artist of T. V. Selyayev.).
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Fig. 17. Blind-end fragmEnLatlozi pdnetrating wound of the thoracic

division of spins. Fresh suoaea~rane hemorrhage. The vessels of solid
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cerebral shell are expandea and filled with the blood. Preparation

VIM No 2891. (Artist V. F. Busch.).

Page 53.

According to the data ct tne autopsies of the twigs/rods of dead

persons on the field of nattle, tne decomposition of spinal cord

sometimes it achieved 15-1b cm.

iistotopographic study or preparations in the longitudinal

shear/sections (on the leagma or spinal cord) made possible to note

the series/number of essential data in the relation to the common

picture of the wounds c± spinal cord. Usually tail piece of the

proximal division of the interrupted spinal cord was edematic,

moreover frequently it swelled it was extended beyond the limits of

the destroyed segment; about this testified the crimp of the fiber of

the white substance cf train in the zone of edema. Above positions of

fracture frequently were encountered irregular form the foci of the

edge/boundary necroses of spinal cord. Such foci applied to the

considerable distance from the place of interruption; during the

histological investigaticn fraquently in the necrotized mass detected

fine/small bone fragments. Finally, far from the place of

interruption in the brain tissue were noted the foci of hemorrhage

(Fig. 21).

7 .4
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Fig. 19. Blind-end bullet wound of the left half chest and spine. The

blunt-ended bullet of submachine gun will hit the ground between the

stumps of completely smastied oy it spinal cord. The ends of the
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stumps, more lower, are impregnatea with the blood. In the solid

cerebral shell large/ccarse perforated defect. Preparation VMH No

1005. (Artist V. S. Chumanova.,).
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Fig. 20. Blind-end fragmentation penetrating vound of the lumbar

division of spine. Wound of tna cone of spinal cord,

full/total/cmplete interruption or horse tail. Praparation VM No

755. (Artist of T. V. Belyayev.).
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Stump of the proximal cut of spinal cord. Edge/boundary necrosis (to

the right), Pdema; the focus oi amorrhage in the distanca from the

wound. Preparation VmM No 673. (Artist V. E. Busch.).

Page 54.

In the cross shear/secijans were detected the hemorrhages in the

white and gray substance, waich were being spread usually for the

elongation/extent of 2-3 segments above and below the level of wound

(Fig. 22). Further, frcm this level hemorrhages were decreased,

remaining primarily in tha gray sunstance.

For the perforating and blind-end wounds of spinal cord is

macroscopically characteristic peculiar tuberosity of the surface of

wound. This change they appeared as a result of intra-medullary edema

and hemorrhages. This was is especially distinctly noticeably during

the removal/distance of soit cerebral shell after brief fixation of

preparation (Fig. 23). On tae fresh preparations the edematic

substance of brain was usually diluted: in this case it protruded

above the surface of section/cut and spread.

The present central hematomyelia, according to the data of

autopsies during tha perioa of the Great Patriotic War, it was noted

extremely rarely, being only one hundredths of a percent. This type

q-.1
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of hamatomyolia were described usually as the hemorrhages, which were

being strictly localizea in the reyion of front/leading joint and

central canal, with extent into several segments of spinal cord.

In the extremital cut of the interrupted spinal cord, together

with the described pictures of edema and hemorrhages, already from

the 2-3rd day after wound in the filaments of motor and sensitive

system was noted the initial stage of vallerovskiy regeneration.

In these periods on the preparations, processed by osmium acid

on the marks, focused attention tne intense decomposition/decay of

myeline in the form of black lumps and spheres, arranged/located on

the course of filaments.

However, cellular apparatus in the lying/horizontal below

segments, on the contrary, raaainea invariable/unchanged. On a large

number of preparations, Fainted according Nissl', it was possible to

note that with the wounds of spinal cord the motor nerve cells of

lower than the level of wound retained their normal structure. These

data can serve as the morpnological confirmation of the clinical

observations of the reduction of reflexes of lower level of wound of

spinal cord. Reflexes usually were reduced and they achieved the

degree of pathological increase after the brief time after wound, as

soon as disappeared the pnenomena of the so-called spinal shock and

-[-".
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phenomenon of edema of spinal cord. Preserved lower than damage level

motor cells in such cases proved ro be capable of answering the

stimulation.

With the nonpenetratig and penetrating wounds of spine without

the damage of solid ceretral shell, and equally with the partial

wound of spinal cord the roci of ccntusion softening were also fairly

often escorted/tracked Dy edema and hemorrhages both in the substance

of spinal cord and in the sub-aracnnoidal space. The examination of

the preparations of spinal cord (in the longitudinal sections) showed

that the softening scmetimes occupied the sufficiently significant

part of length of brain (Fig. 24 and 25) . This extensive softening,

apparently was connected with tne decomposition of the shafts of

front/lsading or posterior spinal artery.

A. Ya. Podgorny gives a series/number of the cases, in which the

foci of softening were area with many cracks, frequently occupying

are more than semidiameter or spinal cord, it is more frequent from

the ventral side. In the ioraed areas it detected the fragments of

tissue of brain, vessels and granulated spheres. in one case of the

perforating penetrating wound of spine after only 3 weeks after wound

A. Ya. Podgorny revealed/aetectrd in thq spinal cord the area by

walls of which were joined soiid, arachnoid and soft cerebral shells.
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Not always on the autop~sy it; is possible to macroscopically

establish/install the focus of scftening, especially with the

nonpenetrating wounds.
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Fi 4 . 22. Hemorrhage in the right iront/leading crescent of the

seventh neck segment. Preparation VMM No 673. (Artist V. E. Busch.).

~~E* I
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Fig. 23. Perforating fr:gaentation penetrating wound of spine with

the decomposition of small arc of IX thoracic vertebra and the

perforating wound of sF±mal cord at the level of the eleventh

thoracic segment. Solid carebral snell and part of soft are opened

1. - - - I - • __. . , , - j _ _ r ,L . . . . .
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from the posterior surface. Tae wound of slit-shapad form, has 9 mm

in the diameter, higher taan wound the evidently uneven

swelling/distension of the suostance of spinal cord (traumatic

edema) . The vessels of lumbar taiLening are plethoric. Preparation

VMN N4o 672. (Artist of T. V. ±elyajev.).
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Fig. 24. Perforating penetrating bullet wound of chest. Extensive

contusion softening cf sFnal cord, beginning from the tenth thoracic

segment and down, captures entire lumbar-sacral thickening. With

li | , L ,. " . .. . ... ' . ... -- '- .. . . .... lii ~ l ', il ... . i = J
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respect to this place cn the internal surface of solid cerebral shell

the residual phenomena ol aeaorrhage in the form of a yellowish-brown

pigmentation. (preparation VMn No 722. (Artist of T. V. Belyayev.).
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Fig. 25. Blind-end bullet penetrating wound of VI thoracic vertebra

without the damage of solid cereordi shell. In the longitudinal

saction the evidently traumatic soitening of spinal cord for the
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elongation/extent of almost four average/mean thoracic segments.

Preparation VnM No 1013. (Artist of T. V. Belyayev.).

Page 55.

With the more or less extensive foci of softening after loss of

edema an the spot of scftening along the length of brain

comparatively easily was detected the sector of retraction

(thinning). In this case in the cross section the characteristic

figure of gray substance was always absent. But, when focus was

arranged/located only in some unit of the white substance as, for

example, in the front/leading or lateral columns, and also in the

gray substance, for example, it is isolated/insulated in the

front/leading crescent cr in the basis of posterior genus, it

remained unidentified and it was larger partly determined only during

the histological investigation.

In the posterior coluans are described the cuneate foci of

softening according to the type of infarction (A. Ya. Podgorny).

If wounds by bullet shell or Done fragment were deposited

intersegmental apparatus Doth in the region of intervertebral

apertures and for the elcagation/extent of the intra-tunicary cuts of

rootlgts, then in the substance of spinal cord were frequently
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detected1 only the foci of micronecroses and the lighter reversible

changes from the side ol the eldaents/cells of nerve tissue.

The reverse changes inclaie tae retrograde degeneration which

flows/occurs/lasts in the nerve cells of intervertebral1 ganglia/nodes

and the groups of the motor calls of the corresponding segment,

according to the type cf axonal stimulation (Fig. 26).
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Fig. 26. Changes in the motor cells posterior-lateral of the group of

the front/leading crescents oi the third lumbar segment of spinal

cord according to the type ot axcnal stimulation. Microphotogram.

Preparation VMM No 2797. Stdia/staining according to Nissl. VOMP.

Ocular 8, objective 20.

Page 56.

As is known, the essence ot the axonal stimulation of nerve cells

consists in the fact t1at the cellular bodies are rounded off (in the

sensitive ganglia/nodes they are lengthened), Nissl substance becomes

more rarefied, and then is meitted, remaining only in the form of rim

on the periphery of cellular body; the nucleus/kernel of cell is most
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frequently invariable/unchanged and, as a rule, is displaced to the

periphery of cell, and it is sometimes and ejected outside.

In this condition nerve cells can remain for a period of 3-4

weeks after trauma. Subseguentiy in the predominant majority of nerve

cells was reduced normal picture, whereas their insignificant unit,

apparently underwent deepar necrooiotic changes. Together with the

described changes in the type of axonal stimulation, near the

necrotized foci occurred the caanges, which resembled the picture of

the ischemic disease of nerve calls (homogenization of cellular body,

wrinkled dark nucleus/kernel), and finally it was possible to note

deep necrobiotic changes in the nerve cells, which appear as a result

of peric-llular edema (A. Ia. Podgorny, n. P. Postolov). Glial

raaction during the traumatic processes occurred very limply.

Proliferating phenomena from toe side of glial elements/cells

intensely came forward only in the presence of foreign body; with

changed nerve cells only rarely it was possible to see glial knots or

moderate diffuse proliferation. in dead persons in the hospitals the

anatomical picture of the damages of the contained spinal canal was

characterized by following data: the complete destruction of the

diameter of spinal cord is noted into 39.3o/o, of them

full/total/complete anatomical interruption - into 28.6o/o, contusion

softening - into 10.8o/o, the partial decomposition of the substance

of spinal cord - into 27.do/o, rocus necrosis and softening - into
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17. 3o/o, the compression of spinal cor - into 4.4o/o, the damages of

horse tail - into 14.2c/c, hemorrhage into the shells of spinal cord

- into 8. 1o/o, hemorrhage into the substance of spinal cord - into

5.8o/o, the decomposition of rootlets and intervertebral

ganglia/nodes - into 0.4o/o.

According to the data of autopsies, on the field of battle the

full/total/complete interruption of spinal cord was discovered into

47.0o/o, partial damage into 22.0o/o, remaining 31.0o/o fall on the

hemorrhages in membranes (17.0o/o) and into the substance of spinal

cord (14.0o/o).

During the comparison of these data it is established that the

greatest numerals relate to the heavy damages of spinal cord both

with the full/total/comjlate and with the partial violation of its

integrity. Relatively bigh percentage were also the damages of horse

tail. On the field of battle, as one would expect, with the autopsies

of dead persons in the sharp/acute period were encountered the

ralatively high numerals of hemorrhages into the shells and the

substance of spinal cora, waich in essence characterized the severity

of the damages of spine as a whole.

Complications.
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The developed infectious complications in the shells and the

substance of spinal cord led in a number of cases to the fatal result

on the 3-5th day after tullet wound.

With tetanus of any pathoanatomical special

features/peculiarities in the tissue of spinal cord there was not.

With it macroscopic changes were expressed only in insignificant

hyperemia of the vessels of shells, that it did not give grounds to

prosector to place pathcanaromical diagnosis.

The anaerobic infection, vbica developed within the spinal

canal, was characterized Dy the extensive melting of the substance of

spinal cord.

Page 57.

However, in a number of cases tozic phenomena during the anaerobic

infection in the cerebrospinal canal so rapidly led to death that the

morphological changes in tissues macroscopically yet were not caught.

In such cases clinical diagnosis, as with tetanus, it served as basis

for the correct estimation of the available specific process, but

without sufficiently eziressed macroscopic data.

The early forms of spinal meningitides in the protocols of
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autopsies were noted in the form first of focus ones, then of the

more diffuse cloudiness of soft shells. The cloudiness of shells

achiaved the greatest intansity near the wound. Histologically such

menirgitides were characterizea by the picture of serous-suppurative

inflammation with the presenca in infiltrates of predominantly

polymorphonuclear leukocytes.

massive suppurations in the shells and the substance of spinal

cord were observed with the suppurative ones cf process in the wound

canal. These group unites tne following suppurative complications:

external suppurative pacaymeniagitis (according to some authors -

pachymeningitis externa), epidural abscesses, which ascend

suppurative leptomeningites, suppurative meningomyglitis, restricted

suppurative leptomeningitas, auscesses of spinal cord. With of this

type complications special importance acquired the character/nature

of suppurative process in tue wcuna canal.

As illustration to the aforesaid can serve the combined wounds

of spine and abdominal area with the presence of ichorous-suppurative

contents both in the external wound and in the soft shells for entire

elongation/extent of back and on the basis brain (Fig. 27). These

wounds, according to clinical epicrises, were always characterized by

extremely heavy course.

._ -,, • - ~
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External pachymeningit.Ls. Suppuration in the spidural space most

frequently was arra,.ged/located on the dorsal surface and sometimes

achieved considerable sazas/dimensions lengthwise. on the preparation

of military medical museum so d37 this external pachymeningitis

occupies in the diameter the space, the equal to 3/4 diameters of

spinal cord (Fig. 28).

During the restricted encysted processes in the epidural space

the accumulation of pus achievea such sizes/dimensions, that late

surgical intervention did not remove the created compression of

spinal cord.

External pachymeningitis trequently was developed after epidural

hemorrhage. Macroscopicaily external pachymeningitis became apparent

in the form of lamellar education irom the granulating of education

from the granulating tissue wat the uneven surfaca, is frequently

the loosely joined with the Dones spine. Depending on the

character/nature of process and period of death of casualty, this

education had first) (in presence of hemorrhages reddish-brown, then

ysllowish-green (during tae suppuration), then finally yellowish-gray

color (with the developing already scar, depending on the degree of

its matirity).

Solid cerebral shell during the external restricted process was

"o
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microscopically frequently edeatic, with the expanded lymphatic

slits and the parivascular infiltrates from the leukocytas, the

lymphocytes, among them there were macrophages. Soon after wound the

histological picture of extarnai pdchymeningitls was represented in

the form of massive infiltratas from the fresh and decomposing

laukocytes. a large number of giant cells and newly generating

vessels.

"-1-..
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meningitis. Preparation VMM No 10b2. (Artist of T. V. Belyayev.).

Page 58.

L. I. Smirnov considers tnat for pyo-productive external

pachymeningitis is characteristic the growth of graaulating tissue

only over the external surzace ot the solid cerebral shell, which

does not penetrate into its thickness. According to his data,

granulating tissue is connectea mainly with the skins of the

osteochondral layer of the spinal column. In the series/number of

preparations it observed the substitution of wound defect in the

solid cerebral shell via the interyrowth of filaments and vessels

from the osteochondral layer, and the granulating villi - from soft

carebra, shells. One of tae frequent reasons for the development of

pachymeningitis was presence in the epidural space of the bone

fragments of that or anctner value, which were delayed there at the

moment of wound. During tne histological investigation in such cases

were detected the bone fragments, surrounded with granulating tissue.

Usually already in the early stages of the formation of granulating

tissue among the fibrous cells were secreted by their

sizes/dimensions and stain/staining thR osteoclasts which contributed

to the resorption of bone fragments. Osteoclasts, as is kncwn, are

formed on mesenchymal syncytium cr reticular tissue and are

polynuclear education. Being introduced in the bone tissue, they
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resocbed the latter, why in the reabsorbed bone fragment were formed

different value areas and lacuna (Fig. 29 and 30), fragment gradually

was decreased and frequently completely it disappeared.

The foreign bodies cf anotner nature (metallic fragments, small

pieces of trea/wood, different tissues, etc.), if they were not

removed during the surgica± treatment of wound, were usually

covered/coated with dense fibrous tissue, around them were formed the

restricted granulomas.

Suppurative ascending spinal ieptomeningitis.
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Fig. 29. Bone fragments in epiiuxal cellulose, surrounded granulating

tissue and undergoing resorption. dicrophotogram. Preparation VMM No

3669. Stain/staining accoraing to Nissi. V03P. ocular 8, objective

20.
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Fig. 30. The same preparation under graat magnification. Resorption

of bone fragment by osteociasts.

Page 60.

The macroscopic picture of tais complication is typical. Solid

cerebral shell both with that penetrating and with the nonpenetrating

wounds was strained; with its autopsy in the majority of the cases

was detacted the diffuse massive accumulation of pus, which covers

spinal cord for entire elongation/extent to the cone and to the basal

surface of large cerebral hemispheres; in other cases pus was
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arranged/located in the form of small islets, but also on entire

length of spinal cord.

During the suppurariv6 processes, usually in the form of foci,

was datected hyperemia of pial vessels, and on the dorsal surface

frequently was noted the taroaDosis of veins (Fig. 31). Suppurative

spinal meningitides appeared both with the penetrating into the

spinal canal wounds and in the ansence of any damages of the

contained spinal canal.

In the development of suppurative meningitides with the

integrity of spine large role played the suppurative processes, which

were being developed in tne neiyhucrhood with them (festering

interfascial, retroperitonaal and mediastinal hematomas, suppurative

paranaphritis, etc.), while in a number of cases suppurations in the

bones of spine.

Histological changes w.tn suppurative leptomeningitis, which

developed after the wound of the contained spine, sometimes

attacked/advanced very early. They were characterized first more,

then by less massive by the volume accumulations of the

polymorphonuclear leukocytes, which partly lie between the filaments

of soft shell (Fig. 32 and 33), partly in the arachnoidal slits

where, bosides leukocytes, it was possible to see fibrin. The walls
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of the vessels of shells, as a rule, underwent intense infiltration

by both the laukocytes and aistiocytic elements/cells. The periods of

the onset of this complication were studied partly according to the

data of clinico-anatomica. comparisons. For the illustration we give

the following observation.
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Page 61.
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Fig. 32. DiffUSe leptomeninagitis. microphotograa. Preparation vImm No

4153. Stain/staining withk tsie neimatoilineosin. VOMP. ocular 8,

objective 10.
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Fig. 33. iMicrophotograu from preparation V1MM No 4153 under large

magnification. miixed infiltrate from the leukocytes and the

lymphocytes between the toaickened rilaments of soft cerebral shell.

Page 62.

K-is wounded by the izagaent 29/1 1943. clinical diagnosis: the

penetrating wound of the lumbar division of spine with the partial

damage of spinal cord.

49ningea1 symptoms appaarea on the third day after wound. 4/11

is d3rivative the cerebrospinal puncture: fluid/liquid of reddish

color, turbid; cytose 753/3 with thxe preponderance of leukocy.- s.
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Treatment by sulfidine. 15/I casualty passed away.

Pathoanatomical dataz the Dlind-end fragmentation penetrating

wound at the level I and II lumber vert3bra with the damage of the

small arcs of these verteara and spinal cord at this level. Foreign

body by the size/dimension Jxixi of cm is arranged/located among the

bone fragments in the wouna. Diffuse ascending meningitis with the

massive accumulation of pus on tae length of back and on the basis

train.

In the givan observation is represented the typical picture of

the course of suppurative poszwouna meningitis. Disease was continued

12 days; meningeal symptoms appeared on the 2nd day after wound with

the considerable pleocytcsis in the cerebro-spinal fluid.

During 12 days the cellular composition of infiltrates in the

soft shells was changed. Tne leuxocyte stage of inflammatory

infiltrate after the first 3-5 days somewhat calmed down, and to the

polymorphonuclear leukccytes, wnacn are partly found already in

disint3gration condition, was mixed/added a considarable quantity of

round cell elements/cells (of type of histiocytic ones) and a small

number of plasma cells.

Frequently the picture oi the mixed infiltrates they
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supplemented macrophages. This cellular composition was detected

usually in the cases cf postwound ascending leptomeningitis, which

arose in the first 2-4 weeks after wound.

In the form of illustratioa we give following data of

pathoanatomical study.

Subst. it is equal to 19/V1 1944 by bullet. It died 18/VIII

194. Pathoanatomical diagnosis: tne blind-end bullet penetrating

wounl at the level of Ill thoracic vertebra with the

full/total/complete interruption of spinal cord. Diffuse

spinal-cerebral leptomeningitis. Bedsore in the region of rump.

Gangrenous cystitis (prosecror-Lieutenant Colonel of medical service

A. V. Smol'yannikov)

During the histolcgicai avestigation is discovered the mixed

diffuse infiltration of the sort snells of pial vessels, and also

spinal rootlets. In such cases always focuseu. attention the sharp

thickening of the filaments of soft shell.

Suppurative ascending or restricted leptomeningitas with closed

external wound, as has already oean indicated, appeared by the

lymphohematogenic route/earn (suppurative emboli, thrombophlebitides)

from the suppurative fcci, whicn lie in the neighborhood with the

°_
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spine or at the spine itseli (osteomyelitic foci), and also they were

developed in the presence oi axternal pachymeningitis. Both in that

and in other case complication more frequently appeared in the

intermediate, and sometimes also in the late period and

flowed/occurred/lasted more slowly. In the morphological relation the

late emergent complicaticns in the shells of spinal cord had that

special feature/peculiarity, tnat the leukocyte infiltrates and

macrophages in these cases sometimes were absent, and histological

picture was characterized by the proliferation of round cell

elements/cells with the presence among them only of plasma cells.

To the local restrLcted processes from the side of soft cerebral

shell should be related also adnesive (productive) arachnoidites.

This form/species of complications usually was localized in the

region of wound, for the elongation/extent of several segments.

Intensely growing around the spinal rootlets, fibrous tissue filled

all arachnoidal slits, without penetrating, however, the thickness of

rootlets (Fig. 34). Frequently in the last stages after wound in this

growing tissue provad to be the cystic areas or the areas, filled

with pus.

Page 63.

In the substance cf spinal cord the suppurations, as a rule,
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were spread only to several series/number of the lying/horizontal

segments. Most frequently tney appeared as a result of the direct

contact with suppurative contents of entire wound canal and, in

particular, shells. The suppuration, which flowed/occurred/lasted

frequently with the melting oi the substance of brain,

macroscopically easily was determined. In the longitudinal sections

usually came forward the sector of the softened substance of the

spinal cord of the yellowisa-green or dull gray color.

Thus, the suppuration, which was beginning usually in the zone

of wound, frequently captured several segments. In the necrotized

tissue perivascular leukccyte and lymphocytic infiltrates were

encountered everywhere, while in the preserved normal anatomical

ralation segments they without any selectivity were arranged/located

in the white and gray substance.

Just as in the shells, in tne substance of spinal cord

inflammatory process appeared via the transfer of infection from the

suppurative focus, located near the spinal cord (Fig. 35).

In this respect convincing were myelitides, which developed in a

small number of nonpenetrating wounds. The histological picture of

such ayalitides is comrietely similar to myelitides, which arose as a

result of the direct contact with the wound infection (Fig. 36).

I II :"" ~ "- .. .. . I Il"-• I m m ,, _
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Complications of saptaic caaracter/nature. The large group of

complications in ths army dnd trout line area composed the septic

diseases, which proceed from the urine excretory system which were

isolatel into the the special group-urosepsis (1. 7. Davydovskiy, A.

1. Vasillyev).
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Fig. 35. suppurative myelrtis. Blind-end fragmentation penetrating

wound of spine at the level o the VIII and IX thoracic vertebra with

softening of spinal cord from the compression by metallic fragment at
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the level of lower thoracic segments. In the longitudinal section the

substance of spinal cord on taw spot of compression is higher than

the grey-brown color, it is unstructured. Preparation VMM No 59.

(Artist of T. V. Belyayev.).

Page 64.

Under urosepsis is implied the ascending suppurative infection of

urinary tracts with the dissemination of process to the kidney tissue

inclusively.

In the frequency cf compiications, together with this process,

stood the septicemia, which was being developed with the presence of

bedsores or different paravertabra. ones and another localization of

phlegmons, festering hematomas (interfascial, retroperitoneal,

mediastinal, etc.) and osteomyelitic foci.

On the autopsy of twigs/roas in the presence of urosepsis most

frequently it was detected diphtneritic, pyo-hemorrhagic or

pyonecrotic cystitis and iinrinojeaous-suppurative and

pyo-hemorrhagic pyelitis and suppurative nephritis. In this case the

pyonecrotic cystitis in a number of cases was the source of so-called

urocystogenic peritonitis, as a rule, which are finished with the

fatal result (Ye. A. Terpugov). Clinical observations showed that at

'I

i, I ... i . . .. . . . .. .I I III ill ... .. Ii T , J elli - . . .. .-
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the basis of the complications of this group, just as at genesis of

bedsores, lay/rested the heavy dystrophic changes, caused by the

damage of spinal vegetative centers (A. M. Wiechert, 0. V. Nikolayev,

A. L. Polenov, Ye. A. Texpugov ez al.).

Special interest ia pathoanatomical investigations of the

enumerated diseases of urinogenous etiology arose during the Great

Patriotic War in cannectioa with the wide application of cystostomy.

in this respect of considerabie attention they deserve the

investigation of A. M. diecaert. Jorking in the army and front line

area, it traced in the periods or development the pathoanatomical

changes in the urinary tracts, which appear with the wounds of spina.

Moreover, in these investigations is valuable the comparison of

histological changes in the urinary system in those, who were

subjected to cystostomy, dad in taose treated it is conservative.

f7
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Fig. 36. Diffuse myelitis at the level of the eighth neck segment of

spinal cord after noipenetrating fragmentaticn wound of the

mesothoracic division of spine. histo-topographic image. Preparation

'JNM No 691. Stain/staining with zma hematoxilineosin.

Page 65.

On the basis of findians A. M. Wiechert comes to the following

conclusions. Earliest cnanges in tae urinary tracts which can be

observed already to the first-second day after the wound of spinal

cord, became apparent in tne form of the disorders of blooi

circulation before the education of intramural hematomas inclusively.

These changes were ccnditioned on aralysis of vasomotor nerves. As a

r3sult of disorders of blood circulation in tissues appeared hypoxia
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and anoxia and to the violation of metabolism/exchange. From second-

third day after wound in tam bladder was observed the development of

the necroses whose onset is connected, on one hand, with the

disorders of blood circulation, and on the other hand - by the

mechanical pressure cf urine of the constantly overfilled bladder.

Necroses, after arisi-n in tha places of the most sharply pronounced

disorders of blood circulation in the zone of hemorrhages,

subsequently progressed; within the later periods entire mucous

membrane, submucous and sometimes muscular layer of the bladder

underwent necrosis.

In origin and development of the necroses of mucous membrane and

kidney parenchyma, as is shown the comparison of the cases, treated

conservatively, with the operated cases, the bacteria did not play

the leading role. Bacteria in tne tissues appeared in the later

periods when basic changes, necrcses, were already present. However,

the presence of bacteria in a number of cases conditioned the

development of new complications, tirst of all pyelonephritis and

urose psis.

The necessary prerequisite/premise for the generalization of

infection in tha system cf urine excretory organs/controls were the

functional violations, which constantly occurred with the wounds of

spinal cord (paralysis cf the bladder, prolonged stagnation of

p_
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urine). The operation/process of tne superpubic section of the

bladder removed to a certain extent these functional violations and

prevented the onset of uotn necrotic cystitis and complications,

connected with the generalization of infection.

In the practical sense given aata of A. M. Wiechert deserve

attention, first of all, because tney give the morphological

substantiation for the rational use/application of superpubic section

of the bladder, which prevents the complications, which lead, as a

rule, to the lethal cutccmes.

tacroscopic changes of tne organs/controls of urina excretory

system during the first 3-5 days after wound are sufficiently

characteristic. The bladder, it it was not produced cystostomy, as a

rule, was expanded and contained 600-800 cm 3 of turbid eyes, but

sometimes also it is more. aqcosa of the bladder was swelled, it is

sharply hyperemized, with the numerous hemorrhages, near which were

noted the surface ulcerations/pittxngs of brown-gray or brown color;

the walls of the bladder were frequently edematic.

Kiiney pelvises were expanded against the background of stagnant

plethora mucosa them was edamatic and it is unevenly covered with

mucopurulant or fibrincgenous impositions. Greatly frequently in the

submucous layer were detected fine/small, with places flowing
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together, hemorrhages. Thus, was a pathoanatomical picture of

hemorrhagic suppurative or riorous-suppurative pyelitis. The tissue

of kidney in the presence of the described changes in the pelvises

was pale, hardly by the distinguised figure of cortical and

medullary layer. Histolcgical investigation usually showed necrotic

changes, beginning from tne renal scuphuli to the epithelium of ducts

inclusively with the leukocyte iafltration of interstitial tissue

and ducts.

Jo
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Page 66.

The early appeared after ouillt wounds characteristic

pathomorphological changes in the urinary organs/controls are

illustrated by the fcllcwinj ouservations.

L't t8*-o is wounded by the rrayment 6/XII 1943, it died 9/XI1

1943. Pathoanatomical diagnosis: the fragmentation wound of neck with

the break of the awned exrenzion of the V neck vertebra. The

contusion of spinal cord at tna iuvel of the V and VI neck vertebra;

diffuse, purulent, spinal iaptojacaymeningitis. Diphtheritic ulcerous

cystitis and ascending jyelonephritis. Urosepsis. Histological

description of the wall cf tne biidder: the necrosis of mucosa, which

captures partially and submucouE layer. On the boundary with the

necrosis massive polymcrjacnuclEar infiltrate (zone of demarcation

inflammation). Edema of submucous and muscular layer (Fig. 37.

Specimen of the military medical museum No 1722).

Death of this wounded with contusion damage spinal cord at the

level of lower neck segments advanced on the 4th day after wound. In
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the pathological-anatomicai diagnosis, together with the suppurative

camplication, in the shells of spinal cord was noted also urosepsis

source of which was diFhtheritic ulcerous cystitis and ascending

pyelonephritis.

Ya-kiy is woundad 2;/XII 1942, it died 9/I 1943. Clinical

diagnosis: the perforatinq oullet wound of the IV lumbar vertebra

with the damage of the filamentE c horse tail at this level.

Bedsores of lumbar regicn, ruap ana nates. Bilateral

bronchopneumonia. Septic conditioa. General/common/total depletion.

Pathoanatomical diagnosis: the perforating bullet wound of

lumbar region with the Jureax cr ncdy of the IV-V lumbar vertebra,

with the dicomposition of zre fiJaaents of horse tail at this level

and the damage of the ccios of rigat iliac bcne. The ascending

fibrinogenous-suppurative pyeionephritis. Urosepsis (prosector of A.

V. Nemilov). Preparation or tha m.iitary medical museum No 1719, left

kidney. Kidney by the size/dixension 12x6 cm. Fibrous capsule is

taken/removed. ?elvis is sharpiy expanded. Mucosa for entire

elongation/extent of dark-red color, by places with the hemorrhages,

is covered with fibrincgenous-suppurative impositions (diphtheritic

pyelonephritis).

The tissue of kidney tiaccid, boundary between the crust and

.~.
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cerebral substance unclear, fijure it is almost effaced (Fig. 38).

In this case the wunu of the lower unit of the spine ended by

death on the 20th day after wound directly frcm urosepsis source of

which was the ascending LiLrincyencus-supp,,rative pyelonephritis.

3-v is wounded 2/IV 1944, Art died 28/IV 1944. Clinical

diagnosis: the blind-end fragmentation wound of breast with the wound

of spine. Sepsis. Bilateral pneumonia. Pathoanatomical diagnosis: the

perforating bullet wound of necx and breast tc the left. Hemorrhage

in the epidural cellular ti.-sue oi the neck and thoracic division of

spine. Softening the sutsrance or spinal cord at the level of the

III-V thoracic vertebra. 3easor-s. A fibrinogenous-necrotic cystitis

(Fig. 39). Pyelonephritis. Jroseisis (prosector the major of medical

service F. Ye. Ageyctenko). Preparation of the military medical

museum No 2598. Kidney is incraased in the sizes/dimensions, capsule

is taken/removed without tne datect of substance. Tissue almost

variegated, boundaries c± crusr and cerebral substance are

ill-defined. Pelvis is expanded, aucosa is covered with the tightly

sitting gray coating. Curilnj ae aistological investigation is

discovered typical dipthteritic pyelitis and the ascending

suppurative interstitial auphritis (Fig. 40).

In this observation wita the combined wound of spine and chest

-- - ,' I I'I... .. , ,, . ....... ' i. .... i . ..IL I. IIi il- -
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was discovered the focus or softening in the upper thoracic division

cf spinal cord. Just as in tha preceding case, death advanced cn thg

26th day from urosepsis; by the source of urosepsis was a

fibrinogenous-necrotic cystitis Eyelonephritis with the pyonecrotic

changes in the parenchyma oz xianeys.

Thus, on the basis of tha given macroscopic and histological

changes, which were being davaioed in the urinary system within the

earliest periods, it should be icinted out that at the basis of these

changes lay/rested the neczotic and inflammatcry processes. The onset

of these processes, on cne nand, is connected with the decomposition

of ' , gtative spinal centers, and on the other hand - with those

conditions which created functicnal violaticns in these

organs/controls upon the introduction in them of bacterial flora.

*, - . -
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Page 66a.
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Fig. 37. Necrosis of muccsa at Uiadder. Edema of submucous and

muscular layer. Preparation VMSNoId 1722. (Artist V. E. Busch.).
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Page 67.
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Fig. 39. Left kidney. Necro.-ii of the mucous membrane of kidney

scuphalus. Microphotogram. Prepaidtion VL ? No 2598. Stain/staining

with the hematoxilineo~.Ln. VCM,'. ocul~ar 8, objoctive 10.
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Fig.31 4O The sae prartion 1isiepoyoponc rinitae

in the interstitial tissue Qf the cerebral substance of kidney.

Accumulation of polymorphcnucleaL leukocytes and necrosis of the

epitheliJum of the collecting tates of canals. VO,!IP. Ocular 8,

objective 20.

Page i8.

But, naturally, within dsldtdWer j eriod after wound appeared this

complication. initial Eatnaoor1Thc.Lcqical changes they were identical

recently given.

Bedsores. one of tiic trequent forus/species of complications
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with the wound of spine wer2 oadsores. They appeared in the sacral,

heel region and above the larje tiochanters of thighs, it is

thinner/less frequent in rhe region of elbow joints and spatulas.

Their pathoanatomical Ficture in tae initial period of disease was

represented in the form first oi tae sectors of dry gangrene, then of

foci with the crawling edges and the bottom of dirty green color,

with the unpleasant rotting odor. At the specific stage of the

development of gangrencus process were uncovered the bones with

subsequent osteonecrosis ann ostu-itis, or osteomyelitis. Frequently

bedsores were formed simultaneously in several regions (rump, thigh)

(Fig. 4I).

N. I. Chekalova gives the series/number cf her observations when

bedsores were arranged/icated cn the internal surface of knee joints

with the melting of articul~r auzsde and the development of purulent

gonites.

Pnoumonia. In the Irozocols of autopsies usually was given as

the reason for death f.ne focal/acinous scattered or drainage

cne-sided less frequently tainner/less frequent bilateral

brcnchopneumonia. Frequently pneumonia flowed/occurred/lasted with

the phenomena of edema and uy initial necrotic ones change. Present

gangrenous pneumonia were encountered only in the presence of

aspiration, i.e., with the simultaneous wound of spine and jaws or
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upper respiratory tract.

T. S. Istamanova noted catarrnal pneumonia almost in the half

those all obtained the woanas or spine. According to her data a great

number of pneumonia is discovared with the wounds of neck and

thoracic division, whereas with tae wounds of lumbar division

pneumonia was encountered six times more thinly/less frequently, and

the wound of sacral regicn in the tenths of percentage it was only

complicated by pneumonia. In the athogenesis of such pneumonia the

author perceives the discrder of tae coordination of respiration, the

violation of visceral va--omotor innervation, the delay of mucus and

the activation of autoinfectica cf the respiratory tract.

Osteomyelitis. Purulent processes in the bones of spine in the

cases, which were finisbed letnally, in comparison with other

complications occupied small place.
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Fig. 41. Extensive bed-cores in the region of rump and thighs.

Preparation VNI 3o 419-j.

Page 69.

Usually they were developed iii the region of wound and then they

converted/transferred to the uadamaged/uninjured vertebrae,

frequently capturing on 3-4 vertearas even more (Fig. 42).

Thinner/less frequent osteoayalitis of spine was developed near

phiegmon. As shoved the clinical X-ray observations, especially

frequently suppuration was noted in the damaged bodies of vertebrae.

This is completely explainea, it we consider the vastness of the
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necrotized masses, which are yeanerated as a result of wound in the

porous substance of the tody oz vertebra, and the free access to

infection into this unit oi tae vertebra. Bullet osteomyelitis

usually consider as the comcination of two processes - necrosis and

suppurative (pyo- fibrincganous and pyoputrefactive) inflammation.

Inflammatory process in the ddmaged unit of the spine as early

complication was develcped already at the end of the first week after

wound. with the autopsy cf spina was noted the kill of the edge of

the bone wound: porous substance, as a rule, within this period was

impregnated with the blccd and pus and had yellowish or sulfur-red

color. Necrotic-inflammatory paenczena with bullet osteomyelitis of

diffarent bones, according to M. K. Dal's data, they were continued

on the average to 2 weeks. A. P. Avtsyn he indicates, that the x-ray

examination of tubular bcnes "tablished/installed

pathalogical-anatomical cnangas in the inflammatory character/nature

2-4 weeks after wound. In tne protocols of autopsies frequently was

noted for a period of tne 3rd and 4th week the intensely elapsing

inflammatory process. Ccnsiaeratly thinner/less frequent in these

periods was discovered the davelcpaent of granulating tissue. The

development of osteosclerosis (consolidation) was observed from

4-6-th the month after wcund, that confirm clinical data. During the

development in the vertebrae of the inflammatory changes, which

appear on the elongaticn/exteat, were destroyed mainly the bodies of
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vertebrae.

This in the identica. measure was observed both with the

localization of inflammatory focus in the bone unit (wound

csteomyelitis) and during its development from phlegmon of the

surrounding soft tissues. Carcnic osteomyelitis were sufficiently

frequent complication in th% nospitals of front rear. They were

usually characterized by the aaucation of those not long healing

fistulas, frequently with the sequestration cf bone fragments.

It is difficult tc reliaaly establish/install the reasons, which

support in the bone tissue inf' maatory process in those wounded the

spine with the damage ct spinal cord. On one hand, the

lowered/reduced general/commcn/tctal resistivity of organism and the

violation of trophic system in suca wounded, while on the other hand,

the presence of other suppurative foci (bedsores) played not

latter/last role in the jathogenesis of chrcnic osteomyelitis.

Osteoyelitic foci in a nuoer ct cases were the sources of the

suppurations in the shells and or the substance of spinal cord, and

also they led to the develo~ment of sepsis.

• . . .. ~~~~~~~~... I. -- I Ii - -. / -
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Fig. 42. Osteomyelitis cf tue acdies of neck vertebrae after the

bullet wound of the soft tissues oi neck. Preparation VMI1 No 3681.

Page 70.

Both in the late ard in tae earlier period with osteomayelitic

comaplications on the autcpsy were detected fistula courses. Sometimes

such courses were the corsicaerAue range: for example, in one case

fistula canal of an iliac-sacr~J. articulation (osteonyslitic focus)

was opened/disclosed at taie levj. cf the cross extension of the II

lumbar vertebra. Mlost fre~uantly with chronic bullet osteomyelitis of

spine pus was separated/i~erated through the fistula courses among

the scar tissue.
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L. I. Smirnov on tne uasis of the pathomorphological

investigations of the bullet wounds of spine, carried out by it

during the Great Patriotic War, unites all means of appearing in this

case pathological-anatcmical changes in thg spinal cord and its

shells into four basic groups.

1. Traumatic necroses (primary and secondary) ; process of

healing of wounds of spina cora and its shells; disorder of

circulation of blood and curabru-spinal fluid; presence of foreign

bodies in area of spine.

2. Reactions of froncakr and distant tissues to products of

tissue decomposition/dicay dnd tc foreign bedies, to circulatory and

trophic disorders (seccnudry aeuroses, edematic meltings, nonpurulent

myelitidas and leptomenangitda, dlifuse and restricted glial

reactions, development cf qzaaulating tissue in periphery of foreign

bodies, ascending and descending degenerations).

3. Complications ct infectious and discirculatory

character/nature (suppczarive xternal pachymeningitis and

phlegmonose epiduritis, festering wound, suppurative myelitis, which

ascends spinal leptomeningitis, festering scar).
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4. Complications, ccnaectia with fallout of functions, which

appear with wound of sFiral ccr] (have in mind trophic cystitides,

pyelonephrites, bedsores, )neumonia, etc.).

The given above description data of the pathoanatomical studies,

which reflect the experiaacu of tha army and front line anatoaical

pathologists, in essence di-l aezae with this systematization of all

pathological processes, which appear with the bullet wounds of spine.

However, this questiou as the healing of the wounds of spinal

cord, in view of the series/auarer of morphological special

features/peculiarities, suojld be considered as the final phase of

the issues of wounds.

Primary necroses in tne spinal cord appeared on the spot of the

activity of the wounding saall dnd on the edges of wound canal or as

a result of compressicr, ccntusiLon, and also elongation of spinal

cord and its rootlets.

Secondary necroses composeu one of the main pathomorphological

phenomena which expanded tht- region of tissue decomposition in wound

and led to the onset of new necrobiotic foci. To the education of
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secondary necroses frequently contributed pachymeningitis, foreign

bodies, violations of rcct and lym~h circulations to the stasis

inclusively, compressicn by the units of the destroyed

ligamentous/connecting apparatus (yellow ligament) and cicatrical

growths. In view of this aiversity of genesis secondary necroses

appeared in different perions atte wound and made the condition

worse of the partially damajed spinal cord, most frequently at the

height of the development of septic phenomena.

-Tha effect of septic condition on the development of the

secondary necroses, which made the course worse of myelitides, it was

noted frequently and in the clinical observations.

Page 71.

According to the ctservaticns of A. N. 3akulev, the partial

damage of spinal cord, aiscovered during the operation/process, was

finished during the developmant of septic condition with the

full/total/complete melting ot the substance of spinal cord on the

diameter and it led to the tull/total/complete anatomical

interruption.

Among the suppurativw ccmplications deserves attention the

morpholoqical determination ot didural abscesses and abscesses in

-L q ,m.
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the spinal cord.

The frequency of actual abscasses with the presence of pyogenic

membrane/diaphragm, as under conditions of peacetime, with the bullet

wounds it is small. As it was possible to establish/install on the

protocols of autopsies, unaur thiz diagncsis frequently were

describad the restrictEd accuaulations of pus around the foreign body

cr without it, on the external surface of solid cerebral shell, in

the soft shells and in the suostance of spinal cord.

1. V. Davydovskiy indicates tunat on the course of wound canal

can appear the separate isolated/insulated accumulations of pus,

which ramind the abscesses of wcund canal. This type of accumulations

of pus were noted on the autopsies of dead persons from the wounds of

spine, especially with the comained wounds. The given point of view

for the morphological represencation about the abscesses should be

transferred also to the contents of spinal canal, which will to a

considerable extent remove frequently encountered in this respect

noncoincidences of clinical anu anatomical diagnoses.

Cleansing and healing of the wounds of spinal cord - long

elapsing process. The resorption of the fission products of myeline

and blood clots in the region of tne focus of softening, just as in

the brain, can be drawn ty years. Begins this process already during
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the first days after wound, as soon as appear macrophages. The

process of cleansing in tne damaged substance of spinal cord proceeds

considerably more rapid cnly with the damaged solid cerebral shell.

With the penetrating wcunds of siinal cord without the damage to the

latter the resorption of the destructively changed unit of the brain

is involved/tightened fcr a long time.

The healing of the wounds ct spinal cord during the favorable

course was usually esccrted/tracxed by lifferent intensity of the

growth of young connective tissue. In the soft shells this preceded

initial adhesive arachnoidiris and then it already protruded

coarsening of scar as the metaoc of the development of fibrous

tissue. iithin the later periods zae insignificant arachnoidal growth

either were resolved or, which occurred more frequently, they were

converted into the dense cicatrical education which should be

considered as the fibrcus arachnciditis. These growths of fitrous

tissue, penetrating tle taicxaess of solid cerebral shell, led to the

development of scarry deiressions. The formed scar replaced wound

defects both in the ceretral shells and in the substance of spinal

cord.

In the presence of the foci of necrosis in the brain tissue

already to the 3rd week were formed the areas with the well expressed

connective walls. Similar small areas subsequently wholly occluded

.... ~- - = . w .-,,
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and were the massive ccnnective scar, which consists in such cases of

the older coarsened and younger fi.aments.

With the autopsy cz the dead persons after a year and more after

the wound of spine, besides recently described Rubtsovs changes and

presences of cystic areas, ia the spinal cord were detected also the

cysts on the spot of those been more or less large/coarse

hemorrhages. Latter/last form/species areas were encountered in the

apidural space, in the scars, especially in the region of horse tail,

and finally in the brair tissue.

.... _ . . : . I
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Page 72.

Chapter IV.

General/common/total questions of clinic of bullet wounds and damages

cf spine and spinal cord.

Corresponding member of tne Academy of medical Sciences of the USSR

honored worker of science professcz I. R. Razdol'sxiy.

Periods in a course of bullet wounds of spine and spinal cord.

in the clinical course of tullet wounds and damages of spine and

spinal cord, as showed the experiment/experience of the Great

Patriotic War, should be distinguished four periods: 1) sharp/acute,

2) early, 3) intermediate and 4) late.

Sharp/acut9 period covers tne first 2-3 days. In the neurologic

* relation this period can oe deried as "chaotic" by analogy with

"chaotic period" during tne damages of brain, isolated N. N.

*Eurdenko.

In sharp/acute period the clinical manifestations of different
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wounds and damages of sjinai coru are similar. The wounds of spine

were frequently complicated by traumatic shock and sharp/acute anemia

in connection with the Lloou ios-s. These complications in combination

with the Iamage of other vital organs/controls were frequently the

reason for "sharp/acute death" in the quite fcremost stages of

evacuation. In the unit cf tns cases with the wounds of the

lover-thoracic and lumtdr division of spine were noted

retroperitoneal hematomas, which were escorted/tracked by peritoneal

syndrome with the pictrre of "sharp/acute stomach" (stimulation of

sympathetic ganglia of the lubaar division of frontier shaft) and

they sometimes even impelled surgeons to the test

la parotom y/ce liotomy.

Early period covers the subsepuent 2-3 weeks after wound. In

this period usually became apparent anaerobic infection. keurologic

in the early, as in ti.e sharp/acute, the period in the majority of

the cases of the most diverse wounds (penetrating, nonpenetrating,

and also paravertebral) was no.;d the syndrcme of the

full/total/complete viclaticn ot the conductivity of spinal cord. In

the pathogenesis of this syndrome were multifeature reasons and among

them spinal shock, violaticns of roof, lympho- and liquor circulaton,

and also microstructural changes in the parenchyma of spinal cord as

a result of the associated jolt and its contusion.

J~
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Experiment/experience showed that the reversible changes, not

connected with the rough damage cf spinal cord (edema and bloating),

usually disappeared toward tue end of the early period.

one should add that ior thu early period of the damages of

spinal cord is characteristic the appearance Cf complications from

the side of the urinary tracts, and also the onset of bedsores and

pneumonia of different origin.

Page 73.

In the early pericd the estimation of clinical picture presented

for the neuropathologists serious difficulties.

To solve a questicn about the need for radical surgical

intervention in the early period was extremely difficult, and correct

topic diagnosis is frequently impossible.

Toward the end of this pariod already clearly was

revealed/detected the beginning or the series/number of infectious

complications from the side of abdominal and chest area with the

combined wounds which received iull/total/complete development in the

following period.
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Intermediate periou lasts to 2-3 months. In its initial phase

were eliminated the phencmena O± spinal shock. In the same phase

noticeably was cleaned the wound after its dissection in the foremost

stages. Under the favorakle conditions in this period the wound

healed. To the 3-4th week mora or less were drawn the actual sizes of

the damage of spinal ccrd And its character/nature

(full/total/complete transverse contamination, partial damage,

contusion of spinal cord, hematcmjelia, etc.). Under the favorable

conditions this period ccincided with the period of the "reduction of

functions". Under the unfavorable conditions the wounded

comparatively rarely survived this period, since in the time it

coincided with the maximum development of different early

complications.

Depending on degree and lvel of the damages of spinal cord, in

the beginning of intersediate period already achieved considerable

development the bedscres in tne region of rump, large trochanters and

other projecting divisicns s i,, dad bodies.

In the absence of proper prophylaxis and departure/attendance

the complications of trcphic and infectious character/nature in the

urinary tracts rapidly progressed, which by itself or in combination

with the infection frcm the wouna and the bedsores led to the

development of sepsis.

A--..
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The violation of Fzctea-.n metabolism/exchange in combination with

the infection (urinary tract, wound, bedsores) and frequently with

the exhausting diarrheas led to the development of wound cachexia.

With the combined woundi dAzeduy at the very beginning of this period

or at the end of the early pericd appeared terrible, risky for the

life complications from tne side of the organs/controls of chest

(suppurative pleurisy, meliastinitis, traumatic pneumonia, etc.) and

abdominal area (peritonitis, diseases of parenchymatous

organs/controls). In the same period were developed suppurative

processes in the bones (cstecmyelitis), the shells of brain

(meningitis, epidural atscess) and in the spinal cord.

Under the favorable conditions, in the cases of the

insignificant damage of spinal cord and taking of the proper measures

in this of the period of wound, acre or less fully was reduced the

function of the bladder. After the liquidation of complications the

"traumatic disease/sickness/illness/malady" of spine and spinal cord

converted/transferred into the fourth, or the late, the period.

Late period began from 3-4-td months after wound and was

continued not defined for long (2-J years and more). Neurologic this

period was characterized by further progressive, very slow reduction
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of the functions of spinal cord; it was reduced automatism of the

divisions of spinal cord, arraaned/located down from the level of

full/total/complete cross interruption, and also were reduced the

functions of the preserved elements/cells of spinal cord during its

partial damage. A considEraDle numoer of observations attests to the

fact that even after 5 years the process of reduction of functions it

was not possible to considez finally completed.

Page 74.

In the same period were developed late complications in the

spinal cord, its shells ana rootlets (pachymeningitis, arachnoiditis,

meningoradiculitis, discircularory violations, etc.). In the initial

phasa of this period were already observed changes in the spine in

connection with the organizaticn of the callus, the dynamics of

osteomyelitic process, which led sometimes both to the late

deterioration of functions of sjinal cord, to radicular pains and to

aggravation of process in the shells and to the violation of statics.

The infection of the urinary tracts in this period extinguished or,

being periodically peaked, it yave the outbreaks of cystitis or

pyelitis. The violations of urination remained frequently for a

prolonged time, especially afterward the more or less considerable

damage of spinal cord.
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In this period was cbserved the formation cf concrements in the

urinary tracts, and alsc the series/number of considerable

morphological changes in them (expansion of tail end of the urethra,

strain and change in the capacity of the bladder, various forms of

cystitis, expansion cf Eelvisas, etc.).

The outbreak of the infection of the urinary tracts within the

late periods after wcurd can prcve to be fateful for the wounded.

Are known the cases of longevity even with the

full/total/complete anatomical interruption of the spinal cord

(patients lived by 10-15 and more than years after wound; A. L.

Polenov) , but considerably more trequent in the late period the

relapse of the infecticon of the urinary tracts led these wounded to

death. On the contrary, %ouAdeu, %hO withstood contusion or partial

damage of spinal cord, in this &eriod gradually returned to the work.

General/common/total symutamatolcgy of bullet wounds and damages of

spinal cord.

The experiment/experience of the Great Patriotic War it is

considerable expanded and to angle it brcke the existed

representations according to tn, series/number of

general/common/total and particular questions of clinic of bullet
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wounds and damages of sj6.aal cord, which remained little illuminated

after the first world uar.

General condition of wcunded in a sharp/acute period.

The appearance of wcunIed, their general condition and behavior

in essence depend on tt* severity cf tie damage of spinal cord,

localization of damage and severity of the associated damage of

internal organs/controls.

During the heavy damajes or bcain the majority of wounded as a

result the general/comica/totai, but more frequent than cerebrospinal

shock during the first hcurs and the days either did not

test/experience pains cr experienced insignificant pain in the region

of wound. They are flaccid, apathetic, patient, rarely somewhat

euphoric. Without testiug/experieacing pains and without being aware

in the possible consequences ot wound, they during the first days

comparatively easily reccnciie tnemselves with their

position/situation, but subsequently, in propcrtion to the

realization of the severity oi its position/situation, many of them

became closed, oppressed.

Full/total/complete contrast to them represented wounded with

the partial damage of horse tail or with the jamming (without the
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,:,II/ti/opet uEa~ UY P' osterior rootlets by th: wouidin

shell or la.oLzr~~t i odfl wounded groups experiernced crulel

nain, which caused tc tatm neav1 suifferings. They were aqitaz-ed: they

:nodned an I shouted frcm tne ipersistently cequirin :4 d.

2e75.

4:_th th - lar b- cu i t ie -lace of djandq1 -j~e lia:. ::

faeare sha::-.eRned. Esnica>_.jy "%advy izairessicn producedI those

,iounJ11-2 -:h: neck .ivisi,.r. ),- zZi Carl. They are complez-e!v

obi~zer . Respii ticri Lsi::edhnee and -dheezinq ds a

r~sult of- thie 4-nca'ucity')z on jAuunu-! to *frequ-?ntly ex-ectorate mucus'.

These ~ ~ ~ ~ z- Z4ui~ uf~~ ~ unfocatior.. Face and th4i ads were

-anti0"vi2?- 33fii, d. icesticri -4a .aa,! das 1aiie.?'

,bout them it i-s possitle to s,,eax that in tham li-ie c.nly t.~ E ys.

AIre ady fuii0exa. ria:cn/inspection revealed/datactel ia

-no re aeavilly wound,?i deeE aisozajrs of hemodynaiics, respiration.

theritostatic control. lhe: ao czu2rs of hemodynamics were evince; bi a

charqa i the arterial k1 ra.6uz,: and heart activity, especiaill the

r.hvtn -n of heart contractions.

In many wounded waz aczel _z. arn/acutea arterial hyp.otonia. The

-irteriai puessure ;either ;oiuj.iataij could not be memasured, or it was
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vary low. It descend )d as ta;nm kto 70-60-50) na, and is scitimes

lower), so also minimum ressure (to 50-40 mm) ; pulse amplitude

(pulse prissure) was sffali, scaetimes completely it disappeared. This

incidence/drop in the artaril tcne noted G. P. Schultze and A. S.

irlovskiy mainl'y with tae nouas oz neck and of the upper thoracic

division of soinal ccrd.

3o sudden drop of irassure ot the blood with these wo.anis d&s

o)served not only ]uring treir ccmDination with the heavy ounl of

the organs/controls of ad cxiaai and thoracic area, but a'-so with the

isolated/insulated wcunas. Zna iatter fact spoke in favor of the

intimate lerendence cf the diioz.ares of hemodyramics or, th;: iamage of

ta.e ioinal cord.

in the cases lighter wouads arterial pressure during the next

1-2 days gradually was reducea, out in the heavy cases it remained on

the lo numerals during tae aee s.

With thp wounds of tnh averdqe/mein and lower- thoracic division

of spine arterial pressure in wounued was or insignificantly

lowered/reduced (with thE LeA1cICoa of pulse amplitude), or it was

nornal, in spite of the Sutticicntiy heavy common clinical picture

(pallor, apathy, anechcic voice).
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In the wounds of th, lunLaz division of substantial changes in

the arterial pressure it da Iot uiscovered. But if with the

latter/last two localizatiors o' wounds it chanqed, then only in

connection with the sixultaneouE heavy crushing of the

organs/controls of thoracic aad anuominal area (the lungs, the liver,

kidneys, intestine).

Vinous pressure was aiso icwfred, in particular, and in wounded,

who entered with the ncLaai arteral pressure.

Frequently were otserved cnanges in the rhythm of heart

contrictions. With the hcuans o: tae neck and uoper- thoracic

division of spine usually was aoteo the delay of heart activity; in

saparata wounled the puise aroppej to 43 is lower than the shcc.s uer

minute. A. S. Orlovskiy coserveu slowing pulse in the half all those

wounded the neck divisicn and unly in 9.0o/o of those wounded the

thoracic division. With tne wounus of the remaining divisions of

spine the frequency cf ulse either was not changed or sometimes

consilerably it was raised (l60-1,0 shocks per minute).

The observed in wounaed iicwing of pulse it was not possible to

explain by a reduced temierature ot body, i.e., by

supercooling/chilling. ir:.zx, were observed the cases of rare pulse

at a comparatively little icwerEd temperature of body (for example,
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the oulse of 46 shocks Fer miaute at a temperature of 35.20)

Page 76.

In the second place, during the t eperature rise of body the

frequency of pulse, beino iacredseI, nevertheless remained small (for

example, at a temperature of jj.t3 pulse of 32 shocks per min',te;

after the heating of woundd at a temperature of 36.30 pulse of 40

shocKs per minute). Thirao1 , 1t is known that the wounded have in the

shock condition of another 3ti0oL0j 1 , in spite of hypo-therm,

neverthless was not ct-iezv-d cfa such abrupt decelerations of pulse.

All this gave grounds tc assume that the delay of heart rh ythm was

the primary. caused damage ot -iiinal cord.

As far is condition is coaceraed functional of heart in the

sense of its reducibility, tnen in wounded in the sharp/acute period,

besides the deafness of tcnes, it 4as impossible to note the

phenomena of heart deficiency (aosence of shortness of breath,

stagnation in the light caes anj tae liver, edemas, etc.).

:hanges in the respiraatc were revealed/detected in the

curtailiPnt of the rhytn3 cr r3siization mainly with the high wounds

(in some wounded to 12-b-o per aiinute) or in the absence of frequency

increase, in spite of tne shaL/acute vascular deficiency (for
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example, 13 respirations at a kressure of bicod 90/60; 16-18

respirations at pressure Dy 80/cO, etc.). The simultaneous wcund of

the lungs, large/coarse howorraajes into the area of pleura

complicated the disordeLs of ze..iiration, caused by the damage of

brain.

For the wounds cf spi.al coca are characteristic considerable

chang;es in the temnperature ot ocdy. A sharpest temperature drop was

noted with the wounds ct the neck and upper- thoracic division of

spine. with these wounds ere oLcseved the cases, when the

temperatare of body desceated tc 32-300, and sometimes to 2 5 -2 4 c). It

descenied both axillary and rectai temporature with the amplitude

reduction between them.

Attention is drawn to tns zact that the temperature sharply fell

already into the first hcars after wound. In some wcunded, in spite

cf thq applied therapeutic moasuras, temperature returned to the norm

extremely slowly. As an example can serve the following observations

of G. P. Schultze.

B. 4., 43 years. Eiinu-end tragmentation penetrating wound of

spine at the level of the V1I neck and I thoracic vertebra and

softening spinal cord at this level. Hemorrhage in the shells of

spinal cord and the cereteilum; the dynamics of the temperature it is
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shcwn in Table 10.

The attempts to save woundr-I were not crowned by success.
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Table 10. 
( ) T lnp~ p

Bpem.R nce:,e paitem.in (3) i (qj

Li)pil foCTVn.7IeHIII1 . 2... .. 2... 23,6'
[OL'~epe3 JI ' qaCn UocIL IiOCrynie-IIIII (noe.ie 2 )

'1,e ica nov.iernoc-nnne11,ln (noc~ne B- - .

BaHun ropni'ero umto o.Trlifieioro P;IcTIIu-
pa B BeHV)............. .... . .. . . . .I 2
(S'iee qacoD nocoie rnocrvN .]emn Inui
ueue:,muawim 500 01' 91-OB11).. . . . . . ... 2

(9t'Lepe3 8 -uicof a e C.C CTVfl.lO'HlrR . . .2.. 2',.
(10"4epe3 1i0 Rucoff oc~ie n OCTvn.-Teiis (noc;le

1 1O1TOpHoro B.111inail 41u~O3flo.-torincCQro
, ~ pac-rBIopa) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25, 1' 25,S'
q)tepen 13 'aCOB 17oC.-ie rioCT'n-TeIrIIfF . 25.2 26,0'

Key: (1). Timie after wcund. (2). . 2emperature. (3) . axillary. (4)

rectal. (5) . After admizzio&. (6). 1 1/2 Hours after admission (after

heaters, injections cf cauaiorj. (7). L4 Hours after admission (after

infusion of hot physiolcgical solu~tion into vein) . (9). 5 ?iolirs after

admiission (after transfusion 5Oj C313 of bl,)od). (9) . 8 Hours after

admission. ( 10) . 10 Hours attar adaission (after repeated infusion of

physiological solutien).

Page 77.

6. P., 20 years. Fraqmentation. wound of a upper-thoracic

division of spine. Lower rt.acciu paraplegia. The dynamics of the

temperatiure is shown ir Taule 11.
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Wounded survived tae si1. 1 ,/icute period and it was evacuatad

into the specialized army hospital.

Considerably more rareil ods observed hyperthermy. It was noted

mainly with the wounds cf a a£per-neck divisicn of spinal cord. rhe

author, and also A. S. OrlovsKLy ouserved several patients with an

incrase in the temperature of tcdy to 39-40 . Attantion is drawn to

the fact that the patients dia not perceive an increase in the

temperature and even is cot testfd/experienced thirst. It is very

passiale that in the sh:dr,/acute &eriol the hyperthermy occurred more

frequently, but in ccnrecrt.on .it4 the strained work of the dcctors

it either was examined/scanned cr it was explained incorrectly, for

example, by pneumonia.

The oathogenesis ot the violations of hemodynamics, respiration

and thermostatic contrcl, wrich attack in the sharp/acute period with

the wounds of spinal ccrd, a~are.ly is complex.

The most probable reasoa tcr a sharp/acute drop in the arterial

pressure was temporary/time paraiysis of cerebrospinal vasomotor

centers, caused by the development of shock condition in the division

of spinal cord down frc the rccus, during the simultaneous stopping

of admission to these CeLteCs cr jressure fcm the cerebral vascular

centers, routes/paths frcm waici. wre damaged in the region cf focus.
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As a result with the hiyh wounds of spine and spinal cord

attacked/advancad the va-odilaticn in the extensive regions cf body,

result of which was a dzcp in t.e lood pressure.

The basic reason fct- the aeiay of heart activity was, apparently

paralysis of accelerating nerves or heart. As a result of their

paralysis relatively is raized the action of the vagus nerve on ths

heart. 3ut in the unit ct the cases of high wcunds, which were being

especially escorted/tracxed by sub-arachnoidal hemorrhage, it could

take place and straight/airact stimulation of rootlets of the vagus

nerve or its heart center.

The reasons for tle violatica of thermostatic control,

apparently were followirg.

1) the disconnectico ot tnh large sectors of body from under the

central action of the teat-contrcl centers;

2) the heat loss as a result of a drop in the blood pressure and

dilation of capillaries;
V

3) possibly, the irsufricient consumpticn/production/generation

of heit (incidqnce/droF in the metabolic processes. immobility).
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The tendency of wcunded wita the damages of spinal cord toward

the cooling is important victudily (heating of wounded in the stages

of evacuation). However, ,Ipplnj for the heating of the wounded of

heater, it is necpssarl to remember about the frequently observing in

them disorders of sensitivity ard the viclaticns of the trophic

system of skin and theretore dout the pcssibility of the

burns/scalds of skin.
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Table 11.

ipeiv, nocae pailenhillplafl eA 1 (0 113 I

7 na1OB .oc711 iiiMUR (lrHl IWCTVf-

2Vklel;es 2_ qaca noc.1C paileiiu .a .. . . 32° ,W0

("1i -epe3 48 acos nioc.e paHeIIuA ....... S 32 233'

Key: (1) . Time after wound. (2) . Temperature. (3) . axillary. (4)

rectal. (5) . 7 Hours after ooundi (after admission) . (6) . 24 Hours

after wound. (7). 43 Hcurs after wound.

Page 78.

Violations of consciousness.

Those wounded the 3 in2j with the damage of spinal cord

frequently lost conscicuzantw$. Ihe higher division of spine and

spinal cord it was affected, the more frequently were observed the

disorders of consciousness, ani depth and their duration were more

considerably. During tte neav admages/defeats of the upper-necK

division of spinal cord tte vioiations of consciousness occurred more

than in the half cases cl -jJ.Uc/o; during the damages/defeats of a

lower-neck - into 25.0o/c, and upper- thoracic - into 12.0o/c. With

damages of the remaining divisicas of spinal cord the disorders of

*h . . . . . . . . .
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consciousness were observed as an exception.

The disorders of ccn.ciousness became apparent from the

short-time blackout, tangled aatere, stupefaction to the total loss

cf consciousness by duratic frcm several minutes to many

hours. Rarely were observea naiiucinatory and delirious conditions.

With the high neck wcunds taose affected frequently perished, without

coming into the conscicuznez.

3y the reason for the violation of consciousness was considered

the following: the surFrise discrder of the blood supply of brain

core as a result of the Edresis cf bulbar and higher vasomotor

canters in connection hith tna contusion of train stem as the

cerebro-spinal fluid pressure ol wnich at the mcaent of the

penetration of the wcunainq sneil into the area of spinal canal

suddenly sharply is raised, aad also in connection with jolt and

tension of brain stem at the moment of colliding the shell with the

spinal cord (especially wira the high neck wcunds). Some authors

explained the loss of ccnsciousuass with the wounds of spine by the

jolt of brain as a result ot nead impact against the soil with the

incidence/drop in the wcunded, and with the wounds by the fragments

cf artillery shells - action of clast. The discrders of consciousness

in these wounded usually wece comb-aed with deaf-mutism.

" . -- dE . . . .. . . . .. . . . I I I I I . . . . I Iq, . . . . . . .
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However, important, and possioly, and the basic reason for the

loss of consciousness uas onset in the cerebral cortex of the spilled

inhibition under the effEct of the surprise influx to it of the

powerful/thick flow of nezve ianulses on the afferent paths cf spinal

cord at the moment of its damaye. This explanation will agree well

with 1. P. Pavlov's exercise auicut the action on the cerebral cortex

of the orain of ultrapewer:ul stimulations.

During the heavy damajes/deteats of spinal cord t1he wounded on

the first hours and day ara usua!ly flaccid, apathetic, thinner/less

frequent - somewhat eupbcric. As a result of the general/common/total

supprassion of psychics/Fsycse and frequently observed absence of

pains they as lid not rEalize the entire severity of their

position/situation. The lines or face are sharpened. Skin integuments

and mucosas, especially w.rn the a"gh wounds, are pale and cyanotic.

motor disorders.

Far not in all thcse woudued the spine were observed the

disorders of the functions cf sjinal cord, including motor. The

detailed analysis of the histories of disease/sickness/illness/malady

showed that this group cf wounded was mixed. Into its composition

entered the wounded, wtc wer unuergoing detailed neurologic

investigation only 1 1/1-., w.es after the wound when the violations

mo
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of the functions of spinai cord and its rootlets underwent reverse

development, and wounded these wnose violations although occurred,

were weakly expressad ard rapidly they disappeared.-The majority cf

them was located undercoing medical treatment in the general-surgical

institutions.

Page 79.

In the statisticians of supciaiiz6u neuro-surgical agencies the

percentage of %hose wounded the spine, whose neurologic disorders

were absent or they were weaxiy exjressed, was very insignificant

(3.0-5.0). Frequency an(, cnaracter/nature of motor disorders in those

survived the first severai ua s arrer wouni were found in the

dependence on a number of circumstances and, in particular, from the

level of the wound of Eiine.

The analysis of data, yiven in Table 12, shows that in 30.2o/o

of persons with the bullet wounds of spine the motor disorders were

absent or they were sc short-tiae that up to the moment/torque of

neurolojic examinaticn/.nspection they were expressed very wedkly.

most rarely motor disoruers ware aosent in thcse wounded the thoracic

division of spine (?2.7c/o), more frequent they were not observed in

those wo)unded lumbosacril dLvLslcn (40.00/0). Small number (0.4o/o)

of spastic paresis with the wounus of a lumtar-sacral division of
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spine was explained by the era..;nce of additional stricken areas of

higher than a lumbar-sacrai tzuickening, and in the later development

periods here of jet arachnoiditis.

lotor disorders wqre eacounzerpd more frequently and they were

more heavily with the penatzazaay wounds of spine. Thus, the

full/total/complete viclatica cr the conductivity of spinal cord with

the nonpenetrating wcuflds was ocsarved into 4.5o,'o, and with

penet rating -'46. 90/o.

With the heavy wounds or spine paralysis appeared, as a rule,

instantly. If wounded at the mcment of the w4cund was standing, it

usually fell as mowad. in cotnzction with the incidence/drop it

frequently obtained the sa, lamentary contusions of body or brain.

The maximu3n of motor tallouts attack/advance immediately after

wound. Their reinforcing duciag next hours or days was observed

rarely. It was conditicned on progressive edema of brain, on growinj

cn epidural either subdurai nematcina, displacement of the wounding

shell or bone fragments, ihicn penetrated in the area of spinal

canal, in connection with the transfer of wounded or the

transportati.on. In the uni.t ot the wounded i~t was connected with the

early suppurative complicdticus.
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Table 12. Frequency and caaracter/aature of mctor disorders with the

bullet wounds of spine and izs tasic divisions (in the percentages to

the volume to a number cf wcunai).
03 ,-. POf.... B '

Xapairep Hapywenv SCe o - Bte-
.7bi flOJBO m r t ypyaROf Hto-RpeT-

H01llMlIa UOLU610

C"IIraTC.1 h H h e p fCT a OTCyTC raoBa.nir o

I 6W U. JCTpO UpOXoa,1.t .......... 30,2 39,5 22.7 .
-R.h i napa. . . ............. .... 37,5 25,. 57,9 2S,

~S,13'T-19e!CHI i aPa.flq .. .. .. .. ........ 8,8 ,7 3,9 -

;. ape3 . . . .. . .... 17,1 16,1 9.3 27.2
"N Cnac-Tl~eKIfi~ aape ................. ,9 11. ,3 A , 2 k

t.\).apaKTep HapymeHIR Ile \'a3 .H .......... 3,5 - - 35

T00.0 100,0 100,0

Ke'!: (1). Character/nature ot violdtion. (2). Level of worn. (3).

all divisions of spine. (4). nacK. (5). thoracic. (6). lumbar-sacral.

(7). Aotor disorders were dDa~st or rapidly they passed. (8). Flaccid

Faralysis. (9) . Spastic Facalysis. (10) . Flaccid paresis. (11).

Spastic paresis. (12). Character/nature violaticn is not shown. (13).

Altoge- ther.

Page 30.

zhe surprise and snarp stiouiation cf motor guides and reflector

centers of spinal cord aC trn mcment of wound couli, apparently lead

to tha sharp contracticn/tulriviation of the muscular groups which

subsequently were paralized. A- a result of extremity and body for

the instant strongly they wer strained anI accepted abnormal
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positions/situations. Sc, some wcuaded the thoracic division of spine

declared, what do they nave "aoy and feet to the instant it brought

together by whezl", "feet were strained, as the strings", wounded

into the neck division they indicated that "the hands involuntary

rose and then they fell, &s lashes", "hands it accurately extended

and thrqw for the shoulders".

All neuropathologists uotad tnat in the suppressing number of

wounded the motor disoraers -initially had bilateral and uniform

character/nature. ThinneL/less zreguent already a the nearest hours

and day after wound they eea de~ ir expressed on one side. Finally,

in the exclusively rare cases witn the wounds of spinal cord by the

fine/small mine fragments whicn, as if cutting brain, did not deposit

on the remaining part ci It diaweter of considerable contusion, motor

fallouts from the first hours after wound were limited only to the

cne half body. During the aamages/defeats of horse tail the asymmetry

of motor fallouts was c¢served mcre frequently and protruded earlier

than during the damage/dereat or tae very substance of brain.

Rates/tompos and limits oi the reverse development of paralyses

first of all were determined by tne severity cf the damage of spinal

cord. with the light jolts of siinal cord the movements completely

were raluced during severai hours or days. During the more intense

damages of spinal cord the reuuction of motor violations began after
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3-4 weeks and was involved/tiqntanad to many months and years. Even

after I 1/2-2-3-year after wouno motor violations continued to be

reduced.

Experiment/axperieaci snowei that the reduction of the

reversiale changes in the substance of spinal cord And in the

roctlats of horse tail in zas snarp/acute and early period was

detained or completely stopped uue to the pressure on them of foreign

bodies (wounding shells, ocne £zagments), hematoma; in the

intermediate and late period - cy the callus, epidural scars,

arachnoidal cysts and by pia- aracanoidal adhesions.

The reduction of motor disorders in the unit of the wounded not

only stopped, but evan it was cngnyed by the deterioration which was

developed first slowly, tnen sucacute or is sharp. Sharp/acute

deterioration was noted with nematomas, suppurative myelitides,

epidural, subdural and iwca-uuuilary abscesses and more frequently

it was observed in the aarly peziod. In the intermediate and late

period the deterioraticon was auaed more rarely. It was usually

connected with the deveicpment cf pachymeningitis, progressive

arachnoilitis, callus and tlowed/occurred/lasted more slowly;

subacuta deterioration in taest. periods was observed with the late

suppurative pachymeningitis. Scaetimes was noted the deterioration in

connection with any general/ccmmcn/total infection, for example, by
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influaenza, and also witn tzle pnysical overvoltage, the repeated

injury of spine, frequently ins ignificant and the like.

The level of the criginal violation of motor functions usually

descend3d, besides sometim~s it is very considerable. The latter was

noted in particular during the oamages/defeats of a uppar-thcracic

division of spinal cord aaa norsd tail. Thus, during the

damages/defeats of a third-tifta thoracic segment initially

frequently appeared paraiysis or aeep paresis of upper extremities,

subsequently completely disappecred.

Page 1.

In such cases the damage/defeat or upper extremities was conditioned,

apparently on the jolt of necx tnickening or cn the spread to it of

jet edema from the zone ci tha Gamage of spinal cord, and also on the

time/t nporary disorganization cf the sympathetic innervation of the

upper extremities whose tropaic and vasomotor centers were laid, as

is kn3wn, in upper- thoracic sgyments.

The especially consideraole noncoincidence of the levels of

initial and final motor cisoriars were observed during the

damaqes/lefeats of hcrse rail. For example, during the

damages/defeats of hcrse tail at tile level of the V lumbar or I

'-.0~-

I I I . .. ', i~ l , .. . . .. ..-- - .
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sacral vertebra at first usuaUll eas observed paralysis of lover

extremities, whereas incluuinq Froximal divisions their, residual

conditions they were limited oniy to cut or paralysis of foot. Such

extensive initial motor failouts in this genus the cases depended on

the contusion of epiccnus of the liquor wave, which appeared at the

moment of the penetraticr of cczat shell into the area of spinal

canal, and also from tte surjrise tension of rootlets of horse tail

at the moment of colliding with them the combat shell. The mechanism

of this distant activity of tae doundinj shell will be examined

telow.

in those wounded the spine, dihich simultaneously underwent the

action of blast, sometiaes was ncted muscular weakness in the

divisions of body, turnea to tha point of impact. It was connected

with the contusion of body wita tnae blast, acting like the shock by

wide dull object/subject.

Against the backgrcund of tne motor violations, caused by the

damaqe/defeat of spinal cord ana its rootlets, at first after wound

can be laminated the overall muscular weakness, connected with the

general/common/total shccK, toe olood loss, and sometimes of

damages/defeats the XI and X1I taocacic and first lumbar vertebrae -

with the damage cf the adrenal jiaids.

•- . ]
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The experiment/exrerience o the Great Patriotic war showed that

during the estimation ct motor vioiations it is necessary to consider

the possibility of their psychogenic (hysterical) pathogenesis.

However, on the field ct Dattle dnd in the foremost stages of this

type the cases were cbserves exclusively rarely. But within the later

periods in separate wounded, uticiag the determination in the

hospitals of front, somet.ies wdra noted hysterical layerings against

the background of the czaanicaIiy caused paresis.

Sensitive disorders.

Sensitive disorders were oLsarvd just as frequently as motor

Mable 13).

The analysis of given data snows that any considerable sensitive

violations in the early jriod were absant in 30.3o/o of all woundid.

The total loss of sensitivity occurred in 39.8o/o; especially

frequently it was noted wLth tina wcunds of the thoracic division of

spine (53.1o/o). The maximum ot sensitive viclations as motor, was

established/installa3d usuaily immeaiately after wound. However, their

build-up/growth subsequently, sometimes after temporary/time

improvement, was conditaonetl rate/tempo on reasons, as motor.

At the moment of wcuna taiose affected usually tested/experienced

V.
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the perception of the dull saocK into the back and frequently the

breakaway of the underlying divisicn of body and extremities, and

with the wounds of the neck divisLon of spine - the breakaway of

head. The perception of tae breakaway of the unit of the body was

sometimes so/such raal ana tzightening, that, seeing their paralyzed

extremities werg not tcxn oft, wcunded requested their comrades to

confirm this.
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Many wounied at the moment of wound tested/experienced the

perception of the passage of electric current along spine and lower

extremities, are thinner/less frequent temperature paresthesias: the

paraLyzed unit of the body wit poured by cold", by "fever".

Immediately after wound pains during the rougk damages of spinal

cord usually were absent or they were insignificant. More frequent

they were perceived only in the region of wound. However, during the

damages/defeats, which caused only the the partial violation of the

conductivity of the conductivity of spinal cord and which were being

escorted/tracked by sub-arachnoidal hemorrhages or straight/direct

stimulation of rootlets by foreign bodies, the pains from the first

hours achieved very large intensity. Are especially intense were

intense pains during the pdrtial damages of horse tail. Therefore the

presence of pains immediately after wound or their appearance during
the nearest hours or the days was considered by neuropathologists as

the favorable symptom, which jpeaks about a comparatively

moderate/mild damage of spinal cord and horse tail.

.... ., t'et
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The absence of pains at first glance seems paradoxical,

especially if, together with the spinal cord, are damaged rootlets.

The explanation to this special feature/peculiarity of the heavy

bullet damages/iefeats of brain must be searched for in the violation

of conductivity on the sensitive spinal-thalamic route/path in the

division of spinal cord, arranged/located higher than the place of

the entrance into it of the damaged posterior rootlets (Fig. 43). The

violation of conducting impulses/momenta/pulses in the ovarlying

livision of spinal cord was caused by cerebrospinal shock, onset here

of additional foci, by spread tc it of reactive edema from the zone

of maximum damage.

The aforesaid illustrates the given scheme (Fig. 43).

Impulses/momenta/pulses ca rootlets a cannot be spread to the cortex

as a re3ult of the violation of the conductivity of their central

continuations in the region of the stricken area of spinal corl (A) ;

whereas on the rootlets b, which enters into the spinal cord is

higher than the stricken area, as a result of its damage but from the

overlying rootlets c - as a result of the shock condition of this

division of spinal cord, presence here of the additional foci of

damage/defeat or reactive edema.
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Table 13. Frequency and character/nature of the violations of

sensitivity in the early period with the bullet wounds of spine and

its basic divisions (in the percentages to a total number of

casualties).

Li' Bce Ornea

Xapairep .apyue....n OToe.I -V

i04H1-:2 WeIlHUfl rpy7on H'-'pfCT-,

(7'4tVyITlIl re.blbje paCTpOurCTBa OT-
C'TCTnoBa:I 11.111 U6.CTI fO npo-

x0"U. .. . .............. 30,3 34,0 21,9 36,6
S'AHCcTeITi ............. . . . 39,8 27,9 58.1 28.3
(4 linecTeMjIM ..... ........... 22,5 25,4 14,5 29.U

(&6 'wnepecTe3Jrn ..... ......... 3, 4 ,1 2,2 2.7
03) 1Nav.3a.'trln ...... ..... .. . 0,:2 0,2 0,2 0.2
U0', IcouIponailubil TIM . 0,6 1,1

(I )Co CTIele ........ ........... 3, 53 2,6 2,9

T*4) 11 r o r o . . . 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0

Key: (1). Character/nature of violation. (2). All livisions of spine.

(3). Division. (4). neck. (5). thoracic. (6). lumbar-sacral. (7).

Sensitive disorders were absent or rapidly they passed. (8).

Anesthesia. (9). Hypesthesia. (10). Hyperesthesia. (11). eausalgia.

(12). Dissociated type. (13). Comoination.

Page 33.

With the full/total/complete anatomical interruption of spinal

cord, if the rootlets, which enter in the spinal cord above focus of

damage, were not involved from the intergrowth between the shells or

I__
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into the scars, pains were absent also subsequently. During the

partial damages of spinal cord in proportion to the reduction of its

conductivity appeared the so-called conductor pains, which frequently

achieved considerable force. Usually they are they were the more

intense, the weaker was disrupted the conductivity of spinal cord and

the sharper were irritated the sensitive rootlets.

In the sharp/acute ana early period damage of rootlets was most

frequently conditioned on compression by their foreign bodies, stuck

out int3 the lumen of spinal canal by the substance of interspinal

disks, by the issuing frcm into the sub-arachnoidal space bloud,

their implication in the sharp/acute inflammatory processes in the

shells and in the tissues of apidural space. In the later periods,

besides the foreign bodies, if they were not removed, the most

frequent reasons for the stimulation of rootlets they were: chronic

pachymeningitis, arachnoiditis, callus, osteomyelitis, strains of

vertebrae, traumatic spondylosis.

I.
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4 ~ .... I

cor~. theI . ... ... ... .. .....

Fig. 43. Fig. 44.

Fig. 43. Scheme of violation of conductivity with wound of spinal

cr.Explanation intetext.

Fig 4. mlotor call of front/leading crescent of spinal cord. A-
teschame of the junction of inpulse/momentu3/pulse from one neuron

tanother. 1 - nerve ends with their synapses. B - scheme of the

violation of the conductivity of spinal cord with the bullet wound. I
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- cortex; 2 - sensitive cell; 3 - sensitive route/path from the

spinal cord to the zerebral cortex; 4 - central motor neuron; 5 -

peripharal motor n3uron; 6 - traAsvrsostriated muscle; 7 - sensitive

neuron; 8 - fozus of the damage of spinal cord; 9 - zone

carebr~spinal shock above the focus; 10 - zone of cerebrospinal shock

under the focus.

Page 84.

All authors underscored the multifeature character/nature of

pains - dull, that ache, shooting, that pull, that drill,

compressing, with the admixture/impurity of the perception of

burning, coll, itc. Being spread on the course of rootlets, they had

in the region of body the encircling character/nature, and on the

extremities - longitudinal. Against the background of permanent pains

in the unit of the casualtias were observed their paroxysmal

reinforcing, which frequently achieved large force. With damages of

horse tail of one of the reasons paroxysmal reinforcing of pains was

the overfilling of urinary/urine bladder with urine, and by

straight/direct intestine-feces. Pains frequently were amplified with

the onset of complications in the internal organs/controls.

Evidantly, stimulations, taxing place on the sympathetic filaments to

the spinal corl from the niadder, the intestines and other internal

organs/controls, excitant of its pain-perceiving and pain-conducting
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apparatuses.

In the paralyzad extremities, especially in the heels and the

feet, some casualties tested/experienced the extremely painful

perceptions of "springing-away and inflation" or strong

"compression". A. I. Geymanovich explained by their transient paresis

or by spasm of foot arteries.

In the intermediate and late period, especially during the

damages/defeats of horse tail, pain they sometimes acquired the

expressed causalgic character/nature. interventions on the hesse

tail, which consisted of the liberation/excretion of rootlets from

the arachnoidal intergrowth, did got always give positive effect. In

a number of zases were required supplementary interventions on the

ganglia/nodes of Err ntier sympathetic shafts, which led, as a rule,

to the .limination of causalgic component in the painful radicular

syndrome. In these cases causalgic pains, apparently were conditioned

on the strong stimulation of the painful vegetative filaments, which

pass in the composition of rootlets. Very intense pains, although it

is rare, were observed with multiple failure of sympathetic ganglia,

connective branches and frontier trunks. For these pains, especially

during the damage of ganglia/nodes, are characteristic the

diffusivity of dissemination, the admixture/impurity of the

perception of burning, "combustion", heat or cold.

.'-t-

I~
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During the damages of the upper jugular gland of pain usually

covered the similar/analogous halves head and neck; during the

damage/defeat of star-shaped ganglion-similar/analogous hand and half

chest, approximately/exemplarily to the VI-VII edge/fin; during the

damage/defeat of lumbar ganglia/nodes they applied to the appropriate

foot and the lower divisions of stomach. Against the background of

dull, the more or less permanent pain, which occupied a comparatively

small region of body, were observed the attacks/seizures/paroxysms

sharp reinforcing of pain with the simultaneous expansion, sometimes

very considerable, the regions cf its dissemination. Sometimes

vegetative pains acquired the fluctuating character/nature or would

be escorted/tracked by the perception is if of swelling and

sprincting-away :f the sector of the body, encompassed by them. These

pains frequently were amplified under the effect of the local thermal

procedures, the emotions.

Vegetative pains were characterized by perseverance, little

yielding to the activity of conventional analgesic means. In the mild

cases they sometimes were cured by repeated novocaine blockades, in

the firm ones - only after interventions on the frontier sympathetic

shaft.

d~
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Some casualties with the partial violation of the conductivity

of spinal cord at first after wound perceived the paralyzed division

of body as something alien, with it not belonging. During the

damage/i feat of the neck division occasionally were observed the

violations of the scheme of body. More frequent matter went about the

apparent change in the position/situation of the paralyzed

extremities. For example, in casualty appeared perception, that his

paralyzed foot was bent in the knee and hip joint, while in actuality

it was completely driven away, and the like. Sometimes appeared the

more complex forms of the violation of the scheme of body. Thus, with

the high neck wounds, bringing about spinal hemiplegia or upper

spastic diplegia, separate casualties in the early period for a

certain period of time tested/experienced the perception of the

presence in them of additional (third) hand.

Page 85.

In the overwhelming majority of the cases into the first they

are frequent and days after wound sensitivity on both sides of body

was disturbed evenly, but during the incomplete cross damages of

spinal cord it one way or another already within the next few days

was reduced on one half body. Upon the full/total/complete transverse

contaminations of spinal cord and horse tail the sensitivity remained

stably lost.
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During the temporary/time, but deep cross violation of the

-.onductivity of spinal cord sensitive disorders in the sharp/acute

stage were usually expressed weaker than motor. So, with the

full/total/complete paraplegia casualty frequently was capable to

perceiva such rough stimulations as deep injections, energetic

compression of fingers/pins, feet, gastrocnemius muscles.

In the sharp/acute stale most massive were usually conductor

violations. In the divisions of body, innervated by the sector of

spinal cord down from the stricken area, the sensitivity either

completaly was lost or deeply it was disturbed.

The seg intal violations of sensitivity, caused by the damage of

the gray substance of brain or by hemorrhage in it, initially usually

were shaded as a result of the overlap by their conductor ones.

Exception were only the cases more or less isolated/insulated tubular

hematomyelia, which was not being escorted/tracked by the damage of

lateral or posterior cclumns. The segmental violations of sensitivity

came forward against the background of conductor ones and when

hemorrhage in the gray substance in the form of the gradually

narrowel cone considerably heaved above the level of the basic focus

of damage.

-i;q
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in the the sharp/acute period even upon the full/total/complete

transverse contaminations of spinal cord upper boundary of the

violation of sensitivity never was distinct and sharp. Above the

level from which began the loss of sensitivity, usually was

arrangel/located the zone ot gradually growing on hypesthesia and

hypalgesia. The sizes/dimensions of this zone were sometimes very

considerable. Sometimes it captured 3-6 and more than segments. The

instructions of some authors to the fact that in the early period

above the zone of loss of sensitivity frequently there is the zone of

hyperalgesia, did not find confirmation in observations of others.

But subsequently in connection with the disappearance of shock the

zone of hyperalgesia frequently appeared in the division of the

spinal cord above the basic focus. The same was noted also with the

development here of arachnoiditis.

sensitive disorders during zhe rough damage of the posterior

columns of spinal cord and relative state of preservation of the

conductivity of lateral ones usually acquired the protopastic

character/nature: the compression, for example, of the toes of foot

or fold of skin was received as extremely morbid, unpleasant,

spilled, slowly disappearing, frequently with the hue of burning, the

perception of combustion. Skin nyperesthesia also hyperalgesia in

' - - III I II I I III I - . .. . i I I , . .. I .
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these cases they frequently acquired the sharply pronounced

character/nature; not only injections, but even touch of clothing,

sheet was received by casualties as very unpleasant and morbid.

Page 86.

Experiment/experience showed that upon the

examination/inspection of the sensitivity, in particular, painful, it

is nectssary to consider the deceleration of conducting the caused

impulse/momentum/pulse and in particular with the law of the

summation of excitations. with gross increase in the threshold of the

excitability of sensitive terminations in this region of body single

injection can not be perceived by casualty, but several after

pricking, plotted/applied through the short gaps/intervals in the

same sector and with the same intensity, they are distinctly by it

parceived. On this it is important to remember in order not to

recognize the presence of the complete loss of the conductivity of

spinal cord when in actuality there is its only gross weakening.

Frequently were encountered erroneous conclusions about the presence

in the wounded full/total/complete "interruption" of spinal cord only

because the neuropathologist disregarded/neglected the law of the

summation of stimulaticns.

During the light damages of spinal cord the reduction of

--- ~ . *.. ,
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sensitive disorders began already into the first hours after the

wound: with heavy- this moment/torque was moved aside to the weeks.

Upon thq partial transverse contaminations of spinal cord the

reduction of sensitivity occurred due to the reduction both of

conductor and segmental violations. In this case frequently occurred

a considerable decrease in the upper level of the disorder of

sensitivity. Upon the ful.l/total/complate transverse contamination of

spinal cord the sensitivity was reduced only due to certain reduction

in its upper boundary. Suprafocal nypesthesia also hypalgesia

disappeared, and gradually was drawn the level of the stable loss of

sensitivity.

Tha begun reduction of sensitivity sometimes stopped and was

changed by deterioraticn under the effect of the same reasons as

motor disorders.

The limits of the reduction of sensitive violations generally

and the separate forms/species of it in particular completely were

determined by the severity of the damage of spinal cord and by the

localization of focus with respect to its cross section. With the

jolt of spinal cord the sensitivity was reduced completely during the

next hours and the days. During the partial damages of the diameter

of spinal cord, depending on localization of focus, some

forms/species of sensitivity were reduced in full or in part, and

4W.Mam
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others - remained stably lost. As a result in the residual conditions

appeirel the very peculiar combinations of the sensitive violations

with which it is not necessary to meddle in peacetime. In the heavy

cases the process of reduction of sensitivity lasted many months and

even years.

In order rapidly to be oriented in the condition of sensitivity,

in particular from the point of view of the estimation of the

severity of the cross damage/defeat of spinal cord, under conditions

for work on PMP, in MSB or PPG, it was sufficiently energetically

compress fingers/pins foot, feet themselves or gastrocnemius muscles.

With the state of preservation in the wounded perception of the

compression of the units of the body indicated, and that it is more

the perception of pain, at least and dull, was excluded not only

anatomical, but also functional breaks of spinal cord. Foe the

full/total/complete representation about degree and character of the

violations of sensitivity was required the careful investigation all

of its forms/species. In the opinion of neuropathologists' majority,

for the judgment about the severity of the damage of spinal cord the

investigation of the sensitive function had larger value than motor

one.

Page 87.
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In neuropathic individuals sometimes were noted the disorders of

the sensitivity of hysterical character/nature.

Reflexes.

Tendinous, periosteal and skin reflexes in the sharp/acuta and

early period, even during a comparatively moderate/mild damage of

spinal cord, usually proved to ne lost: rarely they were weakened,

and it is still less frequent - they were increased. The latter was

observed sometimes of the wound of brain by the fine/small metallic

fragments which with the wound of spinal cord deposited weak

contusions on those being adjacent to it to units.

The speed of the reduction of reflexes was determined by the

severity of the damage of spinal cord.

During the rough cross damages of spinal cord the reflexes of

the paralyzed divisions of body usually began to be reduced only

through several weeks after wound. Especially late were reduced

reflexes in the cases of the complete destruction of spinal cord.

Bastian-Bruns's law - tendinous-periosteal reflexes with the

full/total/completa anatomical interruptions of spinal cord never are

reduced - was shaken already in the first world war. On the basis of

the experiment/experience of the Great Patriotic War f it is

i't-f ,! * ~
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possible to consider finally disproved. Evidently, and Bastian, and

Bruns (Bastian, Bruns) insufficiently long observed their patients.

In such cases for examfle, the damages/defeats of the thoracic

division of the spinal cord when reflexes on the lower extremities

were not reduced also in 2-3 months, the reason for this were gross

morphological changes in the division of spinal cord down from the

basic stricken area.

Pathological foot reflexes (Babinski Rossolizo, Zhukovskiy,

Oppengeay, eta.) , similar to tendinous ones during any heavy

damages/defeats of spinal cord, during the first days and in the

weeks after wound were absent. They appeared those later, the heavisr

thera was the damage of brain. Upon the full/total/complete

transverse contaminations of spinal cord of higher than a

lumbar-sacral thickening they frequently appeared only later many

weeks.

The speed of the reduction of tendinous-periosteal reflexes and

appearance of pathological ones depended not only on the severity of

the damage of spinal cord, but also on the localization of damage.

The higher was damaged spinal cord, then with the same degree of its

cross damage/defeat, more rapidly appeared reflexes, and flaccid

paralysis or paresis converted/transferred into the spastic. Thus,

with the woun-s of the neck division of spine the junction of
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paralysis and paresis of lower extremities into the spastic was

observed into 19.0o/o of all wounds of spine, and with the wounds of

thoracic division - into 1U. 1o/o.

After the first world war relative to the sequence of the

appearance of the initially lost reflexes were voiced different

opinions. Some authors asserted that first of all are reduced the

tendinous reflexes, others, that first of all appear pathological.

Observations in the Great Patriot-z War showed that there are no

specific laws in this respect. In some casualties first of all were

reduced tendinous reflexes, while in others - first appeared that or

another pathological reflex. Comparatively early was reduced bottom

reflex and it i3 especially rapid cremaster.

Page 88.

The condition of the reflexes of the paralyzed extremities in

the sharp/acute period of the bullet damage/defeat of spinal cord had

very important forecasting importance. The more rapidly were reduced

the tenlinous-periosteal reflexes or appeared pathological reflexes,

the weaker there was the damage of spinal cord. The state of

oreservation of tendinous reflexes or the appearance of pathological

ones already during the first hours and the days after wound they

spoke about the relatively insignificant damage of spinal cord.
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Tone of the paralyzed muscles.

The tona of the paralyzed muscles weakened or completely was

lost immediately after wound. As a result of atony paralyzed

extremities were represented as by those split, abnormally wide ones.

Usually well seen configuration of muscles disappeared. The paralyzed

extremities could be bent and driven away in the joints more than in

the norm.

Since the tone of muscles - the manifestation first of all of

the reflector activity of spinal cord, its reduction occurred usually

in parallel to the reduction of tendinous-periosteal and skin

reflexes. By all neuropathologists prolonged deep atony was

considered as prognostically very unfavorable symptom. Its presence

during the high damages/defeats of spinal cord was estimated as

indication that in the divisions down from the basic focus are

additional foci or deep disorders of roof and liquor circulations.

With the high localization of the damage/defeat of spinal cord

in proportion to the reduction of reflexes and increase the tone of

muscles in the lower extremities usually appeared massive

lengthening-shortening reflexes (shielding movements of the previous
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authors). However, they rarely achieved such degrees as, for example,

during myelites or compressions of spinal cord by neoplasm. In this

case they appeared not only as a result of such external stimulations

as injection, but also under effect of the excitations, which flow to

the spinal cord from the internal organs/controls, in particular from

the bladder. The overfilling of the bladder in some casualties caused

not only reinforcing spasticity of lower extremities, but also

appearance of involuntary movements, which were being evinced by

their rhythmic reduction. Wounded usually they themselves noticed

connection/communication between these involuntary appearing spasms

of feet and overfilling Cf the bladder by urine considered them as

the signal of the need of releasing the bladder actively or by

catheterization. Frequently following a similar

attack/seizure/paroxysm of spasms followed the involuntary

departure/separation of urine. The latter in particular frequently

was observed during the high damages/defeats of spinal cord during

which surorise toning stress appeared also in abdominal muscles. The

caused by it the interabdominal pressure increase contributed to the

passive emptying of the bladder. Sometimes the toning stress/voltage

of the musculature of feet was changed by convulsive twitchings or

their large/coarse vibration (old authors' spinal epilepsy).

If painful sensitivity at least partially was retained, the

attacks/seizures/paroxysms of spasms caused the sharp pains, which

i-
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forcad casualties haavily to suffer. Thq spasms of abdominal muscles

in these cases were escorted/tracked by the perception of strong

compression and morbid encircling around the stomach. The latter

sometimas erroneously was distinguished as radicular pain.

Page 39.

Were observed the more complex reflector movements of the

paralyzed extremities, for exaAple, the movements, which reproduced

as if report/event of walking, i.e., alternating flexure and

inbanding of extremities in that sequence, as it takes place with the

walking. Usually each extremity accomplished several movements whose

volume gradually decreased.

Carebro-spinal fluid.

Qualitative changes in tne cerebro-spinal fluid were frequent

and multifeaturs. They were determined by severity and

character/nature of damage of spinal cord, its shells and vessels,

and also by condition cf the cross-country ability of sub-arachnoidal

space and by degree of the infection of shells and depended also on

the period, which passed from the moment/torque of wound.

In the ficst 1-1 1/2 weeks after wound in the absence of

.. ~.. -
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meniagitis or abundant sub-arachnoidal hemorrhage the pressure of

carebro-spinal fluid was usually moderately increased or normal. With

the penetrating wounds of spine approximately/exemplarily in third of

cases it was reduced. Basic reason for decreasing in in the pressure

authors' majority perceived in the permanent escape of fluid/liquid

into the epidural space through the available defect in the solid

cerebral shell. In the later periods, with isolation of

sub-arachnoiial space from the defect, the pressure was more

frequently moderately increased. The elevated pressure of

cerebro-spinal fluii in many casualties was held very for a long

time. Kh. M. Freydin and Kirichenao, that stippled in time from 2

weeks to year are later from the moment/torque of wound,

established/installed increase pressures in 74.0o/o of casualties.

The majority of those stippled had severe damage of spinal cord.

The level of cerebro-spinal fluid in the manometer, connected

with the puncture needle in the norm detects the

oscillations/vibrations, which coincide with the pulse and the

respiration. Knauer on the oasis of observations, which relate to the

first world war, saw in the absence of these pulse and respiratory

oscillations the proof ¢f the presence of defect in the solid

cerebral shell. Special investigations showed that the absence of the

pulse and respiratory oscillations of the level of fluid/liquid in

the manometer by no means it is not possible to consider the reliable
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Symptom of the violaticn of the integrity of solid cerebral shell (I.

Ya. Raziol'skiy). The disappearance of these oscillations/vibrations

was observed not only with the defect of shell, but also with the

blockade of sub-arachnoidal space, especially during its low

disposition, without the least traces of the violation of the

integrity of shell.

In the sharp/acute period the color of cerebro-spinal fluid was

frequantly changed due to tae admixture/impurity of the blood. This,

in particular, had the Flace in the cases of heavy wounds and

crushing of spinal cord, and also damages of radicular and tunicary

vessels. With the abundant outflows of the blood the cerebro-spinal

fluid during the first days after wound took the color and the form

of meat swill; subsequently, in proportion to hemolysis, it acquired

different stain/staining - from the oncorhynchus nerka to hardly

yellow.

Through 1 1/2-2 weeks the color of fluid/liquid usually became

normal. Exception were the cases of the extensive sub-arachnoidal

hemorrhiges when the yellow and yellowish stain/staining of

fluid/liquid (xanthochromia) was retained to 3-3 1/2 weeks.

With the brain concussion, reactive edema, comparatively not

heavy contusions of spinal cord, or with the wounds of brain by

"-- ~~ ~~' - qb -
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fine/small metallic and bone fragments, if there is no

admixture/impurity of the blood, the transparency of cerebro-spinal

fluid did not changa. With rough crushings, breaks and wounds of

brain its transparency was decreased not only due to the

admixture/impurity in it of the blood, but also as a result of an

increase in it of the cellular elements/cells, or the presence of the

fission products of nerve tissue. Especially with the breaks and

rough crushing of brain during the first several days by the already

naked eye it was possible to see in the cerebro-spinal fluid of the

drop of myeline, and sometimes also the smallest scraps of cerebral

tissue. The latter could be discovered also in the sediment after the

centrifugation of fluid/liquid.

Page 90.

Through 1 1/2-2 weeks the cerebro-spinal fluid, if was not

connected meningitis, usually became transparent/hyaline.

Considerable admixture/impurity to the cerebro-spinal fluid of

blood - symptom, testifying to tue serious damage of brain. However,

the expsriment/experience of the elapsing war showed that it cannot

bq agreed with the assertion of Schulze and Maneken which the

admixture/impurity of blood always indicates very rough destruction

of spinal cord and therefore surgical intervention in this genus the

'.-* - .
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cases aimlessly. The blood can enter aerebro-spinal fluid not only

from the vessels of damaged brain, but also from the vessels of its

shells and rootlets, the suostance of spinal cord can not be

substantially damaged. This fact was repeatedly underscored by Soviet

neuropathologists and neurosurgeons. as the symptom of the rough

damage of spinal cord incomparably larger value has an

admixture/impurity to the carebro-spinal fluid of the drops of

myeline and in particular the presence in it of the scraps of

cerebral tissue.

An increase of the numner of cellular elements/cells in the

cerebra-spinal fluid, pleocytosis, in the sharp/acute period of the

wound of brain are almost rule/handspike. In the uncomplicated cases

it fluctuated in the limits of several tens (M. B. Zvinyatskiy et

al.). During the first days predominate the neutrophils, into

further-lymphocytes. Were noted glial cells (mark and myelophages)

and histiocytes.

rn the absence of suppurative complications from the side of

shells and substance of spinal cord a nimber of regular/prescribed

elements/cells gradually returned to the norm. However, frequently it

remained increased during many weeks. In the intermediate and late

period Kh. M. Freydin et al. they found increases in cytosis in

28.0o/o of casualties. Cytosis, and also content of protein in the

°-- . ~
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cerebro-spinal fluid they were usually the higher, the lower the

focus of damage. This especially relates to the damages/defeats of

horse tail, during which the survival of casualties with the heavy

forms of wounds was observed relatively more frequently, and reactive

arachnaiditis usually was expressed sharper than during the damages

of the substance of spinal cord.

With the :rset of suppurative complications the soft cerebral

shells or in the substance of brain the fluid/liquid acquired

suppurative character/nature.

In the sharp/acute period an increase in the content of protein

was noted almost as a rule. It is it was the higher, the rougher

there was the damage of spinal cord and the sharper there was the

inflamm-tory reaction of cerebral shells. Subsequently, in the cases

of the normal cross-country ability of sub-arachnoidal space, it

gradually returned to the normal numerals. This process proceeded

very slowly. The moderate increase in the quantity of protein was

detected frequently later several weeks after wound. In the presence

of blockade of subarachnoidal space a quantity of protein sometimes

achieved the very high numerals (6-12 0 /oOwith the norm in 0.30/Co .

It is it was usually the higher, the more prolonged there was the

blockada. Sometimes a quantity of protein was so/such considerable,

that the released into the test tubs corebro-spinal fluid through

o_-. 4 .-
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several minutes was coagulated like by jelly.

Page 91.

Tha experience of the neuropathologists showed that the

investigation of cerebro-spinal fluid in the sharp/acute and early

period of the bullet wound of spinal cord has very important value

for the judgment about character/nature and severity of an injury of

brain, and also of wasps of the degree of the infection of

sub-arachnoidal space and presence or absence of its blockade.

Punctura it is necessary to produce even under such conditions when

its microscopic and bacteriological examination they are not

attained. Already color and degree of the transparency of

cerebro-spinal fluid, and also change in the pressure in proportion

to its 3xtraction gave quite valuanle data for deciding/solving the

mentioned above questions. Only with the aid of the puncture it was

oossible to in proper time recognize the onset of suppurative

complications, in particular restricted suppurative meningitis, and

also compression of spinal cord by foreign bodies.

In the later periods the puncture is necessary, since only it

can exclude the compression of spinal cord or rootlets of horse tail

by epidural scars, arachnoidal intergrowth, calluses.
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But however is important investigation of cerebro-spinal fluid,

from it one should restrain in the cases of the extensive infected

wounds or bedsores in the lumoar region in view of the danger of the

recording of infection by the needle of substances sub-arachnoidal

space. En the sharp/acute period from it one should abstain in -

casualties with the phencmena of general/common/total shock.

With extensive adhesive arachnoidites, and also fibrous

pachymeningitis in the region of horse tail lumbar puncture

frequently proved to be "dry". As a result of closing/healing of

sub-irachnoidal spa:e (with aracknaoidites) or compression its (with

the pazhymeningitis) to ex-ract fluid/liquid even with the repeated

punctures it was impossible. gith the confidence in the penetration

by the needle through the solid cerebral shell "dry" puncture with

the large friction/pcrtion of likelihood was considered as indication

of these complications.

Damage of the function of pelvic organs/controls.,

The disorders of the functions of pelvic organs/controls in the

sharp/acute period were observed into 54.9o/o of all cases of the

bullet wounds of spine. They had very diverse character/nature.

The disorders of urination were observed more frequently than

Lim l l - _ j . mm l I _ . . .
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defecation, and had a great effect on issues wounds.

Disorders of the functions of pelvic organs/controls in the

early period of the bullet wounds of spine in spinal cord (in the

percentages).

the disorders of the functions of pelvic organs/controls were

absent or rapidly they passed .. , 45.1.

Delay of urine ... 13.9.

Delay of urine and feces .. 32.8.

Irretention of urine ... 5.0.

Irretention of urine and feces ... 0.4.

Irretention of feces ... 2.0.

Paradoxical irretention of urine .. , 0.7.

Other forms/species of disorders ... 0. I. 1- O 23.

Page 92.
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From the given numerals it is evident that most frequently it

was observed to the delay of urine (47.40/o), moreover into 0.7o/o it

had a character/nature of paradoxical irretention.

The numerals of the disorders of the function of pelvic

organs/controls in the statistical materials, published by the

individual authors based on materials of personal observations, are

considerably above. Thus, G. D. Aronovich (GVF) observed the

violation of urination in 69.3o/o of casualties, N. N. Ovchininskiy -

in 71.8o/o (evacuation hospitals of front and armies), G. P.

Kornyanskiy - approximately 80.0o/o (evacuation hospitals of front),

R. S. Orlov - almost in all wounded those finding under its

observation. The higher numerals of the disorders of urination in

mentioned authors' materials are explained by the fact that the

authors workei in the specialized agencies, where entered casualties

Predominantly with the heavy damages/defeats of spine and spinal

cord.

Initially, independent of the level of damage of spine, appeared

the Aelay of urine. But sometimes of the damages/defeats of brain at

the level of the second-fourth lumoar segment from the first days

after wound attacked/advanced the irretention of urine.

-
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The small unit of the casualties, especially into a

lover-thoracic division of spine, indicated that immediately after

wound, it is thinner/less frequent after 1-1 1/2 minutes, in them was

observed the involuntary departure/separation of urine and feces.

Subsequently in these cases was developed their delay. Evidently, the

involuntary emptying of bladder and rectum attacked/advanced as a

result of the surprise stimularon of their motor cerebrospinal

centers.

Frequency and staying power/persistency of the disorders of

urination in those survived the first hours after wound were found in

the dependence on the level of the damage/defeat of spine. Thus,

during the damages/defeats of the neck division of spine the

disorders of urination occurred in 24.3o/o, those of thoracic

division - into 64.4o/o, lumbar- sacral - into 75o/o.

During the damages/defeats of the neck and thoracic division of

spinal zord are damaged only the ways of active control of urination.

During the daages/defeats of a lumbar-sacral thickening, besides

this, is damaged its reflector apparatus; finally, during the

damages/defeats of horse tail is damaged only reflector apparatus.

?herefore during the bullet damages/defeats of a lower-thoracic and

, "- . ._
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lumbar- sacral division the violations of urination appeared during

the lighter damages and, as a rule, they were more stable. Besides

this, in those transferred the wound of the neck division of spine

heavy cerebrospinal phenomena were observed considerably thinner/less

frequent than with the wounds of thoracic division.

G. D. Aronovich, who observed in essence of casualties with the

heavy forms of the bullet damages/defeats of spinal cord, within the

next few days after wounds established/installed with the wounded of

neck division the delay of urine in 18. 2 0/. with the wounds of

thoraciz division - in 80o/o, with the wounds of a lumbar-sacral

division in 86.2o/o, during the damages of cone and horse tail in

85.4o/o. The loss of urge for the urination he noted in 36.0o/o of

casualties.

During the high damages/defeats (Fig. 45.1) initially, as a

rule, suffered not only active control of the report/event of

urination, but also reflector emptying of the bladder. As a result of

the interruption of sensitive routes/paths casualties did not

perceive urges for the urination, and as a result of the interruption

of crust motor routes/paths to the external sphincter they could not

actively reduce the latter and thereby prevented the involuntary

liberation/excretion of urine from the bladder.

t.!
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Page 93.

The disorder of the reflector emptying of the bladder was conditioned

on paresis or paralysis of detrusor as a result of the cerebrospinal

shock or the onset of the supplementary foci of damage/defeat in the

sacral segments of spinal cord. As a result at first appeared the

full/total/complete delay of urine. If the bladder was not

freed/released artificially, then the accumulated in it urine

overcams resistance of internal sphincter and drop by drop or by

small portions it was drawn through into the urinating canal

(paradoxical irretenticn of urine).

Tha higher was localization of the damage/defeat of spinal cord,

the more rapidly passed the shock paresis of detrusor and the earlier

was reduced the automatic emptying of the bladder. The report/event

of urination began spontaneously, as soon as in the bladder it was

accumulated by 150-200 cma of urine and the original

full/total/complete delay of urine was changed by moving irretention.

The manometric investigations by R. P. Ugryumovoy

revealed/detected that in these cases the tone of detrusor was

usually increased, and its reflector excitability was intensified.

But, at the same time, call reflex frequently rapidly was exhausted

and therefore the full/total/complete emptying of the bladder it did
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not attick/advance.

If conducting sensitive impulses/momenta/pulses from the bladder

and the mucosa the initial divisions of urinating canal to the

cerebral cortex one way or another was reduced, and the cortical

innervation of external sphincter continued to remain disrupted, the

alternite irretention cf arine was combined with the imperative

urges.

In the later periods in tae reduction of the reflector emptying

of the bladder and the absence of urges those wounded sometimes could

to the known degree actively control the report/event of urination.

For the causing of urination they resorted to the nipping, the

tingling or stroking of skin of the internal surface of thigh or on

the scrotum; evidently, skin stimulations stimulated the

contraction/abbreviation of datrusor.

-. _
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Fig. 45. Scheme of the innervation of the bladder. 1 - motor somatic

filaments to the external sphincter of the bladder; 2 - sensitive

somatic filaments to the au cosa of the initial division of urinating

canal; 3 - vegetative (sympathetic) filaments to the internal

sphincter of the bladder; 4 - sensitive vegetative filaments to the

mucosa and the walls of the bladder; 5 - motor (parasympathetic)

filaments to datrusor of the bladder. I, II, I1, IV - explanation in

the text.
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Page 94.

During the damages/defeats of the second, third and fourth

lumbar segment (Fig. 45 L1), in wiich is located the sympathetic

center of the internal sphincter of tha bladder, initially on the

same reasons, that alsc during the higher damages/defeats, appeared

the delay of urine and was disturbed the active control of urination.

But the delay of urine was not usually heavy, since the tone of

internal sphincter, although it was supported by the peripheral

sympathatic qanglia/nodes (lower wesenteric web/plexus, hypoqastric

web/plexus) , nevertheless its stress/voltage was weakened and was

easily overcome by urine, even with a comparatively small overfilling

of the bladder. Subsequently the delay of urine was usually changed

by firm irretention, since the weaKeaed sphincter gasily lost the

remainders/residues of its tone under the effect of the repeatqd

catheterizations. As a result appeared the actual irretention of

urine, i.e., urine always was secreted drop by drop in proportion to

its admission from the ureters into the bladder.

During the partial reduction of the tone of sphincter appeared

the ilt.rnate irretantion, usually in combination with the imperative

urges. However, with the full/total/complete interruption of

L--
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bladder-cortical sensitive routes/paths the casualty learned about

the advanced urination only after the output/yield of urine.

The very heavy form of holding of urine appeared during the more

or less isolated/insulated damages/defeats of a third-fourth sacral

segment, which led to paralysis of detrusor with the preserved tone

of internal sphincter (Fig. 45 II). With this localization of the

damage of spinal cord comparatively frequently was noted the

paradoxical irratention of urine. Subsequently, in connection with

the partial reduction of the activity of detrusor or weakening of the

tone of sphincter, under the effect of the prolonged catheterization,

the full/total/complete irretention of urine was changed by partial -

for the emptying of the bladder the casualty had to resort to

straining, but the full/total/complete emptying of urine usually was

not achieved, and the part of it remained in the bladder. Since the

cinters of the random innervation of bladder function are

irranged/located in the Kedullary cone, then to a certain degree was

disturbed the active control of the report/event of urination.

During the damages/defeats of entire lumbar- sacral thickening

(Fig. 45 IV) more frequently predominated the delay of urine. But the

heaviest and firm delay of urine appeared during the bilateral

isolated/instilated damages/defeats of sacral rootlets. Internal

sphincter in these cases retains its tone entirely; whereas motor and
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the sensitive innervation of detrusor proves to be turned-off

completely or to a considerable degree. As a result the reflector

emptying of the bladder became impossible.

In the sharp/acute period of the bullet traumata of

lumbar-sacral division of spine, which caused the sharp stimulation

of sensitive rootlets, holding of urine sometimes had purely

reflector character/nature; the stimulation of somatic sensitive

rootlets, and possibly also sympathetic guides, it led, apparently,

to the spastic contraction/abbreviation of internal sphincter. The

reflector delay of urine had temporary/time character/nature and it

was easily removed by the designation/purpose of pain relievers.

The reverse development of the disorder of bladder functions in

the mild cases of the damages/defeats of spinal cord began already

within the next few days, Dut in the suppressing number of casualties

the process of their reduction was involved/tightened to many weeks.

In many, especially about the damaged lumbar-sacral division of brain

and horse tail, the normal report/event of urination in that or other

sense ramained forever detuned.

Page 95.

The disorlars of the function of rectum were observed in 35.20/0
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those wounded in spine. The delay of feces was noted in 32.8o/o,

irretention - in 2.o/o. The reflector and active innervation of

rectum is organized just as the bladder. Therefore everything

oresented above about te mechanisms of the disorder of the

raport/evvnt of urination to the identical degree relates also to the

report/event of defecation.

Coastipation, which appeared on the soil of paralysis of rectum,

Jiffere in terms of large perseverance. Especially great

difficulties on the emptying of intestine both active, and with the

aid of the enemas, appeared when simultaneously were destroyed the

sympathetic, and parasympathetic center of rectum. As a result of

paralysis of parasympathetic center the intestine lost the ability to

banish fecal masses, but as a result of paralysis of sympathetic

center and caused by it weakness of the sphincter of intestine

casualty was capable tc hold enema fluid/liquid.

The irratantion of faces rarely was observed as the stable

residual symptom of the damage of a lumbar-sacral thickening. It

caused to casualties inccaparauly greater sufferings than the

irretention of urine.

During the damages of a lumbar-sacral thickening, it is

thinaer/less frequent during the damage of the higher divisions of

J~
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spinal :ord, as a result of the disorder of trophic innervation in

the rectum sometimes appeared the extensive ulcers, which were being

rarely complicated by proctitis, and the latter - by thrombosis of

venous webes/plexi and by sepsis.

The disorders of ejaculation and the loss of erection during the

low damages of spinal cord were noted very frequently. During the

damages/defeats of medullary cone they in the residual conditions

rarely came forward as the isolated/insulated phenomenon, whereas

more frequent were combined with the violations urinations.

Violations of the vegetative functions of spinal cord.

The violations of the vegetative functions of spinal cord were

observe] approximately/exeaplarily so frequently as somatic, and they

were not less diverse. In the first world war this question was not

sufficiently illuminated. Some general/common/total vegetative

disorders are examined in the beginning of present chapter; are

examined below the violations of more particular character/nature.

Cardiovascular violations. Besides the described above changes

in the heart activity (decrease in arterial pressure, slowing pulse,

dullness of heart tanes), with the wounds of a upper-thoracic

division of spine rarely were observed the attacks/seizures/paroxysms

,, " I II I I I I -.. -'- '" " " " " "
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of the type of stenocardia. In the case, described by R. I.

Grashchenkov, heavy stenocardic attacks/seizures/paroxysms in a 23-

year-old casualty appeared on the soil of stimulation by the metallic

foreign body of the second left posterior thoracic rootlets. On the

electrocardiogram was determined high tooth T. After the

removal/distance of foreign body the attacks/seizures/paroxysms

disappeared. The analogous cases were observed by others.

Ab3ve has already been indicated that during the damages of

spinal cord in the divisions of body, innervated by sector to it

downward from the focus, in tue sharp/acute period appears the

paralytic condition of vessels. Observation of their condition in the

later periods shoved that than is neavier the damage of spinal cord,

the longer is held this condition. Especially the sharp and prolonged

paralytic conditions of vessels were observed upon the

full/total/c3mplete transverse contamination of spinal cord or during

the combined damages of back of cerebrum and frontier sympathetic

shafts.

Page 96.

Further dynamics of vascular violations depended on that, than

they were a cause-fallout of impulses/momenta/pulses from the brain

or an injury of spinal sympathetic centers and their guides. The
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violations, caused by the fallout of central impulses/momenta/pulses,

were equalized comparatively rapidly. During the damages/defeats of

segmental vascular centers the process of reduction of vascular

violations was involved/tightened for many months. Kh. M. Freydin and

V. Smiraov during these damages/defeats found the atonic condition of

capillaries within the periods of observations from 4 months to 2

years.

During the damages/defeats of the third, fourth and fifth

thoracic segment vascular violations were noted also on the upper

extremities, being escortad/tracked usually by the perception of

numbness, weakness and their rapid enervation. At their basis

lay/rssted, apparently paralysis of the vascular centers of these

extremities, placed in the segments indicated.

In the sharp/acute and early period vasomotor violations

frequently were noted and internal organs/controls. To them first of

all relates kidney hematuria. Its diffarence from hematuria on the

soil of the wound of kidney or bladder was in the fact that the

greatest intensity it achieved not immediately after wound, but on

the 3-4th day. It was not usually sharp and it was frequently

detectei only via microscopic investigations. Comparatively rarely it

lasted more than 1 1/2-2 weecs. Tme absence in the histories of the

disease/sicknass/illness/malady of recordings about the time of the

.!
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appearance of hamaturia and aoout a change of its intensity with time

sometimes impeded the correct recognition of its vasomotor

pathogenesis. In any case in tas subsequent stages evacuation one

should not hasten to conciude that at the basis of hematuria

lies/rests the wound of kidneys or bladder, but those more too in a

hurry t3 solve in the positive sense the problem about surgical

intervention on the kidney. In the first world war were published the

cases of intervpntion on the kidneys apropos vascular-trophic

hematuria, which erroneously accepted as the consequence the wounds

of kidneys.

3ladder hematuria in the snarp/acute period appeared not only

with the wounds of the bladder, but also as a result of transudation

of the blood from the vessels if the mucous membrane of the bladder,

but sometimes also their bream (A. I. Wasil'yev). The reason for

these hemorrhages was, probably, sharp passive hyperemia of the

vessels of muzosa of the bladder, which attacked/advanced as a result

of the surprise elimination of the pressure on them of the urine,

released by catheter. In a few cases occurred and the gap of

fine/small vessels. In order to avoid during the catheterization of

these complications, one should have discharged urine slowly, at

times stopping its discharge, especially in the end.

In later periods hematuria usually was connected with the onset

°_-
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of hemorrhagic 3r ulcerous cystitis, and also hemorrhagic nephritis

development of which very favored a deep violation of the vascular

and trophic innervation of the bladder and kidneys. Hemorrhagic

cystitis especially frequently was developed upon the

full/total/complete transverse contamination of spinal cord. For

example, i. N. vchininskiy observed hemorrhagic cystitis in all

casualties with this form of the damage of spinal cord.

Page 97.

During the heavy damages/defeats of the thoracic division of

spinal cord, as a result of the violations of a vascular-trophic

innervation of gastrointestinal canal, in separate casualties it was

observed bloody vomiting and bloody chair/stool, disorders of a

gastrointestinal secretion and motors. Bloody chair/stool more

freouent!,v arose in the care of danages of the lu-bar-sacral

enlar-emnent. -n later periods ,ost frequentlv the bleod entered

'i.e lumen -f ,nesI-4ne . 'ro' the trophi ulcers c" intest"ne.

one of the manifestations of vascular violations was priapism.

At its basis lies/rests the overfilling of cavernous bodies by the

blood as a result of the paresis vacular-motors. The wide-spread

opinion that priapism is observed almost exclusively during the

damages/defeats of the neck division of spinal cord, e is accurate.

The onset of priapism with the wounds of the thoracic division of

pt •
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spine in the last war was observed by many surgeons for long - to 1

1/2-2 weeks, and in the singla cases and to 1 1/2 months.

Disorders of perspiration. In the sharp/acute and early period

during the heavy cross damages/defeats of spinal cord the

nerspiration on the paralyzed divisions of body usually temporarily

disappeared; therefore skin was dry to the touch and, as a result of

the paresis of vascular motors, hotter. However, in proportion to

reverse developments cerenrospinal shock local (reflector)

perspiration was reduced, central as a result of the interruption of

the guides, that go to tha spinal cord from the intermediate,

remained long disrupted.

In a number of cases of tae rough damage of spinal cord at the

level of upper thoracic segments in the later periods in some

casualties was observed the following peculiar phenomenon: in 30-40

secomds prior to the beginning of the automatic emptying of the

bladder the head, face, neck and upper divisions of breast were

covered/coated with the abundant, major drops of perspiration.

Occurrence of perspiration served for the patients with the signal of

the forthcoming involuntary urination. Vith the termination of

urination the perspiration ceased.

The principles of this phenonenon are not clear. Evidently,
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afferent impulses/momenta/pulses from the overfilled bladder on the

spinal cord or on the frcntier sympathetic shaft achieved

perspiration centers of intermediate brain, but effector

impulses/momenta/pulses, as a result of the interruption of the

corresponding routes/paths, could not spread on the region of body of

lower than the focus. Thinner/less frequent under the same conditions

suddenly appeared the reddening of face, neck and upper divisions of

chest.

The syndrome of sharp/acute stomach, which was being frequently

observed in the sharp/acute period of the bullet wounds of spine, in

detail is examined in the section of complications.

Hiccup. With the wound both of the neck and thoracic division of

spine rarely was observed the agonizing hiccup, which did not be

inferior to conventional pharmacotherapy. In similar cases was

obtained a good effect only with the neck vagosympathetic blockade by

rovocaine.

With the wounds of the neck division of the spine when by the

wounding shell was interrupted the vagus nerve, in some casualties

subsequently were observed the agonizing attacks/seizures/paroxysms

of cough. Attacks/seizures/paroxysms appeared under the effect of

stroking, dash stimulation, touch of clothing to the post-injury scar
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and to the adjacent to it divisions of skin. P. K. Anokhin explains

the onset of this peculiar skin of coughing reflex by the growing of

the filaments of the vagus nerve into the peripheral end of the

smashed neck sensitive nerves.

Page 98.

Endocrine disorders.

The damage of the spinal centers of endocrine glands, and

sometimes also glands themselves laid on the clinical picture of fire

wound of spinal cord the corresponding impression. Unfortunately, in

the Great Patriotic war neuropatnologists gave to the endocrine

disorders insufficient attention. Most frequently was noted the

syndrome of tetany perhaps because of ill endocrine disorders it more

easily others attracted attentLon. The reason for tetanic spasms some

(N. I. Grashchenkov and N. S. Chetverikov) perceived in the violation

of the innervation of parathyroid glands, others (I. Ya. Razdol'skiy)

in the unit of the cases allowed/assumed damage of parathyroid glands

(contusion, hemorrhage in them).

The internal introduction of calcium chloride, parathyreocrin is

had on spasms a very favorable effect.
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Little illuminated remained the role of the damage of the

secretory centers of the adrenal glands and them themselves in the

clinical picture of the bullet wounds of spinal cord. Meanwhile the

value of the disorder of their function in this respect is doubtless.

With the wounds of last thoracic and first three lumbar vertebrae in

smparate casualties was cbserved the long existed and sharply

Dronounced general/common/total and muscular adynamia and arterial

hypotonia. Their reason was, apparently the suppression of the

functions of the adrenal glands as a result of damaging of their

their or cerebrospinal centers themselves and nerves. In some of

these casualties was developed the typical syndrome of Addison (I.

Ya. Razdol'skiv). Saction came to light/detected/exposed in them the

sharp atrophy of tha adrenal glands and the traces of the available

damages.

Cerebrospinal shock (sFinal shock).

Eizh any considerable sharp/acute cross damage of spinal cord is

escorted/tracked by the suppression of all reflector functions of its

division, arranggd/located down from the focus of the damage: weaken

or disappear tendinous-periosteal, skin, vascular and secretory

reflaxes, descends the tone of muscles, is disturbed the automatic

emptying of bladder and rectum. This paralytic of the condition of

the reflector activity of spinal cord is since ollen times called
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cerebcospinal or spinal shock.

Apropos of the pathogenesis of cerebrospinal shock to the Great

Patriotic War dominated the theory, according to which its reason is

the surprise stopping of pulse arrival from the brain to the back as

a result of an injury of the corresponding guides at the level of

focus. In this case regarding those divisions of brain. the

iisconnection of impulses/moaeata/pulses from which led to the

d.'velopment of the cerebrospinal shock of unanimity between the

supporters of this theory was not. One (Monakov) they assumed that by

this livision is the motor region of the brain core, other-

nucleus/kernel of spendthrift (Sherrington) or cerebellum (Bastian).

The chinges, which were the basis of shock, were examined in essence

as functional-dynamic; the proof of this was considered the

reversibility of shock. Exceptions were only the cases of the

full/total/complete transverse contamination of spinal cord, with

which, according to the coservations of Bastian and Bruns, reflector

functions of that lying of oelow the division of spinal cord they are

not reduced.

Page 99.

soviet neuropathologists the Great Patriotic war assembled large

factual material which, in the first place, showed that it is not

.t.
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possibl3 all cases of the loss of the reflector activity of spinal

cord to explain by cerebrospinal shock in its classical

understanding, and, in the second place, it made it possible to

introduce the new points of view into the explanation of the

pathogenesis of shock itself.

zh3 higher the level of tae damage of spinal cord, the more

rapid wth the same severity of damage is reduced the reflector

activity. The following four short extractions from the histories of

diseis /sickn3ss/illness/malady illustrate the aforesaid.

Sick qr obtained 27/V1I 1943 blind bullet penetrating wound of

spine at the level of the iV neck vertebra. Immediately after wound

prolongad loss of consciousness, paralysis of all four extremities

the Islay of urine and chair/stool. After 3 days of pain in the neck.

2Maude Bernara-Gorne's bilateral symptom. Paralysis of all four

extremities. Atony of muscles. Full/total/complete anesthesia from

the fourth neck scIment is below; in particular, it does not perceive

the compression of the foi- of skin in the region and the roe, feet,

7astrocnemius auscles. Passive movements it weakly perceives only in

the shoulder joints. Reflexes on the upper extremities are not

caused, on the lower ones - extremely flaccid, especially on the

left. Bottom reflexes are sharply weakened, rapidly they are

exhausted. To the right is caused the symptom of Bekhterev I (flexure

k .. u u n i mI I I . ... . .. .. . . ... ... ._ _
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of fingers/pins during the tapping by percussion malleus on the

external half the rear of foor)

FOOTNOTE L. This symptca usually is designated as the symptom cf

lendel-Bekhterev, which is incorrect, since it is described by

Bekhtarav in 2 years earlier than this made Mendel (Mendel).

ENDFOOTMOTE.

Remaining pathological stop symptoms are absent. Absence of urges for

the urination. Full/total/complete delay of urine and feces.

After 14 days - anesthesia from the fifth neck segment. Appeared

weak reflexes from the biceps on both upper extremities, bilateral

symptoms of Babinski, Rossolimo, Bekhterev. Tendinous reflexes on the

lower extremities are pathologically increased. In other respects

without the changes. Lethal outco-i in 1 1/2 months from heavy

cachexia.

Bata of autopsy the break of spinous process and small arc of

the V neck vertebra. In the solid cerebral shell to the left defect

by the size/dimension 1.5x0.5 cm. The fourth and fifth neck

segments were crushed; in the substance of the fifth neck segment hit

the ground small-gauge bullet. For entire remaining elongation/extent

braim without the macrcscopically visible changes.

;*#..
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Sick K-n 20/VII 1944 was obtained tangential penetrating wound

of spina at the level of the III thoracic vertebra. At the moment of

wound perceived the breakaway of the lower unit of the body. During

the first day tested/experienced the perception of numbness and the

weakness in the upper extremities.

25/VII paralysis and atony ot lower extremities. Anesthesia from

the fourth thoracic segment. Passive movements in lower extremities

it does not perceive. Patelilar reflexes are absent, achilles flaccid,

to the right Babinski's symptom. Light swelling of foot and shin of

the left strut. Delay cf urine and feces. 28/¥II lethal outcome.

Data of autopsy the break of small arc of VIIlthoracic spine.

spinal cord at the level of the body of this vertebra is crushed is

paste-like sulfur- red mass; for entire remaining alongation/extent

without the uacroscopically visible changes. Solid cerebral shell is

not damaged. Right extensive hemothorax.

Sik S. obtained 13/£Il 1942 the tangential penetrating bullet

wound of spine at the level of the VII thoracic vertebra with the

full/total/complete violation of the conductivity of spinal cord at

the level of the eighth thoracic segment. After 6 days paralysis of

t
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lower extremities with the sharply pronounced atony of muscles and

the loss of skin and tendinous reflexes. Loss of all forms/species of

sensitivity, including the musculoarticular from the eighth thoracic

sagment. Delay of urine and feces. Solid edema of feet and shins. No

reflector functions, realized by the lying/horizontal below division

of spinil cord, were reduced. Casualty died 29/V.

Data of the autopsy: the break of small arc of the VII thoracic

vertebra. The integrity of solid cerebral shell is not disrupted. At

the level of the body of this vertebra all three cerebral shells are

loosely soldered between themselves and the spinal cord completely

crushed. Down from the focus spinal cord is somewhat edematic, its

vessels initiated especially vein.

Si:k N. was obtained the blind-end bullet wound of spinal canal

at the level of the X thoracic vertebra without the damage of solid

cerebral shell. Intra-medullary cyst of spinal cord on the soil of

its contusion. Extensive Dedsores on the rump, the thighs, the heels

scar after the soft tissues of head. Heavy cachexia. Pyonecrotic

cystitis. It is wounded 6/nII 1943. At the moment of wound it

experienced the perception of the nreakaway of feet, "he thought that

in me remained only the haad and body". It is for the first time was

examined by neuropathologist 21/VIl. Full/total/complete lower

paraplegia. Loss of all reflexes, atony of muscles. Loss of
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sensitivity from IX thoracic segment. Paralysis of bladder and

rectum. Solid edema of lcwer extremities. eAsualty it perished in 1

month of 10 days after wound. None of the reflexes on the lower

extramities was reduced.

Page 100.

Data of th3 autopsy: the destruction of right half body and

small arc of the X thoracic vertebra. With respect to this spine

extradurally is arranged/located pointed bullet. Solid cerebral shell

is not damaged, but at this level is tightly joined with soft B back

to cerebrum at the level of I thoracic spine there is area in length

in 2 cm, surrounded by the remainders/residues of white substance. In

the cross shear/sections the figure of a lumbar-sacral thickening is

somewhat greased, visible the remainders/residues of the former

fine/small hemorrhages, brain tissue is edematic.

In all 4 woundad severity of the cross damage of spinal cord it

was approximately/exemplarily identical. But while in the first of

two (with the high localization of wound) reflector activity of a

lumbar-sacral division of brain it began to be reduced already within

the next few days after wound, in latter/last two (with the lower

localization, but higher than lumbar- sacral thickening) it did not

detect tendency toward the reduction and through 4-5 weeks. The hence

. .- ,- - i
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natural conclusion that the surprise stopping of pulse arrival from

the brain to the division of spinal cord, arranged/located is lower

than the stricken area, even from the point of view authors'

mentioned above, is not the sole reason for the suppression of its

reflector activity.

Further confirmaticn of correctness of this

conclusion/derivation are the facts, which attest to the fact that

the degree and the duration of the suppression of the reflector

activity of spinal cord depend not only on severity and level of its

damage/i:feat, but also on the character/nature of damage/defeat. The

rougher the trauma, plotted/applied to spinal cord, the more lately

are reduced the reflector functions. For example, with any rough

contusion of the thoracic division of brain, even not calling its

full/total/complets transverse contamination, reflexes on the lower

extremities were reduced very slowly. On the contrary, with the

cutting of brain, bringing about the same or an even larger intensity

the damage of spinal cord, they were reduced significantly earlier

and it is more rapid. The following two histories of

disease/sickness/illness/malady illustrate the aforesaid.

B. obtained 13/I1 1944 tangential fragment penetrating wound of

spine at the level of the IV thoracic vertebra with the contusion of

brain at this level. Immediately after wound paralysis of lower
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extremities with the perception of their breakaway, delay of urine

and feces. After 5 days: lower paraplegia with the loss of skin and

tendinous reflexes. Weakening skin sensitivity in the region of the

third and fourth thoracic segment and its loss from the fifth

thoracic segment. Delay of urine and chair/stool. X-ray analysis: the

break of the posterior division of small arc of tha IV thoracic

vertebra. FPreign body (metallic fragment by the size/dimension

1.5x0.8 of cm) is arranged/located on 3 cm to the left from the line

of awned extensions at the level of this spine 28/I1 they appeared

insignificant movements in the fingers/pins of the right strut.

BabinsKi's symptom to the right distinct, to the left - the

form/species of hint. Patellar and abdominal reflexes are absent.

Achilles reflexes flaccid, cremaster - active. Perceives the

compcssion of calf muscles, feet, and also rough injections for

entire elongation/extent, beginning from the fifth thoracic segment

30/1ll laminectomy. Is removed the damaged small arc of the IV

thoracic vortebra. Scrap of small arc is depressed into the lumen of

spinal canal and it fits solid cerebral shell. Solid cerebral shell

is not damaqed.

After wouni flaccid paralysis became spastic, in 2 months

casualty began to be moved with the aid of the crutches, in 3 months

freely it walked with the aid of the stick.
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It is obvious, scrap of small arc, which was incorporated in the

lumen of spinal canal, applied to spinal cord rough contusion, after

leading thereby to the development of heavy shock; but the caused by

it changes in the brain, as showed further observation, in essence

they had the reversible character/nature.

Page 101.

S. obtained 17/Vt 1943 tae multiple fragmentation penetrating

wound of spine with the artial violation of the conductivity of

spinal cord at the level of the body of the eighth thoracic segment.

At the moment of wouna it stood. Immediately after wound

paralysis of lower extremities. Active movements in the right strut

appeared after 40-50 minutes. 21/VU paralysis of left lower extremity

and insignificant paresis of rigat. Loss of painful and temperature

sensitivity to the right from the eighth thoracic skin segment. The

musculoarticular feeling in the fingers/pins of the left strut is

roughly disrupted, in right- it is preserved. Knee and achilles

reflexes are increased, it is sharper to the left. Babinski's symptom

two-way, more distinctly is expressed on the left strut. Urination

with the considerable stress/voltage. In the X-ray photographs bone

damages it is not determined. In the region of bodies of the V and VI

thoracic vertebra penetrate two fine/small metallic fragments.
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LC2CoA .... : UI 3,-n the unner Ai',ir.'I *. small arc o

the . thoraclc vertebra defect the size of a 7ra4in of .':eat. "hn,;

inC~SIo f the s7all arc of the V and "'IT thoracic vertebra. .. eaed

the eszanee of cerebro-snina! flu1d.

In the left half the sack of solid cerebral shell the defect of oval

farm, through which is discharged the cerebro-spinal fluid. in the

left half spinal cord seemingly cut wound, which sufficiently deeply

penetrates into its substance. Stitching on the defect in the solid

cerebral shell.

As showed further observation (for a period of 3 months), volume

and force of thc active movements of the right strut were reduced

almost completely; the mcvements of the left strut remained

negligible, and painful and temperature sensitivity on the

contradictory/opposite half the body of that lost.

In the given observation the sharp/acute metallic fragment of

small sizes/dimensions reproduced seemingly partial experimental

section of brain, slightly traumatizing the adjacent divisions of the

latter. As a result, in spite of the destruction of the left half

spinal zord, the reflexes of the paralyzed extremity although were

lost, on the 5th day (up to the moment/torque of the

examination/inspection of patient) have already been reduced.
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The dependence of the duration of the loss of reflexes not only

from the severity of the cross damage of spinal cord, but also from

its level and character/nature (cutting, crushing) showed that it is

conditioned not only on cerebrospinal shock, but also on some

additional factors.

hlready in the first world war a number of the authors (N.

Lapiaskiy et al.) found in the presence of the rough transverse

contaminations of the spinal cord of the various kinds of change in

the cut of brain, which lies lower than the focus: edema of brain and

cerebral shells, foci of hemorrhages and softenings.

In similar a Great Patriotic war the changes were described by

many Soviet pathomorphologists (L. 1. Smirnov, Ye. A. Uspenskiy et

al.). They are they were usually the more considerable, the rougher

there was the damage of spinal cord. Microscopic examinations came to

light/detected/exposed the bloating of the body of nerve cells, the

rarefaction of Rissl substance, the displacement of cell nucleus to

the periphery, the decomposition/decay of the terminal branchings of

nerve fibers and their synapses, etc. All these macro- and

microscopic changes in the substance of spinal cord, coming forward

in one or the other combinations, must suppress the reflector ones of

functions.

IA - I I I I I .. . ... !.... . J _ ,, ..
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In the later periods in the division of spinal cord,

arranged/located it is lower than the damage, appeared the changes

and another order, which also act depressingly on its reflector

functions. TO them first oi all relate the changes in the shells.

Sharp/acute And chronic pachymeningitis and especially arachnoidites,

which frequently cover the extensive divisions of this cut of spinal

cord, squeezing rootlets and vessels, especially venous, and

disturbing liquor and blood circulation, not only impeded the

reduction of reflector functions, but sometimes they led to the

disappearance of those already reducing.

Page 102.

Finally, in the unit of the cases, especially when the blockade

of sub-arachnoidal space is present, the suppression of the reflector

functions of spinal cord was supported by the toxins, which entered

on perineural lymphatic vessels from the bedsores and from the

infected urination system.

Thus, the suppression of the reflector activity of the division

of spinal cord down from the stricken area, besides the surprise

stopping of the arrival to it of pulses from the brain, was

conditioned both on onset in this division of the supplementary foci

of damage/defeat, violation of roof and lymph circulation, on
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inflammatory changes in tna suells and in the tissues of epidural

space, and sometimes and by the action of toxins. In comparatively

mild cases of damages/defeats of the spinal cord basic reason that

suppressed its reflector activity, was the sharp/acute stopping of

the arrival to it of the pulses from brain, i.e., its genus "cerebral

denervation" it; in the heavy cases to the latter were connected

those, etc. of the enumerated factors. The correctness of this

position/situation =onfir2 the described above observations. In all 4

casualtias occurred the full/total/complete transverse contamination

of spinal cord. But in two of them (with the high wound of spinal

cord) at its division, which lies it is lower than the place of

damage, in particular, in a lumbar-sacral thickening, no changes it

was discovered, and the reflector function of this division began to

be reduced soon after wound. In other two casualties at the division

of brain, which lies down from damage, were discovered fine/small

hemorrhages, swelling, expansion of veins, i.e., morphological

changes; both these casualties to the onset of the flying issue of

any symptoms of the reduction of the reflector activity of this

division of spinal cord discovered did not have.

Observation of the reduction of the reflector functions of brain

came to light/detected/exposed the following. The suppression of

reflector functions, caused by the shock of spinal cord, in the mild

cases began to undergo reverse development already within the next

T .
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few days after wound, in the ieavy ones - after 10-1I days. However,

caused by supplmentary foci and disorders of blood circulation the

suppression of reflector functions was reduced on the liquidation of

these violations, sometimes after 3-4 and more than weeks. Finally,

the suppression of reflexes, supported by the connected

pichymeningitis, arachnoiditis (especially during its dissemination

to the region of horse tail), oy action of toxins, remained stable.

Thus, the experiment/experience of the Great Patriotic War

showed that during the bullet damages/defeats not any suppression of

the reflector functions of spinal cord can be considered as the

manifestation of cerebrospinal shock. In particular, if their loss

lasts more than 2 1/2-3 weexs, which to call this condition shock is

incorrszt. The loss, for example, of tendinous reflexes, that remains

after 3 and macc than weeks, it is the result no longer of shock, but

local, frequently stable morpmological changes in the

lying/horizontal below cut of spinal cord. Convincing proof and this-

appearance during tightening itself areflection of the atrophy of

muscles and a change in their electroexcitability up to the reaction

of degeneration. This fact was established/installed already in the

first warld war (L. M. Pussep at a.) and it was confirmed by the

Soviet authors in the Great Patriotic War.
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Page 103.

Together with the criticism of the existed representations about the

reasons for the suppression of the reflector activity of spinal cord

during its bullet damages/defeats, was advanced the new point of view

to pathogenesis and essence of cerebrospinal shock.

It was above indicated that according to

Wbnakova-sherrington-Bastian's theory, the reason for shock is the

surprisa stopping of the influx of impulses/momenta/pulses from the

brain to the division of spinal cord, arranged/located lower than the

focus of damage. But this theory of cerebrospinal shock at basis of

which lies/rests as "cerebral denervations of spinal cord, is located

in the full/total/complete of contradictions both with the history of

the development of nervous system and with the fundamental facts,

established/installed by 1. a. Sechenov and I. P. Pavlov.

In the process of the evolution of nervous system its

progressively developed youngest division (cortex of the large

hemispheres) amplified its controlling and inhibiting action during

the function of the underlying divisions of nervous system and, in
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particular, spinal cord. Therefore the release of spinal cord from

the action of cortex leads to reinforcing of its reflector activity.

This occurs with cross damages of spinal cord, which develop not

suddenly as with its traumata, but gradually as, for example, with

the neoplasms, in particular, in that stage of the development when

they cause the full/total/complete violation of the conductivity of

brain. Thus, monakova-Sherrington- Bastian's theory about the

pathogenesis of cerebrospinal shock is in contradiction not only with

the history of the development of nervous system, but also with the

facts.

on the contrary, pathogenesis and essenci of cerebrospinal shock

find their full/total/complete explanation in light of the exercise

of I. M. Sechenov and I. P. Pavlov.

1. M. Sechenow almost 100 years ago in the experiments on the

frogs showed that the stimulation of the guides, that go to the

spinal zord from the head (application of the crystalline particle of

common salt to the extremital division of brain stem, severed at the

level of quadro-mounding), leads to the sharp suppression of the

functions of spinal cord. From the qxprience of Sechenov it appears,

that the suppression of the functions of spinal cord is the result

not of the fallout of the influx of impulses/momenta/pulses to the

spinal cord from the head, and, on the contrary, sharp reinforcing

K. -_ _-
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their I. P. Pavlov in his works on the extirpations of different

divisions of the large cerebral hemispheres of dog not only spread

and he deepened I. Pq. Sechenovws exercise about the suppression of

the functions of spinal cord under the effect of the strong

stimulations, which flow to it from the brain (it is special from the

cortex), but also opened the essence of the process, which lies at

basis of this suppression. It shovel that the damage of the cerebral

cortex is escorted/tracked by tbe onset in it of diffused inhibition.

The rougher the damage, the more disseminated the inhibition. During

the especially rough damages it captures not only cortex, but also

subcortical divisions, including spinal cord, suppressing its

reflector activity.

In light of I. P. Pavlov's exercise about the higher nervous

activity becomes completely clear the suppression of the reflector

activity of spinal cord with his sharp/acute traumata. The cross

damage of spinal cord is escorted/tracked by the instantaneous and

strong stimulation of the guides, that go from the brain core to the

division of spinal cord, arranged/located lower than the stricken

area.

Page 104.

As a result of surprise influx to the nerve cells of this division of
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the spinal cord of extremely strong impulses/momenta/pulses in them

appears the beyond the limits, protective inhibition, external

manifestation of which is the full/total/complete suppression of its

reflector activity, i.e., the condition which by clinicians is

designated as carebrospinal shock. The heavier the damage of spinal

cord, the more strong the pulse stream and the deeper and more

prolonged caused by them inhibition. Thus, reason for cerebrospinal

shock with traumatic damages of spinal cord is not stopping the

influx to it of impulses/momenta/pulses from the brain, as this they

asserted Monakov, Sherrington and Bastian, but, on the contrary, the

surprise influx of extremely strong impulses/momenta/pulses, as this

appears from I. P. Pavlov's exercise about the higher nervous

activity.

On the basis of I. P. Pavlov's exercise about the healthful

value of protective inhibition, R. A. Asratyan during the traumatic

damages/defeats of spinal cord applied carotid therapy, after noting

its favorable effect on the reduction of the disrupted functions.

Were expressed also the new points of view, also, to the

pathogenesis of the disorder of the conductor functions of spinal

cord (I. Ya. Razdollskiy).

According to the existed representations, during the incouplete

A -- . . ... .. . .. . . . ,' I I , I I I I I - Il
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cross damages of spinal cord the loss of motor and sensitive

disorders in the sharp/acute period is conditioned on the

temporary/time violation of the conductivity of nerve fibers in the

region of the focus of damage. The reason for the violation of

conductivity they perceived in such changes in this sector of the

nerve fibers, in essence of microstructural ones, which, without

leading them to the death, made the dissemination on them of

iapulses/somenta/pulses impossible.

But microstructural changes in the nerve fibers are not the sole

reason for the violation of the dissemination on them pulses.

Together with them, act ether factors. Thus. it was shown (Yu. M.

Uflyand), that the action on the traumatized spinal cord by electric

current improved conductor motor and sensitive functions. It is

obvious, in the sectors of nerve fibers in the region of focus under

the effect of the trauma appeared the parabiotic condition (in the

sense of Vved;nskiy), which led to the blockade of nerve impulses.

The elimination of this parabiotic zondition by electric current

caused an improvement in the conductor functions. But weakening or

even loss of the motor and sensitive functions of spinal cord in

early nature of its partial bullet damages/defeats was conditioned

not only on the disorder of conducting impulses/momenta/pulses on the

nerve fibers as a result of the microstructural changes and the

parabiatic condition in them at the level of focus. Important value

i . . .. .. .. . ... .. i ,, . ... i ,,- l
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in this respect belongs to the adynamia of cells and synapses as one

of the manifestations of cerebrospinal shock. As a result of this

adynamia the nerve impulses, which flow on the pyramidal filaments,

cann3t be disseminated to the motor cell and impel it to the

activity, but the impulses/momenta/pulses, which flow on the rear

cortical filaments, be switched to the sensitive calls of posterior

crescents and further be disseminated into the brain core. In favor

of this point of view speaks favorable effect on the reduction of

motor functions - during the bullet damages/defeats of the spinai

cord of the cholinergic substances (eserine, Prostigsin, proserin),

which act, as is known, on the synapses and on the nerve cells: To

the positive effect from the use/application of these substances

during the bullet damages/defeats of spinal cord indicated many (N.

I. Grashchenkov, N. S. Chetverikov et al.).

Page 105.

To the Great Patriotic mar as the basic signs of the reduction

of the reflector activity of the division of spinal cord from the

stricken area they were down considered: the reduction of tendinous

and periasteal reflexes and automatic emptying of bladder and rectum,

the appearance of pathological reflexes, an improvement in the

trophic system of tissues. On the basis of the experiment/experience

of the preat Patriotic war for this purpose was proposed the

.1•
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series/number of new tests. They all are based on the determination

of the condition of vegetative functions. most valuable of them

following.

Investigation of the vesical reflex in the presence in the

wounded artificial urinovesical fistula (R. P. Ugryumova). In the

bladder through the fistula were introduced antiseptic

solutions/openings and with the aid of the manometer they determined

the intravesical pressure, at which appeared the urination. The

presence of the vesical reflex testified about the reduction of the

reflector activity of spinal cord. The investigation of the

urinovesical reflex has the high value during the decision/solution

of a question about the time when should be eliminated the

urinovesical fistula.

Study of the reaction of the skin vessels of the paralyzed

division of body to the subcutaneous introduction of adrenaline (S.

Lifshitz). it was above indicated that in the vessels of the

paralyzed divisions of body immediately after wound appears the

paralytic condition and that this condition is held the more

long-term, more heavily damaged the cerebrospinal vasomotor centers.

With paralysis of centers the vessels in response to the subcutaneous

introduction of adrenaline are not narrowed, but, on the contrary,

they are expanded. Thus, the normalization of their reaction to

..... . .2
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alrenaline is the indicator of the reduction of the reflector

activity of spinal cord.

The specific value in this respect have the investigations of

dermographism (T. Yu. Yakubovskiy) and perspiration (Yu. V. Ilin).

The authors showed that the normalization of these functions is an

important indicator of the reduction of the reflector activity of

spinal cord.

Ira very interesting changes of the blood in the divisions of

body with disrupted dermographism and perspiration (S. A. Georgiyev).

is revealed the presence in divisions of the peripheral blood of the

vessels of these divisions of high lsukocytosis, which achieved

20-25-30 thousands in 1 mm3 ; leukocyte formula usually did not

change.

gstablishol/installed data are of large interest not only as the

indicators of a deep disorder of vegetative functions of spinal cord,

they have important practical value. Usually the blood is taken from

the vessels of the fingers. Vith paralysis and deep paresis of upper

extremities the value of leukocytosis as the indicator of the

infectious complication of the wound of spine should be estimated

with the care.
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Basic clinical syndromes of bullet wounds and damages of spinal cord.

Syndromes of the partial and full/total/complete violation of the

conductivity of spinal cord.

Morphological changes in the spinal cord during the bullet

wounds and the damages oscillated over wide limits - from the jolt to

the full/total/complete transverse contamination. The basic forms of

these changes are schematically represented in Fig. 16.

For the short clinical characteristic of the degree of the

violation of the functions of spinal cord with its bullet wounds in

the Great Patriotic war extensively were used the following terms:

the physiological interruption of spinal cord, the anatomical

interruption of spinal cord, the full/total/complete transverse

contamination (or damage) of spinal cord, the partial destruction (or

damage) of spinal cord, contusion, jolt.

Page 106.

Th& diversity of terms for the characteristic of the violation

of the functions of spinal cord and the fact that three of them

"' (anatomical interruption, full/total/complete damage of brain,

partial damage of brain) are concepts not functional, but
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morphological, and can be established/installed only on the

operation/process, on the autopsy or after prolonged observation,

they advanced in the course of war the need for

establishing/installing the terminology, based on the functional

principle. Thus, in the series/number of fronts for the

characteristic of the full/total/complete fallout of the functions of

brain entered into the practice term "full/total/complets violation

of the conductivity of brain", and for the partial fallout the

"partial violation of the conductivity of brain".

The term "full/total/complete violation of tha conductivity of

spinal cord" designated the total loss all of its conductor

functions, and during the damage of horse tail - all rootlets of the

latter lown from the stricken area. The condition, in which were

retained at least some functions of spinal cord or damaged rootlets

of tail, was designated as the partial violation of conductivity. The

degree of the partial violation of conductivity can oscillate from

the light to the extremely heavy.

These terms should be recognized more advisable, their advantage

consists in the fact that they do not predetermine the

character/nature of those pathomorphological changes which are the

basis their and which, as noted above, in the majority of the cases

they can be established/installed only on the autopsy, on the

operation/process or after prolonged clinical observation.
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Fig. 46. Basic forms of t~e bullet damatges/defeats of spinal cordI

Lii

(schee). 1 - full/total/coaplete anatomical interruption of brain; 2

- full/total/complete are axonal Vinterruption; 5 - partial

anatomical interruption with the contusion of the remaining part of

it; 4 - contusion of spinal coi with the partial axonal

interruption; 5 - brain concussion. broken line showed the divisions

of the damaged nerve fibers, which undergo degeneration.

Paga 107.

In particular are undesirable for the characteristic of the

condition of the functions of brain the terms "physiological

*1
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interruption" and the "anatomical interruption of brain".

Physiological interruption - this is the functional condition of

spinal cord which in the sharp/acute and early period can be observed

with different morphological forms its damage. meanwhile the analysis

of the histories of disease/sickness/illness/malady showed that

physioloqical interruption they frequently identified with the

aaatomical interruption. As a result the percentage of the diagnoses

of anatomical interrupticn in some authors proved to be sharply high.

According the lata of the development of the histories of

disease/sickness/illness/malady, tae full/total/complete violation of

the conductivity of brain in the early period was noted into 24.8o/o

of all bullet wounds of spine. Quaatitatively it sharply predominated

with the penetrating wounds of spine (46.9o/o), whereas with the

nonpenetrating ones it was observed as an exception (4.5o/o).

The full/total/complete violation of the conductivity of spinal

cord was considered as the indicator of its very heavy damage/defeat.

Presancq its majority of the neuropathologists and neurosurgeons

estimated as the sign which darkens not only functional (in the sense

of the reduction of the disrupted functions), but also vital

prognosis of casualty. Actually/really the experiment/experience of

the Great Patriotic War showed that the absence of the Junction of

the lull/total/complete violation of the conductivity of spinal cord

..... ~.. ea ,
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into the partial after 5-6 weeks after wound makes functional

prognosis almost hopeless, and vital - by very doubtful. Thus,

accocding to the data of GSF (Leningrad), from the casualties with

the syndrome of the full/total/complete violation of the conductivity

of spinal cord it survived only 4.5o/o. The given data about the

forecasting importance of the full/total/complete violation of the

conductivity of spinal cord must impel neuropathologist to be

extremaly cautious upon the setting of this diagnosis, especially in

the sharp/acute and early period. Meanwhile the analysis of the

histories of disease/sickness/illness/malady revealed/detected that

the diagnosis of the full/total/complets violation of the

conductivity of brain was placed sometimes in such cases where in

actuality occurred its partial violation. Is explained this first of

all by the incompleteness of exaaination/inspection, especially

sensitive functions.

With the bullet wounds of spinal cord the foci with respect to

the diameter of brain can be distributed by the most whimsical mode.

While its some divisions can be completely destroyed or, in any case,

their function aompletely oppressed, others can to a certain degree

be preserved. Therefore in order to recognize the diagnosis of the

full/total/complete viclation of the conductivity of spinal cord as

that substantiated, it is necessary to investigate all its basic

conductor functions: motor, painful, feverish, and also the
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musculoarticular feeling. Upon the examination/inspection of the

sensitivity, especially painful, it is not possible to be limited to

usual methods, i.e., by tingling by the pin, sharpened by goose pen,

etc. Not only with the rough morphological damages of spinal cord,

but even during the temporary/time violations of conductivity its,

caused by contusion, edema, fine/small hemorrhages, these

stimulations during the first days after wound can by casualty not be

perceived. In order to be convinced of the total loss of conducting

impulses/momenta/pulses on the painful guides, it was necessary to

resort to the more energetic stimulations, for example, to the strong

compression of the seized between the fingers/pins fold of skin,

gastrocnemius muscles, foot, fingers/pins, eggs. If casualty did not

receive in the presence of full/total/complete paralysis and these

stimulations, and also he did not perceive passive movements in the

large/coarse joints of the paralyzed extremities, then the diagnosis

of the full/total/complete violation of the conductivity of spinal

cord could be considered substantiated.

Page 108.

Nonutilization by neuropathologists of this rougher

investigation of sensitivity sometimes led them to the erroneous

conclusions. As an example can serve the following observation.

)
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L-ko obtained 21/Ill 1943 the blind-end bullet penetrating wound

of spin& at the level of the III thoracic vertebra with the

full/total/complete violation of the conductivity of spinal cord from

the level of the second lumbar segment. X-ray analysis (23/Ill):

bullet was wedged in into the posterior division of the left half

body of the XII thoracic vertebra. The point of bullet was directed

toward the rear, down and somewhat towards the inside and on the

average of lines penetrates the spinal canal, fulfilling it at the

level of the awned extension of this vertebra. Neurologic

examination/inspection from 23/111: flaccid lower paraplegia with the

loss of tendinous and skin reflexes. The dolay of urine and

chair/stool from the level of the second lumbar segment on both feet

does not perceive after pricking, touchs, temperature stimulations

the conclusion: the blind-end bullet wound of spinal canal with the

full/total/complete anatomical interruption of brain at the level of

the itI thoracic vertebra. 24/IL repeated neurologic

examination/inspection (by neuropathologist of higher qualification).

Lower paraplegia with apoflexia. After pricking and touchs to the

skin it does not perceive, but clearly perceives the energetic

compression of skin fold for the shin, and also the compression of

gastrocnemius muscles and feet, somewhat better on the right strut.

Conclusion: the blind-end bullet wound of spinal cord with a deep,

but partial violation of its conductivity. Is shown urgent

operation/process. 25/111 - laminectomy. Pointed bullet by dull end
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sat in body of the III thoracic vertebra; its tip in the form of pin

projected between the posterior columns. Bullet is carefully

extracted from the spinal cord on the wound course.

Light movements in the left foot appeared already next day. In

21/2 months paralysis of the right strut, movements in the left strut

were reduced in all joints, but the muscle force in it is sharply

weakened. Decrease in the skin sensitivity from the second lumbar on

the third sacral segment inclusively. Knee and achilles reflexes as

before are absent. Urination and defecation of normal ones.

tpon the first examination/inspection the neuropathologist was

restricted to the investigation only of epicritical skin sensitivity

and, after coming to light/detecting/exposing its loss, and having

also taken into consideration the blind character/nature of the wound

of spins, erroneously it concluded about the full/total/complete

anatomical interruption of brain and the absence of readings to

laminectomy.

The full/total/complete violation of conductivity was observed

mainly with the wounds of the spinal cord. However, with the wounds

of horse tail it was noted rarely (into 8.0-9.0o/o of all penetrating

wounds of the lumbosacral division of spine). This can be explained

by the following reasons.

i~ ,, & " • t i t lill- I-
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Usually the unit of the rootlets of horse tail slipped off from

the wounding shell. Therefore even with the wounds by its bullet

either large/coarse fragment anatomical interruption or rough

contusion underwent only the unit of the rootlets. Exception were the

cases of the wounds of horse tail at the level of cone and

iameiiately under it. Roctlets here encircle cone by the compact

mass. With the penetrating wounds at this level the

full/total/complete cross interruption of horse tail was observed

more frequently than during the equalizations of the underlying

divisions of horse tail.

The nerve fibers of rootlets, covered with the continuation of

soft cerebral shell, possess larger stability to the mechanical

action on them, than the filament of spinal cord. Therefore the

interruption of rootlets was observed under the analogous conditions

sore thinly/less frequently than tne interruption of the draw plates

of spinal cord.

Syndrome of the full/total/complete transverse contamination of

spinal cord.

For the characteristic of the severity of the damage of spinal
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cord some clinicians applied the terms: "full/total/complate

anatomical interruption of spinal cord" and "partial anatomical

interruption of spinal cord", others - "complete transverse

contamination of spinal cord" and the "partial transverse

contamination of spinal cord".

Page 109.

From the clini:al point of view, latter/last two terns should be

recognized more advisable.

As is known, in the literature to the Great Patriotic War term

"full/total/complete anatomical interruption of spinal cord" applied

with its peppered gap with the full/total/complete dissociation of

central and peripheral cut; partial - with different degree of the

destruction (strain, cut) of the unit of the diameter of spinal cord

with the retention/preservation/maintaining of the anatomical

continuity of the remaining unit, which was usually undergoing heavy

contusion (Fig. 47 and 48).

But the experiment/experience of the Great Patriotic War showed

that the full/total/complete transverse contamination of all nerve

fibers of spinal cord (axons) can occur not only during the violation

anatomically, i.e., seen by rule of thumb, continuity of brain, but

.. . .f-.i ,
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also with the full/total/complete cross necroses and its heavy

contusions without the macroscopically visible in the first weeks

after wound interruption and the disagreement of its ends (Fig. 46.

2).

Thus, with the bullet wounds of spinal cord occurrel two types

of the transverse contamination of all its nerve fibers. with one it

was connected with the violation of the anatomical continuity of

brain, with other - without the same. For the designation of the

litter/last typs of the interruption of the nerve guides of spinal

cord the author (1943) proposed term axonal interruption. Like

anatomical interruption, axonal interruption of spinal cord can be

partial and full/total/complete. many cases of the partial anatomical

interruption of spinal cord were escorted/tracked by the axonal

interruption of that unit of its diameter, that macroscopically

retained its continuity. This mixed form of the interruption of

spinal cori with the bullet wounds was observed most frequently.

In functional-prognostic sense the anatomical and axonal

interruption of spinal cord it is completely equivalent: neither with

that nor with other of any regeneration of nerve fibers it occurs

and, therefore, the lost functions are not reduced. The

liber:ation/excretion of the axonal interruption of spinal cord has

n,%t only theoretical interest, but also specific practical value.

-,-J
. -, !
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The state of preservation of the anatomical continuity of spinal

cord in the early period by no means does not eliminate its

full/total/complete axonal interruption. Therefore neurosurgeon,

after revealing/detecting on the operating table, with the clinical

picture of the full/total/complete either heavy partial violation of

the conductivity of spinal cord, continuity its or partial gap, must

observe especial care in the post-operational prognosis. The its must

not astonish fact that in the absence of the anatomical interruption

of spinal cord surgical intervention brought to the casualty of no

use.

Existence, together with the anatomical, the axonal interruption

of spinal cord explains also the fairly often observed cases of

disagreeing the diagnoses of clinician and anatomical ?athologist. In

the sharp/acute and early period the anatomical pathologist did not

frequently find the anatomical interruption of spinal cord when he

was diagnosed intravitally by neuropathologist..For the

neuropathologist the allowed by his error was frequently completely

not expected.

In fact, after revealing/detecting the full/total/complete

violation of the conductivity of brain, neuropathologist usually is

diagnosed itself of anatomical interruption.

.11
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Fig. 47. Perforating bullet penetrating wound of the thoracic

division of spine, the full/total/complete anatomical interruption of

spinal cord. Fringing of stump. At the level of the interruption of

brain solid cerebral shell is destroyed almost completely, was

preserved its only ridge.

Preparation VMM No 1509.

(Artist T. V. Belyayeva.).

i~
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Fig. 48. Blind-end fragmentation penetrating wound of spine at the

level of IX thoracic vertebra.

i..
,!'- .~
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Partial anatomical interruption of spinal cord; in the region of

interruption will hit the ground large/coarse metallic fragment. The

surface of the damaged sector of brain is impregnated with the blood.

Preparation VMn No 1155.

(Artist T. V. Belyayeva.).
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But the experiment/experience of the Great Patriotic War showed that,

relying on data only of neurologic study, it frequently infloved into

the error. The neurologic method, undertaken by itself, with the

clinical picture of the complete violation of the conductivity of the

spinal cord tells only about the presence of the stable violation of

conducting nerve impulses on the spinal cord. But the latter, as

notel ibove, occurs not only with the anatomical, but also with its

axonal interruption. Reuropathologist must consider both thesa

possibilities and be limited to the diagnosis: the

ftill/total/complete transverse -contamination of spinal cord, without

predetermining a question about whether does lie/rest at the basis

its gap of spinal cord with the disagreement of ends or

I,

! d
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reproduction/multiplication with the interruption only of axons.

Having only thoroughly ccmpared neurologic dat. with the data of

X-ray analytical and surgical examination/inspection, it sometimes

can diagnose of the full/total/complete anatomical interruption of

spinal cord.

Surgeon, operating in the early period and after

revealing/detecting the absence of the violation of the anatomical

continuity of spinal cord, usually diagnosed of contusion or partial

interruption of spinal cord; whereas anatomical pathologist on the

autopsy after 4-5 weeks frequently found in this case

full/total/complete anatomical interruption. In the majority of the

cases occurred, obviously, the axonal interruption of spinal cord,

and to the time of operation spinal cord retained its macroscopic

continuity.

Subsequently the crushed sector of spinal cord underwent

decomposition/decay and resorption under the lipolytic action of

cerebro-spinal fluid. As a result up to the moment/torque of opening

appeared full/total/complete anatomical interruption. As an example

can serve the following observation.

C. 20/I 1942 - the blind-end fragmentation wound of spine at the

level of the VII thoracic vertebra with the full/total/complete

.. .,
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violation of the conductivity of spinal cord from the level of the

sixth thoracic segment. Immediately after wound - loss of

consciousness for 20-30 minutes; from the return of consciousness

revealed/detected paralysis of lower extremities and deaf-mutism,

which disappeared to the third day. Neurologic (27/I): lower flaccid

paraplegia with the loss of reflexes and all forms/species of

sensitivity from the sixth thoracic segment the delay of urine and

chair/stool. X-ray analysis of spine the crushed break of awned

extension and small arc of the VII thoracic vertebra. Large/coarse

metallic fragment is arranged/located among the scrap of small arc,

penetrating the posterior division of spinal canal at the level of

the damaged vertebra. 30/I Laminectouy. Several fragments of the arc

of the VII thoracic vertebra penetrated in the epidural space, and

one of them was stuck into the solid cerebral shell. The large part

of the metallic fragment the size/dimension 2xl.5xO.6 of ca was

disposed of in the spinal canal, squeezing solid cerebral shell.

after the oxtraction of bone fracture, which was stuck into the solid

cerebral shell, appeared liquorrhea. After the dissection of the

solid and arachnoidal shell: "... spinal cord is edematic, its

surface vessels are (Tr. note: translation unknown; Russian is

im"ipirovanyl. The -consistency of its palpations is somewhat flaccid.

In his left lateral column is determined the shallow wound,

plotted/applied by bone fragment. Kray wounds slightly bulge out

above the surface of brain". Post-operation diagnosis: the partial

.s .L~
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anatomical interruption of spinal cord. Prognosis, taking into

consideration the lack of gross changes in the memory section of the

brain, favorable.

Casualty it perished after 65 days. The improvement, which was

being observed in it after the month after operation/process,

consisted of the appearance of weak achilles reflexes, but also they

subsequently disappeared, simultaneously with the disappearance of

achilles reflexes the upper level of damage/defeat began gradually to

heave and up to the moment/torque of death of patient achieved the

thirl thoracic segment. Data of the autopsy: "... at the level of the

VII thoracic vertebra the substance of spinal cord is absent, its

proximal and extremital ends are connect/joined together by strand of

the soft cerabral shell. The spinal cord upwards to the level of the

II thoracic vertebra and to -he eedullar cone is down edematic, its

figure in in the cross section/cut is smoothed and indistinct.

Anatomical diagnosis: the blind-end fragmentation wound of spine with

the full/total/complete anatomical break of spinal cord at the level

of the VII thoracic vertebra. Mecrotically ulcerous cystitis,

two-sided suppurative pyelitis. Lipoid infiltration and regenerationy

of the kidneys, liver. Extensive bedsores. Heavy cachexia".

Page 111.
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The given observation can serve as illustration to the following

posit ions/sit uat ions:

1. The state of preservation of the anatomical continuity of

spinal cord in the sharp/acute and early period dogs not exclude the

possibility of its full/total/complete axonal interruption.

2. Surgeon, seeing in these periods on operating table only

insignificant partial anatomical interruption of spinal cord, must

allow/assume possibility of axonal interruption of remaining unit of

brain and therefore only with larger care it can place favorable

post-operation prognosis.

3. The dispersed sector of brain when damage of soft cerebral

shell is present, can in the course of time completely separated and,

thus, partial anatomical interruption is changed by

full/total/complete. By this is explained disagreement meanwhile that

it saw surgeon on the operating table, and anatomical pithologist -

on the sectional. A series/number of similar cases observed A. N.

Bakulev.

The given observation can serve also as an example of the onset

of edemas in the intermediate period and the very probable role of

the toxins in their development. It also shows that with the clinical
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picture of the full/total/complete violation of the conductivity of

spinal cord more expediently to speak not about the

full/total/complets anatomical interruption of spinal cord, but about

the full/total/complete transverse contamination by its, without

predetermining thereby of a question about whether does go the matter

about the full/total/complete gap of spinal cord or only about the

full/total/complete transverse contamination of its axons.

Th3 syndrome of the full/total/complete transverse contamination

of spinal cord (interruption of brain) presents the combination of

the full/total/complete violation of its conductivity with a deep

disorganization the reflector, vasomotor-trophic, perspiration

liberation and visceral functions of the division of spinal cord down

from the stricken area. From the manifestations of the violation of

these functions great diagnostic value have the following symptoms.

Solid edema of the paralyzed divisions of body. One of the

frequent manifestations of the damage/defeat of vascular-trophic

innervition was solid edema of the paralyzed extremities. It was

observed into 21.2o/o of all wounds of spine with the damage of

spinal cord. Higher numerals are published by some authors, for

example, by V. A. Kislov (40.0o/o). According to separate authors'

data, solid edema was otserved into 90.0-95,0o/o of cases of the

full/total/complete transverse contamination of spinal cord.
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Edema usually appeared on the 3-4th day after wound and

frequently was held to 3-4 weess. Many considered it as the symptom

of the extremely heavy damage of spinal cord, and some - as the most

convincing symptom of the full/total/complete transverse

contamination of spinal cord.

Th3 onset of edema frequently was noted also in the later

periods. The reason for these late edemas was the severe intoxication

of the division of spinal cord down from the stricken area. As the

sources of intoxication-served the extensive bedsores, severy

cystopyelites, restricted spinal suppurative meningitides,

osteomyalitis of rump, etc. Late edemas it was necessary to

differentiate with the occlusion of deep lymphatic vessels and with

thrombophlebitides. Usually solid edema was of identical expressed on

both halves body. Its asymmetric development more frequently was

observed during the damages/dafeats of horse tail.

Page 112.

with severe damages of thoracic and also lumbar-sacral division of

spine edema more frequently began with the feet and gradually

advanced in the proximal direction, being spread in the heavy cases
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of damaging the spinal cord to the floor/sea4-organs/controls and the

lower divisions of body.

In the Great Patriotic War edema was observed repeatedly not

only with the anatomical interruption with the disagreement of the

ends of spinal cord, but also with the axonal interruption. With the

anatomical interruption edema usually was expressed more sharply than

with the axonal.

Solid edema of the paralyzed extremities rarely (into 7.0o/o)

was observed also upon the partial destruction of spinal cord,

especially during the damages/defeats of lower-thoracic division of

its and lumbar-sacral thickening. However, in these cases it usually

rarely achieved considerable degree and, if wound was not

complicated, it disappeared during the next 1-2 weeks.

Thus, the experiment/experience of the great Patriotic War

showed that solid edema of the paralyzed extremities is although the

very important, nevertheless not completely reliable sign of the

full/total/complete transverse destruction of spinal cord or horse

tail.

An important symptom of the full/total/complete transverse

contamination of spinal cord is early (on 2-4th day after wound)
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appearance and progressive development of bedsores with the

localization of foci of higher than the lumbosacral thickening. The

same value has a development even within the next few days of

hemorrhagic cystitis, and during the damages/defeats of

lover-thoracic livision and rapid development of general/common/total

depletion (as a result of the violation of absorption from the

intestine).

Is completely groundless the assertion of some authors, that the

symptom of the full/total/complete transverse contamination of spinal

cord is the perception of the breakaway of the paralyzed unit of the

body at the moment of wound. The inquiry of many casualties showed

that this perception can appear, also, during the relatively

moderate/mild bullet damages/defeats of spinal cord. So/such is

indemonstrable in this respect the fact that some casualties during

the first days after wound perceived the paralyzed division of body

as something alien, with it not belonging.

the individual authors perceived the proof of the

full/total/completR transverse contamination of spinal cord in the

fact that the level of the loss of sensitivity did not descend. But

this is correct only for the late periods when the violations of

sensitivity, caused by dynamic changes in the roof and lymph

circulation, and also by additional stricken areas it is cranial from

"'-'me
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the place of interruption, they undergo reverse development. In the

sharp/acute or early period the utilization for this purpose of the

inalterability of the upper level of the violations of sensitivity is

incorrect, since reduction for its count of the reverse development

of the violations, caused by the additional factors indicated, was

observed, as a rule, and upon the full/total/complete transverse

contaminations.

Very important data for the recognition of the

full/total/couplete transverse contamination of spinal cord (in

particular, its gap) provided the X-ray analysis of spine and

clinico-surgical analysis of wound.

Thus, on the basis of the experiment/experience of the Great

Patriotic Var the most important syndrome of the full/total/complete

transverse contamination of brain it is possible to consider the

following combination of symptoms: full/total/complete paraplegia,

anesthesia, including the incapacity of casualty to perceive such

rough stimulations as the energetic compression of fingers/pins,

feet, gastrocnemius muscles, fold of skin, solid edema of the

paralyzed extremities earlier and the irrepressible development of

bedsores and heavy, in particular hemorrhagic ones, cystitides, and

also radiographically adjustable the I and II types of the wounds of

spine.

-''
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Many casualties with the full/total/complete transverse

contamination of spinal cord and, in particular, with its anatomical

interruption perished on the field of battle. Thus, in 47.0o/o those

been killed on the field of battle from the penetrating wounds of

spine and those subjected to autopsy was discovered the

full/total/complete transverse contamination of spinal cord. The

siqnificant part of the casualties with the full/total/complete

transverse contamination of the spinal cord died during the first

days and in the weeks in the institutions of army and front line area

and only small unit achieved the deep rear. The speed of the

transport of these casualties and its conditions at different fronts

and in different periods of war were also different. By this is

explained difference in the numerals of the anatomical interruptions

of spinal cord, published by the individual authors.

. P. Kornyanskiy (specialized army hospital, where casualties

they entered early periods) observed it in 9.0o/o of those wounded

the spine with the presence of the symptoms of the damage of spinal

cord, auto-in (in the period of the blockade of Leningrad both into

the early periods of admission and with the prolonged stay of those

f 40
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wounded in the hospitals) - in 9.5o/o all of those wounded the spine

with the cerebrospinal violations.

Syndrome of compression.

In the sharp/acute and early period the most frequent reasons

for the compression of spinal cord and horse tail they were: the

large/coarse wounding shells and the bone scrap, which penetrated in

the area of spinal canal; thinner/less frequent - displaced vertebrae

with the dislocation their, suodural and epidural hematomas. In the

later periods the compression of spinal cord was most frequently

caused by arachnoiditis, chronic pachymeningitis, callus. Were

observed the cases of compression of spinal cord by epidural

abscesses.

The compression of spinal cord by the foreign bodies, which

penetrated in the area of the spinal canal, or by the displaced

* vertebra appeared at the moment of wound and carried stable

character/nature. Sometimes it could be increased in connection withi
further displacement of the foreign body or vertebra, for example,

with the transportation of casualty. The compression of spinal cord

by hematomas appeared usually for the next hours after wound. By its

characteristic feature was the increase of the intensity of symptoms

for & period of several hours, thinner/less frequent than 1-2 days.
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It more frequently carried temporary/time character/nature and in

proportion to the resorption of the issuing from blood underwent more

or less full/total/complete reverse development. The compression of

spinal cord by arachnoidal cysts and intergrovth, epidural scars and

by callus usually appeared not earlier than 4-5 reeks.

In view of the fact that the compression of spinal cord detained

the reduction of the reversible changes in its nerve elements/cells,

and under the prolonged influence it could convert these changes in

those not reverse4, it was basic neurologic reading to laminectomy.

As far as mechanism is concerned of the unfavorable effect of

pressure on the spinal cord and its rootlets, then primary meaning in

this respect was assigned to disorder of blood and lymph circulations

in the constrained sector of spinal cord, and also to the violations

of liquor circulation.
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The recognition of the compression of brain at the beginning of

the Great Patriotic War in comparison with the First World War moved

far forward. This progress was provided with improvement and

widespread putting into practice of radiographic method, and also

methods of determining the cross-country ability of the
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sub-ara-hnoidal space of spinal cord. Both these of method were

widely used in the elapsing war.

Tha leading role in the recognition of the compression of brain

in the early period belonged to radiographic method, in the

intermediate and the late - to determination of the cross-country

ability of subarachnoidal space.

The presence in area of spinal canal more or less large/coarse

metallic bodies, the large-splintered character/nature of the breaks

of small arcs, joint extensions, bodies of vertebrae, the

dislocations of the latter and the calluses served as basic positive

radiographic indications for the compression of spinal cord. However,

the absence of the enumerated radiographic signs as in the early, so

especially in intermediate and late period was not considered as the

eliminating compression. The latter was frequently conditioned on the

processes, unattainable for the determination of the methods of

simple X-ray analysis. In the sharp/acute and early period such

processes are hematomas and edema of brain; in the later -

arachnoidites and chronic pachymeningitis.

For the recognition of the compression of spinal cord

extensively was used the determination of the cross-country ability

of sub-arachnoidal space with the aid of the methods of Pussep
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(strong bending of head to the chest and its containment in this

position/situation during 30-4 , seconds) and Kvekkenshtedt

(compression of neck veins). As is known, at basis of both these

methods lies/rests the difficulty of the outflow of the venous blood

from the area of skull as a result of pressing of neck veins, in

turn, of the leading to the increase intracranial pressure.

In the opinion of authors' majority, the method of Pussep gave

more precise data than the method of Kvekkenshtedt.

Considerably thinner/less frequent for determining the

cross-country ability of the sab-arachnoidal space of spinal cord was

applied test/sample with the air and contrast X-ray analysis. Both

these of method in the early and even in the intermediate period

could not be widely applied, since their fulfillment required the

sedentary position/situation of casualty.

The use/application of contrast roentgenography with the

introduction to the sub-arachnoidal space of such substances as

lipiodol, torotrast, podipin, was not obtained wide acceptance, also,

in the later periods. The restrained relation to this method was

explained by the fact that as indicated the observations of

peacetime, and also during the war with the hite Finns, if contrast

substances not by boldnesses from the sub-arachnoidal space, they

!~
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frequently caused severe neuritides and arachnoidites of horse tail.

For determining the cross-country ability of sub-arachnoidal

space was used also protein-cellular dissociation in the

carebro-spinal fluid, i.e., the high content in it of protein for the

normal or slightly increased content of cellular eleuents/cells.

Protein-cellular dissociation, rapid drop in the pressure of

cerebro-spinal fluid in proportion to its discharge, the absence of

its increase with the tests/samples of Pussep and Kvekkenshtedt -

most important symptoms of the blockade of sub-arachnoidal space and

compression of brain. But all these symptoms as the indicators of

blockade acquired the degree of authenticity only in the absence of

large/coarse defect in solid spinal cord, and in the presence of it

only during the isolation of defect from the sub-arachnoidal space -

pia-arachnoidal intsrgrowth or by intergrowth between themselves of

all three shells. However, in the presence of the open defect in the

solid carebral shell the cerebro-spinal fluid ensues/escapes/flows

out through it into the epidural space.

g
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Under these conditions the pressure of cerebro-spinal fluid (usually

low) in proportion to its discharge through the aspirating needle

A,- -
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little changes, but tests/samples of Pussep and Kvekkenshtedt by its

noticeably do not raise. Therefore in the early period during the

decision/solution of a question about the presence or in the absence

of the blockade of sub-arachnoidal space the evaluation of the

results, obtained with the lumbar puncture, requires care.

Experiment/experience simultaneously shoved that the absence of

indications, according by this of lumbar puncture, to the blockade of

sub-arachnoidal space did not eliminate completely the compression of

the spinal cord. The latter could be caused, for example, by the

small bone or metallic fragment, which were incorporated in the brain

or in the solid cerebral shell, sizes/dimensions of which, however,

were insufficient in order to completely block subarrachnoidal space.

In the intermediate and late period for the determination of the

blockade of sub-arachnoidal space, together with the investigation of

cerebro-spinal fluid, the observation of a change in its pressure and

the results of the tests of Pussep and Kvekkenshtedt, was applied

also the test/sample with the air. Was fulfilled it as follows. After

the extraction of 10-15 cM 3 of spinal fluid/liquid through the

lumbar puncture in the position/situation of patient sitting they

introduced into the subarachnoidal space 10-20 cm3 of air. As the

indicators of blockade served the absence of the symptoms of the

penetration of air into the area of skull (vertigo, headache, nausea,

M6-~
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etc.) and the appearance of the encircling the radicular pains at the

level of blockade.

As the example to the usefulness of test/sample with the air can

serve the following observation.

Ts. 28/I 1943 the tangential fragmentation penetrating wound of

spine at the level of the V neck vertebra; contusion and compression

of brain at the level of this vertebra with the the partial damage of

its conductivity.

Immediately after wound arose a deep paresis of all four

extremities, are more than upper ones, and the gross violations of

sensitivity from the fourth neck segment. Consciousness it did not

lose; the functions of pelvic organs/controls were not disturbed.

Radiographic investigation came to light/detected/exposed only the

break of the awned extension of tae T neck vertebra. Wound was

considered as nonpenetrating and not being subject to the

operation/process of laminectomy. In the first weeks after wound was

noted progressive improvement of both motor ad sensitive function,

especially in the right extremities and in the left lower.

Subsequently thq improvement was interrupted and was changed into the

deteri3ration: again was increased weakness in the upper extremities,

especially in the right hand.

-!- aa~
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In connection with the deterioration 1/IT it is converted into

the Leningrad nsuro-surgical institute. With admission-paralysis of

left hand, average/mean severity of the paresis of right hand and of

left leg and insignificant paresis of the right leg. To the left -

anesthesia from the fourth neck segment on the third thoracic

inclusively with further gradual illumipation, and to the right -

decrease in the sensitivity from the fifth neck segment to the

latter/last sacral segments. X-ray analysis: the break of awned

extension and small arc of the V neck vertebra. Lumbtr puncture gave

not completely zonvincing indications of the blockade of

sub-arachnoidal space.

For the confirmation of the presence of blockade, and also for

determining lower boundary its, taking into account character/nature

of the disorder of skin sensitivity on the left half body, was

producel test/sample with the air. After the extraction 15 cmJ of

cerebro-spinal fluid to patient, who was being located in the

sedentary position/situation, it was introduced to 15 cm3 of air.

Immediately after the introduction of air appeared the pains, which

were diss.minated on the sixth neck rootlets, more intense to the

right. rhe perceptions, which indicate the penetration of air into

the sub-arachnoidal space of brain, it was not. Conclusion: the

II 1 - II , ....- - i ,. . . . . .: . . .
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bullet break of awned extension and small arc of the V neck vertebra;

the contusion of the neck division of brain at the level of the [7-V

neck vertebra; the compression of brain epiduritis. Is shown surgical

intervention.
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18/IT Laminectomy (C,-Ce). Small arc and awned extension of the

V neck vertebra proved to be broken. After their removal/distance are

discovered the ring-shaped sausage moda from Rubtsov changed yellow

ligament, intimal connected with the solid cerebral shell. On the

iissectlon of the latter the brain proved to be paler than in the

norm; on its posterior surface passed the strongly expanded coiled

veins. At the same level there were arachnoidal intergrowth after

dissociation of whi,.;h was begun the strong escape of cerebro-spinal

fluid from that lying above tae division of sub-arachnoidal space.

within the next few days after operation/rocess rapidly wereIL
improvae motor and sensitive functions. J,'i- Months after

operation/process it walks freely, without resorting to the aid of

crutches or sticks. With right hand he writes, although with

difficulty, in the left hand the active movements are sharply

restricted.

In the absence of radiographic indications of the compression of

)
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braim in the intermediate and late period as basis to the assumpt'Jn

about it served stopping the begun improvement or exchange by its

deterioration. Appearance or progressive build-up/growth of radicular

pains, especially with the damages/defeats of horse tail, also was

considered as symptoms, it was eighth suspicious to their insipient

compression. For the timely recognition of compression in the

intermediate and late period in all suspicious cases

neuropathologists' majority considered necessary repeated checkout

lumbar punctures for explaining the cross-country ability of

sub-arachnoidal space.

During the partial violations of the conductivity of spinal

core., and also during the partial damages of horse tail in the

sharp/acute and early period elimination of compression when the

full/total/complete blockade of sub-arachnoidal space is present.

usually gave relatively best zesults, than with the partial blockade.

on the contrary, in the late periods the post-operational results

with th3 full/total/complete blockade were more badly than with the

partial.

This fact can be explained by the following reasons. The

prolonged compression of brain led to finally the death of the nerve

fibers of spinal cord and its rootlets. Thp more lately is operated

casualty, the more development they achieved change in the shells
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(adhesive arachnoidites, pachymeningitis) and they became less

removed.

Perineo-anal radicular syndrome of position/situation.

Soviet neuropathologists' experience in the elapsing war

enriched clinic of the bullet daaages/defeats of spinal cord by the

series/number of new symptoms. From a number there is their

theoretical and specific practical interest in perineo-anal radicular

syndrome of position/situation. The essence of syndrome consists of

the extremely characteristic combination of the painful and vesical

disorders, which are amplified in the specific positions/situations

of casualty. Syndrome was observed only with the blind-end bullet

less fraquently large-splintered penetrating wounds of spine in the

region of horse tail with the subdural disposition of foreign body.

Pains were perceived by that wounded mainly or exclusively only

in perineo-anal region. They were usually bilateral and they had

burning character/nature. Against the background of permanent pains

was observed their reinforcing in the form of the

attacks/seizures/paroxysms when they stopped according to of

patients, by "completely ny those not borne".

Cough, gneezing/popping, physical stresses as, for example, with
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the report/event of the defecation and urination, always

hindered/hampered, considerably amplified pains. The symptom of

"liquor jerk/impulse" was constant and as a rule, it was expressed

sharply.

But is especially characteristic for the pains of those called

by bullet, which is located in the sac of solid spinal cord, their

reinforcing in semivertical or vertical position of patient and, on

the contrary, remission/abatement or even disappearance in the

position/situation lying/resting, especially on the stomach.

Page 117.

Reinforcing of pains in the vertical position riveted to the bed even

of those casualties who were capable were capable of walking. "To go

into the restroom and to be wet standing, and also evacuate - for me

sufferinq", declared such patients. The same patients noted that the

emptying of the bladder in the position/situation standing proved to

be that more hindered/hampered than in the position/situation

lying/resting.

In the vertical and semivertical position/situation, and also

during the cough, the sneezing/popping, straining, compression of

neck veins to the pains in perineo-anal region frequently were
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mixed/added the percepticns of pressure and "pressure on the bottom",

on the bottom of a small pelvis and on the perineum, and also the

extrsmely painful perceptions of compression or, on the contrary, the

sprinqings-away into the region of posterior passage and root of

floor/sex term, the false urges for the urination and the defecation.

Latter/last perceptions drew together these pains with tabAtic

vesical and rectal crises.

Pecineo-anal syndrome appeared usually not immediately after

wound, but through several days, sometimes through 44-/2-3 weeks. The

heavier the damage of horse tail or spinal cord (but without

full/total/complete disruption of conductivity), the later it

appeared. After arising, this syndrome usually grew on in its

intensity. After the removal/distance of bullet it disappeared first

almost suddenly, then gradually.

Differential-diagnostic value of perineo-anal syndrome with

blind wounds of spine at the level of horse tail is very great. Its

presence testifies about the determination of bullet in the subdural

space. With the localization of bullet in the epidural space the

syndrome, as a rule, was absent.

Perineo-anal radicular syndrome of position/situation made it

possible to more precisely distinguish two these of the type of
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wounis, than X-ray analysis. Following history of

disease/sickness/illness/malady are characteristic for both

localizations of bullet.

1. 21/III 1943 the blind-end penetrating bullet wound of the

lumbar division of the spine. During the same day in f the

dissection of wound canal and laminectomy of the It-III-IT lumbar

vertebra. Are discovered and removed sarap of small arc of the III

lumbar vertebra, defect in the solid cerebral shell was not

discovered. I/1X is radiographically established/installed "the

absence of awned extensions and arcs of the I-III-IV lumbar vertebra

after lainectomy. At the level of 1 sacral vertebra in the region of

the ostaitic extension is determined foreign body-bullet".

Neurologic: deep lower paraparesis. Decrease is more skin than the

sensitivity from the first lumbar to second sacral segment

inclusively and anesthesia in the region of latter/last three sacral

seqmmnts. Paradoxical irretention of urine. To 15/IX developed

typical perineo-anal syndrome, sharp pains were perceived by the

casualty around posterior passage, in the floor/sex member, in the

perineum and over the posterior surface of the right thigh. They were

amplified with lying on the spine, during the cough, the

sneezing/popping and in the position/situation with the raised upper

section of the bod1y and abated with the position/situation of

casualty on the stomach. The symptom of liquor jerk/impulse was
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expressed sharply, in this case the casualty tested/experienced

perception, "accurately perineum and posterior passage they bulge out

outside".

Diagnosis: Blind wound of horse tail with the disposition of

bullet in the lower division of the sack of solid cerebral shell.

Diagnosis was confirmed with repeated laminectomy.

A. 4/I 1942 the blind-end bullet penetrating wound of the

lumbar division of spine at the level of the IV lumbar vertebra

foreign body (bullet, turned by sharp and downward) is

arranged/located in the spinal canal on the level f body of the I

sacral vertebra almost along the center line. Neurologic (13/11): a

deep paresis of the right leg and moderate-left with the loss of

reflexes. on the right foot - weakening sensitivity from the third

lumbar segment and losses of the first sacral. On the left leg -

weakening from the fifth lumbar segment. Pains insignificant,

perceived predominantly in the right strut, from the

position/situation of casualty in the bed do not depend; cough and

their sneezing/popping do not amplify the symptom of liquor

jerk/impulse negative. Conclusion: the blind-end bullet wound of

spinal canal with the epidural disposition of bullet. Diagnosis was

confirmed with laminectcmy.

*q
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Pathogenesis of perineo-anal root syndrome of position/situation

following. Bullet, which is located in the sack of solid cerebral

shell, is capable, depending on the position/situation of body, of

being displace. In the vertical or approaching it position/situation

of body it by gravitational force is omitted into the end of the sack

and increases pressure on the latter/last sacral rootlets,

concentrated here in the very restricted sector. In this displacement

of bullet downward and at reinforcing of the pressure, produced by it

to thq latter/last sacral rootlets, and lies/rests the reason for the

increase of pains, appearance of perception of compression and

expansion in thq region of posterior passage, perineum and in the

floor/sex member, and also reinforcing of the difficulty of urination

in the vertical and sesivertical position/situatioa of the body of

casualtf. From the point of view of the displacing activity of liquor

wave to the bullet beccmes clear the absence of reinforcing root

pains (symptom of liquor pusn) with its epidural localization. With

t.ais localization liquor wave, slipping over the internal surface of

the sack of solid cerebral shell, cannot displace bullet.
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Neurologic characteristic of the bullet wounds of the basic divisions

of spin3 and spinal cord l.

FOOTIOTE 1*. A comparative frequency and the character/nature of

neurologic violations with the bullet wounds of spine are given in

chaptar V. Here is given the characteristic only of those

damages/defeats of spine during which occurred neurologic violations.

ENDFOOTIOTE.

Is given below on the oasis of the experiment/experience of

world War II the compressed characteristic of the clinical picture

mainly of the sharp/acute and early period of the wounds of the basic

divisions of spine.

Upper-neck division (I-IV necic vertebra). Immediately after

wound frequently tha loss of consci3usness, sometimes vomiting. From

a number of th33e wounded this division of spine survive only the

obtained relatively moderate/mild damages/defeats of spinal cord.

Casualties with the heavy damages of spinal cord produce extremely

heavy iipression as a result of the immobility as a result of paresis

or paralysis of all four extremities, deep disorders of respiration,

cyanosis, difficulty of speech, and sometimes also ingestion.

A
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In the sharp/acute Feriod are frequent the symptoms from the

side of brain stem: the nonuniformity of pupils, the weakness of face

musculature, mystagmus, slowing of pulse (to 40-30-25 shocks per

minuta), sharp drop in the arterial pressure, hypothermia, less

frequent - hyperthermy (39-1400) . Coughing reflex is frequently lost,

the expectoration of mucus is difficult or is impossible.

Paresis or paralysis of all four extremities initially more

frequently has flaccid character/nature, but in the lower extremities

it is comparativqly rapidly changed by spastic. The flaccid

charact-r/natur - of paralysis or paresis of upper extremities is held

longer.

The disorlars of sensitivity sometimes are spread also to the

postarior Aivisions of face (due to the spinal rootlets or the

nucleus/kernal of trigeminal narve). During the damage of spinous

processes or ear for the separate casualties stably by that disrupted

can remain musculoarticular feeling. Are frequent intense root pains

in neck-postcranial region and forcel position/situation of heal

inclination/slope forward or to the side.

Page 119.

M
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The disorder of the functions of pelvic organs/controls usually

stably; in particular, comparatively rapidly is reduced the automatic

emptying of the bladder. Severe cystitides, urosepsis are observed as

an exception. Bedsores frequently ace absent or rapidly heal. Can

appear Claude Bernara-Gorne's one-sided or bilateral syndrome.

Usually it is not stable. Exclusion were the cases when it was

connect3d with the damage of frontiec sympathetic shaft.

Rarely, as with the wounds of lower-neck division of spine, are

observel the violations of the sonority of voice as a result of the

associated damage/defeat of lower guttural nerve.

The overwhelming majority of casualties, including with the

relatively moderate/mild damages/defeats of spinal cord, perishes. In

those survived the first several critical days subsequently the lost

functions usually are reduced well.

Lower-neck division (V-VII neck vertebra). During the heavy

damaggs/dafeats immediately after wouni into 20.0-25.03/o is observed

the loss of consciousness. Usually it is not prolonged. Chest is

sealel, interfin gaps/intervals are expanded. The respiratory

movements of chest are sharply weaxened, the inspiratory movements of

1ar.,A--
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diaphragm/miiriff and contraction/abbreviation of additional neck

raspiratory/breathing muscles are intensified. Coughing reflex is

weakened or lost, the expectoration of mucus is hindered/hampered or

is iipossibl;. Arterial pressure is lowered/reduced, it is sometimes

considerable; pulse is frequently delayed, the temperature of body is

lowered/reduced. Frequently - different degree Claude Bernara-Gorne's

one-sided or two-way symptom.

Paresis or paralysis of upper extremities is initially flaccid.

Subsequently it either remains flaccid with the atrophy of muscles,

especially fine/small muscles of hands, or, it is more frequently,

acquires the mixed character/nature. Paralysis or paresis of lower

extr mities, initially also usually flaccid, is comparatively rapidly

changed by spastic.

The functions of pelvic organs/controls in the sharp/acute

period, as a rule, are disturbed/detuned, but their disorder does not

carry so stable a character/nature as with the lower localizations of

wound. in particular, during the gross violation of active control of

the report/event of urination, even during comparatively heavy

damages/defeats of brain, the automatic emptying of bubble is reduced

rapi4ly - frequently through 1-2 weeks.

Upper boundary of the disorder of conductor sensitivity

,, r. . . .. . . . Ull I, m l ,11 1 . . .. . II I I l., I (T I . . .. . . . . .. . .
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initially corresponis approximitely/ 3zmplarily to collar bone.

Subsequantly it descends with respect to the upper level of stable

focus in the spinal cord. In tue residual period against the

background of the conductor violation of sensitivity, whilg sometimes

and without this, its disorder on the upper extremities can carry the

dissociatad ,haracter/nature. In the cases of the partial violation

of the conductivity of brain approximately/exemplarily in 10.0o/o of

casualties, as a result of the implication of the intravertebral

division of neck roots in tue arachnoidal joints and the epidural

scars or the associated damage of their extravertebral division, and

also the brachial plexus, can be oaserved cruel pains in one or in

both upper extramities. During the damage/defeat at the level of the

V neck or I thoracic vertebra as a result of implication in the

suffering of the connective branches of frontier sympathetic shaft or

stellate ganglion root pains rarely can acquire causalgic

character/nature.

Savere :ystitiles and bedsores are observed comparatively rarely

and they are developed late. Are described the individual cases of

tetanic spasms.

During tha heavy damages/defeats many casualties perish in the

early pariod from hypo-static or paralytic pneumonia.

*1
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Page 120.

Vital prognosis in those survived the first 2 weeks, with

exception of the cises with the full/total/complete violation of the

conductivity of spinal cord, on the whole favorable. Functional

prognosis in the heavy cases, in particular in the relation to the

reduction of the functions of upper extremities, serious.

Upper-thoraci division (I-IV thoracic vertebra). Even during

the heavy damages/iefeats the loss of consciousness is observed

comparatively rarely. In the mild cases motor disorders are noted

only in the lower extremities, in the heavy ones - usually and in the

upper ones, someti3es in combiaation with Claude Bernara-Gornss

syndrome. In the upper extremities motor violations usually disappear

alreidy within the next few days. During the partial violations of

the conluctivity of brain tendinous-periosteal reflexes on the lower

extremities even if are lost, then for the short period. By equal

mode already from the first days after wound can appear pathological

stop reflexes. During the heavy damages/defeats in the early period

paralysis, as a rule, has flaccid charm:tar/nature, but even upon the

rough transverse contaminations of brain its gradual transition into

the spastic begins through 3-4 weeks.

During the first days the casualties frequently test/experience

• , , .. . ., , .. I l , - , ' l , ~ l I Ill. . . .
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in the upper extremities of the various kinds of paresthesia

(numbness, running goose pimples, etc.). But the stable violations of

sensitivity in them are aosent or occur expressed in the form of the

ridge over the inside surface of shoulder. As a result of multiple

failure of frontier sympathetic shaft or its ganglia/nodes =an

appear, especially in the intermediate period, diffuse svmathetic

pains in the similar/analogous upper extremity and the half neck,

less frequent than the head.

In casualties with tae heavy damage/defeat of spinal cord the

respiration as a result of paralysis of interfin muscles is

hindarei/hampered, interfin gaps/intervals are expanded, the

contractions/abbreviations of diaphraga/midriff intensified.

In the zases of the simultaneous wound of light ones or

accumulation the blood in the pleural area of the disorder of

respiration are complicated due to the latter. In the units of the

casualties of the disorder of oreathing caused by the wound of lungs

and pleurae, they can cce forward to the foreground. The frequent

complication of the wound of tais division of spine are pneumonia.

During the first days after wound frequently are observed the serious

disorders of heart activity, a drop in the arterial pressure of the

blood.

'I.
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The disorders of the function of pelvic organs/controls more

frequently are expressed more sharply than during the damages/defeats

of the neck division of spine, and the transition of the

full/total/c~mplete delay of urine into the automatic emptying of the

bladicr is accomplished more slowly. If is not undertaken the

imposition of urinary bladder fistula, then as a result of the

prolonged cathetarization frequently are developed severe cystitides

and cystopyclitis. In the heavy cases with the insufficiently well

organized departure/attendance appear the bedsores, but it is rarely

earlier 11/2-2 weeks.

Mesothoracic division (V-VII thoracic vertebra). Even during the

heavy damages/defeats the loss of consciousness is observei rarely

(into 5.0-6.0o/o). The disorders of respiration, if the damage/defeat

of spinil cord is not escorted/tracked by the simultaneous wound of

the lung or by the considerable outflow of the blood into the area of

pleurae, less heavy than during the damage/defeat of that lying it is

above the division of spine. During any heavy damages of brain

paralysis of lower extremities for a long time remains flaccid.

Page 121.

But even upon the full/total/complets transverse contamination of

brain, if patient remains into the living in the course of 2-3

* - " " 11 '" " I I " .' - ' ' -' . . .. . . . - . ... " ..
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months, tendinous-periosteal reflexes to a certain degree they are

reduced, and also appear pathological stop reflexes.

The disorders of sensitivity completely depend on the severity

of the damage of spinal cord. During the first days and in the weeks

of the iisorder of motor and sensitive functions on both halves body

more or are less uniform. But also in the residual conditions are

usuaL parapareses, sometimes with the preponderance of paretic

phenomena on one side; the typical syndrome of Brown-Sekar is

observed rarely.

The disorders of the functions of pelvic organs/controls are

frequent, and the 1elay of urine - is firm. The reduction of the

reflector emptying of the bladder during the heavy damages/defeats

attacks/advances late - in 1-2 months. Therefore is required

prolonged catheterization or imposition of urinary bladder fistula.

Complications from the side of urinary system more frequent and are

more firm than with the wounds of the overlying divisions of spine.

in the sharp/acute period rarely can be observed the syndrome of

sharp/azute stomach. Are frequent the cases of the heavy

general/common/total depletion, connected with the violation of tha

secretory, motor and absorptive function of intestine.

,, II I I ..... .. .. ' 1" " " '" ' •1
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Lower-thoracic division (IX-XI thoracic vertebra). The loss of

creation, even during the heavy damages/defeats, is observed as an

exception. Paralysis or paresis of lower extremities long remains

flaccid; in the heavy cases the reflexes usually are not reduced.

R3lativaly frequently appear (into 3.0o/o of heavy damages/defeats)

the synirome of sharp/acute stomaca, and also vasomotor-trophic

hamaturia, hqavy adynamia as a result of the damage of the adrenal

glands Dr their nerves and spinal cord centers.

The damage of the function of pelvic organs/controls are

observel, as a rule. They usually are evinced by the delay of urine

and fecas. with wounds of the X11 thoracic vertebra, with which

frequently is damaged the sympathetic center of the internal

sphincter of th3 bladder, the original delay of urine only 2-3 weeks

is after changai by irretention. However, sometimes the irretention

of urina appears from the first days after wound and carries the

character/nature of actual Lrratention. As a result of th% violation

of th3 trophiz system of the bladder cystitis frequently acquires

hemor.hagic or ulcerous character/nature. Bedsores appear they early

and frequently detect inclination to the rapid development.

Upper-lumbar division (1-111 lumbar vertebra). It is damaged

Ppicone, cone and rootlets of the initial division of horse tail.

Paralysis of lower extremities, as a rule, flaccid and initially
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symmetrical. Flaccid character/nature it retains also subsequently.

Less frequent, luring comparatively weak damages of spinal cord, one

or the other tendinous reflexes suosequently to a certain degree are

reduced. Pathological reflexes in the sharp/acute and early period

are absent. In the later periods of the partial damage of brain,

complicated by arachnoiditis or additional foci, which are localized

it i3 higher than the basic stricken area, rarely can be observed

pathological stop reflexes, but they usually are weakly expressed.

Jpper boundary of the violation of skin sensitivity in the

sharp/acute period usually passes on the pupart ligament or somewhat

above. As a result of the simultaneous damage/defeat of the rootlets,

which pass past the cone, the typical for damaging the cone violation

of sensitivity in the form of abreeches" in the sharp/acute and early

pariod is observed exclusively rarely, but also in the later periods

it is observed not frequently (into 3.0-4.0o/o), besides only with

the nonpenetrating wounds.

Page 122.

The damage of the function of pelvic organs/controls are

permanent in the majority of the cases heavy. As a result of

paralysis of detrusor the delay of urine is especially firm. Is

observed the paradoxical irrerention of urine. In the heavy cases of
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the wound of brain as a result of the violation of the trophic system

of the bladder cystitis appears it early and frequently acquires

ulcerous or hemorrhagic character/nature. Bedsores appear on the

3-5th day and rapidly and irrepressible they are developed. Appearing

on ths soil of cystitides and bedsores septic conditions in many

instances are the reason for the fatal results.

With the wounds of this division of spine also sometimes are

observed the syndrome of sharp/acute stomach, disorder of

general/common/total nourishaent, neavy adynamia. Suprarenal

pathojenesis of the latter is confirmed not only by the dark (bronze)

stain/staining of skin integuments and by low arterial pressure in

these casualties, but sometimes and by data of the pathomorpholoqical

study of the adrenal glands. Observed with the wounds of upper-lumbar

division of spine hamaturia is connected not only with the violation

of visomotor-trophic innervation of kidneys, but also with their

contusion and wound.

En thi intermediate and in the late periods in the cases of the

partial damage of rootlets of the initial division of horse tail or

their implication in the arachnoidal intergrowth can arise the severe

pains in the lower extremities. in the residual conditions during the

relatively good reduction of motor functions can remain only the

stable violations of urination, defecation and floor/sex function.
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Lower-lumbar and upper-sacral division (IV-V lumbar and I-II

sacral vertebra). With the nonpenetrating wounds paralyses are

observed rarely, more frequently occur paresis. In the sharp/acute

and early period considerable motor violations usually occur in all

livisions of lower extremities; in further-predominantly in the

extremital ones. with those penetrating and are especially with the

perforating wounds of spine frequent the combinations of root and

cone damages/defeats.

In third of cases motor and sensitive fallouts already from the

first days can be expressed unevenly, predominating on one of the

extremities. Asymmetry of functional fallouts subsequently usually

grows on. In residual conditions the functions of one extremity are

frequently reduced completely or almost completely, and another they

remain deeply disrupted. Approximately/exemplarily into 3.5o/o are

observed the dissociated syndromes: the isolated/insulated or

preferred fallout only of motor or only sensitive function. Patellar

reflexes frequently are retained, achilles more frequently are lost.

The charazteristic feature of the wounds of this division of

spine, which especially penetrate, are root pains. Mora than in the

half the cases they appear immediately after wound. But also when
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they initially are absent, they frequently appear subsequently in

connection with the development of arachnoiditis or pachymeningitis

externa. Pains, especially during submembrane hemorrhages, and also

during the determinaticn of foreign bodies in the area of the sack of

solid cerebral shell, can achieve extreme intensity. During the

determination of bullet in the area of sack they sharply are

amplified under the effect of the cough, the sneezing/popping, in the

vertical position of casualty.

Page 123.

Frequently pains acquire causalgic hue. In the majority of these

cases, apparently is multiple failure of the lumbar division of

frontier sympathetic shaft. Pains are absent only with the

full/total/complete cross interruptions of horse tail.

The disorders of the function of the bladder in the early period

are expressed in the delay of urine. With the full/total/complete

interruptions of tail the delay of urine carries stable

character/nature. Comparatively frequently there is the paradoxical

irretention of urine (16.0-18.0o/o). In the cases of prolonged

catheterization the delay of the urine of limber is changed by

irretantion as a result of the gradual loss by the internal sphincter

of its tone. But generally the severity of the damage of the function
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of pelvic organs/controls is less it is expressed than during the

dlmages/defeats of lumbosacral thickening. Bedsores do not usually

achieve this development and dissemination as during the

lamages/defeats of this thickening.

?he differantial diagnosis between the damage/defeat of cone and

horse tiil during the bullet damages/defeats of lumbar-sacral

division of spins is very difficult. Is explained this first of all

by that fact that in the suppressing number of penetrating wounds of

this division of spine, independent of the level of wound, one way or

another they are damaged both rootlets of horse tail and cone. The

experiment/experience of iorld War II showed that the proposed by

Bing scheme for the differentiation of the damages/defeats of these

divisions, based on the study of the diseases of brain and horse tail

(neoplasm of cone and tail, hematomyelia, arachnoidites), was barely

suitable for the bullet damages/defeats of these education.

ioun~s of latter/last three sacral vertebrae. Are damaged the

epidural cuts of latter/last three sacral rootlets. In the

sharp/azute and early period can be observed the paresis of lower

extremities as i result of the jolt of horse tail. Basic symptom is

the disorder of the functions of pelvic organs/controls. As a result

of the defile of canal in this division of rump and intimate mutual

disposition of rootlets with the penetrating wounds they frequently

are interruptel, and the disorders of pelvic organs/controls acquire

stable character/nature.

alt
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Page 124.

Chapter V.

DIAGNOSIS OF BULLET WOUNDS AND DAMAGES OF SPINE AND SPINAL CORD.

Surgical diagnosis of bullet wounds and damages of spine and spinal

card.

Candidate of medical sciences docent D. G. Gol'dver and doctor of

medical s-iences G. P. Kornyanskiy.

The diagnosis of the bullet wounds of spincal column and spinal

card was based on the surgical, neurologic and x-ray examination of

casualties.

Surgical investigation was frequently very difficult.

with the heavy wounds of spine and spinal cord in the

sharp/acute period the casualties sometimes entered the condition of

traumatic shock. In similar cases clinical picture was typical for

the latter: the pale or earthen color of face; frequent, small pulse,

unresponsiveness, apathetic relation to that surrounding, less

j~!
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frequant - condition of light euphoria. During the investigation of

the wounded, located in th6 condition shock, even paralytic phenomena

could slip off from the attention of the doctor in attendance. After

the liquidation of shock or in tne absence its obtained heavy wounds

of spine and spinal cord frequently did not present complaints,

quietly expecting its turn in the sorting, receiving rest or surgical

dressing. With the inspection of this casualty attention is drawn to

the presence more or less disseainated flaccid paralysis of

extremities (depending on the level of wound); stomach was usually

inflated as a result of the accumulation of gases in the paralyzed

intestine, it was more rarely wa&s Zut. Against this background

were secreted the outlines of the Dladder, overfilled by urine, if it

did not empty by catheter in the preceding stage evacuations. The

palpation of stomach, with rare exception, was painless.

With the wounds of spine in the neck or upper-thoracic division

tie =asualtiss complained about the difficulty of respiration.

With the less severe isolated nonpanetrating wounds of spine the

general condition of casualty was considerably better. The phenomena

of traumatic shock were observed only as exclusion, although the

paralytic phenomena could be similar to those descriLed above. In

this case the casualties frequently complained on the pain in the

region of damaging the spine.

A - -- . . . .
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During damage or compression of roots (especially in the cases

of blind-end wound) local pains in the region of spine and projection

pains in the extremities or the body could achieve sharp intensity.

Casualties became agitated, continously they moaned, requiring

renderings to urgent aid.

Page 125.

with the inspection of spine, if wound was located far from it,

usually could not be noted any noticeable strain, only rarely it was

possible to establish the light swelling (hematoma) at the level of

wound. However, during the determination of wound near the spine this

swelling almost always occurred.

Any expressed kyphosis at the level of wound, in contrast to the

compression breaks during the closed damages, was encountered

extremely rarely. The palpation of spine as axial load, was little

painful. During the palpation in the cases of the breaks of awned

extensions or small arcs frequently was noted the crunch and

pathological mobility at the level of break. If localization of wound

and sharply pronounced neurologic violations even without that

testified about the level of the damage of spine, then surgeons*
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majority rejactad palpation or percussion of spine, attempting to

avoid the supplementary traumatization both the spine, and the

contained spinal canal.

In similar cases the X-ray analysis more precisely formulated

localization and character/nature of ths damage of spine. With the

lighter bullat wounis of spine without the expressed neurologic

violations or with the blurred manifestations of the damage of the

contained spinal canal the surgical investigation of spine was wider.

In this case they investigated not only local sickliness with the

palpation or the axial load on the spine, but also the possible

mobility of spine and its boundary. In this case, as a rule, in the

cases of the break of cross extensions the sickliness was amplified

with the flexure to the side of the damaged extensions; whereas with

the break of awned extensions proved to be morbid the flexure forward

or back. With the passive flexure of lower extremities in the hip

joint appeared or was amplified the pain at the level of the damaged

verte bra.

In histories of disease/sickness/illnass/malady it was not

encount3red indications of reinforcing of pain at a pressure on the

appropriate edge/fin in the cases of the bullet breaks of the

thoraciz division of spine.
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With the bullet break of the crass extensions of lumbar

vertebrae the raising of the driven away in the knee joints lower

extremities, i.e., the breakaway of feet from the bed, proved to be

impossible or sharply morbid, as this is observed with the so-called

separating breaks of cross extensions in the cases of the closed

damage of spine. The longitudinal muscles of back in this case, if

wound proved to be not near the place of break, were usually

strained.

During the damages of the neck division of spine the movements

by heal were very restricted and morbid. In this case the casualty,

sparing the neck livision of spine, frequently supported head with

hands. The muscles of necx in similar cases proved to be strained,

and posterior lonqitudinal muscles stretched as strings.

3o3t important data for the establishment of character/nature

and level of the wound of spine could be obtained during the

inspection oL wound and the possible analysis of the course of wound

canal.

With the extensive wounds, which were being arranged/located

from behind along the center line or near from it, frequently it

suffices it was sufficient to breed the edge of wound in order to

establish the break of spine; in such cases on the day of wound it

?
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was possible to see bone fragments, and sometimes also foreign

bodies.

The reliable fact, which confirms the penetrating wound of

spine, was liquorrhea which could be established on the accumulation

of cerebro-soinal fluid on the day of wound and on the admission of

the new portions of fluid/liquid after the desiccation of the bottom

of wound.

Page 126.

With the wounds with the small zone of damage (with the narrow

input or outlet), even if wound was arranged/located along the

posteri3r surface of body near from the center line, investigation

was extremely diffizult. in accordance with the general-surgical

principles the doctors usually abstained from probing of wound; only

sometimes surgeons resorted to the cautious probing, doubtless which

helped to compose preliminary representation about the dirp._tion of

wound canal, and at the same time about the possible damage of spine.

During the disposition of wound at the more or less considerable

distance from the spine (on the lateral surface of neck or boiy, in

the buttock field, etc.) even probing could not lighten the

determination of the direction of wound canal. In similar cases with
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the parforating wounds it remained to only mentally reproduce wound

canal via the comparison of input and outlet. However, with the

blind-end wounds even mental representation about the direction of

wound canal could be composed only after X-ray analysis via the

comparison of inlet and localization of foreign body. But also under

these conditions was always necessary to consider that the wound

canal can be very complex, and wound itself - ricocheting within the

body, especially with the long oblique wound canals, passing through

entire body and crossing/intersecting on its route/path different

tissues. During the determination of the direction of wound canal and

its relation to the spine it was always necessary to also take into

consideration the position/situation (pose) of casualty at the moment

of wound, about which the majority of casualties it could give

reliable information.

Incidintally in wounded is clarified also the character/nature

of bombardment at the moment of wound. In the majority of the cases

the casualties could report, under what facts they were wounded and

the probability of the wounding shell (bullet, fragments of mine,

shell, 3tc.), although sometimes the casualty could not give

necessary information, since combat situation could be very complex.

Nevertheless it was always desirably explain the wounding shell

(esp.cially in the cases of tangential and perforating wounds),

taking into account the special features/peculiarities of the
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character/naturB of the damage of spine and course of wound depending

on the form/species of the wounding shell.

Thus, surgical investigation, in particular, the possible

analysis of the course of wound canal, helped to come to

light/detect/expose both the wound of spine and paravertabral wound

and in a number of aases it more precisely formulated not only the

level of wound, but also its character/nature.

Special importance the surgical investigation of wounded, in

particular, an analysis of the direction of wound canal, had with the

combined wounds of the spine when by one wounding shell were

simultaneously damaged spine and other organs/controls or systems.

Experiment/experience showed that during the heavy damages of

spinal =ord the wound of cavitary organs/controls, in particular, the

organs/controls of abdcninal area, was frequently masked with

oaralytic phenomena. In particular, the difficulty of respiration,

m-teorism, delay of urination and defecation, hematuria against the

background of the heavy general condition of casualty could occur,

also, without the damage of the corresponding organs/controls of

abdominal area, small pelvis or retroperitoneal organs/controls. In

similar cas-s the analysis of the direction of wound canal helped to

come to light/detect/expose the possible damage of the corresponding

I %
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organs/Controls. In the dountful cases, even if x-ray examination did

not facilitate the accomplishment of mission, it was necessary to

resoct even to explorative operation/process, which in this case was

converted into the closing link of the surgical investigation of

casualty.

Page 127.

To idtermine the p~aetrating wound of thoracic area was usually more

easily on the presence of open or closed pneumothorax or hemothorax.

Somewhat simpler was surgical investigation with the associated

wound of the spine when by several wounding shells were

simultaneously damaged spine and another organs and tissues. In

similar cases the careful inspection of casualty and the purposeful

investigations helped to come to light/detect/expose damage, together

with the spine, and other organs/controls. In this case it was

necessary to consider also point to the form/species wounds and

violations of integuments, which seem now and then abrasions.

The experiment/experience of war showed that the surgical

investigation of casualty, in particular, wounds with the possible

study of the direction of wound canals, must be especially careful

with the heavy wounds of spine with the full/total/complete violation
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of th3 conduztivity of spinal cord at the more or less high level.

lasuffiziant attention in similar cases to the point bullet or

fragmentation wounds in the body or extremities sometimes

uaexpectedly proved to be traught such terrible complications of

early period as peritonitis, anaerobic infection, atc.

is difficult to overestimate role surgical of investigation with

the multiple wounds of the spine when the latter is simultaneously

damaged at different levels by several wounding shells. With such

wounds the more or less heavy damage of spinal cord, arranged/located

caudally, it could remain unnoticed during the neurologic

investigation, being closed over with the syndrome of the

damage/defeat of spinal cord at the higher level. Only with the

careful surgical investigation of all, even point ones, wounds it was

possible to avoid diagnostic error.

The surgical investigation of those wounded into the spine in

the intermediate and late period had as a goal to come to

light/letect/expose not only presence and character/nature of the

damagg of spins, but also different complications of this wound.

surgical investigation in combination with the x-ray, and also

microbiological and clinical laboratory examination helped to in

proper time come to light/detect/expose wound infection, anaerobic

infeztion, osteomyelitis, phlegmons, flows and other complications,

-o' _
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connected with the infection wounds, and also complications frcm the

side of the orgaas/controls of chest, abdominal area, neck,

extremities with the combined and associated wounds.

4ith tha diagnosis of different complications in casualties with

the damage of spine and spinal cord it is necessary to consider two

special features/peculiarities in their course: I) the fallout of

sansitivity in the segments, arranged/located down from the level of

the lamage of spinal cord, it turned off/disconnected in casualties

the signals of pain and thereby it could hinder/hamper the early

development/detection of complication from the side of on3 or the

other organ/control; 2) different complications in such casualties

frequently flowed/occurred/lasted extremely limply (it is torpid) and

by the fact shad d the clinical picture of the emergent complication.

All this complicated the procedure of the surgical study of

casuilties and required from tae doctors in attendance of the

purposeful invastigation along tne systems taking into account the

special features/peculiarities indicated in the course of

complications.

On should emphasize tnat during the analysis of the wound of

spine and spinal cord the surgical investigation tightly was

interwovqn with the neurologic and the roentgenological. All these

i rm ,MW
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ways of experiment in ccmbination with the data, obtained with the

microbiological, tha clinical laboratory, and sometimes also

electrophysiological investigation, conditioned complete

representation about the character/nature of the wound of spine and

spinal zord ani by the fact was determined neurosurgecnls therapeutic

and 9vacuation tactics.

~ /
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Page 123.

Neurlogic diagnosis of bullet wounds and damages of spinal cord.

Corrasponding member of the Academy of medical Sciences of the USSR

Honcr-d Scientist professor I. fa. Razdel'skiy.

in each specific case of the pullet wound of spinal cord the

neurooathologist and neurosurgeon must maximally rapidly and

accarately establish: 1) are such mechanism, severity, localization

and ch3racter/nlture of the damage of spine and spinal cord; 2) which

most probable issue of wound; 3) the most most advisable method of

treatment and, in particular, to solve a question about oresence or

absence of readings and periods of laminectomy.

Severity of damage of orain. After 11/z-3 the weeks after the

wound when th Dhonomena of carebrospinal shock disappear and the

re3versible changcs in tne nerve ceils and the filaments to a certain

degree are reduced, the recognition of the severity of the

damage/defeat of brain does not present difficulties. But 4n th3

first 1-2 weeks when to the stanle fallouts of functions, caused by

the death of nerve elements/cells, are laminated the violations,

connected with the cerebrospinal shock and with the reversible
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chan;3s in the traumatized nerve elements/cells, it is correct to

evaluate the severity of damage/defeat extremely difficultly.

The generalization of the experience of the neuropathologists

and neurosurgeons in Wcrld dar I showed that for evaluating ths

severity of the damage of spinal cord and expected issue, besides the

degree of functional violations, it is necessary to take into

consideration following data: the severity of cerebrospinal shock,

presence or absence of liquorrhea, change in the cerebro-spinal

fluid, solid edema of the paralyzed extremities, speed of appearance

and development of bedsores, cystitis and the character/nature of the

latter. With the wound-7 of the cervical and upper- thoracic division

of spine it is important to consider the pressure of the blood,

frequenzy and character/nature of the pulse and of respiration,

temperature of body, while with the wounds of the average/mean and

low"r division of spine - severity of vasomotor-trophic phenomena

from th3 side of intestine and urinary system (blood in the calais,

hematuria), the speed of the build-up of general/common/total

depletion.

it is further extremely important to consider the

character/nature of the wound of spine (penetrating or

nonp-netrating), and with the penetrating wounds - is it tangent,

through or blind.
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with the perforating and blind-sad penetrating wounds, besides

the sizas/dimansions of the wounding shell, should be taken into

consideration the path lengtn, passed then along the spinal canal,

and the ratio of the projection of this route/path to the center of

the cross section of canal. it is very important to consider also the

presence of pains in the paralyzed divisions of body, their intensity

and periods of appearance after wound.

Although the being all-inclusive neurologic and qualified x-ray

examination is attained in essence only in specialized establishments

of army and front line area, the attempts to possibly more precisely

explain the severity of the damage/defeat of spinal cord should be

undertaken, also, in the precediAg/previous stages of evacuation.

many of the enumerated signs whose account has high value for the

recognition of the severity of damage/defeat, for example,

liquorrhea, solid edema, hematur.a, bedsores, cystitis, can be

established/installed already in the institutions of military area.

Therefore in the histories of disease/sickness/illness/malady it is

extremely important to note, does take place liquorrhea or there are

no, but in the presence its - it is not contained the blood or fatty

droplets in the escaping cerebro-spinal fluid.

.'!
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Page 129.

if casualty in view of one or the other reasons is detained in

the foremost stages of evacuation, in the histories of

disetse/sickness/illness/malady it is necessary to indicate the time

of the appearance of hematuria, bedsores, cystitis and the

character/nature of the latter.

In the absence or incompleteness of the recordings of neurologic

violations in the histories of disease/sickness/illness/malady on the

preceliag/previous stages it is important on the basis of the inquiry

of casualty to axplain, was how direct or into the nearest hours

after wound the condition of suca basic functions as motor, sensitive

and bladder, and, after taking into consideration the period, which

passed from the moment/torque of wound, to compare them with the

neurologic condition on the given day.

Tha analysis of a large numner of histories of

disease/sickness/illness/malady snowed that the following special

feataras/pculiarities of syaptomatology and course of the bullet

damage/defeat of spinal cord nave great value from the point of view

of the estimation of its severity, in particular, in the most

critical sharp/acute and early period.

"A

-r- '
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Light damage of spinal cord. After only several hours after

waund appeared the first mvements in the paralyzed extremities,

sensitivity was not completely lost. The delay of urine was absent

with it was rapidly changed by certain difficulty of urination.

Tandinoms-periosteal reflexes were preserved, but if they were lost,

then they were reduced within the next few days; whereas pathological

raflaxes appeared from the first days or were absent. Trophic system

was disrupted weakly or was not completely disrupted.

occurred severs pains, especially during the damages of horse

tail or during the sub-arachnoial hemorrhages. Cerebro-spinal fluid

was aoriil or slightly changed (elevated pressure, small increase in

the quantity of protein or regular/prescribed elements/cells).

Wouni related iore frequently to the nonpenetrating ones, less

frequent to the tangents and it is still less frequent to the

blind-end penetrating wounds.

The damage of spinal cord usually weaker, the earlier began and

the by the more rapid rates/tempos were reduced the initially lost

f,,nctions. Frequently matter went about the jolt of spinal cord.

Functional issue was favoraole.

We give an example of the ligat damage/defeat of spinal cord.

I
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Nonpenetrating wound of spine with the break of the awned

extension of the XII thoracic vertebra, the contusion of spinal cord

at tiis level aid the sub-arachnoidal hemorrhage.

It is wounded by the bullet 23/IV 1943. At the moment of wound

it was 13catd in the strongly inclined position/situation.

Immediately after wound paralysis of lower extremities and

involuntary urination. The first light movements in the feet appeared

after 16-18 hours, moreover simultaneously it began to experience in

them sharp pain. Neurologic investigation (after 4 days): sharp pains

in the lower extremities. Active movements in them are preserved in

all large/coarse joints, but muscular force is sharply weakened.

Patallar reflexes are absent, achilles hardly are caused. Decrease in

the skin sensitivity from the level of pupart ligament. Urination and

defecation are difficult. Cerebro-spinal fluid (puncture 29/tV)

xanthochromium, ensues/escapes/flows out by frequent drops.

in the basis of established/installed data the neuropathologist

placed the following diagnosis: the contusion of brain,

sub-arichnoidal hemorrhage; prognosis favorable, laminectomy was not

shown.
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After 3 weeks: the light paresis of lower extremities, function

of bladder and rectum they are normal.

Damage to average/mean severity. During the first hours and the

days deep less frequently are full/total/complete paralysis,

areflection, gross violations of sensitivity, paralysis or paresis of

bladder and rectum.

Pagqa 130.

Liquorrlea (especially wita the wounds of lumbar division), but in

the cerabro-spinal fluid, waich escapes from the Ivound, and also in

extracted via puncture there are no droplets of myaline, scraps of

nerve tissue; there is an insignificant admixture/impurity of the

blood. rhe delay of urine, especially with the high localization of

wound, was rapidly changed by the alternate irretention with the

imperative urges, etc.

Tha initially lost tendinous-periosteal reflexes began to be

reduzel through 1-2 weeks; simultaneously with them appeared one or

the other pathological reflexes. Bedsores were absent or were

expressed wpakly. The wounds of spine were both the nonpenetrating

and penetrating. With the blind-end penetrating wounds fine/small

fragu3nt comparatively shaLlow moved along the wound canal from the

-- ,. .
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place of entrance; but Lt wound was plotted/applied by 3ore or less

lirgs/z-arse fragments or oullet, then they were detained at the

entrince into the spinal canal.

Functional prognosis, if wound was not complicatad by the

infection of cerebral shells or tissues of epidural space, on the

whol3 favorable. A typical example of the wounds of average/mean

severity is the following.

The quant. 11/111 1943 it is wounded by the fragment of

artillery shell into the neck. To the short period it lost

consciousness. After arriving into itself, it revealed/detected that

it cannot move all four extremities. The first movements in the right

extremities appeared after 12 hours. Urination was delayed. 15/111

X-ray analysis. 4etallic fragment is arranged/located in the awned

1t X2 S 3 an .es:ft _e': te c'h ara s h e 7
n- ,he Ie't §',m the e:i sezen-: -e- i

a -- . . 2- s . .

fingars/pins, the cadiocarpal and talocrural joint is to the left

last, to the right - it is weakened. Urination independent, with the

stress/voltage. Cerebro-spinal fluid without the substantial changes.

16/Itt laminectomy. On the posterior surface af small arc of the

III neck vertebra is discovered the metallic fragment, which indented

scrap of small arc into the spinal canal. Foreign body and scrap of

2%
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small arc are removed. solid cerebral shell is not damaged. 12 d ays

after wound active movements in tae right extremities and in the left

lower fully under the insignificantly weakened muscular force.

weakening skin sensitivity on the right half body from the fifth ne.ck

segment to the latter/Lst sacral, musculoarticular feeling in the

left hand is disrupted roughly, in ..Se fingers/pins of the left strut

- it is insignificant. Urination is achieved normally. After wcund

the insignificant pargsis ot tae proximal divisions of left hand and

more expressed - hand and fingars/pins. Insignificant weakening of

painful and temperature sensitivity on the right half body and the

musculoarticular - in 6he fingers of left hand. Tendinous-periosteal

reflexas to the left are somewhat nigher. In other respects without

the essential evasions from tae norm.

In spite 3-4 paralysis of all four extremities immediLaly after

wound, the appearance of the first active movements after 12 hours

told about a comparatively moderate/mild damage of brain, that also

was confirmed by further course. The tiiely elimination of the

compression of spinal cord oy scrap of small arc contributed to the

- p ! reverse dlevelopment or functional violations.

, -vere thR wounds of spinal cord by fine/small metallic

-'-1111 s.)Iai cord in thq place of direct collision

• ,, .I:I
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sectors of spinal cord proved to be weakly expressed, and wound at

first glance produced the impression of moderate/mild.

P-v 12/IX 1941 obtained the multiple fragmentation wound of

back. immediately after wound paralysis of lower extremities. The

delay of the urine 15/IX 1941 it is delivered into the Leningrad

neuro-surgical institute.

Page 131.

The X-ray photographs: in tne soft tissues of back several metal

fragieats of diffaetnt sizes/dimensions; one fragment is

arrangel/locatad in the lumen of spinal canal to the right of center

line at the level of small arc of the IX ore vertebra.

Nfurologic: 16/IX full/total/complete paralysis of the right

strut and deep paresis of left. The loss of painful and temperature

sensitivity to the left from the eleventh thoracic segment, to the

right - considerable weakening from the tenth thoracic segment.

Tactile sensitivity is lost from both sides from the eleventh

thoricic segment. Musculoarticular sensitivity is roughly disrupted

in all joints of right leg and in the fingers/pins of left. Delay of

urine.
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The comparison of the inlet, formed by the fragment, which

penetrated in the lumen of spinal canal, and its dispositions in the

latter came to light/detected/exposed the following: inlet is

arraaged/locatal on 1.5-2 =m to the right of center line at the level

of the awned extension of the iL thoracic vertebra. In the face

X-raf photograph fragment penetrates to the right, almost in center

line, at the level of this vertebra; in the profile X-ray photograph

in the posterior division of tae body of vertebra.

At first glance the damage/defeat of spinal cord produced the

impression comparatively of the lung, since already to the third day

there was a clinical picture of the partial violation of its

conductivity. But the careful study of X-ray photographs, which

showed that the fragment crossed the right half spinal canal close to

the center line, it made it necessary to assume the heavy damage of

the right half spinal cord. Further course confirmed the correctness

of this assumption. 3 Weeas after wound the paresis of the left strut

and the violation of painful and temperature sensitivity on the

rightist completely passed; paralysis of the right strut, disorder of

the mus:uloarticular feeling in it, and also the gross violation of

illness and temperature sensitivity on the left strut even through

1t/2 month they remained without the changes.

Heavy damage of spinal cord. Full/total/complete paralysis, loss

L. •.
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of tendinous reflexes, paralysis of bladder and rectum. Casualty does

not perceive or hardly perceives on the paralyzed extremities the

energetic compression of the fold of skin, muscles, fingers/pins. The

early appearance of bedsores, cystitis; the pressure of

carebrD-spinll fluid more frequently lowered/reduced. In it the

admiKtare/impurity of blood, later xanthochromia. More than in the

half the cases was noted the partial or full/total/complete blockade

of sub-arachnoidal space.

Wounds relitel to those penetrating, frequently to the blind or

the through ones. If wound was plotted/applied by the large/coarse

wounding shell, then the latter hardly penetrated in cavity of spinal

canal: but if it was deposited by rine/small fragment, then the

latter advanced in the spinal canal more or less deeply, besides

close to the center of its cross section.

The further from the moaeat/torque of wound were held the

described above neurologic phenomena, the more serious was estimated

the severity of the damage of spinal cord. The described neurologic

picture after 2-3 weeks after wound, especially if there are no

indizations of the compression of spinal cord, she spoke about the

very poor functional prognosis.

If with the total lcss of the conductivity of spinal cord was a

" MI I II I II II - II ~ ~~~- J.... . .. I I . .4.. =
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perforating or blind-ena wound of spine and in the lumen of spinal

canal was arranged/located large/coarse foreign body (bullet,

large/coarse fragment), there was solid edema of the paralyzed

extremities, and bedsores appeared after 3-4 days and irrepressible

were developed, then most frequently matter went about the

Lll/total/complete transverse contamination of brain.

Page 132.

Topical diagnosis. Topical diagnosis must indicate the level of

the disposition of focus and its extent in the horizontal and in the

vertical diraction. The experiment/experience of World War II showed

that in the sharp/acutA and early period the establishment of topical

diagnosis ran into the great difficulties.

The smallest difficuiies presented the recognition of the

extent of focus in the horizontal direction. It was based on the data

of the study of conductor and segmental functions. If were disrupted

all zonductor functions, then focus occupied entire diameter of

spinal cord. During the violation only of the unit of these functions

the focus occupied those divisions of the cross section of the spinal

cord where piss the corresponding guides. On the localization of

focus in these cases it is easy to judge by the accompanying

schematic figure of the cross section of spinal cord (Fig. 49).
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The extent of focus in the vertical direction

establishad/installad on the basis the determinations of its upper

and lower boundary.

Most important data for determining upper boundary of focus

obtained by the experiment of skin sensitivity. The investigation by

motor, reflector, vasomotor and other functions had smaller value,

especially in the sharp/acute and early period. After detarmininq

level on the body surface from which begins the violation of

sensitivity, and after being oriented by the scheme of the segmental

innervation of skin (Pig. 50), it was easy to determine upper

boundary of focus in the spinal cord: it will be by 1-11/2 segment

higher than that level from waich begins the violation of

sensitivity, on the basis of tae affected segment, it was easy to

determine the vertebra at the level of which was arranged/located the

upper division of focus (Pig. 51).

Howvver, this basic p-incipla of topical diagnosis proved to be

applicable only to the nonpenetrdting wounds of spine, and from the

penetrating wounds - only to the wounds of neck and upper-thoracic

division. fovwert, the application of it to the wounds of

lower-thoracic and the upper unit of the lumbar division frequently

II I H I I I II - !% II . . ._ III I I _ ,
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led to the errors. 7he most frequent srror was the deterzination of

localization of upper boundary of focus in the spinal cord

considerably higher than real.

sources of these errors following. As a result of the

nonconformity of the length of spinal cord and spine low-thoracic and

especially lumbar- sacral rootlets pass considerable distance along

the spinal canal before they will move out it through the appropriate

intervertebral apertures.

With the penetrating wounds of spine, especially through, combat

shell or driven in by it into the lumen of wound canal bone scrap

usually damaged not only spinal cord, but also rootlets which are

passed by it at this level. Therefore with the wounds of

lower-thoracic Jivision of spine the disorders of sensitivity

frequently had the dual pathogenesis: conductor, caused by the

damage/defeat of the substance of spinal cord, and root, caused by

the'damage of rootlets at this level, but exitting from the higher

segments of spinal cord.

Root disorders close over conductor ones. Overlap and,

consequently, also the divergence/disagreement of the levels of the

root and conductor disorders of sensitivity, as shows the given

scheme (Fig. 51), they will be more considerable, is the more damaged

'- .t 4
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the lower iivision of brain. rhus, for instance, during the damage of

the third neck segment upper boundaries of the conductor and root

disorder3 of sensitivity will accurately indicate the lozalization of

the upper level of focus in the spinal cord.
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Page 132a.
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Fig. 49. 
Fig. 50.

Fig. 9. Scheme of ross section oi spinal cord.
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Page 132b.
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Fig. 51. Relationship/ratio of segments of spinal cord, bodies of

vertebrae and awned extensions.

Page 133.
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However, during the damage of spinal cord and rootlets a, the level

of the KII thoracic verteora the conductor violation of sensitivity

dill indicate the dimage/defeat of the fourth lumbar segment, and

root - to the Aamage/defeat of the twelfth thoracic segment. In this

genus the cases the root disorders of sensitivity frequently

assumel/took as the indication of localization of focus in the spinal

cord and focus was determined considerably higher than it was

arranged/located in actuality. These errors in turn, led a number of

the authors, especially during the first 1-11/2 years of war, to the

erroneous assertion, that localization of the damages of spine and

stricken area in the spinal cord allegedly does not very frequently

coin=ids.

By the second source of the errors in the determination of upper

boundary of focus, according to the data of the study of sensitivity,

was compression the epidural less frequently than subdural cut of

rootlets by hematoma, and in the intermediate and late period - their

implication in the inflammatory process and the scars with

pachymeningitis and arachnoxditis. If both these of process applied

to considerable elongation/extent upward from the focus in the spinal

cord, then the caused by them root violation of sensitivity closed

over the violation, caused ay the damage of the substance of spinal

I ... I .. . lll l lJ J - . . ... . - -
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cori. A3 an exampla cf the errors for this genus can serve the

following observation.

R. obtainel 13/IV 194.2 tue perforatinq bullet penetrating wound

of spine at the level of tee X! taoracic vertebra with the transverse

contamination of brain at tais level; zhronic pachymeningitis.

Immediately after wound paralysis of lover extremities, delay of

urine and feces, loss of sensitivity from the inguinal folds (from

the words of casualty). Througa 1"/2 the weeks were connected the

encircling pains. ,europathologist, who inspected casualty after

another week, after reveajing/datecting the disorder of sensitivity

from th3 tnnth thoracic saegment, localized stricken area in IX

thoracic seavent of spinal cord, i.e., (as showed autopsy) by 5

seqments higher than real. Autopsy 2/V 1942. Break of the awned

extension of the X thoracic veareora and small arc of the X1 thoracic

vertebra (tangential penetrating wound). Solid cerebral shell is not

Ja aged. Cross crushing of spinal cord at the level of the broken

small arc (second lumbar segment). Fibrous-suppurative

nachymeningitis for the elongation/extent from the VII thoracic to

the III lumbar vertebra inclusively.

Tw, facts brought in neuropathologist's this case to the

-irroneous conzlusion about the localization of the focus: 1) it did

9

- .. L . . . ..... ... .. ... .... . . ..- _ i. . . .
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not pay attention or did aot attach value to the indication of

casualty for the fact that within the next few days after wound the

sensitivity was lost from the level of inguinal folds; 2) the root

violations of sensitivity, caused by pachymeningitis, it accepted for

the conductor ones.

The violation of sensitivity, not connected with the basic

stricken area of brain, can De caused lying/horizontal above

additional foci, more rarely ascending myelitis; in the later periods

it couli be caused by suprafocal reactive arachnoiditis,

Dachymeningitis, stagnation of spinal cord fluid/liquid. Therefore

during the determinaticn of upper oounlary of the zone of maximum

damage should be put to use tae level of abrupt changes in the

sensitivity.

Foci iuring the bullet damages/defeats of spinal cord greatly

frequently have large extent in the vertical direction, covering 3-3,

and sometimes also more tnan segments. Therefore the determination

only of the upper boundary of focus cannot give idea about the real

vertical sizes/dimensions of damage, plotted/applied to spinal cord

by the wounding shell. meanwhile in World War II many

nurpathologists determined localization of focus exclusively only

on its upper boundary. After determining, for example, the disorder

of sensitivity from IX thoracic segment, neuropathologist consisted:
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the bullet damaga/defeat of spinal cord at the level of the eighth

thoracic segment.

?age 1314.

A similar mechanical transference of rules/handspikes of the topical

diagnosis of the diseases of spinal cord to the bullet

,amages/defeats of it is incorrect. The conclusions, made on the

basis of them, led neuropthologist to the gross errors and confuse.

surgeon.

As illustration can sarva the following observation.

V-m obtainmd 17/11 1042 the blind-end bullet wound of back.

Emmediitely after wound thd loss of consciousness for 30-40 minutes

and tha development of paraiysis of lowvr extremities. 23/Il it

entered into the evacuatioa hospital of front. The inlet of

inter-blade region, on 3-4 cm to the left from the awned extension of

the III thoriciz vertebra. on X-ray - the break of the right half

small arc of the VIE thoracic vertebra (tangential penetrating

wound). Bullet penetrated paravertebrally to the right of body of the

IX thoracic vertebra.

24/11 it is inspected by neuropathologist. "Lower paraplegia
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with the loss of all abdominal and tendinous reflexes. Decrease in

the sensitivity from the sixth and loss from the seventh thoracic

segment. Delay of urine and feces. Conclusion: the bullet

damage/defeat of spinal cord at the level of the sixth thoracic

segment".

Casualty it perished after 2 weeks from suppurative meningitis.

Data of the autopsy: the breat of small arcs the VII and VIII

thoraciz vertebra; in the epidural spacq several bone fragments. At

the level of small arc of the VII thoracic vertebra longitudinal

defezt in the solid cerebral shell: the substance of spinal cord at

the level of small arcs the V1 and especially VIII and IX thoracic

vertebra completely is crushea: upwards from the VII vertebra it for

the elongation/Rxtent 1-2 cm is edematic, it is thickened, it is

pierced by the numerous foci of hemorrhage. Soft cerebral shells for

entire elongation/extent are turbid and covered with suppurative

coating.

In the given case the neuropathologist, relying on data of the

study of sensitivity, counted himself right to localize the damage of

spinal cord only in the sixth thoracic segment. However, autopsy

showed that at the level indicated was arranged/located the

continuation of focus; whereas basic focus (crushing of brain) was

T~
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localized in Ix, t9nth and eleventh thoracic segment.

In the sharp/acute and early period of the bullet trauma of

spinal cord in the presence of cerebrospinal shock the determination

of lower boundary of focus, which gives in the comparison with upper

boundary representation about its extent in the vertical direction,

is unrealizable.

As is known, the determination of lower boundary of focus is

based on the data of the study of tendinous reflexes, shielding

movements and muscular atrophies, and with typical hematomyelia ,

also. on the investigation of skin sensitivity.

The tendinous reflexes whose reflector arcs pass through the

strizken area, weaken or more frequently are lost, and those

arrangel/located are lower than the focus under ths condition for its

dissemination to the lateral columns - they are raised. Thus, an

increase in this tendinous reflex tells about the fact that lower

boundary of stricken area is arranged/located above its reflector

center. But in the sharp/acute and early period tendinous reflexes

during any heavy damages of spinal cord, as a result of the shock,

disappear and therefore they cannot be used for determining lower

boundary of focus. For this purpose it is possible to utilize them

only after the disappearance of spinal shock.
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Even smallar value had in this respect pathological stop

reflexes (Babinski, Zhukovskiy, Rossolimo, Oppengeym, etc.), since

they appear with any localization of focus of higher than

third-fourth lumbar segment.

Small value had an investigation of muscular atrophies; it could

be used only for the localization of foci in the region of neck and

l3mbir- sacral thickening and also only in the later periods.

End Section.

7!
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Page 135.

More vital imoortance nad a study of shielding movements for the

painful and cold stimulatcns, nut also it it was pcssible to utilize

only after the transition ot Zlaccid paresis or paralysis into the

spastic, i.e., in the resilual cr intermediate period. After the

reverse development cf shoc& £hanomena sometimes for determining

lower boundary of focus wita the use was applied the test/sample to

perspiration (Yu. V. Il'in) ana reflector dermographism (T. Yu.

Yakubovskiy). In the divisions cf oody, innervated by the affected

seqments of spinal cord, perspiration and darmographism were absent

or they were sharply weakened.

Thus, neuropathologasz, relyig on data of his method, had

available in tha sharp/acute and early period on the whole

comparatively restricted possiblitnies for the establishment of a

precise topical diagnosis. it could accurately recognize the extent

of focus in the horizontai direction, establish/install the upper

level of the dissemination of Dasic focus or supplementary foci, but

always could not determine the vertical sizes/dimensions of focus,

but within its limits - tne sactcr of the maximum damage of spinal
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cord.

Responses/answers tc tneso 4aastions neuropatholcgist had to

saarch for, thoroughly dnalyzinj tne course of wound canal, X-ray

photograph and further clinical course of wound.

Th3 zone of the maxaiui damaga of spinal cord was

arranged/located, as a rule, at the level of the damaged vertebra or

vertebrae. But from this zone patnological changes (reactive edema of

brain, disorder of blocd ca.rcuiation, and in the later periods -

arachnoiditis, e piiuritis) wita rne dezreasing intensity frequently

ware usually spread upward and dowaward to one or the other distance,

sometimes considarable - to 2-j and more than segments.

Considerably less £redent iocus had smaller sizes/dimensions

than the damage of spine. Tne Lattr, in particular, was observed

during the damage of several cross or awned extensions. Thus, the

author repeatedly observed the cases of the bullet breaks of several

cross and awned extensicns (during the deposition of wound by the

wounding shell, which were moving in parallel to the axis of spine),

where the focus in the spiaal cord was localized at the level only of

any vertabra.

A-v is wounded 21 lay 1J4 ay bullet during the rush. It ran,

. . .. ..
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having been strongly bpnt down to the earth/ground. Immediately after

wound paralysis of lower axtramities, delay of urine and chair/stool.

Data of neurologic study from 27 May: a deep paresis of lower

qxtremities with flaccid patellar and achilles reflexes when the

symptoms of Babinski and aossolimo are present. Sharp weakening of

skin sensitivity from the teana thoracic segment. Urination

indepini.nt, but with tae Larje szr;ss/voltage. data of surgical

study: inlet along the center iine in the region of the awned

extension of the X thoracic varteora. Jf X-ray photographs: the break

of the awned extensions V1, Vi.I, VIII and IX thoracic vertebra. 27

July light spastic paraparesis. Urination and defecation are normal.

The upper and average/mean average/mean abdominal reflexes living,

lower are not caused. Decrease in the skin sensitivity from the

twelfth thoracic segment.

* I In the given case the focus of damage was arranged/located only

at the level of the IX thoracic vertebra, although were damaged the

*VI, VII, VIII and IX thcracic vertebra.

Only sometimes was ooservea tne rough noncoincidence of the

place of the damage of spine dnd localization of the maximum zone of

damage in the spinal cord.

As an example can serve tne rollowing observation.
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Page 13b.

S-ov obtained on 4 SepztaLar 1942 the perforating nonpenetrating

bullet wcund of spine wita the srtak of ths awned ixtension of the

VII thoracic vertebra and tne syndrome of the partial violation of

the conductivity of spinal cord.

Inlet to the right, ia tae angle of spatula, exit -

approxiately/exemplarily at me same level to the left, somewhat

towards the outside of tha angie ot spatula. X-ray pictures: the

break of awned axtensicn ana, possibly, small arc of the VII thoracic

vertebra.

Imuediately after wound pazalisis of lower extremities, delay of

urine and feces. 5 Septenoar lignt bending movements in the

coxofamoral joints, loss ot teadinous reflexes on the lower

extremities, sufficientiy saarpif pronounced weakening of skin

sensitivity from the eighta taoradch.c along the second lumbar segment

and loss from the third lumoar to the fifth sacral segment

inclusively. Paralysis oi Dadder and rectum. Pressure of

carpbro-spinal fluid is increased. Cerebro-spinal fluid several

xanthochromium, slightly opalasces. Cytosis of 34 in 1 mm3 on 25
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Sept.mbsr (21 days after wound) distinct paresis of the flexors of

thighs, deep paresis of tae extensors of shin, paralysis of foot and

fingers/pins. Patellar reflexes hardly are caused, achilles reflexes

are lost. Light weakening or skin sensitivity with IX thoracic on the

third lumbar segment, gross weakening in the region of the fourth and

fifth lumbar segment and total loss in all sacral ones. In 2 months

from the moment/torque of tne wound: atrophic paralysis is of the

foot with the loss of achi.lies reflexes, moderate paresis of shins.

Hardly the noticeable weaxening of skin sensitivity from the tenth

thoraciz on the fifth lumbar segment inclusively and almost total

loss in the sacral segments. Paraiysis of the bladder.

Clinical diagnosis: the perforating nonpenetrating bullet wound

of spine at the lval cf the VII rnoracic vertebra. Contusion of

spinal cord at the level oi the damaged vertebra: the focus of

hemorrhage in the epiccne and cone of spinal cord.

In the given case in tae divLsion of spinal cord, which

corresponds to the lamaged vertebra, was an insignificant focus;

wheraas basic focus arcse in rae cone and partially it captured in

the sharp/acute period of the epicone.

Within the latar periods when shock phenomena underwent reverse

development and began to be drdwn stable changes, precise data about

!-
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the localization and the sizes/dimensions of focus gave precisely

executed neurologic stuay.

In the presence of the biocxade of sub-arachnoidal space for

determining its lowar bouanary frequently was applied the

introduction of the air tarouyn the lumbar punctura. X-ray analysis

by the contrast substances (lipicdol) for determining upper and lower

boundary was applied rarely.

In the cases of the Dlind-end and perforating wounds of spinal

canal important data for zhua judgment about the vertical

sizes/dimensions of focus provided the path length, passed along the

canal by the wounding snell. Ina longer this route/path, the greater

there were the vqrtical sizes/dimensions of focus. An example of this

genus of wounds is given above.

Prognosis of the bullet wounds of spine. The

experiment/experience c1 tie Great Patriotic War showed that not only

the functional, but alsc vital prognosis with the bullet wounds of

spine should be placed very carefully. Although the

general/common/total percentage of the fatal results was considerably

below (45.6), than in the iirst world war (80, 0, N. N. Burdenko),

nevertheless it remainec nigh.
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If had good reason to assume the full/total/complete transverse

contamination of spinal cord, pzognosis must be especially serious.

The overwhelming majority ot casualties with the full/total/complete

transverse contaminaticn af spinal cord perished during the next

weeks after wound; a few remained in living in the course of several

months, unit - during sevaral years, and that with the particularly

careful departure/attanuance.

Page 137.

During tha establisha~aar of vital prognosis it is necessary to

take into consideration not only taa severity of the damage of spinal

cord, but also its localization. Tne greatest direct danger for the

life prasent the damages/dbfeats ot upper-neck division of spinal

cord. Because of the nearness or the medulla oblongata and

localization in the fourth necx segment of the nuclei/kernels of the

thoracoperitoneal nerve, the casuakties, who survived the first 2-3

hours after wound, subsequently Faerished from paralysis of

respiration or from the sharp disorder of blood circulation.

Sharp/acute period survivea only those of them, whose damage of

spinal cord was comparative tao lung.

Since casualties with any considerable damages/defeats of neck

division, especially upper segments, perished soon, then in thei
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survived the first 2-3 weers aot only vital, but also functional

prognosis was more frequently good. 3 Weeks after wound the fatal

results during the damages/defeats of neck division were observed

comparatively rarely.

Are vitally risky also tne aamages/defeats of lower neck and

first three upper thoracic segments. To weakening of the

raspiratory/breathing function, caused by paralysis of interfin

ausculature, here was connectea the sharp/acute violation of heart

activity.

The damages of the remaining divisions of spinal cord present

the smaller direct threat of tne life of casualty. Therefore of the

number of those affected into tnis division the sharp/acute period

survived the relatively larger percentage of casualties, than during

the damages/defeats of necx or upper-thoracic division. But they in

the considarably larger Fercentage perished subsequently, from the

various kinds of complications (pneumonia, sepsis, depletion).

Liquorrhea, indisputaole symptom of the violation of the

integrity of solid ceretral snell, also very darken vital prognosis.

The suppressing number of casuaities with liquorrhea, especially

prolonged and not in propar time removed operationally, perished.

Liquorrhea it was it was observed with the large/coarse defects in

J- .~
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the solid cerebral shell, and tne iatter, almost as a rule, they were

combined with the rough damages/aezeats of spinal cord, frequently

with its full/total/complate transverse contamination. However, only

a little larger than in Tne hair tae cases of liquorrhea, lethal

outcome was caused by tne severity of the damage/defeat of spinal

cord, in the remaining cases the reason for lethal outcome were

suppurative complicaticns from the side of shells and substance of

spinal cord. This occurred manly in such cases of wounds with which

according to one or the other reasons it could not be applied

energetic treatment by sulfanilamides and antibiotics.

Vital prognosis darkars also presence in cerebro-spinal fluid of

a considerable quantity of olooa, droplets of myeline and tearing of

cerebral tissue.

3y equal mode the rapia dnd irrepressible progressive

ievelopment of bedsores and hemorraagic cystitis must impel to the

extremely conservative estimate of vital prognosis.

The3 extremely important fact, which darkens vital prognosis, was

the simultaneous wound ot tae organs/controls of thoracic or

peritoneal area. Thus, hased on materials of the development of the

historips of disease/sickness/iiiness/malady, in 70.4o/o of

individuals who died there was tne combined wound of spine and only

i~
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in 29.6o/o - isolated/insuiated.

Approximately/exemplarily in the half the cases of the combined

wounds lethal outcome was caused mot by the damage of spinal cord, in

a series/number of the cases carried a comparatively light

character/nature, but by the wound of internal organ/control.

Page 138.

However, in these cases tne damage of spinal cord nevertheless

contributed to lethal cutcome. Ina called by it damage of function

and trophic system both atfectea and other organs/controls

complicated the severity of tae yeneral condition of casualty. For

example, hemothorax in tha com).iarion with the damage/defeat of

upper-thoracic divisior cf spinal cord led to the lethal outcome with

such degrees of developmznt, witn which the isolated/insulated

damage/defeat of this division is usually finished happily. The

difficulty of the respiratory/oreathing function of the lung, caused

by hemothorax, was comnlicared Dy the paresis of interfin muscles,
and possibly, and by dystropniic cnanges of the pulmonary parenchyma

in the divisions of the lung, innervated by the affected segments of

spinal cord.

Among the combined wounus of spinal cord and internal

.:
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organs/controls by one and the same wounding shell from the point of

view of vital prognosis special position they occupy the wound of

intestine, in particular, tnic., rae danger of the heavy infection of

spinal cord and its shells in tnese cas.s is extremely great.

However, position/situation according to Krause, that these cases are

hopeless and no surgical intervention on the spinal cord can save

casualty, it is disproved Dy oDservations in the Great Patriotic War.

Timely intervention on the iatastine and anergptic use/application of

antibiotics in the majority of tab cases prevented the development of

infecti3n in the spinal cord anu its shells and they provided

subsequently if necessay tago pcssibility of surgical intervention on

the spinal cord.

The extensive wounds of soft tissu=s, in particular infected

with tha most virulent forms of microbes, also created the

considerable threat of the lira oz casualty even during a

comparatively insignificant damage of spinal cord. The highest

percentage of lethal outcomes was observed during the association of

the series/number of the patnoeae microbes.

Prognosis darkened 6xtensive interabdominal hematomas, in

particular if they were caused oy the same combat shell which

inflicted damage/defeat to spinal cord. Interabdominal hematomas

frequently rottad. Infectioa aionj the wound canal, which is
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connected with the area of spinal canal, or through intervertebral

aporture sometimes penetrated tue epidural and further into the

sub-arachnoidal space, and also into the substance of spinal cord,

causing the severe suppurative coamlications (suppurative

pachymeningitis, leptomeniagitis, meningomyelitis).

Within the later periods vitai prognosis darkened by

osteomyelitis of the vertenrae on soil of which sometimes appeared

iethal suppurative comrLicar-ions in the shells and the substance of

spinal cord. Were especially risky osteomyslitis of rump. The

majority of them ended with a fatal result in connection with the

depletion or with their ddvaloping on soil suppurative meningitis.

Roertgenological diagncsis of tae aullet wounds of spine and spinal

cord.

The first attempts at the use/application of a roentgenological

method of study for the diagnosis of thq bullet wounds of spine and

spinal cord were undertaken by the Russian authors during the first

world war (A. L. Polenov, 0. S. boxastova, S. R. Mirotvortsev and A.

B. Panskiy). The Soviet autnors coLntinued to work in this direction

and during the war with tne inite Finns.

--[-
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Page 139.

4owever, these works not of the aistance of essential results, first

of all, because they were not oased on the sharp anatomical analysis

of the roentgenological amage of spine, furthermore, the number of

madp observations was insufficient.

At the beginning cr taw Great Patriotic War the anatomical

interpretation of the X-ray pnotographs of spine proved to be in the

proper measure of that developeu Decause of the works of the

saries/number of the Soviet rasearchers (D. G. Rokhlin, V. S.

.ayk:va-Stroganov, A. Ye. AuDasneva, V. I. Bik, I. I. Shakov et al.).

3ecause of this was removeu raa basic obstruction, which inhibited

the development of the rcentgenological diagnosis of the bullet

wounds of spine and spinal cord. Being based on the correct X-ray

anatomical analysis of spine, Soviet rosntgenologists during the

Great Patriotic War developed tnis chapter of military roentgenology

with the sufficient ccmiletaness (N. S. Kosinskaya, V. S.

Miykva-Stroganov at al.). Judgiing according to published data,

foreign authors did not lay kroper attention to the X-ray diagnostics

of these heavy wounds.
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The Soviet authors considered it necessary to, first of all,

establish/install roentgenological reference points for the tentative

judgm3nt aoout degree and caaracter/nature of the damage of spinal

cord, sinca in the majcri;y of tne cases these questions cannot be in

proper time solved via the analysis of some clinical data.

The roenganological metnod of study with the bullet wounds of

spine had high value especially in the aarly period, because on the

basis of clinical data at tais time it was not always the possible to

in proper time establish/install the picture of the damage of spinal

cord. Very frequently the cnaracter/nature of wound could be

identified only via X-ray anatomical analysis of wound, compared with

clinical data.

The character/nature of tad damage of spine and spinal cord was

distinguished during the prinay x-ray examination, which was

conducted in the first twenty-iuur hours after the admission of

casualty into the institut±on wnerd had to be realized in the

presence of readings raaical treatment. Therefore the primary x-ray

examination of those wcunded into the spine during the Great

Patriotic War most frequently was conducted in the specialized

separations/sections cf tna hospitals of army or front line area.

Early, at least tentatIvd, diagnosis of degree and

MM Ibs
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character/nature of the damage oi spinal cord are necessary for th~a

realization of correct classaification and differentiated treatment of

these casualties. The proalas indicatad to the known degree was

solvad on the basis of clinica-r~antganoanatomical classification of

bullet wounds and damagas oi spine and spinal cord.

Because of this classificataon during the primary x-ray

examination of casualties it was the possible to secrete different

types of the damage of spine. eaca of these types differed according

to degree and character/nature of the damage of spine and spinal cord

and could be established,'instailed on the basis of the

roentgenological symptcmatoiogy, compared with clinical data.

Thae spinal cord, closed Ln the narrow bons cover and which

includes a large quantity of conducting paths and centers on the very

insignificant diame~ter, evan wata the small wounds can give the

disseminated clinical SyiptoMdtology.

Page 140.

Because of this roentgenoioists basic problem with the bullet

wounis of spine and spinal cord consisted in the establishment of the

relationships/ratios betwaan tae wcund canal and the spinal canal.

Firdings contributed to taa early racognition of the character/nature

I,
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of the damages of spine ana spinal cord. Based on this principle, all

bullet wounds of spine and spinal cord weri divided into five

different types (Fig. 52). 4itn I type wounds wound canal

crosses/intersects spinal cdnal (Fg. 52, I). with II type wounds

wound canal it is finisned in tha spinal canal (Fig. 52, I). With

III type wounds wound canai it passes through the bone walls of

spinal canal, destroying ZaeM, nut it does not penatrate depthward it

(Fig. 52, III).

With IV typR wounds woLw4 canal is passed out of the spinal

canal. in this case are damaged only such divisions of spine, which

do not accept participation in the formation of the internal walls of

spinal canal (Fig. 52, IV). iith V type wounds wound canal is passed

out of the spine, and siinai cozd directly is not damaged (Fig. 52,

V).

As a result of the insignticance of the diameters of spinal

canal and spinal cord wita I typ4 wounds, almost as a rule, occurred

the anatomical interruption of spinal cord, since shell,

crossing/intersecting spinal canal, destroyed included in it spinal

cord. with I type wounds ciinically most frequently was detected the

full/total/complete viciatioa of tae conductivity of spinal cord.

However, this syndrome fraqaeatiy was observed also with the wounds

of all remaining types; tae difrerdnce in the neurologic symptoms
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sometimes appqared only later aora or less considerable time after

wound.

With I typq wounds taa dgrae of damage in the majority of the

cases depended on the value oi the foreign body, which was

incorporated in the spinal cana±. dith ths wounds :f this type spinal

cord it could be: 1) it is completely destroyed, 2) it is partially

damaged or 3) it is only contused and constrained by foreign body.
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Fig. 52. Diagrammatic rapraseaation of different types of the bullet

wounds of spine and spinai cord wach are determined by the

interralations between tha wound canal and the spinal canal.

1 type - wound zanal crossi s/intarsects spinal canal; the II type -

wound canal is finished ia the spinal canal; the III type - wound

canal disturbs the integrity oi the walls of spinal canal, but it

does not penetrate deptnward it; tae IV type - wound canal passes out

of the spinal canal; the V typz - wound canal passas out of the
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spine, directly without aamaging it.

Page 141.

With III type wcunas tne anatomical integrity of spinal cord in

the overwhelming majority of the cases macroscopically was not

disturbed, but solid cezearal shell could be damaged. Neurologic

pictire in these cases, as a ruie, depended on contusion and

compression of spinal cord, ana subsequently - limber from the

series/number secondary changes in the substance of spinal cord and

its shells.

With IV type wounds neitner spinal cord its nor shells directly

were drawn into the zone of wound canal. Neurologic changes in this

case could completeness te aosent or there were more or less

exprassed symptoms of tne damage or spinal cord, up to the

full/total/complete vic.Lation or conductivities which were caused by

the contusion of spinal cord as a result of the transmission shock of

different degree.

With V type wounds naitaer spine nor spinal cord were the place

of the iirect application of the manpower of the wounding shell. With

these wounds just as with IV type wounds, spinal cord was not damaged

roughly mechanically and das not squeezed, but it suffered as a
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result of the complex traumatic ones, but subsequently the degenerate

ones and Rubtsovs changes. The functional disorders, which appeared

with IV and V type wounds, could ze decreased in the course of time

or, on the contrary, grow on, leadLng in certain cases to the

full/total/complete viciation or ta conductivity of spinal cord.

Type of the damage was astaolished on thR basis of the

anatomical analysis of two X-ray pnotographs of spine, produced in

the mutually perpendicular projections, and the comparison of

roentgenological data witt clinicaL. For this purpose it was required

no additional roentgenclogical metaods of study (laminography,

stereo-X-ray analysis, myeiograpay, etc.), in consequence of which

the procedure of study was simple and accessible. For refining the

diagnosis in certain cases provea to be necessary only supplementary

fluoroscopy for the estaolishment of localization of the foreign

body, which dwelled on ccnsid.araole distance from the region of the

wound of spine. This investigation was conducted simultaneously with

the fluoroscopy of chest and aadoainal area. The latter was conducted

all by that wounded the reagoa -z spine during primary

roentgen~logical study in order to come to light/detect/expose the

condition of internal organs/controls.

Each type of the bullet wound of spine and spinal cord has

characteristic for it roentgeaological symptomatology.

q~
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I type of the bullet wounds of spine and spinal cord. With the

wounds of spine and I type spinal cord wound canal, almost as a rule,

it passed to frontal plane. In this case were destroyed scalene side

walls of spinal canal, wnhca were represented mainly by the roots of

the small arc of vertebra. Such wounds in the majority of the cases

were deposited by the buliets, waich possessed considerable

progressive/forward force. iouna canal was frequently very narrow,

that caused the isolatea/insulated breaking up only of the roots of

the small arc of vertebra, in tais case the adjacent divisions of

spinal column, in particular, very small arcs of vertebrae, suffered

insignificantly or even in no way they were damaged (Fig. 53).

Because of this the straight/direct roentgenological symptom of

the wounds of spine and I typa spinal cord was the decomposition of

the scalene roots of of arca one or several vertebrae. In this case

in the X-ray photographs of seine in the posterior projection in the

appropriate sectors was datacreu tae gap of the outlines of the image

of th i root of the small arc of vertebra (Fig. 54) . This image under

normal conditions always taKes tae form of the correct closed oval.

Page 142.

• I . . .... .. . ... ...
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If wound canal is passed norazontally, were destroyed two roots

of the small arc of one verteora (eig. 53). With the oblique course

of wound canal - on the one hand to another and at the same time from

bottom to top, thinner/less fraquent - on the contrary, appeared the

break of two or several sca.Lene roots of the small arcs of different

vertebrae, which are iccated on tne different levels (Fig. 54).

The symptom indicated is so caaracteristic for the data of

wounds that in the presence iz tne appropriate diagnosis could be

placed on the bases of tna anaxysis only of the one posterior X-ray

photograph of spine (Fig. 5,4). In the lateral X-ray photographs of

spine in such cases usually was detected the intense blanket of

spinal canal at the level of woua (Fig. 53). This blanket was caused

by the displacement of none fragaeats into the spinal canal and by

hemorrhage in it.

Tha somewhat more rarely wounding shell, which passed to the

frontal plane through tne spinal canal, destroyed all walls of the

latter. In this case occurred tne iull/total/complete breaking up of

all componqnt elements of arch o! one (Fig. 55) or several adjacent

vertebrae. Sometimes simultaneously was damaged the posterior body

surface of the correspcndinj vertaera. in all similar casualties

invariably/unchangedly was aeeected the decomposition of the

many-sided roots of small duc of one (Fig. 55) or several vertebrae.

In sich cases frequa-rtly lpedr*J che sharp displacement of bone

fragments.
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Fig. 53. Fig. 5,4.

Fig. 53. Anatomical schemes fzoa x-ray photographs of lumbar division

of spine of casualty H. Perfozatinj bullet wound of lumbar region in

the horizontal plane. In tha 1,ostrior X-ray photograph is determined

breaking up of both rots or small arc of the IV lumbar vertebra (it
is shown by arrows/pointers), the pper joint extensions of the III

lumbar vertebra with cmflete aestruction of both joints. Break of

the right lower joint extansioa of the IV lumbar vertebra, adjacent
I sector of the posterior division or the arc of this vertebra and both

~cross extensions. All bona scra, are disorderly displaced in

different dirpctions. in r-ne laterl X-ray phtgraph is detected the

blanket of spinal canal at this iavel (shaded division of spinal

canal is shadei into the ceil). The wound of spine of the I type,

casualty canal passed horizontally in the frontal plane through the
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spinal canal at the level of tae 17 lumbar vertebra.

Fig. 54. Anatomical scheme troA posterior, X-ray photograph of

lower-thcracic Jivision ct wounuad P. pSp.ne bullet wound of

chest. In the posterior X-ray photograph of spine is outlined entire

course of wound canal. in Tae course of wcund canal occurred the

breakinj up of the paraverttDrai sector of right XI edge/fin, right

Bullet was stopped in tne itt haiLr chest. The breaking up of the

scalene roots of the siali arc or vertebrae indicates the wound of

spine and I type spinal cord. rhe aecomposition of the roots of the

small arc of two differanr vertebrae testifies about the bias of the

course of the wound canal (entire course of wound canal is shown by

arrows/pointers, moreover the crusned roots of small arc of the IX

and X thoracic v~rtibra are auted ay double arrows).
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Fig. 55 ntmclshms tr eiso -aypoorpso

, / / +

discvee the wondofia Icheme oi ertebra In the poterrhsroy

photograph (a) is detgrmianed aaseace of both roots of small arc of

the III lumbar varte=bra (it is snown by arrow s/poin ters) and breaking

up of all remaining sectors of tne small arc of this vertebra with

= ,' - : , .,r , , ","-"'I T " --
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the complete destructicn or taa wails of spinal canal. Breaking up of

both of lower joint extensions and posterior division of the small

arc of this vertebra tcgetner vita the the spinour process. All bone

fragments are disorierly consideraoly displaced. on lateral x-ray

picture (b) is detected tne image of the gaping wound canal, filled

with air (it is shaded and it is noted with arrow/pointer).

Throughout entire wound canal are scattered multiple fine/small

f3reign bodies. During tna repeaTea experiment in 2 months (c, d) is

determined osteomyelitis of DodIes of the II and III lumbar vertebra.

The destruction of adjacent closing plates of the bodies of the

vertebrae indicated. As a rasuir or the decomposition of the entire

small arc of the III lumtar vertecra and entire

ligamentous/connecting apparatus tae described destruction led to the

fall/total/complete separation or spinal column at this level to two

independent divisions. in tais case the caudal division of spins was

displaced toward the front and it visited the cranial to the height

of one vertebra. Because or tais tae image of bodies of the II and

III lumbar vertebra in the posterior X-ray photograph mutually they

are laminated.

Page 144.

Because of thi3 in the X-ray paotographs instead of common for these

wounds break of thi outlines of the image of the root of the small
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arc of vertebra (Fig. 54), which reminds in the norm letter 0,

sometimes was determinea tua rull/zotal/complete aDsence of this

sector of small arc (Fig. 55).

Only in the casuistic cases zae described wound could not be

identified on the basis cf the aaalysis of the posterior X-ray

photograph of spine, nameiy wnen the bullet, which possessed

considerable progressive/torward Lorce and which formed narrow wound

canal, passed to the horizotai plane through two intervertebral

apertures. In this case was destroyed only the posterior-lower sector

of tha bcdy of the co::espoaaiag vartabra whose fragments were

displaced into the spiral canal. Tais wound was not detected in the

posterior X-ray photograph of spine and was revealed/detected only in

its lataral photograph (Fig. 5o).

The described roentganologica± symptoms were observed in the

overwhelming majority of tha wounds of spine and I type spinal cord

and they were caused by tan course of wound canal in the frontal

plane. With I type wounds the passage of shell in the sagittal plane

almost never was encountered, since in the heading of shell in the

sagittal plane from the frcnt or probl-ams usually appeared the

incompatible with the life dadayes of the internal organs/controls of

adjacent areas. But if this it did not occur, foreign body was

introduzad in th? body of vartaora and in the majority of the cases
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was letained in it. Wita the coarse of wound canal in the sagittal

plane from behind in advance tna snall frequently remained among the

fragments of the posterior division of the small arc of vertebra or

penetrated the spinal canal and was detained in it.

Only the very rarely wounding shell, after destroying the

posterior division of tae smail arc of vertebra and after entering

into tha spinal canal, crossed/intersected the latter and was

introduced in the body of verteora (Fig. 58) or intervertebral disk

(Fig. 57). In this case apieared tne perforating wound of spinal

canal with the blind-end wound of spinal column, i.e., I type of the

wounds of spine and spinal cora.

Ioentgenologically in suca cases was detected the breaxing up of

the posterior division of ttie szali arc of vertebra (Fig. 57 and 58),

foreign body in the body of verteora (Fig. 58) or in the disk (Fig.

57) and the blanket of spinal canai at the level of damage. The roots

of the small arc of vertebra in tais case usually were not damaged.

The sector of the breaking up ot tne posterior division of small arc

had differqnt value. Sc2etiaes its sizes/dimensions were very

insignificant (Fig. 57).
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?i5. 56. Anatomical schemes trom tae X-ray photographs of the lumbar

division of spine wounded B. Perzorating bullet wound of lumbar

r gion in the frontal rlane. La the posterior X-ray photograph

pathological changes in tne spine are not determined. In the lateral

X-ray photograph is detected tne oreaking up of the rear lower sector

of body of the III lumbar vertebra (it is shown by arrow/pointer).

Bone fragments were displaced into the vertebral canal. The latter at

this level is shaded (it is shaaed into the cell). The wounded canal

crossed the spinal canal zarougn two intervertebral apertures. Wound

cf I type spine.

Page 145.

Suah wounds were almost d4uaiiy frequently deposited by bullets,

and by the metallic fragments or different origin. Extremely rarely

this damage could be caused Dy the fine/small fragment of shell,

! ,~
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whicti possesses considerao&a progressive/forward force. In these very

rare cases, in spite of the I tyje of wound, sometimes occurred not

the full/total/complete anatomicai interruption of spinal cord, but

its only partial wound.

Consequently, in sagi:mal guiding of wound canal with the given

wounds was always damaged tne Dcdy of vertebra or intervertebral

disk. In this case in the X-rdj Eaotographs invariably/unchangedly

was detected the absence oz tae compression of the body of the

damaged vertebra (Fig. 56) and the normal height of the

intervertebral disk (Fig. 57). Tais characteristic feature was

revealed/ditected with all bullet wounds of the bodies of vertebrae

and intervertebral disks and it sharply differed them from the

damages, which appear with tae closed trauma. Appearance after the

billet wound of the cunea.e deformation of the body of vertebra (Fig.

58) or reduction in the neigat of disk (Fig. 57) always testified

about the relative remoteaess of wound and indicated the presence of

active either chronic osteomyalLtis or degenerate changes in the

disk.

II type of the bullet wounds of spine and spinal cord. The

straijht/direct roentgenologicai simptom of the wounds of spine and

11 type spinal cord was tne prestnce of foreign body in the spinal

canal (Fig. 59 and 60)

J% :
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Fig. 57. Anatomical schemes irom tne series of the X-ray photographs

of tae lumbar division oi spina of wounded G. Blind-end wound into

the loin by shrapnel buliaz. Juring the primary x-ray examination (a,

b) is discovered the breax3ing up oi the left lower joint extension of

II lumbar vertebra (it is snowa by arrow/pointer), bullet and several

fine/small metallic foreign Dudies in the front/leiding division of

the right half of intervertebra± disk, located between the 1I and III

lumbar vertebra. Spinal caaal at this level is shaded. Bullet crossed

wallow
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spinal canal in the sagittal piane from behind in advance and it was

incorporated in the disx, after causing the wound of I type spine.

The neight of the interverteoral disk is not lowered, in spite of its

axplicit wound. During tzh repeatea x-ray examination in a month (c,

d). zonsilarabl-3 reductio" in tne asight of the intervertebral disk,

destruction of adjacent closing piates of bodies of the II and III

lumbar vertebra and the caicitication of the crushed towards the

outside right half front/leading longitudinal ligament at this level

(c). Shrapnel bullet mcved to the left (c) and toward the rear (d)

and it is located in posterior-internal sector of the left half disk.

Even more greatly overturnea one or the fine/small foreign bodies.

These symptoms testifieu aDout tne presence of osteomyelitis of

bodies of the II and III verteora. During the following x-ray

examination (e, f), 3 weeis ot the afterward second, is

established/installed tne ouiia-up/growth of the destruction of

bodies of the II and III lumbar wertebra and the almost complete

destruction of the corresponding disk. Considerably increased the

calcification of front/leading longitudinal ligament. Shrapnel bullet

was stuck into body of the 11 vbrtebra as a result of its osteolysis.

Appeared kyphosis at ttis leval if).

Page 146.

Tha wounding shell was aost frequently headed in the sagittal

!~*
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plane from behind in advance. gound canal in such cases was short, it

frequantly passed horizontaily, crushing only the insignificant

sector of the posterior wdli ot spinal canal (Fig. 59). The roots of

the small arc of vertebra in these cases usually were not damaged.

With the horizontal course of wound canal the localization of

wound on the skin coinciaed witn tae level of the sector of the

damage of spine and the location of foreign body in the spinal canal.

'i

- . 4
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._a. 53. Anatomical schemes from r-ae series of the X-ray photographs

of the lcwozr-thoracic division oi spine wounded T. Blind-end

fragmgntation wound of spine alcng the center line. During the

prinmary x-ray qxaminaticn ta, a~) is established/installed the

breaking up of the posterior .ixvision of arc of the X thoracic

vartebra together with tha -rha sjxine fragment and the foreign body,

which was wedged in verticaili into the middle of body of the IX

vertebra, into both ad-icant dists and corresponding sectors of body

of 6th3 VIII and X thoracic verteLnrd. Given data, compared with the

1P~-
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clinical ones, testified aoout tne wound of I type spine, since the

wounding shell passed slantwisc in the sagittal plane from behind

from below toward the froat and upwards, crossed spinal canal and was

incorporated in bodies and disks or three adjacent vertebrae. The

height of the bodies of vernearaa and intervertebral disks is not

lowered. In 2 months, during tne repeated x-ray examination (c, d),

is discovered osteomyelitis or bodies of the VIII and IX thoracic

vertebra with the extensive aestruction and the sharp compression of

body of the IX thoracic verteira (it is shown by arrow/pointer in

Fig. d). Simultaneously cccurrea tne insignificant displacement of

the caudal division of s ine to the left (c). The height of the

corresponding disks is sharply lcwered. Was formed kyphosis (d). As a

result of the comprassicn oi body of the IX thoracic vertebra and

sharp reduction in the beigat or disks occurred the transfer of the

foreign body whose lower end wds incorporated in the spinal canal and

crossed it at the level cf X taoracic vertebra.

Page 147.

With suzh wounds of the lumoar division of spine the foreign body

rarely penetrated the spinal canal through the interspinal and yellow

liciament, without hiving destroyed the integrity of bones. This is

possiblA as a r.sult of tne horizontal position of the awned

extensions of lumbar verteDrae. Tne same wound sometimes appeared in
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a lumbar-sacral division of spine in the presence spina bifida. In

the neck and thoracic division of spine the wounding shell could not

penetrate in the spinal canal, without having injured bone, since the

awned extensions of these varteDrae are iibricated to each other and

is form-id continucus bone wall.

3omewhat thinner/less traquant wound canal passed slantwise

outside from behind toward the front and towards the inside. In such

cases usually was damagea one halt the small arc of vertebra,

moreover into the zoni of dtcompcsition frequently was involved one

of th. roots of small arc.

Still thinner/less frequent wound canal is passed almost

vartically from bottom to top (Fig. 60), and in the single cases -

downward. With such wounds was deatcted the extensive zone of

decomposition, which could taxe several adjacent vertebrae. In these

cases sometimes were damaged the roots of the small arcs of

vertebrae, but always cnly one-sidad. In such casualties the foreign

body wa3 located in the spinal canal considerably higher than place

of its introduction into the spine.

The wounding shell in similar rare cases sometimes ricocheted

within the spinal canal from a particular massive division of

vertebra - from the rcot or its small arc or, it is more frequently,

}7
b~
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from the body - and only the donkey of this it ceased its forward

motion. On the basis of tne X-ray anatomical analysis it was possible

to establish/install the piaca of the introduction of foreign body

into spinal canal and sector troa which occurred the ricochet. With

such all wounds there was an extensive damage of the contained spinal

canal.

Exzlusively rarely wimn tae wounds of spine and II type spinal

cord wound canal is passed to sagittal plane from the front back/ago.

Such wounds, as a rule, were aeposited by the fine/small metallic

fragments, which pos ,ssad so considerable progressive/forward a

force, that they proved to oe in tue condition to pierce the body of

vertebra. In this case in tae oody of vertebra appeared the very

narrow canal which was ncL detactea in the X-ray photographs, and

roentganologically estarlisned only the presence of foreign body in

the spinal canal (Fig. bl).

The wounds of spine and il typa spinal cord in the majority of

the cases were deposited Dy Tne metallic fragments of different

origin, th.nnsr/less frequent - ny bullets. Rarely in the spinal

canal were detpcted several foreign bodies.
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Fig. 54. Anatomical schwaas from tac? X-ray photograph of the lumbar

division of spine wounded P. Jiind-end bullet wound of lumbar region.

Breaking up of the left lower jcint extension of the III lumbar

verte.bra. In the left hali spinal canal the deformed bullet, two

fine/small metallic foreijn bodies several bone fragments. Spinal

canal at this level is shadd (it is shaded into the cell). The

oresence of foreign body ia t~e spinal canal testifies about the

wouni of II type spine. comparison with clinical data shows that the

wound canal passed in the sdgittai plane horizontally from behind in

*d vance.

2age I48.

Usually in this case was astaiiished the presence of the even several

foreign bodies, which were oeian arranged/located paravertebrally. In

such casualties were always consiearably destroyed the small arcs one

- two vartebram.
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Very important moment/torque in the analysis of the damages of

spinal cord with II typw wounds was the value of foreign body. The

comDlete destruction of sniaai cora was doubtless, if there was a

large/coarse foreign bouy, which performed the spinal canal (Fig.

60), or if in it were detacted mu.Ltiple foreign bodies. Fine/small

fragments rarely penetratea tae spinal canal and even the substance

of spinal cord, without causing the extensive decomposition of the

latter (Fig. 61).

Thus, with these twc groups ot II type wounds it seemed possible

on the basis of roentgenologicdl data to compose judgment about the

legree of the damage of spinal cora. However, in the majority of

casualties of this type were aetected the sufficiently large/coarse

foreign bodies, which cccupied tae significant part of the spinal

canal, but thy did not ndvertneless pqrform by its rear sight (Fig.

59). In similar cases on the bdsis of roentgenological data it was

not the possible to compose distinct representation about the degree

of tha damage of spinal cor.. I is was established on the basis of

neurologic data or 3nly during surgical intervention.

High value for the pzeliainarj judgment had a refinement of

localization of foreign body in the spinal canal that was conducted
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roentgenatomically. Forr1iJn bodi~es, located in the front/laading

division of vertebrate canal, usually considerably destroyed spinal

cord, because the latter is locatad near the front/leading wall of

spinal zanal and is fixed/recorded in this region by the spinal

rootlets, which emerge througa tae intervertebral apertures. In the

posterior division of spinal canal, between its wall and dural sack,

4.s located venous web/piexus and fatty cellulose.
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Fig. 60. Anatomical schemes from tne X-ray photographs of

lower-thoracic and lumbar division of spine wounded T. Blind-end

fragmentation wound of let nates. The wound of spine and II type

spinal cord, inflicted by tne fzdgment which fills spinal canal at

the level of XII thoracic vertebra. In the X-ray photographs is

outlinei entire wound canai. The wounding shell approached the spine

from below to the left, after destroying the left cross extensions of

the II, III and IV lumbar vertebra. Foreign body was inserted into

the spinal canal th-ough t-e reyion of the left intervertebral joint

between the I and II lumtar vertenra (this sector was shown by

arrow/pointer) and the left root or small arc of the I lumbar

vertebra. Foreign body made in the spinal canal internal ricochet

from the posterior body surface of the I lumbar vertebra and, after

being guided upwards, it interrupted forward motion at the level of

4,.),J&,. .aA~~' Jq ,,, ,

- --- - " - "
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the X1I thoracic vertebra. Aoout the ricochet testifies the breaking

up of the posterior division or Douy of the I lumbar vertebra (it is

noted by arrow/pointer) and tae expansion of spinal canal at this

level. Spinal canal in rejion oi cue I lumbar vertebra contains bone

fragments. The lumen of tae spinak canal is shaded at the level from

the XII thoracic to the II iumoar vertebra (this region is shaded

into the call). In the left hair lumbar region are discovered the gas

bubbles which are located in the wound canal (they are shaded and

shown oy dual arrow/pointer) and in surrounding soft tissue (gas

bubbles are shaded), whica indicates the presence of anaerobic

infection.

Page 143.

Furthermora, the durai sacx is not fixed/recorded in this

tivision and can be displaced toward the front. Therefore even

consideraole foreign bodies, located in the posterior division of

spinal canal, rarely directiy damaged dural sack and spinal cord, and

they more frequently only squeezed it.

However, with this locilization of foreign body it was necessary

to consider the possibility or a deeper introduction of the bone

fragments which were fcrcea; tow4rd the front by the shell, which

were stopped in the posterior division of spinal canal. Bone

b
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fragments sometimes crcssed/intersecte! spinal canal and destroyed

its contents. With the wcunas of the lumbar and neck division of

spine such bone fragments wera outlined well in the lateral X-ray

photographs; in the thcracic aivi.sion they were revealed/detected

lass distinctly as a result oi tne layering tc the spinal canal of

the image of edges/fins.

Th? small-gauge bullets, waLca penetrated in the intradural

space or being located in tne sottaned substance of spinal cord, are

inclined to accept vertical position basis or, it is thinner/less

frequent, by point down. This as "drop" position/situation of bullet

was the straight/direct symptom oi its intradural localization. The

bullets, which were beinG disposed of thus, I could be moved in the

intradural space usually in cranio-caudal direction and it is

considerably thinner/less rzejuent in the reverse. The metallic

fragments of different crigin, which were being found in the

intralural space, ware dispiaced in it rarely.

Similar transfers were the reliable, but very rare and

sufficiently late symptom ot intrauural localization of foreign body.

In all remaining cases intradural localization of foreign body could

not be established/instalied with the full/total/complete confidence

on the basis of roentgenological data.
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III type of thi wounds or spine and spinal cord. The wounds of

spine and III type spinal cord appeared with the perforating and

blind wounds of body or neck, which wers with respect to the spine

more frequent tangents and it is thinnar/less frequent blind. Wound

canal usually is passed to irontal plang concerning toward the

postri3r wall of spinal canai or it was forwarded slantwise,

concerning to the lateral division of spinal column.
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Fig. 61. Anatomical schemes from tne series of the X-ray photographs

of tha lower unit of the aecx division of spine wounded Ch. Blind-end

fragmentation wound of the leiz half neck in its lower-front/leading

external sector. During the primary x-ray examination (a, b) the

violation of the integrity of tne Done division of spine is not

established/installed, in tne spinal canal at the level of Vllneck

vertebra is discovered metallic foreign body to the left and toward

the rear from the center oz tue spinal canal (it is shown by

arrows/pointers), which made it possible to diagnose the wound of II

type spine. Judging by the localization of wound on the skin, shell

traversed body of the V1I necx vertebra, forming in it the narrow

canal which roentgenologically not explained. During surgical

intervention the foreign body was extracted from the substance of

spinal cord. In 1 1/2 months with control roentgenological study (c)

is determined the defect of the postarior divisions of small arc of
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the VI, VII neck and I thoractc vertebra after laminectomy. Foreign

body is absent.

Page 150.

dith the blind-end wounds ot a spine of this type wound canal is

passed to sagittal plane from benind in advance or slantwise from

behind outside toward the rroat ana towards the inside. Foreign body

most frequently destroyed tne pcsterior division of the small arc of

vertebra and was establisaed among its fragments. Considerably

thinner/less frequent it gas introauced in the posterior sector of

the body of vertebra, damdging thus the front/leading wall of spinal

canal. with the blind-fnd wounds of III type spine foreign bodies

they werp located in the walls of spinal canal, but they did not come

forward in it.

Thus, with the wourds of spine and III type spinal cord most

frequently was destroyed the posterior wall of spinal canal, somewhat

thinner/less frequent - its one side wall and very rarely -

front/leading wall. Because of tais by the straight/direct

roentgenological symptcms or wounds of this type they were: 1) the

full/total/complete state ot preservation of the roots of the small

arc of vertebra in the prasence of decompositicn posterior (Fig. 62)

either, less frequent, the iront/leading wall of rninal canal even 2)
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the one-sided da2age of tae root or small arc of one (Fig. 63) or,

less frequent than several adjacent vertebrae.

The size of thq zcne of tae damage of spine with these wounds

vary varied. more frequently were observed the insignificant breaks

of any sector of the small arL of vertebra. However, with the

tangential wounds, which jo along the spine, rarely appeared the

extensive decomposition cf tae posterior divisions of the small arcs

of several vertebrae, bhich were relating to the wounds of this type.

Bone fragments with Il type wounds usually were not displaced

into the spinal canal, in consequence of which the image of the

latter in the lateral X-ray pnotographs proved to be unshadowed.

A,!
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Fig. 62. Fig. 63.

Fig. 62. Anatomical schemes from x-ray photographs of upper-lumbar

division of spine wounded K. diina-cnd bullet wound of the left half

lumbar region. During tne primary x-ray examination is discovered the

breaking up of entire pcsterior division of small arc of the I lumbar

vertebra (it is shown by dual arrow/pointer), together with the lower

joint and awned extensions. Bone iragments are displaced

insignificantly. Both roots of tae small arc of this spine are

preserved (they are noted Dy arrows/pointers). Spinal canal is not

shad_ d. Automatic bullet is arranged/located parav?rtearally, between

the :ight cross extinsicns of the i and II lumbar vertebra. The

decomposition of the pcsterior wali of spinal canal with the

retention/preservation/mainraalng of integrity of both roots of arch

of vertebra testifias atcut tne wound of III type spine.

Fig. 63. Anatomical schemes fron X-ray photographs of lumbar division

t~?
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of spine wounded S. Blind-end bullet wound of left nates. With

primary roentgenological study is established/installed the crushed

break of the left root of small arc of the III lumbar vertebra (it is

shown by arrows/pointers) with the insignificant displacement of

scrap. The correspondiny upper joint extension was separated in the

basis and was wholly dispiaced towards the outside. The left lower

joint extension of the II lumbar vertebra also splintered, left cross

extension of this vartenra is broxen. Spinal canal is not shaded.

Rifle bullet is arranged/iocateu to the left and toward the rear from

the awned extension of the Ill lumnar vertebra under the skin. The

presence of the decomposition or one root of the arc of vertebra

indicates the wound of iii type spine.

Page 151.

Less frequent with such wounds was observed the considerable

displacement toward the front or the fragments of the posterior wall

of spinal canal. In this case the dural sac was pressed in rare cases

toward the front and only destroyeu with bone fragments. In such

casualties in the lateral X-ray photographs of spine was detected the

blanket of spinal canal aaa r-aa presence in it of bone fragments.

The wounds, which ara cadracterizad by the break of the

posterior wall of spinal canai with the

p . ee
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ratention/presrvation/maintaiaing of the integrity of the root of

the small arc of vertebra, were most the lungs of all damages of the

III type. Is more serious tne decomposition of the lateral wall of

spinal canal. In such cases tne zone of the break sometimes

converted/transferred frcm tae root of small arc in the adjacent

sector of the body of verteara. Most heavy were the damages of the

front/leading wall of sEinai canal.

IV type of the wounds or spine and damages of spinal cord.

Straight/direct roentgenciogical symptoms of wounds of this type was

the damage only of such divisions of spinal column which do not

participate in the formation of the walls of spinal canal.

In the lumbar and necx division of the spine most of unit were

observed the wounds of Lazeral cnes and is thinner/less frequent than

ventral ones the sector of the boaies of vertebrae and intervertebral

disks. In this case they dere encountered both the blind-end (Fig.

6,4) and tangential wounds or taw Doies of vertebrae. The analogous

wounds of thoracic vertebrae ware observed extremely rarely, since in

the majority of tha cases such wounds were not consistent with the

life in view of the decomposition large vessels.

The isolated/insulatau Dreaks of the cross extensions of all

vertebrae relate to IV type wounds. These breaks most frequently were
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encountered in the lumbar and thoracic division of spine (Fig. 65).

Are usual they originated wita the blind-end wounds of chest and

abdominal area.

1
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Fig. 614. Fig. 65.

Fig. 64. Anatomical schemes from X-ray photographs of upper-luitbar

division of spine woundzd K. Liind and fragmentation wound of the

laft half lumbar regicn. juriag tna primary x-r:ay axamination is

discovered ths metallic toraiga body, which was incorporated in the

left half body of the I laDnar vertebra (it is shown by

arrows/pointers), without ndviay injured the walls of spinal canal.

The state Of prgservation of taw walls of spinal canal testifies

about the wound of IV type spine.

Fig. 65. Anatomical scheze, from posterior X-ray photograph of

thoracic division of spine wouaed b., which obtained blind-end

bullet wound into back. Duringj the primary x-ray examination is

,established/installid tae oreaxing up of the right cross extension of

the V thoracic vertebra (it is shown by arrow/pointer). The remaining

divisions of spinal coluskk are act chang~ed. Furthermore, is
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discovered the crushed oreaK ot 46ad and ne.ck/journal of right V

edge/fir.. Automatic bullet is drranged/located radically of right

lung. Bullet repeats the respiLratory movements of the lung, in

consequence of which its imago is dual (shaded - the less intense

sector of the image of bu.L.et). The presence of thea

isolated/insulatad decoma~osizion oi cross extension indicates the

wound of IV type spine.

Page 152.

With these wounds the snell is i.assed paravertebrally to sagittal

plane from behind in advance and rrequently was caused the damage of

the organs/controls of the areas indicated. With the bullet breaks of

the cross extensions of neck vartenrae invariably/unchangedly was

damagsd spinal artery. Iha latter with the blind-end wounds was

sometimes tamped by quite toraign body, which were incorporated in

this sector.

The isolat-4d/insulated oraas of the awned extensions of lumbar

vertebrae and the II and V11 neCK always related to IV type wounds

(Fig. 56) . In the thoracic aivision of spine awned extensions usually

were dest.-oypd together wita tne posterior sector of the small arc of

vertebra, in consequence of wnicn appeared III type wound. Then

occurred with the breaks o": the awned sextensicns of the III, IV, and
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V neck vertebra, because rtese extensions have insignificant value

and take direct part in tne iormation of the posterior wall of spinal

canal.

Tha awned extension or taa VI neck vertebra varies in its

manifestation and becomes similar Dy that by sometimes

arranged/located above, to the somatimes arranged/located below

vertebrae. In the first cases its isolated/insulated breaks related

to III type wounds, the seconuly - to IV type wounds. The variant of

the spinous extension wis estaolished on the basis of its bifurcation

in the first cases and tna aosence of this bifurcation the secondly,

which distinctly is revealea/aetected in the posterior X-ray

photographs.

The breaks of posterior arc Atlanta were always III type wounds.

The encountered rarely isolated/insulated breaks of front/leading

small acc Atlanta related to IV tyie wounds, since this small arc

does not liractly form the wall ct spinal canal. The very rars

isolited/insulated breaks or the upper joint extensions of lumbar

vertebrae also related tc IV type wounds.

With the wounds of IV type spine especially high value had the

breaks of the bodies of vartearae as a result of the fact that they

ware enzountered most frejuently and they were inclined they were
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inclined to be complicatea oy ostaomyelitis.

V type of the damages of skiaal cord. The damages of V type

spinal cord, for which is characteristic the absence of the violation

of the integrity of spine, are most difficult for the diagnosis. This

type of wound was puraly ciin *cai concept, since with it was detected

no roentgenological symitoms oz wound of vertebra. Nevertheless the

damage of a spinal cord or this type could not be identified without

the comparison of clinica data with the roentgenological ones.

Corresponding diagnosis was placeu when the presence of the

neurologic symptoas of tne daaaga of spinal cord and the

roentgenological reference points of tne wound of spine are absent,.

The diagnosis of wounds of tais type is most difficult and critical.

Diagnosis was placed after tho careful x-ray examination of spine not

*only at that level whicn corrasponded to neurologic symptoms, but

also by all above and, which i6 most important, below

arranged/located levels.

f

" ( p a' " a '' i
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Fig. 66. Anatomical scheme from zae lateral X-ray photograph of the

neck division of spine wounded i. Perforating bullet wound of

posterior-upper divisicn of necx in the frontal plane. Crushed break

of the awned extension ct the Ii neck vertebra. The remaining

divisions of spine are not damaged. Distinctly is revealed/detected

the wound canal, filled witn air (it is shaded and shown by

arrow/pointer). Prevertenral sort tissues normal (they are shaded)-.

The presence of th _ isclazed/insulated break of the awned extension

of the 1I neck vertebra testtlies about the wound of IV type spine.

Page 153.

Otherwise could be identiii2d tme airect wound of spine and spinal

card which was located consideranly lower than region of damage,

established/installad neurolog;c. This could occur only when the

considerable softening of the iying above sections of spinal cord is

present.

Ak.
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The damages of V type spinal cord most frequently were observed

with the perforating paraverteazal wounds. Considerably more rarely

were encountered blind-end wounas with the localization of foreign

body near the spine.

i
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Page 154.

C.APTER VI.

GENERAL PRINZIPLES OF THE TREATIENT OF BULLET WOUNDS OF SPINE AND

SPINAL CORD.

Davelopment Df therapeutic aid by that wounded the spine and the

spinal cord for the time of tae Great Patriotic War.

V. A. Zhmur, Doctor of medical sciences, Professor.

A question about the treatment of the bullet wounds of spine and

spinal cord during the Great Patriotic War was one of the important

and difficult sections of military field neurosurgary. The specific

gravity/weight of the wounds of spine and spinal cord among all

wounds 3f nervous system is given in Table 14.

In different stages the evacuations of the wound of spine and

spinal cord were from 7.6 to 16.0o/o of all wounds of nervous system.

The wounds of spins and spinal cord were heaviest, which required

sometimes very complex surgical interventions both on the spine (soft

tissue, bone, spinal cord and its shells)and on the adjacent

• . ,k .. . .. _ " . ... I n ... ." i l i• a
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organs/zontrols or the tissues (coabined wounds).

ALthough ta basic condition/positions of the treatment of the

wounds of spine and spinal corl at the beginning of the Great

Patriotic War corresponded to tae level of neuro-surgical knowledge

of those days, in view of their complexity and impossibility of

full/total/camplete putting into action in the circumstances of

mobile warfare, they were introduced gradually and considerably they

were changed.

.1

i

I,
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Table 14.

'3. 11. Fe5i. anonuq .. . 1Y14-191S
8  16'0( 'H. 3c,,~n z ...... 1945 } 10.0

(3)B. It. lao- . 194 10-15,0

cq)A. C. Op.1oBCHnA ..... 1946 10-15,0

Kay: (1. Author. (2). Years. (3). Wounds of spine and spinal cord

(in percantages). (4). Z. 1. Geymanovich. (5). N. ZelinsKiy. (6). Ya.

T. Faynzil'berg. (7). M. P. Postolov. (8). V. N. Shamov. (9). A. S.

Orlovskiy.

Page 155.

From th? first days of the Great Patriotic War basic requirement

in the organizational and therapeutic work of field medical service

was urg.nt and steady satisfaction of the basic conditions of combat

field surgery, which include: 1) timaly carrying out/remaoval from the

field of breakage, 2) correct classification and urgent evacuation in

the designation/purpose, 3) early prophylaxis of infection (primary

bandage), sufficient immobilization and timely surgical and

specialized aid.

t~
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During ths first two years of 3raat Patriotic War (1941-1942) of

operltlans/proaCssas on tam spine as a result of the severe

conditions of mobile warfare at many fronts they produced a little.

Compared with the operaoi/.Lty of the wounds of skull and brain the

operability of the wounds of spine and spinal cord remained low.

Thus, according to the data of the hospital basis of the near

rear, operability for the years of war was the following.

1r en data clearly show the increase of surgical activity with

the wounds of spine and spinal cord.

Th3se served as basic leadership/manual on the military field

surgery for the doctors of this period of "indication on the military

field surgery" (1941 and 1942) defined the boundaries of the

operbility of those wounded into the spine and the spinal cord by

the following position/situation: "on DMP and in PPG is performed

only the usual primary surgical processing of wound.

Operations/processes apropos of incomplete interruption and

compression 3f spinal cord are conducted in the specialized hospital

GBA or the rear hospital".

ALthough already during tne war with the White Finns was

established/installed the groundlessness and even harm of the
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surgical processing of the wound of soft tissues, nevertheless Auring

the first years of war it was conducted in a consilerable quantity.

Thus, according to the data of reports of one of the fronts (N. 1.

I3hchenko) , the primary processing of wounds in the stages of

evacuation was following for tne farst half of 1943: on D. P -

40.0o/o, in the hospitals of aray - 13.20/o, in the hospitals of the

near rear - 8.00/o. On the aontas ta DMP this it was distributed as

foll3ws:

Mecnu Phsapb ZDenpaab Mapr Anpenh ,aA 110ab CpeaRR

IVOUCHT 14,8 50,0 54,7 68,0 49,0 21,3 40,0

Key: (11. f nhS. (2). January. (3). February. (14). March. (5).

April. (6). 4ay. (7). June. (d). Average/mean. (9). Percentage.

As can be seen from given data, the primary processing of wounds

(especially luring the first years of war) was performed

comparatively frequently, whica frequently considerably impeded

radizal surgery on the spine and tn spinal cord in further stages of

evacuation.
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Table 15. Operability of those wounied the spine on the years of war

(lata of the hospitals of tne near rear in the percentages).

( ro sofa. w.)cpe.IgA

nean-)1(3)8T0FXm 
4

k p~ ~ reTJ

I
.13,3 ,2,2 ,

Key: (1. Year of war. (2) the first. (3) the second. (4) the third.

(5) the fourth. (6). Average/mean.

Page 156.

Therc9fore among the medical officers was encountered all more such,

who completely realized tue uselessness of the carving of the wound

of soft tissues and gradually they rejected it, increasingly more

frequently resorting to tne early radizal perfecting of wound.

At the II plenum of the hospital zouncil of Mirkomzdrav USSR

(1942) A. 4. Bakulav, A. Yu. Sozon-4rowevi and V. A. Gusynin

supported the possibility of radical iatervention on the spine with

an unhealed wound, arranged/located paravertebrally, even with the

imposition of anechoic suture (A. N. Bakulev). In the resolution of

plenum is emphasized the value of early surgical interventions with

the bullet wounds of spine and spinal cord.

p~
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From the second half the Great Patriotic War began considerably

to ilcrease the activity of the surgeons and neurosurgeons in the

relation to the surgical treatment of the wounds of spine and spinal

cord. rhe substantiated in no way advantage of conservative treatment

began to undergo radical review. N. R. Burdenko, A. N. 3akulev, A. L.

Polenov, later V. N. Shamov et al. especially persistently

underscored the effectiveness of early surgical intervention.

In the second half war the victorious advance of Soviet army

forwari created conditions for the advancement at the beginning of

the =ombat operations/processes of the specialized aid far forward.

Thus, already during the Belorussian, L'vov and many other

operations/processes even the front line specialized neuro-surgical

ajencias advancd at the beginning of combat operations/processes

into the army aria, which created favorable conditions for a

maximally timely and radical operational processing of such

casualties.

By this time the organization of neuro-surgical aid obtained the

following completely completed and ordered form.

1. Neuro-surgi:al separation/section of specialized PPG of

hospital basis of army was serviced/maintained by neuro-surgical

group of OREU 7separate medical reinforcement company]. In their each
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army usually were organized two on the different flanks.

2. Neuro-surgical separation/section of GBF or special hospitals

(less frequent).

3. Neuro-surgical separation/section or hospital of deep rear.

According to the data of a number of the authors, in the front

line ani rear neuro-surgical hospitals those wounded the spine and

the spinal cord occupied 10.0-15.0o/o of entire bed fund (A. S.

orlovskiy).

rn resolution of the VI session of neuro-surgical advice/council

togethar with the scientific medical council of Narkomzdrav USSR

(January 1944) on the oasis of the accumulated practical

experience already persistently emphasized the neei for early

surgical intervention wita the bullet wounds of spine and spinal cord

and taking of complex therapeutic measures with the attraction of

therapeutist, urologist, orthopedist, physiotherapist, specialist in

the therapeutic exercise, and also roentgenologist and

bacteriologist. At the same session underwent comprehensive

discussion questions of prophylaxis of different complications,

especiilly beisores and complications from the side of the urination

system.
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In the resolution on the report A. N. Bakuleva was noted role

and problems of the separate stages of evacuation in the treatment of

the spinal casualties. In this case it was proposed to perform

radical operation/process in the specialized hospitals of GBF,

leaving for the institutions of army and army area only the problem

of prophylaxis of urological compiications, by the imposition of

urinovesical fistula in the appropriate cases and the fastest

evacuation of such casualties according to the designation/purpose

into the front rear.

Important in the decisions of session was the requirement of

conducting the "principle of division into districts" in the

treatment of the wounds of spine, i.e., the requirement to guile them

duriag the evacuation for further treatment into the specific

specialized agencies of the deep rear, connected with each front line

area. rhis principle of division into districts, it is doubtless,

contributed to the retention/preservation/maintaining succession in

the line-of-communication treatmeat of casualties with the damage of

spinal cord.
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Not less important in resolutions of session was the requirement

of the improvement of the specialized aid by the wounded route/path

of the zreation of separations/sections for the wounded the spine and

the spinal cord in the specialized evacuation hospitals fronts with

their proper equipment and manning the appropriate states/staffs with

the attraction for the work in them of the neuro-surgical groups of

reinforzing.

Thus, the advisability of surgical intervention on spine and

contents of spinal canal in tne earliest possible periods after wound

already to the second half the Great Patriotic War was acknowledged

by Soviet neurosurgeons, surgeons and neuropathologists.

This change ia the views of neurosurgaons pronounced ia the

considerably increased activity during the treatment of the bullet

wounds of spine and spinal cord. Nourosurgeons' vast majority already

on the basis of personal experiment/experience arrived at the

conclusion about use and even need for the early

operations/processes, which play very prominent role in the

general/common/total plan/layout of the treatment of the wounds of

spine and spinal cord. Thus, according to the data of one hospital

basis of the near rear, a quantity of laminectomies from year to year

was raised: the first year - 8.0o/o, the second year - 10.0o/o, the

third yaar - 11.0o/0, the fourth year - 30.0o/o, average- 14.7o/o.
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Along with thi3 was widely applied the superpubic section of the

bladder - cystostomia as the method of prophylaxis of urinary/urine

infection. According to tue data of the same hospital basis, in the

saconl half-year of 1944 cystostomaa was superimposed by 6.5o/o all

of those enteral, without considering those, coma it it was

superimDosed in the foremost stages. According to the data of GBA, in

1945 during the Prussian operation/process of cystostomia it is

superimposed into 100.0o/o of cases of the wounds of spinal cord with

the clinical picture of tne full/total/complete violation of its

conductivity.

Tha expansion of surgical aid by that wounded the spine both in

the army and in the front line area brought also to the review of the

existed instruction of the Ministry of Public Health of the USSR. In

the instructional instructions of the Ministry of Public Health of

the USSR (1944) are given differentiated indications relative to the

surgical classification of casualties with the damage of spine on DMP

and in ,P(-fYof the first line for tae establishment of the order of

evacuation to specialized Kh'n. .n them it was recommended wounded the

spine and the spinal cord possible rapidly to evacuate into the army

r-ar, detaining in the institutions of the army area only of

nontransportable ones and casualties, who were needing urgent
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interventions from the vital readings (more frequent combined wounds

of spina and organs/controls of chest or abdominal area). Were

established/installed readings to early surgical interventions and

were given indizations relative to prevention of complications, in

particular, prophylaxis and treatment of the infection of the urinary

tracts: "the drainage of bubble by superpubic section is the most

accurate method of struggle with the infection of urinary tracts".

Page 158.

For the immobilization of spine during the evacuation within the time

the wars put to use different improvised wooden or wire splints (Fig.

67), thinner/less frequent by 4ypsum beds. For the purpose of the

raliable immobilization of spine during the transportation were even

designed different stretchers (FigS. 68-71).

Within the time of tue Grdat Patriotic War progressively were

developed the views on the su.:gical perfecting technique of the

wounds of spine and of spinal co-i, reading and contraindication to

laminectomy, and also views on prophylaxis and treatment of different

complications, connected with the damage of spine and spinal cord.

It is necessary to note that, together with the urgent practical

problem3 of treatment, in all institutions of the medical and

--A
IAV-
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sanitary servics of Soviet army they conducted also the numerous

scientific investigations of the violations, connected with the

damage of spina and spinal cord. Tue results of the investigations of

the naurophysiologists, neurohistologists, pathophysiologists,

bacteriologists, pharmacologists and clinicians during the war were

already to a considerable extent used for the purpose of the

treat3eat of the wounds of spine and spinal cord.

The short survey/coverage of the vast made work for the time of

the Great Patriotic War cannot encompass all details of thq

organization of therapeutic ail ay that wounded into the spine and

the spinal cord in all stages of evacuation. Are here illuminated

only tha basic and fundamental condition/positions, which served as

basis to a radical change in the views on the problem of surgical aid

by that wounded into the spine and the spinal cord.
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Fig. 67. aobilization of the neck division of spine by wire

spliats.
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Fig. 68. Undernsath panel withi head rest to A. S. Orlovskiy's

stretchers.

Fig. 69. Stratc;hars are prepared for arranging casualty.
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Fig. 70. Arrangement of casualty.

Page 160.

Soviet military field neurosurgery in the Great Patriotic war

overcame the propagandized in the foreign countries obsolete views

about the advisability of the conservative treatment of the bullet

wounis of spine and spinal cord and it replaced with their active

math:)ds, after engaging rigiatfully the first place in the world.

Soviet naurosurgeonso experience in the Great Patriotic War

refuted the established on the experiment/experience of previous wars

opinion a.,out the hopelessness of those wounded the spine and the

spinal cord and showed that as a result of surgical activity during
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the treatment of such casualties - early laminectomy, improvement in

the departure/attendance, propylaxis and treatment of different

complications - it is possible to increase chances for the favorable

outcome even in the cases, which were being considered earlier

hopeless.
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SURGICAL AETHODS OF TREATSENT OF BULLET WOUNDS OF SPINE AND SPINAL

CORD.

D. G. Goldberg, Candidate of the medical sciences, docent.

The treatment of the bullet wounds of spine and spinal cord

during the Great Patriotic War was reduced to the following:

a) to the primary surgical perfecting of wound, i.e., to the

ramoval/distance of all nonvitdl tissues from the wound as the

measures of prophylaxis and struggle with the infection;

b) to the elimination of the compression of spinal cord by the

removal/distance of bone fragments, foreign bodies, etc.; c) to

prophylLxis and treatment of different =omplications, trophic

disocders, connected with the damage/defeat of spine and spinal cord.

The experi-nce, acquired by the collective of the military

*neurisurgeons, showed that most efiective singularly radical in

direction indicated above treaument in all stages of evacuation was

the surgical (surgical) treatment in combination with the

series/number of medicinal/medicamentous substances, sulfanilamides,

antibiotics and different physical therapy measures.

0 . -- * *
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Fig. 71. Casualty is prepared to the evacuation.

Page 161.

Tha specificity of operational receptions/procedures with the

wounds of spine and of spinal cord, connected with thne careful

neurologic clinico-surgica. and roentgenological

examination/inspection of casualties, more prolonged hospitalization

in the post-operation period in comparison vith other wounds

determined character/nature and volume of surgical intervention in

lifferent stages. In this case in the army area, depending on

sanitary-tactical circumstances, the presence of the substances of

evacuation, surgical interventions either in no way were conducted or

were conducted only as measures struggles with the infection of wound

(primary perfecting of the wound of soft tissues, removal/distance of

Mr. . -
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fragments). Sp3Cial neuro-surgical interventions vre conducted in

the hospitals of army and front line area.

The distribution of different surgical interventions apropos of

the wound of the spine and spinal cord in different stages of

sanitary evacuation during the period of the Great Patriotic War is

evideat from Table 16.

To other institutions are related the hospitals of the deep rear

and civil institutions of the front line areas and deep rear.

The analysis of data, given in Table 16, shows that perfecting

the wounds of soft tissues and removal/distance of bone and metallic

fragments were performed mainly in the army area, while laminectomy,

almost is a rule, it was conducted in the therapeutic institutions of

army and front line area.

Thus, with the wounds of spine and spinal cord the

charicter/natura of surgical intervention by its volume extremely

varied, begianing from the dissection of wound to complex surgizal

interventions with the autopsy of solid cerebral shell. First

surgical intervention could be produced on DMP, and the second

required narrower than special organization and proper conditions.
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It would seem completely logical to divide both means of

interventions in the stages of evacuation. However, the

erperimant/experience oi war completely convincingly showed the

groundlessness of this assumption, since the produced iissection of

the wound of soft tissues, whLch was complicated by infection, always

detained for the more or less considerable period surgical

intervention on spine and contents of spinal canal or required

special approaches.

i7

. , . - i.,~ rFF
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Table 15. Distribution of surgical intarvantions in character/nature

and stages of evacuation (in the percentages to a total number).

() Trani ;)BaKVaUuR

\ I,I ac rae p ,lfie Ic11 ('r- o B ce o

F I- Ar ,

/ o ' em a b. 7S 15,3 3.1 j 2.5 11: 0.0
(7V1[ .' ;e C \ .Ia:IlI3llE'M '"5

,9.3 1 2T.,O O 9. 9,32 0 u

T~r.1I. S'3 2'.0 1 .2 .'1 I (it. 0
11. ONI I ' 1 TM 11 .. . 2. 2',.1 I RO.

Kay: (1). Sta;=s of evacuation. (2). Character/nature of surgical

intervention. (3) the specidlized hospitals. ('4) other institutions.

(5). In ill. (6). Dissection of wound. (7). The same with

ramoval/distance of bone scrap. (8). The same with removal/distance

of foreign bodies. (9). Laminectoay.

Page 162.

However, the impossibility of rendering to the proper

nauro-surgical iii in the army area, it is doubtless, determined

certLin elongation of the periods of radical intervention in

connection with the delay of casualties in the intermediata stages of

evacuation. In the earlier periods surgical interventions were

conducted on DnP and were reduced, as is evident from Table 16,

mainly to the dissection of wounds and the removal/distance of

"-" - ' "* -
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fragments. A more precise characteristic of periods of surgical

interventions in the stages of evacuation is represented in Table 17.

From the comparison of data of Tables 16 and 17 it is evident that in

essence radical surgery cn spine and contents of spinal canal were

conducted in the therapeutic institutions of army and front line area

after 10 days. The latter fact was explailid partially by the delay

of the evacuation of casualties or by the complication after the

already produced perfecting of the wound of soft tissues in the

therapeutic institutions of army area, and also by the fact that the

wounds of spine and spinal cord required the more prolonged periods

of observation for refining the character/nature of the damage of

spinal cord.

Sp;cializ3d aid by taese casualty was rendered in the

neuro-surgical separations/sections of the hospitals of army (Gb.4) or

front line (GBF) area and Ln a small number in the institutions of

the deep rear. in all of these establishments, besides the

neurosurgeons, worked the doctors of adjacent specialties

(therapeutist, urologist, roentgenologist, orthopedist,

physiotherapist). Highly efficient aid by that wounded the spine

rendered the civil/civilian therapeutic institutions, located both in

the front line areas and in the deep rear.

)n 7-BF !ni in the deep raar with the concentration of a
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considecable quantity of the neuro-surgical casualties were crzated

special separations/sectioas or even were secreted special hospitals

for those wounded the spine.

The latter fact was very important, since treatment and care of

such casualties required the increased staffs of the service medical

personnel as well as the corresponding armament and instrumentation

with the objects/subjects of departure/attendance, laboratory

armament and so forth, etc. It is doubtless, under these conditions

had a value the specialization of roentgenologist, physiotherapist,

urologist, orthopedist ana otaer specialists, who considered all

details during diagnosis and treatment of the wounds of spine, which

had 3ometimes vital value for the casualty.

)
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Tabl-3 17. Periols of surgical interventions in different stages of

evacuation.

(A (I)Cpome onepaTauuwx B.ematenLbcT.[ (')
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('eoxo of 30i o 16 . 1. 0
: I

(13OICFiU Bll ; OII I0 5 If

(MCE a MCP) . 80,,5

(Xilir) 36,0 32.0 !,q,5 11.. 2.1 100.'
(ii kine uuia.l n3 pnna lI n~bLC

rocrluTa.11 t 1 '.\) .6, 1 8, 2 31,1 A9,2 ;Ou. 0
(J. neu ua~inif poaa'I ieI

roc (ITa.l (r D) 8,2 15,u 15, 37,7 1 23,7 100,

(-g1fpo~q1e .leqeoHe
yqpe)FaeHnn . 7.7 4,5 7,3 19.5 61,5 100,0

Kay: (11. Periols of surgical interventions. (2). Stage of

evacuation. (3) during the first day. (4) on the 2-3rd day. (5) on

the 14-9th day. (6) on the 10-30th day. (7) it is later than 30 days.

(8). In all. (9). Army area (J1SB and MSR), (10). Army area (PPG).

(11). Specialized hospitals (GSA). (12). Specialized hospitals (GBF).

(13). Other therapeutic institutioa!7.
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Page 163.
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Fig. 72. Blini-and fragmentation penetrating wound of lover-thoracic

division of spine. Focus adhesive arachnoiditis around the foreign

body. Preparation VMM No 1447. (Artist T. V. Belyayeva).
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Targets ani problems of radical surgery consisted not in the

reduztion of th3 anatomically destroyed units of spinal cord, but in

the zreation of most favorable conditions for reducing the

conductivity of those divisions of spinal cord whose functions were

disruptad as a result of the compression by foreign body, the

tunicary intargrowth, edeaa, memostasis and cerebro-spinal fluid and

so forth (Fig. 72).

To remove the factors of the compression, which disturbs the

function of spinal cord, is the nasic problem of surgical treatment.

When was detected the full/total/complete interruption of spinal

cord, the suture3 of brain was aot applied. If operation/process was

conducted in the region of horse tail, then in the cases of the

violation of th% integrity oi rootlets of the latter was shown the

imposition on them of sutures.

Indications for laminectomy.

Indications for the surgical treatment of the bullet wounds of

spins were placed afterward the comprehensive neurologic, surgical
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and x-ray examination of casualties. Only summarizing all findings,

it was possible to establish/install correct readings to the

operation/process in each specific case.

As showd the axperiment/experience of the Great Patriotic War,

it was not possible readings to surgical intervention in the early

period to substantiate only by data of neurologic clinic of wound,

since in the sharp/acute and early period to differentiate the

character/nature of the wound of the contained spinal canal it was

frequently impossible. However, at the end of the early period or in

the beginning of intermediate period neurologic investigation gave

already valuable indications relative to changes in the spinal cord,

its rootlets and shells. By this tine usually were smoothed the

phenomena of spinal shock, edema and bloating of spinal cord, more

clearly were revealed/detected the actual sizes of the wound of

spinal cord. Neurologic indications of increasing edema and

compression of spinal cord under all conditions served as sufficient

reading to surgical intervention, even urgent, if with the wounds of

the necK division of spine appeared the difficulties of respiration

(N. N. Burdenko, A. N. Bakulev et al.).

To solve a question about the presence of readings to surgical

intervention consideratly helped the surgical methods of the

examination/inspection of casualty. Here first of all was involved
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the inspection of wound and the possible analysis of the direction of

the wound canal (see general/common/total unit, Chapter V).

Very important role played the roentgenological method of study.

The latter in the absolute majority of the cases detected actual

sizes and character/nature of the damage of spine, the level of wound

to a considerable extent aelped to create preliminary representation

about the possible damages of spinal cord, freeing from the need to

frequently wait the explanation of the dynamics of neurologic

violations.

It is significant that each type of the wound of spine

(accarling to N. S. Kosinsfoy) was almost regularly escorted/tracked

by the appropriate damage of spinal cord, which in combination with

the data, obtained during the neurologic and clinico-surgical

investigation of casualty, with the sufficient basis servqd as guide

to action, in particular, in the determination of readings and

contraindications to surgical radical intervention in the early and

intermediate period of wound.

Page 164.

The majority of the neurosurgeons and neuropathologists, being

based on the experiment/experience of the Great Patriotic War,

: ? I I I ° -"' "" F .. . ,..........
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arrived at the conclusion that by oasic general/common/total reading

to early laminectomy' was the perforating, blind-end or tangential

penetrating wound of spine.

FOOT4OTE 1. By early laminectomy is unlerstood surgical intervention,

produced from several days to 2 weeks after wound. ENDFOOTNOTE.

As supplementary ones to the general/common/tatal readings to

early laminectomy with different wounds of spine they served:

a) sharp/acute radicular pains;

b) the blockade of liquor space, determined by liquorodynamic

tests/sa mples;

c) acute or ascending edema and bloating of spinal cord,

especially with the wounds of neck division (danger in death from

paralysis of respiration);

d) liquorrhea; e) the build-up/grovth of the violations of the

conductivity of spinal ccrd or horse tail;

f) the appearing signs of focus meningitis, especially in thoso

cases when wound dia not undergo radical primary perfecting.

p 4IC
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In all doubtful, unclear and roentgenologically unconvincing

cases better it was operate casualty than, waiting the refinements of

diagnosis, to allow the onset of complications both from the side of

the urinary tracts and other complications (pneumonia, bedsores,

wound cachexia, etc.), which impeded subsequently conducting the

operational intervention and represented threat for the life

casualties.

During such readings the small unit of the casualties underwent

operation/process without the ccnsiderable effect (anatomical

interruption of spinal cord, contusion of spinal cord); however,

these "error" they were purchased by the achieved sometimes positive

results. The latter is especially important, if one considers that

not alwAys it was possible to roentgenologically establish/install

presencq in the spinal canal of the fine/small bone fragments, which

disturbed the conductivity of spinal cord or horse tail. Sometimes

the wounds, which were seeming paravertebral, in reality proved to be

the tangential or perforating penetrating wounds of spine with the

appropriate damage of spinal cord (horse tail). In the rare cases

with the passage of the wounding shell through the intervertebral

apert..res or through the interosteal gaps/intervals the perforating

and blind-end penetrating wounds ot spine were not escorted/tracked

k
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by the wound of vertebrae. Clinico-surgical analysis of these cases

contributed to the refinement of readings to the early surgical

treatment.

Of A. L. Polenov's figurative expression, even a least

improveent in the disrupted functions is for that wounded the spine

and the spinal cord the same, as for the blind light-perception.

Uader these zonditions becomes clear certain expansion of readings to

test laminectomy in the doubtful cases.

rhas, in the period of the Great Patriotic war readings to the

operation/process in comFarison with the installations of the

surgeons of the first world war considerably were spread. As a result

of experiment/experience were developed and detailed not only the

readings to the surgical treatment, but also the periods of

intervention.

More distinctly came to light also the forms of the wounds, with
which radical surgical intervention (of type of laminectomy with the

Irevision of the contained spinal canal) is not shown or even

contcaindicatedly.

Page 165.
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According to these data, laminectomy is not indicated:

1) with the accurately established/installed clinically and

roentgenoloqically by through penetrating wound of spine with the

extensive destruction of vertenrae and the full/total/complete

violation of the conductivity of spinal cord;

2) with the nonpenetrating wounds of spine with the damage of

body or extensions of vertebra and the syndrome of contusion or jolt

of spinal cord:

3) with the paravertebral wounds with the syndrome of contusion

or jolt of spinal cord;

4) with the blind-end penetrating wounds of spine by the very

fine/small foreign bodies (size/dimension in 1-3 ma) without any

c~nsidarable damage of spine and with the rapidly smoothed violations

of the conductivity of spinal cord (horse tail);

5) with the tangential penetrating wounds of spine with the

insignificant damage to bone and without the expressed violations of

the function of spinal cord.

Laminectomy is contrasted:
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1) to the 3utput/yield of casualty Tzom the condition of

traumatic shock;

2) in the combined wounds of spine and of chest or abdominal

area ini the respectively heavy condition of the casualty (hemothorax

of small sizas/limSnsions does not impede laminectomy);

3) with fir visited complications from the side of the urinary

tracts (cystopyalitis, pyeionephritis), during the development of

septic process, with the onset of pneumonia;

4) with different intercurrent diseases, which to a considerable

extent weight the general condition of casualty;

5) with far visited intoxication and wound cachexia;

6) during the considerable festering of wound in the zone of

operatinq field:

7) with the unfavoraole sanitary-tactical circumstances, which

eliminates the possibility of Liospitalization after

operation/process;

L~
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3) luring the insufficient equipment for conducting of wide

surgical intervention and post-operation departure/attendance, and

also with the impossibility of taxing the necessary diagnostic

measures, in particular, x-ray examination.

Periods of intervention. According to the experiment/experience,

acquired luring the Great Patriotic War, Soviet neurosurgeons'

absolute majority arrived at the conclusion about the advantage of

early operations/processes.

Is at the present time in the sufficient measure explained the

harm of the prolonged compression of spinal cord, which leads to the

development of the focus or diffuse necroses of spinal cord, the

violation of liguor-, lympno- and blood circulation, and also to the

toxic effect of the fission products of spinal cord on the preserved

divisions of spinal cord. Are estaalished/installed the dangers the

infeztions, connected with the stay of bone fragments and foreign

bodies in the spinal canal, etc.

The most essential factor, which forces neurosurgeons to

earliast possible surgicai intervantion on the spine and the spinal

cord, was the almost regular development of different complications

A

°-,- _
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(uriaary tracts, pneumonia, bedsores, etc.) in the intermediate

period of wound.

Page 166.

However, one should consider that after the simultaneous mass

admission of those wounded in the spine and obtained craniocerebral

wounds which require urgent perfecting, and also with the restricted

capacity of operating room it was necessary to differentiate

indication of surgical intervention on the spine on the urgency.

Larger partly wounded the spine already during the day of

admission into the specialized hospital underwent neuro-surgical and

roentgenological examination/inspection, which mor precisely

formulated the Iiagnosis of wound and it made it possible tentatively

to judge character/nature and degree of the damage of spine and

spinal ord or horse tail.

In the givan above classification of wounds and determinations

of readings and contraindications to laminectomy with the bullet

wounds of spine is contained tne response/answer to a question about

the periods of intervention. First of all in the absence of

contraindications neurosurgeons' majority operated casualties with

the blind-end and tangential penetritin; wound of spine, especially
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with the syndrome of the partial violation of the conductivity of

spinal cord, and in the second turn - casualties with the syndrome of

the full/total/complete violation of the conductivity of spinal cord.

In the third turn, but as far as possible early, they operated

casualties with the perforating penetrating wound of the spine. As

showed experiment/experience, especially importantly early surgical

intervention when during the investigation were detected at least the

minimum elements/cells of the conductivity of spinal cord. Delay with

the operation/process, almost as a rule, it led on the 10-14th dayrto

the full/total/complete violation of the conductivity of the spinal

card in connection with the progressive necrosis of the substance of

spinal cord (I. P. Postolov, L. 1. Smirnov et al.).

With all conditions it was considered that after laminectomy,

especially early, "reduction processes in the spinal cord proceeded

more rapidly, and secondary traumatic necroses were expressed weaker"

(L. I. Smirnov).

Urgent laminectomies underwent usually wounded the spine, in

which were detected: a) abundant liquorrhea, b) the difficulty of

respiration as a result of edema or damage of the neck division of

spinal cord, c) the appearance of initial signs of focus spinal

meningitis (especially in the cases of the blind-end penetrating

wound of the spine when necessary to urgently remove the source of

L . * . .. . . . . I , ,. ,.. . . ., .. ... -I II , ,
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infection), of d) heavy pains with panetrating wounds (stimulation of

rootlets and shells of spinal cord by foreign body or by bone

fragments), e) secondary or repeated hemorrhages.

For conducting early surgical interventions on the spine is

necessary the early delivery/procurement of casualties in the

specialized agencies with the possible contraction/abbreviation of

the stages of avazuation. During the more complex combat

circumstances, the rapid advance of the troops/forces and the

elongation of communications a guantity of stages of evacuation

sometimes grew/rose to 6-8.

The delay of the admission of casualties into the spine into the

specialized agencies led to the fact that the complications, which

p appeared up to the moment/torque of admission, frequently impeded

timely radical intervention.

Tha relationship/ratio of the periods of laminectomy, produced

in different stages of evacuation, evidently from Table 18.

Thus, if in the specialized hospitals of GBF the large part of

laminectomies are done during the periods up to I month, then under

conditions of PPG (:BA) two thirds of operations/processes they are

producel into the first 10 days, i.e., to the onset of different
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complications.

Page 167.

Operability and characteristic of the operated casualties.

Unier conditions of the military medical service of Soviet Army,

depending on the series/number of conditions, the operability of

those wounded the spine oscillated at different fronts and in the

different time from 20.0 to 60.0o/o. This oscillation/vibration

dependel not so much on difference im separate neurosurgeons, views,

as from sanitary-tactical circumstances at different fronts in the

different time, or from connected with this periods of the admission

of those wounded the spine into the specialized agencies. There is

also no doubt the fact that the oscillations/vibrations of the

numeral3 of operability were explained not only by the selection of

the zomposition of casualties, out also by the character/nature of

the operational intervention. One of the operations/processes in

thos3 wounded to the spine carried only interventions of the type of

laminectomy, others was included in this number dissection of wound

with the removal/distance of foreign bodies, bone fragments from

paravertebral divisions, intervention apropos of osteoayelitis and so

forth, etc.
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According to the matarials of the development of the history of

disease/sickness/illness/salady, the primary radical treatment of

wounded the spine with the removal/distance of bone fragments,

foreign bodies and the revision of the contained spinal canal via

laminectomy was produced into 21.9o/o of cases. The absolute majority

of similar interventions was produced in the therapeutic institutions

of army and front line area. These data barely diverge from the data

of separate fronts or armies. Thus, according to S. I. Banaytis's

data, general/common/total operability, if we have in mind

laminectomy, in the specialized separations/sections of front line

hospitals comprised with the bullet wounds of spine and spinal cord

19.0-20.0o/o. Similar numerals obtained other neurosurgeons: D. Ya.

Varshavskaya - 20.0o/o. V. A. Nikol'skiy - 22.2o/o, A. A. Shlykov -

19.3-19.8o/o. In the neuro-surgical center of Leningrad Front the

operability (laminectomy) also composed 19.0o/o, and with the

penetrating wounds of spine - 31.6o/o. In the opinion of the authors,

who worted in the army area (V. A. Nikol'skiy), early laminectomy it

requirel to 20.0o/o of casualties. With the penetrating wounds of

spine the percentage of operability, it is doubtless, was raised; so,

Ya. 3. Rubenstein (1943) operated 58.7o/o of those wounded the spine,
V

' I. I. Grashchenkov (19(46) reported 30o0O/O of those operated.
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Table 18. Distribution of laminectomies according to the periods of

intervention in the hospitals of GB& and GB? (in the percentages).

(" I Cpotc onepaTIIHIoro BmewarenbcTua (ioc.ie paueilI R)....... 1O 3o 3 I :1 I w
(F e'Yime I I meToro

CyTOK ;.Uee 2nO I .lecaiua

1'1A NxIIIE') 6,5 23,9 34.8 23,9 10,9 100,0

(9) r,q ,i, -l, rll 0,0 "0 14,0 60,o, 18.6 100,0

Key: (1). Periods of surgical .tervention (after wound). (2). Stage

of evacuation. (3) to 24 ars. (4) to 3 days. (5) to 10 days. (6) to 1

month. (7) lore than 1 month. (8) . Altogether. (9). Hospitals GBF.
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Changes in the volume of operational activity with the bullet

wounds of spina and spinal cord in many respects depended on the

series/number of conditions. Thus, in the period of the blockade of

Leningrad, taking into account the special difficulties of work in

the beseiged city, neurosurgeons adhered to that view, that into the

early periods operated should be only with the penetrating into the

spinal canal wounds without the full/total/complete violation of the

conductivity of spinal ccrd. Therefore operated the predominantly

blind-end and tangential penetrating wounds (to 90.0o/o of all

operations/processes) during the partial violation of conductivity or

compression of spinal cord or horse tail. Only in a small number of
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cases operated the perforating penetrating, and also nonpenetrating

and paravertabral wounds. Cite data below of the neuro-surgical

center of Leningra3 Front about the operability depending on the

character/nature of wound.

(1 ) f po ueaRT
L XapaliTep paeHI. | onephIponal-

(45)Clo3mie npo aioutme .. ........... .I
('

0
C.ienwe . . . .( - /i a c a T e .1b ,i ie .. . . . . . . . . .

(4 11enpoHImiaiouue . . . . . . . . . . . . ; 3 '(~HnpHI[aiuue................... I ,
C )fIapauegrre6pa.xbHue ............... I,

Key: (1). Charazter/nature of wound. (2). Percentage of those

operated. (3). Through penetrating. (4). Blind penetrating. (5).

Tangential penetrating. (6) . Nonpenetrating. (7). Paravertebral.

Hence it is apparent that in essence laminectomy it was applied

with the blind-end and tangential penetrating wounds. A small number

of operations/processes with the perforating penetrating wounds of

spine was produced with the wound at the level of horse tail. The

detailed distribution of those operated according to character/nature

and level of wound is given in Table 19, moreover the total number of

those operated is accepted as 100.

From Table 19 it is evident tnat about quarter of all

operations/processes were produced with the tangential penetrating

wounds 3f th_ neck division of the spine where in view of special

anatomical relations most frequently was encountered this means of
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wound and associating it compression of spinal cord. 6.4o/o of

operations/processes fell on the nonpenetrating and paravertebral

wounds. Laminectomy vith the perforating penetrating wounds of spine

it was conducted most frequently at the level of horse tail and with

the wound by fine/small fragments at the level of the thoracic

division of spinal cord.

,
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Tible 19. Distribution of those operated according to level and

character/nature of wound (based on materials of the neuro-surgical

center of Leningrad Front) (in the percentages).

naoun popait ...Laj4H)enpoiict- .-.apate p're - 1TOro

pOfle"b i' eaTelb-

palh H[II ;-cH-0 1e c. enh je

103 '01 onh IKa
('© ue .b, oue:,

(C1-CvII) .... 3,5 22,5 - !,6

(/,)rp.y 1oufi 1 Bepxle-
noRtonnCH Eafi oT'iei
. -LIT .. 2,3 17,9 14,5 2,3 - 37,o

('M1n W)Ile-Mn t I ,} ME

/x OT2P.t (LInI-Lv) 2,9 19,0 9,8 2,3 0,6
('-)lpecTunBEiL otae.i

(SI-V)...... 0,6 - 0,6 0,6 - I'S

(/. B.ro 5,s 40,4 47, 4 5,2 1.2 100,u

Key: (ii. Character/nature of wound. (2). Penetrating. (3).

Nonpenetrating. (4). Paravertebral. (5). Altogether. (6). Level of

wouni of spine. (7) through. (8) blind. (9) tangents. (10). Neck

division. (11). Thoracic and upper-lumbar division. (12).

Lower-lumbar division. (13). Sacral division. (14). In all.
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The sezond in the frequency place occupied operations/processes

apropos of the blind-end penetrating wounds of spine. with the

paravertebral wounds laminectomy it was conducted only in the case of

the doubt of the correctness of the determination of the

! :
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charicter/natura of wound against the background of heavy neurologic

violations (pain, progressive diificulty of respiration).

of all casualties with the clinical manifestations of the

partial violation of the conductivity of spinal cord and rootlets of

horse tail it underwent laminectomy 29.0o/o.

operations/processes during the expressed full/total/complete

violation of the conductivity of brain were undertaken in the

exceptional cases. With traumatic radiculites (or

meningo-radiculites), which were being observed predominantly with

the wounds of the neck or lumbar division of spine, sometimes with

the foreign body near the rootlets of spinal cord or in the zone of

the intervertebral aperture, are operated about 5.0o/o of casualties

(Tabl3 20). Prognosis in the remaining similar cases remained

favorable and during the conservative treatment. The given percentage

of operability in the institutions of Leningrad Front must be

recognized insufficient to nigh ones.

This was explained by the fact that alimentary dystrophia and

avitaminosis observed in casualties, especially during the first year

of war, they unconditionally impeded the wide conducting of surgical

treatment. Nevertheless, as sAowed clinical experiment/experience,

and also a careful study of data of autopsies, a number of

AV
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casualties, who were needing early laminectomy, could be increased

not more than to 5.0-8.0o/o.

An increase of the number of those operated in the Great

Patriotic War distinctly showed the value of the specialized

nauro-surgical aid, and also a noticeable improvement in the

neurologic and roentgenological diagnosis.

within the late periods of those wounded the spine they operated

in the neuro-surgical instLtutlons of the deep rear from the

appropriate reaiings. As snowed experiment/experience, even lAte

interventions in the appropriate cases proved to be effective (Z. I.

Geymanovich, A. L. Polenov, S. 1. Zdrilyuk et al.).

ij
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Table 20. Operability depending on the neurologic violations (based

on materials of the neure-surgical canter of Leningrad Front).

(() Bcero pa- 4 1 lx !9

Hei3po.iorwiecdim2 CHW2PO'I 0. B ret" na0 pUU
nJfBo0ro'H HU 1

-(S
1
Cl I,,pOMl no.tHoro Hapd Wen lin 0 n an. ocT11 -[_CT1 1

,g nIlituro mo3ra . .............. 37 4 1,0
:11112'0M faCTIqmuro napumuc nR nOBOA1MOcTl
¢I moiloro mo3ra ... .. ........ ... 569 15. 27,1

(1' f .1",! l no.1 oro iFap.'.et nrofon.11 OCT

.o I oHClvoro XrocTa a HOii%'ca cr1'1H-
rY .'o a .. . . .... ............ ... .S 7,1
pAi0 'MCTIqnHOrO Ha3 pMenJTR n1pOMO:-9INOCT1

hOpeuLuOl1 Hoiocioro xoca .... ......... 81 150 31,2
9

flra.fl ,a Tqec q L111 pa IylT .... ............. S. 4.S
0 J1 j e;lEl; P 1U1e nO3BO1IItuIa Oe3 lopo.loriu e-

cIux HapuIH, ............................ 69 --

Key: (1). Neurologic syndrome. (2). In all wounded spine. (3). From

them it is operated. (4). Percentage. (5). Syndrome of

full/total/complet- violation of conductivity of spinal cort. (6).

Syndrome of partial violation of conductivity of spinal cord. (7).

Syndrome of full/total/complete violation of conductivity of rootlets

of hocse tail and cone of spinal cord. (8). Syndrome of partial

violation of conductivity of rootlets of horse tail. (9). Traumatic

radizulitis. (10). Damage of spine without neurologic violations.

(11). In all.
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Laminectomy technique with the bullet wounds of spine.

Special features/peculiarities of laminectomy. Laminectomy with

the bullet wounds of spine on the whole it is similar to the same

with the operations/processes of peacetime. However, it was

nevertheless characterized by some special features/peculiarities,

caused in essence: 1) by the presence of wound or wound canal in the

zone of operating field _ 2) by the presence of foreign body with

the blind-end wounds.

It is virtually important that wound itself as well as wound

canal, especially foreign bodies, they proved to be infected.

Infected wound insulated by special bandage with the aid of the

cleol, the collodion, the adhesive mat/patch or via the stitching of

linen to the skin around the operating field.

with surgical intervention in the early periods the wound, which
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was being arranged/located along the center line or near from it,

underwent usual primary surgical perfecting. Access to the spine in

these cases was realized through the wound. In the

operations/processes within the later periods and the presence of the

infected wound the latter undervent late primary or reworking from

the readings, and access and to spine as far as possible was realized

beside the wound.

Bedsores, if they were located near from the predicted operating

field, treated and insulated just as the infected wounds. in the

presence of foreign body, especially in the spinal canal, before the

operation/process directly produced the supplementary X-ray analysis

of spine with any contrast metallic sign on the skin at the level the

localizations of foreign body (Fig. 73). Latter/last measure was

necessary because: 1) scmetimes foreign body up to the moment/torque

of operation/process was moved along the spinal canal up to

considerable distance (A. G. Stolz et al.), 2) the determination of a

precise level of laminectomy presents sometimes considerable

difficulties even for the experienced neurosurgeon.

Taking into account the specific special features/peculiarities

surgical of interventions technique on spine and contents of spinal

canal, is given below the description of technology separately for

the basic stages of surgical intervention.
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Anesthetization. In the Great Patriotic War most frequently with

lamiaectomy was applied local infiltration anesthesia.

Due to the onset of pains there were encountered difficulties

with the removal/distance of foreign bodies and bone fragments from

the dural sack, especially incorporated in the spinal cord or the

rootlets of horse tail or arranged/located in the forechamber of

dural sack. In similar cases was necessary supplementary anesthesia.

4$
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Fig. 73. Metallic signs on the skin (Michel's bracket), which confirm

the level of localization of foreign body in the spine.

Page 171.

For this purpose the surgeons anesthetized the morbid sectors of the

shells of spinal cord and rootlets, applying to them for 3-5 minutes

the wadded ball/sphere, moistened by 53/0 solution of novocaine, or

introduoing 1-2 CM3 2o/o solution of novocaine into the zone of each

previous rootlets and sub-aracbnoidally at the level of surgical

intervention. Usually this it proved to be sufficiently for

conducting the operation/process. in the rare cases it was necessary

to resort to the supplementary inhalation ether/ester or intravenous

hexobarbital anesthesia.

Operation/process on the neck division of spine performed, as a

rule, under the local anesthesia to avoid risky preanesthesia

~ ~f-~ !
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excitation and possible at this time displacement of bone fragments,

what is risky for the life of casualty.

Based on materials of the neuro-surgical center of Leningrad

Front, under the local anesthesia it is carried out to 62.0o/o of

laminectomy, under mixed anesthesia/narcosis (novocaine + hexenal or

+ ether/ester) -20.0o/o and under inhalation ether/ester anesthesia

-18.0o/o. No complications, connected with the use/application of

hexenal in the combination with the novocaine, it was noted. A. N.

Bakulev produced under local anesthesia 90.5o/o of

operations/processes.

Local anesthatization technique was usual. After the preparation

of operating field, to the facing by its linen, if it was not bullet

wound or wound scar in the zone of operating field, usually were

deposited supplementary markers to the skin at the level of the

predicted pathological fccus. For this to the greased by iodine skin

was applied marker by 10o/o silver nitrate or produced the surface

incision of skin with scalpel.

For the infiltration anesthesia surgeons' majority put to use

0.5 or 0.25o/o solution cf novocaine (usually 250-300 cm3 ). They

first infiltrated skin for entire elongation/extent of the predicted

section/cut (not less than 5-4 vertebrae), then with long

I A-. . .
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needle-periosteum of the small arcs of the vertebrae, which are

subject to laminectomy, moreover from each side from the awned

extension into the side of the root of handle was introduced on 10-15

cu3 of solution; finally, they infiltrated with novocaine the

adjacent longitudinal muscles of back.

Section/cut of skin. Exposure and slicing of the awned

extensions and friends. The section/cut of skin neurosurgeons'

majority produced along the line of awned extensions. Only with the

contaminated wound of considerable sizes/dimensions, which was being

arranged/located along the center line, produced the curved

section/cut skins, which borders wound at a distance of 5-6 cm from

it (Fig. 74). The wound of small width, independent of depth,

incidentally they cut all over. Made two parallel sections/cuts along

both sides of the heads of awned extensions in place the fastenings

of muscles and carefully with the aid of wide raspatory or wide

chisel muscles together with the periosteum separated from the awned

extensions and the small arcs to the line of joints from both sides.

Appearing in this case hemorrhage from the muscles easily stopped by

tamponade by the moistened in the hot physiological solution gauze

towels (Fig. 75). After careful skeletonization of awned extensions

and posterior divisions of small arcs the latter bit different by

forceps (Fig. 76).

t '
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Fig. 74. Section/cut of skin with laminectomY.

Page 172.

with the wounds of the posterior semiring of vertebrae usually proved

to be damaged awned extensions, small arcs and yellow ligament. To

removal/distance it was subject, almost as a role, not less than 3

small arcs of vertebrae, i.e., except the damaged vertebra

(vertebrae), additionally bit awned extensions and small arcs above-

and the underlying vertetra. dowever, the limitation of laminectomy

* only by the damaged vertebrae narrowed operating field, it made the

alignment by that acted unsure and very impeded taking the necessary

* measures on the contents of spinal canal.

When there were free fragments of small arcs, displaced into the

1I
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spinal canal or in other direction, with the removal/distance of the

latter immediately was opened/disclosed the access into the spinal

canal.

with slicing of the posterior divisions of small arcs in

upper-thoracic division of spine it fit as far as possible to be

limited to the medial line of intervertebral joints (Fig. 77) to

avoil probable in this case aeroemnolism as a result of the suction

of the air through the damaged gaping intervertebral veins (A. L.

Polsnov, Ye. F. Nikul'chenko).

Exposure and slicing of awned extensions and small arcs began

from the healthy/sound divisions (from the caudal edge of wound),

continuing towards the damaged vertebrae. Special care it was

necessary to exhibit with exposure and slicing of damaged handles,

since even insignificant pressure to the mobile/motile fragments of

the broken small ara could prove to be disastrous for the subjects of

the sectors of spinal cord. In this respect with the maximum care was

conducted slicing of the damaged small arcs in the neck division of

the spine where the latter greatly closely fit closely to the solid

cerebral shell.

,4
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Fig. 75. Fig. 76. Fig. 77.

Fig. 75. Skelatonization of awned extensions and small arcs. To the

left-cessation of hemorrhage by tamponade.

Fig. 76. Exposed awned extensions and small arcs are sliced.

Fig. 77. Scheme of boundaries of laminectomy.

Page 173.

In the presence of foreign body in the spinal canal, especially

during its disposition in the posterior divisions of the spinal canal

(it is epidural or it is subdural), any pressure by the cheeks of

cutting pliers can additionally traumatize spinal cord. Therefore

with the blind-and penetrating wounds of spine for slicing of small
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arcs at the level localizations of foreign body put to use Janssen's

forceps with the thin cheeks, observing in this case maximum care.

The form/species of the adjacent epidural cellulose frequently

determined upper and lover boundary of laminectomy. At the level of

trauma (and of subdural changes) fatty epidural cellulose during the

first days after wound was frequently impregnated with the blood, was

softened and traumatized, but after 7-10 days it was by already

atrophic, sclerosed, and later, depending on the period, which passed

after wound, even Rubtsov regenerated. Frequently at the level of

equalization cellulose completely was absent or was replaced by

individual Rubtsovs by cross connections, in the late period usually

leading to the cicatrical compression and the strangulation of dural

sack.

Thi appearance of fatty cellulose of normal mode in the upper

and lower angle of epidural space usually attested to the fact that

laminectomy was carried out on the boundary of pathological changes

(roughly morphological) in the contained spinal canal.

Thus, the small arcs of vertebrae were driven out before the

appearance of normal fatty cellulose in the upper and lower division

of wound. After the removal/distance of hematoma (with the

operation/process during the first days after wound) the
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remainders/residues of fatty cellulose dully divided. Insignificant

hemorrhage from the veins of cellulose easily stopped by pressing by

gauze towel. In the rare cases it was necessary to resort to

tamponadq of the bleeding sector the small piece of muscle.

Normal solid carebral shell appears dull, with the slightly

bluish hue, it is moderately strained and fluctuates synchronously to

raspiration and to heart contractions (Fig. 78).

With the wounds of spine and spinal cord solid cerebral shell

frequently had a series/number of deep changes. It lost its color and

became slightly dull or it appeared pinkish, hyperemized. Dural sack

lost its usual form; as a result of the compression by the fragments

or by the issuing from blood disappeared its pulsation. In the fresh

cases im the cerebral shell were detected sometimes the gaps, through

which ensued/escaped/floved out the cerebro-spinal fluid, mixed with

the blood, or cerebral detritus.

within ths later periods to these changes were connected the

growths of granulating tissue or cicatrical connective tissue,

depending on the phase of wound process.

with the inspection of epidural space it was possible in the

appropriate cases to reveal/detect bone fragments and foreign bodies,

and also slits and defects in the solid cerebral shell during its

damage.
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Fig. 78. It is produced lasinectomy; is exposed solid cerebral shell.

Page 174.

This careful inspection of solid cerebral shell and epidural

space mads it possible to frequently solve problem from the need for

the autopsy of solil cerebral shell or failure of this measure. In

the absence of readings to the autopsy of solid cerebral shell the

oueration/process was usually limited to the production of

menimgoradicolysis. The essence of this operation/process was reduced

to the release of solid cerebril shell and rootlets from the

compression by foreign body, bone fragments, hematoma, by Rubtsovs by

intergrowth, etc. During the removal/distance Rubtsov, that compress

dural sack, in the absolute majority of the cases it was possible to

preserve the completeness of solid cerebral shell. During the study

j/
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of the histories of the disease/sickness/illness/malady of different

hospitals are encountered the indications of removal/distance

sometimqs Rubtsov together with the external leaflet of solid

cerebral shell vithout the autopsy of internal leaflet. With the

operations/processes within the early periods after wound loose

intergrowth usually were removed dully, with the aid of the narrow

cerebral spatula; with the operations/processes within the late

periols, almost as a rule, with the aid of the scalpel. After careful

maniagolfsis usually appeared the seen with eye pulsation of dural

sack, synchronous to pulse and to respiration.

A question about the autopsy of solid cerebral shell was not

solved dogmatically for all cases; therefore surgeonse views in this

respect frequently diverged. The unit of the surgeons (V. A.

ikol'skiy, B. A. Rogalfskiy, Z. 1. Gymanovich, I. S. Babchin et al.)

recommended to abstain from the autopsy of solid cerebral shell, if

it was not damaged, being careful of the penetration of infection. V.

A. Nikol'skiy (1943) assumed that the solid cerebral shell should not

be revealed, even if under it was determined hematoma. A. N. Bakulev,

A. V. Bondarchuk et al. recommended the revealing of solid cerebral

shell in all cases for the inspection of under-shell space and spinal

cord, without fearing infection and assuming that the above-shell

chan~es do not reflect the character/nature of changes in the spinal

cord.

J
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If in the dural sack we feel or according to roentgenological

data was determined foreign body, and inlet in the solid cerebral

shell could not be revealed/detected or it was too little for the

removal/distance of the foreign body and bone fragments, then solid

cerebral shell, as a rule, they revealed.

Tha autopsy technique of solid cerebral shell. Solid cerebral

shell they notched by scalpel along the center line, enveloping the

vessels, which sometimes spread over its posterior surface. Into this

cut was introduced the U-shaped probe on which they cut solid

cerebral shell on entire extent, without reaching on 1-1.5 cm the

preserved small arcs in the cranial and caudal division of wound for

convenieace in the subsequent stitching on it (Fig. 79).

In the presence of the damage of solid cerebral shell over the

posterior surface its dissection was conducted, beginning from the

sector of damage. On the edge of solid cerebral shell laid provisory

sutures by thin silk or tender terminals bred them to the sides,

which give the possibility to inspect contents of dural sack.

Removal/distance of foreign bodies and bone fragments. The

removal/distance of foreign bone fragments presented to different
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degree of difficulty depending on their localization.

During the searches/scannings of foreign body the investigation

usually is begun from the inspection of under-shell space on the

posterior, tha lateral, and if it is necessary, than over the front

face of spinal cord.

Page 175.

For this spinal cord they carefully displaced to the side by tender

cerebral spatula or by light rotation of spinal cord for the odontoid

ligament, seized by terminal and crossed towards the outside from the

terminal. In the rare cases for this purpose it was necessary to

sacrifice some rootlets (preliminarily blocking it by 2o/o

novocaine). If with this inspection of under-shell spaze for entire

elongation/extent of the exposed sector of spinal cord they did not

detect foreign body and bone fragments, then usually navertheless it

was possible to reveal/detect them in the substance of spinal cord by

the light touch palpaticn of spinal cord. If (in the exceptional

cases) foreign body could not reveal/detect thus, then produced

repeated X-ray analysis on the operating table for the exclusion the

possibilities of the error in the determination of the level of its

localization. The prolcnged searches/scannings of fine/small foreign

bodies are unsuitable, since the insignificant damages,

i?~ ~ '
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plotted/applied to spinal cord by this foreign body, could be only

increased by the excessive manipulations of surgeon. More or less

considerable sizes/dimensions foreign bodies, as a rule, were

determined without the special worx.

Difficultias appeared also during the removal/distance of the

foreign bodies, whi:h were being arranged/located on the front face

of dural sack, especially if foreign body was introduced in the body

of vertebra. In this case the access to the foreiqn body in the

presence of readings to its removal/distance can be chosen

extradurally or transdurally (Fig. 80).

With the small foreign bodies and the bone fragments, available

for the removal/distance, the latter were driven out through the

sect3rs where they were located nearest of all to the surface of

spinal :ord (Fig. 81). With the occurrence of large/coarse foreign

bodies in full or in part in their spinal cord they drove out on the

course of wound canal, as if following by back stroke the path of the

wounding shell, which is evident from the following description.

Wounded i., 43 years, 9/111 1944 was obtained the blind-end

bullet penetrating wound of spine at the level of the V1 thoracic

vertebra with the partial violation of the conductivity of spinal

cord at the level of the tenth thoracic segment. Up to the
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moment/torque of admission into the specialized hospital (GBF) was

determined the paraplegia of lower extremities with a sharp increase

in deep reflexes into them and fallout of all forms/species of

sensitivity to the left from the tenth thoracic segment from the

lungs by illumination in lower-sacral segments; to the right deep

hypesthesia in the limits of the same segments. Delay of the function

of pelvic organs/contrcls.

In the X-ray photographs was determined gun bullet, partly (by

spout) arrangal/located in the spinal canal, partly (by heel) - in

the right intervertebral aperture of the VII and VIII thoracic

vertebra.

30/111 1911 with laminectomy is discovered the defect of solid

cerebral shell to the right with small liquorrhea. Through this

defect bullet derived could not be. After supplementary slicing of

the right joint of the V11 and VIII thoracic vertebra bullet was

possible to derive along the wound canal to the side of pleura and to

move away. The post-operation course of wound smooth, functional

fallouts after operation/process was not added. Through 3 years it

walks with the aid of the crutches; pains in the lower extremities

disappeared. The function of pelvic organs/controls was reduced. Was

recovered sex function.

I 'I I I II H.
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With the operation/process in the intermediate and late period

the foraign bodies were usually represented by those immured into the

capsules. Soms authors recommended the driving out of them together

with the capsule.

Fig. 79. Autopsy of solid cerebral shell on the U-shaped probe.

A
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Fig. 80. Removal/distance of bullet from the forechamber of dural

sack. Capsule is split, bullet carefully is ejected into the wound.

Observation S. I. Zdrilyuka. (Khudozhnik T. V. Belyayev).
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Page 176.

However, in a number of cases the carving of capsule was represented

by matter to difficult and traumatic ones. Similar cases surgeons*

majority usually rejected the carving of capsule by rear sight, being

limited to its dissection or only partial carving. It is doubtless,

in this case grew/rose the danger of the outbreak of latent

infection, nevertheless this risk under the contemporary conditions

(antiseptic, antibiotics) could be considered justified.

Thus, according to data of one of the specialized hospitals of

front, to 60 operations/processes of the removal/distance of foreign

body from the spinal cord or from the region of rootlets of horse

tail (with the blind-end penetrating wounds of spine) in 6 wounded

post-operation period it was complicated by meningitis (in 4 cases of

focus and in 2 cases diffuse cerebrospinal form), moreover only in

, one case meningitis proved to be the reason for death.

During the removal/distance of the foreign bodies, which were

delayed among the rootlets of horse tail, it is necessary to spare

rootlets not only for the purpose of the

retention/preservation/maintaining their conductivity, but also to

avoid post-operation pains. Frequently achieving this goal helped the

preliminary infiltration of tissue around the scar by novocaine.

,J
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During the removal/distance of foreign body (with the capsule or

without it) to its gunstock slightly they rubbed by the small gauze

ball, moistened by peroxide of hydrogen.

From the lusting by sulfanilaaides of the bed of foreign body

after its removal/distance some surgeons abstained to avoid possible

secondary hemorrhage (A. N. Bakulev, N. I. Grashchenkov), also, in

view of certain toxicity of sulfanilamides during the direct

application of preparaticn to the spinal cord.

Suture of rootlets. In the cases of the gap of rootlets of horse

tail is theoretically justified stitching on the damaged rootlets (N.

N. Burd3nko). In this case they always attempted to, first of all,

lace the central and peripheral cuts of motor rootlets, at least and

the noncorresponding segments. In connection with the absence of

epineural shell the suture is produced through the thickness of the

refreshed rootlets. For this was applied thin, round needle with the

appropriate silk or catgut No 0-00. By one suture of the cutting off

of rootlets they drew together to the light contact or even with

diastasis between them in 1-2 mm. Vith the least tension the rootlets

were defiberized to the separate barrels.

EEL
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In the Great Patriotic War it was not communicated about the

cases of the suture of spinal cord, since this operation was aimless.

In this respect the separate observations of the old authors (1. I.

Grekov, A. P. Finikov, Hart, etc.) are of only historical interest.

sawing of solid cerebral shell. After all necessary

manipulations in the sub-cerebral space and on the spinal cord are

produced, it is necessary to reduce the completeness of solid

cerebral shell. On the place of its section/cut thoroughly were laid

frequent continuous or knotty silk sutures. Special attention was

focused on the careful occlusion of solid cerebral shell in the

angles wound- places where it is more frequently, in all are formed

liquor fistulas (Fig. 82).

The small tissue defects in the solid cerebral shell, sometimes

arranged/located beside the operating section/cut, especially with

the wounds at the level of horse tail, reduced by stitching. The more

or less considerable defects of solid cerebral shell presented

considerable difficulties for the.r occlusion. In these cases

frequently it was necessary to resort to the plastic

receptions/procedures.

Page 177.
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Plastic of solid cerebral shell. Extremely important was 3

question about the substitution of the defects of solid cerebral

shell in the appropriate cases. Narrow wound slits or slit-shaped

defects in the solid cerebral shell took in, without refreshing its

edges, without the risk of the compression of spinal cord. More or

less considerable defects in the solid cerebral shell were

plastically occluded with the free graft/flap of the fascia,

undertaken hereabout in the zone of operating wound (fascia

superficialis). In this case the edge of defect in the solid cerebral

shell they did not refresh as much as they equalized, driving out

fringed patches/grafts/flaps. Fascia in such cases they hemmed to the

solid cerebral shell by several knotty silk sutures. If defect in the

solid carebral shell was arranged/located along its lateral surface,

it occluded with the flat/plane free graft/flap muscles, obtained

also in the operating wound (long muscles of back). The plastic of

solid cerebral shell it prevented liquorrhea.

The casualty III obtained tae tangential bullet penetrating

wound of spine at the level of the V lumbar and 1 sacral vertebra.

With the operation/process through 2 weeks is discovered the

saddle-shaped strain of the dural sack, compressed by bone fragments;

the defect of solid cerebral shell (Wx1.5 cm) over the posterior

surface was spread from the I sacral to the IT lumbar verteara. Is

produced the release of rootlets of horse tail from the intergrowth

MIE
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and the plastic of solid cerebral shell by the free graft/flap of

fascia, fixed/recorded by four silk sutures. In the post-operation

period are noted the elements/cells of meningism. through the week

which were smoothed. Operating wound healed by primary tension.

Through 3 1/2 weeks it is evacuated into the deep rear. Clinically

was noted the distinct clearing of sensitivity in the sacral

segments.

The fine/small defects of solid cerebral shell, especially at

the level of spinal cord, completely did not take in, but only

covered by the graft/flap of muscle or the long muscles of back

hermetically they took in by a doule-row-triplostichous suture.

In the rare cases despite the fact that the solid cerebral shell

was defense in the post-operation period, was observed insignificant

and short-time liquorrhea, which did not cause any noticeable

consequences.

From 4/IX 1944 were obtained the blind-end fragmentation
i

penetrating wound of chest, the blind-end fragmentation penetrating

wouni of abdominal area with the damage to the liver and the

nonpenetrating fragmentation penetrating wound of spine at the level

of the XII thoracic vertebra with the partial violation of the

conductivity of spinal cord at the level of the twelfth thoracic

....'I, :

!~
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segment. 4/IX, on the removal of casualty from the shock, on DMP it

is produced thoracolaparotomy with the sewing up of the wound of the

liver. In connection with the delay of urine is superimposed urinary

bladder fistula. Through the week appeared light active movements in

the left lower extremity.

22/IX with the X-ray analysis is discovered foreign body by the

size/dImension 0.8x0.6x0.6 ca, that was being arranged/located in

the center of spinal canal at the level of the XII thoracic vertebra.

After wound - laminectomy. Removal/distance of small arcs from the XI

thoracic to the I lumbar vertebra. Solid cerebral shell over the

oosterior surface is not damaged, but strained, cyanotic and did not

fluctuate. Through the solid cerebral shell distinctly palpated the

foreign body, which was being arrauged/located in the substance of

spinal cord, predominantly in its right half. After the autopsy of

solid cerebral shell is produced longitudinal myelotomy through the

right posterior column. Is removed foreign body. Anechoic sutures.
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Fig. 32. The continuous weld to the solid cerebral shell.

Page 178.

In the post-operation period insignificant liquorrhea during 6

days.

In 2 months were reduced active movements in the left lower

extremity, appeared the weakened movements in the hip and knee joint

of right lover extremity. iypesthesia in the limits from the fifth

lumbar ind to the fourth sacral segment from both sides, moreover it

is not Jiscovered the redoubling of the violation of the

musculoarticular feeling in the right lover extremity, in spite of

the Jissection of the pcsterior column of spinal cord to the right.

Was reduced random urination.

f:~
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Through 3 years walks with the aid of one crutch the function of

pelvic organs/controls in the limits of norm.

The given observation is of interest not only from the point of

view of the rapid liquidation of liquorrhea in the post-operation

period, but also from the point of view of sequence and periods of

intervention with the multiple and combined wounds, or sparing

myelotony technique for the extraction of foreign bodies from the

substance of spinal cord.

With the operations/processes on the spine and the contents of

spinal canal turned special attention to careful hemostasis for the

purpose of prophylaxis of infection and late intergrowth between the

shells. operating wound after laainectomy almost all surgeons sewed,

as a rule, in layers I tightly with the gauze or rubber graduates,

introduced for 36-48 hours into the angles of wound.

FOOTNOTE I Blanket suture with thin silk (No 0-00) to the solia

cerebral shell; knotty sutures by durable catgut or by silk to the

muscles and aponeurosis (it is separate) and by silk to the skin.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

Graduates must be finished to the solid cerebral shell (Fig. 83).

L%
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In the casss of unclauped bullet wound, which was being disposed

of paravertebrally and reached the spine, wound canal they usually

scraped by sharp/acute spoon and into it introduced also gauze

graduate with his gradual pulling with the dressings on the measure

the =icatrizations of wound canal.

Unier these conditions the individual authors (A. N. Bakulev, I.

S. Babnin) obtained the healing of operating wound primary extent

into 75.0o/o surface festering of wound with the disagreement of

separate sutures into 17.0o/o and festering with the need of

disclosing/expanding the wound into 8.0o/o.

Sutures from the operating wound were driven out on the 10-12th

day.

In the individual, doubtful in the sense the infections cases

(in the hospitals of some fronts and in the number of civil/civilian

therapeutic institutions) already on the 3-4th day operating wound

exposed to to ultraviolet lighting in dose 100-200 UFYe. In these all

cases, judging based on materials of reports, wounds healed by

primary tension.

In the absence of paralyses in the lower extremities by patients

was permitted to get up not earlier than 3 weeks after

operation/process.

I_ I I : ~~~.~ ,.-,=.-.,--.'', .. ..
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Fig. 83. Anechoic suture of wound with the rubber graduate.

Page 179.

Special importance at all fronts was added to the early

use/application of the therapeutic exercise after operation/process.

A. N. Bakulev already frcu the first days after operation/process

assigned passive movements as preventive substance against the

development of bedsores. From the 3-5th day after operation/process

the therapeutic exercise was reduced to the hygienic gymnastics and

the arercises for the respiration, while from the 6-8th day were

connected exercises for parathetic muscles of extremities. Through

2-3 weeks in the appropriate cases assigned the exercises for the

muscles of abdominal press (with the wounds at the level of horse

tail and lower-thoracic division of spinal cord).
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Principles of stitching of post-operation wound.

D.- _-tu_ zf z.... .......... ;---fo'_ r Y. ". T ....

Tha afterward final and radical working of the wound of spine

and spinal cord or horse tail always arose question, to sew the

bullet wound of spine tightly or to leave it opened.

The decision/solution of this question with the wounds of spine

and spinal cord occurred to judgement of the operating surgeon. This,

apparently and was the reason for those oscillations/vibrations which

were observed during the decision/solution of a question about

stitching of wound with the wounds of spine.

Contradictory opinions on this question met in the textbooks on

the military field surqery, which left in the first half war. Thus,

M. N. Akhutin (1942) wrote: "after the mechanical cleaning of wound

*she it is loosely fulfilled by the gauze, moistened in the antiseptic

solution (chloramine, Rivanol)", and S. I. Banaytis in regard to this

wrote: "in the aseptic cases solid cerebral shell they sewed by

tightly thin silk. Muscular wound, if there are no contraindications,

they sewed by catgut; silk suture to the skin".

.... : mJ -1
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The experiment/experience of the Great Patriotic War shoved that

in the lecision/solution of a question about stitching tightly of

wound after laminectomy it was necessary to be guided by the

charactar/naturn of the wounding weapon, by the time, which passed

from the beginning of wound to the moment/torque of

operati3n/process, and by the pathoanatomical changes, discovered in

the wound during the primary perfecting.

In this case established/installed, that bullet wounds without

extensive crushings of tissues actually could be considered

noninfected, while wounds by the fragments of shells, especially min,

they were always considered infected.

Therefore bullet wounds without the extensive damages/defeats of

tissues after surgical perfecting it was possible to sew tightly,

while fraqmentation wounds in the presence of extensive damages

presented considerable difficulties for stitching tightly.

In further experiment/experience of war was revealed the very

important biological factor in the bullet wound, which changed

installitions. However thoroughly was treated wound after the bullet

wound of spine, it was difficult to rely on its full/total/complete
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sterilization. Even afterward, it would seen, full treatment of wound

in it remain bacteria, necrotic tissues, hemorrhages, etc. But

nevertheless in the processed wound the reduction processes prevail

above the processes of decomposition/decay and in the wound occur the

chemical and bi3logical processes, which lead to the death of the

remaining causative agents of infection and the cleansinq of wound

from the fission products. On the basis of the pathoanatomical

investigations, produced during the Great Patriotic War, L. I.

smirnov indicated that after laminectomy, by especially early, the

cleaning and reducing (organizational) processes in the wound

occurred more rapidly than in the wounds of those not finished.

Page 180.

Therefore neurosurgeons' majority in the absence of the sharply

pronaunced both overall and local phenomena even 12-14 days after

wound performed surgical perfecting and they sewed wound tightly.

Within the later periods when wound already cicatrized (15-45 days)

and was conducted usual laainectony, wound, as a rule, they also

sewed tightly.

Tn the final stage cf the operation, both in primary surgical

treatnent and it the later laminectom:,, the most important

cmrent is the se,:In, together of the mennIx flfrcsa. -n tsi_

re3-)ect all neurosur7ions came rather cui1kI to the same
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conclusion; in ermnatng treat.ent Of the wound the opening

...the nerm. fbrosa should be sewn. i ;.._s not possible,

then the sninal column must be covered itlh a plate of mennix

:Ibrosa or a fascial at*e and thessurroudin .uscles then

:ireful , sewn tohether. This has Ceen confirned b'. al

exner~ence -ained in the 'Treat Onr~ti 1-- W1'-a r

The tendency to sew wounds tightly after laminectomy apropos of

the bullet wound of spine and spinal cord undertaken from the

observations of peacetime was conductel by individual surgeons even

in the prewar period, and then during the Great Patriotic War.

One of those first systematically and consecutively/serially

conducted stitching of wound tightly after laminectomy during the

Great Patriotic War was A. N. Bakulev. It soon followed by V. V.

Lebedenko, N. I. Grashchenkov, V. D. Golovanov, G. P. Kornyanskiy, I.

S. Bibchin, A. S. Orlovskiy et al. Besides in addition to this, at

many fronts there were the separate attempts at stitching of wounds

tightly after laminactcmy, as is evident from the separate histories

of disease/sickness/illness/malady.

In the period of the Great Patriotic War, in view of the

frequent cases of wound infection, osteomyelitis, anaerobic

infection, became obvious a difference in the concepts

.. ... contan-nato" (" fcroflora of wounds") and "wound

'nfectizn." The )rcdonant rcle of necrosis in the coarse cf

t:e /cun r occess and t comnlcatcn., was revealed and h .

• ~ m , i i - -- - I I II I I II III , mi I i I II . ..
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*!alue of the cc pronerties of e orranis.. d"urr .-

different oeriods of the .-,.ound process .,:ere esta--is- ed.

lhe experience gained from the hea ?atrictic 'as shoed

1. '..ounding of the vertebral canal conta nn. thesspinal

cor.d and its elements, .ust -s w.ounds to the chest and

a r .c.na. cavities, required a hermetic covering to create -he

-ost favorable conditions 'or healing of the ..:.;und and

peve3nticn ofc.' tin

2 La er-cy-la:'er sew:Ino of the .iound after Iam.nectc

ac:cr ..n, to rciern suroIca! zoncents, _z on!*. ssitle after

oaref""ul and thorcuoh excisicn of nonviatle tissue, serves

as a substrate for the develooment of infection.

3. Wound in region cf spine after laminectoy, being tamponed,

healed long and slowly.

4. Healing in this case occurred via extensive and dense scar

which could sharply strain dural sack.

5. Direct adjoining of tampon to Aural sack under conditions of

military circumstances is dangerous du. to possibility of

supplementary infection of solid cerebral shell and development of

pachymen ingitis.

6. Compression of tissues of wound with lowerid/reduced trophic

function by tampons increased boundaries of original necrosis and

contributed to more rapid penetration of infection into shells of

spinal cord and to development of meningitis.

- e.
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All these data substantiated the need of applying anechoic

suture after laminectomy under the condition for the sufficient

ramoval/distance of necrotic tissues and approach of healthy/sound

tissues via cross-linking above the spinal cord and its shells.

Page 181.

Anechoic suture even during the partial festering of wound

contributed: 1) to the mere rapid healing of wound; 2) to the

education of the tender scar, which deforms dural sack only to the

insignificant degree or its even completely not changing: 31 to the

prevention of the penetration of infection into the area of dural

sack.

3n the basis of these prerequisites/premises, the significant

part of the neurosurgeons began to practice anechoic stitching of

wound both during the primary surgIcal perfecting (early) and with

later surgical interventions.

So, A. S. 3ral to 40 early (on 1-14th day) surgical perfecting

of the wounds of spine and spinal cord produced stitching of wound

tightly in 34 casualties. 6 Wounded this had impossibly in view of

-'.f
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the considerable defect of skin after wound. Of 6 cases of the

festerings when it was necessary to dissolve sutures, in 4 cases the

healing subsequently occurred without the special complications.

On 4O surgical interventions the fatal result advanced in 8

casualties. The reasons for death: meningitis in 2 cases, combined

wound of the lungs - into 2, shock - in one, cachexia - in one

meningomyelitis - in 2 cases.

After 14 late laminectomy (on 15-45th day) the fatal result

advanced in 4 casualties. Reasons for dqath: meningitis - in 2 cases,

sepsis - in one and urosepsis - also in one case.

From the preceding information it is evident that to avoid the

outbreak of infection with the late operations/processes is not

always possible.

According to A. M. Bakulev's data, in the rear hospital the

large part of the heavily wounded (51.3o/o) with the septic

condition, the extensive bedsores, the full/total/complete damage of

the functions of pelvic organs/controls and the violations from the

side of nervous system into 55.5o/o was operated radically, of them

into 49.3o/o of cases was superimposed anechoic suture.

ILJ
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On the periods of surgical intervention the studied contingent

of casualties also presented some special features/peculiarities.

Thus, the large part of the casualties was operated in time after 30

days. The required volume of operational aid was conducted within any

periods, but its character/nature considerably was changed deaending

on presence or absence of infectious complications.

As very large help in the understanding of wound process and,

consequently, also the selection of the best periods of the

imposition of anechaic suture after laminectomy can serve the

immunobiologic phenomena, which occur in the wound.

Finally, by the decisive moment/torque during the imposition of

anechoic suture was operational access to the place of main

damage/19feat - to focus of destruction. The granulating wound is

considerable contraindication. dowever, in the period of the Great

Patriotic War this opinion was considerably shaken.

From given in Table 21 data it is evident that more than in the

half all cases the operating access passed through the wound, it is

doubtless to a certain degree one infected and containing or the

other microflora. During the investigation of microflora of the

wounds, through which was conducted the operation/process, were

discovered, together with different forms/species of staphylococci

)r
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and straptococci, the rotting microbes, from which in the first place

in the frequency stood the Proteus, the coliform bacterium, are

thinner/less frequent pyocyanic, etc.

In the beginning of the Great Patriotic War the presence of

rotting flora in wound discharge considered contraindication to

surgical intervention the imposition of anechoic suture, but

subsequently surgical intervention was conducted also on the wounds,

which contain Proteus, but under the necessary conditions of an

improvement in the general condition of wound and noticeable

shift/shear in the direction of its cleansing.

Page 182.

Thus, with the operation/process through the bullet wound

operating wound was sew tightly into 64.0o/o of all cases and did not

sew itself into 36.0o/o. From the sew tightly wounds it healed by

primary tension 44.0o/o and secondary - 56.0o/o. During the operation

through the scars was obtained the festering only in one case, in the

remaininq occurred the healing of wound by primary tension.

It should be noted that even during the operation through the

healthy/sound tissues in the unit of the cases nevertheless was

developed the festering. Thus, in those survived during the operation

- -inF~-
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through the healthy/sound tissues the healing of wound by primary

tension occurred into 81.0o/o of cases, and in dead persons - into

t5.0o/o of cases.

Consequently, and in these cases the general condition of

organism plays the leading role in the healing of post-operation

wound.

knechoic suture in the majority of the cases was laid in view of

the tendency to close the .ound on day of which was located the solid

cerebral shell, exposed from its covering fatty layer, sometimes even

with the supqrimposed to it suture. The tendency to cover this sector

served as basis to stitching of wound tightly. This surgical

intervention was dictated by the degree of the dissemination of

necr3sis in the wound and, consequently, also by the degree of the

reproduction/multiplication of microflora in it.

For the imposition of anechoic suture the available wound must

be subjected (primary or secondary - depending on periods) to the

surgical perfecting which has as a goal, first of all, carving not

only on the surface, but also in the depth, examination/inspection

and disclosure/expansion of all scalings and pockets, mechanical

cleaning, full/total/complete heaostasis and removal/distance of all

foreign bodies both wounded (bullet, fragment), and carried into the

~|
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wound (clothing, tree/wood, etc.).

All these conditions, incorrectly taken into consideration by

differant authors, and were the reason for that mismatch in the

rssponses/answers to questions in a form, sent out to the prominent

neur:surgeons of our country. Together with the ardent enemies, are

enthusiistic followers, and calm contemplators, who voice their point

of view on the basis not of skills, but logical conclusions. "The

anechoic suture of the processed bullet wound of spine I consider

counter-indicative, - writes A. Yu. Sozon-Yaroshevi, he saw heaviest

festerings even during the narrowing by the sutures of the unit of

the wound despite the fact that the wound was treated personally and

sign technician of its processing".

"As mass measure anechoic suture during the primary perfecting

is contrasted. It is feasible sometimes of the lighter wounds,

processed during the first days after wound, during the

use/ipplication of antiseptics and antibiotics, under the condition

of the post-operation steadying of casualty", writes Z. I.

Gaymanovich.

"I? r '
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labl 21. Direction of operating access with laminectomy jin the

oercent iges)

(2) OnepispoBaat e

.,, O.epaQzL. .HIn .i .OCTY(.. ipuitc

,
t

lepe3 p;ll y . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5433 . 3

". rlepe3 py6om .-....
(., tiepe3 3lOPUp IMbe .tiaHH .......

Key: (1). Operating access. (2). operated. (3). Survived. (4). Died.

(5). Through wound. (6). Through scars. (7). Through healthy/sound

tissues.
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Page I3.

!ven the more inderinite point of view expressed A. V.

Bondarchuk: "Relation to tne anechoic suture on the whole negative.

Supporter of sutures with the drainage".

The completely contradictory/opposite point of view voice

neurosurgeons, who worked under conditions of the army and front line

area where ths flcws of suca wounded were considerable. Thus, N. I.

Grashchsnkov writes: "'ny relatica to the anechoic suture

unconditionally positive dad, on the basis of my personal

experiment/experience, I decisively insist on the anechoic suture

with the early and full/total/compiAte neuro-surgical textbooks".

"We appliai the beiny ail-iaciusive processing, cutting all over

inlet to the bone together wita tee wound canal, then treating spine,

shells and spinal cord wita subsequent suturing of wound tightly",

writes A. S. Orlovsxiy.

Is very valuable I. ,. Baocaials opinion: "Anechoic suture after

the operation/process ot iamiaectomy is necessary, especially with
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the autopsy of solid cezeDzal saeli. Unfortunately, it is possible to

carry out it entirely barely, since with suturing of operating wound

it is necessary to wind one-two gauze pads: one - into the angle of

the sew operating wound, another - on the side through the refreshed

wounrd or fistula course. Similazly it was operated by 81.0o/o of all

cases. The smooth healing of operating wound was observed into

73.3o/o".

Actually neurosurgeons' aajority - to a certain degree the

supporters of anechoic suture. Is it possible to name/call the

absence of anechoic suture stitching with the drainage (A. V.

3ondarchuk) or establisnment of one-two gauze pads into the angle of

the sew wound and in the wound or fistula course, which is found

aside? (I. S. Babchin). There is no doubt that sew thus wound

incomparably more rapidly 4ealed, than the wound, treated by

tamponing. In this case it snould De noted that the wounds, even

which were festering after the imposition of anechoic suture, healed

considerably more rapid, moreover was formed a cleaner scar.

Everything given aaove says in favor of the reasonable and

thought-out use/application or an anechoic suture after laminectomy,

to what will contribute tne wice application of antibiotics.

The outcomes of laminectomy during the imposition of anechoic

i L . . ....
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suture are given in the cadptar, aedicated to issues.

Pains and their treatment wita tae wounds of spine and spinal cord.

iith the wounds of spine and the paravertebral injurias

frequently were developed the pains of different types with the

different localization, wnich gave thp possibility to utilize them

for the purpose of topic diagaosis.

The diversity of types and localization of pains with the wounds

of spine and paravertebral depended on the fact that in this case

suffaerd diffarant cuts of painrul route/path. The latter, as is

known, it is composed of tie filaments, which appear in the spinal

ganglia. These ganglia are arranged/located on entire

elongation/extent of spine, except rump, in intervertebral apertures.

However, at the sacral unit of the spine they lie/rest within the

spinal canal. From the ceils of tae spinal ganglia/nodes will

withdraw the filaments, of which some are headed toward the

periphery, forming so-called cords/beads (funiculus) , and then the

webes/plexi thay convert/transier into the peripheral nerve trunks.

Other filaments, being heaued centrally, form posterior rootlets of
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spinal cord.

Page 184.

The latter partly 3nter into the posterior columns of spinal cord and

in them are raised to the medulla oblongata, where are

interrupted/broken in the special nuclei/kernels. From them go the

filaments to the ventral nuclwus/kernel of visual mound. From the

latter/last filament they are headed toward the cortex of posterior

central bend. This route/path consists of the filaments, covered with

the thick layer of myeline, and is the guide of tactile and deep

sensitivity. Another unit ot the filaments of posterior rootlets

entera into the posterior crescent of the spinal cord where it is

finishel in its cells. The appearing from the latter filaments, after

changinj to other side, heave upwards, forming spine-thalamic shaft

which is finished in the visuai mound. The filaments, which appear

here, are headed toward tne cortex of upper sincipital

fraction/portion. This rcute/path, which consists in essence of

nonmyalinic filaments, is the guide of painful and temperaturg

impulses/momenta/pulses.

The small unit of nonmyelinic filaments, which appear in the

spinal ganglia/nodes, in its peripheral unit goes by special, longer

method. Namely from the tunicujar unit of the sensitive route/path

-4-
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they cross connective brancnes into the frontier sympathetic shaft,

they pass, without being interruptad/broken to its ganglia/nodes,

certain distance, and then through the connective branches they leave

it, again they enter into the funicular unit of the sensitive

route/path and, after intarrupting in the spinal ganglia, they go in

the zomposition of posterior rootlets into the posterior crescents of

the level of these rootlets.

Thus, the unit of the nonayelz.nic filaments, which appear in the

specific dermatomes, enters into tae spinal cord at the level of

other segments, than other nonmyelanic filaments of the same

dermatome, passing in this case the unit of the route/path to

frontier shaft.

Pains with the wounds oi spine can appear, first of all, during

the damages/defeats of posterior rootlets, spinal assemblies and

funicular unit of the sensitive route/path. This education sometimes

was iestroyed both with tne penetrating wounds of spine and with the

nonpenetrating ones, for example, with the breaks of the extensions

of vertebrae, during the aemorrnages into the sub-arachnoidal space.

During the damage/aefeat ot taese all three cuts of sensitive

route/path is characteristic ior tae pains their topography. Pains

are spread with respect to the topography of separate posterior

-
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rootlets, i.e. in the form of the oands whose boundaries go

perpentlicular to spine. On the body painful zones have therefore the

form/species of the bands, which encircle it, on the extremities -

form/species of the bands, waicn go from the central to the

peripheral unit extremity. Pains during the damages/defeats of three

cuts of sensitive route/jath indicated in the majority of the cases

have "somatic character/nature". Tha limitedness of painful zones

sharp, localization of injection precise, etc.

Ia the unit of the cases or pain they carried the shooting

character/nature, i.e. pains appeared in the form of the

attacks/seizures/paroxysms of aiffdrent duration, which were being

alternated with the pericds of rest: during the

attack/seizur,4/paroxysm tare pain was continuous. Patient

tastad/experienced the pain, waica was lasting several seconds and

even it is less, then followed tree from the pain time interval, and

then again appeared the perception of pain. Perception this appeared

usually in the very restricted sector of body, for example, in one

toe. In the unit of the cases it appeared repeatedly in the same

sector, in other cases with each painful jerk/impulse the perception

appeared in the different sectors of body, for example, then in one,

then in other sector of sian of taigh. Patient tested/experienced

perception, as if from time to time him they hit by knifa or poke

into the body needle.
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Page 185.

The pains of the shootingj ciaaractac/naturs in the immense

majority of the cases were developed during the damage/defeat of

posterior rootlets, but not spiLnal assemblies. and funicular unit of

the sensitive route/path. Some autaors consider them even absolutely

pathognornonic for the damage/deteat of rootlets.

During the damage/defeat of spinal ganglia/nodes in the

corr~sponding dermatcme fraquently was developed the shingles. it is

doubtful so that it could be developed during the damage/defeat of

the radicular and funicular pdrt of the sensitive route/path.

Thus, the existence of somatic type pains with the radicular

localization made it possible to make a ccnclusion about the

damage/defeat of posteri.or rootlets, spinal assemblies or the

funicular part of the sensitive route/path. The presence in this case

of tha shingles spoke fcr tne aae/defeat of spinal ganglia/nodes,

and the shooting character/nature of pains - for the damage/defeat of

posterior rootlets.

"Vegetative" or causalgic type pains during the damage/defeat of
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the education indicated were developed rarely. Pains and other

pathological phenomena wita tnis localization of focus, as a rule,

are l-ss intense than wita causaljic syndromes, which develop with

tho wounds of peripheral nerves. lost frequently vegetative type

pains ware davglopsd durla tue damage/defeat of the radicular unit

of the route/path, especially lumbar-sacral rootlets, which generate

horse tail. The reason for this, possibly, is the fact that the

myeliniz and nonmyelinic filamants, mixed in funicular part of the

sensitive route/path, further, in that unit of the posterior rootlets

where it approaches the spinal cora, they are divided into two units:

the more medially grouped mje.Linic filaments, which enter then into

the posterior column of spinal cord, and the more lateral nonayelinic

filaments, which enter tbhn into tna posterior crescent of spinal

cord.

This creates the possinility of thi isolated/insulated

damage/defeat of nonmyelinic, that carry painful

imoulse/momentum/pulse, fIlaments, what is the condition for the

appearance of vegetative type pains.

Thus, thR appearance of vegetative type pains with the wounds of

spire speaks for the damage/defeat faster posterior rootlets, than

spinal ganglia/nodes or tunicular part of sensitive route/path.
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The complataly special group of pains, which has great practical

value, forms the pains, which depend on the damage/defeat of the

radicular and funicular part of the sensitive route/path, which

develop with diskitis. Tha essence of morbid process in this case

consists of th- incomplete or full/total/complete break of dense

connective annulus (annulus fiDrosus), which encircles the semiliquid

chonlral nucleus/kernel (nucleus pulposus) of the interverteLral

cartilage. In this case through the formed in the annulus apertures

is stuck out the chondral mass, which exerts pressure on the spinal

rootlets, forcing them against yellow ligaments and small arcs of

spine.

Clinically, the gap of connective annulus becomes apparent by

surprise development of extremely intense pains in the appropriate

region of spine. In the immense majority of the cases these pains

appear in the lumbar region, since into 90.0o/o of all cases are

destroyed the disks between the IV and V lumbar vertebra or between

the V lumbar vertebra and the rump.

Page 136.

l'he relative diffusivity or pain with the restricted

sizes/dimnsions of focus is axplained by the fact that thp sensitive

innervation of the interverteoral cartilage and its covering
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posterior longitudinal ligament of spine occurs due to the tunicary

branch (rami meningai) ox spinai nerve. But each tunicary branch,

after entering through the intervertebral aperture the spinal canal,

innervates ligamentous/connecting apparatus and solid cerebral shell

not only at the level ci its vertenra, but also not the level of

one-two vertebrae above and below. Because of this the stimulation of

nqrve ends in the ligaments at the level of one vertebra it

conditions pains at the level not only of this vertebra, but also

several vertebrae, whica lie above and below it.

Simultaneously with the pains with lumbar diskites appears the

sharp lumbar muscle tension. Tals voltage is developed reflector,

i.e. it is the reflector contracture, which depenIs on the damge of

sensitive terminations in the intervertebral cartilage and the

ligament of spine.

rhe attacks/seizures/paroxysms of pains in th3 loin are

developed usually sharply, suddenly, are continued 5-10 lays, and

then disappear or weaken. But later they again are repeated,

appearing with physical stress or durina infection, and sometimes

also without the visible exteraal reason.

Pains are initially liited to lumbar sphere, and then they

begin to be spread over the posterior surface of thigh and over the
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posterior or external surface of shin to the foot and the

fingers/pins, i.e. is developed the picture of ischialgia. Is

characteristic for these pains the fact that they, as a rule,

correspond to the zone of tne innervation only of one rootlets.

During the damage/defeat of the intervertebral cartilage, which lies

between the IV and V lumbar verteDca, is destroyed the V lumbar

rootlets. Pains in this case are spread, besides thigh and shin, to

the middle part of the hack surface of foot and the II-IV finger/pin.

During the damage/defeat of the cartilage, which lies between the V

lumbar vertebra and the rump, is destroyed the first sacral rootlets.

Pains in this case, besides thi h and shin, apply to the external

unit of the foot and the V iiager/pin. During the damage/defeat of

cartilage of the IV and V lumbar vertebra of the achilles reflex can

drop out. Sensitivity in the zone of the affected rootlets can be

reduced.

This picture of mono-radculizis, i.e. the damage/defeat of one

rootlets in tha absence of changes in the spine, is so characteristic

for Aiskitis that on the oasis ci its one it is possible to assume

this process, whereas contrast X-ray analysis gives the possibility

to Pstablish/install it wiah ae authenticity.

in the initial pericds of diskitis when still there is no

full/total/complete ring cleavage and there is only the diverticulum
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of the zartilage through tae faorous tissue of annulus, can be useful

conservative therapy, especially physiotherapy. However, in further

period of the disease wnen annulus is already torn and chondral mass

squeazes rootlets, whereas conservative therapy usually weakly acts,

suraical intervention in tae form of the resection of the projecting

chondral mass, is is known, in the immense majority of the cases it

leads to the full/total/complete recovery.

Diskites can be developed, also, without the injury, it is

especially in persons clder than 50 years. But especially frequently

are developed they after the dull injury of lumbar region. A

considerable quantity C post-trauaatic meralgia relates precisely to

this form of ischialgia. Tnerefore in each case of the ischialgic

syndrome, which developed alter tue injury where the roentgenological

examination/inspection does not give indications of the breaks of

small arcs and bodies o vertaoraa, it is necessary first of all to

think about the possibility of traumatic diskitis.

Page 187.

The damage/defeat of the posterior crescents of spinal cord can

be escorted/tracked by painful sensations. The isolated/insulated

damae/defeat of posterior crezcent, without the damage/defeat of

other units cf the sensitive route/path, is observed with central
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headtomyelia, with which the favorite place of hemorrhage is the

front/leading or posterior crescent of the thickenings of spinal

cord. Pains in this case carry usually somatic character/naturs.

In some cases they can have radicular character/nature, in

others they apply to the separate segments of extremity, for example,

to the hand, the forearm, etc. The reason for the existence of these

two types of localization o pains during the damage/defeat of

posterior crescent consists in tne fact that with the focus in the

extremital unit of the pcsterior crescent are destroyed the filaments

of posterior rootlets, which entered the posterior crescents;

topography of pains in suca cases has radicular character/nature.

However, during the damage/deieat oy ventral, front/leading, unit of

the posterior crescent are destroyed predominantly the cells of

posterior crescent, about whica are finished these filaments. The

cells of posterior crescent are arranged/located so that the groups,

which lie more ventral, innervate rhe more extremital units of the

extremities, arranged/located more orsally - more center sections of

the extremities. Thus, for instance, in the pcsterior crescent at the

level of the lower unit Cf the neck thickening more dorsally lie/rest

cell 1 fo- the forearm, and more ventral - for the hand. The

damage/defeat of different divislons of the cellular groups of

posterior crescent is escorted/tracked therefore by the pains, which

apply to the separate segments of extremity.

!w

.--
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The damages/defeats of spiae-zhalamic shaft for entire its

elongation/extent are escorteu/tracked by pains, if its filaments are

not interrupted/broken, but they are only irritated pathological by

process. This was observed during the penetrating wounds of spine,

the closed breaks of spine and tne sub-arachnoidal hemorrhages,

caused by the dull injury or spine.

With the ona-sided localization of the pathological process of

pain they appear in one hair oody, namely on the side,

contcalictory/ouposite to focus. if simultaneously suffers the

corticospinal tract of the same nail spinal cord, then is developed

Brown-Sakarovskiy syndrome wita the painful phenomena on the side,

contradictory/opposite tc focus.

During the bilateral damage/ddfaat of spinal cord the pains arq

bilateral.

Upper boundary of painful zone lies/rests usually to 1-2

dermatomes of lower than tae level of focus but cases occur when it

lies/rests considerably below. For erample, with the focus at the

level of a sixth-seventh thordcic segment upper boundary of painful

zone goes on the inguinal iold. Depends this on the fact that in

• " ..... ,.~ -
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spina-thalamic route/path, as is known, the filaments, pulse carrier

from the more extremital extremities, lie/rest nearer to the

periphery of spinal cord, thaan the filaments, pulse carrier from the

more central divisions of the same extremity. Because of this during

the stimulation at any level not of all filaments of a spine-thalamic

route/path, but their cnly units, which liss nearer to the surface of

spinal zord, pains appear onij in the more extremital divisions of

extre-mity. However, with the injuriqs of spinal cord,

escorted/tracked by stimulation tilaments of spine-thalamic

route/path, the source of stimuiation, as a rule, lies/rests out of

the spinal cord, in conseqjuence of which is developed the stimulation

of the surface strata of spine-taidmic shaft.

Page 183.

Pains during the damage/dereat of this beam usually have

somatic, and in the rare cases and veaetative character/nature.

Probably, this is explained by the fact that spine-thalamic shaft,

besides a large quantity of noayelinic filaments, which conduct

oainful impulses/momenta/pulses, contains a small quantity of

filaments with the thicK layer of myeline. which conduct tactile

impulses/momenta/pulsas. These filaments lie/rest more toward the

front, and bar. axial cylinders - toward the rear from them. Because

of this with the foci, arranged/located more toward the rear, is

,F,
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created the possibility of the iso.ated/insulated stimulation of

nonmyelinic filaments, in consequence of which appear vegetative type

pains. In certain casqs in patients not perceiving pain upon the

examination/inspection oi painful sensitivity by the mathod of the

injection by stickpin, is detected the existence of hyperpatic zone

of lower than the focus. Tais isolated/insulated existence of

hyperpathia, without the pains, is most frequently conditioned on the

damage/defeat of the posterior columns, which contain myelinic

filaments. By this focus is created the zone where were preserved

some nonmyelinic filaments alone, that also leads to the development

of hyperpathia.

The same origins and nyperpathia with the classical fori of

Brown-Sakarovski y syndrcmae.

Are encountered the cases when that isolated/insulated

hyperoathia is developed without tue damage/defeat of posterior

columns. In similar cases tnere is an interruption of filaments of

the front/leading division of spine-thalamic shaft, i.e. its

division, which consists of myelinic filaments, with the integrity of

the filaments of its pcsterior division, i.e. nonmyelinic.

Extremely intense and peculiar pains appear during the

damage/defeat of that unit of tne painful guides that pass through
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the frontier shaft, i.e. during tae damage/defeat of frontier shaft

and its connective branches.

Since frontier shaft iies/rests on anterclateral of the surface

of spine, then different character/nature of its damage both

penetrating and nonpenetratina, are escorted/tracked by the damage of

frontier shaft.

Since in the frontier shazt and its branches the filaments,

which carry sensitive impuises/momenta/pulses, almost everyone

relates to a number of paLnzul guiaes and it is nonmyelinic, then

precisely during the damage/defeat of frontier shaft and its branches

pains carry the most sharply pronounced vegetative character/nature.

They are intense, burning, permanent, affectively painted. During the

investigation of painful sensizivity are detected the characteristic

phenomena: duration of pain after single injection, its inaccurate

localization, the riches escorting/tracking pains of

effector-vegetative reactions, etc. Is extremely typical, even

pathognomonic, the topcyrapay of tnese pains. It corresponds not to

the zones of the innervation of peripheral nerves or rootlets, but to

the zones of the innervation of tae separate ganglia/nodes of

frontier shaft or their separate groups. Vasely during the

lamage/defeat of upper necA sympatnetic ganglion/node pains apply to

the half head and neck to the ccliar bone. During the damage/defeat

o--- .
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of stellate ganglion they applies to hand, neck and upper half chest

to the VI-VIII elge/fin. During the damage/defeat of any thoracic

ganglion/node they are sprad usually to the appropriate dermatome

and to 2-3 clerrntomes, above ana below arranged/located. However,

durinj the intense stimulation oi any thoracic gangli4on/node the

pains can be disseminated also to all dermatomes, innervated by

thoracic ganglia/nodes, i.e. to eatire chest and stomach. During t1hq

damage/defeat of lumbar and sacral ganglia/nodes feeble pains apply

to th'e appropriate derratome aad on 2-3 adjacent to it, whereas are

more severe pains - to entire region of the innervation of these

ganglia/nodes, i.e. to the lower extremities and the lower unit of

the stomach to the level of navel.

Page 189.

rhe noted above topographyj is characteristic for tha

stimulations of the cellular elements/cells of sympathetic ganglia.

But if the phenomena of stimulations are developed also in the

filaments, passing through the ganglion/node. painful zone is

increased still more. For example, during the process, which calls

the stimulation not only or the cellular elsements/cells of stellate

ganglion, but also painful filaments, passing through it and guiding

toward the upper neck sympathetic yanglion/node, pains they are

developed in the territory of the innervation not only of stellate
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ganglion, but also upper jugular gland, i.e. on the entire upper half

body - from the head to tak VL-VIII adge/fin.

During the partial damage/defeat of the cellular elements/cells

of ganglion/node the pains are developed in the unit of the

territory, innervated by this ganglion/node. The boundary of painful

zone forms in such zases the line, perpendicular to the longitudinal

axis of extremity, in crher words, painful zone it takes the form of

glove, stocking, etc.

Besides this peculiar topography of pains, is extremely

characteristic for the damage/defeat of ganalia/nodes the dynamicity

of these violations in the relation to their topography: the

violations of innervation are developed into some cases first in the

zone, which accurately corresponds to the region of the dissemination

of the branches of the affected ganglion/node, and then gradually

apply to the adjacent zones as a result of the transition of

stimulation from the affected ganglion/node to the adjacent ones; for

example, during the damage/defeat of stellate ganglion the pains

appear first at the skin oi hand, and then apply to skin of body and

foot of the same half body.

In other cases the irradiation of pains is developed sharply, in

the form of peculiar crises, for example, during the damage/defeat of

. " ' %-,. :W,, -
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stellate ganglion appear paroxysmai pains at the skin of upper

extremity. Through several miauzes these phenomena begin to apply to

skin of body, and then lower extremity. After achieving the maximum

after 10-20-30 minutes, tneso phenomena gradually begin to weaken,

morgover, first of all, taey disappear, where they appeared last of

all. Is obtained the extzdmely peculiar picture, which reminds the

picture of Jackson sensitive epilepsy, i.e. the stimulation of crust

sensitive centers. -he diizarence Detween these two syniromes

consists in the fact that the duration of "junction/unit epilepsy",

if it is possible then to name/call, it is much more than epileosy

of the crust: with the junc:±oa/uaat it is equal to 20-3O-40 minutes,

whereas with the crust - to saverai seconds.

In the unit of the cases the phenomena of irradiation capture

internal organs/controls; for exampl8, with thp foci in stellata

ganglion during the crisis appear the urges for the urination and the

defecation.

The mechanism of a similar crisis is reduced to the process of

the irradiation of excitation trom the affected ganglion/node to the

healthy/sound ones. Irradiation occurs along the short systems of

fzontier shaft, which join its separate ganglia/nodes.

The special group of symptoms during the damage/defeat of the
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ganglia/nodes of frontier shaft compose pains in the internal

organs/controls, innervated by the affected ganglia/nodes. Thus, for

instance, with the wounds of steilate ganglion can be developed

intense pains in the region of heart. In certain cases of pain these,

escorted/tracked by a feeling melancholy and fear and appearing it is

paroxysmal, they can give tne clinical picture, which extremely

reminds stenocardia. The mechaaisa of the origin of these phenomena

is clear: with the stenocardia, as a result of ischemia of heart

muscle, are irritated visceral receptors, in it which are located,

whereas during the damage/daeiat of stellate ganglion are destroyed

the filaments, which bear lmpuAses/momenta/pulses of the heart, since

these filaments, as is known, tney pass through stellate ganglion.

Page 190.

3esides pains, during the damages/lefeats of the ganglia/nodes

of frontier shaft are deveioped also the damage of

vegtative-effqctor innervation of organs/controls and tissues,

innervated by the affected gangiioa/noie, what causes the violations

of structure and function of these education - skin with its

appendages, muscles, joints, fascias, bones and internal

organs/controls.

On the whole to estanlisa/install the damage/defeat of frontier

[!,
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shaft, even on ths basis of ona character/nature of pains, presents

no difficulties. Pains with the injuries of spine can appear as a

result of the damage/defeat of the terminations of painful filaments,

which arp located in the arranged/located here tissues of spine, its

ligaments, shells of brain and in the tissue of the spinal cord.

The pains, which appear with the wound of spine, its ligaments

and solid cerebral shell as the damage/defeat of other tissues of

body, innervated by painful ftiaments and filaments, which conduct

the impulsas/momenta/pu±ses of a ueep sensitivity, have a

character/nature of somatic pains, i.e. their localization

corresponds to the disposition of pathological process. Are such the

pains, which appear with the injuries in the education of victims

from the injury, for example, those pains, which the patient after

the break of the body of any verteDra tests/experiences in this zone.

It is necessary, however, to note that also with this

localization of focus scmetimes is observed the sufficiently

considerable irradiation of pain, for example, with the permanent

pain in the region of any victim of vertebra the pain at times

irradiates upward and downward on the spine. The laws, which are

determining the direction of the irradiation of these pains, which do

not depend on the damage/defeat of the passing here rootlets, are

sufficiently complex and still Iit le studied. It must bq noted that

!
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the mechanism of the origin of these irradiation, apparently is

identical to the mechanism whicn determines the axistence of painful

irraiiation during the damage/aefeat of internal organs/controls.

Similarly how with the disease oi heart pain can irradiate into the

hand, and with the diseases of the liver - into tha spatula, in

exactly the same m'.nner with the disease cf spine, its

ligamentous/connecting apparatas and solid cerebral shell pain can

irradiate into different sectors of body, mainly into different

sectors of the tissues, which cover spine.

In the majority of tase cases maximum intensity the pain has,

however, at the level of focus, that also gives possioility on the

basis of pain to judge its localization.

Arachnoid shell contains neitner nerve ends nor nerve fibers, in

consequencq of which the pains cannot appear in it.

dithin the spinal cord the ends of bare axial cylinders, i.e.

painful receptors, are Iccated only in the walls of vessels,

especially in their adventitia. This creates the pDssibility of the

onset of pains iuring the patuoicgical processes and within the

soinil cord as a result of the stiaulation of these terminations.

in the soft she.ll ainZful sensations in essence are concentrated

-,. :
-- q-
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also in the walls of vessels. Tne semiotics of their damages/defeats,

it is prcbable, the samd as the vessels of spinal cord.

Page 191.

,' . r . .\ eat presented abcve, the damage/defeat

of different sectors of sensitive route/path in the spinal cord and

in its paravertebral division, and also the damage/defeat of the

painful receptors of the spinal cord, its shells and spine they give

the very diverse in *he character/nature and the topic of painful

syndromes whose study can contribute to the establishment of topic

diagnosis.

3ecause of this during tae spinal and paravertebral wounds and

the lamages it is necessary to thoroughly study complaints of the

oAins with the subsequent study ox the pains, called upon the

examination/inspection of sensitivity.

it is nec.ssary in tais case to have in mind that investigated

sometimes carry to a number oi pains of compression and circling,

running goose pimples, and also ctnar paresthesias. But all these

parcjptions appear as a result of the stimulation nct of painful

routes/paths, but routes/paths of tactile and deep sensitivity.

Because of this their analysis , kossible and necessary, furnishes
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information on about the condition of the routes/paths of tactile and

deep sensitivity, but painful.

Th_ basic condition of effective struggle with the pains, which

appear with wounds and damages of spine and paravertebral, is the

differentiation of two types of pains - somatic and vegetative.

with somatic type pains can ae applied different pain relievers

and physical therapy agents oZ all types - thermal procedures,

electroprocedures, balneological methods, etc., in the heavy cases

should be applied the treatment oy prolonged sleep. In the firmest,

not yielding to conservative therapy cases can sometimes arise the

need for a choriotomy, i.e. in the cutting of a spine-thalamic

route/path in the spinal cord. Performing this operation/procass, it

is necessary, however, to have in mind that the condition of its

effectiveness is the cutting oz spino-thalamic route/path not at that

level, where enter into the spinal cord thq rootlets, which associate

upper boundary of painful zone, tut by 5-6 segments it is higher. For

example, with thq pains in the ragion of lower extremities and

stomach to the level of navel it is necessary to operate not at the

level of the tenth thoracic segment, but at the level of third-fourth

thoracic segment. Depends this on the fact that the unit of the

filaments on which go painful impulses/momenta/pulses from the

posterior rootlets ?s tnis was shown above, enters into the frontier

__-J ~w4-
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shaft, in it heaves on tne elongation/extent of 4-5-6 segments

and, once at this level, tte connective branches it

converts/transfers into the posterior rootlets and enters with them

into the spinal cord. Furtnermore, the unit of the filaments from the

post.riar rootlets converts/transfers in the web/plexus of aorta and

in it heaves on the elcngation/extent of several segments, and then

it enters into the spinal cora. Finally, the unit of the painful

filaments heaves upward and in the web/plexus, arranged/located in

the epidural space.

Thus, variously the unit or the filaments, which go in the

postmrior rootlets, extraspinai passes for the elongation/extent of

several segments upward, and then already it enters into the spinal

cord.

Therefore in order to interrupt routes/paths for all morbid

impulses/momenta/pulses, it is necessary to operate with the

chorlotomy by 4-5-6 segments nigher than upper boundary of painful

zone. It is necessary to also operate bilateral, since the filaments,

which carry pains of iach half body, pass into composition of both

spino-thalamic shafts. Finaily, cut it is necessary to make

sufficiently deep, that rLaches tne gray substance of spinal cord,

especially when pains are also in the region of body, since the

filaments, which carry paias or tne body, lie/rest deeply.

A,
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Page 192.

'Inder these conditions tne caordotomy removes usually even most

intense pains in th lcwer nail oody. With the pains in the region of

the upper extremities cf useful there can be the chordotomy at the

level of the third and rourth neci segment, which, however, presents

consi lerable dangers.

dith vegetitive type pains the soothing substances, even

morphine, they Jo not give usually essential effect as the majority

of physical therapy prccedures. w4ih the Fharply pronounced causalqic

charactir/natur? of pain dil procedures, which call the heating of

the affected unit of the jody, treluently even amplify pains. Most

usefully usually in suca cases tne action on the appropriate

sympathetic ganglia/nodes by the aethod of their novocaine blockade.

Paravertebrally is introduced 10-1i-20 cm3 0.5o/o solution of

novocaine into ?ach assembiy. Jith the pains in the upper extremityi
they usually block steliate ganglion. On the basis of the principle

of preqanqlionary action, they block the fifth, sixth and seventh

thoriciz ganglion/node ana are oetained with this procadure the same

r.sults, as from the blocxade ot stellate ganglion, but without the

compl icat ions.

A,
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aith the pains in the region of lower extremities they usually

blocK by the second and tne thizd iumbar ganglion/aode.

Jith the pains in one ±ower extremity it is better to block

qanglia/nodes of both siaes, siace in the lower extremity sympathetic

inne7vation occurs bilaterai.

3lockades it is necessary to produce repeatedly 3-5 or more

times after 2-3 Jays. Repaatea biockade frequently gives effect even

when single lives nothing or its eazfect it prcves to be very

short -time.

Good results gives treatment &y prolonged sleep.

If vegetative type pains are very intense and do not yield to

treatment by olockade and sieep, it is possible during the

damage/defeat of upper extreaity to remove the third thoracic

ganglion/node, but luring tae damage/defeat of lowr extremity - by

the second or the third luaDar.

Physical and balneotherapeutic methods of the treatment of the

injuries of spine and sFinal cocd.

J1 . . , I II I I I I I I ' . . . 'I ig I =I -l - - . .
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The wounds of spine and spinal cord, its shells and rootlets

occury special position/situation among other means of wounds.

If in the latt.r/last decaaes changed surgical tactics in the

r:elation to wounded the spi:ae ana the spinal cord, fixture of more

active, then conservative taerapy, in particular, physiotherapy, went

by new routes/paths: it were adopted not only during the treatment of

consequences injuries in caronic invalids, but frequently, also, in

the subacute (but sometimes aiso in the sharp/acute) period of

lisease/sickness/illness/malady.

In a new way began to esr-iace the practical value of the

preventive use/applicaticn of tnerapeutic gymnastics in the early

stages of process for tne puxose struqqlps with paralyses,

contractures.

The contemporary metnods or pnysiotherapy (UHF therapy, paraffin

therapy, ozoceritotherapy, ultraviolet e.rytheiotherapy) were used

extensivp.ly Auring wounds and daaae.s of spine for the purpose of

active 1c4ion on the proceases of rpsorption, on the regenerative
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processes, on tha painful syndrome, on the trophic disorders.

Page 193.

With the wounds of spine and spinal cord the methods of

physiotherapy, therapeutic exarcise and ergotherapy found to

themselves a use in the nospitals of front line area, in the rear

hospitals, in the profiled research institutes (institutes of

traumatology and orthopeaics, institutes of physiotherapy and health

resort science), in the sanatoriums and on the health resorts. In the

majority of the cases these methods were applied complexly; they were

the necessary supplement to surgical interventions, which played the

dominant role.

The methods of physiotherapy were applied as in the

pre-ope ration period, so especially in the post-operation period, and

also when surgical intervention was considered counter-indicative

eithar on to thosa or other reasons impracticable ones.

The basic problems which stood before the conservative therapias

- i dcinis of spine and spinal cord, they were reduced: to the

tr ; t sr.-Ken dred (reaoaorbing, antipyret.1c and

... " ,t ; tae stimuiation of the processes of

S, tact ii3jas of horse tail and
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rootlets of spinal cord; to action on the motor, sensitive and

trophic disorders; to action on the painful syndrome; to the

treatment of the damage of the iunctions of pelvic organs/controls;

to prophylaxis and to treatment of bedsores; to prophylaxis and to

treatment of contractures and iaulty positions/situations; to action

on the painfully changea muscular tone; to prophylaxis and treatment

of trophic disorders and to increase in the general/commo/total tone

of organism and its shielding properties.

A physio-balneotherapy oi the wounds of spina and spinal cord is

designed in the overwhelming majority of the cases for its

use/application during the prolonged period, since the process of

reduction of the fallen motor and sensitive functions, even which

were yielding to reverse development, proceeded extremely slowly. In

view of this here was required the specific plan/layout and the

system of the treatments, calcuLated not only for the months, but

sometimes and for the years. 0ith the heavy wounds of the spine and

the spinal cord, which involved deep anatomical and functional

changes, the role of physiotharapy was reduced to the elimination of

separate symptoms, to prophylaxis of the faulty positions/situations

of extremities, to weakening or eliminating the disorders of pelvic

organs/zontrols, for propnylaxis and treatment of bedsores, etc.

1rhe wounded during treatment of whom equipment physical therapy
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methods or extra-health resort balneoprocedures (mud cur. artificial

hydrogan sulfie baths, chloride-sodium, radon baths, atc.) proved to

be barely effective, they guidid to the appropriate health resorts.

In a sizable quantity of cases health resort treatment of these, it

seemed, hopeless patients gave surprisingly good results.

Especially should oe noted the salient therapeutic value for

this group of such sick nealth resorts as Pyatigorsk, Sochi-Matsest,

Tskhaltubo, Sergiyevskiy mineral waters, Evpatoria, where in many

patients with the damaqe of spine and spinal cord attacked/advanced a

considerable improvement in oora general condition and series/number

of morbid symptoms.

Among the methods of Daineothdrapy the special importance during

the years of the Great Patriozic iar acquired the mud cura which with

the wounds of spine and spiaal cord was used extensively not only at

mud cure health resorts, but also in the extra-health resort

circumstances, utilizing imported mud/contamination.

V. A. Aleksandrov theoretically based the therapeutic value of

mud/contaminations, after coming to light/detecting/exposing their

general biological activity on the organism, and their also

raabsorbing, soothing and rbparativa activity during different

inflammatory processes, wnich appear with the wounds of spine and

p
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spinal cord. By these properties of therapeutic mud/contaminations

are explained wide readings to their use/application with the wounds

of spine and spinal cord.

Page 194.

With the wounds of spine, which were complicated by the osteomyelitic

process, the mud cure effectiveiy was applied in the evacuation

hospitals and on the special mud health resorts. T. S. Zatsepin and

Kh. N. Freydin considered that ror the mud cure with the wounds of

spine were shown organized in the post-operation period hematomas,

inflammatory processes, buliat osteomyalitis of spine both closed and

with the fistulas, the long not healing wounds and ulcers, ankylosing

spondy.arthritis, spondylosas.

lud cure found use, also, wita the wounds of spinal cord, its

shells and rootlets, hematomyeiia after passing sharp/acutg period,

during Rubtsovs's lifetime education, local edemas, radiculites,

various forms of motor disorders - paralyses and paresis,

contractures, etc.

During the same readings, together with the mud cure, was

applied paraffin and ozocerite. The medicinal properties of paraffin

as a medium for transferring taermal engrgy were known as early as

4,i

fp
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World War I, but paraffin begaa to be widsly used primarily in the

Great Patriotic War. This was considerably affected by the careful

study by a number of Scviet autaors of oaraffin as a heat carrier,

among whom great initiative was demonstrated by A. R. Kirichinskiy et

al. The effectiveness, simplicity of the procedure for applying it,

and portability especially contributed to its wide use.
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Application of paraffin along the spine or to the paralyzed

extremities, and to the reflexogenic zones also gave a good

therapeutic effect in the sense of action both on the morbid focus

and on the separate symFtoms. With the pains and the contractures the

use/application of paraffin was not less effective.

Th3 advantage of paraffia therapy consisted in the possibility

to apply paraffin of higher temperature than mud/contamination or

peat. This advantage of paraffin successfully was utilized when it

was necessary to apply intense thermal effect on the foci of

Jestruction and inflammation, if it was necessary to increase the

processes of resorption and to activate/promote local roof and lymph

circulation.

Ona of thq varieties/subspecies of paraffin therapy was the

proposei in the beginning of tne Great Patriotic War treatment

paraffin-butyric mixture.

The paraffin-butyric mixture Lepskiy consists of 75o/o of

paraffin and 25o/o of fish oil. its therapeutic value consists in the

fact that, bes'.des paraffin, here exerts effect and fish oil,

-.I b
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exhibiting in this case the innerent ia it therapeutic properties:

bactericidal activity, effect of vitamins A and D. Paraffin-b'ityric

mixture extensively is used as very effective substance for the

purpose of prophylaxis and treatment of bedsores. Exerting the

soothing activity, without adhering to the surface of bedsore,

paraffin-butyric mixture contributes to the rejection/separation of

necrotic tissues and is exerted the stimulating activity on the

processes of the regeneration of granulating tissue and mainly for

the epithelization.

Heavily wounded the spinal cord, so the painfully transferring

Iressings during the treatment of bedsores, tested/experienced large

alleviation during the use/application of the paraffin-butyric

bandages which not only freed them from the morbid perceptions, but

also contributed to the fastest healing of bedsores.

Sizable value had the preventive utilization of paraffin-oil

mixture for the purpose of "revent.n- the " cbedcre .

Page 195.

For this in the typical places ths education of bedsores (to the

rump ani to the heels) laid the gauze packing, which consists of 6-8

layecs of gauze, impregnated with paraffin-butyric mixture. The

1~i
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timely imposition of this bandage, its frequent exchange (after 3-4

days) in many instances prevented the aducation of bedsores. The

procedure of the treatment of the already formed bedsores consisted

usually in the following: after the appropriate processing the place

of bedsore they irradiated by ultraviolet rays, applying in the

perio)d of necrotization from 5 to 10 biodoses, and in the period of

epithelization - from 1 to 3 biodoses. After ultraviolet lighting the

region of bedsore they sprinkled by white streptocide and poured by

drop method by the paraffin-butyric mixture of temperature of 45-530.

When was formei film, laid 2-3 gauze towels, impregnated with

paraffin-butyric mixture, and thin layer cotton. During th3

epithelization the oowder by waite strentocide no longer they

produced, but paraffin-butyric mixture either was deposited by

pulverizer or were laid the impregnated with it gauze towels.

The exceptional effectiveness of this procedure of the treatment

of bedsores was observed in many instances.

Besides paraffin and its varieties/subspecies (paraffin-butyric

mixture, ambrine), during tae years of the Great Patriotic War during

the treatment of wounds and damages they were adopted the ozocerite

whosa therapeutic properties were opened for the first time in the

Soviet Union in 1942 by Prof. S. S. Lepskiy.
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Ozocerite, ozocerite, the mineral of petroleum origin.

Ozocerite occupies the first place among the heat-transfer

agents iccording to its thermal properties. Its advantages include

high heat capacity and large neat-holding ability.

Furthermore, as subsequently it was explained, ozocerite

possesses still and other therapeutic properties, caused by the

chemical special features/peculiarities of its composite/compound

component parts.

The basic therapeutic properties of ozocerite, its antipyretic,

reabsorbing and soothing activity found multifeature and wide

application iuring the treatment of the motor, sensitive and trophic

iisordlrs of spinal cord. Especially one should emphasize the

exceptional reabsorbing activity of ozocerite which repeatadly was

confirmed during the direct application of ozocerite in the place of

trauma, in the region of morbid focus. The resorption of hemorrhages,

necrotic tissues, Rubtsovs of education, etc. flowed/occurred/lasted

under the activity of ozocerite frequently is very effectively, also,

in comparatively short periods.

Patients transferred well application of the ozocerite even

higher temperature (60-700), which had the high value luring the
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treatment of the wounds of spine and spinal cord.

Particularly should be emphasized the favorable activity of

ozocerite during the treatment of contractures. Observations (Central

institute of traumatology and orthopedics, Ukrainian balneological

institute in Odessa) showed that application of ozocerite very

beneficially influenced the contractures of different origin, in

particular, to the contractures of separate joints, which were being

observed with the wounds of spine and spinal cord. Here played role

not only improvement in the blood supply in the injured/damaged

muscular groups, but also direct effect of ozocerite on the plastic

muscular tone.

Th3 soothing activity of ozocerita was utilized in the struggle

with the painful syndrcme which with the wounds of spine and spinal

cord very variable both on the genesis and on the clinical special

features/peculiarities. When pains were conditioned on pressure on

the rootlets of Rubtsovs of the education of small hematomas where

there were damages of frontier sympathetic shaft (when pains carried

especially caustic character/nature), during the damages of horse

tail and the dissemination of process to entire peripheral neuron.

physical methods of the treatment generally, in particular

application of mud/containation, paraffin and ozocerite, frequently

gave good results.
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Page 196.

Therapeutic effect depended on procedure and dosage of procedure. The

moderate heat had the considerable advantage before the intense

thermal effects. Furthermore, extra-focus actions according to

saga3ntal-reflactor principle of shcherbak are more preferable than

the focus actions which freguantly amplified pains and was caused the

increased irritability.

Equal with the mud cure, paraffin and ozoceritotharapy in the

years Great Patriotic War extensively was used neat treatment, for

which were utilized mainly local peat resources/lifetimes. Procedure

and reading to peat treatment the same as with the mud cure. The

effectiveness of peat treatment with the traumata of wartime is

confirmed on thp vast clinical material.

From the methods by equipment for physiotherapy during wounds

and damages of spine and spinal cord it was extensively used

ultraviolet lighting, currents of low voltage in the form of

galvanization, ionogalvanization of different medicinal substances,

faradizations, high-tension currents and large frejuency in the form

of diathermy and AM therapy.
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Prof. A. V. Rakhman demonstrated in the experiments on animals

and in the clinic the elective activity of ultraviolet rays on the

ectolaermal tissues.

A.Uost with all wounds, especially with the long not healing

wounds and the ulcers, ultraviolet rays, as a rule, applied in the

process of educating of granulations and eoithelization.

Tha bactgricidal activity of ultraviolet rays was utilized with

the wounds of spine and spinal cord, entailed education infected

wounds, fistulas, long not nealing wounds and trophic ulcers. For

this purpose were applied noth local irradiations and extra-focus in

the erythemal and weak dosage, in the dependence on the readings.

Ultrayiolet lighting contribured to the cleansing of wounl, to

aelting and rejection/separation of necrotic tissues, exerted in the

complex with th _ sulfamide preparations bactericidal and

bacteriostatic activity. In tae stage of the healing of wounds the

ultraviolet rays stimulated epithelization and contributed to the

education of dense, good scar.

Ultravi3lat lighting was applied also during the treatment of

bedsores for the purpose of their decontamination from the necrotic
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tissues, the izzeleration of the education of demarcation line,

stimulation of epithelization and cicatrization. in these cases

ultraviolet liqhtings were applied in the complex with the ointment

bandales (ointment of Viwnyovskiy, fish oil, paraffin-butyric

mixture, etc.), which usually led to a comparatively rapid healing of

bedsores.

Ultraviolet lighting was applied with the wounds of spine and

spinal cord and for dealing with tae painful syndrome. With the pains

were applied several variants of localization of ultraviolet

lightinqs: to the zone of the dissemination of pains, to

seqmantal-reflictor zone and tae combined action - local and

sagmenta I-re flector.

Thus, during the danage/deieat of upper neck sympathetic

ganglion/nodp they irradiated the appropriate half head and neck to

the collar bone; during tne damage/defeat of stellate ganglion - hand

on the appropriate sida, neck and upper division of chest - to the

V[-VIr edge/fin, during the damage/defeat of thoracic ganglion/node

- zong by 2-1 Jarmatomes above and below the appropriate dermatomes.

Paje 197.

Simultaneously irradiated skin integuments along the spine at
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diffeent height.

With the shingles (during the damage of cerebrospinal ganglia)

ultravialet lighting was applied at the erythemal doses both to the

zone of rash and to the appropriate segments of spinal cord.

During Eunicular damages/defeats the gates of entry of skin

integuments along the appropriate peripheral nerve by rectangular

sectors from 150 to 300 cm2. In these all cases were applied

erythemal (but not hyper-erytaemal) dosages, moreover between the

separate performances of irradiation there were interruptions 3-4

days.

Casualties usually withstood wall ultraviolet lightings which

rarely caused the a~igravation of pains, and larger partly, on the

contrary, similar to novocaine blockade muffled pains, they

weakenei/ittenultel them, dad they sometimes removad completely.

Following in the practical significance physical therapy by

methods which hid extensive application with the wounds of spinal

cord, its sh:_lls and rcctlsts, was electrotherapy in the ferm of

ialvanization, ionoqaivanization o medicinal substances,

faradizition, iathermy and UHF therapy.

% -~
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Galvanization was applied in the form of the imposition of metal

electroles on the humid packing, and also in the form of chamber

baths. The same methods they put to use also with the ionophoresis of

medicinal substances, only packing impregnated under the appropriate

voles with one or the cther medicinal substances or the latter added

to the chamber baths. Galvanic current just as faridic, was aoplied

also for rhythmic electrogymnastics of the paralyzed muscles. rhe

selection of one or the cther form/speaies of current, and also the

polarity of electrodes were determined depending on data of

electrodiagnostics. Was appli6d that form/species of the current,

with which were obtained muscle contractions. As the active electrode

was selected that pole, with which were obtained under the smallest

current strength the first, sharpest muscle contractions. In the

presence of the degree of reaction advancement the regenerations

preference gave up to stable galvanization and ionogalvanization of

medicinal substances. From the medicinal substances widest

application found potassium iodide in 2o/o solution/opening, calcium

chloride in 1-2o/o solution/opening, 1o/o solution (on to alcohol) of

novocaine, solution of histamine (1:10000), solution of dionine

(1:10001, 0.25-0.5o/o solution of zinc sulfate, etc.

tonogalvanization of potassium iodide it was applied

predominantly for the resorption of the remainders/residues of the

hemorrhage, Rubtsovs of education, organized infiltrates, and also
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for the stimulation of the processes of the regeneration of

peripheral neuron.

Ionogalvanization of calcium chloride it was applied for the

purpose of the stimulaticn of regenerative processes, reduction in

the painfully increased excitability in one of the cuts of peripheral

neuron, and also for decrease or eliminating the trophic disorders.

With the wounds of the spine and the spinal cord, which required

the use/application of icnogalvanization of the mentioned medicinal

substances, the high value had a disposition of electrodes. Prof. V.

K. Khoroshko recommended the following scheme.

Page 198.

During the damage in the necx division longitudinal electrodes

(lOx4 cm) must be arranged/located on each side of spine. If

damage/defeat approached thoracic vertebrae, electrodes were

arranged/located as follows: one electrode to upper-neck division,

and another - to the region of upper-thoracic vertebrae. During the

damage of upper-thoracic and mesothoracic division of spine the

electrodes were arranged/located above and below the place of damage.

During the damage in lower-thoracic division of spine and I lumbar

vertebra one electrode placed above places of damage, and another -

I,

atfil Ill
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to the rump. During the damage in the region of lumbar vertebrae one

electrode placed above places of damage, and as the second electrode

were utilized two-chamber baths for the feet, moreover water they

poured only to the bottom so that it would wash only the bottoms.

During wounds and damages of spine and spinal cord, caused

dqvelopment partial paralyses or paresis of the upper or lower

extremities, which did not rivet; however, casualty to the bed and

thereby of that had the capability to sit, were applied four-chamber

baths both with the galvanic and with the faradic current. With

spastic paralyses four-chamber baths contributed to the decrease of

the painfully increased muscular tone.

Other forms/species of electrotherapy in this case as stable

galvanization and especially rhythmic galvanization, are contrasted,

since these procedures raise proprioceptive reflexes, which leads to

rainfor=ing of spastic phenomena.

with flaccid paralyses four-chamber baths contribute to the

decrease of atrophy, to an increase in the muscular tone. curing the

damages of horse tail which entailed paresis of the muscles of shin

and feet, plating baths exert the stimulating activity on the

processas of the regeneration of entire peripheral neuron.
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During the utilization in this case of chamber baths for the

feet during the introduction of medicinal substances, in particular,

potassium iodide, chamber baths for the feet filled by water only to

such height that the water of cover feat; moreover both foot baths

connected by ths ramified lead/duct to one pole, and the second

electroig (active) with the packing, moistened by one or another

medicinal substance, would lay in the form of plate on the region

higher than place of damage. Under these conditions entire peripheral

neuron and innervated by it damaged muscular apparatus proved to be

in the sphere of influence of direct current.

With flaccid paraplegias chaaber baths with the stable galvanic

current it is expedient to combine with the rhythmic galvanization or

the faradization, depending on that, to which form/species of current

living react the nerves or muscles. The interruptions of electric

current whose rhythm was regulated by metronome or usual manual

electrobreaker, must nct be very frequent (not more than 60

interruptions par minute), and the very performance of rhythmic

electrification - by very not prolonged (10-15 minutes). For the

rhythmic galvanization were utilized chamber baths, one of which is

connected up tha anode, and another - to the cathode. Current passed

through inverter-metroncme first to one, then in other direction,

which -ontributad to the contraction/abbreviation of all muscles.

water in this case must fill baths to upper thirds of shins. The

* *

-'-I ~
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course of treatment consisted of 20-25 procedures, after which

follweI the interruption from 3 to 5 weeks, then treatment again was

renewed.

Electrotherapy with flaccid paralyses usually was combined with

the massage and the therapeutic exercise. This complex frequently

orevided success.

Galvanic current was applied also during the violations of the

function of the bladder both with the irretention of urine and in the

case of its delay. V. K. Khoroshko was recommended the

arranging/locating of electrodes during the pelvic violations as

follows: with the irretention the urine one electrode place in the

perineum, another - to the back, and in the case of the delay urine

one of the electrodes place above the pubes, since during the

imposition in this case of electrode on the perineum (action on the

sphincter) could be increased the delay of urine.

Page 199.

With the disorder of the functions of the bladder was applied

also rhythmic faradization or rhythmic galvanization.

With the disorder of defecation was applied predominantly

M-
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rhythmic faradization by the application/appendix of smaller

electrols to the anal aperture, and other (larger) - to the loin.

With paresis of intestine, together with the massage. was

applied also thq labile faradization (by cylinder) of the intestinal

loops through the abdominal integuments, another electrode was

applied motionlessly to the anal aperture.

From other forms/species of electrotherapy with the wounds of

spine and spinal cord found use diathermy and UHF therapy.

Both diathermy and UHF therapy caused in contrast to the

different methods of exogenous heat-treatment (radiant heat,

heat-transfer agents) endogenic heat generation. In this their great

advantage, since both make it possible to act on deep processes, the

bone tissue not impeding the penetration of high-frequency currents

and does not obstruct to them route/path for the action on the

daep-lying tissues, the spinal cord, the shells.

In spite of the apparent advantages of diathermy and UHF therapy

in comparison with other heat-therapeutic factors, they did not find

during the years of the Great Patriotic war of more wide application

than mud cure, paraffin therapy, peat treatment, etc. This was partly

explained by the fact that the wounds of spine and spinal cord which

I,
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involved the irreversible changes, did not yield to the action also

of these physical therapy procedures. But the processes reversed,

caused either by small damage or which are localized in the

anatomical divisions of spinal cord as horse tail, rootlets, shells

which provided the best prospects ior the reparative processes, they

yielded to the therapeutic action by simpler and more available

methods.

However, the effects, achieved by diathermy and in particular by

UHF by therapy, must be high evaluated. In a number of cases of the

wounds of spine and spinal cord with which mud cure, paraffin and

ozoceritotherapy proved to be insufficient for achievement of the

reabsorbing and antipyretic or soothing activity, diathermy and UHF

therapy proved to be more effective, most probable, in view of their

daeper action on the stricken area or deeply arranged/located damaged

tissues.

High value for increasing the effectiveness of diathermy and UHF

therapy had dosage and disposition of electrodes. As a general rule

for the purpose of struggle with the painful syndrome were

recommended the weak actions (oligothermic dosages), which did not

produce considerable thermal effect. Numerous observations showed

that the intense thermal actions by the factors of both exogenous

heat ani endogenic heat generation frequently led to the aggravation
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of pains.

Rad value also disposition of the electrodes: thus, for

instance, longitudinal disposition of electrodes along nerve-vascular

bundle rarely produced the aggravation of pains, whereas the cross

disposition of electrodes, which caused the hot spot of tissues,

frequently contributed to reinforcing of pains. For the same reasons

to avoid the aggravations of pains applied short-time procedures in

the limits of 10-20 minutes wiich proved to be more effective than

more lasting procedures.

i
,i
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Page 200.

With UVCh therapy attention was paid to that, so that the

patient would not be placed into the high-frequency field in the

pres-nca of the long lain/rested and impregnated with pus bandage,

metallic splints. In the presence of gypsum bandage it is important

so that -t wouli not be impregnated with pus. In the case of

long-term gypsum bandages in them cut out itself the window, through

which wis produced UVCh therapy.

For the treatment of those wounded the spine and spinal cord,

together with the equipment physiotherapy, in the number of hospitals

and profiled scientific research institutes applied sweet, salt-

coniferous and artificial hydrogen sulfide baths. Them were applied

both for the general/common/total action and for weakening of spastic

phenomena in the extremities and eliminating painful sensations.

During the treatment of the wounds of spine and spinal cord

during the years of the Great Patriotic War they widely put to use

balneotherapy, pred3minantly on those health resorts where is

!~
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conducted treatment by the sulfuruic baths (Matsesta, Pyatigorsk,

Sergiyev mineral water, etc.).

Large clinical experiment/experience showed that the mineral

waters, which contain free hydrogen sulfide (H2 S) , exerted favorable

activity with the motor, sensitive and trophic disorders in those

wounded in the spine and the spinal cord. Until now, is

disputable/debatable the mechanism of the therapeutic activity of

hydrogen sulfide baths, to the fact of their effectiveness during the

different morbid processes it is indubitable.

As is known, hydrcgen sulfide baths cause on the skin

integuments the reaction of reddening whose intensity depends on the

larger or smaller content in them of frge hydrogen sulfide, on the

temperature of water and duration of action.

Very onset of skin hyperemia, caused, as it is accepted to

think, by the vasodilator activity of generatrices under the effect

of stimulating activities hydrogen sulfide of histamine-like

substances, it is the primary reaction, which entails the

series/number of local and general/common/total processes in the

organism. together with the local action on the skin integuments, it

is doubtless, occurs reflector and even resorptive activity.
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Matsetsa baths K. F. Nikitin applied during the treatment of 102

patients; of them with the oullet wounds of lumbar-sacral division of

spine it was 83 patients.

In the past it underwent laninectomy, 51 casualties,

sequestrotomies of 19 casualties.

Tha full/total/complete interruption of horse tail available in

11 sick, partial interruption - in 57, the compression of horse tail

- in 3, hemorrhages into the aorse tail - in 25 patients.

On the remoteness of trauma the patients were distributed as

foll3ws: from 3 to 6 montis - 34, from 6 months to 1 year - 36, 1

year and are more than 32 patients.

Casualties put to use the baths of three types: the sparing

activity (80-100 free hydrogen sulfides, the temperature of water of

3 4- 3 5 G, the duration of the bath of 6-8 minutes, in a day/every other

day), average/mean activity (80-100 mg of free hydrogen sulfide,

temperature of water of 35-360, duration of the bath of 10-12

minutes, 2 for in a row) and strong activity (150 mg of free hydrogen

sulfide, temperatura of water of 36-37o, duration of the bath of

12-15 minutes, 3 days in a row).
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The results achieved are redaced to the following: considerable

improvement is notel in 16 patients, improvement - in 38, small

improvement - in 35, without the changes - in 3 patients and with the

aggravation - in 9 - patients.

Pagt 10 .

In the same patients were established/installed some distant

results of treatment by the Matsesta baths which are reduced to the

followiag: the expressed increase in the volume of active movements

and increase of muscular force in the proximal divisions of lower

extremities is noted in 13 patients, moreover an improvement in the

motor functions was escorted/tracked by the reduction of patellar

reflexes: the reduction of reflex from cremaster - in 13 patients;

vegetative-trophic disturbances continued to go to the

loss/depreciation in 2 patients; bedsores healed in 5 patients, while

in 12 considerably they decreased. These clinical effects were

confirmed by the series/nuUDer of objective tests (oscillography,

capillaroscopy, chronaximetry).

latsesta baths exerted also the normalizing activity on the

smooth musculature, the musculature of sphincters of pelvic

organs/controls, improving thereby the disrupted functions of the

bladder and rectum.

The bedsores little yielded to the direct effect of Matsesta
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baths, which on the effectiveness were considerably inferior to the

given above methods of treatment (ultraviolet lightings, paraffin-oil

bandages).

Those wounded the spine and tn spinal cord, with rare

exceptions, transferred ell liatsesta baths.

Tha general/common/total effect of Matsesta baths in such

casualties was caused by very complex mechanism, in which, it is

doubtless, main role played an improvement in the local and

general/common/total blood circulation, reinforcing of regenerative

processes, considerable reaDsorbing and antipyretic activity.

A. A. Lavtsov gives the materials, which concern 1450 those

wounded the spine and the spinal cord, that were being treated in the

bags. Daspite the three-four year cld remoteness of morbid process,

in the unit of the patients it was possible to achieve the

elimination of the series/number of clinical symptoms. 15 patients of

100 "wheelchair" began to be moved on the crutches.

In Odessa treatment by salt-water baths gave positive results

during different damages of spinal column and spinal cord (M. M.

Neyding and L. V. Mariamova).
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Numerous patients with the cerebrospinal processes were treated

during the years of the Great Patriotic War in Pyatigorsk, on the

Sergiyev mineral waters, in Lipetsk, in Yevpatory. Noting specific

effectiveness of balneotherapy in this group of patients, 0. A.

Vil'chur proposes to spread readings to the direction of patients to

the health resorts indicated for tue purpose of more active

intervention dAring the heavier damages and in the earlier stages of

process,

The accumulated experience on the treatment of the casualties,

who obtained wounds and damages of spine and spinal cord, on the

soviet health r~sorts came to light/detected/exposed the specific

readings which covered the more tightening processes, caused by heavy

contusion, hemorrhage into the shells and the spinal cord, by the

partial damage of spinal cord, osteomyelitic process of spine, etc.

Large role during the years of the Great Patriotic War played

therapeutic gymnastics or, wider, kinesitherapy, that encompassed,

besides gymnastics, mechanotherapy, ergotherapy, massage.

Page 202.

Kinesitherapy, according to V. N. Moshkov, has the following

tasks: an increase in the general/common/total psychophysical tone,

4,
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an iaprovement in the regional blood circulation, the training

session of conducting motor impulse/momentum/pulse, the

removal/taking reflector-braking mechanisms, the development of

skills, the reduction of the disrupted compensator motor

coordination, action on different morbid conditions of the affected

muscles, warning/prevention of contractures and progression of

muscular atrophies, build-up/growth of paralyses of extremities,

action on the spine for the purpose of the reduction of his functions

as the 3rgan/control of support and movement, the normalization of

the funztions of the internal organs/controls whose damage is caused

by the general conditicn of patient and damage of spinal cord.

The therapeutic exercise was applied both with the breaks of

spine without multiple failure of spinal cord and during the combined

damages of spine and sFinal cord, its shells and rootlets.

with the bullet wounds of spine the therapeutic exercise intends

to contribute not only to the reduction of the functions whose

violation was caused by tae damage of spine, but also to the

reinforcement of muscles both supporting the spine in the vertical

position and ensuring its normal movements. Furthermore, when it was

possible to reduce the mobility of spine, before the therapeutic

exercise stood this task. in the therapeutic exercise was included

the treatment by position/situation, which was achieved by the
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correct arrangement of patient.

The general/common/total rule/handspike during the arrangement

of patient with the closed damage of spine - this is the maximum

discharging of spine from the need for supporting the severity of

body. For this purpose to the bed they placed the thin, tightly

hammered together panel, and it - separating flask. The head end of

the bed is heaved on 15-30 ca, into the armpits put through the scft

straps, which were fastened to the bed-head of bed. This

position/situation contributed to the light stretching of spine.

Under nack lordosis and under the head they placed cushion in

such a way that the neck curvature would be filled, and head was

slightly deflected/diverted back/ago. Under the lumbar region they

laid usually the cuneate cushion (45x25 cm) so that wide edge would

come under the loin. The correctness of the arrangement of patient

frequently was inspected/checked, and in the case of the

restlessness/anxiety of patient or inconvenience the

position/situation of patient was amended.

The organization of the rational position/situation of that

wounded into the spine and the spinal cord had high value not only

for reducing the functions of spine, but also in preventive sense, in

the sense of struqqle with the education of bedsores and the

9,
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appearance of muscular contractures as a result of the faulty

positions/situations of extremities.

Prolonged position/situation with the driven away feet

frequently led in the paralyzed casualties, as a result of severity

and inaction of muscles, to the sagging of shins, to the distention

of ligaments. For the purpose of prophylaxis under the elbows they

laid cushion so that would be obtained the light flexure.

For the warning/prevention the formations of horse foot under

the soles gauge stop or to entire bottom laid the wide bandage which

they pulled in such a way that the foot would be held in the vertical

position.

Passive and active movements began, depending on the general

condition of casualty, in the first period after wound, sometimes

after only 8-10 days.

The general considerations of therapeutic gymnastics for those

paralyzed were reduced tc the following: with spastic paralyses they

attempted to lengthen and to dilate/extend muscles; the exercises,

which lead to the shortening of muscles, in these cases were

contrasted.
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With flaccid paralyses they approached the shortening of

muscles, for an increase in their contracting ability.

With full/total/complete paralysis bottom parts or upper

extremities the high value had passive exercises.

Page 203.

General considerations for the therapeutic exercise with the

wounds of spine and spinal cord, depending on the place of damage and

stage of process, are developed by V. N. [oshkov. They are reduced to

the following.

With the damage/defeat of neck division in the early stage of

process (from 1 1/2 months to 1 year) treatment by

position/situation, the therapeutic gymnastics: exercises passive and

elementary active, exercises for elongation and weakening of paretic

muscular groups; exercise in the bath.

Foc the upper extremities: exercise in the pulsing, active and

passive exercises on the contraction/abbreviation of paretic muscles

with the elements/cglls of burdening and on the development of the

applied skills (to throw, to be sufficient, to button, to write,

etc.).

A,
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Foc the lower extremities exercises passive and active, friendly

and antifriendly, exercises to elongation and weakening of paretic

muscles, exercise on all fours and on elbows. Exercises in the

semi-bath, the development of support function. Initial positions

lying/risting, sitting, on all fours. Simplicity of movements and

their slow rate/tempo. Pauses and alternation of special exercises

with general strengthening braathing exercises. To methodically force

elongation with the subsequent use/application of exercises to the

weakening.

For the instruction in walking were utilized the crutches, the

trestles and the aid of medical personnel.

The therapeutic exercise was always applied in the complex with

the massage, mudtherapy, paraffin and ozoceritotherapy, and also with

the equipment physiotherapy.

Besides the local actions on area of damage/defeat and paretic

musculac groups, the favorite procedure during the damages/defeats of

neck iivision it was "collar" according to Shcherbak.

In the intermediate and last stages (duration of process is more
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than year) the mentioned schemes remained the same, but only with the

difference that all forms/species of action were more prolonged and

more intense, if was allowed the general condition of patient.

During the damages/defeats of the mesothoracic, lower- thoracic

and upper- lumbar division of spine the described above

general/common/total installations of therapeutic exercises remained

the same, but in essence action was directed toward the lower

extremities. Greatly were used extensively exercises in the bath, the

development of support functions - standing on all fours, elbows,

creeping, standing with the support.

During the combination of the therapeutic exercise with

different forms/species the paysiotherapy, mud cure, paraffin therapy

and the like frequently acted on segmental-reflector zone in the form

of "belt/zone" according to Shcherbak.

During the damages/defeats of lower-lumbar and sacral division

of spine to the ganaral/common/total described above types of damages

were connected also the special exercises of the muscles of pelvic

belt/zone and sphincter, frequent exercises in the bath. The place of

the action of physi::al therapy procedures (in particular, with the

mud cure) was frequently selected segmental-reflector zone in the

form of "belt/zone", "Shot+-S and "boots".

It

- - *t~-t -
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In the last stages of process the course of treatment was

usually more prolonged, more intense, if to that it was not

encountered zontraindications from the side of the general condition

of casualty.

The large contribution to the therapeutic exercise during the

breaks of spine and the damages of spinal cord it introduced Ye. F.

Dreving, who as early as the prewar years developed the detailed

schemes of exer-ises, groupad in the series on with respect to the

growing on difficulties cf exercises.

The therapeutic exercise during the treatment of those wounded

the spine greatly frequently was combined with the massage.

Page 204.

Together with the favorable action on the skin integuments, the

massage played very effective role in the stimulation of local roof

and lymph circulations and actively influenced external muscular

tension. If tension was painfully increased (for example, with

spastic paralyses), it it was possible by the appropriate

receptions/procedures to lower. However, with flaccid paralyses which

A
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were usually escorted/tracked by a decrease in the muscular tone,

massage raised it. Under the effect of the massage was improved the

contracting function of muscles, slowed the development of muscular

atrophies; if these atrophies already developed, they were decreased.

Favorable activity is exerted massage, also, with the trophic

disorders, which were being frequently observed with the wounds of

spinal cord. Here had value not only an improvement in the blood

supply, but also the trophic impulses/momenta/pulses, which develop

reflector according to the type of the axon reflexes and distant

reflexes.

Tests showed that the massage exerted activity under the

condition for its correct use/application in the appropriate cases

and employing the specific procedure. With the partial paresis the

massage was applied selectively. This especially importantly in the

attitude of the synergists and antagonists who always massed

selectively.

The in principle different procedure of massage was applied with

flaccid and spastic paralyses. whereas with flaccid paralyses primary

task of massage consisted in an increase in the muscular tone, in the

second case, i.e., with spastic paralyses, they attempted by massage

to lower muscular tone. To these basic tasks were subordinated

Stt
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different systematic receptions/procedures.

As it was already menzioned, massage frequently was applied in

combinition with therapeutic exercise, ergotherapy, with different

physical therapy methods. This combination of massage with other

physiol:gical agents, undoubtedly, raised its effectiveness. The

paretic muscles, which lost in full or in part

connection/communication with their innervational centers, lose

impulsas/momenta/pulses to the random and reflector

cantraction/abbreviation. But such muscles frequently retain the

ability to react to the direct mechanical and electric stimulations.

These physiological special faatures/peculiarities were used

extensively in those wounded the spine and the spinal cord for the

purpose of the combined use/application of electrogymnastics and

massage.

With the muscular hyper-tone, with the muscular contractures the

massage frequently was applied together with any thermo-therapeutic

procedure. Heat reduced muscular excitability, decreased the skin

sensitivity and contributed to reinforcing of the absorption of

fission products. The order/formation of the use/application of heat

therapy in the combination with the massage was determined by special

readings. massage was usually final procedure.

L __ K . . . .. ... .. .
i n
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One of the varieties/subspecies of the combined use/application

of massage with the hydropathy was above-water and underwater

massage: for the first they put to use rain shower, and the second

was conducted in the bath. In the latter case the bath must be large

sizes/dimensions, capacity to 600-800 1 of water. Because of the

large sizes/dimensions of bath in it it is possible to conduct

massage, and the active and passive movements of patient

(kinetotherapeutic baths).

nultifeature phenomena of fallout in the motor, sensitive and

trophic sphere, caused by the damage of spinal cord, yielded to the

effective action of precisely combined methods of physiotherapy,

therapeutic exercise, ergotherapy and massage.

Page 205.

During the years of the Great Patriotic War, together with the

therapeutic exercise and the massage, during the treatment of

casualties extensively was used reducing of occupational therapy.

Among those obtained wounds and damages of spine or spinal cord

occupational therapy also was applied, but it put to use either

easily casualties, without the considerable disorders of motor

sphere, or in the last stages when during an improvement in the

general condition of patient was improved entire clinical picture.

L
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The principal difference between therapeutic exercise and

ergotherapy consisted in the fact that for reducing the functions of

occupational therapy selected not movements generally, but labor

movements.

Ergotherapy tried to eliminate defects of motor apparatus by the

execution of the intelligent activities which with their purposeful

directionality led to the reduction of functions. These specific

special features/peculiarities of occupational therapy in the

relation to of both their special missions and special systematic

receptions/procedures found their reflection during the years of the

Great Patriotic War in those wounded in the spine and the spinal

cord.

wounded with the damage of spine and spinal cord, forced by

months, and sometimes and for years to lie/rest into the bed,

occupied by manual labor processes, being located in the

horizontal/lying position/situation. When patients again could stand

and walk, they with augmentation were occupied by labor processes in

the special office for occupational therapy.

In the form of an example it is possible to give

--I. _ l . . . . .I . .. II I II I I i . . • . ...
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separation/section for occupational therapy in the central institute

of traumatology and orthopedics of the Ministry of Public Health of

the USSR. In this separation/section were applied any forms/species

ergotherapy, beginning from the thread on the tree/wood with usual

knife to the work on the very complex mechanized machine tools.

From the observations it is evident that the well organized and

thought-out labor exercises with respect to the motor possibilities

of pati3nt, it is doubtless, played large therapeutic role, to say

nothing of that general/common/total positive psychotherapeutic

action which they exerted on the patients.

Especially should be noted the value of labor exercises for

reducing the disrupted coordination movements. Their value consists

in the fact that these exercises give the possibility to meter and to

calibrate them with respect to clinical picture and readiigs.

However, the majority of labor peocesses and exercises was designed

for the reduction of tte motor functions of upper extremities.

Howewqr, with the phencmena of fallout or violation of the motor

functions of the lower extremities of the substance of ergotherapy

were very limited (for example, sewing vehicles, grindstones,

stamping machinq tools).

lore wile application obtained the methods of mechanotherapy

• L . . I .. .I . . .. .. . . ' ... . '. .. ., - ' ' . . " . .."
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whii zompleted well gaps/spacings and therapeutic physical culture,

and occupational therapy. The spacial feature/peculiarity of

mechanotherapeutic methods is the fact that they mechanically caused

the exercises of the specific muscular groups, thereby contributing

to overzoming contractures, preventing the trophic violations, which

attack as a result of the inaction and other reasons.

With the hyper-tone of muscles, with spastic paralyses the

methods of mechanotherapy are coatrasted, since they contribute to

reinforcing of pathologically increased tone.

Th3 method of the therapeutic exercise, massage and

mechinotherapy widely were applied during the treatment of the

contractures, caused by the damage of spine and spinal cord.

Contractures in this group of casualties were observed as the

consequence of paralyses of separate muscles as a result of the

patholo4ically advanced caanges in the joints as a result of the

Prolonged and sharply pronounced painful symptom and the faulty

oosition/situation.

Page 206.

In conformity with the etiological and pathogenetic mechanisms

of the onset of contractures indicated was constructed conservative

7 ~
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therapy.

The methods of prophylaxis had to be combined with one or the

other theraneutic measures. Correct of the structure of patient,

preventive massage, pain relievers and the like were usel extensively

for the purpose of prophylaxis of contractures. with the already

formtzd contracture it was important to analyze the genesis of this

contracture, to come to ligat/detect/expose the implication of one or

the other muscular groups, joints, ligament-bursa apparatus, etc.

Some contractures were formed as a result of the various kinds of the

refl.ctor effects which rose from both from the periphery and from

the center, from the affected divisions of spinal cord.

This is why the treatment of contractures was always critical

and serious and it usually occupied much time. Procedure and dosage

of one or the other therapeutic suostances had always high value.

In the iajority of the cases of the contractures of the not very

large remoteness of conservative therapy it managed if completely not

to remove, then to weaken/attenuate, to decrease the limitation of

movements. However, with some forms of contractures the conservative

methods of treatment were powerless or unsuccessful. Here relate, for

example, the contractures, connected with spastic paralyses, most

frequently lower extremities, that appeared as a result of the

-- t~
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involuntary spontaneous contractions/abbreviations of one or the

other muscular group.

For eliminating the bending and bringing contractures in the

hip, knee and talocrural joints it is not possible to put to use

usual orthopedic measures as a result of exhaustion of patients,

bedsores, impossibility in some cases of the arrangement of patient

to the back; supplementary difficulties are created in view of the

need to constantly put to use urine dump.

In these cases in N evacuation hospital S. G. Abrpa placed

patients in the "cradle", which was the double strong/firm sheet,

stretched between two fixed/recorded to the bed longitudinal rods. To

these rods in the foot and nose section fasten the columns with the

longitudinal parallels and the pulley tackle. Patient is placed in

such a way that it concerns sheet only by back. Thighs, crus and feet

suspend in the positicn/situation of that strain in which they are

located, on special hammocks with the appropriate cargoes whose

severity they gradually increase. According to S. G. Abrin's data, by

this method it was possible to remove contractures during several

days.

The multifiature motor violations, caused by the damage of spine

or spinal cord and which appear it is primary or for a second time,

!~
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served as object the actions of tae different types of physiotherapy,

therapeutic exercise and ergotherapy. The wide selection of these

actions and the great possibilities to vary different methods during

treatment of one and the same patient created certain danger of the

overload of the patient wita procedures with all resultant harmful

consequences. In view of this all types of conservative therapy must

were it is conducted through the specific plan/layout, on the

specific scheme, based nct only on the clinical picture, the general

cordition of patient, but also on the physical characteristic of

those factors which it was proposed to apply. Furthermore, had a

value and the stages of the development of morbid process - initial,

intecmediate, late, which were characterized by the fact or another

symptom-compler, which were being characterized by specific

dy namicity.

Page 207.

It is very important to empnasize the reactivity of patient to

these or other the actions, which are general/common/total response

reaction for the use/application of external irritants. The

charactar/natura of this reaction was determined first of all by the

general condition of patient and by the special

faatures/peculiarities of cliaical picture. In a sizable quantity of

cases on the reactivity of patient depended the selection of the

t~
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methol of traatment, procedure and dosage. Other cases were necessary

to to ralect the very effective method of treatment, but caused the

unfavorable local and general/comon/total reactions of organism. In

view of the same considerations established/installed and the

specific periods of treatment, free gaps/intervals, changeover from

one method the treatments in another, etc.

T.us, during the treatment of casualties with the damage of

spine and spinal cord it was necessary to strictly observe the

principle of the deeply taought-out individualization of the

treatment of patient.

The issues of the treatment of the military traumata of spine

and spinal cord by the methods only of conservative therapy cannot be

represented separately, in view of the fact that in the majority of

the casas was applied ccmplex treatment by surgical and conservative

methods.

':q *!~
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Page 208.

Special unit.

Chapter 1.

qIonpenetrating wounds of spine 

FOOTNfOTE 1. In present chapter are described paravertebral wounds

(damage of the contained spinal canal without the damage of spine)as

having much similar in the clinical manifestations and united under

tho general/common/total for both groups principles of treatment.

ENDPOOTNOTE.

Aczording to the data of the development of the histories of

disease/sickness/illness/aalady, tne nonpenetrating wounds of spine

(including paravertebral ones) coaposed 43.8o/o of all bullet damages

of spine.

mechanisms of the damage of spinal cord and its rootlets with the

nonpenetrating wounds cf spine.

c3crasponding member of academy of medical sciences of the USSR the

, "l-
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listinguished worker of the tossing of professor I. Ya. Razdol'skiy.

During the first world the soldiers were assumed the following

types of the mechanism of the damages of spinal cord and its rootlets

with th: nonpenatrating and paravertebral wounds: 1) the sharp jolt

of spinil cord as a result of the transfer for it of kinetic energy

of the wounding shell through the vertebra or rib and vertebra at the

moment of colliding with the. the wounding shell, 2) the

straijht/direct contusion of spinal cord or contusion from

shock/counterblow against the walls of spinal canal as a result of

the lisplacement to the instant of vertebra or bending inward of its

small arc under the activity of the wounding shell, 3) sharp

variations of the pressure of cereoro-spinal fluid under the effect

of the same factors, 4) jolt or damage of spinal cord as a result of

the contusion of spine against the soil with the incidenca/droo in

the casualty following by wound, 5) the sharp reflector disorders of

the vascular innervation of spinal cord, which lead to the onset in

it of ischeuic necroses and hemorrhagic foci.

Th3 experiuent/experiance of Great Patriotic war gave extensive

material for inspecting/checkiag some of the given points of view. As

that least substantiated it is necessary to consider the point of

view of Marburg and Ranzi (Aarburg and Ranzi) about the role of the

contusion of spine against the soil (in connection with the
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incidence/drop in the casualty after wound) in pathogenesis of the

damages of spinal cord. Prom the detailed inquiry by the author of

casualties with the bullet damages of spine about the

position/situation which they occupied at the moment of wound, she

was explained that very many of them, including with the proved

nonpenetrating wounds, at the moment of wound were located in the

horizontal/lying or halfbent position/situation. Consequently not

about what supplementary contusion of spine against the soil in

connection with the incidence/drop it could be and speech.

Page Oq,.

The point of view of Marburg and Ranzi contradicts the fact that with

wounded in skull, plotted/applied at the moment of the determination

of casualty in the vertical or semivertical position/situation and,

therefore, which were being escorted/tracked by the sudden loss of

consciousness and by the incidence/drop, the associated damage of

spinal cord was observed exclusively rarely. In the same cases, when

the bullet trauma of spinal column was escorted/tracked by the

incidence/drop from the height or the deletion of wounded by air wave

' during the explosion large/coarse artillery shell or aircraft bomb,

there was possibly the supplementary damage of spinal cord in

connection with the contusion of spine; but then it should be

considered as the result of the closed trauma of spinal cord, which

did not have direct connection/communication with the wound.
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Indisputably important role in the damage of spinal cord and its

rootlets with the nonpenetrating wounds belonged to jolt or

displacement of vertebra, caused by the wounding shell, and also

instantaneous to the bending inward of small arc under the activity

of the latter. In favor of the value of these mechanisms speaks the

direct 14pendence between the direction and the angle at which the

shell struck into the spine, and by the severity of the damages of

spinal zord in this case. Than nearer to the center line of body and

the greiter the angle at dnich the shell hit into the spine, it

approached straight line, the &ore damage deposited it on brain.

Thus, if shell ran into the body of vertebra in the sagittal or close

to it plane, besides at tne right angle to the axis of spine, the

damage, inflicted by them to spinal cord, was usually heavier than

when it ran into the spine at sharp angle, besides not in the

sagittal plane.

In the first case entire/all kinetic energy of the wounding

shell i3 spent on the displacement of vertebra, and in the second

case - only unit. En accordance with this with the identical supply

of kinetic energy the wounding shell, acting through the vertebra,

spends in the first case the considerably large part of its force to

the damage of spinal cord, than the secondly.

Th3 value of angle and projection of the movement of the
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wounding shell with respect to the middle sagittal plane of body for

depositing the damage to spinal cord is especially is distinctly

evident based on the examples of the wound of cross and awned

extensions.

If with bullet moved more or less in parallel to spinal column,

then it could dqstroy 1-2 or more cross extensions, without having

applied to the spinal cord of how much essential damage. Repeatedly

were described the cases of the bullet break of the cross extensions

of several vertebrae (2-3 and more), moreover occurred only the

insignificant jolt of spinal cord, being subjected to reverse

development during 1-1 1/2 weeks. on the contrary, if the wounding

shell broke aross axtension, running not it in the frontal plane and

at the right angle to the spine, then, having available the same

supply of kinetic energy, it damaged spinal cord considerably more

strong.

Egually the wounding shell much more strongly damaged spinal

cord, also, in such a case when it was hit into the awned extension,

running into it in the sagittal plane and under more or less right

angle to length of spine, than when it, moving in the same of plane,

slipped on the awned extensions, breaking them on its route/path.

Page 210.

61p
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In the first case the wounding shell often deposited the very serious

damage to spinal cord, bending in to the instant small arc into the

lumen of spinal canal; in the second case it it usually deposited on

it insignificant damage, since the lateral activity of the wounding

shell is insufficient for the bending inward handle and for the

contasion of t.ha spinal cord through its means.

In the litarature it was repeatedly underscored that the

parallelism between the degree of the damage of spine and the

severity of the damage of spinal cord frequently is absent. This

absence of parallelism in each individual case of the wound of spine

can be undarstodd only upon consideration of the angle at which the

shell ran into the spine, and the plane, in which it moved.

As further confirmation of the value of mechanical factor in the

deposition of damage the spinal cord (instantaneous displacement of

vertebra, bending inward of small arc) serves the fact that the foci

in it appeared not only in the division, which corresponds to the

place of application of the activity of the wounding shell

(straight/direct damage), but frequently and in the diametrically

opposite direction, on shock/countarblow.

T . '
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Together with the damage of spinal cord by the transfer to it of

kinetic energy of the wounding shell through body or small arc of

vertebra, the significant role in the pathogenesis of the

carebr3spinal and root violations belong also to disorders of blood

circulation. The latter could nave purely reflector character/nature

or appear as a result of the wound of large/coarse root arteries. The

surprise sharp stimulation of posterior rootlets and intervertebral

ganglia/nodes by the wounding shell could cause strong angiospasm, in

particular, the front/leading artery of spinal cord (a medullae

spinalis ant.rior) and lead to the appearance of ischemic foci in the

spinal cord both on the level of tne damage of spine and in its

distant sectors.

on the basis of the experiment/experience of the Great Patriotic

war N. S. Margulis especially persistently underscored the value of

nerve-vascular factor in pathogenesis of the bullet damages/defeats

of spinal cord with the nonpenetrating wounds of spine. The role of

this factor is especially great in pathogenesis of fine/small

hemorrhages and necrotic foci, which appeared far from the place of

the straight/direct action of the wounding shell on the spine.

With the wounds of edges/fins near their fastening to the

vertebrae, and also with wounding of the bones of shoulder and pelvic

belt/zone the damage of spinal cord or its rootlets appeared as a

r:
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result of the transmission on then of the jolt of vertebrae, appeared

at the moment/torque ccllision of the wounding shell with the

mentioned bone education.

With the paravertetral wounds, which caused damage of rootlets

of the brachial and lumbar-sacral plexus, spinal cord it was damaged

as a result of the sarprise and sharp tension of rootlets.

Pathomorphological changes in these cases were evinced by the

appearance of fine/small hemorrhages and necrotic foci in the zone of

the 3ntrance of rootlets into tne spinal cord and in its adjacent it

sectors.

The wounding shell, together with the described higher roughly

mechanical linkage by the spinal cord of its kinetic energy through

the vertebra, deposited on it damage, causing at the moment of

collision with the vertebra the with lightning spe9d rapid exchange

of increase and lowering in tae pressure of cerebro-spinal fluid.

This hydrodynamically activity of cerebro-spinal fluid could be

very considerable and cause changes in the spinal cord and its

rootlets at a great distance from the basic stricken area.

However, the traumatizing action of this factor had incomparably

larger value with the penetrating wounds of spinal column, why its

..o -o
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mechanism will be examined in the following chapter.

Page 211.

More than in the half tha cases of the nonpenetrating and

paravertebral wounds of spine neurological violations were expressed

weakly and they rapidly underwent reverse development. In view of the

weak manifestation of neurological violations the majority of

casualties with the nonpenetrating and paravertebral wounds was

located undergoing medical treatment in the general-surgical

evacuation hospitals. On the contrary, the heavy forms of the

damage/defeat of spinal cord with these wounds were observed rarely.

Thus, the syndrome of the full/total/complete violation of the

conductivity of spinal cord was noted altogether only into 4.5o/o

(with those penetrating - into 46.9o/o). Most frequently it was

observed with the wounds of the thoracic division of spine; most

rirely - with the wounds of lumbar-sacral division it related only to

the cone and epicone (lable 22).

The clinical forms of the damage/defeat of spinal cord with the

nonpenetratinq and paravertebral wounds were multifeature. Thiv

rarely were isolated, whereas more frequent they were encountered in

different combinations.
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Frequency of the clinical forms of the damage/de.sat of spinal

card with the nonpenetrating (and paravertebral) wounds of spine

based on materials of the personal observations of I. Ya. Razdollskiy

(GBF)
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190, 0

Key: (1). Clinical forms of tie damage/defeat of spinal cord. (2).

Percentage. (3). Without neurological violations. (4). Radiculitis

and meningo-radiculitis. (5). Jolt of spinal cord. (6). Edema of

spinal cord. (7). Sub-arachnoidal hemorrhage. (8). Hematoma. (9).

Hematomyelia (tubular). (10). Contusion of spinal cord. (11).

Contusi~n and jolt of horse taii.

From the preceding information it is evident that most

frequantly with paravertebral and nonpenetrating wounds were observed

the contusions and concussions of spinal cord and horse tail.
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Table 22. Frequency and severity of neurologic violations with the

paravertebral ones and with the nonpenetrating wounds of spine (in

the percentages).

---- 1 2. )r.-c. T llPiO~iO'iilit(l iiJ

-" ...-- l 3 tfl (Si +,x'

.01119 N I I UT
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62, 3 .8 5.' I 5.
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C1 '' I 4 11111 ' l Im a . .i .2 . . \. . . ".(i I,3 :,5lci4 , -oc., .. .,')

I ,,I j wI() o..P44

Key: (1) . Severity of neurological disturbances. (2) . Division of

spine. (3). All divisions. (4). Cervical. (5). Thoracic. (6).

Lumbosacral. (7) . Neurologic violations were absent or rapidly they

passed. (8). Syndrome of full/total/complete violation of

conductivity of spinal cord. (9). syndrome of partial violation of

conductivity of spinal cord. (10). Damage of horse tail.

Page 212.

-n- S .

Concussion of spinal cord with nonpenatrating wounds of spine

was observed comparatively frequently (into 13.0o/o). Most frequently

it was noted with contusions and wounds of awned and cross extensions

and bodies of vertebrae.

i I IIII I + ~- 1 1 - " - ~
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The loss of consciousness was observed rarely, besides only with

the wounds of the neck division of spine or under the simultaneous

influence on the casualty of strong blast.

Pains, as a rule, were aasent. Exception were those cases when

simultaneously were destroyed rootlets. In the paretic extremities

casualties usually tested/experienced the various kinds of

oaresthesia in the form of numoness, creeping of goose pimples,

tinglings. Deep and surface reflexes were weakened, thinner/less

frequent to the short period they were lost. Frequently were observed

bradycardia, moderate hypothermia. In the heavy cases of the jolt of

lumbar-sacral thickening rarely was observed fine delay of urine. The

development of bedsores was not noted. Spinal cord fluid/liquid

usually was not changed, out its pressure in the half the cases was

moderately increased.

In the mild cases all phenomena disappeared for several days; in

the heavier after 2-3 days appeared only the first symptoms of

improvement, and thq full/total/complete reduction of motor,

sensitive and reflector violations attacked/advanced only through 2-3

weeks. Sometimes the organic micro-symptoms and the light weakness of

the sphincter of the bladder, which changes the original delay of
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urine, were held during the more prolonged period. These cases stand

on the face of the light contusions of spinal cord.

The diagnosis of the heavy forms of the jolt of spinal cord

during the first hours and even days after wound always can be placed

with the confidence. Scuetiaes these cases at first of considering as

the contusion of spinal cord, but tha rapid reduction of the

initially disrupted functions inclined doctors, who observed of a

similar genus of casualties, to the diagnosis not of the contusion of

spinal cord, but jolt.

with the jolts of spinal cord, having finished with the fatal

result as a result of the associated wound of any internal

organ/control, in the spinal cord either they found no macroscopic

changes, or they consisted of light edema of spinal cord and its soft

shells, of the separate fine/small localized hemorrhages into the

substance of spinal cord. Sometimes found the smallest necrotic foci.

Treatment. Basic treatment consisted of the rest. By casualties,

if they even could get up, it should have been abstained from this to

the complete disappearance of weakness in the lower extremities. A

number of ths authors applied the cholinergic substances (proserin,

eserine) , which exerted especially favorable activity on the

disorders of urination. Motor violations with the jolts of spinal
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cord under their effect were raduced also noticeably more rapid.

Possibility and speed of the return to the numbers of the army

of those transferred the jolt of spinal cord on the soil of the

bullet wounds of spine depended on severity and character/nature of

the wound of the latter. In tne wounds, which were not being

escorted/tracked by the essential damage of spine or internal

organs/controls, the casualties returned to the unit on the healing

of wound, but not are earlier than 1 1/2 - 2 months from the

moment/torque of wound.

Page 213.

7*:-."a j-' z lal cord*.

Tissue of spinal cord, especially brain, especially white

substance, easily reacts to tue damage by edema. The

undamaged/uninjured soft cerebral shell impedes the spread of edema

in the transverse direction; therefore it is spread mainly upward and

downwari from the place of damage. As the phenomenon, which

associates the heavy bullet damage of spinal cord, edema was observed

very frequently. But in these cases the symptoms, called by it,

usually weakly came forward in the clinical picture due to the

overlap by their symptcms of Dasic focus. Sometimes it swelled it

appeared against the background of a comparatively weak damage/defeat

of spinal cord, and then it acquired the independent value.
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In clinical sense for reactive edema of spinal cord is

characteristic the absence of pains and the fact that the maximum of

functional fallouts appeared not immediately after wound, but through

several hours or luring the next 2-3 days. Sometimes phenomena began

to qrow on after temporary/time improvement, for example, upon the

connection of edema to the jolt of spinal cord. The latter fact drew

together the clinical manifestations of edema and epidural hematoma.

The increase of edema was frequently conditioned on physical stress

of the casualty, for example, walking.

As a typical example can serve ths following observation.

K-n obtained 27/VI 1943 the tangential bullet nonpenetrating

wound of spine with the break of awned process of the VI thoracic

vertebra. Immediately after wound "were taken away feet and was numb

the lower unit of the body" after 40-50 minutes appeared the first

movements, and after 2 hours casuaity already could sufficiently

freely be moved. 3 Hours after wound with the aid of soldier-sanntara

it was guided on PMP. In proportion to advance the weakness in the

feet and the perception of numbness in them again began to grow on,

and, when casualty passed approximately/exemplarily 0.75 km. "feet

completely were taken away". During the neurologic investigation (3

I -
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days after wound) is estaDlLshed/installed a deep flaccid paresis of

lower extremities with a decrease in the skin sensitivity from the

sixth thoracic segment; flaccid knee and achylia reflexes, sharply

difficult urination. Small pains in the region of wound, the paresis

of lower extremities was held duriag 1 1/2 months.

In the heavy cases edema oi spinal cord caused a deep cross

violation of its conductivity. Since edema, especially if it

accomoanied the contusion of spinal cord, detected the tendency to be

spread predominantly in the vertical direction on the average to 2-3,

and sometimes also more taan segments, then, together with gradual

reinforcing of conductor violations, appeared new disorders due to

the implication in the suffering of those lying above and below the

iivisions of spinal cord.

The progression of edema in the vertical direction was

especially dangerous with contusions and wounds of the neck division

of spinal cord. Being sFread upward, it paralyzed the nuclei/kernels

of stomach nerves or even respiratory center in the medulla

oblongata. To this danger of progressive reactive edema during the

bullet damages/defeats of the neck division of spinal cord was turned

the attention even in the first world war; it was confirmed by the

observations of many Soviet surgeons and neuropathologists, also, in

the Great Patriotic War.
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Elema seemingly strangled nerve elements/cells. Long existing

edema caused in them the irreversible changes. In extra-heavy cases

the matter reached the edematic melting of the tissue of spinal cord

(L. I. Smirnov).

€1
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Page 214.

With the pathoanatomical autopsy of the killed from the

associated damages internal organs/controls in certain cases they

detectei that the strongly edematic brain caused the blockade of

sub-arachnoidal space.

In the cerebro-spinal fluid rarely were noted an insignificant

increase in the number of cellular elements/cells, frequent-moderate

pressure increase. Edema usually was held 1-1 1/2 weeks.

In the later pericds severe edema of spinal cord captured

sometimes its extensive divisions. In these periods it appeared on

the soil of the intoxication of spinal cord, which proceeded from the

urination system or the bedsores.

Edema of spinal cord most trequently it was necessary to

differentiate with hematomyelia and hematoma. From hematomyelia edema

differs in terms of the conductor character/nature of the violation

of sensitivity, while from hematoma - by absence of pains.

7
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Treatment was reduced to rest, dehydration by the introduction

of hypertonic solutions to vein. Some authors applied repeated lumbar

punctures, but their use was doubtful.

He matomyelia.

The massive, more or less isolated/insulated hemorrhages into

the gray substance of spinal cord (tubular h~matomyelia) during the

bullet damages/defeats were observed rarely; according to the

observations of 1. Ya. Bazdollskiy, they composed 1.6o/o of all

nonpenetrating wounds of spine.

On the contrary, impregnation by the blood by the blood of

contusion focus and nearest to it sectors of gray and white substance

was encountered frequently. N. 1. Grashchenkov and M. S. Nargulis

this type of cases of impregnation by the blood of contusion foci

considered as hematomyelia. Ye. I. Tarakanov on the basis of this

expanded interpretation Cf the term "hematomyelia", asserted that it

was observed by it into 40.0o/o of all bullet wounds of spine, which

were being escorted/tracked by the damage/defeat of spinal cord.

However, the so/such expanded intarpretation of term hardly is

expedient. First, because it is made by unclear, however, that should

be called the contusion of the spinal cord, in the second place,

j
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hematomyelia as clinical form loses its individuality, since its

basic symptom - dissociated violation of spnsitivity as a result of

the simultaneous implication in the suffering of white substance - it

drops out and diagnosis becomes impossible.

?hat set forth relates below to the typical (tubular) form of

hematomyelia whose symFtoms in the clinical picture of the

damagg/Jafeat of spinal cord came forward to the foreground. It is

very probable that some cases of hematomyelia with the bullet wounds

of spine were obliged by their onset to the strong contusion of spine

against the earth/ground in connection with the deletion of the

casualty by air wave, for example, during the explosion at the close

distance of artillery shell, large/coarse mine, aircraft bomb whose

fragments deposited wound.

Page 215.

During the usual closed closed damages of spine and spinal cord

hematomyelias most frequently tney appeared in the region of neck

thickening. A. 1. Geymanovich explains this to those that with the

incidence/drop on the back maximally was contused the VII neck

vertebra as a result of strong projection of his awned extension.

With tha bullet wounds of the spine hematouyelia it was observed in

all divisions of spinal cord, but nevertheless in the region of

At.
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thickenings it was observed more frequently and it had larger/coarser

sizes/dimensions. Basic hematomyelitic focus usually corresponded to

the place of the straight/direct action of the wounding shell on the

spine. Hence it was spread upward and downward for th.

elongation/extint of 2-3 segments. Sometimes hematomyelia it captured

to 10 even more than segments.

In clinical sense for hematomyelia, as is known, the typically

progressive build-up/growth of phenomena (for a period of 2-3 hours,

thinner/less frequent more) and more or less distinctly expressed

dissociated character/nature of the disorder of sensitivity, i.e.,

the loss of painful and temperature sensitivity with the state of

preservation of tactile and musculoarticular. But when hematomyelia

it was connected up the heavy damage of spinal cord, its typical

symptoms were frequently shaded by the additional foci of damage

above and below basic, and also ny reactive edema. In this type of

cases, especially in the sharp/acute stage, hematomyelia usually it

was not distinguished. The weaker there was the damage of the white

substance of spinal cord, the more distinctly was deployed the

clinical picture of hematomyelia.

especially distinctly was deployed the clinical picture of

hematomyelia when more or less massive hemorrhage appeared through

several hours or iays after wound, i.e., already after the begun

'I~
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reduction of functional fallouts. The reason for these late spinal

apopleries were the gaps of the vessels, torn slightly at the moment

of depositing the trauma to spinal cord, in connection with physical

stress, strong cough, sneezing/popping, etc. The cases of this genus

in the presence of the closed trauma of spinal cord were described

repeatedly. with the bullet wounds of spine they were observed

exclusively rarely.

As an example can serve the following observation.

P on 27/IV 1944 obtained the wound of lumbar region by fragment

with the break of the awned extension of the XII thoracic vertebra.

Immediately after wound arose paralysis of lower extremities and

delay of urine. Urination was reduced through 3 weeks, movements in

the feet - in 3 months. Remained light paretic phenomena in the feet.

During the physical culture exercises at the moment of strong

Physical stress/voltage suddenly developed paralysis of feet, delay

of urine and feces. Patient it perished in 1 1/2 months from the

sepsis on the soil of extensive bedsores. Autopsy revealed/detected

the almost complete destruction of the gray substance of cone and

epicone on the soil of hemorrhage into the gray substance of this

division of spinal cord.

with hematomyelias, whica appeared on the soil more rough

-'..
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damages of spinal cord, the violations of sensitivity had the mixed

character/nature. From the level of primary traumatic focus they

carried conductor character/nature, and upwards from it for the

greater or smaller elongation/extept - dissociated. This special

feature/peculiarity of hematomyelia of traumatic origin especially

underscored L. S. minor. in the divisions, innervated by the segments

where it developed hematcayelia, paresis and paralysis they had

flaccid character/nature, with the lost or weakened reflexes and with

the subsequent atrophy of muscles. Paresis and paralyses of those

lying of below the divisions of oody at first in connection with the

cerebrospinal shock had flaccid character/nature, being changed

subsequently by spastic ones.

With the 13calizatioa of hematomyelia in lumbar-sacral

thickening early appeared the oedsores. The disorders of the function

of palvic organs/controls during the damages/defeats of this

thickening were frequent and firm. With the high localizations of

hematomyelitic focus the original delay of urine was comparatively

rapidly changed by the automatic emptying of the bladder. Pains

usually were absent, and even if they occurred, then rarely they had

any considerable character/nature.

Page 216.
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On the zontrary, paresthesias at the moment of the compression of

gray substance by the issuing itself blood were observed frequently.

They were expressed in the perceptions of the growing on numbness,

pressure, heat, tingling, creeping goose pimples, etc.

in differential-diagnostic sense hematomyelis differs from edema

of brain in terms of the presence with it of the dissociated

violation of sensitivity, and from hematoma - by absence of radicular

pains.

On the autopsies of those been killed within the early periods

after wound or with laminectomy in these periods the spinal cord at

the level of hematomyelia was thicxened, as if inflated. Sometimes it

would have been possible to determine fluctuation. with the autopsy

of those been killed within the late periods on the spot for

available hematomyelia is found the area, filled with the dense

xanthochromium fluid/liquid, which contains a large quantity of

protein. In the walls cf area usually were detected the deposits of

hemosiderin. These leposits, and also xanthochromium stain/staininq

of fluid/liquid differed posthematomyelitic areas from the appearing

as a result of resorption ischemic and contusion foci.

Was voiced the opinion that the posthematomyelitic areas can

progressively be increased, i.e., overgrow into the similarity of

!
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syringomyelia. This type of overgrowing of hematomyelia into

syringoayelia in casualties in the Great Patriotic War was not

observed.

In proportion to the resorption of the blood the conductor

violations, caused by the pressure of the blood on the white

substance, gradually underwent considerable reverse development. An

improvement in the segmental disorders also occurred, but it rarely

was essential.

Hauatomyelia itself, with exception of the cases of its

localization in the neck division of brain, direct threat life did

not present. But in the heavy cases casualties perished from the

common for the bullet wounds of spinal cord complications.

Hematomyelia of upper-neck division of spinal cord are very risky;

were observed the cases of the death of casualties from asphyxia as a

result of paralysis of the thoraco-ventricular nerves.

The recognition of hematoayelia on the soil of the bullet

damages/defeats of spine and spinal cord in the early period ran into

the great difficulties. When heaatomyelia accompanied the more

diffuse damage/defeat of spinal cord or had comparatively small

extent in the vertizal direction, it, especially in the sharp/acute

and early period, usually was not distinguished.

*'i~'~
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The most characteristic symptom of isolated/insulated

hamatomalia is, as is known, the build-up/growth of functional

fallouts on the time, in particular, in the vertical direction. This

build-up/growth was especially conclusive, if it attacked/advanced

after the outlined improvement. But this symptom is characteristic

not only for hematomyelia, but also for progressive reactive edema of

brain, or for epidural hematoma. Difference consists in the fact that

with hematomyelia the disorder of sensitivity had the dissociated

character/nature, and with reactive edema and epidural hematoma -

conductor. The blockade of the sub-arachnoidal spac, of spinal cori

was aot noted not into one case of hematoayelia where was applied

lumbar puncture.

The diaqnosis of late hematomy~lia did not present difficulties.

The surprise development of spinal phenomena in of the transferred

the bullet trauma spinal cord, progressive their build-up/growth for

a certain perioi of time and dissociated character/nature the

violations of sensitivity provided recognition.

Page 217.

Treatment. With the suspicion to hematomyelia was applied a
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strict bed made/conditions during the next 3-4 weeks. During the

first days ong should have observed large care with the transfer of

casualty, with the exchange of bandage, the emptying of intestine.

Inside assigned the substances, which raise the coagulability of the

blool (ascorbic acid, gelatin, calcium chloride, etc.).

In other respects the organization of departure/attendance and

treatment the same as with any heavy bullet wound of spinal cord.

In the prewar time repeatedly was raised the question about the

surgical treatment of hematoayelia, first of all of spontaneous, and

also on the soil of the dull traumata of spine. With hematomyelia on

the soil of the bullet damages/defeats of spine in the Great

Patriotic War the majority of the neuropathologists and surgeons

solved this Problem negatively. In the published work of the Soviet

surgeons during the period the wars and in the materials of the

development of the histories or the disease/sickness/illness/malady

of indication of surgical interventions apropos of hematomyelia are

absent.

Hematomis. Epidural, is subdural.

The outflows of the blood into the epidural, the subdural and

especially into the sub-arachnoidal space with the nonpenetrating
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wounds of spine were observed ccmparatively frequently. But massive

hemorrhages into these spaces, which caused the compression of spinal

cord in spite of the assertions of some foreign authors (Krause,

Borst, atc.) were observed rarely (according to the personal

observations of the author into 3. 1o/o).

Massive hematomas, which squeezed spinal cord, in the epidural

space were observed more frequently than in the subdural or the

sub-arachnoidal.

During the damages/defeats of the neck and lumbar division of

spine they were noted more frequent than during the damages/defeats

of its thoracic division. Is explained this, apparently by thq fact

that in these divisions of spine the venous net/system is developed

especially strongly and therefore hemorrhage iz. more abundant.

Based on materials of the observations of a number of the

authors in the Great Patriotic War, the spinal cord at the level of

localization of hematoma was not is only it was compressed, but also

it was softened. The full/total/complete blockade of the

sub-arachnoidal space of hematoma was produced rarely.

Itself hematoma does not present the direct threat of the life

of casualty. Exception are epidural hematomas, which are localized in
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the neck division. In view of the threat of asphyxia these hematomas,

as in the first world war, they were considered shown for urgent

surgical intervention.

I-n obtained 27/IV 1942 the perforating bullet nonpenetrating

wound of spine at the level of the VII neck vertebra.

Immediately after wound the saort-time loss of consciousness.

After irriving into itself, noted the incapacity to move hands and

almost full/total/complete paralysis of feet. After 1 1/2 hours of

movement in the feet noticeably they were improved. The first light

movements in the hands appeared after 2-3 hours. Simultaneously

appearel pains in the neck and the hands and difficulty during the

movement by head. In view of the nearness of front to the hospital

basis during the same day, passing the series/number of stages, it

was delivered into the hospital. Upon the neurologic

examination/inspection 28/IV the general condition is heavy. Severe

pains in neck-postcranial region and in the hands. Sharp postcranial

muscle tension. Respiration is extremely hindered/hampered.

Page 218.

Paralysis of all four extremizies; the gross violation of all

forms/species of sensitivity from the level of the fourth neck
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segment, the delay of the urine (on the eve, although with certain

difficulty, it was wet independently). Hypothermia (34.20), pulse of

42 shocks per minute, weak fillings. In view of tha extremely heavy

condition of casualty '-ray examination was not conducted. Casualty

was undertaken the operating table with the assumed diagnosis:

penetrating wound of spine, epidural hematoma.

Laminectomy. "C... he awned extension of the VII neck vertebra

is broken in basis and is displaced somewhat to the left. Small arc

of this vertebra without the visible damages. After tha

ramoval/distance of arcs of the VI-VII neck and I thoracic vertebra

in the apidural space is discovered the considerable accumulation of

the blood, which was partially rolled up. After tha removal/distance

of the blood in the limits of operating field it is evident that its

accumulation is continued and above. Is additionally removed small

arc of the V neck vertebra at the level of which is also discovered

and removed considerable sizes/dimensions the cluster ... ". Already

on the operating table respiration became more freely, and the

qeneral condition was improved. Next day appeared the light movements

of lower extremities. Independent urination was reduced on the 3rd

day; the first movements of upper extremities appeared after 7 days.

Through 3 1/2 weeks of patient although with difficulty, already it

could iad~peniently be moved, and the movements of upper extremities

so were improved that it could aold down/retain spoon.
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The spread of hematoma in the vertical direction can be

considerabla. ware observed the cases of its dissemination on entire

epidural space - from the rump to the postcranial hole.

With the bullet wounds of spinal cord hematoma rarely was

observed isolated/insulated, usually it accompanied the more or less

heavy damage of spinal cord. if in these cases hematoma was not

extended upward beyond the limits of basic focus, it little added to

the already available symptoms of the damage of spinal cord or horse

tail and usually it was not distinguished.

Tha most typical symptoms of epidural hematoma were radicular

pains and paresthesias. Since the compression of rootlets, necessary

for the onset of pains, attacked/advanced only after the considerable

accumulation of the blood, then pains appeared not immediately after

wound, but later several hours. The weaker was damaged the spinal

cord or the rootlets of horse tail, the more intense there were these

* pains. Sometimes pains in the development period of hematoma were

absent or they were expressed weakly and were amplified or for the

first time appeared only in the period its resorptions as a result of

the zompression of rootlets by the blood clots, which were undergoing

organization.

, .J
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The second characteristic feature of hematomas was the

consecutive dissemination of radicular pains to the new regions of

body. It was conditioned on tae gradual spread of hematoma from the

placa of origin on the epidural space. Frequently was noted the sharp

reflector muscle tension, which simulated the picture of acute spinal

meningitis.

With hematoma, which develops against the background of the

rough cross damage of spinal cord, radicular pains appeared only in

such a case when it heaved above focus and squeezed the rootlets,

which enter into the spinal cord proximally from it. If hematoma

luring the progressive dissemination squeezed spinal cord, then

radicular pains down from this place disappeared, and above they

continued to be retained.

Lumbar puncture with epidural hematomas was applied rarely. But

when it was conducted, cerenro-spinal fluid did not usually present

substantial changes. But if simultaneously heavily was damaged spinal

cord, then changes in the cerebro-spinal fluid were completely

datermined by the character/nature of its damage. In the later

periods in the cerabro-spinal fluid frequently was observed the

syndrome of protein-cellular dissociation.

MEE
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horse tail. Blood clots and suppurativa impositions on the internal

surface of solid cerebral shell and cloudiness of soft.

Preparation V M No 2662. (Artist T. V. Belyayeva).

Page 219.

In the typical cases tae recognition of epidural hematoma did

not present difficulties. Diagnosis set on the basis of the onset of

radicular pains and symptoms of the compression of spinal cord later

several hours or within the next few days after wound (frequently

after transportation and physical stress of casualty) and gradual

increase both their intensity and region disseminations. To

differentiate it was necessary with reactive edema of brain,

sub-arachnoidal hemorrhage and sharp/acute suppurative

pachymeningitis. With reactive edema the pains are absent, while

duriig the sub-arachnoidal aemorrhage cerebro-spinal fluid is

blood-containing.

In the cises of late hematomas, which appear to the 3-5th day it

is later, it is very difficult it was difficult to differentiate them

from the early forms of sharp/acute suppurative pachymeningitis. The

experiment/experience cf the Great Patriotic War showed that in this

respect it is important to have in mind the following: the early

...... .-- - ~
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forms of suppurative pachymenkngitis were observed mainly with the

penetrating wounds of spine and were escorted/tracked by an increase

in the temperature. But heaatomas, as noted above, more frequently

appeared with the nonpenetrating wounds of spine; an increase in the

temperature at them was absent. But in the cases of festering

hematoma this differential sign lost its value.

Tha issuing from blood, as showed autopsies, was gradually

resolved, but the remaining blood clots, germinated by connective

elements/cells, contributed to the development of epidural ones

Rubtsov, subsequently cf those compressing rootlets, vessels and

spinal cord. Sometimes hematomas rotted and were the source of the

development of heavy suppurative pachymeningitis and leptomeningites.

As illustration to that presented can serve the case of the

nonpenetrating bullet wound of tae lower division of spine (Fig. 84).

Treatment. On the basis of the experiment/experience of the

first world war authors, majority considered the surgical treatment

* of hamatoua excessive, and some, in view of the light infection of

the uneliminated/unremoved remainders/residues by their, and risky.

Exclusion was allowad/assumed only for hematomas of the neck division

of spinal cord, especially with the suspicion to their onset from Lhe

spinal artery. )nly a few assumed that massive hematomas, which

compress spinal cord, are subject to removal/distance independent of

,I
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their localization.

In the Great Patriotic War this question, in connection with the

lomiaated opinion about the need for the early radical processing of

wound, to a considerable degree lost its sharpness.

3u:ing the detection of tematoma during surgical interventions

on other occasions the surgeons attempted, for the purpose of

prophylaxis of the sub!3equent suppurative complications and severe

epidurites, to drive out it completely.

Page 220.

Hemorrhage into a sub-arachnoidal space.

Tha more or less isolated/insulated and considerable

sub-arachnoidal hemorrhages in the sharp/acute and early period were

observed rarely (according to tne personal observations of the author

- into 2.0o/,). Judging according to the data of the

pathomorphological autopsies of those been killed, the issuing from

blood was spread on the suD-aracanoidal space as upward (that N. N.

BurdlnK3 demonstrated experimentally), so mainly downward, into the

ragion of horse tail. Generating here between the rootlets of horse

tail blood clots squeezed tae latter and were jerk/impulse to the
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development of the heavy forms of arachnoiditis. V. K. Khoroshko

counted this secondary arachnoiaitis of horse tail on the soil of

occurred sub-arachnoidal hemorrnage of one of the reasons for the

frequant combination of tha elemants/calls of flaccid and spastic

oaralysis during the damage of spinal cord for higher than the

lumbar-sacral thickening.

The basiz symptoms cf sub-arachnoidal hemorrhage were pains,

tunicary symotoms and blood-containing character/nature of

carebro-spinal fluii.

?ains had diffuse character/aatura and they ware expressed more

strongly, the more abundant taere was the hemorrhage and the wpaker

was damiqed the spinal ccrd or the horse tail.

During the hemorrhages in the region of the horse tail of pain

in the first hours and days they frequently achieved extreme

intensity. A. S. Orlovskiy, who worked in the foremost stages, writes

that '.these casualties even before the introduction them into the

operating room could be learned on their cries and complaints".

As is known, during the spontaneous sub-arachnoidal hemorrhages

pains appeared immediately, only growing on in its intensity in

oroportion ta the outflow of the blood. During the sub-arachnoidal

" I = I I I ... . . . .. .. . 1 I! I mn . . . I [ -
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hemorrhages on the soil of the bullet wounds of spinal cord this type

of their development was observed rarely. More frequent than the pain

they appeared through several hours after wound, in proportion to an

improvement in conducting nerve impulses for spinal cord and rootlets

of horse tail in connection with the reverse development of

cerebrospinal shock. During the full/total/completa violation the

conductivities of the spinal cord of pain down from the stricken area

were absent.

The objective symptcms of the stimulation of cerebral shells

(stress/voltage of oostcranial muscles, symptoms of Kernig an(

Brulzinski) frequently in one and the same casualty sharply were

distinguished by intensity. Thus, during the rough damages/defeats of

spinal cord, and also in the stage of carebrospinal shock when the

sharp postcranial muscle tension is present, the symptoms of Kernig

and Brudzinski were expressed weakly or they were absent.

Tha course of sub-arachnoidal hamorrhages with the

nonpenetrating wounds of spine and its penetrating wounds with the

violation of the integrity of solid cerebral shell presented

essential differences. In the presence of defect in the solid

cerebral shell, because of the escape of cerebro-spinal fluid,

sub-arachnoiial space ccmparatively rapidly was freed/released from

the blood.

" |n -,.
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In connection with this tunicary symptoms and radicular pains

weakened or disappeared during the next several days. Since the

significant part of the issuing from blood was driven out together

with tha cerabro-spinal fluid, any large/coarse sub-arachnoidal

hematomas with the large defects in the solid cerebral shell usually

were not developed.

On the contrary, with the nonpenetrating wounds of spine, and

from those penetrating wita those, with which solid cerebral shell

was not damaged, the blood was saved/accumulated in tha

sub-arachnoidal space; therefore cerabro-spinal fluid comparatively

for long retained blood-contaiaing character/nature, but radicular

pains and tunicary symptoms - their original intensity. Relatively

large/coarse hamatomas in tais genus the cases were observed more

frequently than in the presence of large defects in the solid

cerebral shell.

Page 221.

Diagnosis. The appearance of sharp radicular pains and tunicary

symptoms directly or into tae nearest hours after wound at a normal

temperature was considered sufficient for the establishment of
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diagnosis. Errors occurred only when the symptoms of Kerni4 and

Brudzinski were weakly expressed, and oostcranial muscle tension was

examinei/scanned or his value was underestimated. In the doubtful

cases, and also for the differential diagnosis with meningitis they

resorted to the lumbar puncture. Experiment/experience showed that

sub-arachnoidal massive hematoma can be assumed when when of the

tunicary symptoms, blood in the cerebro-spinal fluid and of the

partial or full/total/complete blockade of sub-arachnoidal space is

present, were absent radiographic indications of the possibility of

the compression of spinal cord by foreign bodies.

Treatment - strict rest, substances, which raise the

coaqulability of the blood (calcium chloride, ascorbic acid). Were

applied also lumbar punctures with the extraction of cerebro-spinal

fluid. During the first 2-3 days one should have extracted not above

5-10 cm3 in order not to cause the renewal of hemorrhage.

Traumatic radiculites and aeningo-radiculites.

As the more or less isolated/insulated damage/defeat traumatic

radiculitis was more frequently one-sided. Its reason was usually the

straight/direct damage of the extravertebral division of rootlets by

the wounding shell or bone fragments. When was damaged the

intravertebral division of roatlets, to the pains usually were
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connected different intensity tunicary symptoms as a result of the

hemorrhage into the epidural space (meningo-radiculitis).

meningo-radiculites were more frequently bilateral.

With the wounds of the brachial and lumbar plexus rarely to the

basia symptoms of plexitis were connected radicular

(radiculo-plexitises) , and sometimes also cerebrospinal phenomena

(myelo-radiculo-plexitises). The mechanism of the damage of rootlets

and brain with this genus wounds consisted, apparently of the high

tension of rootlets of web/plexus at the moment of colliding with

them the wounding shell, which affects the spinal rootlets, and

through them and to the spinal cord.

Radiculites and radiculo-plexitises more frequently were

observel with the paravertebral and nonpenetrating wounds of spine,

but meningo-radiculites - with the penetrating wounds, mainly with

the tangents and the blind ones, but not escorted/tracked by the

rough damage of spinal cord.

The basic symptom of radiculites and radiculo-plexitises were

pains. The latter, especially with the wounds of lower-neck and

lumbar-sacral division of spine, frequently achieved very large

intensity. Sometimes pains acluired causalgic hue. Radicular type

motor and sensitive disorders, and by equal mode and the violation of

d}W ads'W~
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rgflazes, trophic system of muscles, skin and its appendages were

found in direct dependence on the degree of the damage of rootlets.

During the damage of neck rootlets frequently was noted the forced

position/situation of head due to the raflector spasm of neck

musculature. As a result of multiple failure of the neck division of

frontier sympathetic shaft, its ganglia/nodes either connective

branches to the radicular disorders was connected syndrome Claude

Bernara-Gorne or sympathetic pains, which irradiate into the hand,

the occiput, the person.

Page 222.

The disorders of urination were observed rarely and they carried

short-time character/nature.

The diagnosis of the radicular syndrome was based on the

ridicular character/nature of motor and sensitive violations in the

absence or weak manifestation and instability of cerebrospinal

disorders.

Treatment. By themselves radicular pains with the paravertebral

ones and with the nonpenetrating wounds of spine in the sharp/acute

and early period rarely served as occasion for surgical

interventions. With the penetrating wounds it was necessary sometimes

ELL..
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to be added/interfered in the cases of the jamming of rootlets in the

intervertebral aperture by the wounding shell or bone fragment. In

the remaining cases were limited by designation/purpose, if

necessary, usual soothing substances. For the purpose of

warning/prevention of the appearance of radicular pains subsequently

one should have during the primary processing of wound thoroughly

driven out the bone fragments, which are arranged/located in the

neighborhood with the rootlets. Cn the healing of wound for the

treatment of radicular pains were applied different forms/species of

physiotherapy.

within the later periods with the severe pains sometimes it was

necessary to be added/interfered for releasing the rootlets from

post-wound cicatrices when the energetically carried out reabsorbing

therapy did not exert positive activity.

One of the frequent reasons for reinforcing of radicular pains

within the liter periods were osteomyelitic processes in the

vertebrae, and also periostitis in the region of the intervertebral

apertures.

Long existed traumatic lumbar-sacral radiculites, especially

bilateral, frequently led to the development of the heavy

contractures of lower extremities, and radiculites of neck rootlets -

- o.
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to the contractures of neck muscles with the distortion of the

position/situation of head.

With the wounds of splne, which were being escorted/tracked by

the simultaneous action of the blast of large force, on the side of

body, which was subjected to its action, were sometimes observed

diffuse (usually blurred) disorders motor, the sensitive, reflector

(reduction or loss of reflexes) and vasomotor function, which were

being escorted/tracked by dull pains. The latter frequently covered

almost entir% appropriate half body. N. S. Marqulis considered these

disorders as the disseminated meningo-radicular syndrome, caused by

diffuse, one-sided epidural hemorrhage. Is more probable that these

disorders were the consequence of the straight/direct contusing

action of blast on the peripheral nerves and their terminal

branchinqs, and also to the muscles and the vessels.

Contusion of spinal cord.

The more or less heavy contusions of spinal cord, according to

materials the developments of the histories of

disease/sickness/illness/malady, with the nonpenetrating wounds

occurred into 31.7o/o. They relatively more frequently were observed

with the wounds of the thoracic division of spine (41.9o/o of all

violations of this livision), and it is most rare - during the
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damages/defeats of lumbar-sacral division (18.8o/o), moreover mainly

the I and II lumbar vertebra.

rh3 full/total/complete transverse contamination of spinal cord

(crushing) on the soil of its contusions was observed as an

exception. As a result of tne resorption of the focus of softening

with the death of casualties in the intermediate and late period on

the autopsies rarely was noted the picture seemingly of

full/total/complete anatomical interruption of brain.

Page 223.

The course of the contusions of brain was softer than with the

penetrating wounds of spine; they were more rarely complicated by the

suppurative disqases of shells, urinary system and by heavy bedsores.

Since the symptoms of the contusions of brain in the

nonpenetratinq wounds of spine essential differed in no way from the

same with its penetrating wounds, they to avoid repetition are

examined in ehapter I "Penetrating wounds of spine".

Surgical treatment of the nonpenetrating and paravertebral wounds of

spine.
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Candidate of medical sciences docent D. G. Goldberg.

With the nonpenetrat.ng wounds of spine the contents of spinal

canal was damaged by the mechanism of transmission shock.

3f the aforesaid above about pathogenesis and clinic of

neurologic violations with the nonpenetrating (and paravertebral)

wounds it is possible to see that 62. 3o/o of such wounds

flowei/occurred/lasted without the neurologic violations or with the

rapidly passing violations, and in the remaining cases was observed

predominantly the partial violation of the conductivity of spinal

cord or horse tail as a result of the jolt, the contusion or the

violations of blood circulation. it is hence understandable that the

readings to laminectomy, especially within the early periods, with

such wounds were very narrowed%.

FOOTNOrE'Taking into account that appearing in this case changes in

the spinal cord, its sheLLs and rootlets (edema, hemorrhages, etc.)

are aot removed by surgical route/path. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Based on materials of the development of the histories of

disease/sickness/illnss/malady, laminectomy with the nonpenetrating

wounds it is produced only into 3. 1o/o of cases (mainly apropos of

ascealing edema of spinal cord and compression by its hematoma).

7
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Basic means of surgical intervention with the nonpenetrating

wounds was the primary surgical processing of wounds with the

removal/distance of available bone fragments and foreign bodies which

was produced into 69.9o/c of such wounds.

With the blind-end wounds of the bodies of the vertebrae which

are noted into 5.7o/o of all wounds, foreign bodies only in the rare

cases were driven out during the primary processing of wounds. Bases

for neurosurgeons' this tactics were not only the difficulties of

access to the bodies of verteorae and the need in this case for the

considerable expansion of surgical intervention, but also the fact

that the foreign bodies, which were delayed in the bodies of

vertebrae, as showed experimenat/experience, subsequently in the

majority of the cases aseptic got accustomed to without the

violations the functions of spine. Only in the late period,

thinner/less frequent at the end of the intermediate period of wound

the foreign bodies of this localization were driven out in the cases

of the onset of osteomyelitis. Usually these operations/processes

were performed in the specialized hospitals of the front or deep

rear.

with the confidence in the absence of the damage of spine

IU
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(carefuL X-ray examination, analysis of wound canal, etc.). i.e.,

with the paravertebral wounds, early laminectomy, with rare

exception, was not conducted despite the fact that with them was

always a more or less considerable violation of tha conductivity of

spinal cord or horse tail.

Laminectomy with the paravertebral wounds, is more frequent

explorative, in connection with the heavy radicular pains or the

build-up/growth of paralytic phenomena it is produced in all into

1.8o/o of similar wounds.

Page 224.

As occasion for explorative laminectomy with the paravertebral

wounds served the assumption of the erroneous treatment of X-ray

photographs.

In this case it was considerad that the fine/small bone fragments in

the spinal canal can prove to be invisible in the review X-ray

photographs and that the perforating possible penetrating wound of

spine without the damage to bone (with the passage of the woundinq

shell through intervertebral apertures with the wound in the frontal

plane).

A . . . .. .
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At the end of the intermediate and in the late period with the

piravertebral and nonpenetrating wounds appeared the readings to

lasinectomy in connection with the development of hyperplastic and

adhesive processes in the shells (arachnoiditis, external

pachymeningitis, etc.), which led to onset or build-up of motor,

sensitive and dystrophic violacions.

The nonpenatrating wounds oi spins in the intermediate or late

period into 21.7o/o were complicated by osteomyelitis (see below).

Tndertaken in this case sequestrotomy, especially in this case

sequestrotomia, especially witii osteomyelitis of small arcs, was

frequintly finished by laminectomy. Thus, in the early period the

surqical treatment of nonpenetrating and paravertebral wounds was

reduced in essence to the treatment of wound, prophylaxis and

treatment of different compliLcations, and also to the treatment of

the associated wounds ot other organs/controls and systems with the

combined wounds.

The correct classification of casualties with the nonpenetrating

wounds of spine had special importance and presented sizable

difficulties for the therapeutic institutions of army area (DMP, IAPP;

of the first line). Frcm tne point of view of the

line-of-communication principle of treatment with such wounds they

distinquished:

)'~~
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1. Wounds with the insignificant damage of the integuments: a)

without expressed neuroloqic violations and b) with the expressed

neurologic violations.

In the first case of casualties they usually guided into the
general-surgical separations/sections of PPG even less frequintly in

GLR (GBA), where with the appropriate clinical picture was letectel

the damage of spine. Casualties with the isolated/insulated damage of

Awned or cross extensions in third of cases almost completed

treatment in GBA; those needing treatment more than 1-1 1/2 months

guided into the specialized hospitals GB?.

In the second case the damage of spine did not remain in doubts,

and casualties they guided into tne specialized neuro-surqical

agencies GBA or even GBF (under the favorable conditions of

evacuation and in the presence cf transport means). In these

institutions was conducted conservative or surgical treatment froa

the readinqs, given above. The damaged awned and cross extensions

Irova out usually only with tae stable pains or with the onset of

osteomyelitis; luring the damage of the bodies of vertebrae, almost

as a rule, they operated only in the case of the onset of

osteom yelitis.

'~~* m
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2. Extensive, crushed (and contaminated) wounds: a) without

expressed neurologic violations and b) with expressed neurologic

violations.

in the first case, almost as a rule, wounds they underwent

primary surgical processing wirr the removal/distance of available

foreign bodies and bone fragments. After being convinced of the

damage of sping, the surgeons of army area guided such casualties

into thg specialized hospitals of army or front.

Page 225.

In the second case, in proportion to gaining of experience,

chan.ied surgical Lactics. To 194J such wounds underwent primary

surgical processing in the therapeutic institutions of army area.

operation/procass without tae )-ray examinations lad frequently to

the fact that either during tae processing remained

uneliminated/unremoved tha unit of the bone fragments and the foreign

bodies or sometimes without tne sufficient bases is produced

laminectomy of 1-2 vertebrae. iince 1943 in the therapeutic

institutions of army area wita similar wounds the surgeons were

limited to dress/lavatory ot wound and by the most rapid possible

~~,
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evacuation of casualties into the specialized agencies of GBA.

Operatel such casualties only in the case of the forced delay

evacuations, with the pnenomena of infection in the wound or during

the damage of considerable muscular masses. Under these conditions

the surgeons were usually limited to the dissection of wound and to

the removal/distance of dif.used tissues.

In the specialized hospitals of afterward surgical, neurologic

and roentgenological examination/inspection the casualties underwent

the most radical possible primary surgical processing of wound.

Paravertebral wounds dere always escorted/tracked in the

sharp/acute and early period of wound by the more or less

considerable violations of the conductivity of spinal cord or horse

tail and therefore them they accepted as the woun%. of spiae. Hence

classification, and surgical tactics with them in the army area did

not differ from those described for the nonpenetrating wounds of

spine with the expressed neurologic violations. In the specialized

neuro-surgical hospitals the diagnosis was more pracisely formulated

and treatment was conducted in accordance with the given above

positions.

With the combined wounds vita the damage of the organs/controls

of thoracic or abdominal area the nonpenetratinq wound of spine they
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considered as that associating and subjected to th3 primary surgical

processing (previously dissection), together with intervention

apropos of the wound of cavitary organs/controls, or they depositel

operation/process on the spine for the later ppriod. Those obtained

the combined nonpenetrating and paravertebral wounds with the

expressed neuroloqi= violations they evacuated into the specialized

nuro-surqicil hospitals, and with the combined nonpenetrating wounds

without the expressed neurologic violations - into the

general-surgical hospitals where was revealed/detected the wound of

spine sometimes only with tue onset of complications from the side of

spine (osteomyelitis) cr contained spinal canal (arachnoiditis,

pachymeninqitis, etc.).

Complicitions with the pariverteacal and nonpenetrating wounds of

spine.

The most charazteristic complications of nonpenetrating wounds

were different infectious complications, especially osteomyelitis.

The reason for this can be seen in the insufficiently radical primary

surgical processing of wound and in a comparatively frequent damage

of bodies or apophyses of verteorae with this means of wound.

During th_ analysis of reasons it is insufficient the radical

surgical processing of the wounds, which were relating to 4/5 cases
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to the wounds, processed on D3P and in KhPPG of the first line, it

was possible to establish that suca reasons at least three:

1) operation/process was conducted without the X-ray

photographs; therefore in the wound remained available to

removal/distance bone fragments;

2) the difficulty of access to the bodies of vertebrae with

their damages;

3) among the nonpenetrating tragmentaticn wounds into 54.0o/o

were noted they were multiple fragmentation wounds, moreover

fine/small foreign bodies proved to be scattered in the soft tissues:

to radically treat this wound was impossible.

Page 226.

leningitides and suppurative meinigomyelites with the

nonpenetrating wounds cf spine, according to the data of the

development of the histories of disease/sickness/illness/malady, were

observed into I. 3o/o, the anscesses of spinal cord - into 0.3o/o.

Based on materials of the personal observations of the individual

authors, which relate in essence to GSF, suppurative meningitides

were from 3.0 to 5.0o/o. aarely were observed suppurative
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pachymeningitis.

The basic sources of suppurative complications were

oaravertebral ulcers, which appeared around the foreign bodies,

osteomyelitis, which were festering epidural less frequently

thinner/less frequent than interauscular hematonas, rarely bedsores.

These should be explained the fact that the suppurative complications

in the shells of spinal cord wita the nonpenetrating wounds appeared

in the intermediate and even late period, i.e., 1-4 1/2 months after

wound.

?rophylaxis of suppurative complications consisted of the

ramoval/distance of the paravertearally arranged/located foreign

bodies, of the timely autopsy of paravertebral ulcers and of the

struggle with osteomyelitis.

Are comparatively rare were rare severe complications from the

side of urination system (6.3o/o), and also heavy bedsores (4.2o/o).

In 3.9o/o of nonpenotrating and paravertebral wounds was

superimposed superpubic fistula.

From able 23 it is evident that festerings of wound more

frequently were noted after tne primary surgical processing of
wounis, which was being escorted/tracked by the removal/distance of

bone fragments and foreign bodies.

, 1 I I I I I I ~ ..... . .S.. . .-
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Table 23. Frequency of infectious complications with the various

farms of the primary surgical perfecting of the nonpenetrating wounds

of spine (in the percentages).
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Fey: (1). Complications. (2). Primary surgical perfecting aud its

charictar/nature. (3). dissection of wound. (4). Same as key 3. (5).

with removal/distance of bone fragments. (6). with removal/distance

of bone fragments and foreign bodies. (7). In all. (8). Festerinj

wound. (9). Tatanus. (10). Anaerobic infection. (11). Osteomyelitis

of vertebra. (12). Abscess of spinal cord. (13). Meningitis. (14).

Combination of different infections. (15). Sepsis. (16). Other

infectious complications. (17). it was not complications. (19).

Altogether.

Page 227.
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Hence it is possible to draw only the one conclusion that the

blind-end wounds (frequently with many fine/small fragments of shell

or mine, which are diffused in the soft tissues) present greatest

difficulties luring the radical surgical perfecting. On the role of

forei.;n bodies in the pathogenesis of suppurative processes in the

wound testifies the fact that wita the onset of osteomyelitis after

the blind-end wound of one sequestrotomy usually it proved to be

process it was insufficiently and eliminated only after the

removal/distance of the adjacent foreign body.

The incomplete removal/distance of bone fragments and foreigr

bodies raised a number of complications of osteomyelitis. This

frequently related to the wounds of the regions, hard-to-reach to the

radical perfecting (neck division, rump). Simultaneously the possible

removal/distance of bone fragments and foreign bodies decreased a

number of complications of meningitis with the nonpenetrating wounds

of spine from 1.6 to 0.7-0.9o/o.

thus, different infectious complications were observed more than

in the half all nonpenetrating wounds of spine, moreover large part

fell to infection of wound and osteomyelitis. This leads to the

conclusion about the need to more carefully treat wound canal with
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the nonpenetrating wounds, driving out as far as possible bone

fragments and foreign bodies.

Lethal outcomes with the nonpenetrating and paravertebral wounds

were insignificant percentage, moreover almost in the half the cases

it wis possible to connect them with the combined or associated

wounds of organs/controls by the heap of cell, abdominal area or

small pelvis. This remaining wounded groups perished from the sepsis

as the consequences of osteomyelitis, urinary infection or wound

infection (anaerobe). The small unit of the casualties perished after

sequestrotomy apropos of osteomyelitis of rump or bodies of neck

vertebrae.

In 2.0o/o of nonpenetratiny wounds of spine the casualties

perished from meningitis, which arcse from the osteomyelitic focus or

the infected wound canal.

In essence casualties perished not from the damage of spinal

cord, but from the wound of internal organs/controls by the same

wounding shell.

Tha correctness of this conclusion confirms the relative

frequency of lethal outccaes ditn the wounds of different divisions

of spine. Thus, with the wounds of thoracic division, with which more

j
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* frequently simultaneously are wcunded light and organs/controls of

abdominal area, lethal outcomes wers observed almost 3 times more

frequently than with the wound of neck division. The wounds of

lumbar-sacral division occupied in this respect the intermediate

place.
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able 24. Issues of the nonpenetrating wounds of spine

general/common/total and for its basic divisions (in the

percentages).

I Tx o.1 Tpyaocimco6-
HOCTh HOC- ("-)r .l eII . flpOque

3 cta iB0.,c Hac ll1 T 5 I- CXO
(z O.IOCTWO cnoc O CTb

fl eftJoKpcwrf 23,4T1o n.c ,,iq iio- K pec T 11Q- i . .1 38,1 ,' 8, 13,1
Bce oTe.u ?8 6 ...... 8,6.1 15,3

Key: (0). Division of spine. (2). Issues. (3). Ability to work was

reduced completely. (4). Restricted ability to work. (5). other

issues. (6). Reck. (7). ThoracLc. (8). lumbar-sacral. (9). All

divisions.

Page 223.

3ut, together with this factor, the percentage of lethal

outcomes depended on the fact that with the wounds of the thoracic

division of spine the damages/defeats of spinal cord were heavier

than with the wound of other divisions of spine. This appears from

the following: the syndrcme of the full/total/complete cross

violation of the conductivity of spinal cord with the wounds of

thorici= division was observed into 8.6o/o, and with the wounds of

neck division - in 3.3 O/.
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On the condition of spinal cord and rootlets of horse tail in

dead persons in the early and intermediate period after the

nonpenetrating wounds of spine gives representation -able 25,

comprised based on materials of the development of the histories of

disease/sickness/illness/malady.

Given data testify also about the fact that the damages of

spinal cord and connected with this complications only in a small

number of cases could be the reason for death with the nonpenetrating

wounds of spine.

Functional issues in those survived after nonpenetrating wounds

are sufficiently favorable.

The analysis of given data mares it possible to make following

conclusions.

In survivad after the nonpenetrating wounds of spine and

j paravertebral wounds good functional outcomes' were observed almost

equally frequently with the wounds of all basic divisions of spine.

FOOTNOTE 1. By good functional outcomes is understood the absence of

w
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the expressed motor viclations. The fallout of the isolated

reflections, just as the violatxon of sensitivity, is not leading in

the estimation of the issues of the bullet wounds of spine and spinal

cord. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Monoplegia and monoparesis most frequently occurred in those affected

into the neck division of sp.ua.
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abla 25. Discovered changes in the contents of vertebrate canal with

the autopsy of dead persons in the early and intermediate period

after the nonpenetrating wounds of spine (in the percentages).
lloiiepe,,o [ O'tar.u ~ iwI u •, e

eI 6 14.1 1 I 3 I el a't a'l T a -P o 11.-111 1 -
r o p j% + l n m~l c , k r r t e i

5P, 0 11,2 '22,2 I 3 4 1 ; " I b ' '

Key: (1). It was not the visiole caanges. (2). Cross softening of

spinal cord. (3). Focus necrosis and softening of spinal cocd. (4).

Hematomi extraiural. (5) . Heaorruages subcortical. (6). Damages of

rootlets of horse tail. (7). kn all.

Table 26. Clinizal issues after nonpenatrating wounds 3n the levels

of the wound of spine (in tne percentages) (motor and trophic

violations)

Ill , .jii (C *, .0 1.2 9, - 7 . 5,1 .i -1

I'py. ,ii (fq) . (.. 1,: .. , * ,,C 17 1: , .
[11 11 H N'?1 ' 'tetl V1I t ,2.; 0.+ tl 

.
0 ,'. tU.n" 10+ ,1 '

e o . ? , 0. n.2 11.2 7. 3,2 1 .

Key: (1). Division of spine. (2). Issues. (3). Good in functional

sense. (4). lonoplegia. (5). Spinal hemiplegia. (6). Paraplegia. (7).

monoparesis. (8). spinal aemiparesis. (q). Paraparesis. (10). Trophic

ulcer. (11). Combination. (12). Neck. (13). Thoracic. (14).
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Lumbar-sacral. (15). All divisions.

Page 229.

Of paraplegia as residual phenomena they were observed rarely,

besides mainly with the wounds oi thoracic division. Considerably

more frequently occurred parapareses, which were being most

frequently observed with the wounds of thoracic division. But on the

whols clinical issuas in the survived afterward nonpenetratinq and

paravertebral wounds were found in the relatively weak dependence on

the level of the wound of spine and as a whole they were relatively

favorable.

Thus, the paravertebral and nonpenetrating wounds of spine can

be related to the average/mean on the severity forms of the bullet

damages/defeats of spine.
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Page 230.

Chapter I.

Penetrating wounds of spine.

The penetrating wounds of spine, or the wounds, which were being

escorted/tracked by the damage of the integrity of the walls of

spinal canal, were observed into 5o.2o/o. among them the tangents

were 38.7o/o, blind - 29.4o/o, fragmentation - 31.9o/o.

According to the means of the wounding weapons tangential wound

they were deposited equally frequently by both the bullets and by

fragments. Among the perforating wounds bullet were observed

approximately/exeplarily doubly more frequently than fragmentation,

while among the blind cres, on the contrary, the fragmentation wounds

were observed 2 tises more frequent than bullet ones (Table 2).

Tha penetrating wounds frequently were accompanied by the danag e

of solid cerebral shell. Accoruing to the personal observations of

the iuthor ({,U[), with the penetrating wounds of spine, checked on

.' . ' I I - ' - I I I " - - ' , .'. , . . . ... ....
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the operation/process or on tae autopsy (74. lo/o of all cases of the

wounds af this genus), the damage of solid cerebral shell was

discovered into 62.6o/o. This numeral close to that

established/installed according to the data of the protocols of

autopsies and reports of PAL (b5.9o/o). M. P. Postolov on 88

blind-end wounds of spinal canal, confirmed on the operation/process

or on the autopsy, revealed/detected the damage of solid cerebral

shell into 76.0o/o, and Ye. Ya. Briskmaa - into 40.8o/o. However, the

real percentage of the damages of solid cerebral shell with the

penetrating wounds remains unknown. On one hand, in certain unit of

the casualties with the penetrating wounds, but not undergoing

lasiaectomy, also could cccur the wound of solid cerebral shell,

wmile on the other hand - with the blind-end wounds by fine/small

metallic fragments sometimes also it was not applied laminectomy and

therefore the condition cf shell in them remained

unchec ked/unvgrified.

Basel on materials of the personal observations of a number of

the authors, the damage of solid spinal cord was observed more

frequently with the fragmentation wounds. Thus, according to I. Ta.

Razdol'skiy's data (GBF), in the cases of the bullet penetrating

wounds checked the damage of solid cerebral shell occurred into

52.0o/o, with the fragmentation ones - into 73.2o/o. Similar data

gives ?. P. Postolov based on materials of the specialized hospital
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of front line area.

This difference in the frequency of the damages of solid

cerebril shell depending on the form/species of the wounding shell is

especially great with the blind-end penetrating wounds of spine. With

the blind-end bullet wcunds solid spinal cord was damaged into

62.5o/o and with the fragmentation ones - into 80.0o/o (I. Ya.

Razdol'siy). The larger percentage of the damage of solid cerebral

shell with the fragmentation wounds is explained by the fact that

with these wounis the sharp/acute fragments, frequently with the

notched edges, more easily disturbed the integrity of shell.

Page 231.

Presented facts have not only theoretical interest, but also

practical value. As a result of the defect in the solid cerebral

shell sharply is raised the danger of the heavy infection of

sub-arachnoidal space and substance of brain. The high frequency of

the damages of solid cerebral shell with the blind-end fragmentation

wounds of spinal canal was, apparently one of the reasons and the

larger frequency of the onset with them of severe suppurative

complications. According to the material of the personal observations

of the author, of 34 blind-end bullet wounds of spine with the

determination of foreign body in the spinal canal aone was

,
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complicated by the suppurative damage/defeat of shells or brain, but

of 75 fragmentation ones were complicated by 9, i.e., 12.0o/o.

According to the observations of other authors blind-end bullet

wounds were considerably more rarely complicated by suppurative

meningitis than fragmentation.

The damage of spinal cord with the penetrating wounds not only

was observed more frequently than with the nonpenetrating ones, but

it, as a rule, was considarabiy heavier (fable 27).

In the group of the penetrating wounds, with which, according to

the materials of the development of the histories of

disease/sickness/illness/malady, neurologic violations were expressed

weakly 3r they were absent (8.20/0), were connected not only such

wounds, with which these violations rapidly passed, but, apparently

also wounds, with which the casualties perished, before produced any

detailed neurologic examination/inspection. Thus, the actual numeral

of the penetrating wounds, with which neurologic violations were

absent or they were expressed weakly, must be considerably below.

The heavy forms of the damage/defeat of spinal cord most

frequently were observed with the wounds of the thoracic division of

spine - 69.9o/o with the full/total/complete violation of the

conductivity of brain, and most rarely - with the wounds of

lumbar-sacral division - 28.3o/o. with the wounds of latter/last

division of the whole cross syndrome was observed mainly in the

region of cone and epicone and it is very rare - horse tail.

- . .. I I I . . ....
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Table 27. Frequency and severity of neurologic violations with the

penetrating wounds of spine at different levels (in the percentages).

IiIaZCCTb 11onpe4' CIInI# CIlli Horo d,,In cero urTe.i nOjolu'IIIIIHO

S10'100HO4. I 17rio)CIIII4io-

moziri ,we)!ri all .1 OTon-

________ co_ (2i ?C11,HJ

,i., TC lI'l~~lfI ,1) h- I UehhR OT-

,enrz c.i6o ( . ,, 1,2 "20 9,1
rioi noa111ro ipymemn

!1,11Wj 1MOCTII cfifl I(n"n O M l3 Ira

, '0ii.,c-oro XBocTa . N . ',, '92, ;
wp'[ I 4aCTIhir oro ifaD$ utHlt LI

,POBo' ,,N10"Tt Cnuml oro n, ra tj0 33,6 :,3 "-23. I,.0
.I H 9PoM IC'I'IqhOr O lit IIII

IIcOBO:tIMocThI C II openOa lio U- -

,Nor, xnocTa . o.. . . 1 ,3

It o r o 1. 0, 100,0 1u. ,0 1i,,0

Key: (1). Severity of the damage of spinal cord. (2). For entire

spine. (3). division of spine. (4). neck, (5). thoracic.-0)-

lumbar-sacral. (7). Neeurological violations were absent or they were

expressed weakly. (3). Syndrome of full/total/complete violation of

conductivity of spinal ccrd and horse tail. (9). Syndrome of partial

violation of conductivity of spinal cord. (10). Syndrome of partial

violation of conductivity of rootlets of horse tail. (11).

Altogether.

Page 232.

&mong the penetrating wounds of spine the especially heavy forms

of the damages/defeats cf spinal cord were observed with the
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perforating and blind-end wounds of the latter. According to the data

of GBF of Leningrad Front, in the early period with the perforating

penetrating wounds of spine the full/total/complete violation of the

conductivity of spinal ccrd occurred into 91.7o/o, with the blind

ones - into 74.5o/o, with the tangents - into 29.3o/o. For the horse

tail these numerals were consideranly below.

'I
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MECHANISMS OF DAMAGE OF SPINAL CORD AND ITS ROOTLETS WITH PENETRATING

WOUNDS OF SPINE.

Corresponding member of the Academy of medical Sciences of the USSR,

meritorious worker of science, professor I. Ya. Razdol'skiy.

The factors, which participate in the deposition to the spinal

cord of damage for the penetrating wounds of spine, are extremely

complex and multi-modes. aesides those factors which will inflict

damage on to spinal cord with the nonpenetrating wounds of spine -

damage and reflector spasm of the feeding brain vessels, mechanical

brain concussion, contusion of the brain of that bending in to the

instant into the lumen of spinal canal by small arc or by displaced

body of vertebra (pg. 209), here act new traumatic factors. Basic of

them are the following: direct activity on the spinal cord of the

wounding shell, bone fragments, driven in or carried off by it after

themselves in the lumen of spinal canal, and sharp fluctuations of

the pressure of cerabro-spinal fluid.

With the blind-end and perforating penetrating wounds of spine

the wounding shall, and also bone fragments either contused spinal

cord and rootlets of horse tail, acting through the

undamaged/uninjured solid cerebral shell, or, after opening the

J "-
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latter, they deposited on then wounds, destroying them in full or in

part (Fig. 85 and 86). If bullet or large/coarse fragment met on

their route/path any sector of spinal cord, they broke its, and

remaining unit of the diameter of brain to a certain degree were

crushed (Fig. 87). Fine/small fragments frequently pierced spinal

cord right through, but sometimes and bullet can pierce spinal co.-d,

after destroying central division and after leaving macroscopically

by those not damaged/not injured its side members. The perforating

bullet wounds of spinal cord presented large rarity.

S. obtained 22/XII 1941 the perforating zero wound of chest with

the perforating penetrating wound of spine at the level of thoracic

vertebra and the syndrcme of the full/total/complete violation of the

conductivity of spinal cord. After 3 days it is delivered into the

specialized hospital of GBF. The neurologic full/total/complete

violation of the conductivity of spinal cord from the sixth thoracic

segment (from this level does not down perceive the compression of

skin, gastrocnemius muscles, fingers, feet). Solid edema of lower

extremities. Paralysis cf the organs/controls of a small pelvis.

Bedsores on the rump (they appeared on the 2nd day). On thq 11th day

lethal outcome. The autopsy: bullet penetrated in the chest somewhat

to the right from the breast oone, it traversed the upper

fraction/portion of the lung into the spinal canal, the central

division of spinal cord and moved out on 1 cm to the left of the L.
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awned extension of the V thoracic vertebra. on the spot of inlet in

the spinal cord of the edge of wound canal it is slightly drawn in;

on the spot of exit - are somewhat turned. Through the wound canal

freely is passed thick probe. The lateral divisions of spinal cord

are preserved, but in then are noted the signs of contusion.

rha damige of spinal cord lengthwise usually was more extensive

than up to the larger distance in the vertical direction (downward or

upward) advanced along the canal bullet or large/coarse fragment

(Fig. 88)

'II

~!
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Page 232a.

Fig. 85. Blind-end bullet penetrating wound of chest and spine at the

level of VI thoracic vertebra. is visible the bullet, which

penetrated with sharp end in the substance of spinal cord and caused

the full/total/complete transverse contamination of the latter. on

the internal surface of solid cereDral shell is visiblq the organized
Va-

blood clot. Prqparat.ion VflM No 802. (Artist T. V. Belyayea).
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Page 232b.

1 ! I
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Fig. 86. Bliad-end fragmentation penetrating wound of lumbar division

ofspine. Tha region of medullary cone and the unit of the rootlets

of horse tail are destroyed. ~Ao0n the destroyed rootlets lies/rests

the fold of the blood and metallic fragment 5x2 mrn. Preparation VMII

No 859. (Artist T. V. Belyayeva).

I.itig
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Page 232c.
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Fig. 87. Tangential. bullet penetrating wound of spine with break of

small arc of X thoracic vertebra. At the level of the first and

second luu-bar segment the roug~h decomposition of the substance of

spinal cord. Preparation V! M Ho 190, (Artist T. 7. Bel1yayeva)
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Page 232d.
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Fig. 88. Perforating fragmentation penetrating wound of thoracic

division of spine. Extensive vertical decomposition of spinal cord in

the region of posterior columns with the cavitation. Sharp

I
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vasodilation of brain and solid cerebral shell. In the latter are

visible separate fine/small localized hemorrhages. Preparation VMK No

3222. (Artist T. V. Belyayeva).

?age 233.

Main focus in the sianal cord appeared, as a rule, in tha place

of the straight/dir3ct action of tae wounding shell or bone

fragments. But the zone of damage, especially with the large/coarse

sizes/dimensions of the wounding snell, sometimes emerged far beyond

the limits of the direct contact of the wounding shell with the

spinal cord. Evidently, tae wounding shell, touching the spinal cord

or the horse tail, not only wounded or contused them, but also

stretched, it compressed and shooK, than it considerably expanded

zone of its lateral action. The mechanism of tension was, apparently

the reason for the frequently observed onset of foci in the cone and

epicone with the perforating and blind-end wounds of spine at the

level of the litter/last three lumbar vertebrae, with which the

wounding shell penetrated through the solid cerebral shell. Running

against the rootlets of tail and sharply stretching their (Fig. 89),

wounding shell frequently broke away the unit of the rootlets-of th3

cone and epicone, after depositing on that on them itself damae.

Vary important role in the pathoganesis of the onset of the
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supplementary foci of damage with the penetrating wounds belongs to

cerebro-spinal fluid. The wounding shell, penetrating into the area

of canal, cause an instantaneous pressure increase of cerebro-spinal

fluii (I. V. Davydovsiy). The latter, being fixed upward and downward

on sub-arachnoidal space, damages rootlets, soft cerebral shells and

spinal cord not only in immediate proximity of the place of the

penetration of the wounding shell into the lumen of spinal canal, but

frequently, also, at a great distance. The traumatization of soft

cerebral shells by liqucr wave was, apparently the basic reason for

the onset of arachnaidal cysts and intergrowth in the distance from

the place of the straight/direct action of the wounding shell on the

spinal cord.

its massiva hydrodynamic activity the wounding sh9ll exhibits in

the places of the greatest accumulation of cerebro-spinal fluid. In

the limits of the sub-arachnoidal space of spinal cord - this is the

region of horsR tail. with the blind-end and perforating wounds of

this region the pressure increase of cerebro-spinal fluid must be

especially strong, and the appearing liquor wave - by especially

powerful/thick. Roving upward, it must deposit on cone and epicone of

spinal cord very considerable damage (Fig. 90). The traumatization of

cone and epicone by cerebro-spinal fluid and by suddenly stretched

rootlets is the basic reason for so frequently observed a with the

penetrating wounds spine at the level of the latter/last three lumbar

2
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vertebrie of the combination of radicular and conical, and sometimes

also epiconal violations.

The damage of the radicular vessels, especially arteries and

veins of the very substance of spinal cord, or their spasm, causing

the disordqrs of blood circulation, in turn, also complicated and

expanded the zone of the direct effect of the wounding shell.

Evidently, this mechanism pldy-d the significant role in the onset of

ischemiz and hetorrhagic foci, besides frequently at a great distance

from the basic focus.

The penetrated in the lumen of spinal canal wounding shells

(with the blind-end wounds) and bone fragments not only wounded or

contusad spinal corl, but ilso squeezed it. The compression of spinal

cord with the penetrating wounds or spine in the sharp/acute and

early period was conditioned on epidural or subdural hematoma.

It was above indicated that the damage of the spinal cord with

the penetrating wounds of spine always is considerably heavier than

with the nonpenetrating ones. But also with the penetrating wounds

the severity of the damage of spinal cord to a considerable degree

dependai on mechanism and character/nature of wound. most frequently

the heavy forms of the damages of spinal cord were observed with th .

perforating penetrating wounds of spine aable 28).

-,~. -.
o_'
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Page 234.

Given in Table 28 data confirm the dependence between the

character/nature of the wound of spine and the severity of the

damage/defeat of spinal cord.

The syndrome of the full/total/complete violation of the

conductivity of spinal cord most frequently was observed with the

perforating penetrating wounds, somewhat thinner/less frequent with

the blind ones and it is considerably thinner/less frequent with the

tangential penetrating wounds.

This dependence cannot be disseminated to the damages/defeats of

the horse tail laws governing damage of which with different in the

character/nature wounds, as is known, others, than spinal cord.

I)t

.I
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Fig. 89. Fig. 90.

Fig. 39. Foreign body at moment of collision with rootlets of horse

tail strongly stretches them; as a result frequently occurs breakaway

of their unit of cone and epicone with damage of substance of latter.

a) solil cerebral shell; b) sub-arachnoidal space; c) foreign body.

Fig. 90. Foreign body at moment of penatration into sack of solid

cerebral shell causes sharp increase of pressure of cerebro-spinal

i, 
' I III~-' III I IIIII - II-I
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fluid. Rejected upward, tae latter will inflict damage on to cone and

epicone. a) solid cerebral shell; u) sub-arachnoidal space; c)

foreign body; d) the defect, produced in the solid cerebral shell by

foreign body. Arrows/pointers showed the direction, in which is fixed

the cerqbro-spinal fluid.

Page 235.

Aczording to separate authors' data, the full/total/complete

anatomical interruption of spinal cord with the disagreement of its

ends in the cases of the penetrating wounds of spine checked was

observed into 13.0-14.0o/. It was rarely noted with the contusions

of brain by the large/coarse wounding shell through the

undamaged/uninjured solid spinal cord, and mainly with the

penetrating wounds by the latter. as a result of the resorption of

the crushed sector of spinal cord its partial anatomical

interruption, which saw tae surgeon on the operation/process, into

the later period, during the inspection/check on the autopsy,

frequently was converted into the full/total/complete.

Most frequently the full/total/zomplete anatomical interruption

of braia was observed wita the penetrating wounds of the thoracic

division of spine.
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3. P. Postolov (GBF) with test laminectomy within the early

periods, undertaken in 39 those wounded the thoracic division of

spine with the syndrome of the full/total/complete violation of the

conductivity of brain, revealed/detected the cross gap of spinal cord

in 21 case; in the remaining 18 cases occurred his partial damage.

Tha multifeatuce action of the wounding shells on the spinal

cord, besides not only to its that division, with which they came

into the direct contact, but also to the near ones, but the sometimes

and distant sectors of spinal cord, led to the very complex,

9specially in the sharp/acute and early period, the clinical picture

of the penetrating wounds.
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Table 23. Neurologic violations in the dependence on the

character/nature of the penetrating wound of spine (in the

percentages).

I e poor itecHim Henpo-
ieolor ae Ci w po , CIIH pox Ca no r,a;- tueiiaa no~l~ro or.1po1 1-ue .a T-t

IHa pYWCe Hn Itap'tuemig H PeH;2"' ' iu. Or--. ipatmalHmn" rip B03{l. HKit HOlt-} TCTJIf)f};}-I IIT ,ro

XapU lTep TitC r o IIOCTII H_ C Fno

CI 1o3111,e nipi-iiii:atLIe paiiem.iR (11 6., 2 3.11 13,0 -- 0l0,O
C.leiiwe npoHitL;utomsxP psipa iteiH it F , 29,9 25.6 t,' !00.
INflcaTe.'Iblil u oi .0 ;;'1ak)l u,e pa- ,

.er . .. . ... 's¢"" I 2 , 39,0 25,3 12,9 1 W , 0

Key: (1) . Character/nature of the wound of spine. (2). Neuroloqic

violations. (3). Syndrcme of full/total/complete violation of

conductivity of spinal cord. (4). Syndrome of partial violation of

conductivity of spinal cord. (5). Syndrome of damage of horse tail.

(6). Neurologic disturbances were absent or are weakly expressed.

(7). Altogether. (8). Through penetrating wounds. (9). Blind-end

penetrating wounds. (10). Tangential penetrating wounds.

Clinical forms.

I

with the penetrating wounds of spine were observed all clinical

forms of the bullet damages/dereats of spinal cord and horse tail:

traumatic radiculitis, jolt, edema, sub-arachnoidal hemorrhage,

hematoma, hematomyelia, contusion, wound.
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Based on materials of the personal observations of the author

(GBF), with the penetrating wounds of spine (without the horse tail)

they were observed: trauamatic radiculitis and meningo-radiculitis

into 4.6o/o 3f all cases, edema of spinal cord - into 10.8o/o,

sub-arichnoidal hemorrhage - into 1.5o/o, hematoma - into 3.0o/o,

hematomyelia (tubular) - into 1.3o/o, aontusion, wound of brain -

into 88.8o/o. Thus, almost into 90.0o/o of all penetrating wounds of

spine ware observed contusions and wounds of spinal cord.

Tha symptoms of the majority of these clinical forms are

examined in chapter about the aonpenetrating wounds of spine. Are

given balow only some special features/peculiarities of their

pathogenesis with the penetrating wounds.

Page 236.

Raliculites and meningo-radiculitas usually were observed with

the tangential penetrating wounds, with which were damaged joint

extensions or lateral divisions of small arcs. Especially severe

pains appeared when foreign bodies whether bone scrap, without having

applied the considerable damage to spinal cord or rootlets, strongly

compressing latter/last or intervertebral ganglia/nodes. Very rigid

pains were observed also, when fine/small metallic or bone fragments

were stuck into the extradural or intradural cut of rootlets. During
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wounds or compressions of the intervertebral ganglion/node rarely was

noted the shingles. Already in the early period radicular pains

sometimes served as occasion for surgical intervention.

Edema as the more or less isolated/insulated manifestation of

the damage/defeat of spinal cord was observed considerably

thinner/less frequent than with the nonpenetrating wounds. On the

contrary, as the associated phenomenon with contusions and wounds of

spinal cord, in particular, intra-medullary, it appeared frequently.

Sub-arachnoidal hemorrhages as the independent manifestation of

the penetrating wound cf spine were also observed rarely (1.5o/o),

besides, apparently mainly during the damage to fine/small metallic,

it is more frequent bone, fragment of the particularly large/coarse

arterial branch, which passes in the composition of the subdural cut

of rootlets. As associating heavy contusions and wounds of spinal

cord, they, judging according to iiquorrhea and data of lumbar

puncture, were observed frequently, approximately/exemplarily in the

half all cases.

Hematoma, as with the noapenetrating wounds, usually it appeared

in the epidural space and more frequently was observed with the

wounds of the posterior semiring of vertebra. In spite of the

abundant vasculir net/system in this space which, probably, was

(
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damaged fairly often, lar4e/coarse hematomas were noted rarely. Is

explained this, apparently by tne fact that in the majority of the

cases the blood was secreted from the epidural space on the basis of

the wotind canal. Nevertheless tue sizes/dimensions of some hematomas

were so great that they could exert pressure on the spinal cord as,

for example, in the following case.

S-n obta~lisd 13/IV 1942 the perforating bullet wound of neck

with th3 tangential penetrating wound of spine at the level of the

VII neck vertebra. Immediately after wound the loss of consciousness

for 1 1/2 hours, hemorrhage from the nose, paralysis of upper and

lower extremities. 12 Hours after wound on one of the stages of

evacuation is produced the dissection of input and outlet.

15/tv 1942 it entered into the Leningrad neuro-surgical

institute with the clinical picture of the heavy violation of the

conductivity of the spinal cord: paralysis of all four extremities,

gross violation of sensitivity, delay of urine, severe pains in the

neck and the occiput. X-ray analysis is the break of awned and right

cross axtension, and also small arc of the vii neck vertebra.

with laminectomy (througa 78 after wound) in the area of spinal

canal ware discovered and removed the scrap of small arc of the VII

neck vertebra. After removal/distance their pulsation of spinal cord
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continuad to be absent. Epidural cellulose was impregnated with the

blood. on the surface of solid cerebral shell was disposed of the

blood clot in thickness to 3 am, the hidden linear defect in it.

After the removal/distance of hematoma appeared living, synchronous

to the respiration of the movement of solid cerebral shell.

Post-operation course is smooth. Wound healed by primary

tension.

To the second day after operation/process appeared active

movements in the shoulder, eloow, nip and knee joints. 14 Days after

operation/process active movements wera reduced in all joints of

extremities. The normal function bladder was reduced through 9 days,

rectum - through 3 weeks. In a month of patient with difficulty it

began to walk and to service/maintain itself.

Page 237.

Contusion and wound of spinal cord. In clinical sense the

contlsion and the wound of spinal cord had much in common. The

maximum of the fallout of functions began immediately after wound.

Approximately/exemplarily equally frequently were observed the loss

of consciousness, general/common/total shock.

'I
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The lagree of the fallout of conductor functions with both

clinical forms was completely determined by the severity of the cross

damage of brain.

Tha syndrome of the full/totai/complete violation of the

conductivity of spinal cord in survived on the average first 3-4 days

after wound was noted into 46.9o/o, besides somewhat more frequently

with the wounds than with the contusions. This numeral during the

next 2-3 weeks rapidly descended, on one hand, due to the Jeath of

casualties with the anatomical interruption of spinal cord, and on

the other hand - due to the transition, in connection with the begun

reduction of function, full/total/complete violation of the

conductivity of the spinal cord into the partial.

Not only upon the transverse contaminations, but also with the

rough contusions and the wounds of the spinal cord the disorders of

conductor functions in the sharp/acute and early period had, as a

rule, bilateral and uniform character/nature. with the light

contusions and with the wounds of the substance of spinal cord by

fine/small metallic or bone fragments the fallout of conductor

functions from the very beginning sometimes predominated on one side;

rarely it only several days was after expressed only on one side.

During the damage/defeat of horse tail, with exception of

comparatively rare cases of full/total/complete interruption,
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violation of functions in the sharp/acute period they more frequently

had asymmetric character/nature.

The phenomena of cerabrospinal shock were absent only with the

light contusions and the wounds. The shock was continued the longer,

the heavier there was tne damage of spinal cord. In the suppressing

number of cases paresis ana paralyses in the sharp/acute period had

flaccid character/nature. The transition of paralyses from flaccid

ones to the spastic ones (during tne damages/defeats of spinal cord

it is higher than lumbar-sacral thickening) frequently was

involved/tightened to many weeks.

In the sharp/acute and early period frequently (into

20.0-22.00/0) was observed solid edema of the paralyzed extremities.

During the damages/defeats of neck and lumbar-sacral thickening, and

also horse tail appeared different intensity the atrophy of the

corresponding muscles with weaxening of electroexcitability, less

frequently with the reaction of regeneration.

The disorders of sensitivity, depending on the severity of the

damage of spinal cord and rootlets of horse tail, oscillated from the

insignificant (less often) to total loss (46.9o/o). The upper level

of its violation in the first 1-2 weeks usuaily descended, sometimes

considerably, due to the reverse development the lying/horizontal it

EL
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is above additional foci, reactive edema, dynamic disorders of blood

circulation. Pains initially usually ware absent. It is comparatively

rare, in proportion to the reduction of conductor and radicular

functions, pains sometimes achieved large intensity. Exception were

only tha wounds of the region of horse tail, especially during the

penetration of the wounding shell or bone fragments into the sack of

solid cerebral shell. In these cases of pain they frequently achieved

large force. During the determination of bullet among the rootlets of

horse tail, as a rule, was oDservea perineo-anal radicular syndrome

of position/situation.

Upon the full/totai./coaplete transverse contaminations of spinal

cord, which were not being complicated by arachnoiditis or

paripachymeningitis it is highar tnan the focus, pains were absent

also subsequently.

Page 238.

Tha disorlers of the functions of pelvic organs/controls in the

sharp/acute period were absent only in the cases of light contusions

and wounds of spinal cord. During the rougher damages of spinal cord

they hal heavy character/nature and purely they were complicated by

cystitis, cystopyelitis and urosepsis. With the same degree of the

damages of spinal cord these complications they appeared more
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frequently and were the more aeavily, the was arranged/located below

the focus of damage.

Bedsores durin; the heavy damages/defeats of lower-thoracic and

especially lumbar-sacral division of spinal cord and horse tail

appeired very frequently. Appearing on the 3-Lth day after wound and

irrepressible progressing, they frequently led to the development of

sepsis. During the heavy damages/defeats of the average/mean and

lower-thoracic division of spinal cord, capturing series/number

segments, were observed the serious violations of the functions of

gastrointestinal tract, tne being one of the reasons developments of

depletion in casualties.

Changes of the cerebro-spinal fluid in the sharp/acute and early

period were noted frequently. With the contusions of spinal cord,

which were not being escorted/tracked by blocking of sub-arachnoidal

space by foreign bodies or large/coarse epidural hematoma, its

pressure was usually increased. With the wounds of spinal cord it at

first more frequent was lowered/reduced in connection with the

discharge of cgrebrospinal fluid through the defect in the solid

cerebral shell. The tests/samples of Pussep and Kvekkanshtedtt in

these cases did not usually show the acceleration of the current of

cerebro-spinal fluid, in spite of the absence of the blockade of

sub-arachnoidal space.
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1. In the norm with the strong bending of head to the breast bone

(test/sample of Pussep) or the compression of jugular veins on the

neck (test/sample of KvekKenshtedt) the escape of cerebro-spinal

fluid is accelerated. Under conditions of the blockade of the

sub-arachnoidal space higher than place for puncture it is not

accelerated. ENDFOOTNOTE.

With the moderate contusions and the wounds of spinal cord by

fine/small metallic and bone fragments the composition of

cerebro-spinal fluid during the first lays did not already present

essential evasions from the norm. With the rough contusions and the

wounds, which were being escorted/tracked by decomposition and

crushing of the tissue of spinal cord, the content of protein and

regular/prescribed elements/cells was usually increased. During the

first lays in the cerebro-spinal fluid sometimes were detected the

smallest small pieces of tissue and drop of myeline. With the wounds

of brain, it is thinner/less frequent with the contusions, in the

cerebro-spinal fluid during the first days frequently was noted the

admixture/impurity of the blood, sometimes very considerable, and

later - different degree of xanthochromia. In the intermediate and

late period the properties of cerebro-spinal fluid were determined by

presencq or absence of the blockade of sub-arachnoidal space.

Connection in any period of suppurative complications from the side
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of substance or shells of spinal cord caused inherent in them changes

in the cerebro-spinal fluid.

With the penetrating wounds of spine the contusions amd the

wounds of spinal cord, almost as a rule (according to the observation

data of the individual authors, into 75.0 -90.0o/o), were combined

with tha compression by its wounding shell, bone fragments, less

frequently with hematoma. if foreign bodies in proper time were not

driven out, then, as showed operational intervention and data of

autopsies in the intermediate and later period; they favored the

development of heavy Rubtsovs pachymeningites and arachnoidites.

Sometimes around them in these periods it was observed the education

of abscess.

The penetrating wounds of spine nonpenetrating, were more

frequently than complicated by the heavy suppurative damages/defeats

of the substance of spinal cord and its shells. Thus, suppurative

meningitides were observed into 8.2o/o of all penetrating wounds of

spinal canal. They somewhat more frequently appeared in the

unoperated casualties (8.do/o), tian in operated (7.1o/o). under the

operation/process here is implied primary surgical processing.

Page 239.

'
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Abscssses occurred into 0.4o/o and also more frequently they appeared

in the unoperated casualties. For the penetrating wounds of spine

from the late complications are characteristic massive cicatrical

pachymeningitis, is frequently the annularly covering sack solid

cerebral shells and strongly compressing spinal cord, and also rough

adhesive arachnoidites, especially in the region of horse tail.

Diagnosis.

During the careful clinical X-ray analysis of the wound of spine

the recognition of its penetrating character/nature in the majority

of the cases did not present essential difficulties.

Most reliable, although not frequent, by symptom of the

penetrating wound of spinal canal was liquorrhea. It was

ravealed/detectad already upon the first eiaminations/inspections of

casualty. Sinze liquorrhea can be short-time, then, in view of the

large value it as indications of the penetrating character/nature of

wound, its presence it is extremely important to note in the

map/zhart/card of forward area and in the history of

disease/sickness/illness/malady.

To the radiographic examination/inspection of casualty important

data for the recognition of tue penetrating character/nature of the

P
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wound of spine with the periorating wounds of body can be obtained by

surgical experiment. If the mental reproduction of wound canal (on

the disposition of input and outlet) allows/assumes its intersection

with the spinal cord, then the penetrating character/nature of the

wound of the latter was considered as the very probable. During the

utilization of this method it is necessary to consider the

position/situation which occupied the casualty at the moment of

obtaining the wound. But the experiment/experience of the Great

Patriotic War showed that most important data for the recognition of

the penetrating character/nature of the wound of spine provides the

careful analysis of the well carried out X-ray photographs of the

latter. if wound relates to tae 1, II and III type, i.e., the

perforating, blind-end or tangential wound of spinal canal, its

penetrating character/nature is indubitable.

Far not all roentgenologists, especially during the first years

of war, gave exhaustive conclusions against the ratio of wound canal

or foreign body to the spinal canal. Thus, clinician on the basis of

the 3tuly of X-ray photographs had to itself solve these problems,

and with the blind-end wounds of spinal canal and a question about

dire:tion and degree of the advance of foreign body on it. Personally

the author during the decision/solution of this question utilized the

following method, based in the studias of the X-ray photographs of

spine taking into account the disposition of inlet and of his

L.
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ralations and the places of the occurrence of the wounding shell to

the spinal canal and to the center line of body.

Refaren:a point for determining of the dimensions of canal in

the X-ray photographs were the sizes/dimensions of the bodies of

vertebrae. As is known, in the neck division the maximum sagittal

size of the section of spinal canal corresponds to the

appr:ximately/exemplarily front-posterior size/dimension of the body

of vertabra, seen in the profile X-ray photograph.-he maximum cross

size of the section of spinal canal in upper neck vertebrae somewhat

more, and in lower 3nes - it is approximately equal to the diameter

of the body of vertebra, seen in front X-ray photograph.

Page 240.

Beginning from upper-thoracic vertebrae, the ratio of the

sizes/dimensions of canal to the sizes/dimensions of the bodies of

vertebrae is begun it is gradually decreased also at the level of

average/mean thoracic vertebrae the frontal and sagittal

sizes/dimensions of the section of canal they compose

approximately/exemplarily the half the maximum sizes of the

respectively frontal and sagittal size/dimension of the bodies of

vertebra. At the level of the 11 lumbar vertebra the relation of the

sizes/dimensions of spinal canal and body of vertebra indicated
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comprises approximately/exemplarily for frontal 1:2, for the sagittal

ones - 1:3.

As the second reference point served joint extensions and roots

of the small arcs of vertebrae. The lines, which pass immediately

towards the inside from the roots of the small arcs (at the level of

upper nick vertebrae, somewhat going for them), seen in the front

X-ray paotograph, comprise the lateral boundaries of spinal canal,

and the line, whizh passes somewhat toward the front from the

projection of the posterior Dody surface of vertebrae, it corresponds

to the approximately/exemplarily front/leading boundary of this

canal. Representation about the posterior boundary of spinal canal

give joint extensions. At the level of neck vertebrae the heads of

joint extensions in the profile X-ray photograph occur

approximately/exeuplarily to the middle of spinal canal. Beginning

from the thoracic vertebrae, the projection of the articular

extensions gradually begins to be moved toward the rear; so, at the

level of average/mean thoracic vertebrae the posterior wall of spinal

canal is passed immediately behind the joint extensions, and at the

level of lumbar vertebrae - somewhat in front from them. For the

alignment can serve also intervertebral apertures. on profile X-ray

picture in the neck division the intervertagral apertures occur

appr~ximately/eremplarily to front/leading third of spinal canal, in

the thoracic division - to middle third and in the lumbar - again to
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front/leading third.

In the accompanying schematic figures (Fig. 91 and 92) dotted

line dasignated the projection of spinal canal for the average/mean

thoracic division of spine respectively in the front and profile

X-ray photograph.

Important dati for the recognition of the ratio of foreign body

to the spinal canal provide aiso caaracter/nature and localization of

bone changes.

.!~
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91 92

Fig. 91 and 92. Schame of the front and profile X-ray photograph of

spine. Explanation in the text.

Page 241.

During the study cf the front X-ray photograph of spine it is

nqcessary to zonsider: 1) the disposition of inlet with respect to

the lina of awned extensions (to the right, to the left, on the line

of extensions): 2) the position/situation of foreign body with

respect to the same line (i.e., it did not reach this line, it is

arranged/located on it or it changed it); 3) protrudes it to the

vertebra or out of it and 4) what divisions of vertebra are

I
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destroyed. The value of the account of these all moments/torques,

especially first three, for the recognition of the ratio of foreign

body to the spinal canal LJlustrates Fig. 91 (A, B).

The foreign bodies, which were advancing, to the left and upward

of the inlet, situated to the rigat of awned islets, on the front

X-ray photograph can prove to De arranged/located in any of the

indi-ated on it positions/situations. Foreg.n bodies b and c project

towards the inside from the dotted lines, i.e., to the spinal canal,

and therefore they can be arranged/located in it; remaining three

foreign bodies project out of the spinal canal and therefore they

cannot be arranged/located in it. in this case body a as not reached

the canal has to it no relation, whereas bodies d and a changed for

the line of extensions and, therefore, we could cross canal.

During the analysis of profile X-ray photograph should be also

considered the disposition of inlet and the projection of foreign

body with respect to the spinal canal (Fig. 92C, D). Foreign body a

undoubtedly is arranged/located out of the spinal canal, since,

moviag from behind and forward, it did not achieve the line, which

passes behind the heads cf joint extensions. Bodies b and c project

to the spinal canal and can therefore be located in its lumen. In

order to refine their relation to the latter, it is necessary to turn

to the front X-ray photograph. Since in the front X-ray photograph

..... ....iH ... . I 
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these bodies project to the spinal canal, then they undoubtedly are

found in it (Fig. 91). Further analysis of both X-ray photographs

shows that body c it moved along the canal up to the larger distance

(in the front X-ray photograph it changed with respect to the inlet

for the center line of body), than body b, and therefore it must

apply to spinal cord the larger damage than the latter one which was

delayed immediately after penetration into the canal.

Bolies d and a, projecting in the profile X-ray photograph to

the body of vertebra, can be found both in it very and outside it.

The comparison of these data with the data of the front X-ray

photograph shows that body d is located in the body of vertebra, and

body e - outsidg it. But both these foreign bodies, if we consider

the position/situation of their and inlet (to the right of the line

of awned extensions), could traverse the spinal canal and apply the

straight/direct damage to spinal cord. For deciding/solving this

question important value have radiographic indications of the damage

of small arc or joint extensions. In the presence of damages their

foreign bodies had to traverse the spinal canal. If convincing

indications of the damage of these divisions of vertebra are absent,

then about the passage of the foreign bodies through the spinal canal

it is possible with the known fraction/portion of likelihood to

conclude, having mentally reduced the projection of wound canal

taking into account the Fosition/situation of foreign bodies and
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inlet.

In figure B the position/situation of all foreign bodies is

represented in the horizontal sectional view through the vertebra and

the spinal cord; in figure D - in the sagittal section of vertebra.

Experiment/exper.Lence showed that the method of the recognition

of the ratio of foreign bodies presented to the spine and the spinal

canal, which does not claim to the absolute accuracy, in practice

proved to be highly useiul.

Page 242.

Differential diagnosis of contusion and wound of spinal cord.

It was above indicated that by the basic clinical forms of the

damage/defeat of spinal cord with the penetrating wounds of spine are

the contusions also its crushing (through the undamaged/uninjured

solil carebral shell) and wounds combat shell or bone fragment, which

openei the latter; in the significant part of the cases the wound of

spinal cord is combined with its contusion.

The experience, accumulated in the Great Patriotic War, makes it

possible with the large fraction/portion of probability to
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differentiate these two basic forms of the damages of the spinal cord

with the penetrating wounds of spine.

The most reliable symptums of the wound of spinal cord they are:

1) liquorrhea, which indicates the damage of solid cerebral shell; 2)

with the perforating wounds of spine - intersection of spinal canal

with combat shell close to the diameter of the latter (I type of the

wound of spine); 3) blind-end wound with the occurrence of foreign

body in the spinal canal (I type of the wound of spine).

The probability of the wound of spinal cord with blind wounds of

spinal canal is very great. It was above indicated that in the cases

of the blind-end bullet wounds of spinal canal checked the damage of

solil cerebral shell occurred into 62.5o/o, and with the

fragmentation ones - into 8J.0o/o. However, the violation of the

integrity of solid cerebral shell was usually conjugated with the

wound of the substance of spinal cord or rootlets of horse tail. with

the blind-end wounds of spinal canal important data for the

recognition of the wound oi spinal cord, independent of the

sizes/dimensions of the wounding shell, gave estimation of the depth

of its movement from the place of entry into the spinal canal to the

place of occurrence in it. The further from the place of penetration

in the canal moved the foreign body and the more its route/path

approaches a middle section of canal, the greater the probability if

-j
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the wound of brain.

Tendency toward differentiation of wounds and contusions of

spinal cord is justified not only by theoretical, but also practical

considerations. With the wounds of spinal cord, in view of the

violation of the integrity of solid cerebral shell, the danger of the

development of severe infectious complications in its substance and

shells is considerably higher than with the contusions. If the

occurrence of foreign body in tne spinal canal was indisputable

reading to laminectomy, then with its occurrence in the substance of

spinal cord surgical intervention not only was indisputably shown,

but it one ought not tc have produced as early as possible. Being

arranged/located in the substance of spinal cord, it supported

reactive edema and disorder of blood circulation in the adjacent with

it divisions of spinal cord and complicated the plotted/applied to it

damage. Moreover, it was the source of the development of suppurative

myelitis or abscess in the spinal cord.

Neurilogic syndromes of the late period of wounds and damages of

spine.

As noted in the general/common/total unit, the clinical picture

of contusions and wounds of spinal cord in the sharp/acute and early

period was sufficiently uniform. In essence it was evincad by the
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partial or full/total/complete violation of the conductivity of

spinal cord. During the partial violation of conductivity all

functions during the first days on both halves body were usually

disrupted more or less evenly. But subsequenify, in proportion to the

disappearance of the disorders, connected with the reversible changes

in the spinal cord and its rootlets, gradually were revealed/detected

as the residual ones the multifeature combinations of symptoms.

Most frequently amcng the residual conditions was noted the

clinical picture of the diffuse cross damage/defeat of the spinal

cord of different severity - from the light paresis to

full/total/complete paralysis (39.90/0 of all issues). In the cases

of paraparesis motor discrders more frequently occurred asymmetric,

i.e., they predominated on one side. Brown-Sekar syndrome was

observed into 15.1o/o of all wounds of the neck division of spine and

into 3.0o/o of wounds of thoracic division. Rarely were observed the

syndromes of the combined sclerosis.

But, together with these syndromes, were observed such, with

which in peacetime we usually did not meet. To this fact was turned

the attention already in the first world war. Are most characteristic

of them the following.

Syndromes of spinal aemiplegia or hemiparesis. With the high

i'
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wounis of the neck division of spine, together with the typical

Brown-Sqkar syndrome, sometimes were observed motor and sensitive

disorders on ona and the same nailf body. In the sharp/acute period

usually occurred partial or full/total/complete paralysis of all four

extremities, with the delay of urine and by the violation of all

forms/species of sensitivity (Fig. 93).

t~
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Fig. 93. Fig. 94.

?ig. 93. Blinl fragmentation1 nonpenstriting wound of neck division of

spine it the level of IV neck vertebra. In the sharp/a~uta period

piralysis of right extresit3.es and almost full-left. The gross

violation of all foams/spacies of sensitivity from the folirth neck

segment is below, the delay of urine and feces. Focus occupies entire

diameter of spinal cord.

Fig. 94. The same casualty inl 4 months. Deep spastic paresis of right

extremities with the viclation of painful sensitivity on the same

side of body. The functions of pelvic organs/controls are normal. At
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the basis of syndrome two foci: in the posterior divisions of right

lateral column and the similar/analogous half posterior column, and

also in the front/laading divisions of left lateral column.

Page 24.

In the final state motor and sensitive disturbances on one side were

reduced complat ly, and on another - they remained disrupted. At the

basis of syndrome lies/rests tde damage on one side of the posterior

division of lateral column and similar/analogous half posterior

column, and on other - froat-external division of lateral column

(Fig. 94). As the final (residual) condition of the damage/defeat of

spinal cord this syndrome more frequently was observed with

unpenstrating wounds of spine. its onset was conditioned, most

proba)Le, by the straight/direct damage of spinal cord on one side

and on shock/counterblow on the contradictory/opposite.

Isolated/insulated spastic paralysis of both upper extremities.

Immediately after wound appeared paralysis of upper extremities and

paralysis or paresis of lower ones with more or less sharply

pronounced violation of the sensitivity of conductor character/nature

(Fig. 95). Subsequently motor disturbance in the lower extremities

and conductor disorders of sensitivity disappeared, remained only

spastic paralysis or groove of ooth upper extremities. At the basis

'AI
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of syndrome there were fine/snall aecrotic foci or hemorrhages in the

lateral columns at the level ot the neck thickening, which border by

thin layer gray substance on tae boundary with the white (Fig. 96).

With this localization the foci destroyed as corticospinal filaments

to the upper extremities, so mainly their collaterals, which are

guided toward the front/leading crescents.

'i
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Fig. 95. Fig. 96.

Fig. 96. Perforating bullet nonpezietrating wound of neck division of

spina at the level of ILL aect vertebra. Immediately after wound

paralysis of all four extremities, delay of urine and chair/stool,

gross violation of sensitivity from the third neck segment. Focus

occupies entire diameter of brain.

Fig. 96. The same casualty after 1 1/2 months, a deep spastic paresis

of upper extremities. In other respects without the evasions from the

norm. At the basis of syndrome lie/rest two small foci in the form of

the ridges in 19ep livisioas of lateral columns.
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Page 245.

Reduced syndrome of brown-Sekar. Together with the typical

Brown-Sekar syndrome, in the final states rarely was observed its

reduced form: spastic paresis or deep paralysis and fallout of the

musculoirticular feeling on one side, but without the noticeable

violation of painful and temperature sensitivity on opposite side.

?athological focus in these cases captured the posterior division of

lateral column, leaving free tae anteroexternal division its, and

corresponding half posterior column.

Front/lealing lateral synarose. In the sharp/acute period deep

paraparesis with the heavy violation of sensitivity. In the final

states is roughly disrupted on one side only painful and temperature

sensitivity. Syndrome wdS observed rarely (Fig. 97 and 98).

Posterior lissociated syndrome. In the final states remained

* spastic parapar.sis and violation of a musculoarticular feeling with

the full/total/complete state of preservation or the insignificant

disorder of painful and temperature sensitivity. It was observed

mainly during the damages of the posterior semiring of spinal canal,

in particular, when the wounding snell slipped along the awned

- - _got.-
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extensions or hit into the small arc of vertebra, being found on the

end 3f flight. During the damages/defeats of the small arcs of neck

vertebrae the final states were sometimes limited only to the gross

violation of the musculoarticular feeling as a result of damaging the

posterior columns. the cases ot this genus aescribed R. A. Golubov,

Yu. V. Vasilenko et al.

mmm
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Fig. 97. Fig. 98.

Fig. 97. Blind-3nd bullet nonpenetrating wound at the level of VII

thoracic vertebra. Immediately after wound paralysis of lower

extremities, numbness of body from the level of navel, delay of

urine. Focus covers entire diameter of spinal cord.

Fig. 98. The same casualty in 5 1/2 months. All functions were

reduced completely, with exception of the sharp weakening of painful

and temperature sensitivity on right lower extremity, including

lattar/last sacral segments. Small focus in the front/leading

division of left lateral column.
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Considerably more rarely was observed the front/leading

dissociated syndrome with wsicn in the final states to the foreground

advanced conductor character/nature the violations of painful and

tamparature sensitivity or only by one of them in the absence or weak

manifestation of motor disorders and state of preservation of the

musculoarticular feeling. Syndrome was observed comparatively rarely.

In the sharp/acute period in these cases more frequently was noted

the partial violation of the conductivity of spinal cord.

During the damages/defeats of the first two lumbar vertqbrae

original flaccid deep paraparesis or paralysis with the disorder of

the functions of pelvic organs/controls sometimes was changed by the

isolated/insulated violation only of the functions of the bladder,

circulation, erection.

During the partial damages/defeats of horse tail initial

paraplegia in the initial conditions was sometimes changed by the

disorder of the motor and sensitive functions predominantly or

exclusively only of one extremity. But sometimes on both extremities

more or less isolated/insuiated remained disrupted either only motor

II1 . . . .. . . . . . II I I IIII i I . . .. .. I , , l II i ' -. . J
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functions (front/laiding dissociated syndrome of horse tail), or only

sensitive (posterior dissociated syndrome of horse tail). V. G.

Lizerev the motor dissociated syndrome noted into 8.Oo/o of all cases

of thie damages/defeats of norse tail, sensitive - into 4.0o/o. They

notel, that luring the damages/defeats of separate rootlets in the

innervated by them unit of the territory occurred a deep violation of

sensitivity, and in the remaining unit - insignificant.

Issues. Issues with the penetrating wounds of spine were

consiierably more heavily than with the nonpenetrating ones; thus,

for instance, with the nonpenetrating wounds good issues occurred

into 38.6o/o, with the penatrating wounds good issues were noted

altogether only into 5.0o/o (Table 29). Especially heavy issues were

observil with the wounds of tae thoracic division of spine. Good

issues with these wounds are noted only into 3.Lio/o of observations.

From the analysis of the given numerals escape/ensue the

following positions/situations:

I. rhe penetrating wounds of spine are extremely risky. Are

especially risky the wounds of the thoracic division of spine.

2. only in 5.30o/o of casualties function was improved so, that

proviled state of preservation of ability to work. Most rarely

A-
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Ability to work was reduced in those wounded the thoracic division of

spina.

3. tssuas in those wounded Aeck and lumbar division of spine

were approximately/ezemaiarily identical.

rible 29. Issues of the-penetrating wounds of spine

gsneral/common/total and for its basic livisions.

OT1- .C .?T 1110 tw)l~I

IrI, n0. I '. o

Beo~(A )TPA . .... 3

Kay: Division 3f spine. (2) .Ability to work was reduced. (3)

Ability to work is restricted. (,-). other issues. (5). In All. (S).

lack. (7). Thoraci. (8). lumbar- sacral. (9). All di7isions.

. . ' . . . ... . .4 -:t' -i
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Page 280.

To the imposition technique of tha urinovesical fistula. 9efore

the operation/process the bladder was washed in antiseptic

solution/opening to the full/total/complete clarification of wash

liquid. Then into the bladaer it was introduced by 200-300 c2 3 of

fluid/liquid or air.

laurosurgqons' majority put to us3 local anesthesia, introducing

into the perivwsical cellulose a small quantity 2o/o solution of

novocaine.

3y section,'cut along the center line above the pubes was

uncovered the bladder. Peritoneua they displaced upwards, and

cystostomia it was conducted possibly nearer to the head of the

bladder (sectio alta) with the introduction of drainage to the

bladder. Drainage was fixed/recorded well with sutures to the wall of

the blidder and the abdonnal wall on 7-8 days. As a rule, to the 3th

day fistula was completely tormad, and irainage was extracted for the

washing, the disinfection, etc. Lnsufficient fixation of drainage and

its fallout during the tirst days after operation/process extremely

A-
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complicated its repeated introduction.

Urinovesical fistula is expedient for dealing with urinary

infections and the alleviation of care of casualties. Tha prolonged

stay of drainage in the bladder, especially during the lov imposition

of urinovesical fistula, led to the wrinkling and the sharp decrease

of the capacity of the bladder. As reading to the liquidation of

urinovesical fistula served tae appearance of perception of filling

of the bladder and urge to the urination. Checking was realized

usually by temporary/time pressing of drainage by terminal.

Especially convincing was in this respect sometimes the possibility

of random urination detected.

As showed experiment/experience, upon the liquidation of

urinovasical fistula in the course of the first 6 months after its

iposition was required neither carvings of fistula nor stitching on

the defect in the wall of the bladder. The introductions of the

permanent catheter througa the urethra to 7-10 days and tamponades of

fistula course it was ccapletely sufficiently for the rapid occlusion

of fistula.

On the average urinovesical fistula was occluded 4-6 months

after wound.

' " . .. . IN mil . . . i I! . ..• c
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G. obtained 12/X 1944 the blind-end fragmentation penetrating

wound at the level of the XI thoracic vertebra with the partial

violation of the conductivity of spinal cord at the level of the

twelfth thoracic segment. Two weeks was noted the full/total/complete

violation of the conductivity ot spinal cord from this level.

17/X is superimposed superpubic fistula.

15/XI it is produced laminectomy; is discovered the damage of

solid cerebral shell with the projecting above its defect metallic

fragment by the size/dimension 1x0.4 cm. Partial damage (defect of

posterior column) of spinal cord to the left. Anechoic suture.

Post-operation course is smooth. Urinovesical fistula functioned

well. In the urine were noted a small quantity of protein - to 0.099

0/00, erythrocytes not changed, 3-5 in the field of view, during the

separate days to 150-200 leukocytes in the field of view. In the

sediment amorphous phosphates.

29/1 1945 appeared vesical tenesmus with the temporary/time

disconnection of drainage.

I/tI 1945 (3 1/2 months after cystostomia) drainage is removed.

Is introduced the permanent catheter through the urinating canal.

10/II urinates indapendently.
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Through 3 1/2 years the urination is normal.

In the appropriate cases even shorter-time urinovesical fistula

had vital importance for prophylaxis of the infection of the urinary

tracts.

During th% premature ramoval/distance of drainage and the new

outbreak of infection in tne urino-genital system it was necessary

sometimes to repeatedly lay urinovesical fistula, which also gave

favocable results.

With all methods of the removal/diversion of urine was conducted

the systematic washing of the aladder.

k-age 281.

surgeons' majority put tc use for this purpose 2o/o solution of boric

acid, Rivanol (1:1000) or dilute solution of potassium permanganate

(1:50001 (pals lilac solution), or even simple boiled water. In the

cases of hematuria toward the end the washings into the bladder

introduced 20 cm3 2o/n solution of collargol or protargol, leaving

this solution in the bladder, or latter/last washing is produced with
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the solution of silver nitrate (1:3000-1:4000). N. 1. Grashchenkov

introduced into the bladder phages, in the dependence on the

microflora, discovered in the urine.

To patient they simultaneously assigned inside sulfidine,

urotropin: the concoction of bear ear (15.0-20.0 to 200.0; on 1

tablespoon of 3-4 times in tae day) and so forth, etc. Under these

conditions to patient they usually assigned abundant drinking.

In the alkaline urine and the presence of phosphates in the

microscopic sediment some urologists assigned to patient the

phosphoric or citric acid (V. S . aozhdestwenskiy, B. A. Shmukler).

Vital importance neurosurgeons' majority was added to the

vitaminization of such patients, especially by vitamins B, and C.

The experiment/experience of the Great Patriotic War showed that

in the majority of the cases of the bullet wounds of spine the

function of urination was restored in the intermediate and late

period or casualty was adapted to the new established conditions of

urination. It was necessary to protect this casualty from the

dangers, connected with the delay of urine within the early periods

after wound, frequently fateful for the life of casualty, utilizing

all obtained in the experiment/experience of the Great Patriotic War

kr -
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data on the rational departure/attendance and the treatment of the

complications of the urinary tracts.

Badsores. with the wounds of spine with the massive damage of

spinal cord or rootlets of horse tail the bedsores appeared sometimes

already on the 3-5th day, achieving sometimes the significant

magnitude.

According to the data of the development of the histories of

disease/sickness/illness/malady, the bedsores with the penetrating

wounds were noted in the specialized hospitals of army (GBA) into

28.5o/o, in the specialized hospitals of front (GBF) - into 16.8o/o

and in other instituticns of front - into 19.3o/o.

Based on materials of the reports of the specialized hospitals

(GBF) of Leningrad Front, most frequently the bedsores were

encountered with the wound of the thoracic division of spine,

especially lover-thoracic division (36.7o/o), somewhat thinner/less

frequent - lumbar division (31.8o/o) and considerably thinner/less

frequent - with the wound of the neck division of spine (5.2o/o). On

the neurologic syndrome in this case absolutely predominated the

cases of the full/total/complete violation of the conductivity of

spinal cord or horse tail, while according to the character/nature of

wound - penetrating wounds of spine. It is necessary to note that in
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the latter/last group the bedsores more frequently were encountered

with th3 blind-end wounds of spine (48.8o/o), that one should

explain, apparently by the stimulation of the sympathetic education

of spinal cord by foreign body.

With the penetrating wounds with the heavy damage of spinal cord

the bedsores developed into 1/4 cases in the first 2 weeks, counting

from the moment/torque of wound. Among dead into 20.0o/o cases the

bedsores served as the s,'"zce of sepsis and death.

The pathogenesis cf bedsores cannot be considered as the finally

explained.

Page 282.

However, Soviet neurosurgeonsO majority considers their not as

stoppage the consequence of prolonged pressure in the anesthetized

sectors of skin, but as the result of stimulation or damaging the

vegetative nervous system. in this respect the pressure of bed in the

sectors of body with the smallest layer of soft tissues (rump,

greater trochanter, etc.) has only provoking value.

special interest are of observations of the development of

bedsores in the cases of wounds with the neurologic manifestations in
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the form of paralysis of Brown-Sekar. Bedsores with this more

frequently appeared isolated/insulated on the side of paralysis.

G. obtained 10/VIII 1944 the perforating wound of neck with the

tangential penetrating wound of spine at the level of the IV-VI neck

vertabri and tha contusion of spinal cord at this level. Initial

quadraplegia to the 4th day was changed into Brown-Sekar syndrome

with the preponlerance of motor fallouts to the right (right

hemiplegia) with the viclation of surface sensitivity to the left.

1/IX 1944 was opened/discovered a deep bedsore in sacral-buttock

region to the right, that penetrates before the bone. Attention is

drawn to a strict limitation of bedsore along the center line.

Integuments in the left buttock region remained normal, although the

patient lay/rested at the position/situation on the spine on the air

separating flask.

24/IX with lamiinectomy are discovered the fragments of the

right half small arcs of the W and VII neck vertebra, which were

incorporated in the right half spinal canal, without the damage of

solid cerebral shell. After operation/process and supplementary

blockade with novocaine of the zone of the second, third and fourth

right thoracic ganglion/node of frontier sympathetic shaft the

bedsore rapidly was cleared and cicatrized.

t
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3 Years after operation/process he works house by cobbler. Much

sits. The syndrome of Brown-Sekar remained, although in the weakened

form/spacies, nevertheless there are no bedsores. Evidently, together

with operation/process and removal/distance of bone fragments from

the spinal canal was removed the source of the stimulation of the

vegetative nervous system.

Considerably less freqaent it was possible to meet in the cases

of Brown-Sekar par.alysis the onset of bedsores isolated/insulated on

the side of the fallout of surface sensitivity, as this shows the

following observation.

D. obtained 29/VIII 1944 the perforating bullet wound of neck

with the tangential penetrating wound of spine at the level of the V

and VI neck vertebra and contusions of spinal cord at this level.

After wound arose Brown-Sekar paralysis with the preponderance of

motor violations to the left and the fallout of surface sensitivity

to the right. Bedsores developed isolated/insulated in the right

buttock region in large trochanter and in external malleolus of right

lower extremity. Patient lay/rested always on the spin on rubber air

mattress.

L~1
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?has, for the onset of bedsores it is insufficient the presence

of paralysis or fallout of sensitivity. For this are necessary the

implication in the process and vegetative nervous systems by

overstimulation of central nervous system in its highest floors to

the cortex of the hemispheres of brain inclusively and a change of

the metabolic processes in the tissues of the corresponding region.

Prophylaxis of bedsores. Besides the special measures for the

arrangement of casualties, was applied the wiping of skin by camphor

alcohol two times; sometimes it they replaced by 0.25-0.5o/o solution

of ammonium hydroxide.

Very high value has dry bed, frequent exchange of bed and next

to the skin linen, and also underlayer of the sheet above the oil

cloth without any folds.

Treatment of bedsores. In the cases of the already emergent

bedsores in the Great Patriotic iar it was applied physiotherapy,

chemotherapy and surgical methods of treatment.

Physical therapy of bedsores. Most extensively was used

ultraviolet lighting of bedsores.

Page 283.
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In connection with the fact that the photo-reactivity of skin in

thosa wounded the spine is very lowered in the paralyzed divisions,

and the effect of ultraviolet lighting was noted only during the

manifestation at least of weak erythema in the surrounding skin (L.

N, Startseva), doses varied from 100 to 1000 units. By irradiation it

was sometimes possible to arrest hardly the planned bedsore in the

form of red or cyanotic macula on the skin hardly by noticeable

infiltrate in this region. However, the disappearance of this macula

did not eliminate the development of bedsore subsequently, especially

with the cross interruption of spinal cord. During the treatment of

bedsore in the second phase its developments - with the exfoliation

of epithelium, with the considerable infiltration of the underlying

tissues - applied the erythemal doses of ultraviolet rays. And in

these cases the course of bed-3ores was different, depending on the

severity of the damage of spinal cord. With the partial interruption

of spinil cord under the effect of ultraviolet lighting after only

several days was distinctly visible the expressed demarcation line by

drying of bedsore on the spot for the exfoliation of epithelium and

with the rapid education of scab, and also with the disappearance of

inflammatory reaction in the periphery.

tn the favorable cases through several days the scab dropped
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off, and under it was opened/disclosed by unit the epithelialized

surface, granulations appeared rose-colored, fine-grained, and

bedsore rapidly was decreased.

Irradiation was continued at the doses of 100 units in a

day/every other day to the full/total/complete healing of bedsore. In

the cases of the cross interruption of spinal cord sometimes the unit

of the bedsores was cleaned and even it was occluded, but appeared

bedsores in the neighbcrhood or recurred previous.

in the cases of the development of sepsis ultraviolet lighting

remained unsuccessful in connection with the full/total/complete

absence of the photo-reactivity of skin and reactivity of organism

generally.

Consequently, ultraviolet therapy detained the process of

decomposing/decaying the tissues and an increase in bedsores, and

during the reversible damages of spinal cord the disrupted trophic

system was restored earlier than oedsor e it could serve as the source

of the onset of sepsis.

The use/application of hypertonic solutions of common salt and

even bandages with the ointment of A. V. TV r with the fish

oil, according to the data of the personal observations ofcz T.

'a/
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Zalkindson, L. M. Startsevoy at al., did not impede conducting

ultraviolet lighting. Before the procedure the ointment usually was

removed/taken in the medical dressing room. Did not impede the

effective conducting of ultraviolet lighting and the education of

scab on the surface of bedsore.

Ultraviolet lighting of bedsores contributed to the acceleration

of the demarcation of necrotic tissues, to the decrease of local

inflammatory adgma, to drying the getting wet surface of bedsore and

to rapid education of scab with an increase in the granulations under

it.

it is not possible to underestimat a the value of scab (if under

it there is no accumulation of pus) and in the economy of protein

metabolism/exchange, in particular, the consumption of protein,

connected with the decomposition/decay of tissues and the large loss

of tissue fluid/liquid and lymph through the gaping humid surfaces of

bedsores.

Under the favorable conditions individual neurosurgeons did not

reject the use/application of warm water baths for accelerating the

rejection/separation of necrotic tissues.

The medicinal treatment of bedsores carried purely local

' _ I . . .. . .. I II II. - . .. . ,- , - - - - . . . .
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character/nature and it was similar to the treatment of suppurative

wounds.

Page 284.

At diffire&- fronts extensively used bandages with the antiseptics

and the hypertonic solutions, and also balsam bandages (ointment of

A. V. Vishntevskiy, P. G. Krneva). With deep bedsores with the

exposure of bong favoratle impression left local use/application of

10-20o/o of solution of creolin, and also 1o/o of solution of

mathylene blue or potassium permanganate. Clear effect from the local

use/application of sulfanilamides in the powder it is not noted.

Together with the local treatment of bedsores, the very

importantly over-all strengthening treatment (toning substances,

fractional blood transfusions, vizaminization, increase in the food

of the conten't 3f the easily available protein, etc.).

S3me neurosurgeons for the treatment of bedsores applied the

appropriate bacteriophage after the preliminary bacteriological

investiiation of microflora oi bedsore. N. I. Grashchenkov noted in

this case the rapid rejection/separation of necrotic tissues and the

cicatrization of bedsore.

-- ~- .. q
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Surgical mathols of the treatment of bedsores. Together with the

physiotherapy by drug treatment had vital importance the surgical

methods of the treatment of bedsores in connection with the early

education of scab and the decomposition/decay of the deeply

lying/hoiizontal tissues, witn tne accumulation of pus under it and

the formation of purulent flows. The timely separation/section of

scab and the carving of the necrotized tissues facilitated access

physically and the chemical agents of treatment (ultraviolet rays,

etc.) to deep divisions cf bedsore, decreased the intoxication and

the possibility of the onset of septic process. Such nonvital tissues

cut all over on the boundary of bealt ,y/sound tissues. The timely

removal/distance of the necrotized tissues frequently accelerated the

holing of bedsores.

Besides thR given methods of the treatment of bedsores,

according to data of A. N. Baiulev and D. G. Goldberg, successfully

was applied the novocaine blockade (are repeated 4-5 times after 1-3

days) of the second and third lumbar ganglion/node of frontier shaft

either near-kidney cellulose vita the wound of lower-thoracic and

lumbar division of spine, or second, third and fourth thoracic

ganglion/node with the wound of the neck division of spine.

S. abtainad 29/V 1944 the perforating bullet wound of chest with

the penetrating wound of spine at the level of the XII thoracic

-- r .- ~
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vertebra and the syndrome of the full/total/complete violation of the

conductivity of spinal cord at the level of the first and second

lumbar segment.

Wound was complicated by the heavy form of cystopyelonephritis,

by right pneumonia and extensive bedsores, which occupied the region

of rump and partially nates. The decomposition/decay of tissues in

the bedsores rapidly progressed, in spite of the use of rubber air

mattress, physiotherapy and over-all strengthening treatment. The

twofold introduction of 1o/o novocaine (on 30 cm3 in a day/every

other day) to the left into the zone of second-third lumbar

ganglion/node lad to the drying oi the left half bedsore with the

boundary almost strictly along the center line where paused itself

the icomposition/decay of tissues, and this unit of bedsore was

covered seemingly dull film.

Sometimes of the extensive and slowly cicatrizing bedsores (with

the satisfactory general condition of casualty and the favorable

prognosis in the ralaticn to the function of spinal cord) in the late

period was applied the plastic occlusion of bedsore by free

transplant according to Trish or transfer of graft/flap on the

oedizle, especially with the bedsores on the thigh. However, this

.)' at* frequently remained unsuccessful due to the numbness of

--.'I/transplanted rags. Neurosurgeons' experience in the treatment

~~-
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of bedsores in the Sreat Patriotic war attests to the fact that in

the majority of the cases was conducted the conservative treatment of

bedsores with the utilization of the mentioned substances both of

local (to the bedsore)and generai./common/total (to the organism)

action.

Page 285.

It is noted, that the course of bedsore frequently noticeably

was improved after operation/process on the spine and the spinal

cord, even with the full/total/complete interruption of spinal cord.

The latter fact with the sufficient persuasiveness testifies

about the role of central nervous system (cerebral cortex of brain)

in the pathogenesis of bedsores. From the presented fact it follows

that for onset and development of bedsore it is insufficient the

damage of spinal cord to one or the other degree. It is known that

the anatomical damage of spinai cord remains also after

operation/process; however, bedsores heal, if operationally to

eliminate the factors, which support the stimulation of central

nervous system from. the focus of damage (scars, bone fragments,

foreign bodies, etc.), and thereby it is possible to remove the flow

of pathological impulses/momenta/pulses on the periphery of the

cerebral cortex, which ccntrol metabolism in the tissues.
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Other violations of the integuments of dystrophic

charactar/nature, which were aeing observed in those wounded into the

spine predominantly in the late and residual period, became apparent

in the form of ulceration/pitting on the skin (Fig. 109) and

hyperkeratoses (Fig. 110)which were noted predominantly with the

wounds at the level of hcrse tail.

In light of the aforesaid above about the nature of the

violations of trophic system in the tissues of the paralyzed

divisions it becomes clear that ior the treatment of similar

complications it usually proved to be insufficient local action in

the form of the carving of hyperostoses, plastics, physiotherapy,

novocaine blockade, etc.

......
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Fig. 109. Trophic ulcer in the heel region of the -afterward blind-and

fragmentation penp.trating wound of spine with the damage of horse

tail.

Page 286.

more effective was late primary or repeated laminectomy with the

r3moval/distance of tunicary 1ntergrowth, cysts, of callus and the

like (s. I. Zdrilyuk, A. Yui. Sozon-Yaroshev) , and also sytapathectomy

with the direct favorable outcome (A. V. Bondarchuk, 1. M.

Grigorovskiy). Edemas cf the paralyzed extremities, caused by the

disocier of their vascular innervation, usually were weakly subjected

to symptomatic treatment (mercusal in combination with the limitation

of the reception/procedure of fluid/liquid, heart substances,

elevated position/situation of extremities, etc.). If matter did not

7Z'
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reach the full/total/complete transverse contamination of spinal

cord, positive effect usually exerted early laminectomy. Upon the

full/total/complete transverse contaminations of spinal cord all

measures proved to be without results.

Pnaumonii. Pneumonia was one of the frequent and most terrible

complicitions of the bullet wounds of spine and spinal cord. Based on

materials of the protocols of autopsies and reports of PAL, from a

total number dead of those wounded the spine it died of pneumonia

9.0o/o in the army area OPG), in the hospitals of the front area -

6.6o/o. From the dead persons during the transportation on the

evacuation routes into the front line area it died of pneumonia

16. 6o/o.

Th3 frequency of pneumonia, depending on the level of the wound

of the spine, is represented in Table 45.

From the given numerals it is evident that by pneumonia were

most frequently complicated the penetrating wounds of spine and

spinal cord in neck (12.2o/o) and thoracic division (10.0o/o).

7
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Fig. 110. Hyperkeratosis in the form of the spur of the afterward

blind-end fracture Penetrating wound of spine with the damage of

horse tail.

Table 4~5. Frequency of the development of Pneumonia and level of the

wound of spine and spinal cord (in the percentages).

()(.2) POI~eH1, paiteitflR

ClFIO OTHO~ENIIO Hio ncemi
flhOH It NalOWI'I patie.

UIH1 u00191H.I122 10,0 5,7

Key: (11. Frequency of pneumonia. (2). Level of wound. (3). neck
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division. (4). thoracic division. j5). Sacral-lumbar division. (6).

With raspect to all penetrating wounds of spine.

Page 287.

According to the data of the development of the histories of

disease/sickness/illness/malady, among all dead those wounded the

spine pneumonia as the reason for death is noted into 4.8O/O; of them

with the wound of neck division in 8.6o/o, that of thoracic division

- into 6.2o/o and sacral-lumbar division - 1.9o/o.

During the analysis of data of autopsies based on materials of

the neuro-surgical center of Leningrad Front, it can be in connection

with the special feature/peculiarity of the conditions, connected

with the blockade of city, into 28.0o/o of cases it was possible to

recognize as the reason for death pneumonia; in the less heavy form

pneumonia was gncountgred considerably more frequent as the satellite

of other complications (A. A. Kulikovskaya, T. S. Istamanova).

According to the investigations by T. S. Istamanova, pneumonia

complicated the wounds of spine 4 times more frequently than

maxillofacial, 5 times it is more frequently than craniocerebral

wounds, and 16 times it is more frequently than the wound of

extremities and pelvis, moreover in her investigations T. S.
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Istamanova excluded the wounds of spine, which are combined with the

penetrating wounds of chest. The reason for this frequency of

pneumonia with the wounds of spine with the damage of spinal cord

should be considered the specific violations of respiration,

connected with paralysis with appropriate of muscles. As the

confirmation of this can serve the comparison of the frequency of the

complications of pneumonia on different levels of the wound of spine.

In the majority of the cases pneumonia was bilateral.

According to the observations of T. S. Istamanova, about 80.0o/o

of casualties with the damage of the neck and thoracic division of

spinal cord noted in early firstde of wound painful subjective

percaptions in the form of "air deficiency", connected with the

difficulty respirations; respiration became surface and hoarse. To

this frequently was connectad the difficult expectoration of mucus;

the attempt to clear the throat mucus rather resembled choking, which

did not lead to the desired result. In this phase of suffering still

neither clinically nor roentgenologically it was the possible to

establish/install inflammatory focus in the lungs, but after only

several days clinically in such casualties was defined diffuse

bronchitis, which it was possible to consider as the manifestation of

the lelay of mucus as a result of the difficulty of its

expectoration. On the 10-15th day after wound in similar cases

clinically were determined the lines of fine focal/acinous
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bconchopneumonia, predominantly in the lover fractions, from both

sides, and roentgenologically - small foci of the infiltration of

pulmonary tissue, in the lower divisions.

The accumulation of viscous mucus in the lumen of bronchi caused

the occlusion of fine/small bronchi with subsequent atelectasis of

the small sectors of the lungs, which contributed to penetration and

dissemination of infecticn on the pulmonary tissue.

It is doubtless, to the development of pneumonia in those

wounled the spine contributed the factor of cooling, since suddenly

developed after the wound of spine paralyses of the lover extremities

completely incapaticated casualties. However, one this factor it was

insufficient for the onset of pneumonia. Stilbs this testifies the

explicit preponderance of the complications of pneumonia among the

casualties with the damage/defeat of the neck and thoracic division

of spine in comparison with a quantity of these complications with

the wound of sacral-lumbar division or with the wound of thighs and

other regions of the body, incapacitated casualties on the field of

battle.

Page 288.

This gave T. S. Istamanova occasion froz the point of view of
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pathogenetic classification to relate pneumonia in the wounded into

the spine to the group pulmonary complications, which developed as

the consequence of the disrupted mechanism of respiration (paralytic

pneumonia), and pneumonia of terminal period in them - to the

hy postatic.

In 20.0o/o of T. S. Istaaanova's cases were discovered

large-focus pneumonia, usually established during the first days

after wound. The mechanism of this form of pneumonia in those wounded

the spine therapeutists see in the contusion of chest with the

sectors of hemorrhage into the pulmonary tissue. Usually in them

after wound was observed short-time hemoptysis in the absence of

indications of the penetrating wound of chest. Such forms of

pneumonia flowed/occurred/lasted more frequently favorably, being

permitted with the usual therapy already in the early period after

wound.

Less frequent these forms of pneumonia carried the progressive

character/nature; the dissemination of pneumonia occurred by merging

of separate foci and capture of the new sectors of pulmonary tissue

or to the available foci of pneumonia were connected the grown on

stagnant phenomena in the lungs, which were being frequently finished

with pulmonary edema with the fatal result.
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These clinical observations were confirmed also by data of

autopsy and histological study. On the autopsy usually in similar

cases they were noted in the light expressed stagnant phenomena and

sharp venous plethora, and frequently also the swelling of pulmonary

tissue. Against this background were determined the fine

focal/%cinous, partially drainage pneumonic sectors, which occupied,

as a rule, both lower fractioas/portions with the hemorrhagic or

pyo-catarrhal exudate. Histologically it was possible to establish

that the inflammatory infiltration was arranged/located predominantly

around the bronchi (T. S. Istamanova, A. A. Kulikovskaya, Ye. A.

3spenskiy).

Everythiag said determined to a certain extent prophylaxis of

pneumonia in those wounded the spine with the damage of spinal cord.

Suzh casualties should have been contained in by heat, the well

ventilated quarters/premises. For prophylaxis of hypo-static

phenomena in the light ones and the delays of mucus in the bronchi

was applied frequently the change in the position/situation of

casualties in the bed. To reinforcing of respiration and to

improvement in the ventilation of the lungs contributed the wide

application of therapeutic gymnastics in the form of special

exercises with the utilization of auxiliary respiratory/breathing

muscles of neck, shoulder belt/zone and abdominal press. For exciting
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the autonomous spinal centers of respiration was recommended the

inhalation of carbonic acid in the considerable concentration.

For the rarefaction and tAe best expectoration of mucus doctors'

majocity assigned different expectorants. In combination with the

enumerated substances proved to be highly efficient the

use/application of sulfanilamides, which considerably lowered

mortality from pneumonia.

Peritonitis and pseudo-peritonitis. Weakening the peristalsis of

gastrointestinal tract, local and overall meteorisa with the

phenomena of paralytic impassability, of the muscle tensions of

abdominal press frequently were observed with the wounds of spine and

spinal cord.

The clinical picture of peritonitis is noted into 21.0o/o to a

total number of those wounded in the region of lower-thoracic or

lumbar-sacral division of spine. With the explicit signs the wounds

of the organs/controls of the abdominal area of casualties operated.
'1

Considerable difficulties in the relation to of diagnosis and

treatment presented complications from the side of peritoneum and

organs/controls of abdcminal area in those wounded the spine and the

spinal cord without the clear signs of the wound of the
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organs/zontrols of abdcminal area.

Page 2o9.

In the sFarp/acute and early period of wound, especially

lower-thoracic and lumbar division of spine, as a result of the

stimulation of frontier sympathetic shaft and its ganglia/nodes by

retrooeritoneal hematoma, frequently appeared the clinical picture of

peritonitis or acute obstruction, which in cases when it is not

possible to establish/install the direction of wound canal, impelled

surgeoas to explorative laparotomy/celiotomy. clinically in this case

sharply appeared swelling/distension of stomach as a result of

paralysis of intestine, with the delay of chair/stool (and of urine)

and stopping of the departure/separation of gases. Frequently in this

case was observed the sharp muscle tension of abdominal wall,

repeatel vomiting, frequent, small pulse with a drop in the blood

pressure, intensive thirst, frequent shallow breathing, pale, growing

thin face, sometimes appeared cold perspiration. If moreover, wound

canal went towards abdcinal area, then became clear the assumption

of the possibility of the penetrating wound into the latter. The

analysis of the blood in similar cases lid not help the

accomplishment of diagnostic mission. It should be noted that,

according to the observations of tAe individual surgeons, with the

clinical picture of peritonitis, but without the damage of the

- .
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organs/zontrols of abdcainal area, very frequently was not noted the

frequency increases of pulse (V. A. Zhmur).

Based on materials of GBF of Leningrad Front, with the described

syndrome into 1/4 cases was produced the laparotomy/celiotomy in the

foremost stages. Similar numerals are noted by A. S. Orlovskiy, M. K.

Brotmaa, Ye. Yi. Briskman and M. P. Postolov according to the

observations at other fronts. Only in the single cases in this case

was disco'ered in the abdominal area i blood-containing exudate or an

insignificant quantity of free blood. M. P. Postolov observed on DmP

of those wounded the lumbar division of spine, in which to the second

day after wound developed the severs pains in the abdominal area, the

stress/voltage of abdominal muscles, the symptom of

Blumberg-Shchetkina. During laparotomy the diagnosis was confirmed

not in one case - the damage of internal organs/controls was not

discovered. subsequently ot pain in the abdominal area they calmed

down.

This pseuio-pecitoneal syndrome was held usually 2-5 days and

during the favorable course gradually was smoothed.

As showed experiment/experience, in those wounded into the spine

even the penetrating wounds into the abdominal area with the damage

of intestine, parenchymatous organs/controls and the like

EL
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flowed/occurred/lasted without the reaction from the side of

peritoneum in the cases of the heavy damage of spinal cord in the

average/mean and upper-thoracic division.

Asymptomatically flowed/occurred/lasted also peritonitis, which

appeared on the soil of the perforation of the bladder (with

ulcerous-necrotic cystitis) in those wounded into the spine,

especially in the weakened casualties, against the background of

other complications as meningitis, pyelonephritis, pneumonia, etc.

N. obtained 17/I 1944 blind fragmentation penetrating wound of

the left half chest and the tangential penetrating wound of spine at

the level of the VII thoracic vertebra with the full/total/complete

violation of the conductivity of spinal cord at the level of the

eighth thoracic segment. Wound was complicated by bilateral pleural

pneumonia and cysto-pyelouephritis.

30/I 1944 it entered into evacuation hospital of GBF in the

severe condition, inoperable. 10/1I it passed away (on 24th day after

wound). On the autopsy is discovered the cross softening of spinal

cord at the level of the VI£-VIII thoracic vertebra: the wound of the

lover fraction/portion of left lung. Necrotic ulcerous cystitis with

the perforation into the abdcminal area, spilled suppurative

peritonitis, pyelonephritis, bilateral pleuropneumonia. Reason for

7
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death - peritonitis.

With the life of the casualty neither of subjective complaints

nor objective signs of peritonitis it was. In particular, stomach

remained soft, painless with palpations, it was not the vomiting and

other symptoms of the stimulation of peritoneum.

Page 290.

In similar cases peritonitis was more frequently determined only

on the sectional table. During the low wounds of spine and the

moderate/mild damage of spinal cord or rootlets of horse tail it was

possible to note typical for peritonitis symptoms with the

appropriate painful, reflector and shielding reaction.

All spezial features/peculiarities of the clinical course of

peritonitis and pseudo-peritoni.tis indicated in those wounded the

spine during the entire Great Patriotic War attracted the attention

of the doctors in attendance. In proportion to gaining of experience

markedly was shortened a number of explorative

laparotomies/celiotomies.

However, in the presence of solid suspicions to the penetrating

wound u the abdominal area of casualties they operated already in
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the army area (DMP,ORPG of the first line)

Suppurative infection of wound.

The suppurative infection of wound frequently became the source

of the infection of spine, spinal cord and its shells.

Based on materials of the development of the histories of

disease/sickness/illness/malady, the suppurative infection of wounds

is noted with the penetrating wounds into 12.9o/o, and with the

nonpenstrating ones - into 21.9o/o.

The radical surgical processing of wound in the foremost stages

of evacuation rarely could be realized. The majority of casualties,

as it is said above, entered the specialized hospitals with the more

or less extensive wounds eLther after the dissection, produced in the

army area or as a result of the very mechanism of wound. Such wounds

were the object/subject of the special attention of the doctors in

attendance, and for the acceleration their healings in the evacuation

hospitals applied different substances.

Extensively were used different forms/species of physiotherapy

in combination with the antiseptics (sulfanilamides), and toward the

end of the war - with the antibiotics. Neurosurgeons' unit considered
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advi3able reworking of wounds even with the anechoic suture after the

admission of casualties into the specialized hospital through the

week and it is later after wound (A. N. Bakulev). Since 1943

comparatively extensively were used primary-deferred and late,

secondary sutures to the wound (S. I. Banaytis, N. N. Yelanskiy, P.

A. Kupryanov).

Prom the physi-al therapy methods of treatment widest use

obtained ultraviolet lighting of wound.

Under the favorable conditions, after the full/total/complete

cleansing of wound from tne necrotic tissues and the abatement of

inflammatory phenomena, for tue stimulation of granulation and

epithelization of wound were applied the small doses of ultraviolet

rays in combination with the ionophoresis with potassium iodide.

Unler thase conditions, as showed experiment/experience, the

healing of wounds in those obtained the wound of spine

9 flowed/occurred/lasted acre rapidly (L. N. Startseva).

* Locally applied sulfanilasides, in the form of powder or

emulsions, in particular, reversible emulsions, the corresponding

phages and gramicidin, that accelerated an increase in the

granulations, cleansing and heallng of wounds S. I. anaytis, N. I.

I,
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Grashchenkov)

As the over-all strengthening and stimulating treatment applied

the fractional blood transfusions, the vitaminization of casualty,

etc.

Most essential in treatment and warning/prevention of

complications from the side of wound remained their radical early

primary or repeated surgical processing.

Page 291.

Anaerobic infection. If the surgical processing of wounds they

did not produce or produced insufficiently radically, frequent

complication was anaerobic infection. Based on materials of the

development of the histories of disease/sickness/illness/malady,

among unoperated those wounded the spine anaerobic infection is noted

into 1. 1o/o of cases.

anaerobic infection in those wounded the spine sometimes was

determined with the retardation, especially if it appeared in the

paralyzed divisions of body against the background of the

full/total/complete violation of the conductivity of spinal cord. In

this case an increase in the volume of extremities they sometimes
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accepted as edema (one of the frequent symptoms of the

full/total/complete violation of the conductivity of spinal cord).

Usually the source of anaerobic infection were the unfinished

wounds, the especially lumbar, buttock regions and the lower

extremities. Sometimes the outbreak of anaerobic infection could be

related due to osteomyelitic focus in the spine. In certain cases

anaerobic infection appeared from the bedsore.

N. received 13/IV 1942 the blind-end fragmentation penetrating

wound of spine at the level of the XII thoracic vertebra with the

syndrome of the full/total/complete violation of the conductivity of

spinil cord at the level of the twelfth thoracic segment.

In connection with the heavy condition of casualty (pneumonia)

him they did not operate. Rapidly arose extensive bedsores in the

sacral region and in large trochanters of both thighs; cystitis with

hematuria, then pyelonephritis. On the 55th day flamed up anaerobic

infection (oedematiens) in the buttock region, in the juxtaposition

with the bedsore, which was rapidly disseminated to the lower

extremities and the body. Serous treatment, as extensive dissections,

remained unsuccessful.

30/IX 1942 (on the 60th day after wound) casualty it perished

A,
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from anaerobic censis, which clearly arose from the bedsore in

sacral-buttock region.

Bacteriology of wounds. During the bacteriological investigation

of wounds N. Y. Kryzhanovskaya fGBF, 1943) more frequently found

hemolytic streptococcus in the association with staphylococcus and by

gram-positive bacillus from the group of diphteroid; more rarely was

connected gram-negative bacillus from the group of Proteus. In a

number of cases in the wounds was discovered Staphylococcus aureus in

the association with bacillus/rod of blue-green pus and gram-positive

or gram-negative bacillus. This microflora completely corresponded to

the course of the wounds whose suppurative discharge was

insignificant or wound was found in the phase of granulation.

Repeated experiments usually detected the same microflora with a

comparatively small quantity of microbes of rotting group. N. V.

Kryzhanovskaya could not note the effect of the violations of trophic

system 3n the course of anaerobic infection. P. P. Sazarov

established that in the bacteriological picture of the wounds of

spine predominated anaerobes and aerobic flora. Of the anaerobes more

frequently were encountered the microbes of the type of drum

bacillus/rod, Cl tetancnogphus, Cl putrificus, and also anaerobic

streptococcus, Proteus and nacillus/rod of blue-green pus. Rotting

flora, in his opinion, reflected tae flaccid course of wound.
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The percentage of the pathogenic anaerobes between the 20th and

30th day descended to 10-15 and was held at this level to 2 months

and more. Rotting microbes (aerobes and anaerobes) also long were

detained in the wound.

This special feature/peculiarity X. I. Grashchenkov counts

specific and inherent only to the wounds of spine. The pure/clean

cultures of pathogenic microbes, isolated by9'r. I. Gudkova with the

wounds of spine, proved to be highly virulent.

Page 292.

This gave N. I. Grashchenkov the foundation for assuming that the

issue of wound depends nct only on the severity of wound, but also on

the infection, connected with the specific flora of wounds, and the

association of microbes in them. According to these data, with the

wounds, infected with pathogenic anaerobes, lethal outcomes are noted

by W. I. Grashchenkov into 23.0o/o of cases; with those infected with

the rotting anasrobes (in the absence of pathogenic anaerobes)

respectively - into 17.9o/o, by hemolytic streptococcus - into

12.5o/o and by rotting aerobes (Proteus) - into 11.4o/o of cases.

The same laws governing the complex association of microbes are

obtained in the cases of the infection of bedsores and urine during
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the outbreak of infection in the urinary tracts. These facts,

extracted in the Great Patriotic War, impelled surgeons to give to

the microflora of wounds with the bullet wounds of spine larger

attention than this was done earlier, and to resort to earlier

surgical intervention with the use/application of active

bacteriostatic and bactericidal substances.

The latter acquired special importance in light of the

investigations by. I. Gudkova, who established, that the

immunological activity of the olooa serum of those wounded into the

spine for a long time remained in the limits of the extremely low

titers, which do not exceed for anaerobes 1:10 and for staphylococcus

1:100, which indicated the depression of immunological reactions in

casua lties.

This fact underscored N. V. Kyzhanovskaya, who established,

that unler the condition for weakening organism even low-activity

under normal conditions flora becomes virulent. At the same time was

notel the unusually flaccid course of infectious processes in the

tissues of those wounded the spine. Each neurosurgeon, which observed

such casualties, noted that sometimes the casualties with the very

disseminated infected wounds and the bedsores lived on 2-3 months

with the subfebrile temperature or even hypothermia and moderate or

considerable leukocytosis with the shift/shear of formula to the

TM
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left. only into the latter to the apparitor of life the reactivity of

organism finally fell.

Each observed those woundad the spine saw that with the in

proper time taken energetic measures the reverse development of

infectious process and the reduction of the functions of spinal cord

frequently proved to be possible even in such cases in which

previously occurred far visited complications.

osteomyelitis'.

FOOTNOE . Candidate of medical sciences docent D. G. Gol'dberg and

doctor of medical sciences M. S. Kosinskaya. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Osteomyalitis of spine with the bullet wounds was observed, according

to the materials of the development of the histories of

disease/sickness/illness/malady, into l4.lo/o (6.9o/o with those

penetrating and 21.7o/o with the nonpenetrating wounds).

v Localization of osteomyelitis of spine is visible from Table 46.

From Table 46 it is evident that most frequently osteomyelitic

processes were developed after the wound of lumbar-sacral division of

spine.

ifJ
- .I~.
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In contrast to henatogenic osteomyelitis, which are observed in

peacetime when are destroyed predominantly extensions and small arcs

of vertebrae, the complication ot osteomyelitis with the bullet

wounds of spine more frequently connected with the damage of the

bodies of the vertebrae, rich in porous substance. More rarely was

observed the osteomyelitic process during the damage of the roots of

small arcs and cross extensions with the transition of suppurative

process to the body of vertebrae. with the fragmentation wounds the

complications by osteomyelitis are noted into two and the more of

times more frequently than with the bullet ones. Thus, with the

bullet wounds of spine osteomyelitis were encountered into 28.8o/o,

with th3 fragmentation ones - into 64.8o/o and with other wounds -

into 6.4o/o.

Page 293.

Of 75 cases of osteoayelitis, observed by T. M. Gachkina (GBF,

19431, osteomyelitis bodies of vertebrae was encountered in 58 cases,

and small arcs and extensions - in 17 cases. According by obtained by

it data, osteomyelitis was more frequently destroyed the lumbar

division of spine and rump, waich is evident fromTable 17.

II
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This frequency of osteomyelitis of lumbar-sacral division

depends on the riches of rump by the porous substance, easily beaten

with infection, and also with considerable muscular array in the

lumbar division, which impedes the sufficient draining of wound.

Suppurative processes and suppurative flows in such cases contributed

to the transition of infection to the adjacent bone divisions of

spine. The large mobility of spine in the lumbar division, the

considered by the individual authors as reason, which facilitates the

development of osteouyelitis, hardly have vital importance.

Comparatively rarely observed osteomyelitis of the thoracic division

of spine can be explained by aigher mortality in this group of

casualties within the early periods whan osteomyelitic process yet

not have time to develop.

On the frequency of the complications of osteomyelitis had the

most essential effect the character/nature of the primary processing

of wouni and the subsequent treatment. Osteomyelitis of spine more

frequent was noted during the insufficient processing of wound or in

the full/total/complete absence of processing.
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Tabia 46. Localization of osteomyelites and level of the wound of

spine (in the percentages).

Pa. I? p e1111.1 ,lltHI 13U1 -1 ILJC.1V ocreo-
i O ypOtirfl 'IB.13.TOB

( Icli~i . . . . 19,4 ... 14,8

('1 Fpy, ofi . . . . . . . 5,6 20,0
( 1)flonc I H Ho- pCctuCc 1I 1 41,5 15,1 62,0
(4 .lho1 ec eTHw e paiiemf 0,4 13,6 3,2

PO0 Bcero . . . 100,0 24,1 100,0

Key: (1). Division of spine. (2). Frequency of wounds. (3). Frequency

of osteoMyelitis. (4). to number of wounds of this level. (5). to

total number of osteomyElites. (6). Neck. (7). Thoracic. (8).

liumbar-sacral. (9). Hultiple wounds. (10). In all.

Table 47. Distribution of osteomyelitis according to the divisions of

spine (according to T. Mt. Gachkina) (in the percentages).

OT. et I nlo3BoFIOIlI a paflemin lO3BO- OCTPeON1H.1IITa

HO41111la (:iO Bcem c.ly~anM

OCTe0 MJ.I11Ta

I! I.I cii~t-, . . . . . . . 8.91;,3

. .uii . . . . . .. 38.1 8,0
['lonclilmH ii . . . . . 3". 1 ' 9, 4

( l) 1pec ruonbtfi .... ... 5.39 2 ..

B -L- ro . 100.0 100,0

Kay: (1). Division of spine. (2). Frequency of wounds of spine. (3).

Frequency of osteomyelitis (to all cases of osteoayelitis). 4).

Neck. (5). Thoracic. (6). Lubar. (7). Sacral. (8). In all.
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Page 294.

In the lumbar division osteomyelitis more frequently was

developed with the blind-end fragmentation wounds with the

localizLtion of frigments in the bodies of vertebrae and

intervertebral disks. The ratio of perforating wounds to the blind

ones can be expressed as 1:4.5. Osteomyelitis in the neck division of

spine more frequently was observed with the combined wounds of spine

and lower jaw from ostecmyelitic focus in the latter.

Bullet ostsomyelitis of spine was encountered more frequently

with the nonpenetrating wounds of spine. It appeared predominantly

with the wounds of the bcdies of vertebrae.

Dynamic x-ray examinations showed that bullet osteomyelitis of

the bodies of vertebrae flowed/occurred/lasted differently, depending

on the condition of the small arcs of the corresponding vertebrae. If

the small arcs of vertebrae were not substantially destroyed during

the bullet wound, osteemyelitis, which appeared in the body of

vertebra, usually led to its considerable destruction. Process

frequently converted/transferred to the adjacent vertebrae and was
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usually escorted/tracked by the compression of the body of one or

several vertebrae. This compression in certain cases achieved the

very considerable degree (Fig. 5d on pg. 146). Simultaneously with

the devalopment of the compression of the bodies of vertebrae was

developed kyphotic bending of spine (Fig. 111).

In such all cases ocurred the considerable infiltration of

paravertebral soft tissues, which was being distinctly detected

roentgenologically with the localization of process in the neck

division of spine, and sometimes also in its thoracic and lumbar

division. With al wounds of the front/leading divisions of neck

vertebrae in the lateral X-ray photographs were distinctly visible

changes in the prevertebral band of blackout. This band is the

expression of soft tissue which are arranged/located between the

nasopharynx, the larynx and the trachea, on one hand, and the spine -

on the other hand. The blanket indicated under normal conditions has

a specific width and a form (Fig. 66 on pg. 152). with the bullet

wounds this band at the appropriate level was expanded, was strained

and it sometimes acquired uneven outlines. During the favorable

course of wound these changes were gradually decreased, while during

the development of osteomyelitis they grew on (Fig. 112). If pus

broke through in to a swallow or the esophagus, the area of abscess

penetrated the air. In such cases in the lateral X-ray photographs of

n3ck distinctly was detected the image of the prevertebral abscess

.--.
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(Fig. 113), and with series of studies were outlined its further

changes.

3ullet ostaosyelitis of spine flowed/occurred/lasted especially

heavily and it is violent, if it was developed with the syndrome of

the full/total/complete violation of the conductivity of spinal cord.

This is axplainad, apparently by tae presence of the deepest

trophoneurotic changes.

With favorable outcome of ostoomyelitis it was finished with the

ankylosis of several deformed bodies of vertebrae. Simultaneously it

appeared the more or less considerable calcification of front/leading

longitudinal ligament disappeared the infiltration of paravertebral

soft tissues.

If the described the osteomyelitic process destroyed the

predominantly one half the body of spine, its cuneate compression

could not advance and was developed only the more or less expressed

scoliosis. However, the heig&t of the corresponding disks in this

case invariably/unchangedly descended. In such patients usually was

observed the early considerable calcification of front/leading

longitudinal ligament. During the favorable course of process after

surgical intervention sometimes was observed the very rapid

development of ankylosis and the education of the massive bone
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block/uodule/unit, which consisted of the bodies of tvo-three

vartebr!e (Fig. 114) .
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Page 295.

r

L)

Fig. 111. Anatomical schemes from series of X-ray photographs of

lumbar division of wounded L. Set's spine blind-end fragmentation

wouni of right half lumbar region to blind-end penetrating wounds of

spine and 11 types horse tails at the level of III lumbar vertebra,

by complicated osteomyelitis.

During the primary x-ray examination (a, b) in the right half spinal

canal are discovered the multiple foreign bodies, which are

arranged/located in the spinal canal and outside it in the soft
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tissues of lumbar region. Foreign bodies were incorporated in the

spinal canal through the right intervertebral joint between the II

and [I lumbar vertebra and into the right root of small arc of the

III vertebra, after ccmminuting these sectors of spine. Break of the

right cross extension of the III lumbar vertebra (a). Spinal canal at

the level of the I and ILI lumbar vertebra is shaded (it is shaded

in Fig. b). The height of the intervertebral disks is not lowered.

During the repeated x-ray examination in 2 months (c) is discovered

osteomyelitis of bodies of the 11 and III lumbar vertebra and small

arc of the III lumbar vertebra. Destruction of adjacent closing

plates of the bodies of these vertebrae and left root of small arc of

the [[I lumbar vertebra. The height of the corresponding

intervertebral disk sharply was lowered. Occurred the displacement of

two large/coarse foreign bodies, which were being located in the

spinal canal. These foreign bodies were secreted from the spinal

canal and they are arranged/located to the right from the spine. This

transfer of foreign bodies testifies about the penetration of pus to

the right from the spine. During the following x-ray examination 3

months after wound (d) is discovered the continuous transfer of

foreign bodies the to the right and limply progressive destruction of

the adjacent divisions of bodies of the II and III lumbar vertebra.

The corresponding disk almost completely disappeared. The caudal

division of spine at this level was insignificantly displaced to the

left. The fourth X-ray investigation (e and f) is produced 5 months

I . ...... 
... ....... 

. ...
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after the wound when in the right aalf lumbar region arose the

fistula, through which was secreted a considerable quantity of pus.

During the x-ray examination it is established/installed, that the

large/coarse foreign bodies were torn away with pus. Occurred the

complets destruction of the intervertebral disk, which is located

between the II and III lumbar vertebra. The caudal division of spine

was displaced to the right (e); simultaneously occurred displacement

at the ingle, opened toward the front, in consequence of which was

formed the kyphosis (f). in all figures both large/coarse foreign

bodies are shown by arrows/pointers. Double arrows noted the region

of disk, which is located between the II and III lumbar vertebra.

Page 296.

Bullet osteomyelitis of the bodies of vertebrae

flowed/occurred/lasted completely uniquely when during the wound

occurred the complete destruction of the small arc of vertebra and

corresponding ligamentous/connecting apparatus. Similar cases were

observed only with the perforating penetrating wounds of spine and

,V were characterized by the fact that the bodies of vertebrae were

connected only with the aid of of the intervertebral disk. With the

onset of osteonyelitis in such casualties occurred the rapid surface

destruction of one closing plate of the body of one vertebra with the

separation/section of disk. Because of this appeared the

,- +'
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full/total/complete disjunction of those lying above and below the

divisions of spinal columa at this level was developed the sharp

subsequent displacement with the setting of different divisions of

spine of one for another to height 1-1 1/2 vertebrae. In this case

the caudal division of spine was usually displaced toward the front

and upwards (Fig. 55 on pg. 143).

I.
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Fig. 112. Anatomical schemes from the X-ray photographs of the neck

division of spine wounded g., the obtained through bullet wound face

and the neck with wound of IV type spine, complicated osteomyqlitis.

During the primary x-ray examination (a) is discovered the

insignificant perforated defect in the middle of the right ascending

branch of the lower jaw (it is densely shaded and shown by dual

arrow/pointer), which contains the smallest bone fragments.

Furthermore, is establisbed/installed the tangential wound of the

neck division of spine with the insignificant crushed break of the

upper sector of the front face of body of the III neck vertebra (it

is noted by arrow/pointer). Is revealed the considerable expansion of

the prevertebral blanket, which indicates the presence of the

infiltration of the vertebral blanket, which indicates the presence

of the infiltration of the corresponding soft tissue (larynx and

nasopharynx, that contain air, are widely shaded). In 2 months during

p 1I
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the repeated x-ray examination (b) is established/installed

osteooyglitis of bodies of the 11 and III neck vertebra and right

half lower jaw. In the region of tne wound of lower jaw are

discovered the symptoms of that growing on, osteolysis, due to what

sharply it increased the defect of the bone (it is densely shaded and

shown by dual arrow/pointer) and the symptoms of growing oa

osteonecrosis, due to what increased a quantity of bone fragments.

over the postariov surface of the ascending branch of lower jaw is

outlined the scaled periostitis (it is designated by triple

arrow/pointer) . In the spine they are discovered: the destruction of

the adjacent divisions cf bodies I and III spine with a sharp

reduction in the height of the corresponding intervertebral disk

several fine/small sequestrations, which are torn away toward the

front (they are noted by arrow/pointer). The expansion of the

prevertebral blanket increased.
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Page 297.

Fig. 113. Anatomical scheme from X-ray photograph of neck division of

spine wounded f. which obtained perforating bullet wound of neck,

tangent to spine, with wound of front/leading division of body of IV

type 7 neck vertebra, complicated osteomyelitis.

In the X-ray photograph, produced 1 1/2 years after wound, is

detected osteomyelitis of bodies of the IV, V and VI neck vertebra.

The external body of the vertebra is completely destroyed as adjacent

disks. Between bodies of the IV and VI neck vertebra was formed wide

bone ankylosis. There is a considerable destruction of body of the VI

neck vertebra with several fine/snall areas. Distinctly is outlined

the fin3/small sequestration, which was separated from body of the VI

neck vertebra and which was displaced toward the front. Kyphosis of

spine at this level. Calcification of the front/leading longitudinal

ligament between bodies of the III, IV and VI neck vertebra. The
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sharp eKpansion of the prvertebral darkening as a result of the

massive infiltration of the soft tissues (image of the stenotic and

displaced toward the front larynx is slantwise shaded). Is

horizontally shaded and is shown with the arrow/pointer the image of

considerable area, which is the benind gullet abscess, which burst

open in to a swallow and filled up with air.

C'*

Fig. 114. Anatomical scheme from series of X-ray photographs of

lumbar division of wounded S. Through spine bullet wound of left half

lumbar region, tangent to spine, with wound of III type spine,

complicated osteomyelitis.

Duriag the primary x-ray examination (a) is discovered the crushed

break of the left half small arc of the IV lumbar vertebra together

with the root of the small arc (it is shown by arrow/pointer) and the

lower joint extension. The zone of break applies to the adjacent
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upper-external sector of body of tha IV lumbar vertebra. The height

of all disks is normal (intense image of the rubber drainage,

introduced into the wound of soft tissues). In 1 1/2 months during

the repeated x-ray examination (b) is established/installed

osteomyalitis of bodies of the I1, IV and V lumbar vertebra. Double

arrows noted the extensive destruction of the entire left half body

of the IV lumbar vertebra and considerable adjacent sector of the III

lumbar vertebra. Furthermore, is a destruction of all adjacent

surfaces of three vertebrae indicated and a sharp reduction in the

height of the corresponding disks. Scoliosis by convexity to the

laft. The left half front/leading longitudinal ligament at this level

is sharply moved aside by towards the outside saved pus and it is to

a considerable extent calcified (m ilio-psoas sin is displaced to the

laft). During the third x-ray examination (c) 2 1/2 months after

wound and after surgical intervention apropos of osteomyelitis is

established/installed the almost full/total/complete absence of the

left half body of the IV lumbar vertebra (region of detect is

designated by dual arrow/pointer) and the adjacent division of body

of the [II lumbar vertebra. The calcification of the left half

front/leading longitudinal ligament increased. During the fourth

x-ray examination (d) 10 1/2 months after wound is discovered the

wide bone ankylosis between bodies of the III, IV and V lumbar

vertebra, with the considerable neoformation of bone tissue. The lqft

half front/leading longitudinal ligament is completely ossfied and

1-
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merged with the vertebrae indicated into the single bone array (this

region was designated by dual arrow/pointer). Strain m ilio-psoas

disappeared.

Page 298.

If bullet osteomyelitis was developed when the incomplete, but

neverthaless considerable destruction of the small arc of vertebra is

present, sometimes simultaneously occurred the compression of the

body of vertebra and the more or less considerable lateral

displacement of the cranial division of spine with respect to the

caudal. Analogous displacement could appear after laminectomy,

produced in the presence of osteomyelitis, if after operation/process

spine was not reliably fixed/recorded.

with the isolated/insulated bullet breaks of the roots of the

small arc of vertebra frequently was observed the sufficiently rapid

of the consolidation of their fragments. Osteomyelitis sufficiently

rarely complicated these breaks. Usually in such cases there was a

torpid inflammatory process which converted/transferred to the

adjacent division of the body of vertebra and was escorted/tracked by

the calcification of the corresponding sector of front/leading

longitudinal ligament. Less frequently ostaomyelitis, which was begun

from the root of the small arc of vertebra, it led to the violation

S~
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of adjacent closing plates of the bodies of two-three vertebrae, and

sometimes it was spread also to another root of small arc. In this

case appeared the strains of spine and displacement of its different

divisions.

-ho breaks of the pcsterior division of small arc were not

usually complicated by osteomyelitis. when, in this division, a large

quantity of fine/small bone fragments is present, the latter could be

necrotized and supported festering wound. Osteomyelitic process in

such cases did not arise. About this testified the absence of the

progressive increase in the sizes/dimensions of the sector of the

primary traumatic destruction of the small arc of vertebra. With

fistulography distinctly it was obvious that the fistula course

directly approached this sector.

%lith the blind-end wounds of spine, complicated by

osteomyslitis, were observed the peculiar transfers of foreign

bodies. Even foreign bodies, which were being located in the spinal

canil, could be torn away from it together with pus, move at
I

considerable distance and be secreted through the fistula (Fig. 111).

Extremely high value has a locomotion of foreign bodies, which are

located in the body of vertebra which occurs in proportion to the

build-up/growth of destruction and compression of the latter, as a

result of which the foreign body can move from the body of vertebra
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into the spinal canal (Fig. 58 on pg. 146). In such cases occurred

the abrupt changes in the contents of spinal canal. Are extremely

risky the displacement of the foreign bodies, which tamp spinal

artery.

With the bullet wounds of the intervertebral disks in the

substance of the latter in the course of time it was possible to

observe degenerate processes of the type of osteochondrosis. In this

case oczurred the complete destruction of the substance of disk which

was determined roentgenologically as a result of a sharp reduction in

the height of disk. with the blind-end wound of disk simultaneously

with the decrease of its height was detected the transfer of the

located in it foreign body, sometimes sufficiently considerable. In

such cases in proportion to the decrease of the height of disk the

foreign body began to be introduced in the body of vertebra, causing

by its pressure osteolysis. Because of this was destroyed closing

plate of vertebra and began limply flowed/occurred/lasted

osteomyelitis.

Besides osteomyelitis described above, with the

full/total/complete anatomical interruption of spinal cord were

observel heaviest osteomyelitis, which appeared out of the zone of

wound canal, predominantly in the region of bedsores in rump and

iliac bones. The source of these ostaomyelitis was the infection of
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bone from the bedsores. Roentgenologically these osteomyelitis were

characterized by violently progressive osteonecrosis without any

reactive changes.

In spite of established opinion, osteomyelitis should be carried

to the early complicaticns of wound.

Page 299.

Osteomyelitis of spine with the bullet wounds more frequently

appeared in time from 3 weeks to 2 months after wound, i.e., in the

intermediate period or in the period of early complications.

Clinically osteomyelitis, depending on the purulence of

infection and resistivity of organism, flowed/occurred/lasted

differently. only in the rare cases the osteouyelitic process of

spins proceeded violently, sharply or subacute; almost as a rule, was

observed flaccid, chronic course with the tendency toward

delimitation and sequestration of the affected sectors of bone.
.3

Frequently osteomyelitis flowed/occurred/lasted against the

background the more or less considerable damage of spinal cord and

severe complications from the side of the urinary tracts, bedsores,

septic condition, etc.

LA
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The dia4nosis of osteomyelitis was based on the account to the

totality of clinical and roentgenological data. In the clinical

picture by most essential ones was represented the presence of

fistula with suppurative discharge, since subfebrile temperature,

just as the picture of the blood, in the presence of another

suppurative and tropho-paralytic complications lost its specific

lines.

Bazteriologically, according to N. V. Kryzhanovskoy's data, in

suppurative discharge of the osteouyelitic focus is more frequent

than ancounterad staphylococcus (golden, suppurulent cr hemolytic).

On A. I. Kulovskiy's compound statistics, with osteomyelitis of spine

the staphylococcus was discovered into 64.0o/o of cases,

streptococcus - into 12.0O/O, diplococcus and coliforn bacterium or

the mixed infection - into 19.0o/o of cases.

With emergent osteomyelitis of the body of vertebra the process

usually converted/transferred also to the bodies of adjacent

vertebrae. Toward the end of the intermediate period frequently it

was possible to see the extensive destruction of bodies of two-three

and more than vertebrae, that were being escorted/tracked by the more

or less considerable ceofression of vertebrae.

' lill II I ... . il I __ I I I[1 ....an = J
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In the given above observations osteomyelitis of one spine is

notel into 20.0o/o of cases, two vertebrae - 62.8o/o and three

vertebrae - into 17.2o/o of cases.

osteomyelitis of spine was frequently escorted/tracked by the

accumulation of pus according to the type of abscess with tuberculine

spondylitis. Pus in this case was spread on the interfacial and the

intermuscular slits, leading, depending on localization of process,

to the education of the pblegaon of neck, mediastinum, small pelvis,

etc. In a number of cases, as noted above, pus penetrated the spinal

canal. leading in the outbreak of diffuse meningitis or to focus

spinil meningitis, to external pachymeningitis and to formation of

the restricted epidural abscess. Logically, in this case, besides the

cerebral, grew on focus symptoms from the side of spinal cord and its

rootlets, that testified about the grown on compression within the

spinal canal.

1. obtained 19/I 1945 the blind-end fragmentation penetrating

'3 wound of chest with the tangent by the penetrating wound of spine at

the level of the III lumbar vertebra; there was the syndrome of the

contusion of rootlets of horse tail.
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On DmP during perfecting of wound in the lumbar region is

removed fragments of mine; on the 5th day after wound was reduced

random urination. From the 8th day gradually was reduced the function

of lower extremities.

9/1I 1945 (on the 50th day after wound) began to grow on the

paresis of right lower extremity, appeared the delay of urination.

12/IlI 1945 clinically was determined paralysis of rightist and

deep paresis of left lower extremity with hypesthesia in the limits

from the second lumbar to the fifth sacral segment; the delay of

urination and defecation.

13/111 1945 appeared meningeal symptoms in the form of sharp

haadache, rigidity of occiput. The condition of patient became heavy.

Wound in the lumbar region with abundant suppurative discharge.

Page 300.

14/Ill 1945 with lamnectomy is discovered pus in the

intermuscular region, it is paravertebral. Osteomyslitis of small

arcs and awned extensicns of the [I and IV lumbar vertebra, the

depression of small arc and the break of awned extension and right

cross extension of the III lumbar vertebra. In epidliral space there

i _ . . .. . . . J illIII " - I q- , : . ...
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is much dense pus which in large quantities escape/ensued also from

the overlying division of the spinal canal, solid cerebral shell is

thickened, pulsation evidently. Post-operation course is smooth.

18/111 appeared active movements of lower extremities, 1/X began

to walk in the semirigid orthopedic corset, relying on bacillus/rod.

The function of pelvic organs/controls was reduced.

On control X-ray picture 13/TI there are no indications of the

osteomylitic process.

Tha origination of infection in similar cases, besides the

contact route/path, is explained also by its penetration on the

perineural to the slits of rootlets and on the periadventitial spaces

of vessels.

During the subacute and chronic course of osteonyelitis were

described the following pathoanatomical changes in the contents of

the spinal canal: solid cerebral shell sharply is thickened, its

filaments lose normal structure, becoming homogeneous; infiltrative

and fibrous stratification on it germinate connective tissue, in

consequence of which either mechanically or as a result of the

violation of blood of lymph circulation can develop the syndrome of

the compression of spinal cord.
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The treatment of osteomyelitis of spine in the Great Patriotic

war evolved toward an increase in surgical activity. In 1944 &. N.

Bakulev characterized the treatment of osteomyelitis of spine as

follows: in the beginning of the development of osteomyelitis with

the limply elapsing forms - conservative treatment, during the sharp

and subacute course - operation/process.

This view shared surgeons' majority, also, to the end of the

war. However, this short general/common/total characteristic does not

exhaust all variants of the osteomyelitic process and insufficiently

differentiates indications for surgical intervention with them. The

treatment of osteomyelitis of spine depends not only on the clinical

course of process (sharp/acute, chronic), but also on the

localization of the damage/defeat of spine both in the longitudinal

and in cross directions.

During the damage/defeat Dy osteonyelitis of the posterior

semiring of vertebrae surgeonse majority resorted to earliest

possible intervention of the type of sequestrotomy or even

laminectomy, attempting to prevent the outbreak of infection in the

contents of spinal canal. with osteomyelitis of the bodies of

vertebrae in the lumbar division, even during the chronic course,

~e,
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advisable was considered surgical intervention soon after the

establishment of diagnosis.

S. obtained 14/I 1944 the tangential fragmentation, penetrating

wound of spine at the level of the III-IV lumbar vertebra with the

partial damage of rootlets of horse tail.

In the X-ray photograph is determined the crushed break of the

left half small arc of the IV lumbar vertebra together with the

lower-joint extension and the root of small arc. Fragmentation break

of body of the IV lumbar vertebra with the breaking up of the left

lower-joint extension of the LI lumbar vertebra. In connection with

the heavy condition (pneumonia) wounded operation/process proved to

be impossible.

In 2 months with the repeated X-ray analysis is discovered

osteomyslitis of bodies of the ILI, IV and V lumbar vertebra,

necrosis and resorption of the bone fragments of small arc and body

of the IV lumbar vertebra. Destruction captures entire body of the IV

vertebra and left half body, and also the root of small arc of the V

lumbar vertebra together with the left upper-joint extension, the

laft half body of the III lumbar vertebra and his left lower-joint

extension.
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13/I1 1944 is produced sequestrotomy. Are removed all changed

sectors of bone. Post-operation course is smooth.

Page 301.

it is discharged in the satisfactory condition without the

orthopedic corset. Through 4 years it is occupied by light manual

labor (available lower paraparesis disappeared, the function of

pelvic organs/controls was reduced after only 5 days after

operation/process).

Long delay with the operation/process of sequestrotomy led to

deterioration in the condition of casualty, wound cachexia, sepsis or

the outbreaks of sharp/acute suppurative processes in the shells, up

to generalized meningitis with the fatal result.

Special position in this respect occupied osteomyelitis of rump,

which was being developed usually soon after wound. Riches with

porous substance led to the rapid and deep dissemination of the

osteomyelitic process in the extensive sectors of rump. Late surgical

interventions in this case in the majority of the cases proved to be

unsuccessful. only with early intervention with subsequent persistent

conservative treatment it was possible to rely on positive results.

..... . ' :
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I. obtained 13/V 1945 the perforating bullet wound of

sacral-iliac region and the tangential penetrating wound of spine at

the level of the I and 1I sacral vertebra with the partial damage of

rootlets of horse tail at this level.

Despite the fact that already 14/V during the primary perfecting

of wounds in KhPPG were removed the bone fragments, and wounds were

powdered by streptocide, rapidly arose osteomyelitis of rump, began

to grow on paretic phenomena and pains.

29/V (16th day after wound) apropos of expressed osteomyelitis,

which took the entire lower half the left side of rump, is produced

the sequestrotomy, which gave favorable result.

Exclusion presented osteoyaelitis of the bodies of neck

vertebrae. Sequestrotomy in the neck, especially in upper-neck, the

division presents sizable danger for the life of casualty. However,

experiment/experience showed that with osteomyelitis of the bodies of

upper neck vertebrae the sequestrations (as a result of the special

anatomical relations in this region) can withdraw outside through to

a swallow, thinner/less frequent through the trachea.

T. obtained 11/111 1945 a mine fragment wound of the right half

neck with the nonpenetrating wound of spine at the level of the III

)
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neck vertebra. 17/1 1945 was opened/discovered lead on the posterior

wall the swallows (was retropharyngeal abscess, the temperature

reaching to 400). Is superimposed gypsum collar with the fixation of

head temperature it fell to the subfebrile.

3/XU 1945 through the posterior will swallows withdrew two bone

sequestrations. Temperature became normal. In 2 months gypsum collar

is substitutei by soft collar for 6 months. Recovery. Through 2 1/2

years it is healthy/sound. It works by agronomist. Violations from

the side not no nervous system there is. Mobility of neck in the

limits of norm.

Similar observations of tAe departure/separation of the

sequestrations through to 4 swallow is much. The treatment of

osteomyslitis of the bodies of vertebrae in the neck division in the

majority of the cases remained conservative and was limited to the

immobilization of neck gypsum cellar or by carton or even soft

collar. Sometimes suppurative flows spontaneously were revealed

through anterolateral divisions of neck or on the course of wound

canal in the presence of the stably held fistula. With the suspicion

to the retropharyngeal delay of pus of cases of osteomyelitis of the

bodies of upper three-four neck vertebrae frequently produced the

sections/cuts of posterior wall the pharnyges, driving out in the

appropriate cases sequestrations.
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Surgeons' majority utilized lateral access to the damaged

osteomyalitis to the bodies of vertebrae in the lumbar division,

i.e., with the preliminary resection of the corresponding cross

extensions or on the course of wound canal (fistula), during the

damage/defeat of thoracic vertebrae - with the preliminary

costotransversectomy.

Page 302.

After sequestrotomy and solid scraping out of the affected focus in

the bone to the normal boundaries its forming bed rubbed by peroxide

of hydrogen and they pcwdered either by sulfanilamides or iodoform,

or into the operational zone poured the corresponding phages.

For the treatment of osteomyelitis of spine, together with

surgical intervention, in the entire hospital net/system extensively

used physiotherapy, predominantly in the form of UHF therapy. So

extensively was used for the purpose of general/common/total the

reinforcement of organism vitaminization and fractional transfusions

of blood - on 150-200 cam which the casualties transferred very well.

Lethality with osteomyelitis of spine after bullet wounds
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remained sufficiently high.

The direct cause for death with the heavy forms of osteomyelitis

in thirl of cases was cerebrospinal meningitis, and two thirds fell

to sepsis and wounded cachexia (intoxication).

On the basis of the experiment/experience of the great Patriotic

War it is possible to come to the conclusion that surgeon's tactics

in the relation to osteonyelitis of spine must be more active. In the

majority of the cases even vita the limply current forms of

osteomyslitis expediently surgical intervention (sequestrotomy) in

the early periods, i.e., soon on the establishment of diagnosis.

3arly surgical intervention is especially important with

osteomyelitis of the posterior semiring of vertebrae (small arc,

extensions) and osteomyelitis of rump.

ith osteoayelitis of the bodies of neck vertebrae, especially

in the upper [ack division, it is possible to rely on favorable

outcome with appropriate surgical intervention and reliable

immobilization of spine in combination with the physiotherapy, the

antiseptics, the antibiotics and the over-all strengthening

treatment. In the case of delay and with accumulation of pus it is

necessary to in proper time produce sections/cuts and expansion of

fistula course (in the presence of the latter) with the draining of
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wound.

Sepsis.

The frequency of sepsis with the wounds of spine achieved 5.7o/o

for those penetrating and 1.4o/o for the nonpenetrating wounds.

on the levels of the wound of spine the cases of sepsis were

distributed so (Table 48):

Table 48.

t poeVnb WeIHI r npy=io l -i Muo4eCThH-
pateuna o ,1 T ote. p(Vt) 4 OTle.1 Hue paH eat cero

n 7IlpoueT. . . ,10.2 42.0 , 00,0

Key: (1). Level of wound. (2). Hecx division. (3). Thoracic division.

(4). the lumbar-sazral division. (5). multiple wounds. (6). In all.

(7). Percentage.

The given numerals show that most frequently the sepsis was

encountered with the wounds of lunbar-sacral and thoracic division of

the spine.
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The specific special teature/peculiarity of sepsis in those

wounded the spine with the damage of spinal cord are many sources of

this complication, and also frequent combination of sepsis with the

wouni caheKia and the intoxication from the urinary tracts and the

bedsores, which burdens disease and masks the clinical picture of

sepsis.

The decision/solution of a question about the primary source of

sepsis in those wounded the spine presented sizable difficulties even

on the autopsy.

Page 303.

Frequently on the autopsy it was possible to see, together with

festering of wound, osteoayeiitis of spine, heavy infection of the

urinary tracts, disseminated and deep bedsores, pus in the

retropecitoneal space, the pleural area, etc. Each of these

complications uring the chronic course could be the source of the

generalization of infection. Hence ensue/escape/flow out both the

special features/peculiarities of course and the difficulties of the

treatment of sepsis in such casualties. The questions of sepsis in

those wounded the spine (besides urosepsis which he was studied by

many surgeons and by urologists) were barely touched upon in those

appearing after previous wars, or within the time of the Great

F,

. I I I ,- - I ... ... "
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Patriotic War communications/reports about the bullet wounds of spine

and spinal cord. On the basis of available data it is possible to

come to the conclusion that sepsis in these wounded more frequently

had chronic course, moreover the average life expectancy in the

cases, which endqd by death, was equal to 68 days (from 5 days to 11

months). Only into 5.0o/o of cases of sepsis was noted turbulent flow

with the rapidly advanced fatal result. In the unit of these cases in

the blood was discovered pyogenic ii hemolytic streptococcus. With

this group are not connected the lightning forms of anaerobic

infection with the fatal result through several hours after its

detection.

The periods of the onset of sepsis can be judged from data of

the neuro-surgical center of the Leningrad Front, according to which

the sepsis was established/installed: to 2 weeks from the day of

wound - into 8.0o/o of cases, from 2 weeks to 1 months - into

74.00/0, from I to 2 months - into 23.0o/o, from 2 to 3 months - into

10.0o/o, from 3 to 6 months - into 6.0o/o and more than 6 months -

into 2.0o/o of cases.

Clinically sepsis was often expressed sufficiently distinctly.

The temperature in the initial phase of sepsis carried the remitting

charactgr/nature with the oscillations/vibrations in the course of

twenty-four hours in 2.5-30, moreover were observed chills, pouring

....... --- . .,1-
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perspirations; on the skin it was frequently visible it was visible

petechitl empty, itching; skin in the majority of the cases remained

pale, cyanotic or acquired Lcteric hue. The psyche/psychics such of

those woundad was either oppressed or, it is thinner/less frequent,

it was possible to note euphoria with the explicit underestimation of

the severity of its condition. In the terminal phase was connected

profuse diarrhea, maximally draining casualty; in this case rapidly

grew on cachexia, face became growing thin, with the sharpened lines.

sometimas was noted the repeated vomiting, apparently of toxic

character/nature. Pulse became small, frequent. The blood initially

remained typical for the suppurative complications, with leukocytosis

to 14000-16000 it is above, with tae preponderance of neutrophils

with the considerable shift/shear of formula to the left and the

reaction of settling erythrocytes to 60-70 m an hour it is above. In

the terxinal phase leukocytosis disappeared as however, and other

signs of the reactivity of organism. The liver and the sple.en in this

case, almost as a rule, were not palpable or, remaining in the range

of norm, they ware morbid. comparatively rarely (to 2.0o/o of cases)

at GBF was observed septicopyamia in the form of the separate

suppurative foci, which were appearing in different sectors

(especially in the paralyzed regions) of body. In spite of this

bright :linical picture of sepsis, in the case of death of casualty

on the autopsy frequently it was not possible macroscopically to

reveal/detect characteristic for the sepsis pathoanatomical special
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features/peculiarities. Internal organs/controls, including spleen,

it was more frequently by atrophic ones, reduced in the volume. As a

rule, remained reactive also lymphatic glands. In the thick intestine

frequently there were signs of hemorrhagic colitis.

The treatment of sepsis was reduced to the autopsy they were

suppurative flows, sequestrotomies in the cases of discovered

osteomyelitis, to the draining of wound. With the suspicion of the

urogenic nature of sepsis usually was laid urinofistular fistula.

Page 304.

Together with the local treatment, were conducted the

strengthening overall measures in the form improvements in the

nourishment, introduction to fluid/liquid (abundant drinking,

subcutaneous introduction of the physiological solution to 1-3 in a

24 hour period), and also fractional blood transfusion on 100-200 cm3

after 2-3 days. Some surgeons disputed the advisability of the

transfusion of the blood by septic casualty. However, as showedi
experiment/experience, the fractional blood transfusions sometimes

cjected casualty from the septic condition and they made it possible

subsequently to produce radical surgery on the spine. In the second

half war successfully was applied the transfusion of the conserved

plasma (A. R. Bakulev).

- ~. .|
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with the sepsis extensively were used the antiseptic, in

particular, sulfanilamides, through the mouth it is intravenous.

Lethality with the expressed clinical picture of sepsis remained

comparatively high.

Suppurative processes in shells and spinal cord.

Associate member of the Academy of medical Sciences of the USSR

Honored Scientist professor I. !a. Razdol'skiy.

one of the riskiest complications of early and intermediate

period with the bullet wounds of spine were suppurative processes in

the spinal cord and its shells. They included: meningomyelitis, focus

spinal suppurative meningitis and diffuse spinal suppurative

meningitis, suppurative pachymeningitis, epidural abscess,

intra-medullary abcess.

In the first world war suppurative complications were observed

fairly often. Comparatively their much were also in the beginning of

the Great Patriotic War. But with an increase of the activity of the

Soviet neurosurgeons, directed to the side early radical perfecting

i 7
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of the wounds of spine and widespread introduction of sulfanilamides,

the percentage of suppurative complications in the shells and the

substance of the brain toward the end of the war sharply was lowered.

Inflammatory process covered the shells of spinal cord or for

entire their elongation/extent (ascending or diffuse suppurative

spinal meningitis), or only in any restricted sector (restricted

spinal suppurative meningitis). The cases of diffuse meningitis

quantitatively predominated. In the materials of GBF of Leningrad

Front the complication of diffuse suppurative meningitis was noted in

3.5o/o of all casualties, restri.cted - in 2.5o/o.

In casualties, who were not undergoing radical perfecting and

laminactomy, they were observed both diffuse and restricted

suppurative meningitides. deningitides, which complicated

laminectomy, as a rule, were diffuse.

The percentage of suppurative meningitides, according to the

observations of the individual authors, oscillated in the very wide

limits: according to N. S. Chetverikov's data - 16.2 (1943) and 8.0

(1947), V. P. Dzbanovskiy (evacuation hospital - GBA and ORMU

[separate medical reinforcement company] of North Western and 4th

Ukrainian Front) - 15.2, A. S. Orlovskiy - 11.0, 1. Ya. Razdol'skiy-

8.4, D. G. Goldberg - 6.3. But these data relate predominantly to the

I' " I -- -- I li II I • .... . II llI~ "r . . .
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first years of war and mainly to the penetrating wounds of spine.

Ganeral/common/total spinal suppurative meningitis (meningitis

spinalis diffusa purulenta). General/common/total spinal suppurative

meningitis appeared mainly in the early period.

Page 305.

3estricted suppurative meningitides appeared within the later periods

when have time to develop the intergrovth, which insulate the

division of sub-arachnoidal space, where penetrated infection.

Tha periods of the onset of the diffuse for. of meningitides had

two distinct maximums. First of them freed with 4-5 days after wound,

the second - with the end of the first two weeks. The onset of the

first miximum is connected, appareatly and with the recording onto

the sub-arachnoidal space of especially virulent microbes by most

wounding shell; the onset of the second - with the penetration of

microbes into this space from the strongly infected wound canal.

Within the later periods meningitides appeared mainly on the soil of

suppurative foci on I neighbor with the spinal corl or the spine.

Most frequently by the source of the development of meningitis in

these periods were osteomyelites, bedsores, ulcers around the

paravertebrally arranged/located foreign bodies.

e~
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kc-ording to authores data, the frequency of the complications

of the bullet wounds of spine of suppurative meningitides rapidly

grew on in the extremital direction. The development of diffuse

meningitides with the wounds of the neck and thoracic division of

spine was observed into 3.4o/o, and with the wound of the

lumbar-sacral division - into 9.7o/o; restricted meningitides with

the fir3t were noted into 1.4o/o of cases, with the second - into

4.6o/o,

The diagnosis of diffuse suppurative spinal meningitis, as a

rule, presented no difficulties, with rare exceptions, when

meningitis appeared against the background of sharply pronounced

wound cachexia, sepsis, peritonitis and to that of similar severe

complications, whizh darkened the clinical picture of meningitis. The

most frequent symptoms of diffuse meningitis in these casualties were

the rigidity of occiput, repeated vomiting, violation of

consciousness against the background of sharp/acute headaches. During

the dissemination of process to the base of skull were connected

paralyses of craniocerebral nerves (III, IV, X and XII pair chiefly).

The symptoms of Kernig, Brudzinski and other in the presence the

syndroma of the transverse contamination of spinal cord usually were
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absent. However, during the investigation for Kerniges symptom

sometimes appeared pains in the spine at the level of wound. Pressure

on the front/leading wall of auditory passage proved to be in the

majority of the casualties by moroid (symptom of Bekhterev).

Neurologic with the onset of general/common/total suppurative

meningitis frequently was observed raising the level of the fallout

of sensitivity and build-up/growth of paresis.

Sometimes were observed the fibrillar twitchings of the paretic

muscles of extremities. Condition of the blood as temperature curve,

facilitated the establishment of diagnosis only in the absence of

other suppurative complications. Diagnosis provided the investigation

of cerebro-spinal fluid in which were detected the same changes as

with meningitis of nonfiring origin.

Together with the sharp course of spinal meningitis, which was

being rapidly generalized and which led frequently to death, were

encountered the peculiar cases subacute and even chronic coursing of

meningitis, characteristic, perhaps, only for those wounded the

spine. Thus, on the autopsy was detected serous-suppurative

meniagitis in the casualties in whom with the life during the number

of the weeks of observation of cortical symptoms remained very weakly

expressed or even completely were absent. Sometimes was observed wavy

coursing of spinal meningitis.
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Page 306.

So, tha condition of casualty, as if getting well itself after spinal

meningitis (disappearance of aeningeal symptoms, changes in the

cerebro-spinal fluil), after 5-7 days of bright gap/interval again it

deteriorated and again was revealed/detected the syndrome of spinal

meningitis. Such waves during spinal meningitis could be several.

Latter/last circumstance forced doctors to abstain from the

evacuation of the casualties, who transferred spinal meningitis, at

least during 3-4 weeks after the liquidation of all meningeal

phenomena. This wavy coursing with repeated outbreaks of meningitis

with the bullet wounds cf spine in a number of cases was explained

the lack of elimination of the reason for festering (foreign body,

bone fragment, osteomyelitis and the like).

Restricted spinal suppurative meningitis (meningitis spinalis

purulqnta circumscripta). Restricted spinal suppurative meningitis as

the special clinical form of meningitides is for the first time

isolated in the Great Patriotic War. The infection, which penetrated

in any division of the sub-arachnoidal space of spinal cord, first of

all was fixed/recorled in the cerebral shells of this division,

producing local suppurative process. If sub-arachnoidal space was
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passed for entire its elongation/extent, then infection with the

sufficiant virulence, swinging clear, was spread to entire

sub-arachnoidal space, leading to the generalization of process and

the development of general/common/total diffuse cerebrospinal

menin gitis.

in peacetime meningitis usually appears with the free

sub-arachnoidal space and therefore in its whatever division

penetrated infection, it rr.idly is generalized, leading, as a rule,

to the onset of general/common/total cerebrospinal meningitis.

In contrast to this during the bullet damages/defeats of spinal

cord sub-arachnoidal space, up to the moment/torque of the

penotration into it of microbes, at one or the other level proved to

be sometimes blocked. The reason for blockade were most frequently

the intergrowth between the shells, thinner/less frequent -

compression of sub-arachnoidal space by foreign bodies, epidural

scars, atc. If infection, after penetrating in the sub-arachnoidal

space, zould not overcome the obstruction, created with blockade,

then its development was limited to the limits only of that division,

where it penetrated, and meningitis remained local, restricted,

without overgrowing into the diffuse.

The speed of the development of the intergrowth between the
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shells aoth in the zone of the straight/direct action of the wounding

shell on the spinal cord and in tae distance, in the region of

secondary stricken areas, depended on the series/number of conditions

(character/nature of the damage of shells, liquorrhea,

character/natur? of infection, etc.). Data of autopsies showed that

any durable intergrowth cf Drain or its shells rarely appeared to the

10-15th day after the bullet damage/defeat of spine. The more period

it passed from the moment/torque of wound, the more relatively

grew/rose a number of cases, with which appeared the iaterqrowth, and

intercrowth themselves acquired large durability and were spread

further, blocking at that or other level sub-arachnoidal space.

3y the illustraticn of tae value of the intergrowth between the

shells is the factor, which limits the dissemination of infection on

the sub-arachnoidal space and thus of creating conditions for the

levelopment restricted suppurative meningitis, can serve the

following observation.

Page 107.

1. 8/XII 1942 obtained the blind-end bullet penetrating wound of

spins at the level of the Xi taoracic vertebra. Inlet at the level of

the XIII-IX edge/fin scmewnat to the left from the spine. 2/I it

enterel into the Leningrad neuro-surgical institute with the syndrome

..... ~- -"-. 1 -, L--
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of the full/total/complete violation of the conductivity of spinal

cord from the level )f the first lumbar segment with the loss of

reflexes on the lower extremities, the dela4y of urine and feces.

Radicular pains no 3/I 1943 cereorospinal puncture; the mechanical

blockade of sub-arachnoidal space; cerebro-spinal fluid of canary

color, soon after extraction it was rolled up. The X-ray analysis: in

the acra of spinal canal at tae level of the I sacral vertebra was

determined the bullet, turned by sharp end upwards. Subsequently were

connectid sharp pains in the perineum and in the floor/sex member,

that were being amplified during the attempt of the patient to accept

the semi-sitting position/situation (Derineo-anal radicular syndrome

of position/situation). 17/I Laminectomy. Bullet was discovered in

the sack of solid cerebral sheli at the level of the II lumbar

vertebra. It is obvious, it moved here from the original

position/situation or in the process of the operation/process

(autopsy of spinal canal was initiated from the carving of small arcs

of the V lumbar, I and 1I sacral vertebra), or is spontaneous in

connection with the position/situation of patient on the spin. In the

solid cerebral shell between the V lumbar ones and the I sacral

vertebra there was a defect. Post-operation coursing initially

flowed/occurred/lasted satisfactorily; subsequently advanced

deterioration in the general condition, and 7/I - lethal outcome.

Data of the autopsy: bullet penetrated in the spinal canal at

"-- '- : ,,". -m - -
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height of the XI thoracic verteora and at this level of contusion and

partially crushed spinal cord. Horse tail and medullary cone in the

joints which it was possible to separate only with great difficulty.

Sub-arachnoiial space down from these intergrowth is filled with

putriform fluid/liquid; rootlets of horse tail are covered with

abundant suppurative coating. It is higher than the medullary cone -

soft cerebral shells of normal mode.

In this case the infection was carried into the lumbar division

of sub-arachnoidal space, apparently from the available extensive

bedsore on the rump. Since up to this moment/torque at the level of

medulliry cone the sub-arachnoidal space was already blocked, then

infection encompassed its only that division, which was located down

from the place of blockade.

It was above indicated that the infection, which calls the

development of restricted suppurative meningitis, most frequently

penetrated the subarrachnoidal space from the infected wound canal

through the defect in tae solid cerebral shell: somewhat less

frequently it was brought in in it by shell and even more rarely it

penetrated from the epidural space through the undamaged/uninjured

solid cerebral shell.

The isolation of sub-arachnoiial space from the defect in the

- _ 4. .II Il I . . . . . . . .. ,m -. .. i . . . . . . =
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solid cerebral shell presented most real safety method of this space

from the penetration into it of the infection through the defect.

Among the processes, which contributed to this insulation/isolation,

great value had an occlusion of defect in the solid cerebral cortex

and filling of the adjacent to it divisions of sub-arachnoidal space

with Rdematic as a result of the trauma spinal cord. But the value of

the si3matic brain, which closes defect in the solid cerebral shell

and which plugs sub-arachnoidal space at the level of it, was not

contained by this purely mechanical activity. The caused by it

pressing of soft shell against the arachnoidal contributed to their

adhesion, and subsequently and to the education between them of

durable intergrovth.

In contrast to this in the limits of the horse tail where is

absent spinal cord, conditions for educating the intergrowth between

the shells, which insulate sub-arachnoidal space from the defect in

the solid cerebral shell, are less favorable. As a result this

division of sub-arachnoidal space was infected

approximately/exemplarily taree times more frequently.

symptom and diagnosis. In the cases, not complicated by severe

cyst)pyelitis or septic condition, first symptoms of disease were the

headache and vomiting. The blackout of consciousness usually was

absent or was expressed weakly. An increase in the temperature was
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observed always, but grew on temperature slower than with diffuse

suppurative cerebrospinal meningitis.

Page 308.

Postcranial muscle tension was noted only in the cases of high

localization of meningitis, and Kernig-Brudzinskiy symptoms - only

with the complication of meningitis of the partial cross damages of

spinal cord. But also these symptoms were frequently unstable and

subsequently usually they disappeared.

In all cases of the complete violation of the conductivity of

spinal cord (anatomical interruption, full/total/complete cross

crushing of spinal :ord or rootlets of horse tail) the symptoms of

Kernig and Brudzinski, almost as a rule, were absent.

The cerebro-spinal fluid, obtained with the puncture or on the

autopsy, sometimes was pure/clean pus; the count of

regular/prescribed elements/cells was frequently impossible. In all

cases where was conducted cerebrospinal puncture, was detected the

blockala of sub-arachnoidal space. Because of the blockade in the

tightening themselves cases a quantity of protein in the

cerebro-spinal fluid proved to be sharply increased, and the

sometimes released fluid/liquid through several minutes was
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coagulated.

Th3 recognition of restricted spinal suppurative meningitis

involved graat difficulties, and with its localization in the limits

of spinal cord, i.e., is higher than the II lumbar vertebra, its

diagnosis could be only especially assumed, besides only in cases

when thq outlin-d reduction of conductor functions was again changed

by deterioration. But in these cases it was necessary to exclude

myelitis, abcess. pachymeniagitis. Lumbar puncture with this

localization of restricted suppurative meningitis could not

contribute to its recognition. Since puncture is conducted down from

the lower division of the affected by festering sector of

sub-arachnoidal space, then cerebro-spinal fluid either did not

completely contain neutrophils, or it contained their small quantity.

It was considarably more easily distinguish restricted

suppurative meningitis with its localization in the limits of horse

tail. As basis to the assumption about incipient restricted

suppurative meningitis they served: the appearance of symptoms of

Kernig or lower symptom cf Brudzinski in the absence postcranial

muscle tension, appearance or reinforcing of the radicular pains and

further ditarioration in the motor, sensitive, vesical or reflector

functions. Of course these symptoms of restricted meningitis were

absent from the cases of its development during the
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full/total/complete violation of the conductivity of spinal cord.

Decisive data for the recognition of restricted suppurative

meningitis in the limits of horse tail were obtained during the

investigation of the spinal cord fluid/liquid, in which were detected

inflammatory changes in the suppurative character/nature.

differential diagnosis with general/common/total suppurative

meningitis was based on the presence of the blockade of

sub-arachnoidal space, the absence or the weak manifestation of

general cerebral phenomena and postcranial muscle tension.

The treatment of diffuse meningitis, which arose after the

bullet wound of spine, during the entire Great Patriotic War

remained, as a rule, ccnservative.

kttempts at surgical intervention with expressed diffuse

meningitis (for the purpose of the removal/distance of the source of

festering in the form of foreign bodies, bone fragments, etc.) in the

majority of the cases were not of use.

?ige 309.

M . 27/IrI 1944 obtained the blind-end fragmentation penetrating

wound of spine at the level of the XII thoracic vertebra with the

-ii L . ... . I ml l III ... - ... . NI ..-
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syndrome of the partial violation of the conductivity of spinal cord

at this level. 5/IV it entered into the specialized hospital GBF with

the phenomena 3f left-side bronchopneumonia. 7/IV were increased

headaches, appeared the rigidity of occiput. With the carebrospinal

puncture is obtained the turbid fluid/liquid, containing 0.6o/#0

protein with pleopytosis 9680/3 (predominantly polynucleac) ; is

bacteri~logioally sown hemolytic streptococcus. To casualty it is

assigned sulfidine, heart substances, it is intravenous glucose.

9/IV in the cerebro-spinal fluid protein 0.16o/00, pleocytosis

2620 (predominantly polynuclear); 10/IV protein 0.16o/00, pleocytosis

4400; 12/17 protein 1.65o/oo, pleocytosis 64000.

15/IV was performed 1aminectoay is removed the fragment of

artillery shell by the size/dimeasion 1xlx0.5 of cm, which partially

penetrated the spinal canal in the upper left joint extension of the

XII thoracic vertebra.

Through the days the casualty passed away.

On the autopsy was discovered ascending diffuse suppurative

meningitis. scattered fine focal/acinous bronchopnguuonia.

However, frequently it was possible to meet meningeal syndrome
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with the focus accumulation of pus epidurally. In such cases could

not be laid large hopes for conservative treatment with the doubtless

effectiveness of active surgical treatment (emptying of pus).

K. obtained 9/XII 1944 the perforating bullet penetrating wound

of spine at the level of the IV lumbar and I sacral vertebra with the

syndrome of thq partial damage of rootlets of horse tail and the

contusion of the cone of spinal cord. More than through it is half a

year in KhPPG produced laminectomy of the small arcs of the same

vertebrae.

With the operation/process it is discovered considerable defect

on the posterior surface of solid cerebral shell for the

elongation/extent 6x2 ca, interruption of the unit of the rootlets of

horse tail, blood clots between the rootlets.

13/VIII it entered into the specialized hospital of G,1F with the

sharp pains in the lower extremities against the background of lower

paraplegia and delay of the functions of pelvic organs/controls.

Pains everyone grew on. Subsequently the wound was complicated by

* osto~myelitis of the wing of right iliac bone. Grew on and neurologic

symptoms of pain were increased to the degree of causalgia, the zone

of anesthesia rose from the fifth to the second lumbar segment.

-I,

, , m m t it ttl .. . . .. i il I I-- " I g I[ r , .. JI li 6_
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211X is produced the sequestrotomy of the affected divisions of

right iliac bone; fistula course vent to the spine. Is discovered and

emptied epidural abscess at the level of the I sacral vertebra.

After this intervention snarp/acute pains disappeared. Appeared

active movements in the hip and LflOO joints. Up to the moment/torquq

of evacuation it could walk vitA the aid of the crutches in the

orthopedic foot-wear.

The conservative treatment of diffuse spinal meningitides,

accord1ing to the data cf the majority of the surgeons and

neuropathologists, participants in the Great Patriotic W~ar, was

reduced in essence to sulfdaylamide therapy. The authors more

frequently put to use 6-7-day course on 6.0 sulfidines in a 24 hour

psriod.

Sulfanilamides were introduced by sub-arachnoidally

cerebrospinal puncture usually in the form 0.80/0 solution of white

streptocide in a quintity of 5-10 C23 . NI. I. Grashchenkov in this

case idditionally introduced lo/o solution of sulfidine

intravenously.

V. P. Dzbanovskiy (OHLIU N-th front) successfully applied for the

treatment of spinal meningitis the washing of sub-arachnoidal space
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with 0.3o/o solution of white streptocide in the physiological

solution. Simultaneously was introduced one puncture needle of

suboacipitial into the large postcranial cistern, and the second

needle - it is lumbar into the sub-arachnoidal space of lumbar

division. sub-arachnoidal space was washed downward (fluid/liquid was

introduced into the large postcranial cistern and withdrew through

the neelle in the lumbar division). The author expended/consumed

50-100 cm3 0.8ofo solution of white streptocide, in this case,

according to his observations, the first portion of the withdrawn

cerebro-spinal fluid in the lumbar region usually contained 4-5 times

of more leukocytes, than the fluid/liquid, obtained from the large

occipital cistern.

Page 310.

According to V. P. Dzbanovskiy's data, the recovery of spinal

meningitis attacked/advanced already after 2-3-5 washings of

sub-arazhnoidal space employing the procedure indicated. During this

treatment of 42 casualties with spinal meningitis died only three.

gnlqr the assumption that spinal meningitis is supported by the

delay of pus in the wound, surgeons' majority took measures to an

improvement in the outflow of pus and the autopsy of suppurative

pockets.

,,.
L . .. . . . II I Il [ I [I . . .. . I I I I I II . . . . .
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In recent years of war with tae graat success was applied

penicillin, it is considerably more than sulfanilamides, lowered

percentage of lethality.

The issues of the treatmant of spinal meningitis noticeably were

improved with coursing of war. Thus, if in the beginning of the Great

Patriotic War lethality with spinal meningitides was very high - of

49 such casualties, according to the observations of I. Ta.

Razdol'skiy, perished 45 and only 4 recovered, then in the second

half war (against the bacxground of a reduction in the total number

of complications of suppurative meningitis) mortality with them was

lowered to 20.0o/o, and in the cases of meningitis, which arose after

operation/process, it is still more.

favertheless meningitis was a comparatively frequent reason for

death: according to V. P. Dzbanowsiy's data, into 15.2o/o, I. S.

Babchina and by A. A. Kulikovsxoy, into 16.5o/o, L. I. Smirnov, into

17.9o/o and Ye. A. Uspenstogo, into 15.0o/o of all cases of lethal

outcomes.

Hovever, as noted above, even the subdural arranged/located

abscesses and abscesses in the substance of spinal cord or among the

.- ' -- Im WC-
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rootlets of horse tail can end favorably after surgical intervention.

M. obtained 4/1II 1944 the blind-end fragmentation penetrating

wound of spine at the level of the V lumbar vertebra with the

syndrome of the partial damage of rootlets of horse tail.

10/V sharply wire increased the pains in the lower extr-aities

and the perineum. 23/IV with lazinectomy is removed the metallic

fragment, which was being arranged/located among the rootlets of

horse tail, in this case withdrew about I cM3 of dense pus.

Sequestrotomy of osteomyelitic focus in body V lumbar vertebra.

Post-operation coursing is smooth. Direct outcome - recovery.

rhus, with the diffuse form of meningitis after the bullet wound

of spine the method of selection, according to the

,rxneriment/experience of the Great Patriotic War, was conservative

treatment with the utilization of entire arsenal of antiseptics and

antibiotics in combination with the physiotherapy. New was the

washing of sub-arachnoidal space the solutions of antiseptics and

antibiotics.

With the focus suppurative proceS3eS, the arranged/located

subarrachnoidal or epidural, on the basis of the obtained

experiment/experience it is possible to come to the conclusion about

i "
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the idvisability of surgical intervention in the earliest possible

periaIs on the establishment of diagnosis.

The external spinal suppurative pachymeningitis

(peripazhymeningitis). Pachimeningitis (peripachimeningitis) spinalis

externa purulenta. The infection oi epidural space with the

penetrating bullet wounds of spine was almost rule/handspike.

Sometimes suppurative pachymeningitis appeared also with the

nonpanetrating wounds of spine. In these cases its sources they were:

the ulcers is all around of tae paravertebrally arranged/located

foreign body, bedsores, festering epidural hematoma, bullet

oste3myelitis of spine. In the cases of the development of

suppurative pachymeningitis wita the penetrating wounds of spine

frequently in the suppurative accumulations or in the granulating

tissue :f epidural space were determined the foreicTn bodies.

'r ,1 71,renal~~~~ ~~~ . .. .. - .. . .. . . -" i l I = , .- . . .-
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an ~ -xain~l a!

II.I: 4c~r.).by 4/XII Df V?142. 011-:11t inl a

Dr_)r~:M i Xi r r~ nn a~f 42 -,1x at Ck JzV~l 0f

'Ix n' -Z4: e- r ~c f .h.; i I cK V 'b r. i 3uii.7 rv?1d oat

wi:is Ti 7*r.v a:'. s o:--kof r 7 1 aI fo~ah~ Il t~-) w.anq r

s -'r'- q.co ui.~ zcjcjjc (7. 1 1943) --h? sLast:Z c pa7ss

:) 1. t hind, ll,- mildli zxiyssa 3v'tom of -3ab-*:ski4 to t-h, f

an4')z. 1'-ft CuY :-az'' yLon.Towa:' i t -j C-

.±a i-r I1 bu- c-i-- tc i ~zaa LhlQ 1mav ot 3e divisij)ns of L

n t c K re j 4)n. 3)/l apirocas o-, pai, !gaon ;-z proluc-d zhz =xoars~oa1 c-

u73 of 4-u ca:..L ZZOA. Zn,- S:J e); C Ciu; 0 on t h ~x ja nJ

s'-wr!) L.a-'s ;-n -:h.7 niwck aai~i~-d ihEn th rapidly grcwn .-)I w-ak;n -SS

-%- ill fouir =Kt::-.miti s; to u/ii dev~Jlop-I flacc-ld parralysJ s of

Io* r e~ 11~ an5 deep sp-ist.c pdre-sis of lower extreiaiti~zs,

I -- of ue: c~sz,;za.aJ. piscl- -c=)n.
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T L-l di-agnosiF of su~jiurdi.ve )achymeningitis did not producP

3i ubt, out, -i.n v--*z'i o-f ;h-e ieavy ccn~fio4en of wcuni.?d, surgical

::it--cv-,tn' :on was r-strictja to a dz:u so ction/cut .:n thz- poste-rior

edqt- of lir.ie sernocliaousto.o. iuscla, through whici~ was sscrct~d

~ u. vcC Yus :ca d .i d 'i~v.s'on of nz.. 9/TI 1 --hal

cli--c -us i:zh -cn-V'ITC9- Il~cna or )c ra..ys is o f r -s o a : io

Dat : r ai c:s~ zine jfliz~or )f wound a ~ and o-'-p

-:-Sj ,: of n-c0.. saomlrativ - j-: lchym-ni!>itis zho --.=k liv-4.sion of

c:i~i ord1; -1 of tat. iiecf, civ.Lsion of r-hi sulin-al corl and --,I

:n *9,uj11 cbkir~jaza.

in .- h -uJvan cisz sl.a j~r,-flomifl up to th :noai,:rnt/tDrqu~t Of

731- -i-c~~ of this -cyicai dev-lopm ient of supp'1rativi

oi-ym-nnitis Aiurin~q te Lvuilt Liamag-is of spinal cord vr

o'~s-:v1 n f:ju~t~v J~ui~. pa~y ingti~app~ciroJ dgainst - h-

back Tlnl of tha nzavy ccau, cr spinal cord, fr4,uently with thn

clinical1 pictuc- of the iui/totd./complqtz violatior~ of i4ts

Oc'.iUtV~V.7h attc-- Zac-c Laid ca tho pictiure of diseas-,- a d-,:,o

I Or 3S-On
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In i enp i1/co)-nmo/t-)tci .syai .T-ois c -vIih~i~s sual>;I

n a r -1 ' S :'1C 7s 1 'z Sn W -I: ULd.L f:eoriif c- Dch y I.r. irq~s 3u:

011 -UD/,j1rodh )f .-(nJucz,)L v-,I:.4icns was -ibs r. Faiicular Da

w- ce ilsont or thev wtrE deaxi. Thonv can< forward in

'4tn-r~' :'l ir-r.j ::I sinaie of rs-s in

, ')n- cr .4n4nh darias )z 3inal cor l, h~r, pichymenjnT:i .

a-t.i ? s u )pr s on of a E r3 iec to i f u acton o: s p~a cor! 'own f-ro'D

-a t3ii vinl.tion of: th,- Ozflddctiv-v of stp1fldl cor:d.

:orsinj ~ suntrur-.-vi janYMC-rin Ti-iS, co lc'njtnt bull -tt

ilnajos Of Sp)inal cor,!, wa4s Dotii tai si .rLu/-cu',: a-.d sub-acut--. .Thdrp

c-3u r.,4r I was c~3 r ved :r f ai.s as .vo2ci o;)7 i wh in z h ? xt -w

livs a" :Ir woundri. Evidarntiy, :.-is connacto i wiJ'n : prnima~ry

inf c-tiuni of -nilurail sia,;e. aij~caite caursin;3 was cbs rvflI mainly

iiir~l h or rco Z- zAoxj. .tn--- ( x. 3r--:io czz

Or ir.
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=0 .iiral . Uac-. o:f ~~z~oat u2.z'Irs ;s all around o'f t1-:

ca ra v:?r -- )ra 1lv ar :a nrT k/.Loa: a f or~tiqn bodis P:rom ost-om Y-4i t- C

foci, tale bedsores.

2j 313.

zan lv:--:, r, v -.-. 3 -- a !vzi nm-rt o -, It su p -r i 2t

u);chv W~j ihich CCjiLaa thve billet lamaj" of spinal corl?

2~~-::::. h. 7. s i.c* . to count ' xcl-idtd. I svr

ccbabl-th t.C- c c rca4. cfldag~s 4.- th1.3 *:issai.-s of e~idural

-Pacc and consi.! ni fCenn. of solid ce:re-bral shell, son=-im ns

ti 6- 10 mm which it was necessury t-o obs-?rve with 'Lat- lainnectom-.;s,

4., th -i unit c f cas :s ~ezn.j r sidu al obsncm-n:a of trie

siuojra:iv d.1n.1t~.., aCn Was .5ubj ctzl to r -Vars-

'Ph- zc-q.t~fl of sfa :p/acu~cz supnurativ- bullc~t

Dp c->yn-.ninqi-'-is zr -santi~d re.zr dizficilti-z. Of 23 cas~s, which wkarc

b.neJiI cbsorved per-s-ndliy ujy rtaE author, they were correctly

4i1? r-i f"4(Id o r v b y 9.

Th.- impcrtar.± siq!r oz pa;1,ma~g-i was tha sicklin-as of

3dn-1 --xt-isions in th- zji: it pachymninitis at a pr-essurs on th-'rn

anA! wi~nta- p~rcusF-r j u-, zi uziliz- th4is symptom t-r the
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:7cogpnition of oachymeninitis uuring *ti Kile damag-s of brain -4z

w~ i3Ily ipst2, ac .:.k'nss c zvrte braa at a

,D:c-sslr anJ 3 p trcuss-4on zzzr t of all was ccn!z,:ct"-a with th, -raumla,

1:lort -/a p!lid-3 to them w.±ta tn.z wound fl3 shelIl. only --n cas.es wh'Za

U sir -554a- cbscZV.,u I., .n m ~ r ,13 cr,- or I-ss

:-MO;- Inov S s c11n4dl :rc- ta - vzr-.t;ora, Jlamaje' by ta woundiiiq si- ili,

it ccoull b - stma as tc symktom of pach ym-lriniiti3.

7lif~rEsai3 in tae il1ear-icA. m,-asucz rolat: i also t-o local

-21-a. Q:a-- calzt~do cn3 a s wouri -.- ar :h.- so-*A-

w i-> lifcf--c~iltv w~ as to 6,oi'e, -das c)nn- ctod -i? aa wit-h the woundi

cz s*rv~sas ih mni ;ao ),F sjjr) atiCon L-I th:- eni lUra.

'h~ jz ti-; .symntoms of th; cross :oor--ssion of

s- c'ra , a-A-. iueii anu ud..~a a-..nIs i' cz)Uld oD dsq.d for

iiaroso f pachym niajaizis oaly wh !n thm laamag- ,

~~~~-C Spisni alCord, Wa6 f~'2i~t But 5'Icri casos

W'r- jxCluIS4.0n. icw-vr, -,. zaz. cass of a dl a damaq- of spinal

c:)r 1, if pachym nngitis wasi aot sprzad abov- focus, J-- in-!roduc--d

not),hini n-iw into the- alreauy availdble obj~lctiva- clinical ocu~

3,1d s~esn, h qrk~at z, Iz was 3osblz to Only to
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Is basis ffor the assumpt.Lou daout the 1e:V'-loping nazn'jmninitis

.n -y uasually s:v=-1: th,. ?L clo,, f4s 54: :ng of th wourd, which

n-Itraz_*s into the soinal cai, J evsloom~nt of tn~e ulce:rs is

all around of the paravc-rtoraiij drranq;ed/locat-3d forz-ign bodiJes,

ostv~l~i~of vi i&~ r t.-w sr-nal canal of bull, ts

Or I I' ic fC:73 ~ s. -I n joii v of :hI 1 d-liveicpm-?rt of pur uJ anr

pachyvaeningitis could bt ii.Od d a.iso for th= du:ation of h

.4 -. h* czusoicior -co ih4 _raznc, of oacn ymoeingitis of th-

lurnbar L:-vision of -% idural s.):acz -che neurosurge-ons resortmd -.o th:e

ouncl'ir- of this r-q.or., zziiaj zo cn.iust pus witl a 1 a Id of the

n-3e !asicz Iis~as-s wiza wiaica i-t was P.-cessary to d1iff-rz~ntiatr-

suppu:7aJvz pcayn-ninq;,z.i, z ,ay aerc: r- strict-?I and iiffusi

suppu~ati'v- mr-nj~-t 4 .s, 6a,uatV.2 non.qn ts stsomyslitiS off

V--r:t~orA=, 1b sc~ss _S o04 cora. Suourativ_- pachym-ninioqtis most

,1 ?jntly appeared with tn. e netratinq (ounds of spine. Thsrzfore?

wit1h -?aca wounI -of this gii ius, 4:.s,)cially ~fthe h~aling of wourid

aft~r thl Droducid operdt.uo/k)zrccss flowed/occurread/last-ld with th?

c:nsilerable f.fsterinq, tan_ cuj.iat-ly appropriately pzreventiv -

s~.cnpur'or f dnt1isip~cs cr ant:Thbiotics. W4.th th;? suspicion

n th !-v--Iin; nachymn-ai~ig;tis must- applie:.d their :assivq

MEL~'
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T...- ~ CT C'hnfl' Z C: )aaurxi in'j.-ct-ons allow-d/assula Ed b_

i'r0tuc 9n o arnv iivis.Lon oza: uiiu-~. space.

T- h"b i1-3 C: J iz)aila.dS of-; suppurativ - chni.ts

is, tho r movat/liztancE )z ta- woundi-r shlani bo-n fravn:-ts

T' :h~- SDu.-=.- 71na~l. zxria./xp: c shcwa i also -cai

i-1v4.sibility O~f rzaval/ zap arav-ft3brallyarai/oc:u

tie~ m ro or l'-s:, larqe/cocirse wounaing .sh'Ils, an-I it is also zarl-*:r

an1 -, mos-:t rA.Cal P?7s 1ie ~:ru-zof ost-comvitis of

v - r t ' hra -?.

diti- th= :stri:-ct- Zi crms oz pachv-ii-4i4:2s 4-s stcwn surgical

t: 7-t- m; r,~

Suppilrativ- m,? Incmi=.Lz s (na-ninqomv~lb4tis :)urul-zntd)

S~on~a~v- r m-:-irn-cirn y aj 1-i -cae )e:-ioi of the Great Patriotic War

w-is W ;4S 07',,~ :' Cr I .; omDo14ca- cns of' th.-- bu11 t wuu Is

of Snna corl. 3ut in tnr ,:atr- which r~latzs t the first

wotil -vtr, abo'lt it in nc wij r Lj mrt ion-d. Tho autaor in the

sakju.:A-v ~--nnoylzsatg:h
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only into 1. 3o/: if buliet 4oullas of spina and -spinal zora, chacke I

o- Autop--y ): or tlr opjr:on/proc ss. Acccrdiinq to his data In~

tha war w-th -:h- Wh--*t-- Fiaiis zaest comW)1:catiofs ware : ncountar--:d

s~in-ewhat :2lorie Frequpnt.

3a-;- o. n~: scf :.e Lzo-,acol 7 of autopsies, diffuse

4nrnqoc'nv?1ieis i~wis tha :dQsca -cr 1l-thal cu-cou-~s irn n,-! samfe

tD:r ce n ta oe of t~i cis~s (1.. 1. Sljiznov) I: s oossib1-z thah

cica~rlca2. cha. - s .7 ti z.)iu cord, i ~t c-:d- or --.1v. autepsizs -:

t~ i:r ~ro~i n nE ui.i.t or cis-s wz-r trnc issu=es of

co)mbination with cth-rsuuizv complic'Itions. ',I- vq-)lltion of

tho int- yrity of spnil carndi inu --s)-cal dura -nat~r, apparzi'tly

conrtribtt,! lo -hz- !-VZiCp)MnC C' Lan-omnvqlJ 4-.s.

In tb s4.njlA cas' s )z za- uiv~lonm~n-z of suo-urat-.ve 1Viii

with th undamnavA /luninjureq i ola cere bral sh-?l 'a e infecti-Or

p-netrat-,l th.? siiil caru, apparetitly mitastatical, ir. particular,

f~~from thc es-a

~ ~ov~r /tra~sf~r~uw;itnou. th- distinict bourniaries into th,
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S&irrCtlnd'i '.4 3-af-. Th- :~ S.C a -as~ al I lv w,:-: ccns~i -r~da s th

Tn. 4 j -)' n of SU LpUZatv rnnnov-zs ac

coica-, th bl u!'-! u daaje ;Z 6pifll cord wi-th t-h=

i/tt1/c" -,I! c:c VfdTh s in pr act icm -in rZ'a!iz a DI is

Ia: i: r t -. :. a s z6) -a i issu m-= I. Basi s -:c Iii a siuri:d

v) :i v jr,-at r Li u. .Lc t v a cciuird ~h.! d iagn cs s o,,

c3sct: ~l~Pirtiai v iclAtaioi or the conductivity of brain and

inn.ac- or r-iociy :,uicuiar naiu-s.

-J 4ntra-riacliilary, t l. suLdizi ± and hiz --pidu-ral absc-?ssas with t,'I

c~~.nprak :!~iw1ia: acju-z ant- c.n-c cf t..3 latt.er hardliy is

.vssj .In favor of %idurai aosc';,-ss and aljains: mc -ingo m1ii

with known in fraction/jpcrtion rooability h-- spias devalopon=nt oZ

~ii~-uo'~ th-, air~ady avQ.Lia uii par.t> 1 crcss syidrom= in th=
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l~t i- .hi7av. v wtcrO I.A,)fl, zare p)uruI-flt colnpi C~tion-s.

Acccr-ir tC !I ~ : i i av Iop in 7nt cf : th n ai.,c:. c 7

' ,v nr.;-z.-1 . a u~o~± s ac - ot o n : cc urs~ c' f wou nd

c-7 i -17- ncjSzca iccainulation~s of p~us. 1 -:h i a

~-&- ~c:sus uli , wtze A,-"jjjj fpa1ct~dat1i oroi,4n bodies or

~9u-i7 cgs . n :a arci a: obsrvral .nanv

n lur5)uit~l~i t7 *'(l, F jom.~r tn vidural abscess-'s in.

cci'5 :ast t o !4.iff use S.I..,urativ~ pacayam:'iniiti3 --.s charact~ristic

~ -s~c.~cf :ijncal oixi..o : -hi disz3-mii:iation of proc-:ss

if~ :pili at3sc~tzs aeveiotLd I he casualty hais with tho

ii lI!:tta1/ccrnoI- t' vicla:;-cn u): tv-r conluctivity if Spinal Cor],

~in thait runi nj a ztver in caoin :tion witn iny conplicatior,

-n i a- 1/c ./I:J oi-1-/1ttan! it was i~t -ct-,j

or



cis S of th ~~ a 1vicac.,C CZ r"2 nductivit Y f Ora.n 1 i

-I ~ cr as c ; s Idia t i i-a -z ofp n a 1 c ord wa s us u ally

~~* ~ th Jl;I1na-eiia Lrij~nfntati,)n wound .oa:

Jr -'irr -3s, 7111 EiA .i oz low~ :-Ctremiti -S ln3 ,! o n-

i-a +.n an t r>?TIOin . jaa jtn,!zt v pass-i ?bcu: 5 K.n. to

~.~~:Of 2j/VL a :3d ':to,'c 4--~:a-~ cal

v - 11.1 >c: n :i -2. 3, 2. ng jo~~ I os ci ia~~fz~v

3/::~~~ D" a~ I:z I A", i f f1 nc cul dfcuit y

~~ li iiz n ti , u 1 uaz.. is rzi pii th~it 7-,Cwn 0 n.

3/1,( 7naizc.L.z! Z~dirnz -rm h,? loW : riiijnS Df

.,timih, a chill; t,13meLdture aus iricr-isz , an-, durinqj th= samz dav

~dv~~A ~li'~ oflcw: e-r.:n1i an-' full/zot)-al/comolezp delay

~ ~i:'~.~.. -ra a lsr 'd-f is d;.scove-r-:d zh

I :!a T' 1-) catzI "A-noy ;.r. :.a so)z' t-7-sus of- bask at tin- 1ev-l off

t'h P I th Or iC i V~eara, ili ts dwn--I -xt~nsion. lossiolIv thar2= wa3,

SIni.; a w-.7 x~-ri da iczi r.n ta -ray v ho- oq raph S i

<~rs~s~1 rz-~<- .CiJ~S -~D:not-d ,Dw r Diaa)l-l.ia,



lrOis, in t notis~n- peri'dt ±ii :cf I= x cI onus 'f =ezt %is S_-a

0 V T.1 07fl ah3: c 6- 1 -t, A s,: .,: C'? p a,, 101oc ;c a -:OcIt

ize ttai ::f i - -i t wa. not exti.actE.I. In-o th-: Sam-? lays

c>-v :7 '- i>~1.~as~~:it:.Niao~

-7~zs 71 n .:. w i 7 :n. _-ezcxsson, ri1aco,! I)der a a a

1 J C I C :: u L 1 : 2 n a m~ 4--" _ - I ;n~l ta ,c::a- 40irtS. T..

n.:' v: h-- s' ,uz 2 ai- v 1 on:i -n: cf con ;'1ctor s zina1

-w0 z c: bck' ~a-s: s-.in- wi-h tae u.-.rCussicn'

"Zh J- 0'ao1 z(I~ ~ oc Ss' w h-I-?1_ fe lst - S I a 7

2f tA L.nj pa- 01~t-~ ma~oaiCx.1 ':,-SS das

* s ~:. )a,:i 9I.]iyjenrj t is n ic a con se rva tiV=

1 w 1 1 ~v o e ;, c t, 1 71/iX it wa1; proluca.3 iminectav. ::

aw ad * x ans i z; z: t h XI thcr7acic v -r'.D:a was

C tiin~Was 'Ir-,-d /loc.itz~d Ln ta- ar--a, fil:i---h 13nsa qi:r.inisn

~~~'is.~1,; 6. al:' wf xA.. n s. c' auel'-r n oft U
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thoricir: vo:rte.-ra from tn~j ar -a or spi:U j canal cam.:- r-orward t zz.op

f: un s 7 -n oa.-:. A f rr z muo va /d ist an c o f s -u a11 a rc s cf th B

X-X--'ILver,:> ra i4- is u..scov-i, that tns =-uilural spac- at - he

!l'v-l of~ 4h KIi ':hcracic vrtba is f-* )..Ed( witha gr:anul-tions andA 0is

Z o - c, '- d13: mination (,Z taica is Iistinctly lD from th-

sa r ro und i (Tes The n d.seflt withn~ th, linits of op-ritin

-~~~ 4us~~c ira.L sdcx d icr~l a ft*- th r-ioval/lis tance, of

?os-o~rcn couis.-j --t;~'~zfor long was 1--l!

thi i-~olopentOf 'bSCESi, i.=., jzfor- it hada tim- to caus:? ir. t-n-

L ur. 1 a b s s - vt i j ta v waoi t oj ct ' or t h.- s ur ji4cal1

nr n-, whizh% w a ccz /,z&- byi tn carof-il P:.7-f c 1

c. c S'ifa-ianues, an.~tr)o,; th:? 0lace o,' abscc-ss and

-. ~)it tisiCq.



Incra-m-i1Jary absc--s.s. £n l bul1 t wounds :)-'s~in-- rarply

w~r;,: comvi-;Lcat I by 4tza-m--du1.Laz abs 7-ss. Yi--. F. Vlasov to 377

WOUPA-3 Of sop*n- it Sad 4~ LL.ra-madu11a:-v ahscoss- s.

,)f 4 ca 'es, which wtre b,.inj )bserved personally by the author

t O~) wcun113 7- s'f-,I.tO -:C dJSCIS3 ia::os, aEround :9~

L n on all a:cuna oufle, in' th--- fourth case in th--, ar,:a

of abscnsi the foreign oou wdi. aot I-Jcovered, buz in thei solid.

br~aL sh. '-I 4 as a ~e~-.In tn- aas1s iscribed off E. F.

V~ocv,~ _~ _ilsh~li ou -,,t solid iamdayeI; Ye. 1. Siroti4noy' s in

:ie se the a3-scess doveA.~ut- j aizound the blilloe+, d4hilz Ya. M.

K~rr~::s~'s tn- ca - - )1-4 -:11n.3- s1Of ostACnzits

Intra-m-Aullarv ihceises elo-n4, apparently to th? group Of

-ar~ i~urtiv~czrnmplicc cLa.3. la autn'o='s all 4 casts z~

d~vr-lop-eil within th& limits o.- tne first 2-3 wee,:ks after wound.

If .rtra-ri.e1u11ary aobc~ns. d)j,?ar-ad when the partiail violation

c:onnluctiv4-1y cf 6i.:.al ;czd is n:e-s tnt, th':n its dqSom-;r

w~is zhrc~iiby t~e z:iia, Iui:ing 1-2 days, build-UD/growth Of

t:sym1-r-rnm off th , fuli/ru-oti/compylat- violation of ths conductivity

99-47!Ra1 C071. 3Ut if adrSC SS WdS devsloped when-T the syndromRn Of thm

fi ll/totat/comnplete viclatioaii t condur-tiv2*ty is presant, then in 'th-

-f:h-- 1 w fal lout- or zuacziuns b-camn- appar-n t in no way;
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Caz--ss b S:. s cniv Su ri Cs,-ULL y.~ sjc - a cc r (In to t hs7 zsa M tv' i s

rHz in7-v:til (lia.jnozs )r oull7 -n-r a-m--dullaryac

~~---.~a.- ~'vu~~1ciutjl jt, o;2Iv Inu~-d lncubZil ae

-z)Uf~ i 21co l o r it spu tfct uLr- tazo a a th sol1: d c -- , ra 1 s - 1i. m~~ 14

C7S s~ S n~ of !'Illiry aio.c-ss, jlibliishz~ E. F. Vlascvaya i;n 3

:-iS--: ou -n I o O th~ t -- c~~ w - -

(-~u'i cs-~ 3nlti ct-reorii inail wa; ou-_l&, ibsc, ss was

~sc~v~ -jA :~'v ~; c-..-~ ~ni~dby th fat-l:-ul :c

71h liri _4a 1 C:3ta~to. .. Itar ul~ ahscess . -4.3 nct

L)~-.0 3- r:ss ui.~ . h ~ azu::-:, 3 cas Is w-cr,_

c'zr -Dnati, km ~cc v ty ou a ch i v - al1s c i i c a ss o u 11i s h-3d b v

1. . Si: )+inoi, Ya. 11. hriinir_ .iy ar.l P. 1. Slivov.

v-thl~ssi sic str uyyit diith 1- nis s3er os conLilcatcon of

J- ouil t ~a ita T1!7 /f -ti C Sir L al COZ7 Ic: Mrus US- :Or dIzCt ? dCCCrljn

&i ir Li z, no,,- 11 L~~~/iJ~c E, f 'or-f 11 Lodi~s of -tnl
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s )inal cr'rl an1' th3 occlusluon Or u.,;4-C, of th: soli-: c-:rabrai SI

T'i-z car.3'iaz Of mrnIical ScleacS Uocent D. G. Goldberg.

C~ntactir~ ~ unt u~lica_4 .1 with bul-t wounds of sroin:!

imd 3,'iin ! cor3 1Or hor se tai ,rze -:he c intractur96 o-c -xtrg mi ::s.

Tho con~ract'ir~s oz tn; JJ;ints o f Ixrr'7;!itIes appneared in

~3' :- a t-~Con 3 QU'-lc; a) fr:y- :so~~ MUSzl (fLlaccid

or :~s~cch~~c~.:nau~); ,) iing .i jC4 nts, C) h pain.s,

w-qich achl-v-. cJ~dr i. era ) :Iif7 faultly s-zacKinq of

T~- 3 17w I v4 Z qlI y w r1n tanh long -xisting "act,-vs"

contrac7 ir i v= -3ir t 1, tuo- an mn tss u -s d -e p n u t r-Jti_4v c ha ' =s,

sZ . 11 func-i';on I .3hcrl-niia4 or msces. This active contracture in

t:h- coiirs-- n: m :rn r zciv-rt6/tzazzzrs into th-a passive, with

.!if~u1V; v-;~nj 4 o ccr cz;:cn. rh'- inv~stiqat ions of A. G.

o -~s in sk iy 'rod u ced a ur i n(g t n a Lr eat Pa 4,r ioatic "da r, c onf4-r me d th~

~ ai~v s~~a fotu/~c~~:tyof thz! d,,v-lopmnnt of the!

ij c r ity o f I h cont ra c T t- s j z o u± e z o r i jin. Path oa na to m-cal1

invo ;t i~jd' ions s howted that dt tnz? oasis cf t-he-: changes, which occur

h~ a tssuns w4-'th 4- ; cowiractures, 14 rs:/r2sts, th~ local

vio1-tti -n (-fI mi .abolisrr, aau tr,)-nic d4sr1-~s
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i) contractures as d rzsuit oZ parily.3es cf s_;;a~:a~ muscl~s hy

t'in-chari.sn r~zs;.,bl Lba K~nown contrac*:1:_ s, which scort/tack - h

2amaq 4s of" priph~ral t~rv,_ traa~s. Thus, with thii fallout (and

atrz ohy) o-F scmn= muscl,-s zaxe ir--,ond era nc: th _ ores :rved ton -

a.-.all).. -: t S, 21 T iy uzusu= l a'.d I pculi ar

~or/siai *It Lzs not ssbl o -liminat--- in this cas-5 an-1

t~i- c2?:lector ?'fffocts fica tna stcrik=anl ar-a Of sDoinal COr'i or its

1r, 'h:-a' ?atri4cti.c vida i-. was pos'sibl, -c obs-rve: -:hi onsit

cr zcn con::rac-iir~s, n~ow a:ia r-ha v=rf whimnsical cnaract--r/naturE_,

d4' wolir.1:n i :- -_t neck .iiviiioa of sioanii spinal cord,

=,sou-z4ally d-*:h -h carav _zteorai un] nonro-n--ra.:i-c1 wounds, and also

1'Lring th* clos-1d amaces oa: siuwhich werc? bcirn g :scorz-e}/t:acke i

bv 'n c r:: aq i' h %s ui a a c or0 s DinaI c cr,! a n]c r r ss o r(Iin (

s- im til viol1-!ons. 10 o usia..1y wr conn ct:?d radi-cular

limagt s, so/such c~aract4E;ist:,, Zor th: bullet wounds or: +.I= neck

'441 ;-4on of s:7!-. ip-I s rr-laizntly acc~rpt,,1 i- tnf's cas: t>culiar

t~s-with- +th;i -ivocrf x,'nsioua: oz iiwrs/3ims i-n th~-

irtair:o)Zian leal and iaterpatiangeal joints, aq~ti3nst th-

baickqzounI of th%' atrccay or _-L s,:uarat-m groups of nuscl.-s. Is

anialDijai th-1 -vzchar.i"sm cZ -chm contractlirss of lcwe-r --xtremn-ti--s

~'I~n;tn sc'~damaj~s diz1 ;h, h-imo--rhaq;- into t.h- slibszlanc-1

zol ynil~ cnrl a-- t- Jfvei ot iumi3r thic-aninq (winich wa.,s
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s 4uar -t - root 1 s of hczs-- --a

T. -nunet-rizI f o-ms/6pez..es of contrac-,urcs can b-- corsi.&-.r".

i-i t zonntr'ctur s, zcnn;ecz~a w.za f lacil paralysis or 3'ipdrat'-

b) a-- th-- -n Df tnk; a.tmu~a- nd mairnlv in th,, lat- p-:r'Od

.i:--r wound tma-dccritzcar~s conn -ct-d. wit-h s:)ast--c oazalysis of

-f -qiiv-nt '.ar ' cw&-: itrj~atis. Sich ccntractu , v y pain ul1

-~ c .ia ;rs wt~r- :h roduct .31 -the involuntary spontaneous

(7)!.'.c::ns/a~b=:vi-at-4r~i Ot Ona Ur th! Othe51r groUP Of t-h MnUSCles

:~ ~t: ~ atpp-: azczu acojrdiini t- t:,- typa o: shii'~d-.ri

:-~I~ s ja4ns- -!h- bacrJ-;cUna- or an incr-as ? in -h-: tone of

-.1,1 scl S.

Th soast--, ccrilractazes or iow- r xtai-iswtr= nnrcountr.r:1!

iantv h~i~~~l~ty, , V6xcr~titims w?:7e bnnt inr the hip ani

Cnep joints, usually with tne DdCk infl-?xion of foot and

* ~ -~i zs~.rs) kn alsC t.. ecesor Cr: ni,-d tyo' ! (O~xtr.-itics wk-r:-

~:iday I -hc hip cra Kne jo..n-t v-th th-? hot-om or back

Cf nk
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s -~ hsr v 1 'h -- zc ji iCai.j uo ~r ms o f s pa t,. c c orrac t u r s (Fig

A1 mo0s- ~s 7tr ml z, ch.yj asn t a: s m:a s ' t h y w -: c in t h,- st a: of

trmm*- r 'u,7 a nA ~v %:i c r ws. aj i n ? x'rza--a v y ca s e-s.

cx' _, r.ur-Es~~ cos~rv-i, as a __ aleu , aurr zhm

ia~o/Jeat- of spinal cara ir_ is hiah: r than th? lumlnar hc.rii

?e313.

som-~timt ; alre-ady LLL tne ueyian'inq of int, rmediat- iucriol

CDI::i--.TOf iasn 4Jm c diffar-nt irnt:a-articala:

charq4S. ir - rn -,n-za-ar-ccuiLa. changas we~s:corniazv as a

::sult o* th> fict LAa" a x:r~itv for lo ng was lccazz:d in t1",

e~aultv iiaionion. mation. it was not possiblr to -Excluld_

tn, rolzes of th'l, violat-icn cr troti,ic svst-m, which led to thn

I-it~-naormat - ciiw- i th tissups of j04-nts.

r3) Pyfz~1y ccnzrac- uz6 ~ xr t~ was th, corsrqu,,c9

c:_ coisidAra',I pain~s, easitc1i..y with th- wound of rootle ts of horse

till. 'xtremiti~s in thiz case acc,=t=_I th pose of shorte-Zn4Ikq in the

:7 ' n x sn, al. t o.: t a 1-)c :-ar a1 jc .is i d f f a r n

c mn i - n s. uJn -r ~x z : :. t y w ,,t h ? c o nt :a ctu r e a cq ti ie-d I h
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Corr- SPOr 14 ISJ;l .3 J C UL:ut oL Ot t h d U t~o ff siuld-;,L With

th a flExur- in ta-- cubit a.1, dad -3cm=_tJms also in the? radiocaroal

Joint, fin;~rs/nins in th.ii c,13, plrovel to he in the pose of

c~t':~.c~n'shan'! Cr Tne' dizr ocr.t -*nths, nter-DhalangellI joints

a-id tinlv forc!?d aiafs:n d4 Azttr.E nus in t'hi-s 7_est -:o passiv --l

Iriv? away extrronity weze extr-aaii morbid and ina ffec-.ive (wihout

th -inina tcn of '_'- -icica or p~ains).

1) s C'ub- l--Ss, --L -zi, Ofs~ o ortrac-_u17S witr tnt buil,;t

w-urds of sniin- wit-h the_ ddiaaye of spinal cord, it3 rootl ts and

sn2l uay- d known -rcl- --a, Lauityj stackirg co-- casualty and

~nstzi:'Itll attn2v cara Jz -t.Wih- mhorz- or lfhss massivP

traumi 3f spinal cord cr rooti.3rs of horse tail actnivs movzemsnts

f:r au ntvw'r- :-dic-td (If t.; wr :ducqd g :,zally) in t4ime: wh-In

is alz:_ad1v b-n fform~d/activazEa ccntractura in conflec--ior, With

cnn1--s inlicatpd above !ai tha joints and the musciss. For paralyzzd

muscs, C.1. S sr-C all y th-- masciej or -coot and fingy-rs/pins, iv::n

blarnk-: or--szntnd such sevc-iti, which led to the flexur-; of foot and

finQoers/pins.

7?tm 1hal 'liven abcve esca±pe/ensued the corresponding preventivmE

aiid thcrap~ziu..c masur,-. 4Casual-.y one ouch-, not to~ hav- correctly

out mor-ov, r kn.-~ join+ s -zhey .iust Ins In the posit ion/situa1,tion of

lih:Flx,,r', (160-170), anu the toot -at right angle,
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x:~ /:COr~ hv -14 t jalli~auie or wi -_;plinzs, morzov--r in r,

§ t~- ki~/a11 i .a ui''' r the he-Is they laid th-a
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vUI~~ Z7raU I ~na

~ snoia.i z.:);r :lis purpcs;! the support/sock:t

of br, a I st-7 o is ±Li )zner attachm'.nts was unsuitabh, sirnc

thpcv dil no)t hold foot in tne correct position.

F~r the purpose- of propny.Laxls of contractures in the? hospitals

svs-mrat4.cally w: conuUucc( a's..~ nd In proo-,rt4on :o thn

r-duct;-D of th-~ finction r~r sinai corl andl activ-- exercisis for

muscles and joints of tne dtfeCt--d '-iViSinS Of und'ii . r~

-- c-fvorahDz co-t~ sciis -caardplutic alymnastiCs in- th-- hosDitadis

!;b-, lin from -:h szcccna it-k iLtaz woouid. Th-erapo ,tic gymnastics 41r
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-o~ . i oz zr,-a,4: 1-r. a..rLt..L. was suppl. m-lt :v

a a s sap o: ~a a r a.iY z- m usc i s

:7o -x tr I ~y :po r zdaz ona v, ws r prF s n t-id th : "arl i s t

:)-msiil) -~1nno c' tilt siiizci of par by available su!bs-anc=-3.

AS -o":m /Xzen3 mcct r idical :neastiro ija this respect

.i~ Ir1v lam4..-:torn v wita ccrzzSpcrndi4 m'qm loaicoTss

;~m~ in~s ;m'.2.11, CZ 0-t~~ p a ins h: ',ued tll- blockaJe Of

t~ie correspondi ifq rlotlEtj oy aovocain=, .. various f )ris of

~' ay(UJV:',, brcm i vccizia,:, J:0O n r -s ;s, tC. ) an i

j_ 1 4i iCUi.. . .s b for- th:. dcczCr 4.1 atz,;ndarc-

l"I C7 -I~t: acus C 173Of 1oWa Zz t~r,=iti S s .i resalt of f Ia cci A

VS., a 3, as I S' Od I m ~X 'i n- , slif.fi tlIV , ff-c . ;vc

..:ovt I tc b-, stir ~i'al t f -rthcopzdic ;haractar,/natur__z On.

ivol.v-. 4-n 'h- su:: -rin join:. a~il with -l.T subs~qu :-rt supiply of

pl"_znt with tht a'puopiiate_ oztnotj- dic apvaratuseas and with th:2

foot-d -I (S(:e I>o-OW).

AjnsAer1'1 - IrIat iir ±oditi.s pr-s-n t, A thv- tr-itmnelt of th 3
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con ::Acnur S 0'f c:~~~is onan-c--d with the4ir spaszic la a2.ys4

i'.a i-h' zasis cf th hlavy aaa o-- spAnal cord in its thoracic or

i: CK livision..

zri: shou lii r-coqr lztc tiiaz Q.s t-owa ra the 7-nd of t nr raa

?itr:-'t- c War ":h- sair.gycns oz Duz count-ry and forsign, lid niot arrivs

:'h- Unaa .inIIs ac,"now-Ld, a.;.ir or th: advantaa--s of any of th-

cis vii= or su:-gicai an~taous ot thq tr-zatm;1nt of: tae- contractur'Is

c-, sp-stic oniginl.
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2xm32).

'cr th--a-u--nt ct suca cop.crac'tir s th-v r- sor'- i to

1:f-~~- p±:~ : spr~~ss~:tnz cuttin 1 of post'erior :oo-:iets,

cat-4i o f --h- rnu.cuiaz: Dzaacan- of j~o~~ .nzrv-.s on

3i-:L~1' A. .. c1;'.cvd, -4-i-cri.:: cv-nticns on the -frolti::f

svmnPath=,ic shaft, hi:s gmajii /rudzs an! Corinectiv:- branc.s.

~iff~~n.~for sD~c cf c Ln js:zzara, ;st-rin2 and its 3.rivati v-i.S

(V. 3. Lazarev et al.), aceticnoiina (S. %. David-nkcv), =tc., but

I"iu- :F - z'31c p;v.e to o-~ fo~:~t:: thn r ain-

c1 ti V -i;-,v s0 si .jariysE's an., ccntractur -S. Is h-'Ic"
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un, s i:d-ion s'LCCOM 11-.X U us / ap.ia~

a,,) nar i tu s s. Sc n stirlThc113 =v:a -st-ablish& l/insta11 , ir, what

,--(r3VvskiV ('v7,Kh-4 urjica~s tiile i.nstit-jt- Of ta-~ Acad-:nv Of

.n-eiccil offtcs th'e us.iL )

3. )~i1151~ 1943 ezfrztin3 '.u1Iet wound in d>rtaa~

:~v:.zn f si':- r. th nos,.x; nzs f oso -rc~r-surgica2.

3 a ~ 1 1 3/1iL 1,)-#4 w--h Th~shar. 1y 3i~ x 11/r. c o -- d

~-~ninq . r4-ur 7 tav '11.) ana kne- joints, With s--aole

T c lz 0- 30-:1. :-h4-11s, .wita a sl: of pr-s -rvation of movM2:-s

~ -'o--uaIjoin's. in ':a. X-ray ohotcqraphs is

r~vAL1/A~tc:-d:he sEctor, zilit.cious to th- da'naq, of small arcs

~ ~w-~ xt s'cs o ta,. 1i aia V I-hraci-c vzrt -bra. In th-3

c~~b11ir~a li o~ c.lanyes i~t :s 7not viiscoverih. dith t:h

ia3ovyn~im ic , sts/samjiies ci,. DLock/rnOdule?/un 4 So

17-~ ::3:j~fi/tzev.Qu s~~y~a-:hicF- - f contractu:-?s 4 ~
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r:?sO~ted to redressment ali -ii,yostion Of gypsum, but gy~sum 4-: was

ncssi:y t:o -- ,cv--/tak. as a z ,u.Lt of th-' dsv~-loDmn-4nt of badsoras.

Ag air, advanr. d t ho rEiucti.cn of iow-?r - xtr--mit Js and contracture.

To na--da-s ucuct.n -zs~a. off 'hr op-F:aticns/roc -ss=S

-as a reqult oz which it couid neavE, and th-?n walk. That o 7od'Ics

23/111 1944~ lamnectcmy cf -.he ill and IV thoracic vert' bza with the

aa-3js --f s-lii ci=:7bral 6a~± ~ow-d :ores~nc- Rubtsov on th- solA

c~~S. s,= 11, j04Ist of trie .Ltter with th-4 soft -Fr -bzal silancd

te:-)otlaets. After rernova/u±Lstanc: Pubtsov and d-'ssoci--ati-on of

:.ntra lur,-? 2 jints Ft;~ h- pul-iaticn of spi-.Nal cor"d.

Followfi ' "n13 p:ain/rc~ which did ntgiva ?ffact, to

t)a :rn itwas -on3cutiva-i/riaily produced the L4 additional

opi:.ritions/process ?s: 201V 1944 oilateral syrnoathectomv of 'the Second

and *--hi--, lumbar q-i~nlicr./rod,, oni-=3as aft :r which duriny th, nqxt

lays cons--i-rably was lcwcd r-ae Lauscular tIcnre of lowsr extramitie s

arid t'Ae ipossibility of inuependant mov"---ents. 12/V op. Zation/process

o- t t-nadcns of f-!-xcrs in iowcr third of 1-aft thigh (unde-rcu.tiJng

and zlonqation). 31/V tnE odCerdt1Cn/p-.OCeSS Of Shtoffal' on the

closing nerves and 26/Vil operation/proc-iss on th, tendons of flexors

1: 2:inr ohr of rich t ta-Lja (uaa.rcutt ing and elongation)

TDur-ig -1nt.r t:n, aaa suvsequ'ntiy was appli d tha
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PhYsi ot*.iripy, mnassage anai therzakeutic -xercise.

Durinki Seotembzr 1944 cdsuaity began to walk wi-th the? aid of -:htF

crutcns, arA th-n with tacK. Fromi Oc--obpr 1944 tiirough April

1qH45 i3t put to .is= uhy,- -cTirapy ;.a the instcitute of h:ealth r'bsort

scien!::e. Dtirinq July 1945 it Lis deaonstratcd in th- -Moscow sur.7jical

so-4ty- walks w-11, put--r. asi:o only sticK.

7h. gliven observaticn testiiies, on on hand, about the

Lffiu~t ~saf ~: '~at~ntoz spastic cc'ntracturr-s, and from oth ::

-aboit advisability i~f tao pzzsist-entiv conduct-3d complex mi-asurz:s

of surgjical, orthopedic azzi pnfsi.ccl th:erapy cha~acter/najctLIrS,

In th morn mn'ld ca Ez i. rov .d to be, czff-ctiv? and ralicottny

o: Posteri.-or rc:et . cuaD--ne-tion with menincolysis (Fiq. 117 and

111) or ?vr-n thp systematioalli condtlct--d strstching for tIh4 shins

't(F
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Pigqe 321.

FU q 117. spa .,iJc cnt ractur-_ o i i o w 6- ztr-mi' _i-s of at :ia rd

bi ii - nc fra.gn-ntaticn pan"_rzatinj, wound at thi' lav': 1 of IV thoracic

V, rt-br -.
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Figq. 113. Tho SItne Datient, trat in Fig. 117, after cuttingj of r'~ar

=ootl 3ts (II- IV lumnbar lzom bo-,n sjd:?s)

P-ige 322.

iioweve-r, cis shovedI tne faprmn/aprec of surgeons,

majo:ity, in t-le caqes ot tiie-imassive and long existingj spastic

*cintra :ttiras tain seaiL- wizasuiz-s orcv',d to bp insufficiantly, as

th-'y wecr- insufficient uctn ba.Lneotherarpy and use/application of

p'narm~gological substances, wnica jave only temporary/time effect.
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At . sam tf-n' ci+- snoula ccnsil-r that, or ,ducing :arly

surq'-cal int~rv -n -n on sp~ ine, on the contents of spinal canal

with thne available reItzdse of s~-indl cord, shells and rootlats 4froan

ta CoanrM sor~, i: was possi.ie fz.-quzntly to orev' nt or to sof:-i

clini- )'- rontrac-t-ui-s suose-quently.

)n shl3II- cm nasize6 tndt spinal automfat--sms and soastic

contracturi-s, -irich dp ear"-a usually a-: th-? end of th, n:rndit

a iqinn ino o f !a,- rL-:ioad ±z t z wo ur.i in a- v w av c-,ulc n .ot b~

corls-:I~r--1 as Ccnt A-n io.z~n to latp lami n-ctony witha aporoprJ at 3

~n~i g~1yo-~1jolv:.s o rta, ortar lam:.n-icony (SvZTn

r~o'~z1)in si-milar cases it was ccnsi.Ji r d th , first staae of thi

~r~ao,'f a: cnasti-c ccrxzacturE and as thz measur? , dirsctel toward

the climinatiori of the 6cuice or stimulation In th-- spinal cord ar.1

4'3 r7Ctl-ts (S. 1. ZirliJUK).

SEU-lC f 0V--rdt-;'c11s, J:acuc' fcllo'iinq th.- laminc-ctomy, must

b4 founl in *h dc~p-ndzence ootn on its r,4silts and on th? soecific

picture on the periphe-ry, i.e., zrom th, d-gres of cor.ractuz-as.

In the circuit of surgical int-=rv-nti-ons during th treatment of

zi -~ contracturts and siinai dur-cmat.sn (lamin-ct-omv,

.sympath -ctomv, p-rtcnrcs on -,hip nsrva shaft:s and their

:nhlSClltr branch-~s, irthojeaic iatervi-ntions) ths h-,gh valu- had th'

'r~:~:systz-natiz us--/appl-catio1 of baln-'o- and physioth rapy,

mass ?j -- il sro--7nal th'n~a,),utic yjnas't4cs.
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S119. Stecinq for a snaLS by lady's ma ntl s w4 til th s [ast C

co nt r ~c t ure.

Pac- 323.

Th3 prolcni- I zxisrteac. .z spastic ccntractur-as Isd to the1-

s abl i s~con~arv chanq-s in th- joints, the? muscles and th,4 t.andors

waich aliir1~ r--ady gczt- comp.id orthopdic inttrventions on

i-)-:rts an] bones of the- type .irtnrorisis, osteotom-,,e s in combination

with the opperations/processcs on tnn tsndonis arnd the-o musc1ss.

K. Raneniye spinal cord dt tn= le-vel of the? XI thoracic

v~rt~ebra. From th umointnm;or.lua of wound 4.n thc coursq of L4 months

wis pilttlcnlt arialjsis of both lower extremities and delay
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ol urin3. It -ias mad- cpszaicn sactico alta. In 2 icnths ths

1riati-n was :--ducmd. in ta montas were reduced t~h- movements oE l-':

lower extremity in]~ the insigniiicaat moveme nts of the finge rs/pirs

t hi a-b:isDt1ica: t actaiv= movem-nts of Lion~tr axt_ nm--ts

and le ?'- ow~r ar tircciitineu; tna- mov"emsnts of riijht low-: etr~

2- bzz rtt w4.th -xcZDticf oi ; .signficant mov--m-ts cf

q ~s/pins. Ti in thE iuusci.as of ti- rijht stri-- ns sna1r7ly

.nczas-td, by '1- t i s aio-, caa.4qgd. Sharp spasti~c ph-ncom eta in

4- i iht s t u-. a~ :- W~ . y sga -Ut 4.!Can jprOue d Cnly passiV-z

mo v F in - nzs in th? li4mizs cf Dena~ing coatractures ii thea hip and kn',-

4-ith lam4'--ctomy or -cLa , X1 and XII thoraciz ard I lumbar

ver'-,!ra !.scovnr- l ths haraiiai divnrticulum cf th thinined

cicatrical s-1ctor of scl.1a Lri=nza. shell1; the pulsation of brain

hardly it is noticeable. ouring tav rievisicn of so-inal cord at th-=

1 %vri of th- X(I and XII rtilcrac.Lc vo:t,?bra are djiscovere-d loose

a ac-enoi1al join-s with taz Ddrtiai damage of spinal Cori. Rlootlets

bv dense scar are solderea vith the carebral she:ll. was Droduc-d

21-lraiolsiaad subs---ueti tinctcmn and myotomy m

s~ mit -endirnosuis. Tha corditicn or pd-tient consid;;rahly was im provad.

Contrictures are? almost c npieL:tciy ctliminatzed. Patient be jan n o be=
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30::- chin;*:s 4n . L az- compli-catior.3 aftc-r th-t wound c-f

sn a-id srDina1 card htcamin. aptzar nt mainly in -,h? form of bone

caau-i t.hi Sn-i ana crnfly s in th- sh- 1ls (arachnoidi-:is,

chironi'c c--cat: -a1 : achymaxzni-is).

30o1-? chani-s I.- tht- Sj1 as COtr'SSion b=: aks with the

comtpression -)f spinil cora wira tina bullet vi0unds, were encount-- r~.

rar:1Y ind~ th :.y w-r ob5stvsd onliy during the h~avy damag-s of t-h-

bodie s of two-thrs-; alIjacer.z. v,:rteurae.

Foc ost -nvzli'::;s of tnae bcdics of v-rt-bra- is charactceristic

settling th? boly of the dainageu vertebra. wilth th-3 education of

cypi-otic b't'Ainq at 1. vil o.f focus and possiblb comprsssion of

thw. contained spinal canal. In tha lato psri4od afte-r the bullet, wound

of spiae frequ,:ntly wirt; encouatered chanqres in thz type of daforming

spord ylarthros,.s which scm,,ias Ibd to th- violation of statics and

mobility of spin e* 3ut these )uaa chang: s with tha bullet wounds

encourt-3r'33 nevertheless muore tniaiy/lnss frequntly than with the

clcs- bro aks of szoir-;. i1n. t~ucaticn of xc,?ss cornl in' the- ragion Cf

hr-ak som-n -irnns l,-I to th- ccression of spinal cord.
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FJ- - 120. Fi xati on 3Lppa r atu es zo.- par7%tic lower rnts

Pauge 324.

3. zess cillus frequently was obs: rvsc1 with th:?

~ rt:~s/n~c' J . tnt.i nda: and lat' psriod, moracv-r

srtrnsthis _~n Cou.La L) j;t dft-: only 3 - Wks after wound.

d,.h h 00(a~c :nrr ti0LS/irCC86S=S -n 6- mcnths and lat-6r af-fr r

dour; was n -:zszary to uk =ccuL-tfz.d not cnly wi4th thr- scar

ti u o' ctonlral li nsity, Duz also with ths distIrnct bonn
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c r's: a'-OnsI "1-- scar, wnIcn ci-arly scqu' z d spir.al cord or

horsE* tail. Thl can b': i.LiUStZdr-u by the followi-ig observation.

P. obtainj'd 16/VIT 1)44 r~ta bullet wound of back wi'th

th-~tv-g~nial ~n~ratnJ oia~a or sD--ne a: the 1livel of thn X-XI

thoracIc v-rtebra (breaf or awatau extensions and small arcs of the-se

v~tbr;.In 10 tm.)7'th iz Pc.anz ar'= not?d thg spastic parapl,:gia

C. Io~~ ia--xtr miti-s , t rE ane.stnsa of all f crms/s pecieas a f

s: rs;-'ivJ'tY from th e eiyh ;h tidurdic s- gment down, the pain in the

r~a-4n of stomich and lcwer e~ztr-mjuti-3s. D-lay cf chair/stool. Urin B

~idevotc-d t-b:ougjh bladder ziszuia.

44ith th? )po-::aricn/process z4/V o,-: 194~5 is Iiscov--rqd th-a

f- jLodinq: a*4fl J -xtFnsicn X of Taoraci.c v irte-bra is mobil/motil3- ,

an~l smail arcs of th. Y ana XI trnorac2.c v rtF-bra are damagd,

so~dI _nto :h, 1J rz;rai/coahaon/to-:al larqac/coarse amorphous corn

W4.th Rubtscv by th- corqlomzra:- or soft tissuc:s. Nft,;-r

r~mcal/istnc~Rubtsov diza callus anunar-d th'2 ollSation of dural

3;-ck. Th. blockads of zun-araciinoidal soace disappearsd. After 5 days

disau-ieared the pains in tnae cnon of stomach. Gradually appearsd

act;Av movm,7n-s in th. lowe=r igxtrdmit-s.

Spinal araichnoi'itis L :eszziczc-d spinal s'trous m~rninqitis

a ~a c hn 4- 4t s s T :nalis. L..t~~i~tsnsinalis s--:osa

A-~
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C~:~sp2J~~g -m.bez o: -ca, Acadainy of me,11ical Sciences of the

ussF:~c-~dwor:r': cf s.cac_ prozr-ssor 1. -4. Razdo1'skiy.

-t'vizy Lz. u~rit fr:z1 th~- la:- ,I jC coiJct4cs

t.bilif wcIns Of sFInz ana splial zl K. P. Caikovar~i "..I h F

rzar hn; al~s obs- rv--d arachnoicdizis into 32.2c/o nf cases o: :-_?

Ibiilet wounds of spinal cord. Analijous numnerals ar7z -ouolished by

au'r u-,-):s. N\:;?cho-a.dis isjaially f:--Auintly was -ncount,:rtd

th :n~~.n~,trcaucfd in thk irnt-rtu-dia:- and la-:E p-rio.d, an!

alo2 nths0:? :z::ll:t :' '7:: ts; ,riods. Thus, for i4-tnc--,

-:iar -ks -Af- r woumi7( in 7o. 40/c all op ratsd or .411 i of thros-

wolnded the spine.

E~.:omo ~ 1cicaiy :dLC.I.Jtis became apparent in two basic

:~i:by cvst~ c (a:achnciaitis sp.mai4. cyStiCa) and by adh- siv.;

(ah~iv) loira'e ddhztsive form, but ware rqin

c-mbination-- of bcth f crms. la tha rsjior cf t basi4c focus off

I-iag-?is 3iallv ippaariFd aui-,sivz arachioiditis, and in t he

h~cho~dail intc a uan -t cystic. ESD-?C.al17

D~w~rfJ!1tm( sif-z.v dd-f0U wr r obsarvcd in ths :-egior cf

h):s- tia l. 9ul rcwirg and scid. ring rootl.zts of horse tail, th,
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'r f1~ma-.o-y (,Ii o soz: sazj±s fr- au,-ntly conv.rz:d it "Itoth

s:~nl~t v o f .13ns- cord/ EEd,

41 th: v--:ticai dirEcT1on3 arachno-'it-s in s'pnarat7? casualtizs

captureq v-rv tx--c:.s vc r- ,icas, striatching to 6-8 and rnor 'than

s qme nt-; (arachrcI- +Js ;3plnaii d.ffusa). Thus, sometimes during t he

'rsoDinal cord- U'.clusivii.

-Th- un fvorabla fecoz arach.ncidal int :rgrzwth and cysts

b~apa~ant oo--h in za= r.:idzicn to of spinal. cord and i-.s

cf~ onluctifvitv of impuis- s/miuusna/pulsas on -:he -,-rvz fib.ers,

.ind sti:lulatinij them -jave D.Lzth t-o ti: Pains, fr-qu' ntiy very

at~Outbalancina and siu -,zi.n4 vcss-'ls, -soncc-ally ve-in, thcy

c.ius-4d th- ; Iisorers ot rooz jau zh- lymph cizculations, which l'-'d to

ischemia, venous stagTnationl aaa =u~ma of brain, its shi~lls a.11

ror't~S.lccK4.ng part:aily oz compltily sub-arachnoidal spac -,

trvy 1?-- to th' havy so.iu;aers o liquor circulation.

Thn or-riolis of th* mar..r,-zation of arachnoidites from th,

mnmcn/torqive of wound systzmaticaily wsre not studied.

Paq- 325.
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In 1-1- cases checked th'e e-dri.eeit onset of the expressed aracinoidal

cys's was not-1 or. th 7 1l-lita day aft-i wound. 3u-: tn--ir so tarly a

ih-v-1,:omr-t was-, appar-atly r %i>3 clusior. Usually th-zv appo ar-:d

4-5 anti rr than wi6=s, dz-, r wound. i i~ n th ) rio of n:al

beujun reverse dpvelonment ot tae functional vl olaticns, calis--d by -1h=

c--;iaqe bra'.n ard rc tl. a £ z:for- on-. o: :nkc 1fj*y l Dtom~s

C vlo~r achnoiait araCs szonq t outlined iimorove~-lnt.

-3r? ncn hi suL-aras:oiua1 spac-- of for= igp bodi;as

(cr1nIshr 11s, bon- zra~zea-,s) vctry 'fa-vcr--d th - df-v-lon; t of

r-h- symp:oms or aracano--ditjs :riu~n-lv ctdtan1encv

toward -.)o -- ssicn ucta in r-ne cross and in :-n ve-rtical

1.7~ti As a :~uitna cai.Le oy thcm conductor, s='qman-tal' and

fic~arviola-:-cns 'jr-w oa . zh= r-40o not only of tnn--sity, but

ilso -4xtensiven'-ss, i.e., conaiectiin to th-- availaole disord rs of

n~ Dfl-:3, ;r11-vt 'K, irilaczut.Loz ia th,- suff3r.rnq of adjaco-nt

r-ol--s and,, .ivisions of oza:-a. Tais build-up/growth of the alrc-ady

availaab'-, syrnotoms w'as ccas.Laza as imp~ortant, indIcation of th>

cornm-l ica~ion of :r.- bali~t juagt/iefpat of spinal cord of
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arach no4i,-i ,i.

UJnl- -6.h,~c c:f trn, szrias/!umbr.r of rt as')ns (physical

strcss, cont usions with tac iac.Ldac--/drop, cooling or sxcessiv3-

s-lieL a :iaq , in.fect ions, iztc.) , and som etiiaes also without th--

vr4il bli --. sons arrazhr c:.ait-.ms f:zu-nrtly sliddanly was psak. d.

Clinically -:his 1-c7nAe a~paraat saarp/acut2 ---in.4orci,-l of availabiz

func4tional disordt-rs, subsequantiy whizli w=-r, underzgoing to a c~r-,a-n

rr v--:-,: 1-. veicj~mbat. Taa-i r-mitt-.nq ccurs, is ve:=v typical

onr Ft achn )'':ts of bu.l- atloiogy, althouqh i-t ias observed far

not in all cascss.

Th- cliical Q4-cturE ~ aracaLniditris cam!e foorda~d the more

ds210hy w '4-K-ir th.?r: wa tar- damag- of spinal cord, which it

c~iolcatd.In t ccnzrary, ujon thet conn-ct.ion :)f arachnoiliti-s to

the heavy cross ddiaqe of spinal cord cl inical picture proved to b-

3~.~int, inc itlit.~.couia Edd t-o those conductor or radicular

vt4ola-:i*ons i!' 4ch airevady occurred.

r'h4 -os rmanr-nt syiiytowi ci arachnoidit-is w*~re radicular

P-iins. "I-Y ar ? the=y were usual~ly zh-- nvore intess, the weaker was

disru-):-- th. 7cnduti.v;.rj if Zcoti-ts ind spinal cord. Uoon th,:

f~llt~l/nuw1 t ransvcrsi coatamiratioTs of brain th~y w- r

cns~r~!only with th- ~imct--ca in th, arachnoida]. int -rqrowth of
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zh.:ool- s, ~ t~ ~~i i.corce c~f 'ijh r than "he focus. Th-S

_ peialy i4n-z~nsr- palns, wnian caused 4-o zDa4t.,-nts frnqu?.-tly strcnj

sufferinqILs, were observea witai arachnoiitzs of horse tail. With thl-

loca! iz -i-on of aricrca.-zis i~c ta, limits of spinral cor-d, ia spi:

rC th i-ikaVV Crcr/aL: UZ d~aC 1rOid_-tis, stnarp p.ains w: r-

ci)serv'il rarely. Is exc:Laiii,_u tais by the "act tha: to a c~r, ain

.413 1a~u.. u3s;:ui~ted coI Iuct ing

i~uu~s/o~nn~aDuJs~sci 7-n- s~~ial conl du= to -he oasic

In-, e r'1 E4C' :he OUoI.,;s OL piin carried the 2ncirc1Lnrl or

com:er siSSv- chnlracz ~r/ramuz.-, Lnai~ : or. rntycqtuial

wh4c" pull s, which shocts z::e juantiy to th-. pairs int waS conn-3ct-id

:xIi- nirzzutio. -+ blinning, neat, cold. Against the- background1 Mrn Or

lass oen anern oains SCInetiiUCs wds observed their paroxysnal

~:.nrr~ j Cilhsnz./j~i~aphysical str-SS-S usually

_ ~ ~ ains, asp-cial.Lj witn drachnDi 4 iites of hoirs= tall. 4ith

l att:7/laSt l'CCalizat.Oii Of arachnoiditis the r;ains frequently

w-:7- f~ I *ijtl tho ov -tl.a of blai.]-?r ard rr-ctum, ani also

l1irIn 1 -:1- dzf~cation and tne urination.

?~326.

Son!:-m_:3 :fldDlcn , nt )f uins or --mull-an.'oxisly wth th,!m in
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th: -a.o of perirn!um a~peireu. extremnely the painful perceptions of

compre ssion, pr-essure, ourzainj, a.rIJ in th straiqht lz.ric o:

ir-tn-srni.Taa or oas-ruction.

,4 4t arach-ioid1::- of aorse zail with the implication in t~l

su:arnin.lv cf sacza. roo-c-L--c somntimn.ts was cbs-r-rv:d ths

f4 -oiaj uculiar disturlanca oz urina--ion. In all cases -thar.?~:

pains, which apoear2d in tne Zfori of short-time?

a -tec.'/s.iz:-s/pa roxysuw.s in -,no zz44.on Of Drerir.4UM. Out Of th'?

at-tacks/s-?izuz s/pa-oxysms tnz caiualtias were wet cornplet-zly ftssly.

Blut if luring the report/evEtnt cz urination az~poear:-d the

;1*.tacsir/D a-ox vsw i: op aia, tar a it4 crased, d4 sr, qar ding c f t hc

oaras off patJint; as SCcn ds ela~ it ceased (s=-parate

attacks/seizur~s/aroxvsms dere continu ?d on 10-20 seconds) ,

1u: rat' nn was m,,1&E by ccinpizzaiy fzq but it aqain, bscam2 4 MOOSSibli-

wthn th 4 :cnewal of: rains. iy the reason for fine Jalay of urins in

thest:. cases was, apparently the sarp r-flactor spasm of ths

spninct r3 of z;- bladdur, or-,.ygia about paihifu. stimulations.

Th~0: ".,Ileofkn o1)j~c -ivzy staltad/eistabli-shad violations

c.; th-i s~nsitivity both radi.cuiar and conductor charactqr/naturq

f4.rst of all w-i: 3ete:Zmineu ny the severity of the original

damai/1efeat of spiral cird and it-s rootl~ts. Arachnoi-ditis on,. way

or another aliedtham, ana during :t+s progressive diss.:mination
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ini th- v -rticel Uir-ct4-on on iai or anoth-r i ex'Lands~d thfi-: zorne.

S. tii~swere obs-rvedl tne& jxa.s of conductor charact~r/natire . Th--

forc- i bcn-di-r. -f head tCI:Wd~a and rapping on the twneI extensions of

v-%r'=bra- -.n th= :--gien wat-: ev-zcpo~f arachno-d4 ::-s, frk---u: ntly

ro'clconductor narestnsia .n Lhk form of -h p -rc -tiol of t-

pasajof 1C~r. currZ.it lfl Jtf 4-sn along spink also of low-r

Jthartich-o--i-IitS oz aorj, ta±ilI and 1Iow-r diviSions of soina.

corO r( un.1 was obse-rv,-i Kzrnig' s symp'om. With its causing

froqu,?ntly appearol fhc- p~in~, wnica was b9e4ng sp~read ir ths ascpnding.

irccti)r ov:.z thr ucstzior suzzac? of shin and taich and which was

t;b-4i finish--d ilith -th- Facullar prcEtior of I'dispersal and

tinuling" in t~ie spin at tnaa iavei of the Iamaq, d segment of spinal

cor.l. So isti-s ncztil pzcp-zicn or as i4f DassaaT- of eeti

cirr=nt was sorn-ad alsc to zan- ccnrradi-ct+o:y/cpposits foot. K. P.

Caikovafli, who )aid sp~cidi attention to the investigation of this

sv~:~,cam-, ;-I ~~ ~~~sdt into 60. Oc/o of all cis )s

o:f ar i rh n .,13 4tis F of b u 1.1E- zLo j. g 1.

Charg~s in tn- tk-riaous axid skir rpfl~xis pr,-s, .nrqd nothing

chrat,ristic. if tezerizxe-s, zdalized by division of spinal cord,

hy included arachnoiditis, up to tnz momcent/torque of its d -veIopm~nt

havr al: atly h- r-~icnu -cnzv again -ieakc-nfd or disappaar-ad.
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This disappearince or waeala n or rEf-lz-xts was th-4 impor-.ant sign,

wa:.ch i-nd4icatI i thc onse t I ta~ comolicatic-1 of wound, in

part icular, to :iractinoilizi.s. jown from th- Dlace of -focus tt.ndinous

rr flexes could be lost, normnal or ircr~asad.

Tha disorlers oF' trie taintIol Of p: lV4C organs/con-trois we-

fr -qu.~n:-. Th,, -gqun 'r- dactioa ut - a random or automatic =,,an"ying of

the' blalder 4n orouorticn to z iacrease of arachnoidit-is st-opped or

aqain worsened.

czr-brec-SD7.rI2 fIlu-d a.i saaro/acute stage of arachnoiditis

was c.iang -d v--rv f qu~tw.y. Liowev-"r, charna:.s r o4- carry thl-

cP~s~ haracar/natare: ta Laoa,rat- 2ncr- asea squirrU-- and small

increAse in rvtos3is witnia tha limi.~ts a 'faw ten cells. Inizially

or-t3o:a.-nat-d ncutrcohlls, .to fur-:h,-nr-lymphocyt-,s. In -th- chronic

staq- , ran1 alsc Jur-;.ng th.- Slow UjV-lODM-:n't of arachnoiditis cy-osis

itwas cr ?aur-n-ly normal.

Paq, 127.

Wy4-h thm 'stablishm-ant ot Taa zull/total/coiapl--t-- blockade of

sub-arachnidal 3pacs 4-na cont -nt i.n 4tha cer'gbro-spinal fluid of

;)rof-'in could - raoly is rasd If puncturz was conduct~ad

aft~cvardI nor- cnr >ss j~roiuayI:a u .Lockad,:, cere bro-spinil fluil was
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fr, quently xanthochromium, iespz~c_-,ily iurirg th;e varicose 4xnansion

o-f tan v- fr-s ,f rootir-ts a ,a zraia its _lf, caus-d by sausage mod(. by

thm-4r arachnoidaI l .rwn

~i~h~ ~arachruidzrtes ct rnorsz ta- J. lumbar punctur_:s

fr-qu-ntly provzd -c, bc- uu~ucc, 6szu1. The r-lason for thsetdryo

Funcc:urns was mncr- or l'_ s~ zuii/tta/ccmn2.ets clesing/healing at

s1 vi. of sub-a:ac'nc.c al sixdc-..

3licka~e of sula-arcanliaa. space - very important symptom of

a:chziitsbut -.o- neczssazy. As wi--h azrachnoidit:.s of another?:

t Ic1o'j, for 1Dzzie ixcr_1.,us, after thi : ciosel traumata of

brain, jc-.i- an( int-razcwti rcy i-t ,ct-)d tzand-,rcy tcward the

n:-fz:r-c. liss:?-ninatior. froa t-h,- Lcstsrior division of

sti-aa~h i. h sar~ d~v~, i th front/lzading division of this

-DaCi 4-s cross-country aDfiiCy to a Cwrtai.- d-gr:t was r :taiJn~r. In

Scas~s coull occur co.61ia;rdoi- no-ncnfcrmitv bec._-4E3n thpe

of th! violal-on of liqucz ciZzulation anid the sqvl-zity of

dzacano'iiS. In or-ar to sal1 /ita ths orssl:.in of blockade

and i41s ~ ,sormtin.4s was a.i4contrast X-ray analysis.

Thi 1iaanos4.s of azacnao.idicis did not usually present essential

Jiiult! zs. S.-oonirj 4-5 da-f(s i:t..r th- woun~d of th- ouzlin;_d

~inov-in-ntan. by th- zzac. morz u-1t-rioraticn and apneazancl- of
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Cadizuiar pains forced rizst oz al-i to assume arachnoiditis,

"-sL--cially w'nz-n thm sympzoans of tan- dainagp of brain wpr- w,-akly

axprzssaid. Lumbar ounctura usuad..ji more precisely formulatid th-

carr- ctness of this aSSumptioa. As note d abovi, th-- absenc ? of

~or rac~iii~s ur:~i.~1y har-actzristically rn~ittinq

c-)urs-, sD-,cially luriag zeldt1va.Ly moderate/m~ild violatiJons off th?

conductt--v4ty of sninal ccra and rootlets of horse tail. With the

cystic f:er of arachnoiuis zri,= r. missions wc-rQ obsezv-'d mor-3

f:r au- rly an! t.hey w ,axrr-ssc morc dis-tinct ttnan with ths

ad -s iv- form.

To ~~ta- aracaaoia1t1.s f:rst cf all J.: was necassary

wt] t-~ ribrouq fIorm cz taz external pachvcieni ngitis, ohich

qra~lually comvr~s-s thd sdcK o., solid :.-r-bral shill1 and the

pris'nersz rin it sop-nal ccra ana rootlets. But for the -=xtmrnal

pachymeninitis, in contrast to arachnoiditis, the shock

bu4 1A-ups/sirowths of o1'znamdaa aad r~a-4ssion ar not characte-risti-c.

Th. uotDrr 1k-v~l -f s-gni~ntai .±nu conrductor violations with th~m is

mor-c stahl=, anJi th,- blocuaa oz sub-arachnoidal space occurs more

frequently.

Should b,- crcsid-,r,.u a~so rne char-acter/nature of wound. with
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the penetratingj wounds of 6 Ll aricla wt, tht? ifliiLcdti-or

"1- l amag:- <f solid Cerzl.rd snzll, exltrrnal pachym-iningit-4s wcr:?

ob~r1aop~rox4imat - ly/exem,?iarliy just as fraquantly as

arachnoilit( s. lit t-he nonpeiaetrdtina7 wounds arac, oidites werc

cnsc~rvzt! mor= fr:;qu' nt ly -ciiaa =xr.4;nal 0achvm-sningiti-s.

Ir, many 2'%S'-F ac s Zz~iir.nia d:_ynosis bz~twsza taes. two

O~n f tiic~ c-DDn1jcj~ojj wis unr _alizable; mcr=c'var, rclv

~:~ lyf:~u~ntlvwere caserveai simultaneously. This did not havce

v:. nonS..ac bo,ia Lorms ware subjcct to surgical

t r; ea :n: ~n t.

_ -ult. T'h-- lat-tir war3 oLns:rved ra:-zlv; radcular pains and tha

b~ckI~c' slih-arachnciuaj. spaca wdih -t-h:=m th-y w~-r~i absint,

Paj1- 323.

rr:,atmnt. Ir th-- shaz:)/acuza staj _ of arachnoiditis, and also

't- its agqravit-ons wds conaiuc%-d -%r .rgitic trsatmr.t by

sialfanilamilrhs and nenicill-n, waich gave sometirrqs a good ifl-c_

4cro applied also iodikI pr~epdrations A.; or i: is intravsnous in

ta- form 10-20o/o s-'luticn oz so.Lum
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In th~ lat- p-4ricas co ,ativ~l,; ext 3nsively w-.ra usa>I

aoPlicat--on of oaraf fin, salt-watez, hydroqc~n sulfidle, radioactive

and mud baths. Dluring tae U-S-/vipiiication of th-~ latter wc-re: obs-;rv, d

t~~~ -noar/-im -:ttordtioa -n ccav.ct-on with t.h agravation cf

proc-ss. K. P. Chikovanz. oosro- conls ra: ise :'.nrovemients afte-:r

trc-tnrta-, Tskhaltubc.

4-;r appli2d ilso zepedzea iuxnbar punctures with the extraction

ef ccns:-derabl urti ot c~rajrc-sninal fluid. In th 3 opinion of

iathors' tiajcr,-tv, t, - did not qiv any ~snileffect. H~oevver,

tA 3 prssnc~z of blocxaae tn, y groved to b-e fast: r harmf ul, than

usefu1.

Tn a numnb~r of caszs 0: zae pdrtial or full/total/completo

block ad- of sub-arachnoia. s,)cj zh autho:-, and also A. '4. Bakul -Iv,

K. -.C~ovn t al. saw 6avorab.L eff--ct from th-s introduction to

:-ie q'ib-arachnoilai sapice 15-2)u cm3 of air aftsr the preliminary

extracticn of the sirne quaititi oi cer,:.bro-spinal fluil. In order to

hol,! iown/r~-tair th: caut o.y zn introduction of ai-r alevated

orrssira low.zr than place ox Dioc~ade, one ought not immediately to

extract needle or to hcia its ot;ned. The air, whick-I is fixed upwari

(purnctur - thty must b*3 ccnauc,;d ia ths posit ion/situatiJon of pati-ant

sittinq) , it- freju--ntly bzoxe tnin-wallid cysts or tende,4r joints

h--tw--!n th, czrzbral sntI.i6. As a rasult was reducad normal
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li.-uor zirculation aind was zi ,ovea the Dressure of cysts and

int -rjroith on the7 spiral cora, ch roctlets and th- vessels. But in

many othcr casms t-his irtaod d;.u not give posi tiJvs effect.

I-rsp-:ction/ch nck on the cpera-_.ia or sectional table snowed that the

discussir. d1-alt wit:h tnjiq mass;v _ntcprgrowth to ::.ar which thn ai4r,

-trz~duc'>i ?ve'. und-hr t cons;.,irctbla po:43sure_, not could.

4~th ahsenc- :f qfzzcz from a conslervati veZ trapDy th'-y

~s~tcIto. sur-7ical ± , jv,:n,;oa. But the, latter_, in oart-Lcular with

-- he ~ iv fotm of aracnnoiaitis, did not treque~itly give any

satisfactory r, sults. In some cases thnis was connez-tsd with the fac-t

that :_h? chan s . .Spi:ai cora or roctlts, waich aros in th .m

at - h 3-nom;nent oll- w odfld, hda szt.La c hara ct =r/na-ture?, :;n otnei-2rs U

to th impo.s ibi 1,.tv to coaiczi j r amcv = ta- avail abi = diss=min at A,

and dansa joints and irzezgzoiwtn. Ikhe latte-r esocially frdequ-?ntly

occurre wih arachnoidites of norse tail. Is the larg r, ta a

achiJ- v,>i in h-s cas~s, "zis aaczrasq of radiclilar pains.

iofnal a: chroidit__s A ;a Gr'at Patriotic iar op ~rat~d

cOmn)Ar:tiV,:lV Wily1. Fur eXadnpia, K. 2. Chikovani of 110 casualties

with arAchnoiditis subjEctea to surgical treatment 51 (44.bo/o).

Thr: c oi'ints Pnerfsh-d az-cor o razdtion/ prcc.:s-s, in ramaining w-.rp

*obtaine d th- following results: a consil;erablue improvem-int in thF

* motor functions is noted in lo casualties, improvcment - in 21; the
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~-lmi~a'~n o ~ar. ulsynuiroaj in 13, cons:d,:ralc- improv.am-nt-

in 21, 4.morov~rn-nt -il5, inl 4 sick positivce -ff.Ect itl was absi-nt.

,Th.- best post -o perdt.Lua result was observed with the cystic form

of arac ~ oi-d4.:x and w-.-h --na aoaarat,; /-ill rsstrictead forms of

adTh:siv-- araclmoidi::s.

2-ia 329.

it-noar :rovab'- liffuse arsiv3 arachnoidit- s, whi-ch produc-rd

sia:n -znu ynlromo, maLi ateurosurqgons with ran to the

4intr s-'ct~on o'I ,~ avolv.ja ij znc int-zrgrowth DOSt':rior rootlets,

in.1 in th- scall haavy casas - to the bilateral chordotomy (K.

P. Chikovani, A. Yat. Sal'ian or al.)

Chronic sp4.nal pacayiatziai;.tis ((oachimnenirrigitis. spialis

chronica. Fpuduitis sp-,naiis cniczica) . The organization of tha

damagea] epidural cellulosa, scraps of yellow liqam:?nt ani hemorrhag-ms

-ict itidur p ac P, a6 ,cil y i n -th c p r ss rac; i n it c f thc

iafpcted- -fociA, fltallic cr Doia- tzeign bodias, 19d usually to the

level opment of dense ones, r.ica vascularized Rubtsov. The latter,

g radually ccmpr,-ss~id, sj1uuezcd the, epidural cuts of roctltts

,in(! zh ack of solid cera shei1l with the3 included in it spinal

corli.
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r thi oro z-,ss of orgcn3zi:..oL -'idural scars, squiezng

r,)otl 4,s, jav-i birta tc zda11cu.zcIr jains, fr,_qu~zntly vEryv intenas4, in"

s.,uZe.i srn4nal cord ana nats rinig vess-is, they nc-- only dpktaineil

-4-luct-Jon of its conductor ruactiors, but: also wze coallI caus

their further de terioration. in ta. spinal cor'!, in th,; r-aion of t-I

klisp'.t~on n: :pil-xral c"ts duazsov, in~to thi_ ror.: last- stagos

-- r 1.:-.ctd zsaiscnemic loci. Drawing :.og?:-r

rott~ts oll horst, tail, tncy cjiirribut ,! to the-ir adhtsion into or.--

C-ntinuous ccrj/oizad. 1PES.Q.ns -tnis, xtzlrnal pachymuningitis produczd

t i'~:sor I r of lymph circu.Ldz..cf dflJ,. =sp-c-'ally 14luo c 1culticn.

4- e C'aliZt'I mx~n.~cy~ra: ~ainly in thi Dcs7-ricr

1 ision of zoi~ Iral S Face, cover;.ng solid car-brdl. sh~nil :)y

if:~ . 3l-i t. nv cculd j,: s'.zec alsc to thV :front/ zading

d,_vizions of tht sack cf soia~ car~bral shILl, fortuing it~s Jlsp

circular £.ausago mpod-as dfld orziatin,, th-~ pictur'- of sanI hours.

FspFcial 'v pcw-rful/thick cizcuiar .sausa'ie modes appeared in the

z.n of horsn tail. clca ;,Lcai s-ratificitior on thc solid corsbral

:-11l coli 11 achie=va the CUL-Si.Iraoi.L t hicknass(-15c)

?a~hvini~itssimiiar zo dzazrhnoidites, relate to

cor~ivlvlat, o:~Js Or h- autops4.,s and on -he
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o: -ratiaq table? hiowvr siwrous tlnzir f:rms rarely it was -3ec--ssary

?n31nqi3~lCILafleS U;,Udi.Lj appeared also on the int.=rnaJ.

3Ir>rc C:sr:. zrb:a gli~r- K07SS4d th-y in th-e grcwth of

~ncotiliuini-~rc=] by tr,5- nuiwazous n -w Iv forn~d v-=ss~ is. dHows V-4=

i-v t .e aselves these chpny -S raeiy afffect-z , advErs~ly soinal cord and

ts :cc- ts, .i- -v -ccoKcdtV rart- 4n h'd- vzlcpnment of

aachnoitls.

2L siol at %- Su lli:u C j pa chym- nir qi-z.:s wz: -e -cour.nz~:-d

comprativ ~l r~~ly:ajz Ay/e~inlariy in i~a---o cases

t'.~. wr~comh-.-: - wi-*-h acniazs.Th--- h--avy fe rms dpp--%:-ed nio-r

c-iy rizt, th p, rt~r dounas az spJ.nal canal, j)ut also lur"*nq :

limaq~s cef spin ., which weza nozt bzig sot/tcedbth

iutcpisy c,11 spinal canal. Bezxt piopnylaxis of late e xternal

oictiv R'n-zn"Vtis was :-ariy .surjlcd4. : vnt. Itract-d toward th=e

sinfritzon of -roidural s ac. nu tau r,4ucval/dis-a ce rm to

forei jfl bodies.

In rlc---nt years of tae- Gzeat1 Patriotic War a number of cases of

th- jillc--t wcun:ls cf srinai corai, complica~id by late

.achv 1Ien nji t J , in- ccm~az:.soai ditn isfirst yoars considzerably was

short ?n,-]
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fT~: act is 7_1~a~n~'i Ly zjt rapiu :Lncro~as- off Sovi at n~u rosurg~cns V

activity in -h: r ?ltici. -:,. tui-: cortract.ior./abbr=-viation of th,

nmr4_1s cf in't 4rven~ion On Lae S.eine dnd spinal cord and by

rdic, a1lsn Jurin g th.= surji.cai tzeti-nt of thws? io_:1d..

3,vm-t-ors a- I zn)rsi.nj oz ca.ronic -pc.~ym-n1ig. ::.'s r

31?; 'i h-- sam-, of az a a ,IQ 1ti.6. 3a~ri; Symp1tomf were ridicular

P-tns. In conr!. at to arachnioi..tz ;: th ?y C( 11a:,atJV-lV :ar Z1V

ac~i~v--- -_~ _inU. la pzokorticr to thz crginizatica of

Filbovs of 7:iz 4rowthIs cf jaa and equally mnotor and bladd!-:

lisorler-, qrpw on. T he re~so~,suff'ici -Ttly usual with

a: ac A s, 'dith~ '-cacuya%;inyitiz w-re ncted zaz-ly. viith th -

rnot, :r(u-ntlv than w--zh dzacanc.1ait=_s, was coserv-Ed the sickliness

in 4-spine as spontanEous:, so as~mcially with thi perzussioa. Th

o-rc,:i lirn>1ini cf h-ad in tnc6 c~s~-s also fc--warzi prcduct i pain in,

During thz comnbination- OZ tAt- :nai pachym(-ninllitis with

a::cnno*,141is th -orcussion Oi. awned -xt nsiors at thE level of

local iza' on of arichnciui.,is was i-~~l ~c~/ta~ by the
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p;-rcap:tion off t-ie passag. as~ tn - "lelzctric curr3r.t", which was

bainj spr-tad 1-nqthwi"sc tac sp.,L ilsc of low'4r ixtremiti:-is.

In- z~~r-jL i :aiai za7 cont, nt of pr~tein was ,.ncreas:-d

r:v-fl wn: r. th-- blcea.d2 cz sDaXCr...31 sac- was incomplitz- or

n~dl~'i~wa -xpr- sstd. fii-z Kaa:ochrorniim st,-in/3tainirq of:

c-rrDo-spjfal fluid was ooserv,-d zr-equ= nt-ly.

)n :ih con~trary, cytis.Ls z:ans'l by usually normal, it is

z.-nn3:les f::?ueil (wdia.Ly dtn the earlier stajTes of the

*-V--ioDIn-nt of Dtr:C'_Ss) sil~n- iy iacrscsed. An inc:,-as,- in th-3

conten-t oz vrot1=i-n in tae car-;oo-SDina1 fluid and the= aDpp ararco in

it off xanthochromia in the cases ot pachvm ningitis, which did not

prcd1ic- th-- blockalb of sunD-azdcacnoidal spac.i, wer.3 qx:laint-d by

shu±:o vznolis stagrnticn in -cn iatt r as a risult off tftz coinpr?ssion

*by th3 scars of e-pidurai vt-:ious wei/plsxus.

Tho u aht about th- ciroic jacny:ningit-s apptared in teach cas-

of th: p:'nctratirJg wouna ot ta= spine, which was not subjected te +th=

r~i~.suirkI4cal p~rf :ctin (iiv-ctomy) with which tn-- outlined

* aiprov=-m:nt in thr- Iisrdjted tunctions of spinal cord and it:s

rOOtl--tS 5-6 Wz--S aftr wouna SZOIp~d, thOSC MO~a if it Was Changed

iv troa~n Th alpiazaaicQ or radiic'ilar pains, is a:14 r than

1h?.r. -ibsnt, Ih-? increazeJ content of protein in thc, cer~hro-spinal
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fluji I tnd its x)canth,)chrcmun itd3/'taining, preseac- 4a ricords c:

tn -a: stcry of 1J.1 ss wi:iiin -:, : jrc (Iing p'4-4Od of, i -I dcat ion of

pidural h- ea,-trna, translai.red .shiro/ac'its suppurative?

nachy nenin jits, cured usteomyeitis mna~e issumption about t~ie

b;~ c- h~nc ~ijI.~n~ v~rv pzobab1 . rh-s assumpton.

a c LIu r I -h -~v n h igh r d zj re c z 1iJk-- 1 ih (oo d, i f r a di;ogr a o h;c a 1y i

.. ;Ie lumtn-n of spinal canal were a~t~ctei. bor.e fr-a.~m-?ts or n?--P.llic

a0 is -t I~s n ailaa-

AS Show- I t h- :-:~~n/xj-n- of tn" Gr at. Patriotic Wa2,

:n-~E~f~r ntil i. qnoz-is uetw-dnl chroaic fibrcus oacVm 4r.:ng~tis

-i nd arcn I: i 4s v pry oi-cuizL. Under othFer -s- nila- conditions

n favor of o~hr~injtssn= s,;ck lh- local sizklin-ss of sT)-in

wi-1, th-- ro -rcussicr., ahsencc a: wak ranif-station of rz-missions,

hh content in the cerehro-sp.,acii flu-* of prot 4i w4ith th~

nco~ ol 1: b1,c k ad: -. c s ui- ar c-~a 1 s pac!e an A xin t hochrorn _4a -4 it

if t ho roahsorbinq tnerapi (see acichnoidites) it dii not give

1lnfc:tunat- ly Ith= radicai Lemovul/uist--lce of fibrous 31:owths hardly

ever prov-.,1 to b--: attainaiie.

TPue 331.

A--.
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.cst ffavcribl- :-,suits wtz. co _v_ i4r ring-shapel cr

alf-rizj-shaoe R ubtsovsl as~s sausa3i mo~ihs of -.h.a sack of

33z2 czr-brai F- dii. Carv .aq j r vvn s.mpl dissozion of thisi

sausd44 mod~s 1--i t, x)nso of the comnrcss~d s:?ctor: of th-

r,-- 1o 4 r:_3UztiC. j.L ii uor circ.-ilalion and zh ? ?im4 nat-in of

th;L:4 pr-ssur in '-iz s,;i.Iai ;oza or tit- hors- tail.

If Rubtsov cha.g~ d t-Lsua6 ort ?ii ural space c;ould not b-_

r?rnovt:d, in, radicular pdIInS dr Very IntenISe, neUrOSUrg=anS

~n :rnr-lsort- 'd t trne 6uba.uzai cutting of pcst -:io:- rcotl3ts c:

:ith- Chordo-tomny.

am"r
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Paq-e 332.

C.-iapter V.

R end.~rinj iid by tiat wcuiju:d tne .ipine- an(I th- spinal cord in

'~f~3n~staq:,:s of --vacua.Lo.i.

1,endl:ring aid by aii cusu1ai~y in 1iff-r-nt- stages of evacuatio-n

was bisic and orimary tasx of tne =ntir- military imsdical s--rv2.cs of

Scvi--v:- army during uradr P axriotic War. In vi-i of divers-ity: and

s-v~ritv c-- th: wounds cz alzf=e1. r--jions of humnan Doiy wu-.z

.i~cessary dif41fer-nt mEtacas aaIa Zrccoptions/prccedure-=s of rsendiring to

this IiI. The wounlds of czntrak aarvous system re~quired an even

laraer sp-cific4.ty in ta ranaiezinj to this aid, that also lad to -thS

orqan zat on of ncurc-surjacai servicea in the syst-~m of tt -ilitary

me~dical service. !DifferEnt in seve;ity and characte-r/nature c.f tha

w-undi of spir- and spi4ni cor~i, anai also th-i associated wounds of

othzr orqais/controls ana sistams; diffFnrnt sanitary-tactical

ci:cum-starc-s in on:. or t.~ o-cnez zront s,;ctcr, th-- structrural

so'-cial fcatur- /picul~ait6s oz th-r:3 eutic institutions in
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lifferent areas of ailitary mtuicaA. s -rvice -all : hcis- factors

P~~~ndtac-z:4cs and oo-navior i~i tae r7latic. to r- nd-ri4g to

therape'utic aid in ach staye oi evacuiation.

Army are a.

Clinical char-actristic cf rn rundl-l a spnin- and a spinalcord in,

the army area.



In t-h-:- army ar ?a tacze iounued tha- spine -and hespinal cord

usually wrr obsprv~d 4 nto thd ta.rst hoairs aft, r wound a.nd Only in

v*-w o- the axcaptional cona.iticas of a sanitary-tictical

cizcumfs'Zanc.-s thcsz casuai.aas sca-it:Ln.s w-s d ta.r. d in this &r:7

'if more- than days. Jnd~r tn! aorma.L conitions o-;:h co-ibit

circum~stances in thp army drea wer,; letainEd only ron-:ransp.ortabls-

waos-- avacuation 'o furthir szajcs was s--ri.ctly coatraindicated1.

Cl-.rica1 picturc wita *~wouads into th-- spir-o and th3 soiral

cird in th- army ar-a was vazy avirsc-, deuendiny or. th- 1Live, Of

wound, charact,: r/naturc cf tn- oGiag of spini and soinal cC71,

COMbi-.11t -On Of th WOUTna 01 s,.6- with thi wound Of cth~r

orgaris/zontrols and ar~as, dad aisoOnot ths ti~m'?, w:lich passzed fzom

th' . mn~t/torju of wcund.
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-rogFthr~r with the? 4asi.Ly wounued, who ind-pzindr-rtly attachczd to

the reg imsntal medical aid stctioa, in whom th-?re was a wound only of

ixtl-nsions of vsrt-brae2, taer:. was a considirabla numbrer of those

obt1ai-nel 'navr wounds. Thase; casualtieis completqly cannot ba moved

due to the4 full/total/ccmpit; 1imbility of body lowar thanL th:e

1-vfv-. of wourd.

With th, wounds of snea~a spinal cord in t,-he neack division

thq casualti-4s froquctntiy iost coasciousn- ss.

?-ayo 333.

Afte r arriving into tho cozsciousacss, thley usually' for th-i first

hours and ivzn lays wsre flaccia, dpathe-tic ":o entire that

surroundi.nj. As a r-esult .)r ta". aosancn of pains in the- sijniflicant

o-Art of such casualtieas (s,.nil aaa traumas-ic shock) and of t--

leneral/common/total su rtssi.on oi psyche/psychics they more

fr e qu intly lay/re-st-rl qui-cF quittly, not on that complaining an(!

Wi-thout roalizing to the e3ntiza severity of its position/situation.

Following thn wound of spindl cord were always devilopad thi

lisorder~s of move-mrents and 6easitivity. In the vast unit of such

casualtie-'s this was cxpres., ,i in paralyse;s, usually flaccid.
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In somp t-hosi wouna~ad tn.z ia andl th, spinal cord soon aftcr

'iisapo:?arance of shock rannomaua, dnd sometimes also in thc- pr-asernc'

~hiapp-iarzd sharp raaiculaz pains (wound of horso tail) , why

cisualti-s b: havcd very vce~y thiv shouted, complainred ;about

tae s'rr o ains, r, :uestE, i )OUt Lae immediata aid.

Th-: damage /Iefeat of 6ian±i cord was always escort 3d/track,:d by

violations from th? sidei of p)--ivic organs/controls; clinically this

moit Zfr-qu=,ntlv was manizist .a in -ah- form of: th=. d.1ay of ur2.nB and

f: ces.

dith th7' associa-zea viuni tne e sp:ciallv thozacic ani

abdcminal area, skull, Etc., c.iaaical picture was e ven heavier, and

fr-quint ly also thrt atraing.

In th;: army ar:aa tncs . wourdza thz spA ne and th spinal cord in

conne-ction with the heavy clinical picturs and the difficulties,

cornnctpd wi+th the care ci caein, taey needed rapid and good

classification !tnd th evacuation into th-: :,-ar, t'hat D-arsist-4ntly

di'ctated thc- -n-arness of line otr, neqed in the spqcialized aid

with tha vorv rnstricted pcssiju;iizy of its r3ndqri;ng in the army

area.

Th~r: torm with wounaj oz si-ant and spinal cord a basic que stion
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in t- army area was the )rimary defense- of wound, carrying

out/r.-moval from the? fiela of LDradagp and correct avacuation

cl assi fi-cation of thc-s, casua.Lzias.

First ail by that wounded tae seina an"' th, spinal cord and carryi-nq

c,-t/rimoval from th.~ fitld oi )raaxage.

According to ti datL of zaa matirials of the devclopfnent of th'7

'nistorils or dis-asa/s icknE-ss/iLlaess/ma lady, the 'first aid on thi7

field of battle was shcwn/reniered soon to tha vast majority of

casuilti_:-s. W--th th wcunds OZL zpin3 a pr cisei pariod of r!=ndsring of

__rst_ aid is krnown with tne no)npdn_-trating wcunds in 70.1o/o, whi1--

qith those penetrating - iz o5.7c/o of all casualtiLes and in all

V-ear3 of war. D-tail1 d infczma-cica according to th-se data is giv~n

in Tail'-- 49.

iv:en lata show that mor- tnad 85.0o/0 all casualtie.s during

=_ntir4 oariod of war ohta2.nad m~uical aid in the first 3 hours.
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~~~bl ~ ~ ~ ~ _ Ti9 Peid f:n-njt first msdical aiJ by that

wolirded the spine and tne spiaa. cord luring antir-: period of war.

(in the percentages to a total numcer of casualties in all years).
(1)~~ ~ m~ eef o~ b (71

'apaWTpPRHR e~~~ I 1 - a ' 6I eo~an Beero
z Iacooe WO

(1) HrpHI3u40 - 67,3 18,2 6,0 7,6 0,9 100,0
(9) J1pounKsicumne .. 64,0 22,2 4,6 8,5 0,7 100,0

K --: (1) . Charict-r cf wcuza. (i). tniat- ly. (3). Afm::r 1-3 hours.

(4&). Aft-r 4-6 -ours. (5). A:- b hour7s. (6). It 4S not

3h own/r n dhri d. (7) . In. aii.

Pac, 334.~

R- maan4 aid was shcwnrrii1eru -dthir th4 lateIr :)eriods, a-,I only

0.9o/o of those obtairsa nont~aLetr~it4inq and 0.7o/o of -hose obtained

uenr-trati-nq wouinds reinainea wirtiout the first aid. This usually

ralat3l to thi casudltieiz, wan.cfl ware comlet~ly i.ffimobiljZ',.1 and th--v

w~re located in such places, dhec, to remove them witnout the cov-1r

of nipht It was impossi~i-, way casualties remaiaed on

svc-ral/somcwhat hours on taa sj-ot of wouni.

Timsely ren'liring e)±t rstL aid on the field of battlB fr, qu -ntlv

impeded still thi f act thdit tni un;.t of thase casaalti- s was in heavy

or unconsc ous stat ana cdla Lotc answ,)r 'he chall-nq': of oziprli~s
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on the fie ld of battle, r.amaiiiing to th-e known mom~nt/torju pi o that

rot noticA. Th, se arching suca oz thos- wounded tha spi-ne and the

sn2.nal -ordl h,?lp-d the 'moju )ing-up" of the field of breakaqz- Bulk of

such casualties obtained aid zita~z by way oil mutual assistance or it

zxqrted aidmr-n, sanitatica ias-cruczors and f eldshr-=s. The pr se-ncq of

this contingznt of; up'rscns in:o di-frant n- riods ol combat

opqrati-:ns/proa~sse3 ana voizage oz bre3akage itself, It is doubtless,

th.~y -iot-.czably %nflu-Anced r,=adeziag aidi by casualty on thi fii-ld of

battl-4.

The character/nature cf Landage dependad on th- valua of wound

and on that, who it laiua. Lt is completsly understandable that the

soldiar, that laid bandago zoy way of mutual assistanc?, could use

only the available to it Zarst aid kit. If aid is axerte d madical

personne!l, who had avaiiaDid asudliy thcs bandages of different

sizrs/dim',isions, th-n was usza oaidage: with r-espcect to thz value of

wound. ErtiJrs m-ical personn4 i ios well and thoroughly instructed

about the extreme importaiicc ot the correct imposition of th<e primary

bandage, which fr,:.qurntly ,.,lvz-a tne fatea of casualty.

:)uri4nj the: Grs.at Patriotic Oar th3 carrying olit/r:-.moval from the

fiald of the broakagc ci casuditias, including wound'~d the spin-re and

tha spinal cord, was realizza Ly aiffer'~nt methods, which compl--itelv

ip-:n~d from th31i charac't~r/ndtuza of combat op'i:atior/?rocu-ss and
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distance t3 BI ? or ?MP, anai also trom the ur, senca of one or thg.

0oth-r tranl3pnrt mcaans. TInq- i-nou of carryirg ot+-/r-Foval dk-)-n,. on

the season, ar-a r-mlief ana jpr-sauce or absence of

forts-stsfscaffolding. Thus, Ln wiatzr a,: all frOnt-s Werz aotlied dras

aa,! thiiner/ls frt-iku,'r t caia4 aarness,;s. In sum.n12r, if was allowed

lo3cality, wore litilized sz.Letcners, ov--rcoats, ponchos and the same

c-inin.i nharness. find r the sevd~a cinlitions for br=eaka'ge in. the

absinze ta-- covnrs at any ti- or - hc ye;ar of casualti,.s crid"on

t-riselv -s"l. it is n-cessa:y to siy that , as showi;n th3

2xperimpnt/experience or war, tae carr7in1 out/re moval 3-f those

imoinie--d +-h spinn "or trnemsaiv~s", and it is also on t.he capc-t-:.'n

un1sia~~,sinice tinavoiua-wid wit-a thv'se mthods of carzying

out/rimoval mvsmnInts ana zends of spina can sharply impair th:

-:=dition of th, wcund of sp1iaai cord. Ts mnor-- Dreftirable carrying

oat/r~moval on the stretcaiezs, Esp-3cia ily wit h thie soliJ lininq, on

iraq, can~ine harness unuer che conuition of sufficient fixation of

ci sunIt y.

?.he ern/r c or the Great Patriotic War div'aS the

ilroalv fall/total/ccmpiet. asis to speak about nee -:d and usefulness

of dfrnit. of tne m -taoas of th, carrying out/rqmoval of

Cad lti--S from th, fi~la of ortcarae and their dqlivDry/procu: m' nt

no the battali-on anil re( imental mauical a-41 stations.
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F I-St 0 - C'A I as nece=ssary Cautious eBx-.ractior. of

idound- d from undper t ramasor d-'fznsiv-? installati-ons,

aoplication of aseptic drassiaj on th- wound, thq creation of -tha

conditions, which facilitate crsirAtion for victimn (to unbutton thz

wi-ic- of ov-rco~at, s-:v--ca sh.Lz-s, b- !c/sliny, -:o r--mov- saouild--

sa c k , ,ec) , th? inmobiiizazioa or sr-J by improvise-d means and tn)

subseluent carryinq out/re-movali irom the field of Dreaka4e- into th-

;ov-zr o7 to thie narcst oiat/pcst of m-dical aid (BIP, PIP).

Pagp 335.

2uttinq to us for til, carryig o~it/r-' moval fr-om tha ffzlf of

brreaag-- strstch crs, aiadmefl witn tne suspicicn to damage of spine

(3ain, in th? ficid of p aralysas) as far as oossib14 crat-ed

ta :onditions, whizh -ca,,~ sagging of the: body of casualty.

For this under the back ci casialty they laid straw, packs/rolls of

ov ccat or bran'ch, parel, Lr znae latter proved to be hereabout. If

=ich oosibilit;=s th'~re d4S no~t, out at aidm:en's diJsposal ther- wer'

so-ft stretchers, iJ-i thce seirles/rumupr of fronts aidmen, accorling to

the obitained indications, tnej move;d those4 wounde d tMh. spin? in thi

pos'ition/situat~on on tne stoaacn. In the cold time-
very

&~-------it Wa73Aimortar-: to shaiaid such casualti-?s from -the

coolinql.
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i--dial aid by that wounaza tn-- spine- spinal cord, on BMP and OP2.

Th:9 d'e:l3.v-ery/prCCUrein-Zt OZ 'CaoS- wound,3d the spino- and the

sojnral cord oi BMP and Pmt aidays aepende:d both on their diszarnce

from th:o 1lin= of fi:- ana tromn~n r, iabtlity of t hc cover: of

e vacu-iticn rout~s. In tac: wood td countrie-s of casualti4es -thzey 'usually

e vacuate--d from the locuji/nests of th,: c olliction Dy horse eransport,

-thn erijsf' u2nt J.r. t~evc.n;ci-s. With th.: opwn routes/pah, s and

theS i~osb-lt :f the rzac of casualtias the y carried f'ar on

the stretchers or evacuated on tae canine harnesses, in wlnzer - on

dracus. In sptcf the aifzicui-z cordit: ns for ccoebat

opce:rations/proc sse-s ;ind zrrjuzentlj suffiJci3n-:lv hzavy

sanitary-tactical circumstances, on th=e data of the- test of tlha Grzeat

Patriotic War, fo:r ?! P ror tn-l rizst 2-5 hours .h,-v

surppl-*-/ -2ivr/-2-Ii n-c -co o.jc/, 3f -aos-, wounde:d thni spina. and

t*.,F spina2. Cori1.

-3,aderin'j to th- first m~aicai aii dcp:endprce or the combat and

saritary-tactical circumstancas i-c was conducted on BM? or on PI1P. Ir

tii-~ vas: iiajor4.ty of th~e cies tais aid was reducad to correction or

aQ-pltcdt--on of newly shielaing dceassing, it is consid; r3ably

tninner/less fre quent to ccssatioua of he morrhage and taking

por!m~ssi.oI) ant"ishock masura., (,ozphi.n?, vcdka, acc.) From thm

-seconl half o)f 19L42 in tnz case s oz nee d and unlder the favorabl-
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cor1&i:izor.s 4th conditicrls O~f c.muaT- circumstancr-s on PMP producr~d

blool transfusion. To tn r..snocA measur-:s w--th the wounds into th

spine andI the spinal cora wort! Irauently they resorted, if thoy were?

combi-3 1~ -ith th-' wounds oz c.i;sc cr abdlcmi-nal ar3a, as as with t-he;

is3olarted/insulaz- d wouraus or spin=z and spinal cord shock phenomcna

ware ooserved qiifficientiy razr.k±y.

in the coi season in Pilt sk~ecial att ntion was focuszed on th~e

hzeat-in.: -f -,hat wcundec-d into r-ir s,)in- an(! thz spinal card.

On PM?-, as a rul' , i.; od coaauct7-3 nc surgical iJnt*:-rvznt.ions on

hq spine and! the sninal cord, Lut it was conluctz.1 or, it is more

accurate-, bigan th,3 m~dicai ciazsirication of casualties, which

3~taoli-sh- (/installmd the -Lirst priority of aid and thie: n)iacs 'or t.12

e vacuation of that woundea into tht: spiane and th? spinal cord.

The evacuation of casualties with PI~P to the subsequent stages

also deoonded from sanitazy-t.2cticcal cconditions, istance to th r -Ia:

*tlheraueutic i-nst-ituticrs. -ruz iz in thfe bpginninij of tha (;reat

PatriotiJc war in view cf comoaDt a tactical situa'.iJon frequently h

kevacijation of casualties was cunducted in staqt-s DMP, KhPPG or EG,

than from thE Seconl half 1942k whEn was ccrrectly organizeid then

specializ--d P: -uro-sur icai axi, in all armies at: all fronts it was

orqainized the export of taose wcuaal the spine anti th, spinal cord
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dir 'z-lv into sPeciiliz~a KaP±'6 of army :-n t h, sp-:cially Ccmmi41sicneli

transport of ths sani4tary serv~ca of armny.

r volum, of :neasure s -:or jpruphyllxiso opiatosi hs

wOU!'(1d th- E pi-' and cara of ;nk. in tha rno-dical institations; of

azmy .ar~a was to a coflsiu-ia.Die :z-- nt -)rij~ y the sn,-ci4al

f.' atur -/peculiaritv of *cd..d.

Jnl !r all condiiticns oai ipp took the mc-asures to he azting of

cisualtY an] ?r:)phylax4-s u: wj,' lnf cticn (ctrr-icti.on C'- bandaq.,

1:-ss/lavat.ory of wouna, a.s ptic zanda~j-). In the 3aia stagr was

conducted thO cath~terizat--ua oz tn bladd -r I tih cas4= of thZ dclay

cf urir..

Duri-n,7 tni= ava:zua Lici GA tr.z.st- caslaltiis in' :h;. coil se-Isor.

took th? corrspondlino measure tar prophylaxis of thle frceezings of

h- DalYz~d Unitzs cf tha ooy Ln th- rout i/path - wrapping irto

Sv?-al blank~.ts or 11sanlicary Lvaiope", of --h- tyDp- Of Sl-3oinq sack,

=Specially durinq the evdicuat .n Loy alrzraf-.. The careful wraopinq of

the similar casualties ,iad very iajortant value-, since dug tro the

loss of Fansitivity tthes caucliti- -silv w~r:t subj--cted toc
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M-dical aid by woundi 3d the spine Si. spinal cord on DMP.

Division mpdical aid station in diffsrent pe-riods of war exert-_d

t.-os wo'ifldo( thi in daid ta sp.inal ccrd of diffsr=nt volumi :.-

3 _ir; th- mseiil institution, ca which began th,? rendering of

F-ant surgical aid to tax, mcjor.ry of casualties, DMP had :o zsnder

aid icludina c_-rtain tncjs&. wounat~a -h-- spine and :h,. spinal cozd.

1iow-v-r, r- nd--ring aid cy tnat wcuaded th~z spiri and the spinal conl

lurinj the :entire ;reat Patriotic 4ar was consid.erably changed :_he

1hoznd-ncz not only cn tno chazact~r/na, ur - and triz. sp~cial

tea'ir~/pculariiesct comat o~sra-.ions, but also on gaining off

:v~inc~on ths tr-akwen- oZ tne: similar casualties.

In th- bsg 4 nninq cz tan- G-at Patriotic 4ar wheF.n that

Sn),Ciili1j, by aid in tue s-zajzs oz evacuaticn y-st did not have the:

iollly manufac~urid instdi.La-ica, many woundzed the spine and the

:-Dnal cznrd un:!-rwe4nt cn L)M zaa primary processinj of wounds =quaI

,4it.n th-)s? obtained the wuuna.s or othemr units of the body. Thus,

icc: I inq to th- data ci r:n,, d~v~lopmrent of thQ histories of

~ aLout 6O.Oo/o of all dissectons,

producedi luring the war, were made on Dri1P. Almost the half bone

fr:aqin' : inl ;ioul Lh.Uc/ , or Laztallic fragmirts ars also rt.moved on
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DMP. On DA~P it is produicea onij Dy 7.6o/a of all lamianectoinies mnade

for ntire- war, mor-ecvar tnis zel~-ar-s xclusively z o the f irst morths

of war. A r-luction in tn,: pezc,;ntage of ope3rability on DMP

illustrate well the data ur onu of the3 fronts (chie-f surgeon of the

f-on't I. N. Ishcarnko) in Tiu z;.rst half-y~ar of 1,343, wh -r. alorg thl-

vrn'~ws oriar4'z-1 the sjcid.L;eu ai fully. Thl totil operaoili-Y,

Which WELS equal to 4~0.OcC/0 waz iistributeO~ on the amonthas thus:

Januacy - 14.3o/ 0 , Fcbriaryi - juo/o, March - 5L4.7o/o, April-

6t3.0o/c, : ay - 49.00/0p aiU JIe - on,-ly 21. 3o/c.

rhose wounied into tae seiae and the spinal cord e ritare-d on. DriP

v~ial7 -,- th= jkr--ral/ccinnon/-,ctai flow of th- woindeld, gcincj from

7 u 4inintal ip,14cal ocints/j osrs.

In t-hp oeginnirng the wars nav.ng ntrdinto th2 sort-irg

se paration/secti-or DIP of tat wounded inspe ctsad, 1(ep),n~lincj on

1v~niral condition and ccrdi-cion oA- banidage, suopliead/dilivare.1/fe-1

~-into th- mrn'dical 1ressinj zcom or ths opLazlng room; in th-

or~s-ncze of qaneraI/ccmaca/-,tot~i z~adinjs p,:rformei primazy

prcc- ssing th-: wounds, in tne majority of the! cases in the form of

its 1liss -cticn, aril th- n thi~s casualty thoy r aridly czvacuate--d into

thq re3ar institutiOTIS.

In lh-e un~it of th- ccL;;4s trzi primary pr-ocassiiq of wouni
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initiat;-d in th- form cf d:.,szcr-jcn convirted/transfc-rred into thc-

carving of crushed tissues, aaa -cnz striking in thi wcund ,fragmz-nts,

~sp~ialy tezallic, were driven out from the wound. By this is

ixplai,-,,d the given hijn4Er uercdLntage of the removal/distance of

for--i;n bodieS o7n DMP.

?av 337.

Still. t-,inn. :/12ss frea ueait tais iav--luntary wid-i primary prcc: ssing

of wound convzer-d/transiarzed inj the r: moval/distancq of larg4 and

numprous fine/small bone tragats - thi broken small arcs of

4~tra .n . - -)p-!ratioa/pzccass, which carrie3 marny lines of

1am~nictomy. From thc sacura iciL 1942 ,when the ozganization of

the sD-ializid nciiro-surjicdA. di alre ady became sharp and wh,:n w;-S

manuficttxred special read.uiijs to ta, primary processing of wounds or

oroduction in rpliCal 4.nt~reVeaionS of the typ, of laminectomy witi?

thp wounds of so.ine anI splaai ccru, on DMP the percenta ge of

sliraical interventions with tnese wound1s was low- rind.

Tae special group of tne wouaus of spine and spinal ord

pr- sf.2t-d thi a~mbincd wcur~ds ur sina and thoracic or abdominal

ar-a with which was aLlwais raluired urgent intervc-ntion the means of

abdominal incision or sew.Lng ue cf pneumothorax.
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Su.c:h wounds it was wirn ;., iounds of thoracic division 52. 7o/o

and 111mbar- sacral- 32.3o/o of cdii wounds of the corresponding

divisions of spine. In iacre d~aii these wounds ara raprasentad inl

Tabl?, 30.

3ivv~r data show that La jcowii un--- o: thosz- iourdu d th- spin-_

and th spnlord, in wa-ca tale.iound si:fultafl-20us1y was coufltm-

with the wound of the orgdan/controls of' thoracic and abdcminal area,

t'a--y di!rc sub jzct 'to oFara-tlon on i.MP, sinc-e cn thz.ir charact.er 'th:es

wOund.3'~- urgsnt and tzetz.lnj the ?f of casualty. Th,_s'

wounded, operated under conuit3.ons of D'IPI it was 7ne-cessary to

)SD4 -a'iZP for thp czrx-a.n p-irioa of t" .. Thus, aftar

laparotouiy/celiotomy hcspi.tdlizition was continued not less than 3-10

davs, but in th' case cz aaj complications it Jis long.Br. During9 th-1

sawinj up of oneumothorax tne t),riod of hospitalization was shortenad

to 4-9 layS. i!ow~-Zr iz :aF cased of comnplications such casualties

war:, made by nontzanspcrtaola .)nus anrd had to l1ong~r rszmain on DIP?,

somnetimims to tlha month. This iorceu op-erational aidl apropos of th:

Associcitel wound ant is~ec.Laiiy ap Fareil af-: zr this coniolicatiop dre--.)

off lt'hz p;Lriods of s-irgicak inzaazventicn on the- spine and r~quir: d

orianIzation on DMP of th corrc-sponding care of those wounded in

sninm waiich gr-z-atly ccirjlrCdt&_a work DIP.

Sincce 194~3 was iscia,:(uL une aa~litional group )f casualtie~s,
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which for the most part haa to Le operated on DMP for the purpose of

prophylaxIs of irc-irfections, casualti-s with the damagp of spinal

cord and th dalay of urie. iA tn.;s group of casualtits produced thc

high s-ct-ion, of bubble -cystozomi for the rsmovals/div:?rsions of

uriri.
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3aiz 0. ?r~qu-ncy cf scie comnined wounds of spine and adjac-%nt

regians (in th: pprc~n'iagas to a total numb.ar).

Ypoac______ -atei no otwu c (- (3:) I rpy/zo45paoin~polelb plle~nh fl300O~fhlFameni, npo. rpynn, npo. Hule, ;HH8ora
Aua HIHamtutfle KHa . ....e i T3a, fP0-

1Oflb~i T.e.1 .. .. .. . ....... 7,7 3,4 7,9 0,4
())Fpyatwr ,.. ... .. .. 0,4 0,2 32, :2 3,7

)JIoflcHIfq~o-Htec Utouh uy,7e.'a 0,2 0,1 3,0 15,4

Key: (1 L;'V -1 Of the wcu.z-i r -:pine. (2) . Combinea wounds. (3)

(4) . nm zks, that (5) . br! asts, which- p~n It~at,2.

(0). ch~szt-ahdominal, stcciLdcf aa pjzlvis, that pen--tra-.e. (7) . Neck

liv is ion. (8) . rhoracic. (j) . Lumiar- sacral livision.

rP-qe 338.

For entire Ireat Pdtriotic air xrins-butbli: fistula was

3up~ziLnpos,?d by 20.0/ of chos -- w..ind-cd th, D!n and the spinal

card, and them L4.(o/o cz ali cy'szotomizs w- rs oroduced on D32.

~iowever, the frejuency ci this Okeiation/procsss was v~ry diJ-ff-ren-:,

alt-hougih it-s iumbw witna -acn Ijz-r of -war all jr-w/ros.~.

:o a--turze/att-'ndancc on jMP rakiaa into accunt that on DIP

w~r datainod tb,- nr';.cmi.anzIy cabualti;-s with those coinbin-nd

ijuries OfL spime- and cavitari oryans/controls, and also casualtit-s
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in tE* condition of shcck j. ncntrdnSVortabl3, Car"~ Of tne~

prese nt-ed sppc4ial difficuiles.

idowevor, from first a: days took the tnasur-is of prophylaxis of

bedsor-s, pn=eumonia, ccmi-icaticas from t-hc- side of the bladder, andi

also ta, wouind infecticn.

In casual t As , whe dia no: uz subj-ct to dtelay to DIP,

pr,:v-entiva msasu:- WerE Z _%Ucdu t(; th~i heatinq, tae control

insp-ct ion of ba-ndag cr w(ua zaa cathet~rization of the bladder

and to orreztinn or to iiapositioa in the shown cases of tha

immbiization -)f th, ccrrisjonainy division of spina.

In tho instituticnms oZ -4a; azua a.-,-a of such casualtiss they

evacuat:ed or th? rijid st tcaerzs in the position/situation on thz-

M-dical aid by that woundau~ taB spina -aid the spiaal cord in th- army

* organization in hospitals oi the azmy dr-a (GBA) of surgical aid by

t'hat wound-d th:! spine.

Froa) surgical hoszrizaii or irmy are a singl~id out th-a s~nparatlE
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hospitals, (KhPPr,) whose suostaaces eqlual with other

s---oarati-ons/sact2.cis da6 cz:-ia,;io cn- spcializsd n~muro-surgical th~y

w--r- isolatod iu? to th,- atr ecnm,=itr of the corr-:sponding staff of th5e

specalits f ORitJ~ONY - sz~jaaz= med- ical r-iinforcemnent companyl

W4t t h _ e-quipMCnt, th- n =c.--say iastrum,-2tation and tnm X-ray

a ppaatus.

T.iz majority of armizs aaia 2-4 SUCh KhPPG for the wozk on two

dir z -: n s.

m'r) con;14z--ons r szaa,- cormbat with an incrz asR in thR

n oimb-ar of casualt -s niuxosu~aicaI instit utions of army

:3qon (G3AM t-m-n,:rarily suipi.,entnd by thn grcups of r= inforcing

fr om f ront line basis-, (GBi?)

Th: voluma of th : wcz& or sps-ciaiiz4-ed KhPPG anid z-v.cuation

hasititls of arny regiq-cn r-o a caasi.Ldrabl ext,?nt le:pended on

sanitary-tactical condi-tiois in each this front sector. Undter

coniitiins of mansuvrr dietn6s- aad dis~ingag~mnt, whilc: in c:rtain-

casc-s also during thEi ra IU d~uvanC- of the units of this front sector

forward these 1nititutions are irejuently forced warc! to fulfill thz!

finctions -if gar ilA-snzyical aospital. Wounded th- spin: under th-!-S,-

corl.itio'ns th~-v hospitalizb=d only Lrom "-hp lI-ft riadings, and tE ?y

operatael only from th-? urj~at read. ngs.
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Field mobile hospita.ls GbA proved to be sometimes at a distance

Of 90-30 nvcr'n mo than kii~acrs from th-, front lins, and

-vacuaticn hosDitalsz GBE - x-o 150 and mor 4 than klmws.Th? mor-4

was drivien oil the front, tue Qoza volunc Of work fell on snecializ-d

hPPG of army hosToi:al tasz.s (G6A).

?aqe- 339.

Un.1-r conlVt4.ons czr zapia rovcmcnt cf army wnen -:h4 groups of

rei frcnqarc Pr:es,4nt, dfld auuing the coeuipment with X-ray

ipoazatus ta- r'urosurgrcas az :ampt-cd to cp~ratE thosp wounded Into

: soinr as Far as possiDiv rilcdlly in KhPPG in ordar to 'frae th .fl

from the early evacuition alouiy tae poor roads; f urthermor -, un~'er

conditi:fons of tle. advance oa. cz azmy forward Of KIIPPG aCt-uaLly

ceas.-d, to he thze samiie, ur..ny aziv~n out from the front, while other

sOpicidlized army hospitals jy sand bar they were transporte d 'forward

(3. A. Rcjallski.y, A. S. oriovsadiy :?t a!.).

rhus, probl2m of Atn#- volumn.= oz the spc-cializ,,d ni;-uro-surgical

Aid ia armIy r ,jion and atouc. tilat, whan should bce parform_ d radical

surq~ry in thosz woundctd tne- skine, it was not possible to sciv=e

loguiatically: ---th:?r all casuiiti1ds to operate in th~z army area or

A
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all casualties3 Io ouerate i~n t C a~ilz~ Vdctiation toutl

.::or.t rrar (GBF)

,in3~ d h iroa~. saniz.azy-Tact-cal condi-tiors spu cJaliz-d

:~p~atc~s/.*nrKhLP, oz Azm aroa hal avafilab1-3 all n- c--ssary

:zn~zjns o: the radical 6urj-,cal tproc- ss~ng of --hose wounded' th

somie. iiowi ver, therte i . nu aijuLt that these c.orlitlions wezr" more

,favcrabIl- on 7,B7.

in. oarti'zu lar, thc ii..t-Lis c-1 Fr:-nn: r--ar we::, usually 3auipp-d

by Ith- X.-ray in*r:;ta2Aati4cns or idrgy= pow-r, andI also next-

lo~triswh-ich h2eu tr.- saicct-ion of milici:al substard ce~ n

the ltimly zonto~oz a.:zfze:nz complicati-o ns. Cons=,111=ntly,

nlec the condition of a compciativ--ly not f-ar arraqe/lca-d

'-.sptal basis cf fronk aaa sati:szactory substi!Icas cf

tran3-pc.r,3pirit-on ta.x:ny into account thei condIition tnez wound-d morz

aIJdata.;e0U-S it was those wounatd th- so)4n- as -?arly as Lzoqsibl.? to

-vacat on GF*, having maxa..L s hortt nmd a -suan, ity of sta~l-S co'

-?vacuition. flasic uians CwL sur~iicai int-rv-ntion in the se areDas wa6

the )panded ralical suLyqLj o., tile typ- of la-minecromy with

4nt~cv::r.ti;on on thi snina conuan its sh-311s.

G nral/comumcn/total clharQctro-itic. of I-hos woundAd a soir-:e al~da

;:inaL cord in th-e -iaiv dreda.
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'4ourded inlto the spine and tne spinal cord entered the

th-ra:)utic ins4-4-tut~crs o.L- dr.uy ire a usually in tn - sharp/acute

Sof' wotinl 1-3~ days arzer vioaaid. C.--r ain unit of such casualtics

ifter the admission was ia tn. s-tat:9 o: shock.

Furthermor , into the spec.iaiizedI hospitals of army ar-?a -ntcrmd

rr2~u~.t hos- wolindi~d 6zn .n i nd th- spinal cord which on DM?

produz-i! on-i or th:e other oiezatiorn/prce:ss; apropos of onsumotfhcrax

or apropos of the wound ct dbaimind1 ar:?a.

Th?y here usually yulnea saii caslialti:-s as previously ar--

ricogniz2d th-m3s.4ves ncnzrQnspczrtdbl,4 and they maintaine d/withstcod

several days on ITOP and in Kflk'eG oz th? first line. Consequently,

alreidy under coilitions o- ti-;- sp--cializsd by KhPG army area thos=

wour-ded i.nto th-: Fpi.rp da~ zn- sjnal cord w-r:? locatcd ir diff-:r-ent

poeriols of th-- course cr wouna erorss. Hqnce mnsue d/escaped/flowpd

out n,3ed ani possibility or one or the oth-r surgjical intervantion.

s'aoull Dc haio alzc -i, rac that for the surgical trsatm-znt of

thosn, wounded Ihs soine and tnt; spinal cord to a considerable d,:qr--

in flu enced also the over loadinj cf: specializEi KhPPG by casualties

q1-nnrally, also, in particu.Laz vicuad'zid tha skull whose numbar always

consileraaly pr:?vailqd and to wnaci in vast majority of cases the,



-cc-ors qavc knod r ~ r Toc. 1 this was :o a cz rta4r.

=extent forced and was ex~ikana Dy the fact that: in thos? wdound, d

into the brain -nore rapiciy appeared the more pronounced pic--urE of

hzavy woini, wh4ich was inecoi~. ap,;aront friqu.-tly in th - violation

:)If th vital :7unctaions ct )zain.

?acie 340.~

dounldead into th spi..n a tna; seia c~ri in th:- armny ara in vi.w

of t -iis w-r,; cov7-r d by tnasuciie aid not fully.

1.-1 SDeciali-zed KhPJG ot airmy zire a in tn-- vast majority of cas-es

e ntereai those wounld=d the spiii= and th2 Spi nal cord, whose! wounds

wzr; isolat-d/insulat (', or suca, -- wirich availaile combinaI o:7

combin--ed wounds to a greaLt- jz iess- r cxt-nt were -;1iminattd n

they were not leading. but the-y inzluencel -to a ceztair degree thE

g--n-:-al condition of casuaiza±=. Furth,-rmorea, th- unit of thosq

wouinidd t-hr- spins and tae spiai± ccrd had -hIe serie s/number of thc-

complicationis miinly ofj iiirec icu5 character/nature, requiringj

ind Fpanl~nt inarvv.r-tion, waicn usuall datair.z-d int,:.rvantion on th-

basic focus. The4rafore rfau-,njs ana ccitraiidications to surgical

int-r:v ntion wcri a)~r~ni ujy th.z pozsi~bi:lity of a pr-acise

racci-iltion ol n atur- ;z. ta.= wuund of suinal cord (Pn 'urolcgic,

stirqical, ro:-nt g-roloqicai axdim..odtr-on/: nsozc ti-on) by b) ny ahsnnc-
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or by 9or's-nc , Of urge.nt izervanTiocns or complicar-ions (liorrhagi-,

inf~lc-ious coinplicatiors), c) 31 ulistance froma KhPPG of armizs to thz

specialized agencies of tront (GBF), stc.

F'rom the point of Vi~v* 01 r =duings to the ooeration/proc-'ss on

spi n5in. basic wprz_ dh i_'ca, wnich spok- for the comprossion of

sninal zord o r its rcotiEts o; :n ma res~nce of comparatively e3asily

removed foreign bodies Ln r-nc sj~inal canal, and( also inf_3ctious

cc mF.1ic at ion s.

Th:. pariods of th-- aaw.Lssicn of those votindo3d into tiis spine and

ttit spinal cord and enveio~we~t pj their specializad aid in thS army

area suffici~ntiv cons-Juez:~i~ varie d i4n differ-)nt

oorrazions/procisse3 ar~a in ui~terint D-riods of war. Thus, according

p t:- the Jata, obtained during entirre period of war, surgical

.int,.,rvint4ions on the' sointi accoraiag to the: typc of lamin' ctomy w"th

:n>-?moval/distance of boLne iragm =nts, cf fore ign bodies and th':.

r'- vision of the contained sji1nai cainal are produce] within th4

following prriois: to tne zirst dai - 6. 5C/,, to 2-3 days 23.9o/o,

-thi L4-10th Jay - 34.dc/c, Zfzcm the 11th day to the month-

23.9o/o, later than tna icntii 10. 9o/0.

As can b-i sean frcm jiven uiaza, third of thos- wound~d into th

so.)'r- and th- spinal cora ::ntcred irom KhPPG dfld wern opezat~( durln.;
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oa zha av~rage to 10 dayz mnen it was operated. rhis exactly was

mainly the group of the ca~aaiti.es, who reqiuir-zd car-ful

_Xaa4 ei.so~ci nal oL~izrvacion or a--:ter* opgramions/?roc-ss.,s

aDrooos cf th . combinc-d wouna oz tuv organs/ccntrols of taoracic

it!' : ablonminal az-,a or rtzeir toiainq on D,%P in connec tion with tI-

s-v:=ity of g~n-ral carditiol. Tatzi w~ri h--adsd alracy tor the

opfra-in/nroc! Ss apropos Or w ound of si and spin~al corrd. An,

inally, r ?mai 4n&q casu&±r_ :.s =AurLd and the w, rc oosratae . on 4na

mor.4tn id moz Thi-s jroup coz6:nsc.A ;.r ess~nc- of casualti-s with

-n- =ornlications or" ccavcLL~a zzoa otrI-r jiniral-surgical hosnitals

wh r; th'-y wzr-- loca±'d for a icng t-imi as nontransporzajla_.

Tl- op-:rabil 4.'y of tausL; wcuaa,73d thi qoin- andl tat spinal cor3

tes0n-cializad hosFtaj oi army region during diffpre nt poriols

and yi-ars of war was alc vzri u;varsp, but in tna coursea of t i me J.

! liy was ra-nsed, it acLuizeu tn--- more corricz organ-iz- d

charicte r/naturs and b, cam= more radical. Accordinq to the4 dat a of

th _ 3 eris/nImD-r of r- crts aaziaj d4iff--r-nt p,:-iods of war J_- i

=-tablish-i/installe d, that tna oj =rabilitv of those wounI-Adt

spinf- in the hospitals of tae soutiwestarn Front in~ ',he first half of

1,143 ac:,--i-1 13.8o/c (I. N. iircadrko) , in 19L44- 16.80/o, andi at

:_.-Id' of th-7 war 4t achii~vj JJ.Un/o.
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;--v a ia ta sh-: w a s ,ad ua iiy opu a ticnal1 a-I by t hat wound d3

tm- .inn an~d th,: suinai cura it was rais-?(l anil it achiaved

dowever, il should be autea tat the opterational processingj of

41--s tjp-~ of casualt.,7s a4,,natu on thi comnbat cizcumnstanczs,

ov-_rlodnq of th? sDecaa_.izau nosgitalz by n-uro-surgical caiualtie;.Zs

ano th-- cofl~ t: onr cZ z vacua~tio-z of casiualti -s. Thus, in ths

u-riods th- calm~s of such casuciitias almos:_ all op_=rat- d in tht? army

irea. In the absence ftaiase ;ussLbilitins of such casualt iFs tey

ju'A3dir~to thi froPnt lana -: azapeutic institutions.

D,?atur/at-'ndarce and )zav_,rtiv mzasur, s in the specializ~d

aospitils of armny arr-a acaan ved Larg- comple t-nress. neasurss on

departure/atte ndance and )ropaiiaxis of different complications In

tnos ' wounded the spine a.id ta,. 6,inal cord in tha specialized

hospizals of th? army area win -ra tne casualties were detained by th=

more prolonged period, they rejuizA~ narrower than the appropriate

organization. He-rc first, or a.±- weze tak-n mziasures tcr the correct

arranjemnent of casualty.

Po~ition/situation oz casualtj in the b-ad. with th-3 bull.it
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w,)unds is duria.Ig th-- clc66u duwiaas of Api n'i, to avc~ :a z sagqng 0-F

bod)(y anI disolac-3ment cf r-ne 1iagd division of -,he spine of

casualties plac5?d to the zi4.d zDed with thc wooden panel unler the

shir. sparating flask. Ic z-ciinat--on cush,-ons undm-r thoi damagill

iiv;.sion of son~with t-nm ou.L.Lt iouncls its n-urosurg;eons, as a

rule, dil not re-sort.

inly witan :tcura~s c.z n:e aeck livisi4on of the spine of

casualt i's thzv ulac I tc -,tasudi. bp' without t-~ p~in,:l un1~ th--

s~~ratnqflask, but unuer ta= conditiLon of the- immobilizatiLon of

the daimaoA. division of sdin= j, jypsum or cardboard cast or by wdir=e

3,t7Ftchinj with the od1 w odn.s of spnr, ai a rui, was no-'

apoli 3d.

For prophylaxis3 of bedsozr unldor a sacral-butcck region thoy

laid. :ubbcir circla, and und.-r a.3.i - annulus frcm cotton, wrapped up

by qauz;,. Ir th- casrs ot parakyses, which were diss -minat -d also to

th- uoe)r extr-emiti?s, s~uch aL~ruli laid also under the albow joints.

4ith th;: rapidly devc-opj.aj a-dsor-zs of cisualties thiey placod

to lth air or watar scparatinj i.Ask. Th--: inccnve ni, rice of ther latt-er

(--nr.r-i3t3(I in the fact that was necessary 2 times to add hot wate-r in
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connaction with its cociizj. Ja~dar th- slightly be:nt in th-e kn- o

joints lower extremitips iaiOa tni cushions.

For the purposF of j ruphjiaxis of bedsores in the sc-ors, which

AZrc d-;i:! ctly a-1ja,:-rt to .a ua, was applied1 -ch, tarning off skin b-y

camoh'r alcohol, ammonium nyaroxida (0.90/o solution), alcoholic or

diueous solution of taniiin, et-c. Ir according to tac- character/naturs

cl wound hyqji-4nic baths rovea ro D- impossibli., enizbody off-

woiunded was shavsd bny 0.25-J.:)o/o solution off ammnonium hydroxid; .

7oc prophvlax- s of bid;sozt-s, and also complications from the

s'-d- of or-jans/contrcis tn-- zesi~xations in ths majority of hosuitals

::e miinty chanid th-~ osazioi/sizuat 4 .of off casualties in thB bed.

Posit-ion/s -tuat.cnr~ 3n 1ae s;oaca of casualti-s wihtha sup--rpubic

fist-ili r-quir -d att achnEaT. ia tne matrices/dices in the3 form off

sp'icial cuts. NTeurosuirgecns pezzitted to casualty and

oosji jon/situation or to szde, not to tim- having :eavealed/dot--.,cted

th- adver;- eff=ct of tnis ositioa/situation. For this purpose- in

the -Irmnv institutions cr tue series/number of fronts early was

aoul' -3d thi-: tn-:rapautic exizcisa with thrz utilization of -Active: a-Id

pa s: v: movpments.

Pige 3412.
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For prophylaxis thea coatractacrs of fnot, as shcwved

~~E.X_ I~ir ; jjtyou ~e psun long-at banda l-s, which

fiAx foot in zas phy:;iolcqical csition/situation.

'7k'inq into account tn - viuoLition of trophic s ystpm in

cisualti-s, was ascessazy daii to r rovo/tak casts to= the

iflsp~cticr of f'tani wiiing oz ifin to avoii tha 4"'orwa.*~tofl of

bc:dsos.

2:arc. of in-: :stin-. uit4i fi cu1l'.,s uz:-3at.-d oar-i of

, :stn- in t:hose wcundued tue n' with the damnai of spinal cord

cr ioz: ta4_l. Thc lelay 3.- cnair/stooi with such woun~ds was alnost

ro jular.

Paralys~is of inmt-stiat-, aaa aiso spastic

contractIon/abbreviation of zae s~ainct-rs of r-ctum, to tha

re'iuctian of automuatism, ied to such firm constipation, that

con~v-nt4.onal m-i ans in tnti zormn of cl,:aning nema or laxative at th

conve-ntional doses I orovta to Le ;.r this case ineffective.

FOOTNOTE 1.* Casz7ari sajraaa (I tia spoon) , Int. fol. Sennaei (2 tna

spoons), paraffin oil, peaoipii ta.in, etc. ENDFJO)TNOTE.

W4:r~e neces~iary to resort to tae aijh siplhon ensmas, th - anemas with
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thez adrixture/impurity scags jz vad-.tablce oil usually in combination

with th-3 laxative salt.

oiith th- ground~gssnass oz such substances it was necassary to

riscrt to th- mn chanical c.-,aniaj if thi ampul- of rectum oith the

i(I of tha finjcer/poin or th; sprecidl narrow blunt-, .nded, thick-walled

spoon. Thm lirctly follcw-Lag a~ta th-- mvechan4cal removal of :-hc

lat~riorating fe:ces from zaa apuie of rectum cleaning anema usually

proved to be effective.

Indiidual surgcons a.. airferent fzonts aipplied for this purpose

stiirulating v ?g,:tative nearvous sysztem substanczs as Pituitrin,

physostigmin-?. During tne davi-lopm~nt of automatism of rectum and in1

tar a.bs2ricz of a f elinqj oz ur~a -co the smptying of intestine it was

nscrssary oal:iemnts to systewaticaliv hold on the underneath rubber

sound. Faience and metallic tne sound for this purpose ar'i

unsuitabl~i, sirc-i thoy can -;dusi j"-dsor' s.

r'hl reflct.or Ipart-/.j. -araticn of feaces and the4 irratentiJon

of gases remained sometimes aaa tor the prolonged period after wound,

to thi latq and residual period inclusively.

lornt rar'ily w~rp cfls3.,ve. otner complications, ccannected,

apoar enly with constipation 4s the sharp/acutea expansion of stomach,
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st ab!~ Ii icc up a nd di ff ic u. or raspirition. Lattar/last

comp~lications mor frequently dera observed with tne wouni of th:

neck or upp;er- thoracic divisiona of spine.

4ith the hiccup privea to oe affactiiv= ths va4osymoathetiz_

blcckad: . With stabl': mt-roism surg~ors' majority, r-XC2Dt

conv: ationa1 m1ans, scm-:now: veigtub-, snemas )f the

u~vs;.oiociical Tr hvD~rtcnic soiLution of commcn salt siphon -nemas,

e tc., 11-7 rzso)rted and to thl4 wainq of stomach (G. A~. Goinzyakov)

cr to thte subcuitaneous (or intruauscular) introduction 1 cm3 of

Djtuitrtrn. If nnc 'ssary rtii,; p;.uiczi4n was introduc- d r-p~atzdly af+--

5-6 riour;

Iniividual sury-cns aa n.~uropathologjIsts succ. -ssfully put tc

usa ailso th - injicticns or pnysustigm-ini, proserin and to that of

S'M:.lar chol'-nirgic suhstaiicids.

P~gc. 34~3.

'fourishm-'nts. Th., vioiat.;.ca ot thi mn-tabclism and, in

rjticular, o." procisses at assimiiation ar.1 d-istructivce m!tabolisnq

_n thos- wounIed intr tan= sj.ii wl.h th-- dama3- cf spinal co:1, arl

il.so th-: losr of proteins ia tai uischarq-z of the pDitt~d surface-s of

be'tsore s, au-iinst theP bacKround .). frelueiintly considerablze blood
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losseas 3utsiJ4 (through tat; wouna, th.: blad1 Ir) ani iaside

(prElomir.antly into the pl~ural arcia) , very exhaust ed casualt.ies and1

creat id sapplin mznta~ry prcDi_ m -cn~ir corr-act nouris-iment-s.

Takin4 Lnto acount thc- C aS1U.~Z~iZ lossq s of pro:Pin, by th-as-

casualty, as a rul ?/handspie, did not decrsasI a juantity of proteiin

in the fcod. In this; case it wds aiwvays necessary to approach :he

,itilizat-Icn f th, mcst easiiy assamilatqd protreins. Ini th4 =:_-r~ Of

thosez woundled into th-e spin~e euterzd milky products in the form of

the :milk, cottale che- sa, caaesa, sour cr5eam, -tc., and also meat,

-gqs. Turnpd also s-r4-ous attinrica. to the supply with th'-ir ve--rdurs

-an d fresh vegetables. At ta £! swu.Li dose s (at the saparata fronts) was

given alcohol. 'loreover, wuuatz tae spinLe obtained th-1 vitamins of

complix 3 and C at th-- prev-_ntiva aoses.

Undr al cnd'tin zie ozganization of care of those wounded

the suine was thoroughly thougat out and it was systematically

cornductad Jin connction wiz~i aacn specific cas- of wound.

Although in th:4 majority or tas cases the onsit of different

complications, and also cz Lnizidi ones revsrsce dIevelcptnant they

d; oandal on th? character/ndtura or the damage of spinal cord and

riversihl~ty of chanq, s in ta. m, aeverth~l: ss, as show-id thq

eprzrim- t/xp*erienc4 cr ztv ;raaz Patriotic War, the organization of
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iarly car.-., ;,son cial 1y .n a zr/acut,, sarly and intarmediateS

o-riod of wound, pre veft Eu or coasldc rably damped 'he course of

complications and therEny it iairov~d the issue of wound.

Rendering to th-- melical aiji jy taudt woundr: , the spirE; and thme spinal

cord in taLi; front lin- arL

7hz orqjaanzati'ral st.Luctcuz6 of tti snoecializ-td ivacuat:on,

.-oioitals of frort 1-;-c art-,, wnica was be-,ng ccnd-ucted in tha pcriod

of ti- 3reat Patriotic mdz wdi cflaractariz'v1I by t.ne fact that in thei

VIs" 'ajzrity Of front iln, ar,-Id W~re nrd~~ ithr-r the

lArq?/coarsq szioardtions/szctiuns or ev--en wholc, separat- hosoitals

for those wounded the s~in. aaa tna spinal cord. Thes tharapautiLc

insitut-4ons ss rv+! th- sti-iciai st~itis/staffs of: ta? SxoarJe7nc1-d

rurosl1rJeors and naurcpdaoloy:it. Casualty, who struck into this

instiittion, alwdys obtainea tne aighly skilled ail. Thea compl-a

-aninations/isp: ct icn.5 o: c~sual-Lils contributed to corrict

r!-cognition the char act Er/iii turt or the damage of 3pinal cord and to

timely operational interventiuu.

?Rztiliarity and s~ecluCi fatare/p-_ culiarity of diffarant combat

oDpera: ions/Drocnss' s, ccnua.ciLn or ' vacuation and distanc3 of the

zoecializetl ag~ncia-s of froat trum the army onqs conditioned th-

ii mlssi..on of diIfr,nt ;ornt..ajts of thosc: wcundFi th-- spine aad the
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spinalt zord. Thus, is very aeli xnuwn the fact of the Drevalence of

casualt-i,:s int-o t.h- necK ana tuoracic division of somne in thl army

-1r ;--a In com~parison w ith tne fzoar Line, wh re f requently pradominat 7-d

those *wonded the spine cina ianto tna? spi nal cordl at the 1a-vel of

l'imbar ;tnd saczal diviSica.

The char a--t r/nat uzd- cz a.aicdl aid i;n th- f:)nt 1--n-:- ar, a was

=KnrE -d, o011 ha rd, ia z.nazy radlical int~rv,-:n.tion or the spine

-witr annztr:s i.n or la 1at, urimary :)r av'Rn reworkirj

of wouni, and -,- th-, ot-naz aau, in zr~itm---nt and prcphvlaxis of

liff,' rrnt co'mulications, suzt.cienrly dhich rapidly apqp-ar-e1 in

casualties with the- viciatiun yr tute function of spinal corl.

Th2 condition of tiucsc wouaaeu the- spinf? and the soinal cord was

coneiticn-2d to thc largar a ra ~ the2 ocriods of tho admission of

casualtie=s into th- froait i.na institutions, thus, ir the

s~rins/aumber of th fronts wiiere in view of combat and

sanitary-tacticail circumstnct6 zzon't linm institutions w-4ra

acr7anq-)d/ocat :, vclry cicset,) zd amy or.ms and iven army, a

co)nsilarable quantit-y or cdsua.iries it entered on the first whereas

r i~iy. This Dosition/situdtiun das oiuserved in the first Lneriol of war.

1I1 th i spcond uoeriodi cf tat. wa: wnan th- Fascist troops/force!s

invari-ailv/unchang-?dly retz art,:J unler the onset of Soviet ;army, in

the hnoinninq )f all ccmaat ot ,rat.Lons/processes front lin-
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ni-:iit~cons vi-r- .3'oulieu to zni Lin, if t'army ornes of tha f rst

!L.,sich all CaSlIdlti:ES Vary rdidlv anI -?arly -7ntered tfront lin-

:~O~!IStifl '.d. tn s U ag'inC'-'iS of front 1in-= ar-a 4tr-

33 ,a.C~ila~~dwoun:!a- znu k:i.i and ta- stila2. Coni in all

D r~Iswoands w.t~i th, ai,-6 Comniciti'ons. Duin tg i 0e-c

Swork 'rs o-: t 1-s- intL-tz was r- iquir -a lara atJ-liZy anl,

~ ~ t/~x~r~ece in order to corr~-ctlv ; stablish/install

ii .~~ssan.1 31:- nec-d ind itivisubilitv of onwt or the oh~

21i~i~].charact r~stic cZ caozs.- douni a spir.- a-nd a spiral Cord i

~:on: an r'A

Th4 deqir'2 of r-mctrn s W,ir tzoin l in3 c-- 70'mba-. op~rations

ini cond -tioni th-E vacudtiais or casualti s from thn for-war:d ar-as

d ?7 th - -4S TcsV, :a C'.CLS, wci a iz -n-~i clIassi-4ficati on, j n-iralI

cr~~tonof thes- wcuna~d zne! 6,irt inr th.- s-piral cord, a,-1 also

clinici characteristic cas.iuAitias in the, institutions of fran- lip.-

Ar Re.
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1-: should 5- ooin- u cat -z,-,t irt"n Mzjor:? Of of:ds0

c-,mba: fnr : n or '_i fzoi: ii.:in instrtur uons was Tharact=_r~sz.4c

szvr nos sor:t_-I ouz Li. t,. z _rcz-iii-/D.r~vious stagJS Th.

J~tize.1e:tr.e-.Uely hceavi woni1z of tiE u half spinal cor,!I o:

dc-ur I-J into a 1bar-sdcrai :~~.anor I fr-quentl7 aheI;-y '3VaCUAz-,c

ijaist t:-e front line dr~r . ih.; re)f/atr : doun1,s Of

co:71 ~r ar, >- - rr- secz or o~_ or c th' c ca-nrna

"C~Z'b o sac into1 SJ.C~ ~+ f~ 3ev 2.ra1 qrj!1Os.

fizs: ~'v '~s ~ou CoeajCs=z cas'ia1:: s tizh

rii/:~l/o 1t rea.K u: se..ia. cor I not on-~ or th= o-:,' : ev

of S:A-. S3uc'. cI.t Z a±j.1s 'la: p)'aaly4S of LCw': :: ~.s

b-isoz:;i ~ui~gj~so C--- body ant] lamaj- orf r~

r Irnct 4On f r v ov r a i ns/coa :~s . E v. n 7. aL- .nic: c f any cther?

7,- >r r: o wa- , to SC1v? a 'U-Ss-_ oz

=i:f ~t:v-3 :irf mn.cu Cdd.3_" anl, Coflsequ-ntly, also t"1--

?i r'-r' ".hIy rn_=;d 2xt6z-_m7'v C..3-flil Car, orf t zs Vc S.

c7~ )r.ni c :ri on = c;- r, _ z iwr s un i ra t-v -2 com D1l4caionP.s v n

.Or- ;r -K :r17. 1_ -nri cod~c f a scaui:.
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7Th S-icon- gro'In CL. ';QScc os.6I~h,: cota~r -d wounds of

S~fl 4 - o~r~alca~aa j oz s~nlcord. on trad, whola this qrouio

: csute evEn. wit-h tn,; iaL-ctious complications was lighter,

un.& s3 :hr~was thn shdzp o r 4inflamniatory comlicatiorns,

wni ch r-fiu-r--d urg--n z sur jL-ai znr nir.

Third -couo - wounQiu -:a=sum ar.1Ir~ sni.nal cor- i:h

:urisk~onc of inf-ctious CC e---dt.olis in th- form of enn

ro'v~~,aascs, zc. £nzcnlca :ns w:rsnz.v

,,ic- ter7:--oI ,L: h-zctn adinci nd orss;:- back to tn-

back jrounl wouni itLself,.

. vacuations za-I j:-.u--r-u Oi VtV ~:n~ for . vacingth

vital forc-s off orijani-n.

Pai, 3 45.

.3 on aI c o z n --c t h~ t Lraeuz.;c ins _~iit-cns of orn: lne ar-a 4 -

-:~~s o :hli army vaz.id~ ii, zra sufffi'c4- rtly w4 I - llmit3 - frcmn

s~v:i 1vst,) sc l rl a.id v-n noth. h -t -s uossih>' to

-,V, .il.-r, r~a~EtO T: ~.i of th sc cas-ua~t:.= -'.

~eetwo -n)hi-i-,ni on th,, daJ)LE tnc-r: fa3s an inv-rse isni-ii ,nc=:
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th os- :iy act~d woun I~d aorz3 Ir unly thzy Suppli ri /J .IJv,.r i/-z '

into without th= o'jzraticn~i jiucassinq, and d-?liv~red witin =

iatr :n.r~ou3s -nor _ f ruenT..y . uzj _ct-Dd to tha-: or oth-.,: sur'gical

prcc- ssin~j ir th fr, mcst st-i~ cvacu~ition ThJ3 is -:xplain~d by

znc fftct thait in all cdrini::t w,,_ lzav sne cialized Hosoitalz in which

withr: .. - to th -ir )D.A~i ~ ~ratrd th-sr- casualzi.-s with~l

vi-suo~ i~rt osui)_talizaz:.on ;n 15-20 lays, knn gon. S~veirit v

th oun !s, 1 24 :yp-- of - a-i/rcs anl p ost-opozration cours

cf wolir?. nror:5 -*s Th us, tl.. u UUi avsra i ' -j~ioii o-;- tha_ a kimission o:f

t~z slJn±:ficant. oar7 of tause wcu.ivned the? soinea ana the spinal ccri

into the front line area was ~a~it~ in 2-3 weeks. This is e~~

frm h~r-no-sof: indliva-ual Vn-:itn. hs, acccrding to tha

r~con~~iof on? or sucn ir~stitutiors in the- secor..' half-7-zzr of 194L4

c3Suli3 t~r~ n ~irc cj nto 13. lo/o cf Cas- , on. 4-5h

(u-v - :.tc 5. 2o/c, )n -9iaay i ~nto 28. 10/0, on tr.-z 10-15-th Jay-

tc13.klo/,) -- is latr taaL 15 icays - Lr--o 35.6o/0 of cas~s.

ivndata show thdt in cais institution clearly were secrotoed

,,4o n-r4zc(ls of th ,dn- s~ oZ -c, caSualties: zar:ly - to 6-3th day

~n1li~r a't-r -h-7 i5tn uai. lan ::st wav.- of idm-ssions - th4 S

casualt4 -s, who 3n't, rt d duz.,nj - hcaih of th : comibat

nc-r a-:inn/proczss w'aien the unit cf the casualties nt:dfromn a:my

re~iions not op('ratepi. Tne 6econud ave is causedI by - h ainissiop of

th-, casuaiti-os, -vacuattu aiz- o - rat Jo 7/proc-ss.
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:hi consi I=rab1- c cji.Laz-.cijs of th~ a lm4ssic7, of casijal::4-s

wmr not- , a' all fzant.

A (utcnrf t:h- CL-:.cIt.d )Z whs cundel the- suiric ani ti.:

S 0r a C~ 7 ' 4-n frortc it ~:az 4s vrv 4mpc-ta:, -I'd virt-iially

sI~j wo drk frxit ucoa v-r wi1elimts

-71 r.:3 -1titiCfl .h~I e ff:- 4~ct -h ; Przs: nce an:.

e-f:fi,;i-icv o th;e spr-ciaiz#d ioz4ri-sur iCal aisnc4-s of a-Ivm ar a.

If ::v s~t 'ns~cr~.~ ~n~3 rahIsu-:i'rotc. work, th~n th1

n h far c 1n r Ii s-ctI c n s w a s i c r as e i

,7ivzloor-nz-n- bi te a r. nu:o - z uric al1 aiod 4 ou dard - t-a

Vi~n~al7,a -f-rm the Lr- saiic~ c: 3 sufficien,-t iuaintitv af

s~~iUzdth'-ran' it'c j.ld find and pres,-nc, of c.a :

In -.h,; 4.-i-ial perica u: tn~i- war 4h-r. tht arization of thE:

n~t/jystzm o;: nmu'ro-sur41cui ian-3ttutwn on ifrntfronts was

lccat 3d ;.n t- :a ot t,)zatr-cri, :-nv 1,iao-Lnt by this aid was

.ni::z~n iihs~-.ump,-Lj r-iL aaz: ct '4cS COMpadrativeiy rapidly7
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czrrr~ct- !. ?his II ustrat.=. r, ozts of or-z of the evacuation

hosoitals of th: Kalinin eruonz, wa.Lclh from the fir:3t days of war hadl

an assiqnment to accept tae s.,-c.Laiized casualties. We qive- in Table

51 data- from this- of rzj.cr,; L:, tae first 2 1/2 yiears cf war.

Fr-3m giveni dat-a it'- 1..intl 'v itly, as :n tn cours. :'

.4 ;i thz e.vacuation hsai or fzont iine areai wt:re fre-d/re: lase:

from thze various kinds of attic: w,;n'13d proafi 1-ss cidlti,-L3 and

b~ca~ .p'~ialz~dno- cnly n.;urt;-6urji'ca1, but also, hcspi-ta-ls wt

-h S aacn/F*3cticn fc: ..osz iuund ~d th- suins.

In th- 5zm r- ccrt a6 cIaar.Li shown gh~~radual iacrease, of

sarqical activity in,:h, riatica to wound -d thc; sp~ns and th~s~jinal

o.-d (Tiblhe 52).

Pag~e 346.

L Ii effect of t hp character/L1turFe olf combat

o ~ ~tir-./pro~sss, ccd.Ltyz anti s-ascn not tho z peraoility of

those vnrIndd the soiJnE aiaJ ta, spinal cord very well revidant base-d

on the *xample of work of one of ta? Institutions of th-- front lir.

area, whi4ch Da3szd on tne maia comoat s,-ctorzs off w- stt-rn dirsctior..

Jr-ianizatio)nally tiiistlzution und:-rw-,nt s~.vtra1 s:ajes in
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d'aich it s disposjitji:n wdis tjo Uirttzrent wi-th r spect to t -I :)r~most

14.off Ih:akaq,;. In this LsQ~ not~ tht ':isnu of th:

ba~sic- coijtia on-rations/Fzoce-isc, which give reorastFntation a~out an.

incrilasi ia thi- opo rabiiity oL the casualtiss of trnis cat jory.
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ral 51. Fr.111pi:rcy cf tnz t~- -cacinci wounds of tl sip4-n- (iJn th'i

nqrc-ntaijcs to a total nuia.;,r oz .1il -ntler~l casualti -.s ii 2 1/2

yv ars, b4'qinng with 19441)

(11 flepim on m uaa xm pame-
HUU flO3BO-

( 3a neprl roa .. .. .. ...... 21,1
# peTbP noJnyroIwe- . ..- 28,0

lo qe-Bep~roe Lony-rojuA . .3 32 ,2
a- fRToe (i ... 47,2

KY: (I I . ?lerioI of da r. (i. . 22x trat n g wounis. off s pin-.(32 In

first v iar. (44) . In thiru rnaiz-yac:. (5) . In fourta half-y.zar. (6).

Tible 52.

Onepupye. (.(I MOCT% P2UeH-
flepi10o BoGil HbiK B flo.

3110B0 'Iifli I
(13 flpotiUTQX)

p3a nep no~firo;re . . . 5,6
* TpeTbe oyon 2.7

geTBepTue uO.Aiyro.ae . . . 4,
s nRTue 0 23,0

K~v () . ?9r 4oi of wer. (i) p rability of thosrt woundp~l spine(i

Pn rcnnt vi-.s) .(1) . in fiirst mar. (4 ) . In third half-vemar. (5) . In

fouirth nalf-yzar. (6) . rCr 'C,: zi.Lth. half-y' ar.
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Tii.53. ?r-qun'I'cy of 'Ch.; w~~r~ ourAs cf spin-, and~ surqical

4aCTOT3 Ouiepapyc-

() Harnenonaneouepauu np8Hailuf O~

(a npotteIM~X)

(5jOP~mCcHni rlePuO:j (19,0) . ....... I O's1.
%CBopoiiemc inu6 repI[01- .(.1J. .) . 0.9 4, u

OD.(70BCi u -Niipci;I;fI nepnox1 (19.,3) .... . . ,2 5.2

(VpcupoFa eu no~itibx rnperpaa (19'.3-1944) . 0.2 10,6
. . .. . . . . . . . 0,26 18,0

('13 ILepa1uHcxaM ofle.pauu ... .. . 0,2 14's

~(~:(1) . esigflati.fl c-,-~~~~ol (2) . i'r:aU'Ir.cy of wounds of

V,)rcn z'-j upr ol. (7) .Orz-k- KUS j7'ri D! (9) - Assal SSfl C=s~'d at

-n data s h: v the v,.iumne of operatioal F.~ by ta on ~

3pin- anI th, sninai ck:rd in tac front 14n? ar! a in th-? cours: -

militiry activities in the Gr- t Pdtriotic W~ar. As Is - vident,

Inx4iu MUM in p s I Lt c1:mil.LIu IL 1 IJI44 i-I th 2 prici o 3a lOr USSiar-

or-atior/pr0c~ss, after wnicn tka operabili-ty again d: srin-s. This

incline 41urincj the Blc-1rus63Laa cevratiofl/proc, ss deo.qnd,; on th ? fac:

t. a- at thi-s t{m- th,, s 41,.iizzu aospital 'o: those woundid th:
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soina was advanced forwara anu. at th-a D-9gjnning Of OPS-ratiOn/PrOcEss

was locat-)i in thF- army azA.,. rrn.s mad- possibli_ to cpirat:3 thosae

wounded into the, spin, ana the s-ind1 cord durinq zhe: first days

after wound. Entire fl1cw )t taisi: wound-1 the spina an(! the soinal

cord ifl -rv: b?,i4"ninq c: ra~r~~swas ha-ddir!ctly for

-the f:on' lina basis, tflat dL30s gdv, thm consid',Jrable inclin. of

ou~aional ;cti vity. Dur.,i,.I o. :s~ poration/process the

s:.crifit:art part Of suco dUIa wes op-erat-d i4 th- army are-a

(fa bla 5 3)

S~cc3J. atue~/u uliz sc.L zr_-atu ent and pos-.-cp:!ratioa

cornduct of thos- wournd- a sjpia ai a spinal ccrd in. th-3 front line-

aea.

7am rnor - orolonaed sz~y o,- fzonl: Iinp tharape-utic institutions

at or. 3 )lac--, th 4ir b-tme: rrn a/otcnth-ir

arrn ~unt/ost~onanu zin a tchnical -quipment maile it possibli

for th:em to considerably nore widely utiliz-- all possiole (lia~jrostic

and tharaop'utic maasurc_ .

171 :pXrCM-1t/* XFr!LnC, Oi Zh zrtir- Gr,:at Patrioti-c war

showp.1 that in ths fronz iiae aospita2.s nevcrthe;less pr~dorninat_,.d

thosa wouniled th ? spin, dfl tne spinal corl in thea sta'ie_ of

infr-:ztius complfcition. Js./ap,?i±cation in tn= slirgical practice of

A~
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dif forent anti spptics as sui an liai I.es, a nd to wari thz- end a t~li

war an antibiotics miad~i it j-ossaiL -fo-- n-urosurg-ons to mor4

lariijly ani aior- widili opjJcrEtn e wo'znds of sp-,in:? w-ithout fcarinq

those attacked/advanced baj- thie post-operation coMDIuLCicio~IS.

.1 ethol of rewOrK.lgJ u n n C-( ouI f~n ih:

ari rn-asiur- th-y w-cr-n or± o antisenptics and anti biotics.

3P-?cioal :A-,ention dds zuzflca in various kinds suop ur a, iv n

cn1~~a~osr:)m ti iu i ;a, cr~bral sh-11i cf soinil cord.

T.'i crr~ct undprstan iiny of zrnE Ji-vslopment cf infe-ctious proc-ess

-in.1 t l pr~ms-- c,% -.' s5u i a .amni a s ma I it possibl f r,=,il ntly t1o

r,%sc: -:o th? mro: zalicai meta,;ds of s'irQ4icaj. trsatm r.t K.2

Chikovani)

Furthermore, -xtensiv..Iy wds as'al the active tr-matrnent of

1~f~rn~comliatons r;airc sa of urinary tracts (cystotomy)

Aft'r th? oprratiig ckaidct oj such casualtias in thq front lip-

az-a das charactarize I uy cusuzb activity. Uniler conlitions of

fzcn' i- ar-a was proviaea c,;mklex treatment of th~is type of

oasuiltizs (with th, attracr-ioii or 'irol13iist, -h--rap.autist and otn r

Ar-
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SP-Ci4AlJ.S_.) that, it is (jDjt..i~s, it olay-d v rv Iarg3= ro1c. in th'a

accP-I4ration of th-.- rc-covzzy c_ taise wounded the spine and soinal

cord.

Th ? prssnc-a of ccm i, ca;:Iozs in those, wcuinded the spine arid the

spiral :cord ir 'thp ffrcnt L;.ae istitu-ioiS usually forc~d -to

hspitallzn such casualties for tne uror-A orolonqed period, which was

being cal~culated on thp. averagJe in 1-2 months. 3u-- also to this, i

is dn'ibtliss, influ -iccc ct ccmnat ou- raticns/prncessis and need

ch rdez-as;ns of cots in the fozsi~jht of thpe samr=. Evacuation by

hospital trains or aircrart saurtaned the? periods :f the s--ay of such

casualti-s in front line .jo ana madse it+ possibl,= to -avacuatF t h RM

into thQe institutions ci zae aaep rear.

?Age_ 341.

To t-his momant/toqu~a T-n.3 trdtment of thosii wourd.-_d th, sp.in

and : ha spinal corl -i mdal res czs dip,;nd,-d on combat and

sa-n4:cry -tact ica1 I ircumz-tances dat th- front wncn it was poss-blq -to

sa- 1hc? -ff-ct of onp cc 7c."= caar cp zition/prccess on th: course of

trpatme nt in th~ o~ca~ aosj.itals of all, until now, of th

emitteA staqps and the de.~re jz tane possibility of the construction

of this aid. Wth thr- trdansaio ijto th, internal area - d-pithwar3]

4 0 o!IflZy - tft5 ift-Ct OZ COJULdZ c'.rzurstarc-s complet-3ly c-eased,
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-ind cisialti s conv-:r-r-d/zz_ aazru( und r th-- con litis of: usual

statianary tr~atmrnt.

-3 ?nd-3 cing to th': m= 1ica.Lia jj taaz wo,.ind-d 1,-' spine andta s3nial

ori inth ar'a oft~a~ d

r~ th~ra:czutiz= i'-stixtuis Qf t - r _ar for tna triatmsnt

Stri:)zS-- wound-I thc scr-;L; and -:zia spinal cord wer7- 1i-str-ibu:_-d by

_ ,:- :Ls of 'ho_ CCUiry. 1.1 'hnS'nst~ttions Of zhz '~ rLear

a- 2.suiltizs usually wcr= tzt_-,ti prolonqed period, =ntaringj th 'n

f r~ju- '.tly th:7oih sjv-rii moi-ths af-t r woundl. This wcr' cjreat:er

-car4t>- casualzi3s with thos.. jr otii-rs, ma-.alv supourativ, on-is,

complica-ions or with tnE rZsaauai ph, novena c" th-2 da-Lnage on spine..

aid conta42-d sujinal ce.a.a.. ourir,j di-fforsrt y-lazs of war scmai&

i-ttu~n o: hade r~r on diff-rent 3i~i arces fro, the

:ro.: i>:a: ', an! tI-er.;zozd %;no norods of th- admission of such

oasualti~ms wfr also t1 Ey war divcrse, but n~vertnel'less later than

-i th3 instjtxitjons of trout Line ur'a.

Ac -ordinj to ia ta ot one or tat' reir - vaciuatio)n ho:3pita is, which

dork:.1 at or,-: vi tht, Pam-' p.Lcc2 during.o h- -ntiz-3 war, it Qent ,r-d

wourd~d into th spirn?: to 1 .nontiis alft-r wouni - 17.0o/o, from 1 to

2 mcnths - 31. Ic/c, frcia 2 ro -3 moi1 - 16.0o/c, lat-r than 3 months

- 16. lo/o.
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Ar4 v?rv ~~'ti aan uaza abcut th,; character,'nature cf tih .

daa-- f: th- borp .ram,-woi: oz surin. in casualzi-4s, whD : nti~r 7d th,

institurions ofth lc-ee z:=,r, dc,;z;rJli>J to th-= ia-a ot' th- samE rzar

h os al afll, 5 4).

witlP th-4 damq-/dlif-at cz :ae uouaes of ve rtebrae, wi-.* entir4

o bv io'i s nePz3 t q e v S edKd a tij t ae .;oin D i tv o f t -~ wo un I J' th: h on~

fln>/Cllof sp;c. 14- w- :o zhis add still and t-.-i ci-rcumstanc~l

:.at ft - larci-: oart ctf zh, z 4 ouwas was co-nu1icat-?d var:.us kirds of

osteonvr-itic proce-3ses cr usociat-I wouni~s of spinal zorl, thzn

will Jcom 4 comolt- Iy Y~ L;d' fltz ;.ccuflosi2.on of tlh cdslalt.' ?s, who

a:,- loc.-te unirlqroing l2Eej.Cdi tzeu-rnent in th- iisr-titions of ft

ioep rtear.

Accc-r 1~: to data crt~ -La;r! txna~m-n of ths Gr t Pitriotic War,

....... nstj. ut2.ons c: -cn itz rE3ar was cliancid th--:

1rff/snocialty of casuai-:i*3 ooch in the relation to :hn t:.u T!:

of th-- wound of different iivis.Loai of .;pinie and caaracter,'na-:ure ')f

th,- lamaqa: of s!.)4r.a2. cczd.

3,sl':n it-ri-als cz ~. 3au. nsnt this was rqlrsm-nt- .



(A) Te31 I ( (~ el~o CI(~ ~
Teaio OCTI!CTWI.I-CImLa 3BI)IMI3 .10
fl03-~eSR o, Il" nnle- 101 n apn- i
,eci_ paenn O&TU- I ,I pe'4HUOf Bej1ioux Telva,-

CTO Mle JOT- P012TNR OTPOCTOM 111C el
xa poylillHOCTII

(161 IlpoieHT 11"70 3,5 1,5 8,5 21,0 2,0 ',0 4.5

Cm: 0H . C wura. (2) . dijui; o v =rt c b 7 1. (3) . i3.zlv, cros,-s liii

~n~i :znscn~.(4). Sijj i S (5). SmTall ar4:cs an i .~scs

(n) A-dr. AA cross 1:non 7). 9c0 of v--rt-2ira a.nd iliac

L)n o s . (5 ) . ?.irivertehral. (j). iti s rvt zxpl-iine. (1J).

r rc-' it a I

99bl Sr ':j.rl it 1 th4 hD--ai~ I S0 t h 1!- ra

r.-co iin A Ti' t-n ca:F li 1T d;.ti La co-itlsicns 3,- con=- an 'hors?

t3 1a I -n t i.a wasr o s L zvi- ta-i Lo il wi nI- urc C,_,c v4- l at 4- on

Flacci.oaavss . 1t.J.

.3st. ua--alysr-s J. 1.)



-zz ici:~ at is -43~ :ad7.it 5.

:c l ar a2' ir -j of z.uii st ut-a , i ons il o : ~ I2~J

0 - p ,Alzz i- - ,I- f- in i :~a-, sazaj.c :s --ca liz aia wt as well

~- 4h~th-r~vut~ l.t.tzd CL: m of9 UC2S1ta bas 3fth' r-
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Ii!rin I th*p perioi of the eiitirt ;rz:at ?citriotic War. In this raport

t~rzar nd icatl ons tna. -,n ca oginnin-, o: wpa: thcs-- woun41!-d t h

sn_ war,= tr,?ated in 9q r=Zui-SUrjI.Ca1 -typ- hospitals. In th

beginniaq of 19L,2 in the sc.ne s3jitzrn is i4ni-tiated --ha organ~zal: or of

n oa l: n/ c,--i ar l than ais" hc-sp'.als f or tacs

wur.de 4 th ~~' an~d tii spiadJ. cord. Orn rational wc:K i-S

:-~nsr-eiin 7abl= 56.
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55.l, ,Character/naturz, ol tee- uL),let damag"- of s.pinal1 cord anr

lvlof wound (in th',

(;L) XariaHrep 1oSPeW.)e,.rtn CTFRniOrO mo:,ra

(1I) p1olnent paticiurm (3) Xqa 11e - ae agT.oeie

11M O1 N1CHIM xnOCT . 6,5 7,5 5,0 1,0

LPVe l Of dOU!ra. (2). LIeazactir/natu::e of damage of Spinal

(3 ontus-ioa. (4). )ar-iai violation- Of inrt-grity. (5) .

~sson (b .anatcmicdJ. iazarruptic n. (7). ce;rvical division.

T!horacic division. (J) . Couaa and hors:- tail.

Table 56. The op,:rability it tuose wounded the spine on th=e ycaars Of

;irr, on i-h,? tata of th- tawz~uctL institution of the hospital basis

c ft h r ear (in th'q p~rcen tajas)
(1 roa BOBln

( Na~par~?ep Onepilpyecmm(57 Me p Ceje
nepawnI 0TOPf d PeTHN ili

( 0 6ruan or0JcppCIOCTb . . ... 9 0 13 0 26,0 28:0 20:0
(T I amIIi3Kr0MhliIH .. . . . I 8:0 100 1: I0 4

K : (1).1 C h a ract r/n - aure af jpEribility. (2) . Yea: ot war. (3). 'The

first D~).tesc:.() . me taird. (6) .the fourth. (7)

Pa'Ir~ 150.

A-~
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,3iv--n laza v-rv coav.,y ii. ~in~ j s :hc jra d ua 1 n cr ~a s 0f a

Sa r.t ;-t y of s u rj -calI i n zr v an L1.c as b oth 91--n er a1/co m m on/ to t a1 onc s ani

sii rc.a!~ 4±flt-Ev:lt.ofls, wica oird ir cnduc-red in -th -

inst",tut-1cns of th:. di!-u rer z3atlv sharpl1y df'rfroa thet same

oar.-ay ani --lvr frnt in r. 'ehra crtrjuznt2.y conduct2 1

re ~tedonecations/Froce~i~ ScS arokos off arachnciits, consi& ::aol-

ui~-nnaof ti~ ~ncrs c or: spinal cord Rubtsov chang-d

, 3irro-iniiflj tissuCeS Or -In tJ~ r~is;nc-~ or ;inf-?ction.

)trations/procesFs in zucfl zA2,2 most fr,--quen tiy carried theo

cm iractz/natur- cf r' Iuc..>Lj ouhich we:7- conJdic: :)d r1mntv

ino th postwar u~riod anai sii tici/analysis- of which it da-es nict

?nter- into thp probLeIm ct :;reseilt dork.

A
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?age 351.

Chapter V-.

OUTCOM~ES OF 4OUJNDS OF SPINE AL) iPL'AL CORD.

(Th(neral data).

Ca.ndi.1ate of medical scieaccs, aocant D. G. Gol'ib=-rg.

I'n -hz publish=-d matar-aii of th, first world war 1914-1918 on~ly

Fr- -rh -di-cal ra sanizary savacj gives tha numerals of th - total

dirzct Outcomes Of 4un wctxLis oz sping and spinal cord. Accord14rq to

th-se data, of 31413 takEn L.at,) coasideration that wound- d the sr.n--,

with :tx'-?otion of thinso tj~n 1ldon th. fi,:2ld of battcle and in thz-

for~zmist infirmariE-s, reciverau 1471 (114o/o) , ir 1346 (39.14o/o)

r~miridmore or less snaz,)iy ?zonouncel violations of th:? functions

of soinal cord arid 1 98E (4o. 30/0) Uid It is logical that takin~g

*n-o account th4 casualr-ia6, dac ids killed in ths foremost staqos of

Pvacuiltion, the lethality of thosa wound-2d the spine in th= Fre nch

army in the first world war wa6 coasid,.rably abov54 and achiav'e-d
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33.0o/o and mo ?

L ,thality. CCnISiiEad~iY 20re rreqTu-n*ly were published the

nn:s-ls c, toztal lcthaiiy w-; ci- wounds of soin- and spinal conr,

:n Ih-3 s-pa:alt 'nat; rais Ls .van -h,:- anals o lethality in th

stages of modical anld scinitarj dii~ Thus, accordinj to An rican

lat a, :n *:-i~ ar csia or 2J obtained wounds of spinal ccrd

1-- 176 ('30. Oo/o) ;of thoste 37Th )ita~--d I-ha wcunis of s;)ine (wit.a

th indirect danage of siLd. (;(rd) J1I 158 wouidzd tInz sDia it

i~z 334 (55. 0/0).

~v:~nly due~dngon i.)pi .al L-ndn5-tions and pz-riods of

furth-:r -vaicuation, th9- iatnaliti of those wounded the soina in

d4 .ffr:~'-authors, who wczx-.eu in : similar stag :s of e-vacuation, is

d is simnilar.

Acczoriing to th- dat~i or aup~l the lI.thality in tha fcront liri:

infir.:a:r*-s acHieved 65.0o/o, acco.'ing to data of (;uillaut -

13.00/0.

From sovi-t Furgecas ii :a iirst world war they citA data about

th-7 lithality of those wcaaa~ea ia the spin-, of V. L. Pokotilo

(64.0(./D) ,V. A. oppel' (7%).u/c) undl N. N. 3urd-anko (60.0/o) .
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Jurinj the! later mIlItaIry coi~jhsioS wi*th a commarativ-aly small

numb .-r :)f thos- wound-ad tn, s,).na ;.hould bs nct,4d 1. N. Akhutirn's

diata, according to whom in t~hjixaia-col 70.0c/o river of thosea

iounled the spine perisaea in the roremost staqjes or evacuatlon, or

1hnm 3 3. 0 o/o - i~n th army az,;i (p:--domninantly obtained combia-i

'wo'inl_3 of spin' and orqans/coar_.olsz of ch::as- aril aodcminal area-) anDd

37. Oo/o - on GBA (of thzn a.iJout 3/,# from urosepsis) . As a r:!sult of

sanitary-tactical conditio)ns Alld speCial ff-?atur-s/peculiar:iti'=s of

communicat'.ons all h-avily casuaizies war- lotain. d and und-arwnt

tr5;a-:ment urA r conditions or Lae aospital asis or army.

?ac9 352.

Of 33.0/o of thosi wouaaeu ra.-- spin'2 and : vacuat _ into the: dap

:zar absolut- majority id viL.L- with the favcrable prognosi-s not

only quo al vitam, but diso quo da valitudinem.

Thi data, oublisc' oj tn. inaividual forpign authors in the.

3Second W4crld war 1939-1,)4i, do flot pres--ant special int~rast', since

-ach -Author indivildally nau avaiidble the insignifficant number of

obse:rvat-.onc, r~prcr USA; Matthes, Franz, Z - mer - G4rmany,

etc. j. TFh4 r--ascn for taii is jlzn~er th abse nce of tha singlD

orqanizid nzurosur.1ical szi.(Gzrmany) , or the i;nsignif4icance cf

c:ombat optrations/proccssses and ti abs=ence of the inform-ition abolt
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~nfr-ost s$~.4:s e~f rn. ia*daicii and sant'tary s.:-rvicc? (US~A).

3aS-'d on maiterials of zn uv _lpm-'nt of th-'z hi4stori~s of

'l-pj/4cns/ln:s/dal tas 1--thallty in the Sov-i -t army

with the isalatad/insulat-3u wouuas of sn)in-~ ccrnpose-_ 35.6,)/o, ar.3

wlzh tl> :oTmlird wounds i.c was dijuvf-.

7h- c.-ntradictory a:a a4njut :; 1-4thalitv in th, Grzat

Patriotic w4ar, oiiven hv diziez~at Sovi~t author7s, i~pendi on zh- staI=

or1 - V'Iclation in which to tnewn it was necessary to viork, and th--:

luration if obs~zzvat_4r (WICaoUt Z4kir.g into account th:- oft~c

casualti-s in the :?rEcciuin~j dau sua)seajue'nt staq-es).

Ac~ordir.4 to K. G. lamiLaals dita, the 1l:thalitv cf thos-z wour i-d

th- spine and th= sDi-iai curd ini IS was equal to 12.9o/0, in

1n uro-sur'jical 14.vis-cr.. oz (iiiPk - 26.0o/o.

-)ne s;houl i ali that tui: tae d,.3p r-ar, almost as a rule, w=_rs

bou.] only th- casua.lti.Es w2r- zand Fyndrc: of t.hq partidl violation

of th1e- con lucti--v itv of spia1 cord for the: reducingj

op,:ra:tions/:nroc'-ss-a3 anti .r4- cosarvativei tz-3atm n., i* i., casualties

i-i ma inlt joriti wi,n cn zavcri.blr, quo ad vitain progncsis.

L~tnality 4.1 t-ii lA:jj mciu d.lp-ni h on 6th characc.er/natur!
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of the wound of spine and seve2rity of the damaqge- of spinail cord.

Is noted high ]ethal.L-y w.tt those pengtrating in comp~arison

wit4-h th; nr.on:tratina w, dnds cz spinz. iigjhsr letzhality with thl

wourls of thoracic 1ivisian is zxpiained by tha larger fr;:qu-incy off

the? combined and accomFanaafli cuaas during the damuage/l-efzat of the4

thoracic di-v4-son of s~inj.

Aczoriinq to ths datca of :.n aurosuruical cenr-. of L.iningrad

Frornt, rhne qreatest- l-3tndi.:y das observed with the perforatIng

pc n-,6ratinag wounds of tn spa za whi4ch corritsonds thi he avie st

!ama4-i of sDoinal cord or zootiersc of hors-= tail. Lethality noticeably

descpnds with the blind cnes diaa easpqcially with the tangential

~~~rtigwounds, achieinj -cna minimnum with -th,3 nonp~anzctzat-,ng

woundsi, to -uhicti correscal taz, liast considerable damagas of the

contained spinal canal.

CiteD lata below Abcut zae iezuality with -the bullet wounds of

son - dep ending on the sEverity of th-- lamage of spinal cord or its

rootleats (full/tota1/ccmpi,=c or partial violation of the

;onductivity of spinal coza, rLli/,:otal/ccmpl-3tr or partial

int-rruption of zrotl,3ts :u no;rse czail).

Abo)v has air -- dy ar.n uai..;rscoc~d th= -ffeclt of diffr-iaet
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,: mriicitions of traumuatic, inrectious and tropho-oaralytic

charact-ir/naturi on ths i-3su,-. or dounci, and also was indicat-?d th-?

roli= :f surgical lr~atm, nL ina n iprov-rueat in th? issues of wounds.

The convincina confirmat.Lon or the valu= of thm- factors indicated is

ta- .;iv~n b-low summiary tiia, cclur-Js-:d Cr. tni- basis of: tha study cf

?xt-sv- mat-rials of: -,h, dav=opuint at- -he histcri-?s of diseas=.

?a~353.

?~rim Tabli 57 it- 4-s v dcnt ;;iat 1 thalitv, indep-nda~n-- of th

laval of wouni, it is. conJ;;.ar.Liy abova in th- cases of thosz

cornlicit id thi.n 4-a thosj an,;ome~i..cat'5.. SuarqicaJ. zr atm, nt q-,vps

tn- betst -.ssu: s, thai' ccnsi-z,/ativa.

*Jn1 1r all Con~jjitins j.1d wita th5 wounds at dif.An:lvzls

1-thality among thos;e cpEzatea lodar than aaicnq those not. onsrated.

This ocsi-tio-i/s4.tuaticJ(r cinao-, oe explained by the fact that

~pe~t)r/D~zssund-rw~m.i-L Ta. imore -=atilv casualtie.-s, sinics the law

I~~:1is spr-ad bcth to zn-a neavi;st group of woundl-=1, agqrava::, i

by difffer-nt coniolicati cas, ani to tae liiht.4r qroup of uncomnplicatw:e!

woun.1s.

;k- air-ady m-,ov ntcn DV CLapt~r III) , -ssintial .. ffs-ct or.

4tha i 3su of th=- dound ot siea.ai the2 associat-d damag: of other
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organs/controls and sy-;,-s rc jwre- othe-r oru~ans/controls was

involvad in-to thc wound, --a= wors proved to be tn: prognosis of

wouri.

71~-ct c-i thc 4 SSUJ 0Z tlL, doands of son has th2 wounding

w--anon. It i4s nstablishia/:astait, that with th- fragmentation

wounds t he lethality is dave 13-j.ooo/o) ,than with ths bullet ones

(2 9. 3/o)
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o: th3 Iamag: of spinal cora jr it.s rootlets.

IeTR.bHOCb (A

(.3)CnIICIPO. nO.ixoro itapyuweLin npOioIM ocTIt C1lI11moro I

(I4)liHPO~t RaCTnqHoro HapywenIun nPOBo,11MocT11 cnRIMuoro

" o 3 ra . . . . . ................... . . . . . . 4 5 .3

M5C.2HpoMI no.mtoro nepepb.zoa t~oimoro XBOCTa C noiL-lee
Iuem s' npoitecc ftyc niuro smora. . . . .......... 5

C IIII jOM 4aCTuluoro LnoBpeNwciu Ho~icKoio XBOCTa .. 2i, 2

v v:().Sn 1 r ne z;. (2) . tzaIZI 1  (-n prc ta~: (3) .vT'kr0r

oC-r fu 11/11ot al/com pht-te Vjdto r con Iuct ivit v of s Dinal catl. (4).

Sv n:il-m of v:i i i -j uz cfuzitvof spinal cord.()

3 v n Or :)m, o f ful1/total/cczpi~eze i:- rruot:2,n of horse-- tail w-4th

implication in nroc--ss cz coina or spinal car:.. (6) .Syndrcmn- of

Dartial 1.aaicv off horse tcu.L.
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ftbL? 57. Le 4 -ilhity witn tni- djun.; of spina ani spinal cord

daun~in~i on or-s~ncD c.: azd-ice ot diff :?r',;nt complications 1, l1-vel

of wcn 0 -Id con 1uct"" cril;- ;4t (In t ll0-rc ntaqj: 5)

FrJOTA'OrV" 1. A: :m'j iM .- Z' til- CCA2C.iA2ti -!. S C- t. IU~fldtiC, infe~ctious

:i's, I-c'ibit is, r J3cicompl.'cat~oas, ?tc.). NF'T()3

I'AA IpiiII aMIII 0C.ole~if 0) K nea uC.'0W~emitfl

(11 1'1':111ii OTIO.1T.. ... . . . . . i S6 5) 61's
(S II ~llIH-HCC~l~l L T:W.1 3 .' 3 60.4 20,0 41.3

(4) tjcero .* 42,0 71031.S 50,4

K~: 1).Lev -?1 of v ou n~ (a ) a ?r,?s--nce )f coMfDliCat.ofls. .

Without complications. j'i) ojperat.-d. (9) . not opterated. (6) .Nack

v s i:onl. (7) . T~joracjic auLv;sjjn. ~).L umbar-sacral s- ct ion . (0) .1.

all -jI

T h - lat f a c I ca i b - ~xd.iii-,u D I a c omfpa zat 4v :l1Y1 la ri "r f req u -r.cvy

of suotvur:itiv ? comlicationai trcm the side of shells anJ spinal cord,

that wort, heino observei witn the tra~impntaticfl wounds, pirtly and by

tq-~ som:'what l.:jrscv--ni-cy o taj kdamaqi of spinal cord with thl:
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frimentation wound5 in w~id..o ith th= bul- an. s. 11 sho'uld 'j

not:,l that: th- lzthalitj oz raiso wound-id in th5 spinc- wich -ach. y-a:r

-)f w4a-- 1scend?,I. Th-: letaai:y of such casuallic-s in zssence Is

le2termined by tne- cnaracter/na Lure of t.,.? lamagg or the contalr.t-d

s-jz'ral Canal.

.Iluction inr t:h- tia- )-- z ratPar War o f 1 -ithali-v

w th wc'1rds of spifla ara. s ai cord1 in comp~arison w.iz l-zaIt

in thu )rzuvious wairs testifies auout th- importanc- of tnq

spc-i-z~i n-Lurc-surgicai aiu, nzhwas wuid-1y iacorporatil i

.3oV:4-t a rny.

In accoriar.ce with t.iv doctz..-n of sovi-t mil4itary fi -ld su:-q:vz

wil h rsn rnnq a--', ay tnat- douauza -h-? s Pin 3 wcr- observed th-?

ffol~wiu ositons/itu~c~.~:1) spscialization. and

au roxim~i ti'on /ao proach oz -cae ;~~lz5ail to casualty, 2)

uvaciuatir'n acc=rding tc tn-z desiqnatiori/puroos =, 3) thz

li--of-cmmunicati,-r pLiicipie of tre-atmnent.

I. rr-luctizcn in the .Letndiity jith - ach year of war is coinnectsil

with~. ar. improv~mmnt in tha mne~accas of d, ~part u=3/a'. -rdance, tr*-atmrrnt

ani, in particular, witn dhi iazz, ,&6 in doctors' surgical activity.

Within thu ti-p (if war wert- qrowk . urosur,-uonsl n' w cares from -th-m

youflj Aoctoc3, who worked ia tue ij=cializ-1 hnospitals and-r



Jj alz. :i>:)Sfrl Ut?onls' I it:aa3zsaLi./minii a1 :3 afcr- th 3 c o~nj1 to" or0

t hls )rOc 3ss fh formnat.on orz cal:: -s rsult~ cf triat. n-t we:-

~~crr~ -,Iv~ r' t~~ni 0_jr a: wl:r spjt,_ th' fact that

s34 ca IN' s4 ivIr v: ouziy j a zin n d. 1olvn- t O f -sjv-

xmo,r tI)n; .tn~i rO t:0S-c Ww~et~ ith thi:; : T[rOV-?-'nt in-

cotli:~n~ orc1:-j4 c.ZfUa r.Y f" __~ ') b:'-akaq? a

ccjvuriat _v.-1v lar,7 ri!i~. or 4s '.a iv wcuncie int _, n ' s Dn

Axs F: ~e- X: reio r/xzel,: o f war , p t-uperat i n

t~i- . ls 0 n 6 or qm Ia -nal or sv i n ? an s v r.a

corl -f.~o 1.1: c, :jx_.eu ): .,ssociat d wounJ i, 'ji-n~ra1

,:3niizion olM citualtv u_- to t.i- ofan'tri :o,?rat ion/'.rnc-'ss,

Th~r2t-rnat rtt~ :c~ xi~ivo-uao~ C' ,u:Tical n .rni

Di~~r~t 0 12~c~.3.S :uo ~ ~'~of si 2.n? an! of spinal

cor L 5 m o-rc v- i *oz :- c rEz- io i,'upru c.? ss, (1: icr -1, b cS r,

lirini17Y infoton' wouii iiLltua and aliso comn iitio)ns,

~r h~h iv~on~ aftel ~ao/r~~s :~: s,_ILstantial

in f ',Ii n c I t.1 _ 1 1 0 z ; :ss I: surA Ic I" nt- -I t 4c T..

F'inAIlv, ' ra)- vaid zi;. zfl? iS3;le~ C-f wound hadi sh o~~

~Vla I it i 0, in ~I i!l i das Z3 aot~t. h o 0p 1a tio n/p -cc -? SI

."Cln II- p~zt c~r -4-.
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departure/attendance and suas.4juzat treatmeat. in di-ffer=ent staqes o-

svacuationl.

Thi liv-trsity of tne L.aason.s, which ar- 1-r;niy thality,

the nior-a or l~ss axioandea oz s:cnritc readinags to slurjical

(g .v-n by d5f:rtauthcr..

Accc:1i4- Ic .1. N. Vu:eadano's data (1943), post -oLp.-ra zion

lathality in thn ftrst woria dar Qomprissd in averagh/znsan

45.0-35.0o/0 of those o Erdteu. la the Great Patriotic iiar it was

egual to )nl the average d.oo

Acccrding to A. N. Bafulavls data (1944) ,of 181 that operated

died( 35 (19.3o/o).

Page 355.

On the divisions ct spine the lethality among those operated,

bas~d on matsrials of tae_ & irsoant1 obscervations of A. N. BaKulav, is

distributid as follows (OrIa.a jd).

Th:e issu-3s of surgical tr, atx!'.t according to th.; sama date, ar.-

r-or, sented in. Table 59.
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of -those 35 o'o3ratea oi J. A. Rogal'skiy under conditions of G3A

lied 6 LPeople.

Accor-lirj I-o ths datca ot 1. 1. Grashch-inkov and N. S.

Inchtv- rtkov (1 94~4), pcs-:-o,,ra-.13,n liethalfity among cbszirvad by thk.-

t.iose- woundrhd in th-- spind- was aqual tc 31.60/0.

In thi-- nc~uro-surgicai Cancer if L-3ninyrad Front (194~5) in thos;

cp Pra I :d apropos of th- .~z~.n wouinds of spin3 post-oparatixon

lathalitv was eiual to 17.4o/o, a-ithough 10.0o/o of those. operatced

almost had the combined wouads ot spin._- ar, organs/controls of chest

or ablominal area.

A:tlally th'n 1!thaiizj, c_)nuected with th- opzration/procass,

lid not =xc-ied in surgcocns' inajori-cy 4.1-5.0o/o. As tivs rreason for

1; ath aft-2r opiratiLn/pzcces irv,.d th" usually progrsssed

complications from the side or tne urinary tracts ;and bedsores with

th; JiSSU- into thc S~DSIS OZ iat-4rcurr~nt dis-eases through th'3 mora

or 1- ss distant period azter opjeration/procass.

Clto data b;elow about tria lii-time of d'cad persons after

operation/process, according to tfl3 dlata of GBF of Leningrad Front

(Table3 i).
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Tabl1 5d. L'%tna!lity amciy opdrartd thos-i wounde:d th-- sPinz- (in th=

absolutc numerals)

( i ) O r e .1 O ne0 lp itiF I- H a H II I

auu y 'iep.1o

. .) . . . . . . . 24 4

.S .r. . . . . . . 62 23

(C) 11111~ . .o. . . .h. . . 82 7
h;peCTLU~B~ii ......... . Q3

( B ce ro ... 161 35

?y: (1) Divisionl of s i. in e. (2) . it is oparated. (3). From them it

died. ('4) .Neck. (5) .Thoracic. to) . Lumbar. (7) . Sacral. (3) . Ir'

all.

TablzE 59. Issu-s (--n the aisoiuz~a ilumerals).

( I 
-I.

6 27 11 5181

K' y: (1) .Full /tot il /cc apidze recov~ry. (2) . Consi.P-ranle

improvemprit. (3) . Improveineat. ('4) . Di3l. (5) . In all.

Pige 356.

Thuis, in the first two waeis aiid only 5.00/0 of those- op:rat' d

pr do minantly of spiral m~iJt~,ascs-nding qd,-ma Of soinal cord
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with th-4 oper-ation/nrociss -1z zna ne'ck iivisiJor and pne umonia.

Diff-arent complications aftar ojierations/processes, especially within

the early periods, were casarvaa frequently, but not always th~y lsd

to thi fatal result.

Conplications -aft-z i.ainzctoniv in th:- early period of wound, or.

naterials of ;BF of Le--ningrad ?'roaz, weare following:

()HarHoemle onepaLmomnoi pau . .. .. ...... 14,9
T memnT ru.. .. ...... ............ 7, G

Kzy: (1) . Ccmplicati cfs. j2) . Percentage. (3) . Festering operating

wound. (4) . 3 nngitis. (5) . ostanmyolift is.

In soitz of th. abova coai.Lications, postl-operation Lcthality

prov-id to be low.

Ge":-al/comr!lon/total uat-a of ha issu-is of the- trmatm-ent of th-t-

bullst wounds of spine and spindai cord with the characteristic of

r--silual n,4urologic viclations to tche iaom~nt/torqu of th- completion

jiof hospital tr-a-tm,.at are Lad in Tablre 61.
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jabla 63.

( 1 'PoAJKll-rcj~bhIOCTb mKsll flOCne

(3) ;k 2 Heaen b 5,0
I ec a.. .. . . . . . . . 8,1
2 mIeeugca (P .... 32,2

s 3 1 ............... 22.7
v 6 . .. ............... 17,4

(6) CBEdwe 6 mzecnuea. ...... ............. 4,

B cero . . . iO0,O

K:y: (1). Liftime f ter aar-ia/proczss. (2). Percentage. (3). To

2 we s. (4). month. (5). months, (6) . It is more than 6 months. (7)

In all.
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1 ible 61. Functional is~uas or tne wounds a: spiJne in those survived

(according to thq data cf tne c1evaiopm'?nt of the histories of

di-sease/sicknemss/i-llniess/iaaladj) (i.n the'; psrcentage s).

= 0

Xapat~rep Paueuln -

HOlenponuxaloIaue paHwHnn . . . . 46,1 25, 0,3 0,2 0,2 7,3 1,9 11,20.0

i=,y: (1 l ssue . (2) . Cnai ctjz/1-,;urz of wound. (3) . Good. (4)

LiM4.rati!on of mb-lity aind iocc.. pairs inI Spinz-. (5) . monopligia.

(6) . Spinal h~mapl-eaia. (7) . ?,Laa~L-ia. (8) . rMonopars-sis. ()

Spinal hemtiparesis. (10). Pdraipazesis. (11) . Trophic ulcer. (12).

Combi*ination. (13). In ail. (14) . Nonpntratimg wounds. (15)

Pe n-trat'ing wounds.

Paq- 357.

Giv--n ia-:a show ds~ip aitt raancs in th-' functional issu,-s in the

wourded, survived afte rwazd nonpeaatrating and penetrating wounds of

s3pine. With the latter they arz- coasiderably worse?. Are especially

-,ssc-ntial di-ff rnnczs in c.L zilaticn to of good fanctional issu-is
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and issues with parapares-is. 4aiJ.C with th4 nonpsnetrating wounds of

spine good issu.zs w;4re cLSzrv,_jin ~46. 10/0 of thoss= surviv=ed after

thess wounds, with those penat~dting they we re obs=erved only in

16.8o/o. Thy: issuc of woutia inzc parapar-sis in those surviv-d after

4"-- onn trating wounds was onsecveaz more, than 4-n third (36.20/o) , and

aftirward norip-im-rat-ng - in 11.2o/o. ?araolegia. in those surviv.-i

after the penetrating wcund6i Lt was also observed consideraoDly mor-

-. i3nt ly than afterwa :a rnonij _netrating.

.;_v,%n data sho w that wita zza p3n:L- rat 4ng woun Is o f soi n -

prediotion must b.e very z~szrdad not only in the relation to the

survival :)f casualti'-s, u- a.Lsc functional issue in 'thos-_ surv--ved.

The Ifritaticon of ;ac;)iiitj and local ?alns at th-- 1--vzl of th3-

'4ouni of th- soirne with tae panetrating wounds werze observed more

: r-au ent ly than with th-_ aonvaaetzating on-s, pcssibly, because the?

latter/last jroup woundeu wioza trejuently unde3rwent radical sur-gsrf.

Raersqntition about taa cliaical. issuses gives tables 62. Ths

materials, give-n in it, raiata to the penetrating and nonpenetrating

wouris. In the first grapn ir-- yiv-j th', issues witchout dependIng on

thait, ware casualltie.cs operataa cr riot and therc hava thl4y any

complication or it it was not; ia the. re maining foulr graphs/counts

tn isu':s, wtra distr4.hutid as, aainq on th., factors pointied out
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Above.

Gozod functional issu,; w-re ichieved in 31.5o/o of those

survived aftpr wound. In csaac tacy 'dr- obtainad in tht cas!-s cf

oarav,4rtebral and nionpenatr at;,ag 4,junds.
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Table 62. Clinical issues oz tuie aounds of somne and sninal cord in

tanos: survivqd (in the .ezcdntd-as).

Be Heolkpm- Oriepspo. H.,.nepu- OV~SCe p aH hie Bailable P03H-IIPOsamnhbie Di~j
I I~l' 1 "-oa- ueoc-oof--i ocnor- iiOCIo,,N

I a~hhhi HeHube hleHm~e HeHH61e ueHHhie

r1.oonf y~nm.I~~iUCX0I 1, 44,9 46, 2 26,9 29,4

Hial roie3HeHHOCTb hlo3BoHoqHlFa 1 23,3 14,3 18,0 29,5 29.8
4) G oa r i............ 0,4 0.5 0.5 0,7 0,7

(M)rcmunmerim .. .... .... ... 0,4 0,2 0,4 0,4 0,4
(0 rlapan.-erim .. ............ 2,2) 0,9 0,8 0,7 2,1
(f~M.11oina pe . .. ............ 7,3 11.3 9,0 3,6 6,0
(i)l re%!IrnaPe3 .. .. ............ 2,6 3,6 2,6 3,6 1,7
1i' 1 lapanape3. .. .. .. ........ 21,6 18,4 6,4 21,1 10, 6
tfl)Tp4m'ecxncr fl3hBlJ. .. ........ 0,4 - 0,4 - 0,5
kit) CO'wTnhe . .. .. .. I..... . ... 10,3 5,9 15,7 M3,5 9.8

(-P) Beero . . . 1!00,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0

K;- (i Issu?. (2) .All wouais. (3) 4 ot op'qrat- an~d

un c impl -ca te(. (4) . Opqzarcea aau uncomplicated. (5) . Not operated and

cornplicat d. (6) i ~r~~ na cciaplizat4 d. (7) . Gocc. rfunctional

2.503.(8). Liit .4c cm moDi.Litj and local sicklincss of spine.

( A) ri -p ?g ia . (10) . deipiaj2ad. (11) . Paraplegia. (12).

lonopare sis. (13) . 9emuijareb1,is. (14). Parapares.s. (15) .Trophic

ulc. rs. (16). CombinatiforL. (17) . la all.

Paq- 358.

Dur-:ng 'th- analysis of tCha Suus~1jint q--aphs distinctly comes forward

the d~p- nl-nce of giod issuzs 0z tne de-gree of the dev--lopment of

different comolications cr ouu. in casualties without th=
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complications, r~gardlhss o: zac fact, wert tho.y cperatad or no, good

results were obtained aeproxiately/-xemplarily 1 1/2 times more

fr-quint than in those naving compiications. In the presence of

complications soms.wnat better tta issues were obtainEd in thos =

opera-:.ed (in 29.4 against 2o.9o/C). Given data underscore the value

of the surgical process.ng it wounds as the method of struggle with

hhe wound inf-:ction and wazni.is/r)zvantion of its pcn-tration into

thn spinal canal.

Is sufficiently hign tn ) ercentags of th, limitations of

mobility and pains in tne saae - 23.3. Attenticn is drawn to the

fact that the viclaticns Lndlcated are noted almost 2 times more

frecunt in casualties wita tne complications in comparison with

thosze nt had them. Parapares;s occurred into 21.60/0. The positiv-

-ffect of surgical interve. -ci4ns aad the absence of infectious

complications with this zorm/species of issues come forward

especially distinctly. Wnlie ia casualties without the complications

ani not operatd paraparesas cccurrzd into 18.4o/o of cases, in th

Soperated and also not had compiLcations thcy w re obsErved only into

6.4o/o of cases, in the cpzraaec aud also not had complications they

wcri obszrved only inkc 6.40/0 ci cases, i.e., almost 3 times

tninnor/I-ss fr=-ju:nt. In :ne )rjsancq of complications in thosq

ooerate.d parapareses were onserved somewhat thinner/less frequent

than in. those not operated (witn respect 19.6 and 21.1o/o).

.... - . :
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,;ood issuas in thc j~zci. or comn)14cations in those ope -rated

w-rp also into a relativeli Ldzyer number (with respect 29.4 and

26. 9o/o).

Is very small the pecntg if trophic ulcers - J.4. The

,in h~liag a nd I - saa .s /r~i vs/e ivit1-y u lc r::s wr r

obs'~rv~l mainly during tn szao±a anap-s/d -;f,:ats :)f mpdullar-y cone?

an(! r3otlets of horse taii. Ulcers in these patien, s ap?:eare-d, as a

: ar:, 4i th,- z-7ion cf tju tocx icids anl were suppcrt- d by tn-3

traumatization of th;' aa~sraezizad zorne in connection wita the

prolonged seat at the solid cars/stools and th,: benchas/locKs.

oene ral/coi-a on/to tal issuas ddpending on character/nature.- and

>L-vcl of th.: wound of s~in- iz :zJpr2s-ntedi in Tables 63 and 64.

From Tablas -3 and b,4 Lt av~ident that the best issues are

.otF-d in zhos- wouadid th4 ncc ana lumbar division of spin'e. Thq

worsq r--sul-ts are- obtained 4iza tin ppne-trating wounds, tnan With th=

n )npenetrating ones. The coaparlson of issues with the wounds, which

are' aszrt-4d/trackal by tat- daaa of spinal ccrd or horse tail1,

during lifferan- years cr war i6 zapreslent-d in Table 65.
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Tabli2 63. Issuss of th4 :-ta.ai wounds of spino dependir~g on the-

1evvel of wouni (in the perci-nzayes).

I " X 0 3O rp a iiji ie iw T P Y O C lO -

Boca ion e,ie COOI1OCTr C 1),13.11'1 Ipouii

11OC.TII 11COCT11
Orie.T'1

( 'py11100... .. .. .... 3:4~.
110AfCiI1l'iIIO-IpeCTi1o.

Bul . . . . . .I.93 ,16 ,

( B e o5.0 2.3,1 71.9

Ke y: (1) . Issue. (2) . Divasaon ot 6pinie. (3) .Reduction of a:)ility to,

4iork. (4i). Limitation or ajiiity tc work with diff-rzent degree- of

lisablimenat. (5) . Othe:r issucs. (6) c N~k. (7) . Thoracic. (3).

lumbar-sacral. (9) . In ali.

Page 35,4.

In tais table attention Ls drawn to an improvement in the

functijonal otitcomes dur-'ng vouaas of spine and spinal corn.

Zhe rresults of +hP tzr.aiea of gun wounds of spin? and spinal

cord in the Great Patriotic oaz considerably were :mproved in

comparison with the results or tne tre-itment of such casualtie-s in.

th pzrvious wars. But tn~c oo aintau favorablce outcornc far ar's not

max~num. Th- -3ffe-ct cf tb,- tr~atmiat of thos;e wounde-d the spiae can
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bh4 consic rably imnrovG iii inczaasing f..'n tha surgical activity,

opportunanciss of surgica4. ia:,zv-3arion, increase in the cadres of th ?

qualifi-2d neurosurgeons and otaear SDecia lists. To this also should 1.o

corntribui- th? -timely vacuat~rc. or casualties according to th'q

designa7tion/purpose intc :zne correctly organized aa.d well =ejpioud

special hospitals or thE .se,)drations/s=ections for :he casualti~s int-o

th- spi-c and 't- spf-*rai cord.
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fablc 64~. Issiu-4s of t~i- noi n-zatra:.iPng wcu-nds of spine deosnding on

the 2Avel of wound (in tha perceatages).

Orpa~1l~emtie Tpyfol-

'C0 cT*J)YIOCIICC 11O .0CT 11hOein.u
11OCT11 11ocT11

eoo IG 1 1I' 10 06 
_____________1111 -

(6) ~ .. .. ... 41,6 49,7 8,7
(1I p~o. .. .. ..... 36. 8 39.8 23,4

(8...) .. 38,1 48.8 t3, i

(q B CL eo1'.0 38, b 46.1 J 15,3

Keay: (1) Issu4. (2) .Divisioal or son. (3) . Restoration of ability-:

to work. (4). Limitaticn it ajiiitj to work with different degraee of

Lumbar-sacral. (9) . In all.

Table 65. Issues of the b t iiet wouals of spine depiading on

impli-cati*on in th- procciss of silaal cozd cn the: yzars of wa: (in the

pero entagns)

(Xapactep (3) IN flO3*OHOIMH

Millibi
(I)nobei+ae(Ie mnl,r 1031. fl3 oBpe*,R.1etlml cnhtHitoro mMr

V~ ~ 6 W) Mg "101 'Vr - - e
L~x2nep- OW. ( P'- 14elTep- .. nep- STO- Tpe- P-

sulk I O TH '. bce shin po ft T11 T Bee

(ii) I0CCTafon.TCHIW TPA'-
IOcfoco, HOCTII . . 8.A1 7,1 7.0 6,8 7,2 55,4 52,9 58,0 50,7 54,3,

cnI06HOCTIT 3.....3.3 36, 2 43.6 42,3 39,7 35,4 37,2 34,5 41,9 37,3
('.nnpomue mi tir 58.6 afl),4 49.4 50,9 53. 1 9,2 9.9 7,5 7.4 8,4

Bce) . l 0. oj 00.0 t0010 10010 100,0 100.0 100101 100.0 m '

K-4: (1 I ssua. (2) . Chdactaz/narure )f wound anJi year of war. (3)

WOuP. 13 of spin--. (t4) . W;.ta damcae of Splinal cord. (5) . without darnag"

of soinail cord. (6) . t 1 e zarst. (7) . tha second . (8) . the third. ( 3).

the fourth. (10) . in all year.j. (11) . Reduiction Of ability to work.

(12). Limitation of work2.4j cdJdcir-Y. (13) . Other issu-' s. (14). inalI.
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Page 360.

Chapt-ir VII.

CLOSE') DA-IAGFS $)F SPINE ANO S~iNA,6 CORD.

Candtd~at of madical sci-eacs, doCznt D. G. Golfdb- rg.

Th:A clos -d -Iatnag ;s c-: sp. aad spinal cori unde-r military 'i

conditions wr e-ncoun+Er,::a coLusiderablv thi:n ncr/l=s arlt than

tullst. Base-d on materials :zhe aeve1opments of the histories of

Jis-s/sickn ss/4 n. ss/Lnaiay, cicsed damaqes of. soine and spinal

cord comnos, d 0.2o/o of al.L c, ;,aat damaq ?s of spin, .

In I-m: suecialized neuro-surjica i ci~ wh-%r~a th-ly w-!

conc-itrat id such~ th- in jur~a/araa~d, clos d dafa;ns of th - spine

w,6c -anco'intarzd consiIErdLjiy more frcjuently, achie.vingI in C-BF

i.5-8.73/o (I. S. 3dbchin,, 1943), in the institutions of the-: ne3ar

r~ar - 3.7-3.90/o (N. I. rasacnankcv, 1942- 1943) %Ind ir, tha

:ntiu~osof th? ztr-az - 7.jo/o (Z. 1. Geymanovich, 1943) with

resp-'ct to all n-uro-surgica1 caiualty and patients.

In the onscet of the ciosea adaages of spine and spinal cord in
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field conditions it is iossilD to not.e differ3nt etiological

factors. They included the avaiancnes by the earth/ground, the

incidenze/drop with the aei.nt (coservers/spotters, proofreaders,

pilots, etc.), the collase of augouts, mud huts, r inforcad-concrete

pilloxIs and bunkers, ouiidinys/structures, incursions of transport,

air wave with shell bursts and minas, which throws back victim

frequ-ntly on th, consia-zaoia distanc3, ztc. It should be noted

that, in spite of the excLusively aeveloped motorization of army in

the great Patriotic War, aevertneliss transport (switching on tanks)

as th- reason for thy cicsed damages of spine unier hospiti

conditions is noted consideraoiy tainner/less frequent than it was

possible to expect.

In thi first place in Lne zrejuency stood the destructive force

of artillpry and mortar izre, wnica led to collapse and avalanches of

defensive installations, by tact frequantly led to the damages of th-

spina via direct impact cc by means of the air wav.

Aczordir to th data oz tut a~uro-surgical center of Laningrad

Front, in 159 cases of tn. closfd aamages cf the spine tha mpchanism

of trauma it was distrituted as zollows (see table on pg. 361).

The diversity of tae reasons, which caused thi closed damages of

spine in field conditicns, lea tc the fact that were destroyed all

- a - - '

,,, . . . .. ... ... I| I ' .... I I -
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(1.iiiCns Of sp-ie, where6 dUr~.n tho closEd damagcs Of s;nina in

ozacetin17 of 4i/5 brgaks cf zpiae, a:ppcially compression, tqniy fall

on lower-thoracic and ujper-iua~ar vsrte brae (I. S. Babchi-n, A. V.

Bondarchuk, V. V. 'Gorin.:vsyaya --t al.). Hcwe:v~r, under mili..ary

Con1ditiJonS COMaparative2.y zrLjLuantiy wer-z encountared t h-- dmaga of

upper-lumbar (1-11 vertebra) dna iower-thoracic (XI-XII v~tba

divi-sion of s~lnct, achicvirj 4P4.20/0 (GE3F).

Paas 361.

Aora fr, uuzntly was damagau on v.'rtcbra, but, d-p 3nding on th-:

Ynchanism of trauma, scmEt;.mes ~roved to b- damaged two, thr- ,e and

morr- than vc-rt ebra .

Amonq all clcsrd damiayis or spinc- in tha giv.4n mat 7riali. s

stablishad/installed the uamage or one vertebra into 61.5o/0 of

cas.es, two vortsbrae - Ln-c.d JJ.lo/u, three vertebrae - into 7.50/o

and Lnor,- than thr-3 verteoraa - in-.:- 0. 9o/c of cases.

on the basis of data or autopsies L. 1. Smirnov (deep rear,

194~5) indicat !s that on tar- aditopsy wfie mcst fraquantly

establish ed/inst all,?d tne closea LDze:aks of the XII of -thoracic and

Elrst two lumbar v, rtetrae (7b.Uo/o) , about 15.0o/o tell to

1)w-c-lrnidr v~lrtrbrp,4 and iovur- J.0o/o - to thce avcrajcq/ an,, and
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upper thoracic vertebrae. uie saoaid consider that these. data related

to th= h9aviest forms of tn jmaye of spine, in all cases by the

-scorted/track~d damrage of spiial cord. In L. I. Sairnovis mateprial

it is not notd thc. damayas of tne neck division of spine, sincn

victims d'ie+d in the quitf fortzmost stages of evacuation; with the

morF mild cas-s of th: damaye oz tne nsck division of spin- the

casualties achieved hcspitai aet/system and usually they got better.

' 1II a i I I i i i
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(X.Nexaua3M 006pema4emtmf I flpaehr

(0) ()uiI o6oponhireahhluzx COOPy3BWCHhII * I pa3

a(f.1' H(IWX F[OCTPOCI..................... . . .. . . .292
PMIpA~C N'11116,1 1103U 00411111.l flprr yape . 2,

110il1 Ilpit pa3pt4Dax citapn~xu, auita6oiG it ap. 4,7
(7)..xlToTpa1uCrbopT If TaHRII .. .............. 114
(t)IlaUCHie C BhiCOmal...................2,3

(q) B c cro . .. 10010)

K3V: (1). leChilnism Of UdAdgae. (2) . Percentaqe. (3) . Avalanches by

!7 a zth /gr cund . (4) . Ccilaisr 0: dou rsitv- irstallations and different

cons::ruction. (5) . Straiant/di.:ict contusions of spin.e with shock.

(6) . Falling during delEt.Li i~ dir wave with shell bursts, aircraft

bomibs and so forth, -tc. (7) . L.ctor transport and tanks. (3).

Inc-J1-ncp./.rop from height. (9) . In all.

'4acruy IIOT 10PCN4-
to Yposeiib nozbpemnein neuim %B lpouea-

ITa X)

[-41IMMCI~lff fl03BOHOU~............,

11i-V ..} : 12.3
I-Vil .pIIL . .3B. . . 2,

111-X . 25,5 47,4

1-11 rio0iCiiiiqiiii fl0300OIC . . . 24.3 ~4.111-V 16,03

(6)Bcero. . 100,

Key: (1) .Damaq- level. (2) . ir .. utncy of d ama qa (i n p--3rcantaJps).

(3) . n:k vcertfbra. (4) .tnoracac vert- bra. (5) .lumbar vertabra.

Ib n ;ill.
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Classification of th,; cicst-a daaig of spinei and spinal cori.

Th-. clcssd iamagis cf spi~te and spinal cord arp dividA~ into

three groups:

1) the- brsaks of sjiat witnouz the- violation of the function of

3p-a cord;

2) the breaks ot spinie, -daicn wer-- being escorted/tracked by the

violation of the functicn cf is)inai cord;

3) the damag- of the containzea spinal canal without multiple

failur cf spi-nq.

* I Page362.

* Th4 nourologic cla;6sxrzcazioa of thq damages of the contained

sp nal canal without multij~le railure of spine or with by closed the-

* ) amagi of ths latt~.r in no wdl uifzers from classification in t.he

bullet wounds. Wars here aiso observed the syndromes of the

full/total/complete either tartiil violation of tha conductivity of

soinal cord or horsc taii, haviz~y the cons-:quencq -,f th,

fuill/total/complefte or partial intedrruption (damaqg ) of spinal cord,

compression, contusion oz its jolt, hemorrhage into the- spinal cord
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(he mltomyilia) or t~ir saeiis (ne-marorrhacis) ,-tc.

Thi damagns of soine arcs aost complet;:Iy re'pras-ntsd i~nto

s:veral A. V. 3ondarchuK's moffitu classificat:ion, usmd at diffsrant

fronts for th : time of the 6raat ?atriotic war. According to this

class i 'icat4on, all clcs~d daauyas of spin,; are diviltd into six

'grouos:

1) br aks,

2) lislocations,

3) hr--ak-dislocationi,

14) th., lIongation o: iAtirvwrzebral ligaments.

5) abruptions of the closing plates,

the damagen \intarvertarrdl disks.

Ac~ording to ths cnaractar/aature of the damage of diffe rent

anatomical 4ducat~or of ;.e n accordanc= with tac givsn

classification th,?y distiayuisn:

1. Damnaggs of ligamentous/conaiecting apparatus - distorsiois.
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2. Damages of ligameatous-joint apparatus, escorti-d/tracked by

dislocat4.on or by subluxati~oa/ss-iiluxati-on of spin:-, and with

multipl14 fai-'ur,-: of the antr rv-jte~ral disk and by its displac:nmrnt.

3. Daruagas of boditds of v.zrteora3 in the fform of cracKs,

h .rnrrhages ani micrcstrucr-uri.L caages in tham.

4.* Br- aks of bodics oi v,;Ztaozae:

al) compr? SSion,

b) f zagm ;n t~

C) cross,

'l) br~akaw ys o-f cicsaa p.Latds (mori frsguqntly they w.;z

observal In young subjgcts in tne rorm of apophysiolysis).

5. Breaks of ooster~or samiring of vsrtebrpve:

a) archzs,

b) joint !Cxtnsiorni,

6L:
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c) cross :extensicris,

dj) Fawnid nxtensicns.

6. Er-lak-1Islocaticns duzi.-, comb-,.n at on of b:r-ak of soInS, with-.

larma'D- of liTa'n4-o1s-jciat ap~rtus. if7. Comuiriad br~aks )f

bod-.ss an-i small arcs:

a) w4_t.hcut dJ-snlaCCM4t

b) with displac-m-nt.

3. Displacompnt of sp:.ie w;taout bon-, damaqeas. VTh1c lattir/laS':

jroup of- Gamag-AS was -4xamiix.~ trvjacntly as a br--ak-dislocation.

Hovv , as saow--d th.3 cazefuki 1v1v stiqations of A. N. NoviJkov

(1941) , th-i calationship/zazi,. or the joinit surfacis of vertebrae

during such damnages not da.sturoea, int-?rarti4cular ligam-:nts ar=

r - tain--d, th,?r~forr , th, zj is nc di-slccatic-i in th3 actual sens!7 Of

vf3rd, buit ti,; displacamianz of tnaz lyinj of above the iivision of

spino occurs due to the decompusition of inrtevertabraI disk.

?,aqe 363.

Th,: given clas.;ificdtiun covers actua~lly entire di4v3rsity of thif
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encounterid closed damages, aitnough the combini.d damag-s were not

contained by that given ana wdre switched on different combinations

of th) breaK of bolies, sail arcs, apophysiosis of vertebrae, and

also lamagp of sac-ligamentous apparatus and intervertebral disk.

rUnd-r hospital conditicns ,ere very frequently encountered the

combinations of the fragmn.r.:ea nrddk of thz, bcdy of v-rtebra with its

simultaneous compressicn.

In the giv-n above matraai of GBF in quarter of cases (25. 1o/o)

is noted th- damage of tha coanaintd spinal canal w;thouz multiple

failure of spin-. Herp were iavcivad th- contusions of spina, which

were being qscort.d/t.acKea ny nemdtomyelia, contusion, jolt of

spinal cord, etc. In 75.0o/o or cases were determined the breaks of

the separate elmnts/c.lis or varzqbrai in different combinations.

In 6. 3o/o were encountered tha ureaks of spine without ths violation

of the function of spindl cord ana into 68.6o/o - Dreaks of spine,

which wm.re beinq escort.ed/tracKed jy the violation of tha function of

spinal cord.

Accrding to the cnaractar/nature of the break of spine it was

sstablish.ad/inst all ad:

a I.
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( 1~XapHTCPneplo~d ~ Rpouewr

(31lo~upcoounwii nepe.xos~i c,.i 1 n3HoHlKOn . .

j '0 CIXO.iqaTIJfI nepe.ios Teni no33oH13 .. . 19,8

Zflo110 .70,11n0VCPC-1HhX If OCTflCTUX OTOTO ,
(11 Io6ojHIIPon3a11HLbr IlCPC.1OM TC.1 'I;IXK CO CNICLU-

(~Bcero . . . 00,0

K -Iy:(. Charactor/natura or ozoax. (2) . P-3rc.3nta-je. ( 3)

Comrassion b7-ak of bcdia,. of V, rz~bZare. (4). Fraimentcd b-,K Of

bolies of ve-rtebrde. (9) . orea!.,-11..iocation. (6) . 3r=eak of cross and,,

awr.-I Rxt-,'ns4.o's. (7) . CCULi1zU or -ak of bodiss of small arcs with

iirl1 cea, nt. (A) . In all.

-prom tha ur cil±ng LnzoraTio" i4' is zevident that nozst

.. reqi ently v~rq rcur~~ tn- ccirsson brea~s of thq bolizes of

v, rt~.bra~z. on-, should -mwaasizz -. iat in tali-s gr:oup of comprassjon

bre aks frcqu;ntly theey wk-ze eacuunt-red and th,- fr.aymcnt--d br. aks of

u~per-front/leadinq edge of tai6 ooay Of the damaja,1 vsrtebra, as -this

is note1 4n th( practice ot pj catams in tn-- casis of thE compre-ss--or

br-as, cause-d by th, hypai-jiilax-on of spine at -the :nom~rt of

trauma.

A 70MDoarat-V'1ly insai;ticanT. numh- r Cf isolated/insulated

Jamaqjas rcf awnc-1, z;ross ana jo-nt -zxt rsirns is xolai,.;d by tftw, fact

th at th? vl_-tms with suca mouezat-/mill damages frsqu~ntly w,:ire
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locat~d undc-:going mneicai. czz~~maat in, th- gan-ral-sur'jical

h,3sptals, Jif thn daniaqg- ol spizne r=etrzatsd to thrnF second plan/layout

b-?for- theF *iamag--s of c-thzr units of th-4 body.

1ieci.anism of ths dalnaje ct spiE

In the M-3chanisin of ti.m oiwmay- of spin--, as in p-Ac:imn, it- was

possial- to r-st-ablis3h/isr-.L. 1) 2ndir--ct damage- and 2)

LDuri4n~j the indirect day , Dy basic mnochanism at th e moment off

trauma was r~orms: nted ayp*zfixia or th,7- hyp45r,-xttnsion of spins- in

'tae n-eck or thoracic-lumanar division beyond the jini-ts of

physiolcglcal possihbi1Ta3s. i---za should b ? r-elatsd the

incfdenc-/drop from the ha-1ic: to thp hiad, on the feet or the, nat~s.

With this mechanism of trauma more f-requ1:ntly werp noted -the

comprassion br-aks of taei ioaa-i- oZ v-1rte3brae with th3 disolac-mert

or without t.heir di3placeneat.

PagE 364.

Frequently were * n-ccuntez.;a tn- o)bliqu4 br~aks of th2 bodi'-s -f

ve rte-brace with the lins ct oz~ai downward -and from behind in advanc-.

Smra1 ar, ;ipp,-r, unit cf tae ozoxea vcrte bra in tais case were
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displiced forwari and duwuward, dna larqoer/coarser lowe2r fragment-

'toward the? r, ar, to the si. oz spinal canal, sque2-zing mork: or Thss

stronjly cort~nls of spinal caLai.

Tha simultansous breaK ot L~ou;.-s, jointr ox-!o nions and small

arcs of vertebraz 1Iurir., tnh --iiuir-zct damaje off spire was encounterad

only with th~ larg - vitc.itce, wrica -vnlv act- d on the spin - alor.j

.-.ts vertical axis. Th-e ozcrics ..) tile bo3lie-s of verte bra i;r tais cas

occurrel in the sa:gittai uLivi. (A. V. 3ond-irchuk).

iith th? incidence/urop in tae victim from ta largs hzight,

-to'jthw-. w'ith tlh-: sharrly jroaounc,-d comr.ssica bre--ak ot. :11i bodits

off v-?rtensra9, was on~servadi sijaultaaeously the? lamai7e also Of small

-ircs, -ind also the articuiation of the corresponding~ ver aara' , in

cons' gu-.rce -of wh;.ch thz jza ws complicatq~d by

s5ibltixat:ion/sernj-luxat-icn aru corsiaprable zigzaq bzendingj and

narrowing of spinal cdndl. Suca inreaks more frequently were- obs~rvei-

itn tl'i transi:r~t thoracic-iunnai a-visicn -and in tah, upper lumbar

v,=rtabr~i.:. Somewhnat mor= zazely tniy wcr- notd in lower -lumbar and

i~ck lvision of soin-F dzu it is mcszt- rara in -che thoracic. Th-zse

brea~s arc- not- d in pilots, jparacnu-:ists, observers, correctars.

,Iar->ly with tht- inc-ALncr./dro.) in the vict6im from the large heiqjlit it

was" ooss~blc! to obsarv- tn. coiu~rassion br -ak of two vsrtsbrae; at th-:

liffersnt lev,-l s, and also tna tnrak of th-- odontoid extsnsion of th,
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II n'-ick v-rt bra.

With th? colljps, of azfasive installations :o tne prrscr., w.-o

was b-3ing locat-d a-- thE .acweint ci trauma in the ve rtical uositiont

w- r: :ot,,d thez multiple iorears or spine. in similar cases during tne

x-ray -examination it was po~ss.,i T-o establish/ins:all th-

comr~ss*:)n cof the bo'1±es .dr one--,:wo of verteb~aR ind thB br-:ak of

t i'- small arcs two-three oz otaers is above- or lowir zhan

arrangq-d/locat- d vartptraa.

During th- strAight/aizec-c damag~e th,'- traumatizing ag- nt

1i7&ctly damage d spin--. mnis &D~cnanism of trauma was encountpr=ed in

soldiers in oataiing bry ttiem or shock swoon, by tne fragmants ot

defF-isive installationls or wiza Tne shaft) incidcnca/drop on th-! back

wit' -:h. irpct damaae- ct spiafe. dith th' visit of transport are?

noted the straight/direct and indirect damages of spine.

During the straight/a.Lrect damag;? of spin,: more fra~lupnt it was

DOSSibDl: to obs- rv? thf nrbajs olr L- oost :ricr ssmiring of spina

awn-mi -1xtF-nsions, joints, snaj.i arcs (Fig. 121 and 122).

Th-i hzavi-st damages ct spine anti spinal cord were observed with

tae collapse of lpfensive Instiiia-cions, stone and woolw-n structurms

to 4-hi prron, who was Lneiz,, locatad at tn~a mcmtnt of trauma in the

horizontal position.
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Fig. 121. Th= aiatotnical scneae of the latoral X-ray photoyraph of

th a'!Ck d~ v4-sion of the~ spin;e ; iCK p. which b _ing lccatid -4 ths

v-erltical positi on, obtainev. ta. contusion of ne-:ck by the bzeam/gully

otf the brought lown dugout. X-ray photograph is produc--1 4 months

alftnr trauma. DurJn thi, x-ral eiamination is =stabliJshzd/inrstallC-d

th- comormssion br-?ak ct iioiy of tnF? VII n ck v-s:t~bra (disignatr:d by

,loubla arrow/nointsr), wita tne full/total/complit--

s- parat ion/section 3f its LaLiizcant front-uDpez sector.

Calcification of th;1 frcnz/l1aa;nq lorgitudinal lijament b-z'detn th-

Vi and VII nreck vertcebra. rne cccrspondinq division of ths

pcevertebral blanket is somewaat expanded due to the residual

infil-:ration of soft t~ssumz. tiurtnermore, ara discovered the breaks

of thi awned exteqnsions cf -.ha IV, V and VI neck vertebra togethar

with the posterior sectors of taa arcs of these veztsbrae (they are-

notci by arrowrv/pointers). All szjparat,-2 awned Ext.~nsions we:z--

lisplaced lown.
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?ag 364~a.

j- -,

F.122. Ths same~ Datic.., zaat in Fig. 121. jmrpr~ssion f:7om x-ray

Paa-' 365.

During thc x-ray rxamaa~atica of such pati- nts it was possAibl.-

somcnItimas det ti- fuil/ota/cop.t-? s~paration of spinal cclumn

into two indapzndent breaK, tzum which caulal tprovad to be displac d

A-r.-,.
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toward th- r: ar an'l UPwdra, Joiny to th- hEight onc'-ona dna on- half

of' th-i boditns r v~rtc-bza- (i'ij. 123).

rhi~s seInaration of spizo-z in two indppendsnt brciak occurrzd as

a rasult of th~ef~/~a/0j~t simoaration/section of th-1 cranial

or caudal division of tne oody cf r Qfl, vqrtebra together wi-n:rh

corr; soon1 na iisk wijh -.ak- s.Luu1anpous break of '--.e small arcs Of

this vertebra with the ya, ct %-rtize li-gament.cus/co3nr.-cz:inig

a~paratus. This damuage was ce.,rese-2ted clinically at first -glance 1by

t:a- v-iri. ty/subspr-cl-tos ct urk±,&-di.slocation Of SDoIn.3. d-ow~ve:, x-ray

analysis show~d that in sucn cdiast was usually only a brea.- cf spince

wit h th--: corisid~rable disjiacaia,;nt of Its scrap. The integrity of

inte-rvertebral joints and aisKic.n this case2 was not distuzboed, and

th~rfor~actual dislocati-on i; laid not occur. Witn such bre aks from

t'i-s body of th2 damaged verzteuzd was separaltad/lib -rate-d only th

very narrow scrap, ccnnected dita the intervertiebril disk. This

fr.igmint some-times conszst, a QniLy c' th- unit of closinq plats and

bcne edqte/bounrlary annuitis.

in similar cascs a~par*_ actual ostzoapcphys~olysis of spine,

if break was devloped in suolact with the unfinished ossification of

ski-l- ton.

Thb !-.scr~b d bre-aKs cj)asrvqd in division of spin'e-- prov-:d
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to be displaced toward the rear, inereas th;.e strains which someti;m:es

wirc- )bsrrvr-d with bullht os-caomyae±-4t 4.s of spina, wero charactarizid

by +the displaca~iuent of zcha cauaal division of spin: toward thq front.

-LhF mchanismns of th-- closea ur--aks of spine indicated und,.r

com!bat fiml1 conditions Ica to tn% more fre quent than in p-acet ime,

anl to th- mor-n massivc dainayj cz ipinal cord, iz-s she--lls and

rootlets with th-? trauma.

Togethpr with the trauna oz s in-F, fr']uqntly uwrr obser-v:Qd mozr3

or le3ss sqvz:rte lamagis oz uth.er crgans/con- rols and1 systgms, breaks

or r::tis closed aamages oi tchs irgans/cortr-ils of ab)dominal

are-a, ~c

Th-, clos-1 damaqy -s c-,' obtai.npd dur4-ng th'- dil.tion of

victim by the air wave ci tae torn shell or aircraft b)omb, sometime~s

w~r escorte4i/track:?d by ie samultancous bullbt wound of other units

of thi bcdy.

FrOM giv-n data ara Vr-C n= characteristic fViatur, s of

me chanism and clinical manitestatiun of the: closed damages of spin-,

whaich we:rs beina eniccunzered La tne wartimte, and their difference

from the analogjoas lamae of peacztim .
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Damage of the Contained spiaa± canal.

Acrording to the ddtdi uf ta,- specialize-d hospitals of G3F the

clcsz d~rag.?s of spin;E war-.~/tac~ by thi.-, violation cf th.-'

funkction of spinal cord into J-J.7o/o of cas:es. Ev'e:: d,'rin3 th3 clcscid

Lizxiages without the simuiteineous are ak of the skcele-ton of spine

(1:stroohv, contusions, erc., ohi.ca coIquosrad 25. 1o/o of all clcs. d

traumata) -arc? rot=ed morke oz cunsidarabl;e chanjes from th'- Fidt

of spinal cord, its rootiats ana san lls.

in the mechanism cr tne v.ciations of the conluctivity of spinal

cord ind its rootl'-ts dur;.n i ciLos-il dainag'is of pi it was

nossibla to nots a numbEr or zactors.

Pigs 366.

They include3: 1) th-i stzaint/diai~ct contusions of spinal cori or

rootlets of hors? tail, 2) aaat and compression of Spinal cord by

bone traqmints, 3) the vio)idtion or liquor circulation, 4) the

violatior. of blood z4rcu!i4tion, 5) th-z viJolation of lymnph

circulation, 6) blast Ezfact.

1. Straight/direcl- contusicn to stY~nal cor:d w-as inflictf-d bjy

both sh 4 "tina bone fraqmFeiits cr vrokcn vert-bra ani bendiniq at.
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momr-nt/torqua traumata cf .maii drc of v-rtabra, but without their

?ha especially massive dainayes of spinal cord and rootl ?ts of

hors-i tail wsre-- observea wiza zze cras which were b.aing

4sccrtad/tracked by +he-r consiuaale displacement of verteqbrae. In.

the material of the speciaiizc.i hospitals of GBF of the front of a

.'M~lar form/z-:)ciJ-1s thd damtjas into 3/5 cases w-3r? Pscort-_ d/trackzd

by the synidromne of tefuil/tozal/compl:tc viclation of the:

conducti-vity of soinal cord. in a number of cases lurino the

s~parition of spin: intc two inapendent sx.gments and spinal cords

togetner with the shlils It was comrcletsly divided in two separats

cuts. In the3 remaining z/5 casas or straight/direct contusions

occurresd tho: contus4icn cz seiaai cord with thi morz_ or lass

full/total/comoleta reduct.;oL or tne lost with the grass functions in

the next 3-6 weeks after trauma cr comprission by the displac3d bcns

fragm3nts with the oartiai vioiataol of th-, conduct.ivity of spinal

cord.
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il. 123. Anja-: nical scr,(ia~s --rca rths X-ray photcaraphs of

iowpr-tnoracic and upp --- iamnuz division off the4 spin- sick n. which,

biin7 l:)catid fn th-- hcrizcntai josition, cbtaine-d th-I contusion of

back ay the b ams/qulliEs of -zne azought down iuqoat. Duzrinj tn'

x-ray examination is estaiisn,4!/iLastalled the break of tha uipper

se.:ctoz of body i" the- I lumar v,,r-cbra which lcd to th-2

ffll/tota1/comnlet: separart..on/sqction of cranial closing plate

toqetaier with vet not synosteotic limbic, i.e., occurred

)stcoapyphysiolhsis of its iuouy (cranial scrap of body vias showr by

dual arrow/Poirter). Arzcws/jpointars noted independent liinbus of

other vertebrae. Is disccvurea tna braak of the riqht half small arc

of XII thoracic varteiza aa tn.a rzqion of root and int: rartiJcular

unit. Furthermori, is reveaiea the break of the left lower jjint

extenjion of this verteora in tue r-4gion of his basis. As a result of

th- br~zaks ida. occuzzt-.d -tz~ rull/:.Otal/coipli-tc szparaticon of
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srninal column at the level of tne I lumnar vertebra to two

in lep-ind nt st-m ants, frcm wnicn caudal was displaced toward the r : ar

and unvards with th - setti.riq for tne cranial to the2 height of one

ve rtmebra. Th;: int,,zverta-brai disf., which is locatted betveqn thei XII

t'aorac4z and I lumbar v~'-aa r -mairpl thr- connectped wi-:h cranial

,fzaum-nt of so--n- t-o gtner wita tna un--, of closinj plate and

correspondin3 limbus of tanz I iumbckr vertebra. Both intservertebral

joints nrse v-d wholc, ia -cn;.s cas3 right joint ramaine d in th :-

larg-3 unit/formation wi7tn t.ie zuE: cranial fzagme3nt of spin?, and lf

-with the- caudal (bcth jo.Lnts wera shown by arrows/point=ers).

Pauge 367.

And during the closed ddMa ;S Of tive spin-? of full/total/complate

p-irallslism br.-twieen ths tona pdaoiogy and the violation of the

finction of sDinal ccrd ana root~ats it was not observed. Together

with th,- massive damage cf spiial zord with the uniamaged/uninjurel

Soinc it was D:cssbls to, jieat coi~siderablq d -,com posit ior. of onp, two

and morei than v,:rtsbrae, .,eclal.Ly in ths neck division, without any

noticeable violations cf tae conauctivity of spinal cord in th-

pr-sz nca of light radiculaz pa~acmana.

K. L4/IV 1942 dxirin tai ajpiosion of aircraft bomo was

r~j~ctel/thrown on 4-5 m to tae siue. To the short periol lost th!e
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cons: usn- ss. F'or 4 days iz: was iocat id on D.IP, thena 1 1 days -in

7,LR, whzr? "Drf-Iominantiy i L~ay/ze~st,:]". Afte:r th? admission into

thie neuro-surgical hosratai (, Ls ccmplained about the forcmed

positicn/situation of hteaad uo to rna sicklinsss in th f3ck.

During the investigat.Lun up to th54 moment/tor~ue of admnission

was I 3t~rmin-.-1 thr- consioa -zl~- limitat4ion cf mobility in thm ner-ck

livision of spine. The mus.iie te-nzion of necK. Sic~line-ss durin-g tne3

palpation in lower--neck divisL~an o.r somne. Axial lead on ths soin is

slightiv morbid wi.th the proj~cti cn of pains "i-nto the depth of

n'-ckl". Li-jht. hyroe stha-sia w.-h nji.arnatic xanthnocnzomia -dithin th- 4

limits of the fifth and~ z.xta nECK emn frcir both side s. Th':re is

no pa:es4is, r~aflictor v .ciazions. in thi X-:ay pho- cgraphs is

discovzr~d th-- ccmprrssicn orjax cz body of th.v: V n-2ck vert:-bra with

tnie z!all disolacc-m-ernt of tat or Lorvard lying of above the division.

of spine. 3reik of small arcs dflu awnel extensions of 7thc IV, V an,!

VI n'-ck v'srtr-hra.

Aft:.z two w? ak strctci~.nj cz th: 41isson loop of pat-rt it

das vacua-td into the-- rear iz pastgr collar. on thq obtained aft?:

5 years information it WCZKS ia the- kolkhoz, he performs all

*ericultural works, remaneai the ILimitation of theB mobility of neox.,

ac~nn, thpr: ares nc cth,=: compla;ints.
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Exnprim1nt/expsrieaca show-a that without timely surgical

interv-ntion aft,r any coasideracla compr,_ssion of spinal cord it

dois not r.main hcpas fcr zte reduction of the conductivity of ths

latt--r.

2. Damag? and ccmpression cy oone fragments. 4ith tha fragmen-ed

breaks frequently was cbsezved the damage of solid cerebral shell by

bone fragments and th ji- pitraton into the substance of spinal

cor. with its more or less considerable damage.

L. I. Smirnov, A. A. hald&ovsfaya met on the autopsie.s of small

te.ar iounds of solid cereDraJ shell with the cross or partial

softening of spi.nal cora. rneso changes were not limited -o th, fccus

of br.ak, but were spreid also in the cranial and caudal direction

for certain elongation/extent, depending on severity traumata.

In the mora mild cases none fragments proved to be only in th

epidural space, squ-ezing conscnts of the dural sack. But also in

such cases it was possiDle to nota the foci of softening spinal cord,

caused by the contusion ot the iattmr at tha moment of trauma, and

also by thi comor-ssion cz spinal cord with thi accompanying

violation of blood circulation and circulaticn of :erebro-spinal

f!,li. The sam- eff-_ct cn tue ccantnts of the dural sack is exsrtcd

with compr-.ssion fracture oz tne josterior edge3 of the body cf the

i ~ :
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bzc'k-n v- rtobra, which jas oiwiig introduc~l in -thi spinal canal. in

similar Case4s the operatioiiai i.m:va1/di st anrce of -:he compressive

bone fraiments or even the zemovai of "wedge Urbana" was rf-pre sentz-d

by coinol-;trlv by npccssary (N. N. 3urd,:nko)

3. ViJolat-ion of li-luor c:Llto.As with th'- bullst wounds,

the shirn/acute4 Dressuria iczzasa of c -rebro-suinal fluid, whichl

?L'- 'h rnoiunt cm tzciu~aa iccami trio supplmcntary -factocr of

tkl amnaqc of spinal ccra not- onij at -:he le-v=l of traumna, but also

on th, distancE-. A sharr/cicute jrzssurn 4ncr:?as- of c~iiibro-spinal

.clui a-- the mom-nt c4f zzau~ia -xarzd influ-;nc- ro-, only on ti-

viscular and lymmohatic syszei or s,;inal cord, but also oz tha

substance of spinal cord ana its correction.
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In t. sanjuiferous s3ystemi ot spinal cord with this ai~cnanism of

daim.a43 arca not-- i-h s-Czairs ~zvaicular- walls, th_% educataon Of'

anl mv-n gap~s or v =ss=is with tae larg r or smnaller

.'Q.:crnacs (A. A. Kulixcvs~aya)

4. Violat4 .on of bkl(ci circuid-cion. The. violation of blood

C-::CU ljton 4 i-n oarticuiar, an ozraaqv-, during th closzd damag s of

son-ar, spinal cord riayted ini tne oath ogensis off thq daifag/d~fzat

of spin-il cori, it is douotless, jr-zat-r role than with th= bullet

.Spidural h-norrbags razr iy cziused th- compressica of spin'al

coru!. Hzw r -as shovia oo~sarvaztions of peacezime, such

hnorh~~snnt not cciiyittceiy waich -14.d not resolve, 1l:d to th~e

I-vaLooL)ner.. of conni-ctive yrowinqs and the thickeniing of solid

>:::lsh-zll (pachym.'riiatis (Mi. S. M1argulis, Ya. 1~. ?avlcn.skivLy

A. L. Polnov).



Lu~i~ pn -d 5ubd urai at1mt~~ouaq war- ;Iso th-r -r.ason 'cor

sq'ar-3/acu-- ridicular Lpia6n. A1 ccinjprativ-3ly frqquent corplicatior off

. CJOS-q ~id~a- S 0f4- .1 i-z was h-matomv~lla with r.

-qi: natiJon off th= foc.1 or aiarorrhaq, pr--Oom4inanzlv in th? gray

substincp of st~irial cora i th r-ne tvD4-- l ne-:uroloqjic clinical pictur=

o~di~is.Hzimatonv-lie, --- wd cas-,rvA beth w4.th --h bria., Of SDI2-

aad without its age

ThA :7 conuiL-:±cns oz zr,. i s ,c3.liz-1 hospital .;BF I. flj'IMy 1 a it4

141 ii a S-n -' nt O 3. 50/0 oz cijxzu damia jes of s~IDn, an nal cord

and ~nsA ~abl 4o( ju-;n-cil ac was fncourn:'rr A to9 ith-r W4-h th-

s-indroiq,? of 1n-1 co-i-is--cn of za,; s,,Ina1 cord with -ihich th, cliric

aiatornyc1,a :- ari Y ~riuo) di-S CISI o 0V,::r wi th cond uctor

v4~ r) at i- '- s.

:'4zrosiir in3ns' md~jor-tj i.. nouropa~hecgiqst, to th-- 4-nd of tho*

war considzrc , surgical ixaz v--ntir w-i:h h-amatornylia us=-.less.

Strains :-i'icat -I abxov,: uz va~sels w-:re complicaz--d ov laz onzs

-3-n w-- ks after trauma - Dy iiamorrhagis, zespe:cially if vict.'m did

not zcasirvi p~ron~r -o11/ccr.ai2.3.ons. Vascular viclan-ions lea to

-3con lary mny~lo'malacia wia tar ou..ld-u-)/jrowlth off th-,? violations off

--n~ ~~~C ~nutvz fSj'1ai d .fl- fclcr angi.osptsf wi'th th:- closcod

)~~I: 2r 'Dlnal cordi wia~ za izv~lonn-,nt of th- ische mic ni-crosis



of ta - la-t r 4 -: F4bL,,as wie a :h- blill-t wcun Is c f spijnE(s-

Ch a p t - I. N:1n~nn tr at: wouL as or spn-')

~.Violat-ion of lvmL~i c:cuia±ticni. Th- vic'lat4-cns of ta4 no-Mall

'-lt onLs/~:is ~tn n~i .uo-- an! lynv~iati-c syst.zm lzed- 4.1

.jic --- r1y r~oal 4-:~/u~ 1 d afe trauma to d 3Ifld or

s:rlzorA, 4ii.ch can -!-, ~n'a o --h- if of: victim ir. tan

cas of t : u-a of -.ner :tcj 1~.ivision c-I spinal -:or". In oth'7r

cas- j~a of -- in 11 cord, as -mitrL th- bulle-t woun-s , it ! to h

fil/cr/cr-1lt v!ia-con r-Lcn- coniduct ivity )f spinal cord,

-ricni wd3 b=--i smcoothEu iuzaay tha first two 'ie--ks.

In th Sov4-t pos'waz li :czdzturC :t is not brought th, cliLnical

obsprvations, w'.ich ci-ncEra ascEndirg --lhma of: spiial cord with th-4

alv~nt off nr~ c,-r--bral (ihdaccn s, vcOiltinq), :uii-cary and focus

(hjanjzr-on,) sv:qnzoms frcm zae ~i~of brain, aitho-igh the individual

cisks or ascqndinq adm ur.iay th. closed damag-3s of spinal cord

W-Zr':nct d e'n t'-1 a'itorsl..S (it-. A. U.so nskiy, T. 3. Chayk).

?o)r 11 ma~ ) spinal Lcozd, oes. Jes thp build-up/growrh of

Cunct jornal fa llouls, thz rrsia~ progressivin pr -.ssur-

4-icrns- of cor~bro-spiaai ;1aid. The extraction of fluid/liguid via

c~rebrospinal punctures y.Leidt- to patient certain allviat:ion.
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. £amacv of soinai cQ d .)y olast.

Piq- 3693.

D-_c_ ccnsi.i-rabli -:tx..oii -ca6 cz:'.us4.ons of spinal cc:r1, caus !1

by ~ -xuiosioa o' aztii.i~y ,nc-.is an.1 aircraft Thinus~z at thm- clos-

iistainc fromi tho, victimos, thea act.,vity of th,: air wa v,-, which was

~ ' : )rn -] aroun] -h. :dsnaail, car hi- :.qia-1=d to -:h= stror.; blodi

4-i-c th- rzq'-r of 3D;-in,. L; -,6 cuzitom-4rv to assum- thiat -1.1

c )n' 1 3io pheno n n can ueveiat Juring the det-rmination of man in

rtLu - f 15-2J rn ct :a_ ).aa:f sh,.1l burst, ir:- pnc

Onl a,- bo ~: stzuc:iv. f!orc-: zf tb.-- YItt _z/last a-1 main

tre=nl of ~ wava.

rh, mn-chiini-m of tn*. act;.vity of x-lcsir. on sjpir. and ccnzents

of sninil canal was exria.itcd ait"trently. Accordiiq to onc data, thae

shcck into h- ' hick by n zozc. _ oi air column, is :_ransfrr-.d --o the

soirz thr:oiiqh th- isuall arcs, jaicn cain in with th - tr-iuma forwari1

aql it is rapii resettiag as i risult of tae known 4±_asticity bor.a

anrK -i q_.(antcus/ccnnec-tinj a~pdratus. Spinal cord in this cas:-

ob+-a.:ns lh ual shock: 1) ioy tae cavinq in small arc (dir-ct impact-)

andl 2) upoun tho return Ot 6s11dii arc to the initial position tan:

s ~.~Icord, iispldc?-l at -,u acwtnit of t:rauma fcrward, obtalis tlh,

sjnrT rnrtary s,,ock ahout tae trcnz/l ad in; wimll of spinal canal
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According to -)th-rs daza, 4.n 'piosiva force3 is the source of

thk sharp osiltn/irtoswhich csr!ebro-spinal fluid

transf,-,c3 to v -ssels anu to suostace of soinal cord as to tha wall3

of soin--. Ac ccr!--ng to -caiS tat-orl, tcqc-th- r with -.ha jolt, th=

sp-:na1 ,:ordl chta n3 su leminznary contusion as a risul,: of

j~ rks/;inpuls's of bz-ji~ . uid -it -:hp ront of a sharp

Lpr~ssur= nrz ' thc suo-azacanoida.1 space3. In this case thl

S an' - 't roli play vascuiaz vio.Le-ticis an (I, Jir. rt.ca:mii

h-?orrha -s int-o ti!o sPILrdi cor:u and th'- shealls.

in onr- cas on thc. autopsy of tha'. ba,'n klled4 8 hours aftzer th:?

trauma, obtaiLn-ed bv It duzing Tnz =xplos--on of the shall (patient,

,cio 4,1s being 1lo-cate2d in the vertical position, was rejected/thrown

on 14 mn to ths side and ti to ianu) , .A. .Kulikovskaya found

dif5fuse -?.ma. of teshelis of spinal corl, insignificant

siib-arac~-nidal hcmorrhayi dna scd;ctmr,'d l 4_ght hamorrhagasin th

s-ibs:trnzm of szninal cord wizn :ae .rtmgrit-y of spine4. Tha sam'

chari:?s ws-r iiscov-re d, d.L.o, ia th-i brain, especially in its

hang:?:-or~ divis4.on. This oo.servd-cior can se rve as the illustration of

th.2m :har.sm if~ tvi dagy.~ or spinal corl by blast and th- rol3a of

vasculaz: viola-ions witii ta.Ls trauma.
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Thza fact that thia viojat .on iz thn conduc-.ivily of spinal corl

and it's rz),ot 1ts with I-ne ccn -sions by blast SOMrnctim--s apu-a~

-:hrru Ih sev--r-al hrours attar tziawa, draws together t.his dissas-? w-,tnh

in 4 -a morz mill cazs t.ia jt~iza:-PI with the air contusion

oaahz.c Lnomena ri.i tauy swnoothied and -zh- y irr- cons-zd-'rs in

th-is case as th2 jo~lt cZ spinai cord.

Fhrouq:h -3-vzra1. mota, ina sunietimis 1-2 ye ars and mora aftz-Z

rum arpa:arI oth~r raTac. jai--c facto'rs, waich 1t ri dthc!

cliical oirtur- o' iis,6as= i., -cad late and r-zsiciial pqrio'l. rhly

inclu bol: a) late aind secoadacy bone chang--.s in thn zone of formar

br~aK 'I) lat and saccrcary cangy2s in thz sh- lls, th5, roc-tl-ts and

t-h :Subst-aric of soinal cord.

Ir- known ths zases wna-n a.-urologj.-- viola4-ions atz ack 3I/advancsd

4: r t.'le first tim- or tney jr~ed cn in the intensity t-h~ouqhi sava.ral

wr -k-3 and '-v-n meonzhs attzr tzuuma.

V~th +-h-- opsrit4cn/jrocess in siiilr cas-ts more frsgu,-nrt~y w- :e

d-~.,c~ithe bon-z fraljmc-nts, aicn, beirng they wer-~ soldqre]I by

zral/conmcn/t ,tal scar wita taa scraps of y-J11~ vli-Aam nt, caused

c-)m-or4ssion r suinal cora or zotl 'ts of: hors, ta-i.
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Fxpoinent/eaxoerience snowea taat the consolidation of the break of

spin_= flows/occursls'L vLary s1oi.Ly, nmor'_ov~r initilally is formpd

Pzri:ste-al corn In the- dtseflca ot intprgrowth in the internal

divisions of the body cr vertiDra.

Pig- 37).

'liTh x-ray i:xamination, dica snows the -iducation of the zallus, can

n-. s4m-1ar cases 4,troduca L, o -n fallacy, and t,- -:a ly load of

4S- - pcpser-s tnh,- dioubzlas~ iaagai: for th-a patien._

Irt is kn'own also, that ta= Doae f~agm-ants of the brok-n small

arc or joints of vert-hra were zre~lunntly ccnnected oai.L by fibrous

.-ssu~ ito th gn-ral/cowaoa/tozal conglcunarat _, without forming

act-ual callils. Tv-n with tae oetrations/processes within th.4 lat-;

pe nods, in 12-19 months dna more after trauma, such bcne fragjments

~ :~vintv nbi ',mcz±~o.ms. Slich mobil't/motilc;' zone fragments

cr ~ -c1 c~nditions for the coxp.rdssion of spinal cord and in tI-.: lat':

p~ricd.

r:) thi cl;-ic . f A. L. Pol_,nov to 79 opprations/processes

3aprcos rf th clcs~d brezaks ot spine 4.n 11 casas we:-p encountersd

Ihz s rb~ la te chr s Wi zna op-arating table in this case- it

dL3 o;.iA~t.) rev-?al/detuct tnc cicatrical masses, which included
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4n Ih p-n--ril/cornro/tctai nio-rt s-oarat= bone fragms.ents and

scraps Df y-2.low ligarncnt. Fz.~1 uently t6-his scar was coalesced with

thD !ect rnal 1-- li of so~ad c-.reoral sh~ll .

r:~i: -i -a*-'aTc'c~ t : h- brdiPs of adjac nt vrttiurar,

inly lum -1o '-hz calciria-: ica ot front/-ading longitudinal

l~>a~etvery limi- ed -che joiiity of spine. Such intergrowth

b=-nwF-n "ze lo4.-ns of adjac-.n-: v,=zT--bra- producid lati

soorylirthrosis, whic ' wds D~if9 :iscortedi/trackred rnot only by thE

lim-.'atIcn of mobility in r-ne a~Lirpriate division of spine, but

:rvx~~tvalsi by sk*abi-: z al-Icular pains.

ar-aza v, por-ssEs in zz spinal cord, th4 3slls an- th--

rool3ts aftemr I,-hze closeci aamdjei of spine procsed~d usually oveir th=-

t y p: o f -u - - -c prc'Iuciva antlanation. This orotr-ss was spriad

iLv--siois to th- int-rnal oaa.

Thus, with th i oucrat-3ns/Frocn'ss-s ;-n th- =arly phasze of

proc~js it was 'nos'sblr- t,) se; uaj raa changes in th-e form of

con-v-i rgrow4.nq- ( xterna.± kacajm~ningi--is) . 4ith thea

03' rat*s/pr z)- ss' r w: caia tan- La - :.*rfods or w-,.th the rP'p--at--d

op-ra--ion /pr7)c2SS' s :hZodjn -.AL. iore or lIss cons3idarable pe-riod in

c iaILd th- sam:. natien z~ osstbl- t,, meat, togUther with Ithe

AL-. .~
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thizCeininq oF solid cerebrai jne.lJ (hyparplastic pachymningitis) ,

-:h.: conngctiv-. jrowings ullar -a solid cpr,:bral s~tll, which

captireci arachno)ital (arachiloialt..s) anI soft carelbral shall, and

finally cicatrical foci in Lhz 6uostancz Of soi nal cord or iifus=

picking/s-al of th- latLr (scl~aous 1fnrm of my'lit-is) . Rootl.:-ts of

s? :r.a 1 corl, so!Ihr~d in iLn tai. gaL~ral/commor./,:otal scar, in similar

cises w: r- the source of pa.Larul pains. Thinnar/less fralugnt in, thz

spir~al cord ;n is casa a.c was jo~sibit to notn the, foci of

soft-?nincr (myIlomalacia)

;.iv=_r. data, which moz pzacisaly 'formulate' th-L mechantsm of t~i:

damay-e of th= ccntain.r?d zpiax. canal during the closed damagas of

sp?:.ra, d';'t-.rmJin~d t, pat.aclogica.1-anatomical changss, which app'Zaaed

witfhin zl.: -,arly and laze ?,rj.cas aft-r: th-, trauma of spin-, spinal

cord, its sh'lls and rcctl. :ts.

?a--hoanazomical chang~s Juzing th~i closed damages of spin'q and

suinal cord in no way ditt-rea rzom thp: changes, which were baing

cbs~rv _ with th-" bull(--r dounus. Tna2.r spi.cial fecaturs/psculiarity

wi- :inly --h= cnlarazt ?:r/fazuza or trn damagc of v'4r:'brae themselv'-s

(L. T. 3mi-rnov).

Th-- 1.asic sp'~zial Zearurd4c uliar 4.ty of --he clos~d damaq-zs was

th~ios~ rc~of wound ana or foriiqu bodies and, consequ -ntly, also
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-;~ sOciat-1 wounl irfections.

?iq- 371.

Ac~u~y/ ~av,~Liingtn~c~o~d lamagiths Of spiln. andi sti4nal cord

sunI0tiv nc?-ss _J" n- 0e 3nas, 'thn spinal cord, ;ts s. Clls and

r:jotlets wer-- r'o±rsen tea ;jyacuin

XS M0o3t cV-Iracteristjc Pdtnaaaatomical change s during the closcdi

, a,:1 s r-nai coza 1'c was possib1 -,o ncm in sot

t Ls s i s In thi.: sharp/acuta ad d aC.Lv o;-jd 10o:r- O- less extansivs

bruises and h~morrhaqos jil rhe locus of diract damags, and in ths

n- - I I :.ffzr 5r t da -i j5s , giv, r abova iJ th4 - classificato.

.repending on tie mecCaUis4 cf trauma, forcta of the traumati;z4n,-

a;-rt, action cff th3t la-tr a~on.g zh? v~rt4.cal and hcrizcntal axis of

sDnz? with th,: connqction Or nyier-iJnfle xion or hyperextension of

sj':, at -th- cf tzau.na, dad also position/alituation of victim

Sa r 4 .,, th - d.pos'.t ion c-: tzdui-, depear-id 1' ffnrc-ni damagn s cof spi ne,

nt -rav-rt 3hraI d iSK an fl 12.ydwnmcu=/cornnectingq apparatus. In this

ciso is noted the iost jiverso cbdracter/nature of bone violations.

3y -)Ft ' - avy wr r~ t- t'; damages, wa.ch w-lr- bsini a sccrt ?d/t-.ack A by

t -~ gau of nuscl-s, :nrtzdv.zzteora. lic7aiaents, to tho y!4llow ligaenri:

inclusively, inl thn- 1Iccmeosirciou 'f :_ntravert-ebral disks. In
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similar cas'-s th- br-aks oz sez wirz --scortsd/track-d by

consde~a l isnlac emant Lj L-cs ajid heavy damige of spinal. cord to

Ainth5- Jsc:ibed aijove areafs with the disaqIreemuent of scrap

3ot suin- nit only s,3na.L cord, uat also its sh, lls suet-sprov,.i

4- b- thoise comnl - lv tcra w:rtn IrLastasis between thsw.

Cntian1es in t11i z ccn-cents of sp-nal canal. ncre frequent

oa-hoana.tomic il chankjes in the contents of spinal canal within thn-

-irlv D-rinds aftw- trauma weza zvancsd by morp cr lziss considzcrablmi

hzmcraciis inlo thz elaa ceJlialose. Up.on the introduction of

bone fragjmiznts into th, sjiaai canal dural sack proved to bne

cons-.ra' P-:1, be nt alcnei ta. loay axis. Tudging by th-- r.icords,

produacei with the operazica/jrocis-i within the early pe~riods, th-

r-ulsations of 'lural sacfs in ta.is case, as a rule, not could be seen;

d'irin14 4-r mass-'v- ccinpre.sioi oz th,- bodio s of v-.ertebrae- of dura.

sack it was by that by scntr j ayonet-lixe bent and that narrow':d

at tlh- ,v l off compr-ssij~i or cua~tratied betw: n th- small arc and

hedisnlac,?d towari the rmar Ljcdy of ve rtabra (wedge Urbana). nt

the fraimentei breaks ci .siij arcs boni fragne nts provqd to b

4.atroluz-,d in th: solid c- z:.bci. siell, somitimcs passing through i

=-v~n into the siibstance c.: spiaal cord, or they wer(e, arranqyed/locatid

Aaonq the rootlots of horse- taii. With the opgration/proc?ss or th-
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autoosy wit-hi-n th, -iarly ~rosazte= trauma, almost as a zul--,,i

was DOSSi*b31- -,) Tiote the zac s ct hc morrhag i under- the- solid or

a rac h n ci shcll. At -th~ basis ci aorphclogical changes in ths spinal

cird 4;ith bruisns as wizh t aa julit wounds, li;e/rest -:h: sami

phenomena of primary ana sacoauazy _=Iema (prgdomi.'nnly in the_ whit=

su b st -nc. ,- hi norac (gzaaail -r,. thA gray subst-ancie ar~d tn--

1l4mb zon-) and I-cus nrzczoszas at tne white and gray substanc.

All 7:1n S-- 0h~nom~ra a~ias a r7;sult cf not only thai dirct

='fc.of tha traumatiz;ing ajentz on thE spinal cord, but also t-hF

acti-ons of irway:_ by -cna crai.%i~si.n of the shock thzough thc

skin, tL muscls and tat ost: oligamentous apparatus of spina. To

'his should b;, Add-A the role ot itLuor jere./impulse and vascular

v 4 airn., n ot.-d abcv, .

3y many r sm ;rch-rs sp-clai imroor",AncE; is add-ed to r: flactcr

soasm or paralytic condit .on oz v_-s-els as a result of which can

appear heavy chainqes of ta.- na.ncrrriagiz or ischemir - charactar/nature4

in thL spinal cord (Ye . A. JsjaasKy).

Paoq- 372.

I. SMi~rrov (1'14o) LdSCi U;.Sh1cS: 1) th! primary traumatic

crssof spinal corl, inica app-ar in t s,-ctor of lir _ct danagth
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Cr =rishi-nq --I; T'oJ 'a2 cord; 2) tn.a szcondary pcst-,-raumatic n-cros-s

waica ar -. v-,Iourid as a :--suJ. or thR advancing/a:tacking aft~r

t--auma lisord~rs of blcoa circuiaz;on and watcar m-tabolism/axchang,.

,A,:= )03,-traumnatic so fteal1Ais 11, the Spinal cord usually ar' of

Ic4th~tr withi -6h:- 1cci ot a.acrosis, alrzady in t h - i- k

-7:-r t:aua it was posi1nIa to aot:?, zspecially during thi--

m~c0300:c (a~na~ -. a. i.~Ijs of rmoparatiye aad organizaticnal

orocass:?s.

3=par*ativn nroc-ss; s aad c.ansinq of ce r!-brospina1 wcund from

t~ie fission prol.ucts nctic--aDoj mozzc slowly procp-, ed with th-a

i1na-ana-ir,.njirIr scli czrarja. shnli, than in the presnance cf

:4- s v4.ritiajly 4irnj~cr-,dna z~at in th-- spinal cord whea or, thl,,

a,-vto~sy at f:: -lanct- wis d :ruii/tot=Al/ccmpln?-e cross interruption,

lurin ; 'he microscopic exaiainitijn frequently were dete-cted th

uadamdQLd/In4njur~d fildmalnts dau collular -?lemi-nts/crlls (L. 1.

Siairnov) *S.~ns whe-n oa zae autopsy it seemed that th~r-7 is only

partiil lamage of spinal cocd, ca clos:er xamination was dzetected its

fi l/to?.l/cmo 4 n-6rrutioL. it. simnila case s prim~ry traumatic

n-cr:)sis, or. --h- assertica oi tn,; auc'ior:, was cornoos-d of the focus
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c:crish-*.r.j o,: th-1 s-il'aaic, ot spInal 7ord in the place of dirmct

iaffla ani f--c7u: of softenIn om contusion origin for rt? :.naining

PlonqT-tion/e-xt-mflt of the aiumet r if spinal cori.

Clinic ), thzm cl sel Aamijes )r spinze and spinal c~rd.

Th? clini31 picture j-- liia-3s was compoc-d .*-f taz damage of

3-)*r.- afil- !a-ncj of th coi-.a ai spinil canal. To thi4S frzqu--nrtly

vi:s cnct traumatic saocK (to 1.90/o bas -i on oatirials GBF

of L,-ninqrIZA Fr-cnt, an-1 ca r-.z cards of forward. ina:r a

~.~.u'iosof army ar: a - to 9.4c/0). On- shoiull ay4a4in --iohasizz.

h:~ in Pn' 7- tab:7'- IS 10 -uitta/oolt a-all:?1i3M bztw' ;:i-

tie szvr--tv of th-- dama~e of in and th-? violation ofth

f nc ,, sn spinal cora aaa ir-S zoctl--,s. Ars rnorL- fr- quL3nt the

v~rk-.dz~mass.v,' Idfd4t-S of spll'e, spcial iit.

sn~i~ni~t, hmy wc-rz ea;orz~d/tzack-1 by th- h, Avv uaaq of

.~n11 2COrl, itc3 rootl-ts and srajs.

Jnd,!r condlitions ofr-ana specilizd hospitdls GEBF of Laningrai

Fothi- ob-:vil n-urclo,,Ic vIclat icns during th closed, damages of

spn- ai( spinal corl wera roi.icw;fl.
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(' Ienpozxornqec,.e mapywausm IIPOUeHI

((3) Cmuj~po'Nj nowHoro 11apymeHlIRi jpOBOlljjIOCTI enIIIInorn Nin~ra ',

Cwui~pow, qacTZI Inoru uapywen IfR f pOBO,1fl.%tOCTIf c n m voro( mN10ra . ...... I **.............
M c~iiIIpoMt 'IaCTfIHIIoro 1111PyWO11" ripOB0,11UMOCTI] zNoICE~ro

XBOcTa . ....................... 23,9
(6J Tpan~taTIuqeCHImIJ pa:jUHNIMlT 11 MiTIIIro-a1nmy.mIT . ... 6.3

(1) Se;3 ueinpooriecIM~ x Emmpywerjuii . ......... 6

c e ro .0.

-v (). iiv4~i vo1atios. (2). Pctai.(3) . Sy Idr ov: o

-1 1 /t ot a/ccmnp!t vic Laz.On or co-nductivi ty of spinal cord. (4i)

3yndrom,: of partial viclation oi cop~ttivi--y of Spinal CozI. (5)

S V d1 d r o 0f uI a -4- viclat-lon - r Conductivi-ty of h3rss tail. (6).

n'r1Q~cviol :io'.s. (b in ali.

p~p373.

rhis, in th-- apcalzospaitals GB? it is -aot,:d only 6.3o/,-

a:OU brZso on ih hj OaUiOloUiC V~olations.

r damaq g; o-- 4-h& contdiied 6pinal cainal without th4

simultirioous brgak of sjine mire fz~qu~ntlv Wlre e.~pressed in th?

fimo th= nartial violation or ca, conluctiv4ity -f spinal cord

(imonj oth- r things cf neinatcmycliA) or traumatic radiculiti-s.
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T'S cls-sl iaaaeoa .iie were escorted/tracked consid-arably

~no~ :~untby thE? v--ic .-o at orch funct-cn. of s-nal cord and its

root O I-S, U a n thl irE a s S~ 0,un ij a4n -h e Ur a c- ce o f zac -t 4 n1, w~:-

-dnjc*- n u--oljic viola4'icas werte uizcov r, I onl-tinjto '44. J'/0 (I.S

JAiS2s, as dt I t.- buls wTcv is, i.- .ja~--z I on --h

s-ar~ii cal, ri=iri1ojic, rc,-a:- er-o~o; il~ni iaontv 'c: of

:zq:.cn of .iamaq, ab~cul ta. ~c of mov~m-n--s in~ th :2~t~

-io th ition z)', sc-nsitiviti.

ithth - oznrrcia v-cziL :ro? ;ir y it was poss.;ble to

t~.~i~ hsw~lin~(h.. mncuua) at ta?, D-vi of iamag.'. If oa'ti-4nt w-is

cainab> was caoinl-- -o L)E iovz:, vics noted. -h-- f'orczd

~os>.o/st'it~ r ni z:t~i.a.o of robi2.4i y, and scn ~tim- S both

cfth- do:icnZ. -~.V1SI.Cn. 3f spini and also inuscl

t~ns,;4on so-4ns o-- n-cks, i:x th. 1-p-rd-nc- on damaa - levil. Fr.aquentJlv

in contrast ta the bullet wounais it was Possible to ss- promnar~cs

..,warl th :-zar (,oi-bbus) or Aw. - -ixmnsic. daaag -' or which
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lit's -bove verte bra. Duriaj ta-al pd.pation, as with 'thi ixial load,

w~s alw-tys flnt--A r- ,r.fcrc-±.jg oz01:na th- l_-v-l -j, danag,

APr 'c:.s-3 "StabiUamta,,c pz. ncv and characte /natu - oftn

of; a sninz hri1Li'-d cni~y x-I8.y -,:xam:4t~n

F'or 'the e73.abliShmnEt Ot tfe c;haracter/naturo. of da-mage as th=_

U-~nc Err( f th- cc n-s!= c o sp.i.La1l cord, tcc~th~r W.ith ne Uzc2oqic

.v~~3a~or as 3.nc'w~u e /xd~ ~ n very 4important valu

'vAIi the liqjuorodynatnic teSm~js ji_ of Kv: kk' nsht~dt ani St-uikkcy -in

aiil cytoog:U.a ov~ o : r-',, c r-bro-stoinal fluid, obtain _d

:1v lmbar -)rc r- xrmtljrcom idinacq- lv To istablish thwi

~~I~zvof Ihn cncoinrrcz= D0oCidde? of subarachnidal spac-, and

iI.3o tho 1vws qver-iiiq taie cnany4 s in the ckzr:bro-sp4inal fluid is

t~n~s~~i~ s.,'C~ ~rLrcI~n~.juamursunfoztu;zat~ly, w

c~r'iut ~far n- by aILl v.ct.ia w.i-th closek! lamage.3 of spize and

spinal z-ord.

?r-'rn th-~ hJis-6cEri-S orJ a c ~i1ns/a~ obtained

r-oai th hosr4 ttJs 'it diffi .rearm ;zrants -; s av'~az!nt tniat with th--

r'irct xr= duiiri th- first 2-5 aajs aft--r trauma c-zrebbo-spinal fluil

ft-qu -rt1 y prov,24 to b- taw pinr-ea blci. only ini til- sirnql cases

of nunc-m.-rc~s in th-? tirst w_=r wer -ncounter~d indlications of the

pr-snc:4 of t - blcr:Kale of suo-artchncidlal spaci,. Wi_-.h thp puncture

-.L
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t h lockadq rore_- frpju,;ntiy wds r.aveaddtce -n 6. aeo:

of tr iu-a (in 2- 3 months) . Whan dis det acte1, biockade.., almost as a

r'a1 , f)llowc! op-ra +4- c n a. in-,;arv it ion .

Pr~may iv ijnosis, 3szLL.ia.j th - dainaq- of soiv and spinal

co:) , witno1r: iri.a of the character/naturz? (Out som-tim _

ilso of level) of damnace is usi- ani nacessary for the

~i~:c r. itut~c .o aziny azza. In th.t, a:-nv ar,?a it s

T-.--ssary also -o liaqrncsa accomj.aayiri,3 da naoi-s of sk >t7on, soft

tissues or c ivitary orqanii/ccntroli, ffr, qu=.-tlv combin-3 wi-:i th

of:~n~: To -_,fine udi~ancsii an-,' to istablish th-

cra:tr/natu:_- of tr~at~int Ls oss_4bl- cnly in the spe cialize-d

i;~c j.;of army or frcnt' linea erei.

?iio 374.

in -linicil coursing wita cjos ?d br-4a~s of spine wiJtn th damaje

ofSpia .l corin 4--- s rc,;Lars wz_ obs: rv-d th.- samg comntlic-Iti4or.s

trom --h- :i) f troph ic systa.a pa so)r's, adimas) , uzrrary syst~zin,

r~spir~itorv tract ind ctheL: sisr-eins as with the: bullet wounds.

With th ' hr2AKS of spiLne aita the violation of th-? function of

z ir.a cord, :i ccrlir j to mitzAials GBF, into t47.8,/o was not3d th-

vla-:ior. o: -jr:'at i-n, wanci was ce.xnlica. d by cystitis in!
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~v~zn~:~tii ito 21.70/c (wita Z 'sn-zclt to all victims). Bla1'dLr

fistua was suDFr:inpos=, in-:o lb.3%o/o of all damag--s, which wer

bein-. OSCOrt d/tr3ICKe'l cy tne aei-iy of 'irina. T;3=dsorqs wgrz observe ('

intc 15. Oo/o o): ouch *3ia).,izaion-Ja - into 15.0 c/o.

Dair-4n~ th-4 darni(7es of Lae containel spinal canal without

tnult*.Dln caz~zo sp-4nt :,aacit3d coinolications wer? minimal:

Slialit th -lay of 1urinla-7icn, wh3icn .i-.i not give -=sscntial comnplications

subsequently, it was noted intj 1J.0o/o, b =iso7 es - into 2.5o/:) and

cn-umon'a - 4 7. 5o/

With th'- b)rC:KS Of S0J13 d.Laout the violation of the function

ofsinlcord crcm thp cumplicati )ns '.-idicated wc -c cbsp~zv';d only

nnE-umonia into 2.5o/0 of cais.

Dpar--ur--/atr -:r en1rc aria Lr-=aT-AIacn.

Vniztrrms with thiz cicst~a ±iaijzs of spinQ a-A spirlal cord no-zd~d

thi- samn 1 ioartti:-/attefla~,ca as cdsualtieS with thc- bullet wound af

-spine. Diet, caras of skin, orojaylaxis -and trteatment of badsor- s,

compli.~cationls ~ th' sidv of zna lurinary syst-m, pulmonary

complicationls, conz-racturas reiad~iad thea same as with th'a bulle-t

wour1s of th, soin' (-seei :aapt:er IV an,1 V)
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3;.c-.:i t:z t- cicjs;d 1cLadj;.s ofLI Someg is --vacuatior

t-chnr-Qi- of such victims dfld zbhei. arra na-ment in the bed aftcer th-z

-almission into the liospitai.

rak-',nj -nto a=cccun~z anat Liuz.Iq th i closed da~aages of spine

~ona~t~vIvf:-au'n-tlY y s oi)6tzv'-d 14~ .isplacem! nt 4in th-

a -~r 'at- d1:visicr of 6j);. a s, zerr in th o (.r--at Pat riotic

W~ tha~y evacuiated into tae dr.ly oL 'ro-nt riaar wita th-o n-=csssarv

., - -' 1z-tixn ) f -i wita f~dm s plin-ti, by gyosum cast11s or zv :n

th.% gypvsumr b~dsorcad, as t..s cccurre=d In thzo c.antral, 3olkhov,

K.ireI icn and si--rips/numoer or cti-ac fronts.

Even unJ- r the dif-ficuit saii;.tary-tactical conditions of suc,1

Vi.ct-i.s t-h-y --vacua-,- d (-n t~i-- .i~ia panal (or on tnre stratch-irs of

-n- 7ns- ruction./dzsigr ct A. Si. Ji:1ovsk4iv) with re3clination cyliJn I r

ii-mdor the damaq:od livis.icn or espn cia ily ifm.o~was a tiamagse

of a 1cwzr-,thcr-ic-c z r Iuanjar a.visior, of spin,-. In the army ar-a --fo

Du -~' pro q tau iy EFit tj us -3 t h Da ck/r ol1 of o v- rCo a t 4ith C

-h Ljack/roll of linen or uanuie tae straw, th-o hay, etc. Duringq th-

dia ?of the neck i ivision or s .ae neck and he ad of the victim was

J.-rb'1 4.zrd by I~ypqilm -.itaz.z cdr-,oii collar or by wir splirts (Fig.

67).

. -. lovSkiY .Iuri.aj tilz vacuat.-or Of such victiM3 from Kh??
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CE the second line laid ca til per.iLod of evacuation stretchinq by

_Usson's mo2.iF1- looF. For -,ii-; srz(tchinq h? utilized a sp,,-cia1

attacltn-rt inth h--ead zest oa dnJ;- stretch-ers of his

const~uct.on/d-,s-.gn (F .od)

Pao 37 ;

Xfftcr th, almis;sica or victiLm in his sieecializaed hospital the=y

-1ac_ 2. to, ta: r4_g~ b-!3. Jraez d aay-d s: ctor )f soine- in th-

thoracic and ilimbar dfvis. on T-niy iaid reclinati-on cushion; was

simultanpouslv condUCtEU stretcniag by straps for the armnpits. In all

hospit'-als durini th clos,-u d~aa of spinn thcy put to usa for the1

tr~eitc ar( ts st:ret,;ainj. Duz4_nT the damages in the lumbar ar.n

liwer- thoracic divisicn )f se.iae the, stre tching was conducted by

straps fc-r th', armpts. Li ;t. ans._ncaz of thi-r spo-cial straps

rplaot~1 by the convolutea sneat dath the laid laye r cotton in the

sutaxillary region. Heaj end the oD;s 4in this case rais-ad on 40-60

cm; Stzaics fix: A/r=-ccrded -co cne nead :r.d +hki b.ds.

Cournt-?th:us:_ by 4-he cargies through 'tne blocK/module/unit at

th'- foot -ad of the bed, juaumny oased on materials of the

Iz-volopmn-nt cf t hr historitzs or diseas- -/sick ness/il lntss/mal ady, was

appli:ed only in th -are _:st2-iuns. flurinq the dainag-s of the n-ck

divisi-)n of so'.ns ,lr.!r riia c.ndit-Jons usiially th~y r~sort ~d to
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thtw str ?tchinq with qlissiu lip. Str:tchinq, deoenadin; an tht sta4r

c: rvacua'ior, sanitar y-tac cca con'1viicns and sc-vn:rz.y of th-i

Oaa~ oftfn '' w as con cinuza aor- fr-ucot--lv o 4-8 3 4 -:ks. Th

sk-!--ta1/sk-It - S'r~t~nIj, dniCil das bc-Ifnq propagardizd by V. D.

C'Ihaklin an'1 Z. V. 3azil~evskoyj w~t -z hrr'as of a brca. bone-l-ubar

14ivf 3;;flcof an~- d aizo A. L. oli-ncv a.nd '---s ju is wiith th

br'-aks )f- t1h- n-ck livisioxL o z-ine, during zh-e -3re at Patriotic War

lid n.)t find wdile -ccertarlce.

)n- shoull -. ohasiz4- -caaz z.iosz r- ziV 4n(; -It closfd damaq(es off

' a,- ruc-d..j pulcr.Ed iositcii tratvznz, almiost as a rule,

u',OId1 in-o 6he ieeD rEdir were tnein they most frejuently operated

r:cn ~:~appr.-r- a? riduiL-js isa )-low) . Ir -'-h-=- :h raueutic

Zns-.itulions of ar-uv ar., tronz 1and are;a usuallv lc'ft only victi-ms

with th £oerata/mill aJa~ges cz spifl3 an,! of spinal cora, that we:-?

r- quiinq ac-orir.;n --a :h. cnacjr/natur- th- trauma:a t'na brizef

zr-ate~.,or -hs nontrdrns~..rtaulai onps and prognostically (quo ad

vitan) liopelIess. The? trEatment ct victims with the M il Cas_?s of th&

dimE,--- of sp-- (distorz.ori, 4:.jc contlisions, br-aks of xnio,

trdum it ic r ad icu lit --s) , d,,nain~j on a san-"-a rv-tactical

c'rcuatanc-s, wias '-iA-16ta i r-a hospitals of front lin- , army, and

in th*-? s'- rias/nii-b3r of zn,= cuEs ind Army -irea (DMP, XhPPG of th-.

first line).
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Th~ conduct .d 'trz-3nr.J. a14).jad:d On t",- Charact~r/nat.Ur, Of

aag3.

1. Dage of stoin. wntaouz vi,)latlon of function of spinal co:-d

Cz -s :'cotlc-ts. Durino suca uamcages i.- accordance with th-

, rt/eo riecr cr ?edca.1m3 in th-? Dre~ominant numnber of cas-is

wds ipplied the iescribea aaova str--tching, mlorqov- r was use.]

'-xt-si-v-lv funct-inal r&wtiii th= fcr-m of th- thzrapzu-ti-c

zercise.

Extrciszs oropos-d ia -3ssszca thti r,*.tnforc-mqnt of th: muscles

Of back, loin, zD=lvic het/zc: dflu, thus, the cre ation of the

11'usc'ilar corsi"', wh-ca aasuz~s tn- normnal static and dynamic

func~ions of spine.

Th:? -xp)-=:int/exar"a. i cz h;: Great Patriotic War confirmn,'I

th- high dIvisab4lityv or tna iunctional methods of treatmant in

combinat,-on with1 4-h- stze- cnia4, dsoec'ca lly with the cormpr'ssion

br-aK3 of spin - in a lcwez-t-aorac.Lz and lumbar division of spin=. 3- d

modp/conditions in this case ods oijserved during 10-12 wee~s, and

hospital trizatmq nt - tc lb-20 viaas Url,;r the favorabl't cor.}itions

of patij.lt they disohated ita.ccut' th- corset.
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Pati -nts with th! : residua.. )jjcz- ,a 4-n th-- form Of local pa4is and~

wihth-- copsi,,-rablp 1imizatIOLI Ln M:)' tiso cie and wi th

tn nsu ic--- ly I : v .Lc ka ouusc uat ur- also suoli -d with

I= chia.l ortnou de-ic co:..i,=T z: 1-2 ye-ars, . ,to the reliable

ciflsoliddtiol oF brea.-. bair tnze xtracticn of patient was obtain-ed

;n: iS::ucztcn ajout tae systzwa: ic continuati-on of sp~mc-al

c~rs s.In this CaSe; in dtlcnt to 6 months it was -forbid der. to

sit, -,specially in the s czt iraca rs, it sHould have beaen slopt c-n

~:r4,14d b~,whiJc. Ic~s ,,)r iilow/asslim? th saginq3 of back.

L-tn"-?/!ast ins, ructi'ns, as i zu- ra-:iients will-iglv fulfili--d,

since t-hey felt th, os-:lves ;setcer with th slee:p on th= riquid bed.

ln 14,vid1ual surg-sons and nuzo.iuizy ns put to use with the

acomplicat'-d comrorssicr ocd~s in a b:reait bone-lumbar di.vision of

s -, r. t "i on -- -Tr -pcsircj-jn oz orz-ak wita th., subs,:que:-nt functional

7i:thod of tr -- t-nirt. wi,;-- ac,;jtanc-e in, th-t practice of hospitals

t~is i=o1-4i1 not r~ceive as tne ;aethods of skeletal/skaleton

4hth b:aks of ta- ntr division r.. s-ain wit'-ou. th-e

n-urol1)4 ic v4 - l~t4 ons attz;- si tcninq with glisson loop by pati-ent,

F :'il -, wi~s laid i~yrsua is taianor.>'less froquent carton) collar

w- ~ ~ ~ ~ :c .C i - n i n xtract.icas :'placad by the
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crtlho?:wdi.c hcli~zst, whaca cl;aziy Sns'ir' s thre J mObJlzza1tion of thc

in ck division of spinea. In~s ortaopedlc collar, depending on thi :

charicte.r/natur-3 of damda, pdtients carrir-d to 1-2 ycears afzer

p~---i was assign-d t hE stzccnany to 2-3 weeks in combiaazi.on wizh

th-. 4thizazutic exercise _ina tae massag-?.

44ith th:- isolat -d/inrsuazu ou:aks of awn--d aid cross _xt7:Lsio'.s

it th! hospi tals usual ly wa~s c..nduct-d cons=ervative trsatm-en- (r--ast.,

pn'ysio vnerany).

Wit 'Ah cti b1 Pains, esiJecidlly with the breaks of the awnsd

-~t '.O:of lCW'!r-nTCK dadiu-r thoracic v- rt%7brae, which iepda

cirrv in4 th- clothina ana -,n .,aipm-nts, fzr -o (and mobil ,/motile-)

'.).)(- fraam--nts drovi out oeerdzionally, almost as a rule, with th,-

favorihie outcome.

2. Damaci ')f c-Dfnal a~ori oz i-s rookilets witnout break of soine.

woith of ti tv damnas, zaxiay into account ths impossibility to

r~mov _ :nose- obs,:ving in tai..z case chanq-e (jolt, &dc-ma, bloatinq,

h-?morrha~je, contusion toc.i) o~rtoalalmost as a rule,

cJn: -11 tht con1S': Vatr.i - rt;Zx.3n4: initially r~st, thsn from th
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3-5th (13y caft, r the traumai massage, thzrap utic e-x~rcisi,

ph~v.othcrapy, which in ta. trivo.Laa.1- casls w~r sufficilnt for th

poss-.1 o4' th= char acter/aLT ur a uamaqv of Terdcino

fj nct ions.

Aow~'3 r_-Il ~TeIOI oSide1r thIAt in i number of cises tao bone

cias.s, ns :ciallv lr.-:n :.,i DJai-up/ rowth of neurolo;ic

v~cbti-~n, t-~se:74es/nu1.;er )z neurosurltons not w Lthc)ut the: bias-:s

-_0tv z la:itn-crny. Az -:,l sdw* t:fle scin-tims wazr driv, r. cut.

Sbon- fra,, nn 'ts of tiE amj~ .,mall arc or join ts, hihsqai-z~d

; )inil cord.

3. liultiol flaiL1'ir )f spiii .und spnil cord cr i-:s rootle-ts.

S~m- sur oras andA traumato.)ogjzzs uith the !)rRIKS Of SJ-3ne inl

combination with th lamay, /=_-euz of sz~pinaI corl~o~n1~ h

ccr.5: r va-v m~r icls if tr~ataznt, app' yinq stretcaina, mssa,-

na~s:(~-in," on th= posz1D.o.4.1~f dau th.= active? exercises frcc tae-

pa::izrnISC1 -S and a qccli care.

Ja:v 77.

*,- (7Drsrvatism was 'rasca oa taa r-pr-s~r.4-a-:4on, that- -1h7 ,rqn

w-:<.* tha? trauma lamaq-as or spindi cord cannot be rzovel1
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co--r a tiona. lIIy. -Jnlv scmf o,,zr±tzid with lh9 ffrajm~mntd break of small

arcs with "-h= oxreasI piczurea tn_ com,)ressicns of spinal cord.

C-isujti-- w,.,-' th- clcsei admdges of soine, especially if they were

;cortvt!/trackd ~I y thez uamaai ur t .he bon-3s of pelvis, extr, mitips,

ci jes/ffins, zt-. , t i-y zrz pia~atiyj ui~ed into the jen _=ral-surjical

hspzal. ~p~:m~r ~saowel t~hat thc cpFrat~ ions/ pr~c-sSCs

h-Su)_n& in sucahcti war. zonluct 4d r-la :iveiv ti_ nnw-r/lass

::jU,4n. thIan ir thn SreC~dIZia a~uro-3urjical hospitals or tne=

s a i -~ss)-"_o s

111holigh wit"'hin the tiune or t.e sr-e-at Datriotic War the surgical

act4 viy U- iring t!.*2 clos~a uajiaye.a of spin was nc-;zc. ably lcw-r than

wit h :th- bilt- wo-ancs, ne-v,_r-;aei_-zs oparabilit-y a'3rcpos of th-:

1breaxs of sni n,, which wer. oD-ig ;zscorte'l/trackced by neurologic

vic! atLor.s , Lir -/ros - w_,ta .dc a p cr f war, afteCr achieving tow a r

t~i e = -i Iof w ar 15. 2o/0.

1-_ snould bc not-;.t tnat tne o,?rations/prccPsse-s durinq th,-

clos; k laiaqzs of suinc- war-a conducted pre:dcminaatly in. the re-ar

n~uo-u:.alInstitutloas. t~aaiiys ",, the surgical tr~atfnt of

tnv cIos:' daa,- of sjnc. ana spinal -:ord, de--valoppd by Sovi~t

n.-urosuri-ons in th- prdctica o: pcacrtim, , co)mplet,:y justifi-d

~h-~l~salso, Iliriny zn; 6r,:it Patriotic War.



~e dinjs~ freop*erut.oa. di) First of all d-re sulbj-?ct 'to

sr:al tj-a:_.n:7t c cj.o6 -j uuxdas cf suin- wi:.'a th- clin.-Cal

t2.t~zeof tb.- _harD/acut, 1viawn of th-: svndronia of th ?

,:zirnnr-.;iion of s:ninal cc U1 or Lo~otiets of lhors2 tail.

i ~?c3~:)C31)l f sp)iua~. cora wis- clinically -x. r ?S<by th

C C 1v .r '4a. C, to t J'- na rro win ; t 5-

'71i,:1 a) U~l~s a zz .iul of jS p 1 a C ?n mt o f s vi T o r

) s4-s 'h: cc::~scn 1: -~iUcn x4- ?d :h 4 luor o,'vna m4-c

z S :1: - )1 S S, i<Knv a1.0 : v i :3a , 17, Al so 2: ljlical

ialv.-sti,4,tion )" tan- f luid/jjjj, )jta--n-=i wit", t-i" 1"Im~ar prunctur,"

-,7 , , id a :-Om r h- i ot vr OZ )

-r :-AI n:3,Ir~ Dy t.icit ~r~/ ic'Li iu c:Z' ylaam :c

s *t l s~t t)~ :: uI - r. -Liiatc a t'h-, ris n c C%

Th- sh a r pIv i w:iii j e ic tu r a f th co m ur -ss -o n 0f pi al CO rI

.. r' ~r~d,!,,v co~z5va I.inj h- Iaiao-a of --he .post_ rior

-V-7,: v-: .:a , 1 iarz, .Cuia:, -7all arc- a"'d jo"in: -xt-P.Z 40ns
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o'f v-rtebhrae, but t~is ccmression was e ncountered also with thi

c,_,prss4on L~zt of t ooa6 or virtlbraa with th* introduction of

, h oost-ricr wall of tne Luodj of ve.-t-?bra, whic'h uasually lifes down

from daiai,; -v,-,, intc Ttu spa.;ai canal

m con:.~ 'abb ,sjlac3a.i1jt of soi - was :ri quttl

~s:~J/~ac ~dby fu Li/:otai/cca.-1et crushiniq of z contain&3

Th-. i-aklv/~v-lp~. .w~ t~i= zr~ I war provei1 to be chapter

,)(u- 'li-- 4n-:7ouc-.:or oz cn,- dxdsn,:d with -v traumna intravertebrai

iisk in- o tn: svinal canal. iz ocn chanqes in this case were

insuf ficiently is tinctiy expressea, tiq,-n the diagnosis of' the

c:umr--ss-4on *-'f spinal cord oy :.r ;hcn.Ja1 mass s :f inrav~rtzbral

'~~k r~e~~dco-.sir1=rar.L,- rrolis -svcially in the early

priod of traumna. In IthE late 6riod thi- diagnosis was facilitated by

ta-poss4b!J..-v of a~pyia taI coaikzast m-~thods of study (iolipol.

S.roosin)

P~;37-4.

bi) As si-w-d xr1Mii.C/ Xj3r1LCnc,, wit;+h thp syrdrom.? of th'-

Dart]1l ana Of .3U-nai cura -jr zootlits of horse tail, -vEa in suica

2i 4twfl bone' chingqes by tne usudal rzec pt rons/pr2nce:duras of
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~'v~~ontar- n.ot should ba re-cc'jnizid ais t'har:

suhstantiatt&-A surgical ir-~vzto wi-h th.-- r--visior. of tuea

contain-id s-,)-n~2 canal. la s~m..Lca cas~s was fr' ,ju-ntly iez~rminLc'j

.i-- zo-jo7rsion o-f Spina~l corai Dy Zin /srnall bons 'frarinelts, scraps

of v,--Ilow 1i.imn-nt, tog~taEr 4 ta a~natona in th.z -azly p-riJoI or s

t-rac-- in the -' form of Fuzzcv~s ox aducat ion in t h3 int- rm-iia-:s an i

la- 3r-rio.d of trauma.

c) In Ih- loubzfl cass, via witn th:- sviin of th

f11-/tota./cornolst viciaz..oa or ta coniuctivity of sonl o

r'-u'rosur T- Ons' ;Dajor--.-t ula no.. z jct thi attipt cpo rationally to

r-p~ ossihD- as's stanc-e vic-.ia.

3asis for thi's jadymdLn: i.- rno fact that also in ths zar-ly

0-?r'Olj -S until 4 rozn :r~zsentzd th, unresolved problems about

wha' syar:oms of t1- falioac. oi tn func-tion of sp4inal cord or its

rocotle-ts arosm 1u.? to tnE damflaj oz contusion and what iu to thei

corn pression.

1) jcmz-ime-- s s redu.ia -,: surgical intervention served the

sftar~ly pro~ourc--d nains as aL z:--u.C of --h- stimulatior. of rootl~ts,

a-qozc~ally in Ithi r:-jicn jZ- nj;:sd zail.

~)8 sil-s th, 7sha.rLiy demrgnt co ,pr- ssion, ipp-are2 th iat
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c)~or ss ~3pof-;.-ip1 cczL. o;: roozU -ts of hors- tail by the cal 'us,

s'.jft 3d bone fraqment, espcidi in connection with th- Zunicary

chanq s (arachnciditis, cxz~rnai pchymn ninitis, "tc.) , with which

4-s shown surqica 1 -nt-rvv-n-.)oa.

I-' suqch cas-s via ztirojjc .r v-stigatiocns w;' r- a ~ttr.ain - not

on1v th? c-:ssati3n of -ne ;.duction of functions, but also III=

ha' Pi1-uD/irowta of fu-actiui~al zdiiouts 'rom th side- of soinal cord

an-' its zootl~ts or: ±h- o:i&o f tnh latt.:r (pain, violation of

troh~ s~m, . l2uoroL a n awic z s~s/s am p I s in this c ase

r?vlaled/detected the fUl./tt~i/o0iaol=t0 or partial blockada of

su b-arac~noidal spac-. CcsZdi~t'am~tin thm form of

ii'ff-znt physical :-h-rajy pr)cuuz-s 4-- this case ~ihryi--ld~d

t-lmorar/tim:? all ?viaticaI or Lt prov=ei to be coinietU zy

unsuccessfful. The oxperiment/ax -r~-nc7- of peacetime,, ?specially

aft-- the- ,r-at ?atriotic 4cr, tat :)xp-r imnt/t--xopriencp of hospitals

on h rpc'iin)rat ion cf tii4 ;.nvilids of the Great Patriotic 4ar, 4-t

particular, so dall ddvantap-s of sur'~ical inta~r vent on in Simnilar

cawSS (S. I. Zcrilylik).

Diirinj th Ji-t--raination ot -cae pe-riod of init-rvention it is

n.~cssary to b3 ciuidwid Ly tne K~w prii ciple : arisen as a result of

thp comporession of !FinaJ. cord Or its rootl:Its the rsmoved symptom.;

cair. ocomn- no nrcovab1'- auzinj n prolo nq- d compirssion. This
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p,)sit ion/sit ua+-j n jir.s, zciai iiiuortanc-a In -- E cas-.s of the

shar~ly -m--rqo.nz compr-'zxsion ic.~ ai om-nt of trauma. Surgical

~nv~~ir.ws Iarwnt ani-.nj t.ia damag.4 cf thm nzck division of

.,in wi-'a ASCndinj -edeMa u sJin~ Cord. ACCOr Jiq to +thI ltr

~' ~:ja~or.' f '. A1. Postulo)V (1949) , th- compression of *piinal

c.rw;,*ch n:niconz-.au.-a is -nor - taan two w -?ks, i: 1 d to -

r~z~riblz ar.j-__ in ta. se-iii cord. UrdJ<_: clinical conditions

a:- not.fl the c.ises of r~uacing tue function of spinal carl aft-er tlia

r!'mnatfon of rr : sciau dna cuh 1h lar- p-:ricds 'from

s~v~ra1 months (A. N. llaxaiav) and ev-n to 2-3 y.-a:s (11. 3. Burirn.o,

k. L. ?ol 'nnv) ], bit such ivzns~hould '--, -camin zA only as

- c lu Sion-.

As con. rA-;n'in zatj~cn zc Ltev~rtioa in th oa:ly p~riods J- can

1) th.' h-avy o*.-npral cona-tion of victim in conPnection with til?

d-imaJ3 ifothir 1_v'i.icns or SK, .,- Cfl, or .;aas/cortzols and systc'Is.

-n part icrular, -h= orgeaAS/con.zo.s Dt: zh'rst and anodomi-nal a:-a, or in

cnn-ct'Dn with far visiteu camy.L;caticns of a tropho-paralytic

(vdsoropy-cv opv'ieflt:~is) or inf (tious (pnoiimoria, sm.psis)
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2) the ahvsence oE X-rdy Wiotagraphs. In the cases of the onset

of th~ syndrcmn~ of sharp/acut _ coiajrssion, especially in the 1neck

di V4is cr of spinal cord, orE saouidi oparat= evsn-r in the3 absencl of

the oossibiliti to produca roeiltjanolo41cal exam:.nation/insp-ctior.:

3) sanitary-tictical condiitioin.s, which excluded the possibility

of' thl 3 hospitalizatlon cr v;ccm at lezast to two wieeks after

ouer ati:r/proc-ss.

Larmin~ctomy t'tll-niqua aur;.nj th, clos.-d darnagas of spina~ to a

li11ttla I&ff'rs from that d~scziced -:arlier for the! bull~t wounds. As

a r::silt of ta-: fri-ju-irt compression of spinal cord by mooile/motilez

bon-: frai.'n4nts iny stir~c1enj-ntury pr~ssur,9 by thr. cbCeKs of1 ths boz,

onas oz forc=poz can prove to oa diiastrous for the sectors of spinal

cord, 4114Ch rr'szrv~d pctanti.al %a.abili ty for ths r,?ducticn of

corluct ivity.

Uisj n~cpssary to r~sa,)ve ths post.-rior 4~dge of the body of:

the veirtr-hra, whi4ch sxczts prdssuza on thea spinal cord (wedge

Urbana), t-hose1 liost, spariaj and, consequently, also advisabl-a is

trar;]Thrai acclss (41. N. durdaaxo). Aft~r the autopsy of solid

c-r-bral sh-ll sp~iral cczd Dy tzlexable Spatula thay displac- tc th-
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STh-P t-h-4y cu"- frcrt/i--eirLa wall of d-iral sack abovz th- born?

w-dq-, which ori)trudles 2ntc taa sp;.nal canal. Bone wedge they bite

be nt by bone on~s by forcas )r will scrap,-: by f-shape-d chisel.

'-r the ourposio of zoariag spi1nal cord during its displac -mer:

:or-~accfss to - fzcar/i.-<uinj wall of spinal canal sornetimas it

wis a c--ssarv to sacri fic ona- two pos:t--rior rootl?ts afrtar

intcra--ztion of whiczh tae. dasdiaccsia-nt of spinal cord consadterably

Opr) r~tin i wo~unds dur..j znc- Lrat Patriot" c War, as a rul-,

s- w~i bv zlhie tiihtly f cur-irow suture- (thin silk to ths solid cerebrai

s-l, t -. catqut or thi= silk -,o za- MUSClr3 and th- aponeurcsis,

silk to th-- skin)

An-sthetizar-ion * In t,4 aiso.Luts ma jor-.ty of the cas- - (about

4/5 'oe- rations/rnrcc-ss,!s) witain tae time of the- Grtia- Pltriot'Lc War

4as aoili-l locil irnfilT-rarioa anesthesia. In the cases of the breaks

of thi n' ck 1.4vislon of spize inndlation anasthe sia should b-

r~c~iedcaz:,-orica11y coiirrizzeu, sincq th-? Phase or anesthetic

,?citation can prove tc be iate-i-f. for the- pati-:nt in connection with

t3:stnpl'-mntrtt d-S plda,--an oz Lo.na fragmients in the soinal canal.

kU.sut ur-ts w-ir- ra cved/;:d4:r. ustially o h -0hiy

on 4- -- 9- 0t d y
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Iccocdingj to the findings, oparatiag wounds healed in~to 92.5o/o by

or -m3.v tision, into 7. 50/0 id ojs~rvzd the. surface fi-stpring,

wa-ich, r-qujir9'1, I h,7 remcvai/-aany zwo to four of sutures.

in th= sinil:z cascz ii. ta-z- nistor-i-s of

d~s/ac~~ss:llnss/i~dadfwara encountered1 th=e indications of'

n-i 7il of *1isclosirg/t.xjpnaya tae wound for the purpose of ta,-

mto-ying of c.s-ring hta-,omd.

2os -oraticn carE.dlld 7-atn ;sse-nt -ally did not difft:r

-- cir th satnc wi-7. :-h buii.at tiounus of sp~re.

Thlrapi utzzz ?x:cise and inassag -- of cx--ramiti- s in all hospitals

conducte-d uslially from the 5-7-cn da after operation/process or a f: 4

the removal/taking of sutures.

In l-hq absancz of massive paraiyses by patients she was

onrmitt-!i to jzt uo 4-6 w-3--s afzaz opzrati-on/?zocess. Individual

raursu:-,ivons sclv- ', -arly yetting up (through 2 wicks) in the

abs,:nce of anv covsid~rabie v.Laiations from the side of nervous

syst~in. Mor. f:',Iuznt th~e aiiciina of pati--?t was deet~rmin ?d by the

dynramics of th- rmv-?rse aotv-lotimear- ot paralytic phenomsena.

P a (7 r
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issu~s.

Th? issuls of tc closdi aiay-s Cof Spine1- and spi-nal con-

I~Vion th- szv~rizy oi:ta r: awaag .)f sLpin- and in an, "ev,-n larg3r

m~asur, from th.- s-vcrity cor cat Iamaq- of tha conzainzd sDjflil

cinal, and3 also froi the ciaractar/rnat'ir,: of treatm-nt.

.Xcto--inq to th, dazzi of za,; r-uro-surjical c:-n-:rr of: L-inirnral

'-cn:, th-1 tr- Is Cf spl-.Th' violatiLon cf th,3 functzon of

s.- r 1 corI consr rva -,v - zrt=a zto ,ar-, st:- tch in 4, r=ecl1ina '--on i.n

c-n~~t nW4ith, th f u:,ctc.olcij zr.-at -n-, ' hz T-:h-iraipi-utjc -:xt-rcise

qavr th ollodinij r~suits XT±.L o6).

Thuis, th-- full/total1/coap iz r--ductici of ability to wcrk w:.t'.

th- br-- aks of sz-)r wi~kh ta. viclation of 'th,4 function of spinal cord;

43 "otzl only .4to 0.c)o/c, ana toqthp*r with th-- insiqnilficant

lirt-a t L -n o f t'q iilizy mo worf ;.n all into 16.9o/o with 20.20/c of

Dthal oirtco-m-'s.

Tha br~aks of- spine watnout ta damnag- of spinal cord and damag.o

of soinal corl without muitipi= iailure of spin-i as a whole wer:?

c-ns4-17r~ibly rnor 7:h(- lurnpE, ..acn ora w4.,:h multjopl: failu:r-: of
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nervotis syste m.

Lz-hail o'Zcm, S with tnein, ocazed Dn materials of the same

hcspn±-_ls. GBF, it was rct oDsr.v,6u wi'th a ccns~d-irabl- numbD.r (abcit

tio'i a th= zIltoa/?Ad~t euctioi of ability to work.

In 4'iv'-n i'jzi it is -osal o s-i cr.ly near st .ssuc-s.

:iowrv c taki'~j into accoiiit :.aat )at_--n'ts w~ith th= syndromR of

fuhto~/cD.~~vic1aLon chv ccn'huctiv_-t:-_ of spinal cord, wi!th

rarp 3xz~pt ion, dil not t~acuatE ito the rear, --he numerals of

Ithalitv should be recognizea ciose ones to the fi4nal ones. Ths be st

r sults a'z- obtain. urza~, -cai uauage off the nleck and lumbar- sacral

da~vJ.saoni of soJ.ni, wcrse - uiuij zha damaye of thoracic and

:zst-cialy l1ower- thoracic di.visioai.

"L- surgi.cal treatment of tne close I damages of spin;e, as rotzed

abcv-, it was conductcd pzzda.indnrly ;i thi th-ra-eutic instituti4ons

cof1 th-e da:' re ar. With th- faminiiarization with th:e histories of

1i5-;ase/sickness/illness/.aaladI it turn-nd out thalt in th-3 separate

ho spitals durinTi such damaijss ;.r was conductsd too few

opt~ratlons/proc,-ss-s, and tc summarize for qen'?ralizing th~m

impossibly, takinq intc accouut tan- dive rsity of th-? forms of

laiai ?!s, p~r-,,,ds 3ii suz~icdl int-3zv'ntions techni1u-I.
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Tib '. 6 Issumi of tq. e c.Lo:ej uau.zqes of S oin9 ain! spi nal corl wJ -h

IeHRIe TpY 10- T Cellle TO6
Hoc-u C Pie BceroQOlpeweNuCH eCIOO3CTU clCuIocr "30

UetpMWHO1 CIICTe%"LU .. 18,2 63.6 18,2 - 100.0 L
(Sl~ne:osi c Hapywemilem

&'!yuw l!i cnlhHI10ro N103ra ,q 16,0 62,9 20,2 I 100.0
Mlliipr~annccozaep Finioro
flo:10OHOquoro Kfamia 6e3
nonpeW.ueHilff flO3BoHO'-
ni1ia.. .. .. ..... .39),5 40,0 20.5 - 100.0

Ky (1v Charact~a/natur3 of uaddy . (2). Reduction of ability tc

wrk. (3).M-1- Dr Pt~ liit±t.oa cz ibil4--'y -o work. (i4) . Consid~rabl~

lim it-t~r of w~ork c.:.acizt1 . tp) . j-'atii. (6) . In all. (7) . 3reaks of

spine 4itaout violat ion of r uactlOi Of nfrvous sysrtErn. (8) .3rzaks

v 0 1 a 0 on u~ :tuc -~.i -1: i Inal c,)r i (9) . Danagc of c, tan

s L alI c a ,al 1 w ou~ da ma j. t-c. s ji ae.

?-1(7 - is 1.

on th 4- samie r :a7,,ol :r. mta..Lxal rpoz-s of fr-onts and armieJ;s -ch4~

tz-at iint of th- close d damd ai ot spin- dil not find suffi-c i nt ly

c 1 n3 t :f 1 ct 4 .

Th 4r -fr-a 3:: Jv!n or Low taa issilu-s cf thc- sir ical t:r.atlms-r.

c: -1- close 1, rnaiqs c.i. in w ir- th3 violation of the f unctiorn of
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st4 nl c(-:71 a cc,-)r I -nc to zi, aa c of L-njinqr ad n uzo-surgic a!

qu ant itayi 4vi:.y ci t f: t I,- sta , ttical aaysts (A.

V. Boilarchuk) . Into tb.s ;.nszitutz on, whicn was oiing locate~d in :-h -

front line area, enterEU c;nletiy ta : casualtices wi-h tha heavy

V 4.'laa--ors o , -)rductiv;.ty c- sinal cord or h'orsa tail.

'Th, b.~st 4isu.s w, z# oisazvuu with surgqical intrv~ntJnon to on:

month a-rtrailma, althouy-a ia a nutn :r of case=s iercea obtained ti'.e

:acb~outcom-i, aisc, d--c intarv-ntion i"n th-" lat~r p~riods,

.a~nly 3u-- t:) t.,ire =elimnataon o: tn=c late compression of spinal cord

aind violation off liluor ci~cuiatioa as a r:esult of hiyp=erulasti-c

zThar-4 s 4.n th- solid ard a;,caicid sh-?il.

ioorl'1cfi-xatior iii conn-:c.t.Loa with thoa stabl-I pa4.Ins -.r the

sn~n inhosn)it-U systemn it was nor appli-ed.

r"h-- comp~arisoni of issuces during th? conservatCivre and surgical

treatmnent of thn closid damagzs of spine is difficult, since In each

qr-ouLn coull prov-. t,) be pat-en-6 wi-th the varicus forms of thi damatqe

of soin-~ and contan-'. si canal.

Ih-v-r t -x,,i-itx~-i-c of the Gr:eat Patriotic War

and] )ost- war tie(work iii zn-t aos, tals for the? rc cuptration of tho:

in'lid of 13rt cwdr ~n n ra nixm- ofscntific rcs:arch

-~ ca , b-cfsi
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n- uro-Sajica1 i nstit uticIn) AfdKaS it 00,oSSi-b 1 to :eCOy niZ~ the-

advanta-~s of suiroi.~al :L, -, aziv ocriods (.irsz: 2 d.;-ks).

As, b)asis f-)-- this ccac.-uiu,) s,-rv-s 4-h- s;:ri-s/numher of

tposi-3as/situationls.

1. Da:ri or~rJuccmpr S:.sion of spinal cord (i4t i4s mior than

15 Iy3 dccor, inq :o M. t). Po.itoiov) vi olaticn of conductivity of

srninal cd, connected witii reactiv2ei a and i-ts secondary

~Ch-mIa a, can b -ccn C rLe VL ZS.~ 1B1n CC TIn- Ct iO W-C' edu c a-,iocn o f

-cor. 1arv foci f necrcsis or scztflifl, which is 'soread orn dia-Tntar

c: -Sin2 oorAi.

2. FV-- w,11 cirri-o out X-zci photoq:aphs frequently leave

t'ac~ - r Aoutb-s in. r :l 2tiLLu :~o ier-rm-*iat4.n of (I eta ils of occur-

in rnar-4cular, oze-iL.icz ct D2onel~raqi1,nts (fin- /srnall) in

3. A*- con fuOrary SCa IdA!:I OZ knwl'-Jgc hardly !:-vr ri;urologic

4-ivcstiiat'on makes it ;cjisiolz to -stablish natuire of viOlatiorn of

c,-nductivity of spinal cora, ~s~~~yin early rv-riod after trauna

(darapconus~n, crsii~, mor~1a~, tc.).



. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 7 ...... er ..... . . . . .0;

~v: 1) .~ (2 . ?rcea~xjR 3) lduction of ab-,iiz-v to wor".

li n~ ta~.icn z' Il.tv -C Wt-rK . t) D0,1th. (7) .In all.

k,~h 3'

3Pi~iq TUIA11 by t ie ji1ven uiin/:tain,~rsrJ~r

-n o: - f~&f' 7 d 7, or-:,t z i4 Jn'o i cco u n- a c Um n attiV,?

Df~: j§ amins-c-.oml, ;.; the urj~os-- of axulana::-on (ia :h

,toult ful :!s~ ni pos~siaie i.jxt1nof th-z r.3asols 'ortilt

volt.. o' -:i cz ,i,,uctLiviy )r sp4.-al cord or rocotl'-ts of hos

rh- ~:,t c ti (! dia~st ie~jsat of trratai'rn- --xnlainctI thal

Lr t. u d patiEnts d.th ta- closA i amnaqe6 of: sou.ne ar th-

v'lz.no: :h-kfnc-:;-on c~z i~ac. cord i n th, rA-ir hasp:tais i-t

r.~ -; mz . 1, o o



L.1 fOan ~:' deaLth W.ita tae broaxs of sp~ine wpre taI- sam ,

co~ i~oi, ih Lhi Du.-I~t doun.1s with ti-~ violaticn Ot th-,

ti ~ J 4z;)z- l:cal :c:71 CZ .i~ism tai 1. To 'h'~ reIa,:es sThocx,

v.2 ~h .)~1\ of sjpi.1 aittajut t*-io violjt.Lon of the- tfiflztjon

r.l Ic~ :)a Sd on "a t, LA. isCf ID tc Co 1s o - a U-Co ~S , as

o.Z~o~ - :- uadL.L z;: v -3 t h a;s o c at da3.s :f~ her

-4-m -a~' 1'c- n n u ia p ~e is L) n w1.t h t he Z3r-,AKS ot spine, wliich

a4K_' 2'1o y tf ri~i v4of ta f unc: 4on of

S! :O crl: za1 th-,:: a i .1"IL t".- f irst Wee.( , it is Qor..

t >1 .3fl rt 1tiia 7 *, f irst -~~ iz 2 ' ir-4 11 ved -_o t: l nth I -1 -,-1 v

Nti& iiso.h-ir .1, frox rate ie; es/numb r-s irm!1 Li inl coflflct -on with

.11..1 AI z f i i 1 2Co t d.i a :u1L ,? 7i: g ~zI - n d o n C! 2i ni c

s,;rvation, a- shcDw~ tth -,tily oz -:htl 14isant r 5ults, ~S 0 cn ti 1' '

*reatiet in the civ 11/c ivilmian inttutions 'for tn- place 0 f

.- -c. , ir *-.:s a j caizs b a n n l c h!a t s r



're0m a 1,-:n r ft !, mii1 .ILzLrs thait isent resDons3e/ansA-~r

-n~ :ii ici n cc r,; t. i j, ocs-~ - a ay jt 1 c f

u nt~i. -) , -' C-') E zvi t vE m =ho k) rt .-a -?Pt) , a bout th:- '- a

v> - oc - 'I:., I: I a '-a' :P.-nt -J, n. hos italsz C:1

r ~~irat~ th aival.-1- or :h- ;r-'at Pirotz~az. ?C ',

-,II: V:~ Iiv Ii 'S 0f t 11- 01reit a r~L WAr r ;1 iIrOUa th

a *crP i 1: ~S wo r i. aZ i,-ia1 ir,. co.-a p v J s ncot

s~~zoa ~~:ra lr-auy :.,i :.L s5)eC4-i!.z?1 hospi-:als of army, a,-

by ~- t OfQ i -o:- fCi~t 111 iraa~i~ tho tr .tmn-nz of tho

cic~13ras-~ s.:f e wi:.:i der= in escorteJ,/trac .- J 'V thIm

v io la t in f t f ii un ct i o i . a: d aci co in Ic c 0 a 71 ith t h- .vl

as it 4-- <ns t C tac saz .zal tr atm --nt cf th , at-3r.

S taZ.:~ 3sc on oz ti~e oa.Liraz w-)in~s ini -:h- laaqts of ZT-,:n,-

2! 1 -1jfd a 7Co:A.
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Page 383.

Chapter VIII.

Orthopedic treatment of the consequences of bullet wounds and damages

of spine and spinal cord.

Corresponding mseber of the Academy of medical Sciences of the USSR

Honored Scientist professor N. m. Priorov and the doctor of medical

sciences B. V. Rubenstein.

Bullet wounds and damages of spine and spinal cord are

frequently escorted/tracked by the haavy violations of the functions

of extremities - paresis and paralyses with the subsequent

development of the limitation of the mobility of joints, contractures

tod ather strains, especially from the side of feed (pt varus,

v 1J-3, eiIQinfts, equino-varus, etc.).

., , if te ortuopedic treatment of the consequences of

is,~- ;)f sitne anad spinal cord are not yet sufficiently
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illuminated. Meanwhile orthopedic aid while the correct organization

and the conducting considerably contributed to an improvement in the

functiDn of the damaged extremities in this contingent of casualties.

The large 3xperiment/experience, acquired by Soviet surgeons and

orthopedists in peacetime, was used for the correction of the

deformations of the supporting-motor apparatus, connected with the

bullet dounds and the damages 3f spinal cord.

For the purpose of the reduction of motor functions was applied

the method of reducing the muscular equilibrium by tendinous-muscular

transpLantation, i.e., the transplantation of tendons and muscles.

won acceptance and intervention on the skeleton - arthrodeses,

osteotomy and rasections.

Special interest are of the observations, which concern

orthopedic treatment of heavy spastic contractures on the soil of

bullet wounds and damages of spinal cord. Were established/installed

and taken into consideration the special features/peculiarities of

the procedure of the conservative and surgical treatment of such

contract ires.

Bit 3rth3pedist-surgical measures an the muscles, the joints and

i

%.
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the bones hardly ever proved to be effective. Therafora were employed

operations/processes on the animal and sympathetic system and on the

contents of spinal canal (K. A. Grigorovich, S. I. Zdrilyuk et al.).

In the beginning of te postwar period Soviet orthopedists and

surg3ons began to 13velop/process the aethods of the instruction in

walking of patients with the damages/defeats of spinal cord and to

construct the appropriate apparatuses and prostheses.

Patients usually struck to the orthopedist already after in the

preceding/previous stages was exhausted entire arsenal of

neuro-surgical measures.

Orthopediz-surgical measures depended on the degree of the

deformations, which were oeing expressed from the lung pes equinus

(horse foot) or the sagging hand (manus pendula), also, to

full/total/complete paralyses of one, two, and frequently also three

axtremities.

Pige 384.

As the bloodless operations/processes were applied

line-of-communication redressment with the subsequent fixation by

gypsum bandage. Prom the operations/processes on the soft tissues

- A
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vare conducted tanotomy, elongation of tendons, teadectomy (with the

spasti= contractures), tenodesis, transplantation of tendons and

muscles sub-spinal myotomy, fasciotomy.

Bone operations/processes were reduced to the osteotomy, the

resection of joints, arthrolysis and arthrodesis as to

operations/processes by that stabilizing. ht the basis of the

combined treatment lay/rested a strict sequence of operational

receptions/procedures.

Line-of-communication redressment was the basic method of

treatment.

Thq first stage was conducted under overall anesthesia/narcosis

for achievement of the maximum weakening of muscles. Frequently

already in this first stage it was possible to decrease the angle of

contracture on 15-300. This posItion of extremities was datentad with

cirzu1lr gypsum bandage. The subsequent stages were conducted through

each of 8-10 lays. For this gypsum bandage they separated by circular

section/cut at the level of joint. on the convex side of section/cut

from tha gypsum bandage they cut all over wedge, as a result of which

the bandage was divided into two cases (upwards and down from the

joint). Further redressment was conducted already without

anesthesia/narcosis, for which the lying/horizontal below division

*I~ ~
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was utilized as the lever. The criterion of the limit of elongation

were the pains about which the patient immediately notified of

doctor. Subsequently usual fixation by gypsum annulus - "stage",

which fastens both gypsum cases.

rn separat3 patients came the moment, when extremity, after

achieving the specific angle of flexure, did not yield to further

redressment. rhis depended on changes from the side: 1)

tanlinous-muszular apparatus, 2) bundla-joint apparatus even 3)

central nervous system (spastic contractures). In these patients the

correction of contractures das acnievel by different orthopedic

interventions, in the dependence on localization and degree of

paralytic contracture.

Orthopelic treatment of flaccid paralyses and contractures of lower

extremities.

Paralytic def3riations in a region of talocrural Joint.

Patients entered crthopsdic hospitals with the complaints of the

ipossibility of walking as a result of the sharp sagging feet (horse

foot) or, on the contrary, due to the heel position/situation feet

(heel foot).

I- ,.
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As a result of prolonged abnormal load occurred abrupt changes

ia the skeleton of feet, it accepted the fixed/recorded

position/situation of equino-varus it acquired the special

faatarus/peculiarities, characteristic for inveterate congenital

talipes.

we observad 22 patients with the paralytic deformations of feet.

Ara distinguished five basic forms of the deformation:

1) the 3agging foot (horse foot) without noticeable changes in

the bones;

2) the sagging foot (horse foot) without the bone changes, but

escorting/tracking by contracture of fingers/pins and by hook-like

bending of the thumb;

3) pes equino-varus without the noticeable bone pathology;

4) pes equino-varus, that is escorted/tracked by change from the

side of skeleton of feet;

5) heel foot.
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Page 385.

During the treatment of the patients of the first group was

applied one-time redressment of foot and tenotomy (elongation) of

achilles of tendon. Was conducted open tenotomy of achilles of tendon

or sLongation by its route/path of dissection in the frontal plane.

The open method facilitates oaservation of the possible elongation of

the wrinkled neurovascular bundle with the sharp bottom inflexion.

Full/total/complate correction deformation with closed tenotomy can

impede frequently well expressed tendon m plantaris - it it can prove

to be intact with the clcsed operation/process. In certain cases the

elimination of deformation impeded the changed fascial strands and

the posterior wall of joint capsule - them usually cut under the

check views.

With the very heavy degrees of horse foot they avoided the

elimination of deformation via one-time redressment. Safer had such

patients to establish/install after operation/process foot to the

light dagree of equinus, having compietely removed it through 8-10

days upon the exchange of bandage.

B-v, 32 years. In 1944 was obtained the tangential penetrating

wound of spine at the level of the IV lumbar vertebra with the

oartial damage of horse tail. Patient entered into the

-- In II ilII In I Il i~ q I _ i_ '_
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traumatological institute of the name Vrenden with the residual

phenomena of the damage of horse tail in the form of

full/total/complete paralysis of right foot from the sharply

pronounzed by deformation in the form horse foot at an angle of 1400

without the noticeable bone pathology.

10/XI 1945 is produced open tenotomy of achilles of tendon by

dissection in the frontal plane the elongation of well expressed

tendon a plantaris and the dissectl.on of fascial strands. Moan it is

established/install3d in the position/situation of the lung pes

equinus and it is fixed by gypsum bandage. Through 8 by it upon the

exchange of bandage - mid-position. Prolonged immobilization (1 1/2

months) for achievement of rigidity. After the removal/distance of

gypsum - stable mid-position of foot. Orthopedic foot-wear with

strong "tibias" allowed patient to throw crutches.

in 3 months of complaint of the difficulty of walking as a

result of the "hook-like" thumb. After operation/process - the

angular-figurative osteotomy of basic phalanx of foot of the thumb

and its installation in the moderate back inflexion - the bending is

completely removed.

should be emphasized the need for prolonged immobilization.

" ==- I ~ ~- ? IIIq .I III I II I' J-
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7. D. Chaklin luring the elimination of stable deformations of

the type of horse foot resorted to tenodesis. For this stabilization

h.3 utilized tendons of the paralyzed eztensors of foot - m tibialis

anteri~c and m xtansor digitorun communis longus. After preliminary

tanotomy of achilles of tendon and correction of contracture he

crossed/intersected the tendons of these muscles in the place of

their transition into the muscle and were conducted the ends of these

tendons through two cross canals, drilled into the tibia on tha

boundary of middle and lcwer third of shin one towards another, and

it joined by their loop. Thus, the tenodesized tendons were converted

into the similarity of the durable ligaments, which well stabilize

foot.

The intensive load on the external edge of foot in a number of

cases lad to abrupt changes in the skeleton of foot, to heavy that

fixed/recorded aquino-varus. These bone changes were the

unsurmountable obstacle to the elimination of deformations via the

described above methods. In such cases applied crescent-shaped

resection of foot or supramallaolus osteotomy of bones of foot.

Readings to the first operation/process were placed with the heavy

degrees of supination and reduction, to the second - with the lungs,

but the insurmountable for the bloodless correction degrees of

paralytic equino-varuS.

I i - - III I I II II II I I . . .. .e
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K-v, 28 years. In 1944 was obtained the fragmentation wound of

spine with the damage of spinal cord in the region of horse tail.

After the admission - full/total/complete paralysis.

Page 386.

3lurrei, but fixed/recorded equino-varus. Clinically and

raentgeaologically - bone deformation. Repeated line-of-communication

redressuent also of tenotomny of achilles of the tendon not of the

distance of success.

8/1 1947 was produced supramalleolus osteotomy of the bones of

shin. Because of the angular-figurative section it was possible to

derive foot to the position/situation of the moderate

hyper-correction ani to avoid common for this method bayonet-like

deviation of the lower end of crus.

As a result of the partial damage of rootlets of horse tail

either jack damage/defeat of the front/leading crescents of spinal

cord in the region of lumbar thickening were observed stable

paralyses of saparate muscles or muscular groups, which led to the

violation of muscular equilibrium (synergists and antagonists) and to

the secondary deformation; with this more frequently were observed

the =ontractures of the type pes equino-varus or the heel foot. If
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the first were the consequence of the fallout of the motor functions

of muscles, pronating the foot (mainly m peroneus and m extensor

digitorum communis), then at the basis of the second lay/rested the

fallout of the functions of muscles, which fold foot (in basic m

triceps surae and the flexors of fingers/pins).

similar dasiges/lefeats made it necessary to go by means of

reducing the muscular equilibrium - tendinous-muscular

transplantation, utilizing a vast experiment/experience of peacetime.

During the deformations of the type equino-varus, taking into

account that the basic reason for contracture is the tibial group of

muscles, for the purpose of the reduction of muscular equilibrium

grafted/transplanted to the external edge of foot of tendon m

tibialis anticus or posticus.

Ths transplantation of tendons during the paralytic deformations

indicated, which was being conducted taking into account the

condition of the healthy/sound and paralyzed muscles, as a rule, led

to the correction of form and function of extremity. After

transplantation assigned the carrying of orthopedic foot-wear with

the elevation of external edge of foot.

tn separats patients were employed the stabilizing
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operations/processes. One oi them is acthrolysis, artificial bone

abutment, that amends deformation and leaving working volume of

movements in the joint. With the the paralytic equinus and with the

retention/preservation/maintaining of the function of gastrocnemius

muscle and flxors of the fingers/pins of tenotomy of achilles of

tendon in a number of cases frees patient from the relapse, from the

return of faulty position/situation. In these patients was applied

post3rior arthrolysis of talocrurai joint. Operation/process

consisted in the fact that two transplants - autotransplant and

haterotransplant - after tenotomy of achilles of tendon and

installation of foot in the aid-position drove in in the bias through

the =ollision bone into the heel so that the free ends of the

transplants would be abutted against the posterior surface of the

lower pineal system of the tibia, impeding return of foot to

position/situation pes equinus.

with the the paralytic equinus was applied also posterior

arthrolysis according tu G. 1. Turner. By the chisel of beater the

plata of heel bone with the fdstened to it achilles tendon; tha bone

plate, bent back upwards, established at the level of upper edge its

separations/sections from the heel bone, preventing thus relapse

equinus.

4ith the paralytic foot of heel was obtained stable effect,

L _--
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applying arthrolysis. The bone nail, undertaken from the comb of the

tibia, Irive in in talus with the bottom inflexion of foot at an

angle of 1100. The projecting from talus free end of the nail, being

abutted against the front face of the lower pineal system of the

tibia, prevented the relapse of heal foot.

Page 387.

With full/total/ccmplete bilateral paralysis in the region of

the talocrural joint, when oilateral arthrodesis was completely

undesirable, patients they supplied different types with foot-wear

with tha supporting attachment - with the elastic elastic or with the

steel spring.

Motor violations and paralytic deformations in the region of

knee joint.

As the consequences of tne wounds of spinal cord were observed

uotor disorders in the region of knee joint.

Paralyses or paresis of the extensors of shin, as a rule, lead

to the bending contractures of the knee joint of different degree.

When the bending contracture of knee joint is present, the
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treatment is begun ilways from line-of-communication redressment

according to the given above method. As a rule, the contracture of

the knee joint of average/mean severity completely was amended into

3-5 stages. After course the physiotherapy (massage, hyropathy) by

patient assignal orthopedic spiint to the knee joint for 6 months. In

the heavy cases it was necessary to be solved to surgical orthopedic

interventions. ')ne of them was the open elongation of the tendons of

all three flexors - mm. bicipitis femoris, semitendinosis and

semimembranosis. Not always and after this it was possible to achieve

full/total/complete correction. Then through 2-3 weeks produced one

or two supplemantary redressment.

K-a, 25 years. In 1944 it is wounled. Blind-end fragmentation

wound of the thoracic division of spine with the damage of spinal

cord. Full/total/complete paralysis of the lower extremities. Are

disrupted the functions of pelvic orjans/controls. After the

admission in 1q46 was established/installed full/total'complete

paralysis of the extensor of rigat shin. The function of flexors is

satisfaztory. Bending contracture at an angle of 1450. Sagging toot -

full/total/complete paralysis of muscles.

3uring April 1946 tour Nstages" of redresseent. During June of

the same year the elongation of the tendons of all three flexors.

Contractire is corrected completely. Simultaneously tenotomv of
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achilles tendon for weakening equinus. After the supply with

orthopedic foot-wear with the nose/leading edge under the heel of

patient it threw crutches, change to the stick.

Experiment/experienco showed that sometimes the considerable

obstruction exerts wrinkled tractus ilio-tibialis, which in such

cases it was necessary to cut in lower third of thigh into entire its

width. This proved to be especially useful with the paralytic bending

contracture of hip joint.

With the instability of knee joint sometimes can be set a

question about the reduction of muscular equilibrium via

transplantation m bicipitis femoris and m semitendinosis.

motor disorders in a region of hip joint.

motor disorders in the region of hip joint during the

dimages/dafeats of spinal cord were either partial and then they were

expressed in the contractures of different intensity, in essence of

bending ones, or they were observed in the form of

full/total/complete paralyses of muscles, which act in the region of

hip joint, which lead to the paralytic dislocation.

With the bending contractures, which deprived the patients of

Silt-_
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the possibility to put to use extremity, basic obstruction were the

dense strands of the strained muscles, which begin from spina ilii

anterior superior. The surgical treatment of these contractures began

from line-of-communication redressment according to the

rulas/handspikas, described above.

Page 388.

But hardly ever this bloodless line-of-communication treatment proved

to be successful, since there was sharp resistance of the

abbreviated/reduced muscles, which was explained with subsequent

bloody interventions. In some patients it was necessary to resort to

the dissection of wide fascia of thigh and a sartorius.

During resistance of the wrinkled fascial strands applied

correction the zontractures with the aid of the tightening osteotomy

of thigh. ContrLcture with certain shortening of extremity completely

was amended.

High value for the statics has at least the partial

retention/preservation/maintaining of the function of buttock

muscles; therefore it is very expedient to go by means of the

substitution of the lost function of buttock muscles.
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In the case of paralysis of buttock muscles after the wound of

spinal cord for the substitution of the function of buttock muscles

is utilized by m sacrospinalis and wide fascia of thigh. From the

fascia cuts out itself the band and it is prepared to the level of

large trochanter. Is uncovered fastening a sacrospinalis. is

intercepted/detached tendinous unit and muscle for the known

elongation/extent it will be obilized. The graft/flap of wide fascia

is conducted sub-periosteal througn the lower edge of large

trochanter, then its end they conduct by the forceps through entire

buttock region under the skin, introduce through the aperture on the

spin and they connect with the tendinous unit of m sacrospinalis. A

similar stabilization of hip joint can have the expanded readings, if

one considers that with tae bullet wounds of spinal cord rarely was

observed the damage/defeat of the function of back muscles.

With full/total/complete flaccid paralyses of both lower

extremities of large it has the capability to stand and to be moved

with the aid of the crutches. In this case is developed the peculiar

gait in which take large part back muscles. Gypsum bandage creates

the similarity of arthrodesis of hip and knee joint and makes it

possible with the aid of the back muscles to control extremities.

After the instruction of patient in walking in the gypsum bandage

were assigned orthopedic apparatuses with half-jacket, with the locks

in the joints and orthopedic foot-wear. In such apparatuses of
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patient first it was moved on the crutches, and then with the

bacillus/rod. Locks made it possible to sit with the bent feet.

Orthopedic-surgical treatment of flaccid paralyses of upper

extre mities.

Paralyses of upper extreaities on the soil of the bullet wounds

of spine with the damage of spinal cord were encountered

comparatively rarely.

Usually these disorders were expressed in paralysis of the

groups of muscles, which unoend hand, which lead to the "sagging

hand* (manus pendula). in one patient it is analogous with the

procedure, used with paralysis of radial nerve, were produced the

transplantation of tendons a flexor carpi radialis and m flexor carpi

ulnaris to the extensors of hand, the made possible of the active

straightening of hand. In one patient was produced arthrodesis of

radiocarpal joint (removal/taking cartilages from the joint surfaces

of the bones of forearm, first and second series/number of the bones

of wrist and attachment by the heterotransplant, carried out in the

* bias through the joint in the bone of the wrist). By this

operation/process was achieved not only cosmetic, but also functional

effect.

*
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Page 389.

Foc the purpose of the functional stabilization of hand in the

alvantageous position/situation with paralysis of the extensors of

hand is designed lightened type spint (splint "Extensor"), which

consists of the light rubber band, which is fixed at the extremital

end of the forearm, and springs, resting in the volar surface of

hand: spring sets hand in the position/situation of straightening,

without counteracting the active inflexion of hand (D. N. Fedorov).

But especially complex for orthopedic-surgical treatment are

full/total/complete paralyses of the entire upper extremity, which

hangs helplessly as lash. V. D. Chaklin performed arthrodesis of

shoulder and elbow joint, assigning orthopedic apparatus for the

retention of the paralyzed hand. It is possible to manage, also,

without this apparatus, applying simultaneously with these two

arthrodases of tenodesis of radiocarpal joint (Table 67).

Special features/peculiarities of orthopedic-surgical treatment of

spastic paralyses and paresis of lower extremities.

Beginning to orthopedic-surgical treatment of spastic paralyses

and paresis of lower extremities, which develop after wounds and

damages of spinal cord, it was necessary to consider the special

A_- -- I I-
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inclination of spastic contractures to the firm relapses. It should

be notel that similar patients in the first period wars underwent

lasting treatment in usual type evacuation hospitals or in the

specialized neuro-surgical hospitals.

observations of 12 cases of the spastic contractures of lower

and appar extremities in the traumatological institute and the

hospitals of Leningrad testify about the possibility of

orthopadic-surgical treutment of such patients, gloomy to the heavy

disablement.

With redressment in such patients it is necessary to consider

first of ill the possibility of the development of clonic spasms.

Similar spasms caused the strong morbid perceptions, which sometimes

made it necessary to drive out gypsum bandage and to cease treatment.

Th3refore during the treatment of these patients frequently they

rejected the elongation of tendons with their subsequent

,1 cross-linking and produced myoectomy and tendectomy, cutting as far

,j as possible large sectors of the spastically strained tendons and

muscles, maximally separating the ends of the muscles, which

participate in shaping of contracture. The ends of the tendons and

muscles usually are soldered between themselves by scars. But these

scars proved to be sufficiently long and created least favorable

,!
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conditions for the levelopment of the relapse of contracture.

The spastic contractares of talocrural joint were removed via

closed tenotomy of achilles tendon without the subsequent

hyper-correction to avoid the development of spastic heel foot.

with the spastic bending contracture most favorable results are

obtainel with tendectony of the tendons of all flexors of shin.

Basic obstruction to the elinination of the spastic bending

contractures of hip joint were those strained, as the ropes: 1) the

muscles, which begin from spinae ilii anterior superior: m tensor

fasciae latae and a sartcgius, 2) a rectus fenoris and finally 3) a

ileopsoas. yoactomy of the first two muscles it was conducted

according to the method which was given above, just as cut-off a

sartorias.

sometimes with the heavy irremediable spastic contractures of

hip joint was zonducted tightening high osteotomy of thigh. The

contractures of the bringing muscles were removed as during the

disease/sickness/illness/malady of Little, either via subcutaneous

ayotomy in the place of their fastening to the pubic bone or with the

aid of the operation/process - neurectomy.

• ,l I . .. . . . .. . . . I I " I .. . .I I I I I . . - . .
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Pages 390-391.

Table 67. Results of operational correction of the deformations Of

extremities on the soil of flaccid paralyses and paresis after the

ballet wounds of spinal cord and spine (according to the data of the

trausatologic institute and civil/civilian hospitals of Leningrad).

Period of the observation of 1-3 years.
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Key: (1). Character/nature of deformation. (2). Number of

observations. (3). Character/nature of operational intervention. (14).

Results. (5). good. (6). satisfactory. (7). unsatisfactory. (8).

Note. (9) . Sagging foot (pes e.qUinus) without bone pathology. (10).

Tenotony of achilles tendon (open) and tendon a plantaris after

preliminary redressuent. (11). In one of patients subsequently -

angular-figurative osteotomy of basic phalanx of thumb. (12). rhe

same. (13) . Posterior arthrolysis auto- and by hetarotransplant

(ifter prelininakry redressment of contracture). (114). Transplant was
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broken is a result of early load - relapse. (15). Paralytic talipes

(pes equino-varus) without bone pathology. (16). Redressent of

contracture with subsequent transplantation to external edge of foot

of tendon n tibialis antici and sewing of tendons mm. peronaeorum.

(17). Grafted/transplanted tendon was detached away from moan's place

of fastening; in aid-position. Active function is absent. (18).

Paralytic talipes, which is escorted/tracked by change in skeleton of

foot. (19). Cr-scent-shaped resection according to Kuslik. (20).

Reason for failure - deficiency of carving of bone osickle". In both

cases - relapse. (21). supramalleolus osteotomy. (22). Heel foot (pes

calcineus). (23). Arthrodesis of talocrural joint and front/leading

arthrolysis of foot. (24). After arthrolysis - full/total/complete

relapse in connection with break of transplant, introduced into

collision bone. (25). Bending contracture of knee joint. (26).

Transplantation of tendons a. bicipitis famoris and semitendinosi on

knee cap after preliminary line-of-communication redressuent. (27).

Full/total/complete active straightening in knee joint. (28).

metapla3ia according to Vreden. (29). Full/total/complgte paralysis

in region of knee joint (stirred joint). (30). Arthrodesis of knee

joint. (31). Bending contracture of hip joint. (32). Sub-spinal

myotomy a tensor fasciae latae and a sartorius. (33). Tightening

osteotomy. (34). Sagging hand. (35). Transplantation to rear of bone

of tendons n. flexor carpi radialis and ulnaris. (36). Altogether.
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Paqe 392-393.

Table 68. Results Of combined operational correction of spastic

contractures on the soil of the bullet wounds of spine and spinal

cord (accordiag to the data of traumatological institute and

civil/civilian hospital Of Leningrad) . Period of observation from 6

months to 2 years.
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Kay: (1). Character/nature of contracture. (2). Number of

observations. (3). Character/nature of surgical intervention. (4).

Results. (5). good. (6). satisfactory. (7). Un~atiSfactory. (8).

Note. (9). Heavy beading contractures of hip and knee joints. (10).

Line-of-communication redressuent. Sub-spinal myotomy a tensor

fascias lataa and m sartorius and myotomy ~a rectus femoris and m

Neopsoas from both sides. (11). Multiple contractures of all joints

of lower and upper extremities. (12) . Line-of-communication

redressment of contractures of lover extremities. (1]). As a result

of permanent spasms and friction of skin under gypsum bandages

education of multiple bedsores. Lethal outcome. (14) . Multiple

contractures of three joints of both lover extremities. (15).
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Line-of-communication redressment of all three joints; tendectomy of

all three flexors from both sides, tightening osteotomy to the right.

(16). Patient, previously jumped on brought lover extremities, stood

up to feet and at present he walks with a cane. (17). Bending

contractures of both knee joints. (18). Tendectomy of all three

flexors from both sides with subsequent redressment as a result of

impossibility of full/total/complete straightening after

operation/process. (19). aelapse of contracture of foot in connection

with insufficient period of instruction of patient in walking after

operation/process. (20). Spastic (equinus) contracture of talocrural

joint on soil of spastic hemiparesis. (21). tenotomY ( open) of

achilles tendon. (22). Relapse of contracture. (23). Spastic bending

contracture of left hand (hemiparesis). (24) . Line-of-communication

redressment in radiocarpal joint and tendectomy of tendons mm. flexog

carpi radialis and u1naris palmaris, arthrodesis of radiocarpal

joint. (25). Spastic bending contracture of right radiocarpal joint

(hemiparesis). (26). Elongation of tendons of flexors of hand and

fingers/pins. (27). Altogether.

Page 394.

As an example of the combined surgical treatment of the multiple

heavy spastic contractures of lower extremities after the damage of

spinal cord can serve the following observation.

r~
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K., 27 years, during August 1941 obtained the partial damage of

spinal cord in breast division, after which developed paralysis of

lower extremities with the full/total/complete disorder of

sensitivity and function of pelvic organs/controls. Subsequently

remained the heavy spastic contractures of hip and knee joints, to

three years which riveted patient to the bed. Only toward the end of

1944 of patient it began to be moved with the aid of the hands.

After the admission were discovered spastic contractures in the

hip and knee joints at sharp angle.

During the year to patient were produced the following

operations/processes:

1. Line-of-communication cautious redressment under narcosis of

knee and hip joints. During the first stage it was possible to bring

the =oatractures of right extremity to the right angle in the hip and

knee joint, the left hip joint - to 145 and knee - to 1550.

subsequent redressment were conducted without anesthesia/narcosis.

2. Tightening osteotomy of right thigh.

J
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3. Tendectomy of all three flexors of left shin.

4. Tendectomy of flexors of right shin.

Toward the end of 1945 after the supply with orthopedic

foot-wear with the correction of tae shortening of the right

extremity of patient it began to walk with the aid of the

baci .lus/rod.

In all this sick intervention they were hindered/hampered due to

the clonic spasms, which were being developed immediately after

line-of-communication redressment.

To the success of treatment several contributed the active

exercises of patients themselves and the extensively used

physiotherapy and therapeutic physical culture.

During the war sometimes with spastic paraplegia of lower

extremities (spastic contracture of knee joints) was conducted

arthrodesis of knee joint, on one hand, and epicondylic osteotomy -

on the other hand.

However, taking into account the exceptional diversity of

damages/defeats, in each individual case necessary is careful
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analysis for the purpose of selecting of the most affective methods

of treatment. With the heavy spastic contractures, together with the

orthopedic measures on the tendons, the muscles and the joints, they

resorted to interventics on the animal and sympathetic nervous

system and first of all on the damaged division of spine and the

contents of spinal canal (I. 8. Grigorovskiy, S. 1. Zdrilyuk et al.).

Prom the point of view of the effectiveness of treatment on the

basis of a similar analysis deserves attention the observation of T.

S. Zatsapin and Kh. M. Freydin, that concerns casualty, who suffered

spastic paresis of both lower extremities with the inclination to the

spasms after the bullet fragmentation wound of the thoracic division

of spine and spinal cord in 1944. To initially casualty was produced

laminectomy with the removal/distance of foreign body and the

bilateral sympathectomy of the 11, Ill and IV lumbar ganglion/node,

considerably lowered the intensity of spastic phenomena. But the

rspoct/avent of walking proved to be impossible: the spastic

hyperextension of bottcm from its detent into the floor/sex caused

"shielding" reactions - the flexure of axtremities in all three

Joints. These "bicycle" movements were finished to the heavy spasms.

one of the links of pathological reflector circuit was switched off

via orthopedic operation/process - the step-like open elongation of

tendon m extensor hallucis longus. As a result Babinski's symptom

disappeared. Through 2 weeks of patient already it could stand on the

Al- ' |-J " I
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feet without the reflector phenomena indicated.

Page 395.

with the bending bilateral contract ures of radiocarpal joint

(hook-like hand) patients, in spite of a good function in the elbow

and shoulder joints, they prove to be helpless and they cannot

service/maintain themselves. In such cases was applied

line-of-communication redressaent in the radiocarpal joint and

tendectomy of the tendcns of flexors (m flexor carpi radialis, m

flexor carpi ulnaris and a palmaris). Thus it was possible to derive

hand to the mid-position, after fastening result by arthrodesis of

radiocarpal joint. In certain cases of tendectomy was substituted by

the maximum elongation of the tendons of the flexors of fingers/pins

using the method Epstein-Bozov. As a rasult the hand stops to the

known degree functionally useful.

ithin the time of the Great Patriotic War Soviet orthopedists

utilized entire their experiment/experience in the specially

orthopedic aid by that wounded the spinal cord. Nevertheless one

should recognize that remain still numerous questions, connected with

the utilization of achievements of plastic surgery, orthopedic

operational technology and orthopaedic supply for rendering aid to

the invalids of the Great Patriotic War after the bullet wounds of

spine and spinal cord.
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Page 396.

Conclusion.

Real member of the Academy of medical Sciences of the USSR the

honored worker of science professor A. N. Bakuleye.

In the first the world and preceding it wars a question about

the bullet wounds of spine and spinal cord was not

developed/processed as the individual chapter (section) of military

field surgery. Scarce works on this quastion, although the very

valuable, were not systematized and they were based usually on the

small material -f personal observations. Somewhat larger illumination

this quastion acquired during the war with the White Finns 1939-1940,

when were refined some questions of the therapeutic and and of

organizational character/nature, connected with the bullet wounds of

spine and spinal cord.

only during the years of the Great Patriotic War by the works of

V the Soviet naurosurgeons, neuropathologists and surgeons the problem

of the bullet wound of spine and spinal cord was set sufficiently

widely and to a considerable degree obtained its permission.

If
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The principal theoretical and practical results of the

experiment/experience cf the Great Patriotic War with respect to

bullet wounds of spine and spinal cord are the following.

The existed previously point of view to the bullet wounds of

spine aad spinal cord as for the hopeless in the sense treatments

also of issues must be rejected. Already during the first year of war

as a result of the thorough and intensified study these wounds by the

overwhelming majority of the neurosurgeons and neuropathologists

began to be considered as being suaject, similar to other wounds,

urgent and active surgical treatment. Important role in this respect

played also the organization of the ordered specialized

neuro-surgical aid in the system of the military medical service of

soviet army, completely not preceded not into one of the previous

wars. It ensured the possinility to concentrate casualties, who

obtained the bullet wounds of spine and spinal cord, in the

specialized therapeutic agencies and lightened both the organization

of treatment and care of casualties and study of wound itself. It

made it possible to also conduct training the qualified cadres of the

neurosurgeons, neuropathologists and roentgenologists for the

treatment of these casualties.

The wounds of spine and spinal cord have a series/number of

clinical and pathoanatomical special features/peculiarities, which
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completely substantiated the independent existence of the section of

the bullet wounds of spine and spinal cord.

Page 397.

The difficulties of the recognition of character/nature and

degree of the damage/defeat of spine and spinal cord by doctors not

by specialists under conditions of the foremost stages of evacuation

with the temporary stay of tnere wounded conditioned the need for

creating the siagl3 classification of surgical and neurologic

violations and their comlILcations which had to contribute to the

refinement of diagnosis before these wounded into rear institutions

under observation morm experimental and qualified specialists,

admission. Large help in the recognition of character/nature and

degree of damage was the manufactured during the Great Patriotic War

clinical X-ray classification of the bullet wounds of spine and

spinal cord, based on the detailed comparison of clinical picture and

relationships/ratios of wound canal and canal of spine. This

comparison gave the possibility to establish degree and

character/natura of the damage of the substance of spinal cord, its

shells and rootlets.

The practice of work in the Great Patriotic Mar required the

review of the very concept of the penetrating wound of spine. The for

A
--I- ~
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the first time introduced into the period of the first world war

concept of the penetrating wound of spine required so that would be

compulsorily established/installed the damage of solid cerebral

shell. But the experiment/experience of the Great Patriotic War

showed that tha establishment of the violation of the integrity of

solil carebral shell, with exception of a small number of cases,

possibly only on the operation/process or on the autopsy.

Experiment/experisnce at the same time showed that the

character/naturg and the severity of the damage of spinal cord, the

danger of the development of severe suppurative complications in its

substance, and in the cereoral shells are also located the intimate

dependence not only on the damage of solid cerebral shell, but also

on that, is opened or opened by the wounding shell the lumen of

spinal zanal. However, the permission of this question in the

majority of cases provided the surgical analysis of wounid and the

X-ray analysis of spine.

Therefore it turned out that it is virtually useful to carry to

the pen3trating wounds of spine ail its those wounds, with which

occurs the autopsy of spinal canal. This determination of the

penetrating wound of spine introduced much clarity into the

organizational measures and surgical tactics of the doctors of all

stages of sanitary evacuation and, in particular, it helped to solve

the most importint question about the readings and the
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contcaindications to laminectomy.

At the same time, the collective experience of the Soviet

neuropathologists introduced tAe series/number of supplements,

refinements and new data into the symptomatology and the diagnosis of

the bullet damages/defeats of spinal cord and their complications.

Thus, in more detail, than in the first world war, ar studied

the violations of consciousness, and their pathogenesis is

illuminated from the positions of 1. P. Pavlov's exercise about the

higher nervous activity. In particular, was proved the inaccuracy of

the assertion of some foreign authors, that the reason for the loss

of consciousness during the bullet damages/defeats of spinal cord is

the associated jolt of brain.

Is proved also the inaccuracy of previous representations about

the fact that with the bullet wounds of spine each case of the loss

of the reflector activity of spinal cord during its high

damages/defeats is the result only of curebrospinal shock. Together

with shock pathogenesis, the loss of reflexes can be caused by the

fact that in the division of spinal cord, arranged/located down from

the stricken area, proceed the structural changes as a result of the

sharply appearing in it vascular, lymphatic and liquor violmtions,

and also the additional foci, whereas in later periods - developing

A-
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changes in the soft cerebral shells.

PLge 398.

It was shown that the reason for carebrospinal shock is not the

surprisa stopping of pulse arrival from the brain to the division of

spinal cord, arranged/located lower than the focus, as this asserted

earlier, but on the contrary, a development in this division of the

spinal cord of the condition of Pavlovian beyond the limits

inhibition under the effect of the surprise powerful/thick pulse

stream on the cerebrospinal guides, the emergent at the moment/torque

injuries of these guides.

The established facts, which attest to the fact that the

violation of the conductor functions of spinal cord (motor and

sensitive, and also active control of the report/event of urination)

is conditioned not only on the damage of nerve fibers at the level of

the trauma of spinal cord, out also on the onset in them of the

parabiotic condition of Vvedenskiy.

The experiment/experience of the Great Patriotic War

convia-zingly showed that at the basis of the stable loss of the

conductivity of impulses/momenta/pulses on the spinal cord can

lie/rest not only its full/total/complete transverse contamination
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with the disagreemant of ends (anatomical interruptionu, but also

decomposition of all its nerve fibers (axons) at the region of trauma

without the visible macroscopic interruption of brain (axonal

interruption).

it is revealed, that in the cases of the axonal interruption of

spinal cord (for example, with the full/total/complete cross

necrases) after 3-5 weeks after wound its damaged sector can undergo

full/total/complete resorption, as a result of which its axonal

interruption is converted into the anatomical.

It was sho'En that in the sharp/acute and early period of the

wouni of spine the most reliable symptoms of the heavy anatomical

damage of spinal cord are solid edema of lover extremities,

appearance of the irrepressible developing bedsores into the first

2-4 lays after wound and the through either blind characters/natures

of the wound of the spinal canal, plotted/applied by bullet or

large/coarse fragment.

The experiment/experience of the Great Patriotic War enriched

clinic of the bullet damages/defeats of spinal cord by the new, for

the first time isolated syndromes and clinical forms. From a number

of revealed new syndromes deserves attention Rperineo-anal root

syndrome of position/situation" with the blind-end bullet wounds of

- ... .I 
-
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lumbar-sacral division of spinal column, which ensures the correct

decision/solution of a question about that, is arranged/located

foreign body subdural or epidurally.

on the basis of the experience, obtained in the Great Patriotic

War, is for the first time given detailed description of clinic,

coursing, conditions of development and treatment of such forms of

the -omplicatioas of the bullet wounds of spine as restricted spinal

suppurative meningitis, sharp/acute suppurative external

pachymeningitis, abscess of spinal cord. is in detail studied and is

refined the diagnostic and Lorecasting importance of the

investigation of cerebro-spinal fluid/liquid.

In the sharp/acute and early period by the experiment of

cmrebro-spinal fluid obtained very valuable data for deciding/solving

the question about severity and character/nature of the damage of

spinal cord. The presence of the drops of myeline and smallest scraps

of cerebral tissue with a certainty indicates the extremely heavy

amage of brain. The ccnsideraole admixture/impurity of the blood in

the cerebro-spinal fluid also makes the prognosis worse of the wound

of spinal cord, although it does not testify about the anatomical

damage cf spinal cord, as assumed/set neuropathologists and surgeons

in the first world war 1914-1918.
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Page 399.

Th3 investigation of cerebro-spinal fluid provided the timely

recognition of suppurative meningitides, in particular, restricted

suppurative spinal meningitis, which takes place frequently it is

asymptomattc, and in the intermediate and late period - recognition

of the compressions of spinal cord with arachnoidal intergrowth and

epidural scars.

Are more fully developed the principles of the recognition of

character/nature and severity of the damage/defeat of spinal cord, in

particular, depending on the periods, which passed from the

moment/torque of wound, and also establishment of prognosis with each

of them. It is proved that in the majority of the cases of the

penetrating wounds of spine the cdreful analysis of data of both

neuro-surgical examination/inspection and X-ray analysis of spine

provides the differential diagnosis between the wound of spinal cord

and the contusion with its wounding shell through the

undamaged/uninjured solid cerebral shell.

By data of the experience, obtained in the Great Patriotic War,

is established/installed the rarity of development after the wound of

the spine of large hematomas which would squeeze spinal cord.

Comparatively rarely were ouserved tubular hematomyelia.

- I II II . . . I , _ i , , . , . . i I . . .'. . .
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In an equal manner must be rejected the obsolete

position/situation, that with the combined penetrating wounds of

spine and intestine intervention on the spinal cord is aimless, since

wounded nevertheless perish from the severe suppurative complications

with the wounds of spinal cord and its shells. Spacial intervention

in the foremost stages of evacuation on the intestine in combination

with the energetic use/application of sulfanilamides in many

instances prevented the development of spinal suppurative

complications and provided the possibility of successful realization

subsequently of operational intervention on the spinal cord or horse

tail.

Very essential were achievements in the region of prophylaxis

and treatment of suppurative complications in the wounds of spinal

cord and its shalis. Because of the more advanced organization of

medical service and the use/application of sulfanilamides, and in

recent years of the war of penicillin, a number of severe suppurative

complications in comparison with the first world war was lowered

approximately/exemplarily two times. But in the institutions, where

especially extensively were used sulfanilamides and was performed the

early radical perfecting of wounds, these complications, in

particular, meningitides, were observed exclusively rarely.
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In the process of studying of this heavy wound and its

complications it was possible to come to light/detect/expose the

series/number of the laws which made it possible to base the

appropriate rational therapeutic measures. A question about the

primary necrosis of spinal cord after vound and the complication of

its infection is represented in th.s respect by most important.

Th3 necrosis of the alemants/cells of spinal cord as a result of

the bullet penetrating wound of spine is basic, determining the

boundaries of the damage/defeat of spinal cord. However, the original

boundaries of the necrosis of spinal cord can be increased

subsequently due to the secondary necrosis, which appears as a result

of the series/number of the developing complications (edema,

infection, compression, violation of roof and of lymph circulation).

The severity of this phenomenon is even more complicated by the fact

that the tissue of spinal cord does not regenerate, and the lost

functions are not reduced.

The absence of correct representations about the wound process

in the spinal cord into the previous wars, the defects of the

organizational structure of rendering aid by similar casualty, their

scattering according to all hospitals, weak surgical activity in this

f :
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case, duration of coursing of this trauma gave full/total/complete

basis to doctors, who were not being occupied by specially this

question, to count such casualties by completely hopeless ones.

Page 400.

However, under these conditions already in the first world war

appeared the rudiments of tee rational tendency to exert such

casualties more active aid. It is later, in the war with the White

Finns, therapeutic aid by this casualty underwent considerable

development, but it was not nevertheless mass. Only in the Great

Patriotic War on the basis of Soviet doctors' immense collective

experiemce a question about the treatment of the bullet wounds of

spine and spinal cord obtained more or less sufficient illumination.

Thq primary perfecting of wounds as the measure of struggle with

the infection obtained full/total/complete substantiation. Are

established/installed the concrete boundaries of primary perfecting

for those cases when full/total/complete radical operational aid

could not be shown/rendered.

The correct permission of questions of the evacuation of the

similar casualties found bright expression in such quantity of

produced radical surgery - lamineczomy (21.9o/o), which was not
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produced not into one of the previous wars. very significant is the

fact that the vast majority of these radical interventions is

produced in the institucions of army and front line area during the

periods up to 10 days, smaller unit - during the period up to one

month. It is important to also note that the surgical activity with

respect to wounded in the spine progressively was raised with each

year of war.

During the study of different complications after the bullet

wounds of spine and spinal cord was explained the role of

trophoparalytic disorders and infection in the development of the

series/number of complications. Became obvious a difference in the

concepts "microbial contamination" and the "infection of wound". The

latter fact made it possible differently to approach the contaminated

wound or the complication and led to the wider imposition of anechoic

suture after operation/process even in the cases of unhealed,

frequently from suppurative tue separable, bullet wound.

Tha explanation of the pathogenesis of complications from the

side of the urinary tracts led to the wide preventive imposition of

urinary bladder fistula in the cases of the stable delay of urine.

Based on materials of the development of the histories of

disease/sickness/illness/malady, urinary bladder fistula was

sperimposed into 20.2o/o of bullet wounds of spine, which were being

[ j
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escorted/tracked by the delay of urination. Only the timely

imposition of urinary bladder fistula should be ascribed a reduction

in the frequency of urosepsis as the reasons for death for the time

of the 3reat Patriotic War in comparison with the first world war (M.

N. Burienko, A. L. Polenov, V. 1. Dobrotvorskiy).

Soviet doctors' experience, obtained within the time of the

Great Patriotic War, drew nearer us the understanding of the actual

reasons for pneumonia, so/such which were being frequently observed

in wounded spinal column. The exercise about *paralytic pneumonia",

developed by T. S. Istamanovoy, proved to be beneficial for the

selection of the rational ways of prophylaxis and treatment of this

tarrible complication of the wounds of spine and spinal cord.

with each year of war grew on doctors, surgical activity in the

treatment of osteomyelitis, in 14.10/0 which complicated bullet

wounds of spine. In this case came to light the role of the primary

radical perfecting of wound in prophylaxis of osteomyelitis.

Thus, the nonpenetrating wounds of spine were triply more

frequently complicated by osteomyelitis in comparison with the

penetrating wounds, which were more frequently undergoing the early

radical surgical perfecting of wound.

I,
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Page 401.

From the second year of war the surgical treatment of osteomyelitis

was conducted not only with sharply and subacute, but also with

limply flowed/occurred/lasted osteomyelitis, which led to an

improvement in the issues of the treatment of this sometimes stable

complication.

Tha active ways of prophylaxis and treatment of different

suppurative complications led to a sharp reduction in the

complication of the wounds of spine and spinal cord by the sepsis,

established/installed only into 5.7o/o with those penetrating and

into 1.4o/o with the nonpenetrating wounds. As is known, the majority

of casualties (to 80.0o/o) in the war 1914-1918 perished from sepsis

and urosepsis.

Prasencs in the Great Patriotic War of a considerable number of

c3mbined wounds of spine and spinal cord and other cavitary

organs/controls and systems required the

consumptions/prcductions/generations of periods, sequence and methods

of the operation of such casualties. In this case it was

established/install3d, that with such wounds in the majority of the

cases it is necessary to dismember interventions at two consecutive

moments/torques, and under conditions of front line circumstances -

* . . .. .. . . . i i i i . . . . .. . . .. ..
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to two "stages" of evacuation.

In this case urgent interventions on the organs/controls of

thoracic or abdominal area in the absolute majority of the cases were

conducted in the therapeutic institutions of army area (DMP,&PG of

the first line), whence after 3-10-15-day hospitalization (depending

on coursing of wound process, condition of casualty and

sanitary-tactical circumstances) casualties were evacuated into the

specialized hospitals of army or front line area for the treatment of

the wound of spine and spinal cord. This tactics, as showed

experiment/experience, made it possible to preserve by many casualty

not only life, but also ability to work, depending on the severity of

the damage of the contained spinal canal.

tn the !reat Patriotic War it is wider than sometimes in other

wars, were introduc3d in the practice of the treatment of those

wounded the spine the therapeutic exercise, physiotherapy and

sanitation and health treatment. From the first days of war the

surgeons greatly extensively used the physiotherapy of both wound

itself and complications and consequences of the wound of spine and

spinal cord.

Entire presented contributed to an improvement in the issues and

to an invariable/unchanged reduction in the lethality with the bullet

l
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wounis of spine and spinal cord with each year of war.

special attention deserves the use/application of already known

ones and the proposition of new orthopedic interventions on the

extremities apropos of different consequences of the wound of spinal

cord, which have by their target the possible reduction of ability to

work.

The practice of wartime it showed that in the treatment of those

wounied the spine, together with the neurosurgeon and other

specialists, must take active part and the orthopedist. It was

necessary to more widely develop the constructions/designs of the

orthopedic apparatuses, which facilitate the use of paretic

extremities, and to introduce them in the practice of the hospitals,

occupied with the treatment of the bullet wounds of spine and spinal

cord.

An increase in the residual and return, although y partially,

the lost ability to work, because of the use/application of new

A operational receptions/procedures, medicinal/medicamentous substances

and prosthetics, sharply improved in the Great Patriotic War the

results of the treatment of those wounded the spine. Although the

issues of the wound of spine and spinal cord in the Great Patriotic

war are incomparably better than in the previous wars, nevertheless

'F
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lethality with them remains thus far even high.

Page 402.

Were not always correctly put into practice the principles of

evacuation on designation/purpose or conducting of the method of the

4,single m radical perfecting of the wound of spine and spinal cord.

However, the deficiencies/lacks indicated to the larger degree

depended on circumstances at the front, but not from the principal

installations of the doctors in the region of the treatment of the

wounds of spine.

The experience, acquired in the Great Patriotic War by

neurosurgeons, neuropathologists and other specialists, showed that

our knowledge in this region considerably they were spread and were

snriched. The continuously continuous development and the study of

the consequences of the bullet wounds of spine introduce new lines

into the knowledge of the dynamics of the development of the

consequences of wound and possibility of their treatment via one

either the other structural/design operation/process or by other

routes/paths.

One should emphasize that the existed previously opinion that

the condition of that wounded into spinal column remains for his
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whole life such such as it is composed in the course of the first 3-5

months after wound, it is considerably shaken by the

experiment/experience of the Second World War. There are proofs of

the fact that the process of reduction of functions is continued also

3 years after wound. observations show that the repeated or late

operations/processes on the spinal cord lead to the considerable

improvement in the condition of casualty, which makes it possible to

frequently reduce efficiency or self-service one way or another.

Functional results progressively are improved due to produced

later many years after the war of reconstructive, reducing and

repeated operations/processes. Similar operations/processes find ever

increasing use.

The obtained achievements in no case it is not possible to

consider limit and, on the contrary, they are the beacon of the

future diLection of Soviet neurosurgery for achievement of the even

greater successes in the matter of the treatment of these heavy

casualties, who sacrificed their life and health for the happiness of

our Soviet native land.
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